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ABSTRACT

Introduction* Origin of study the assessment of SUjO silk designs 

in the Victoria and Albert Museun and the inscriptions on them* 

Chief sources. Scope.

Chapter 1. Settlement of industry in South-East London. Connection 

between geographical expansion and the silk industry. Situation before 

1728. Evidence of directories. Branches settled elsewhere in London. 

Establishment of master weavers in certain streets only. Distinctions 

between Huguenots and English and between different specialists. 

Importance of Spital Square and Princes Street - dependence of poorer 

quarters upon them.

Chapter 2. (i). Weavers Company. Structure, organization, functions. 

Problem of non-fteemen. Representation of industry in Company's 

hierarchy. Effect of 17140 financial crisis seen in 17*45» Company's 

policy in defence of its members and confidence felt until 1766.

(ii). Industrial elements. Importers and retailers of 

raw silk; throwsters; ancilliaries; weavers, specialisation, tendency 

towards bespoke-weaving, journeymen, relations with masters, equipment, 

incipient trades unionism, wages. Social character of mastersJ 

influence of Huguenots, capital, real estate investment, behaviour as 

citizens, local government, charities, personal ambitions; mercers, 

relations with weavers, retail and export trade, capital, social 

aspirations. Pinamcial organization.

OJMtpter 3» Silks. Raw and thrown silk. Dyeing processes. Plain silks* 

Technique of draw-loom woven silks. Fashion changes. Uses, a) Furnishing,





b) Costume, emphasis on latter. Types of silk. Stylistic developments 

of draw-looa woven silks and their importance to the industry. 
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Chapter U. Expansion. Beneficial influence of mercantile system. 

Official encouragement. Acts of Parliament. Personal contacts. Royal 
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Europe, Portugal and Spain, West Indies, American Colonies.

Charter 5» Difficulties. Limitations of government support. 

Competition from imported textiles especially Lyon silks and from 

English printed calicoes. Increasing competition abroad. Contemporary 

grievances, especially public mournings. Shortage of raw silk. Search 

for new supplies.
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Puilure of this remedy. High cost of raw silk, failure to find 

new supply and to save in costs of production. Possible explanations, 

over-specialization, persistance of independent medium-sized firms, 

lack of capital investment. Exclusive social aomposition of master 

weavers dominated by Huguenots. Achievements of the industry.
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The Silk Industry in London, 1702-66

Introduction

Tnis study Began from an investigation of a series of 

inscriptions on some 8^0 duted designs for English woven silks 

which are bein.; catalogued, in the Victoria and Albert Museum by 

Mr. Peter Thornton. The inscriptions include technical in 

formation in some cases and often several names, thus: "Mr. Carr, 

Mr. Lekeux, July 9th 1745.." (1). The designs include a set 

privately owned (2) and cover the period 1706 to 1756. Over 

one hundred people are mentioned on them. By identifying these 

people and estimating their importance in the industry it is hoped 

that it will be possible to estimate the relative importance of 

the designers and the purely historical significance of the 

collection. The designs could have survived accidentally but 

they could, on the other hand, be a good indication of the quality 

of English silks in the period. While Ir. Thornton has in 

vestigated their aesthetic significance, he entrusted to me the 

task of investigating the historical sources. Although secondary 

accounts of the industry exist and might have been expected to

help, with certain exceptions (3) they proved to be inadequate. 

The reason for this quickly became apparent. During the 19th 

century the silk industry, especially in London, was a monument 

to the horrors of the industrial revoJution. Sweated iah-.-»>r



(1) "A View of the Silk Trade" by Richard uagaall Esq.
quoted in J. Prout: "A Preview of the Silk Trade",
1829, Maccloefield.
Saouel Sholl: "A Short historical Account of the Sil
Manufacture in England," London, l8ll. (3y a journeyraan
wearer }  
All theee were in fact accounts of the industry in their
own period whatever their titles implied.

(2) Anonymous article. The firet part of the article, pp*
8y-93» does not concern thie period. Part II, pp. 165-170, 
Part 111 "The Present Condition", pu, 195-19^ (Vol. II),
V, £.- A. f-*u«euT! library.

(3) This is a misunderstanding. The clause in the Act of 
1766 making it a felony to break into a workshop and cut 
work on the loom had nothing to do with the mercers. The 
cutters attacked masters who were paying lower wages than 
those agreed upon in the lists of prices ̂ and also journey 
men working for lower rates of pay.



starving children, desperate and riotous journeymen, sometimes 

viciously oppressed, formed a popular picture of the- silk 

industry that was hardly exaggerated (1). Such conditions 

inevitably coloured any view of the past. By the aiddie of the 

19th century it seemed incredible that there should have been any 

period of prosperity arid if it had ever existed its memory had, 

for the most part, bee:, forgotten.

A typical account of the period is contained in the Journal 

of Design for 1849 (2). This* publication was intended to raise 

the aesthetic standards of rritish tuanufacturers and raight have 

been expected to contain serious we11-informed articlee. The 

Silk "anufacture in Great Britain, fto. II, Spitalfieldc and the 

Prohibitory System" is, in fact, a poleraic directed against the 

evils of Protection. The period of this study is described thus:

"The cora .ercial progress of the silk trade under all this 
nursing; was simply a series of complaints and depressions; 
remonstrances, memorials and petitiona; occasional clanour and 
hopeless despondency until 1S24. In spite of all prohibitory 
Acts smuggling wats carried on to an enormous extent, and the 
contraband trade in silks was such as almost virtually to nullify 
the Acts intended for protection. I'veryone who desired to wear 
silk made a point of getting the prohibited article....because 
it was supposed to be much superior to the home-made production: 
at last this was carried to such an extent that, after a bold 
attempt to stop the illicit trade in 17bjJ, so little appears to 
have been done towards carrying out the purposes of the prohibitory 
acts that 7,000 loose are statei to have been idle. Parliament 
reported very strongly against the contraband system a;ain and 
again: instead of recommending moderate duties" (since the 
English were known to produce soa/e goods better than the French), 
"they returned to the old plan ol.positive prohibition thus 
Aggravating the already bad state of things. To such lengths 
had matters run that acts were pasoed at le'act to protect ti.e 
silk mercers selling foreign wares against the savage aaaaulta 
of the working weavers who frequently attacked shops and ware 
house a where the hated goods were supposed to be deposited, and 
destroyed all they could lay their hands on (3). For this



(1) Hertz, op. cit. f p. 711.

(2) The oppressed weavers of Staffordshire, Warwickshire f 
Mftccleefiald and r^ncheeter belong at the earlieot to 
the late 60'e. Equally, it is impossible to quote the 
wa ee of one type of worker in 1770 ancheeter ae if they 
were typical of the whole century and of other centres* 
The discussion of the Journeyman's standard of life is also 
misleading (p.?2Q). The London journeymen did not combine 

"their handicraft with agricultural pursuits". It would, 
however, be equally irrelevant to apply to the Hacclesfield 
worker of the 1750's the conditions of the Spitalfields 
journeyman half a century earlier.
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offence capital punishment was enacted.....Add to this 
constant disputes between workmen and employers; combinations 
of a fearful character, resulting in open defiance of the law, 
and occasionally bloodshed "which led to the Spitalfields Act 
of 1773 regulating wages."

Most of this account is grossly exaggerated and the result 

of telescoping a series of incidents spread over 70 years so that 

they appear to happen together. Some complete misunderstandings 

are added for good measure* Even a good account written in the 

present century suffers from the same fault. Early in his 

article G. 8. Hertz wrote "From this date the history of the 

industry falls into four periods. The years between 1713 and 

1765 were marked by heavy duties falling short of prohibition" (1). 

The implication of this article and that of the anonymous account 

in the Journal of Design would seem to be the same: that the acts 

created and shaped the industry, not that the industry created the 

acts. Enough examples can be found throughout the period of 

demands from every section of the silk industry - and indeed 

from many other industries - for protective legislation. A 

history of these demands is not, however, a history of the industry 

iteelf. Moreover, Hertz permitted himself an even more dangerous 

over-simplification. He contrasted the situation in 1700 (2) 

with that in 1800, listing the many provincial centres in the latter 

year by comparison with the one centre, London, in the former. 

In so doing he ignored the fact that in his first period, 1713-65, 

apart from Canterbury and Norwich (which he could have mentioned 

as active in 1700) the provincial centres he listed were throwing



(1) See Chapter 2 pp. 135-7 Fuch of the throwing in the provinces 
was done in mills under factory conditions. The conditions 
of the London throwsters were diverse and certainly the 
weavers did not work in factories in the modern sense.

(2) The best of these are: Ce'sar Moreau, "The Rise and
Progress of the SiDt Trade in England from the earliest
period to the present Time", February 1826; and Porter,
"Treatise on the Origin, Progressive Improvement and
Present State of the Silk Manufacture", Loudon L-831*
One chapter is concerned with the history of the manufacture
in England and this was widely quoted by later 19th century
writers.

(3) 15 ^eolll.Cap. 68 which established a legally agreed 
list of Prices to be paid for certain types of work. The 
earlier lists had no legal sanction.

Cesar I Toreau, see above.

(5) Anderson on Comuierce. "An Historical and Chronological 
Deduction of the origin of Commerce.,,." London 1?8?, 
Vol. Ill (The 18th Century).
David Macpherson, "Annals of Commerce", London l805» 
Vol. Ill (The 18th Century;.
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silk and not weaving it, a distinction in technology which 

could also carry with it a difference in industrial organisation (1)  

It is hoped in this' study to establish how far the industry can 

be identified with one area in London and the extent of its 

growth in these years, its structure and organisation, the goods 

it produced and the techniques by which it produced them. These 

points will be considered before giving an account of the 

difficulties which the industry encountered which in turn pro 

duced the pamphlets, the petitions and finally the legislation.

The accounts written in the early 19th century do not 

suffer from the distortion of their facts to suit any ecc'iomic 

theory but are very limited in their scope.(2). Only certain

events and certain acts of Parliament receive any attention: the 

effects of the treaty of 1713» the patent taken out by Sir Thomas 

Lombe in 1719 and its renewal in 1732, the act of 1750 reducing 

duties on the import of raw silk, the petition of 176^, the acts 

of 1765 and '66, the cutters 1 riots of 17&9 an<3 sometimes the 

"Spitalfields" act of 1773 (3). The best of these accounts 

described these subjects quite factually but without very much 

attempt to link the events toother. One writer KE\de some use 

of the customs figures (*f) and illustrated his account very 

fully with the evidence given to the 182^4- Parliamentary Committee 

on the silk industry. The basic material of these accounts 

seems to come from such works as David Macpherson's Annals of 

Com-'nerce (5) of 1805 and Anderson on Commerce of 1787. These 

amount Ir^ely to a precis of the most important legislation which



(1) Documents originally compiled as records of impersonal 
facts in which the compiler, within his terras of 
reference, made no selection. The selection which may 
subsequently be made from such documents ceases, of course, 
to be impersonal or unbiased,

(2) J. S. Burn: "The History of the French, Walloon, Dutch and 
other Protestant Refugees settled in England, 1846. 
Samuel Smiles: "The Huguenots, their Settlements, Churches 
and Industries in Lngland and Ireland", 186?. 
Rev. C. A. Agnew: "Protestant Exiles from France in the 
reign of Louis XIV", l8?4, and revised edition 1886. 
C. Weiss: "The History of the French Protestant Refugees". 
1854.
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is not, in itself, misleading. It may, perhaps, seem a 

contradiction to state that this legislation and the petitions, 

pamphlets and other literary manifestations which accompanied it, 

yield much of the ascertainable facts about the silk industry. 

This is so only when such evidence is compared with the evidence 

of the purely "objective" (1) sources: the directories, quarterage 

lists of the London Weavers Company, customs statistics, certain 

insurance policy registers and similar material. On the one 

hand it is necessary to look beyond the polemics and on the other 

to escape from the fascination of compiling irrelevant statistics 

for their own sake. The two types of evidence can be compared 

to their mutual advantage. The Journals of the House of Commons 

are one of the most important sources for thie study because they 

contain some indication of the events leading up to any piece of 

legislation or abortive legislation. Moreover, the reports made 

by their select committees are not anonymous. It is possible 

to assess the weight of the evidence in the light of the "objective" 

facts known about each witness.

The only works of the middle and later 19th century which are 

not overcast by ignorance and gloom are the various accounts of 

the settlements of the French refugees in this country and the 

contribution they made to its industry (2). Indeed, these are 

imbued with a spirit of such fierce optimism that it has been 

difficult to take them too seriously despite the circumstantial 

evidence which they offered. There is, however, one passage 

in J. Southerden Burn: History of the French and other Protestant 

refugees settled in England, published in l3*f6 f which appeart- from



(1) E.I.D. series 5973.' "Patterns by different bands'* 
(belonging to Anna Maria Garthwaite). 
5973.19. "For Mr. iionceaux, July 1 1720." 
5973.18. "For ^ir. Peter Lekeux, Oct. 26th 172A-,

For i-'r. Smith .....
Chr. ..baud..«,. (The signature has been compared 

with that of Christopher Baudouin, who witnessed the 
naturalisation of Peter Mariscoe in 1709jand who also 
signed the 171^ Petition of the Principal Inhabitants of 
Soitalfields to the Com/flissioners of 50 New Churches, 
and found to be the same in each case). Other designs 
forLekeux can be related to this one on stylistic grounds.

(2) PCC.Smith. foil8g.(MarescoeJ obitl7lo) J PC.C Richmond Q. ?Q
(Lekeux, '

(3) C. A. Agnew (1886 edn.) op. cit. t Vol. I, p. 2C2.



its very precision to be based upon some continuous tradition. 

It is repeated almost exactly in Weiss: History of the French 

Protestant Refugees, of 1854, p. 252. The passage begins with 

the claim "The French artisans took into England models of 

looms similar to those in Lyons and Tours. They taught the 

English improved methods of weaving and shewed them how to make 

brocades, satins, very strong silks known as paduasoys, watered 

silks, black velvets, fancy velvets, stuffs of mingled silk, 

silk and cotton....'1 Much of this can be contradicted or 

at least modified, but the passage continues: "The figured silks 

which proceeded from the London manufacturers at the end of the 

17th century were due almost exclusively to the industry of three 

refugees Lanson, Mariscot and Monceaux. The artist who 

supplied the designs was also a refugee named Baudouin....." 

This could be considered to be no more than an anecdote, probably 

distorted or even invented and in any case impossible to verify 

were it not for a series of coincidences. Mr. Monceaux and an 

artist, Christopher Baudouin, appear in the inscriptions on 

some of the V. &  A. designs (1). Associated with them is the 

name of a weaver "Ilr." or "Capn. Peter Lekeux". Furthermore, 

Captain Peter was related through his uncle, of the same name, 

to Peter Mariscoe, and indeed through his uncle inherited some 

of Mariscoe's extensive property (2). Agnew mentioned (j5) 

that J. Southerderi iSurn had r::ade "practical use" of his great 

knowledge of Huguenot families in dealing with a case involving 

the "conEiderable" Lekeux inheritance. It thus seeme possible 

that Burn had had more than family tradition on which to base his



(1) Guildhall MS. 4b42. The signature of James Leman is 
mentioned in Frank Lewis. James Leman, Leigh on Sea, 

P. 8.

(2) The term "flowered" is used in the 1?69 List of Prices
(see Bibliography) ,/ar patterned silk made on a drawloom, 
It is used earlier in less technical documents, such as 
Mortimer's Directory of 17&3* While the design of such 
silks was not necessarily floral it very often was and the 
term is a conveniently expressive one to use for silks with 
a free design, "Figured", the term often used today for 
such textiles, has the disadvantage that, in the iSth century, 
it is often used for a different technique. Thus, "foot- 
figured", also used in the List of Prices, means a pattern 
made by shafts and therefore limited in size and scale, 
There were practical restrictions on the number of shafts 
which could be used ; and thus silks which were "foot- figured" 
would be limited to designs with small floral motifs or 
geometric patterns. Thus, "flowered" has been used for 
the most part throughout this study.
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statement, perhaps papers which have now disappeared. (I.fforte 

to trace any surviving descendants of the Lekeuxs have so far 

failed). The By-Laws and Ordinances of the weavers Company in 

1737 were signed by Peter Lekeux among others (including another of 

the designers whose work is represented in the Victoria and 

Albert Museum, James Leman) (1). This in its turn suggested 

that the part they took in the Company's affaire rhould be in 

vestigated as a first step towards finding out how much truth 

there was in the statement made by Burn. The Court Books of the 

Assistants of the Weavers Company of London have proved to be 

the other most important source for tuie study.

Hertz wrote that the English industry "never wholly wrested 

supremacy in the silk trade from the French. The latter had 

several greatt advantages* In the first place labour wae far 

cheaper, and in this case cheap labour was not counterbalanced 

by any English superiority in taste or workmanship". He doee 

not quote any authority for the last statement* Very little 

direct business evidence such as account books, order books, 

partnership agreements, etc. survive, and thus the 34o V. V A, 

designs become exceptionally important* The inscriptions, 

however brief, do reveal something of the relationship of the 

different elements of the industry to one another, pattern-drawer 

to weaver, weaver to journeyman, and weaver to mercer. The 

designt - .  /.: *. ! / nhww *h*t the different types of "flowered" (2) 

silks look like, the changes in style or fashion, an4 gl*s SOB* 

evidence for co-nparison with the products of the French industry



(1) The ribbon industry is better studied in connection with 
that of Coventry. The hosiery industry is being in 
vestigated by at least two other people.

(2) W, R. Scott: Joint Stock Companies, Vol. III. Section 
III, The rtoyal Lustrine Company 1638-1720, pp. 72-39.

(3) W. H. Manchee: "Some Huguenot Smugglers: The Impeachment 
of London Silk Merchants in 1698'*, in Proceedings of the 
Huguenot Society of London, Vol. XV, Ko. 3» PP. /f06-427. 
Also Calendar of nouse of Lor do HSS for the period. House 
of Commons Journals, especially 1698 Report on the Smugglers, 
and other sources quoted by Scott.

(4) "Broad" silks as op}x>sed to "narrow" goods (i.e. ribbons, 
tape, etc.). This is, again, a normal l3th century term. 
See for instance, B.M. Tracts on Trade 8l6ral3, 1-72, no»15» 
"That all sorts of figured, flowered and striped broad silks, 
and all satin figured and pladb ribbons are raade of fine 
Italian thrown silks with a mixture of the coarser sorts...." 
1699* It was also used by Daniel Defoe in this sense: 
see Chapter 1, p. 3« It continued to be used into the 19th 
century, for example in "The Book of Trades" ,l8o*f-ll edition, 
p. 15  The distinction between broad and narrow weaving 
ie made "the narrow weavers....(are employed;,..in riooons, 
tapes and such other things' 1 .
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which were certainly their most dangerous competitors. 

These designs thus constitute the third basic source which has 

been used. Hertz probably repeated contemporary criticism 

from some literary source but he did not, apparently, attempt 

to find out who made such criticisns f whether there was any 

ulterior motive behind them or to what extent they were justified. 

One of the purposes of this study is to shew that the flowered 

silks occupied a quite special position in the industry and that 

the bias witn which this worr. began is justified historically.

It is not proposed to treat in any detail the manufacture 

of rinbons, ferret, braid or hosiery (1). Since the greatest 

period of the Royal Lustring Company falls outside the years of 

this study its final collapse will not be discussed except 

incidentally. Its history has been written by W, H, Scott (2), 

and other published material is readily accessible Cj5)   It is 

almost exclusively the "broad" silk, (k) industry which is in 

vestigated.

Although any dates set upon a study of this kind are to 

some extent arbitrary, the choice of the years 1702-1766 is an

attempt to encompass a reasonably homogeneous period. The 

accession of c^ueen Anne and the Act of Settlement guaranteed the 

future of the Huguenots in England. This was of special 

relevance to the silk industry since the future of its dramatis 

personae, both masters and men, was ensured. In the year 1766 

the second of two reports by Select Committees of the House of 

Commons on the general state of the silk industry in inland wae



(1) House of Commons Journals: Vol. 30, pp. 208-22>9»
March 1?65 Keport of the Select Committee on the Silk 
Industry, and pp. ?24-?29, April 1^-tn,

(2) For example, the most interesting thesis of W. M. Jordan 
(M.A. 1930) en "The iiilk Industry in London, I?60-l830 
with special reference to the condition of the wage earners 
and the policy of the Spital fields Acts."

(3) Hertz, op. cit,, p. ?2b.

(k) Accounts of these disturbances were j^rinted in the
Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser, October *fth, 6th, 
12th, 13th, 1763. One journeyman was badly hurt.
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printed in the Journals (l;. The two reports, of 1765 and 1766, 

quoted opinions from a wide variety of interests on the causes 

of the depression which was apparent to them all. The 

explanation's often conflicted but they referre'd back over a 

considerable period. The events of this crisis and the acts 

which were passed changed the character of the industry and co 

incided with certain more gradual changes in fashion which were 

also of great importance. A study of bhe industry in the years 

after 1766 would necessarily emphasise quite different factors (2). 

To ignore this distinction can be raost misleading. Hertz wrote 

"The period 1763-73 was one °£ industrial war between employers 

and employed, and closed in special legislation, to which later 

industrial history has given some celebrity. The riots of 

1763 and 1769 were particularly grave....." (3)   There was in 

actual fact a great difference between the incidents in 1763 

and 1769* The former demonstrations were almost without blood 

shed, received much public sympathyjand at the worst saw a master 

weaver burnt in effigy and some windows smashed (*f) . The 

demonstrations of 1769 occurred after the act of 1766 > which 

extended to the silk industry the laws already affecting the 

woollen weavers. From 1766 to break into a workshop arid cut 

work on the loom was a felony and therefore punishable by death. 

In tne shadow of such an act conditions of "war 11 might well be 

said to prevail and no quarter might be (;iven. The period up 

to 1766 was of a very different character.

 oOo-



(1) This section owes much to the L.C.C. Survey of London
(Spitalfields) edited by Ison and Bezodis. It can, indeed, 
be ooly a slight amplification, laying stress on certain 
points*

(2) Royal Commission on Historical MSS (12th report). MSS of 
S.H.Le Fleming, Rydal Hall (1890), p. 12*f. 
Description of a riot on January 17th, 167,?, of ribbon 
weavers in Spitalfields and of a similar riot in Southwark.

(3) A iiistor^ of Trade in England (anon.) 1702. (B.M.113e>«b.3) 
p.l65 et. seq. "...Is not the invention of making these 
fine stuffs so mightily improved that of late most of the 
gentry wear them, who formerly wore Rich silks...." 
(The author continued that there were said to be too many 
workmen in London and soon the Provinces would starve) "... 
more especially since those slight coarse stuffs have been 
made in London which formerly came from Norwich and other 
places that wholly depend on that trade..."

(4) See Introduction p.9-

(5) Court Books of the Assistants of the Weavers Company.
Extracts in Huguenot Society Publications Vol. XXXIII, p»52.

(6) A. Browning. Thomas Osborne, Farl of Danby and Duke of 
Leeds 1632-1712. Vol. Ill, Appendices (195D, pp. 25-27. 
'"March" 9» 1676, Regulation of Trade....No persons to wear 
any silk but what be manufactured in this kingdom...." 
"March 11, 1675/6* The Weavers call'd in and being asked 
whither they could furnish all England with silk stuffs, 
answered, Yes, if they might bee incouraged.. ." 
They subsequently appeared with patterns to prove their case 
although it was admitted on the same occasion that they did 
not make alamodes or lustrings.

(7) House of Lords MSS. Calendar 1695-7. (i.e. RCHMss 1903) Wo. 
1050, f'arch 31st, 1696.
Report of Select Committee on Persia and £ast Indies Bill, 
p. 238 et. seq. Evidence of John Andrews.
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CHAPTER I 

TH.li LOCATION Of TH3L liMDUSTRY (1)

Since the late l6tli century there had been a number of 

silk and ribboa weavers in London, not by any means confined to 

one district (2). How numerous they were by comparison with 

the worsted weavers is an open question (3). The immigrations 

from the l670's onwards of Huguenots from many parts of France and 

of an important proportion from Holland certainly had a profound 

influence. There is some support for Burn's statement (4) in 

the Court Books of the Weavers Company that the French weavers 

brought new manufactures (5)  On August llth, 1684, John Larguier 

"now produced a piece of Alamode silk made in Lngland.....This 

court considered thereof, and conceivin/x the like hath never been 

made in England and that it wille be of ^.reat benefit to this 

Nation, Do agree...Vto admit Larguier as a Foreign Master without 

paying fees provided he employed Englishmen for a year and a day 

to help him make Alamodes and Lustrings*.**1 This incident 

subsequently led to the foundation of the Royal Lustring Company. 

However, the episode only proves that lustrings were new to this 

country not that broad silks in general were new. Earlier in 

the reign there were demands that only English silks should be 

be worn in order to encourage the industry (6). In 1696 a dealer 

in "India and English silks" declared "I believe the English 

cannot nearly supply the nation." (?) . A witness v,no disagreed



(1) fcelect Committee Report, op. cit. p. 239« Evidence of 
Smith.

(2) For example: History of Trade 17O^, op. cit. References 
throughout to forei^nwrs: e.^. (p. lA-S; , "soon.....no 
English blood left amongst us...*." "...it ciay be further 
noted that the French in England are the very scum of 
their nation....". etc.

N» Hoadot. Les Protestants a Lyon. 1691, Chapter V. Lee 
Tisecure en Sole (p. 55)«
p. 59. Of 20,OOO silk weavers in Lyon between .1598-1685 
onl;y 85 Protestant sil!* v«eav®rs found ir* records (baptisme, 
marriages, burials, etc.); p. 63, Importance of trotectante 
in the Tours silk industry.

Col. ieter Lekeux. obit l?23,pp.l9,£I^.$Hug.5oc.Procs/; who 
caarried "one of the daughters and eb-heiresses of rich old 
Mr. ; :ari£co...'j3. t (i0i .State of Ji3 XXV ^-64).
Peter rtariscoe/,1710 (see p.9. note I , ), "of iit. Dunstan 
Stepney, weaver...." (I-CC. Smith fol. 168, August 12th, 1?10) 
Also procs. of the Hug. iioc. Vol. XV, Iio. 3$ 1936, pp. 
^V. i>o:ne Huguenot Smugglers by w, H. .'anche*e. Lists 
prominent silk merchants and weavers in both parties.
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said he had observed that "when the Kast India ehipe come in 

half our weavers play. For two or three years we have in 

creased and employed French refugees and we can employ more if 

encouraged...." It was said that he lid lived ior some time in 

Spitalfielde (1).

The foreigners tended to settle together in one quarter 

iust outside the South Eastern boundaries of the cit., in the 

Tower Hamlets and the Parish of Stepney. So auch we know from 

many contemporary accounts, sorae of them nost unfriendly (2) . 

There is not very much evidence, however, to prove that the 

professions of the majority in France had been silk weaving. The 

Grande Fabrique in Lyon (3) was not open to Protestants and there 

are very few recorded immigrants from that city. Gome families 

from Tours can subsequently be traced in the English industry 

and others frora litmus. The contingent from Paris may have 

included some silk weavers, for there was some industry there; 

but the raonopoly held by Lyon ensured that there was little silk 

weaving of any consequence in other psrts of France (except in the 

places mentioned and at Avignon). But whatever their origins, the 

foreigners were concentrated in one large and homogeneous community 

and silk-weaving was one of the many professions which they entered.
*

They represented an enormous and skilled labour force and in the 

community there were a number of very rich or.en most intimately 

connected with the silk industry (*f).

The subsequent importance of the foreigners, and their unusual 

names, enable a fairly close etud^ to be nude of the location of



(1) In the possession of the editors of the L.C.C. Survey 
of London. I am much indebted to Mr. BezodiB who 
permitted UL to consult this transcript, and indeed his 
own notes on the rate books, in the early stages of this 
study.

(2) L.C.C. Kecord Koom. Miia.THCS.109 (1713), THCS.115 (1716), 
THCS.132 (1724;, THCS.151 (1736). For example, p. 65 
of TiiCS.132 (1724) = Booth Street (Philip Manckey). p. 57 - 
Corbet Court (Peter Abraham Ggier, William Dormer, Daniel 
Gobbee, etc.).

(3) Daniel Defoe: A Tour through London, about the year 1725. 
(Annotated edition published by latsford in 1929)» p. 17  
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the industry in the l8th century. The main sources for this 

section have been the Hate Books of Christ Church 8pitalfieIds 

(such as survive) and of St. Botolph's for the period 17CO - 1720, 

the Directories of the period and Kocque's Kap of London, 17^+6. 

No rate bocks for Norton Falgate, other than a transcription 

made in 1909 for one year have survived for the most crucial 

period (1). The Spitalfields Sewer Hate Books for 1713, 1716, 

1724 and 1736 have no street names and thus only the outlandish 

names of the Huguenots permit the rate cpllector's route to be 

followed with any certainty (2).

The geographical growth of this area of London is relevant 

in so far as it can be connected with the eilk industry. Daniel 

Defoe described "the even greater growth of the outparts"(of 

London) in 1725 (3>  Within his own memory "all the 

numberless ranges of building called Spitalfields reaching from 

Spital Yard at Norton Falgate and from Artillery Lane in bishops- 

gate Street with all the new streets beginning at Ploxton and the 

back of Shoreditch Ch ;.rch north and reaching to Brick Lane and to 

the end of Hare Street on the way ta Hethnal oireen East, then 

sloping away quite to Whitechapel Koad south east«....which are 

now close built and well inhabited.....! say all these have been 

built since the year 1,66." On the one hand we have such 

contemporary descriptions, nearly always in the nost general terras, 

and on the other the lists of people living in particular streets. 

The links between the two sets of evidence have come from the 

Court ;<oo-',« of the e-ivers Company ^na certain insurance policies 

taken out by the inhabitants. These two sources can be compared



(1) KCH. MSS. Stuart Papers. Windsor IV (Vol. 56), p. 302. 
G. Flint to Sir James Bateman.

(2) p. Millican. "Free/nen of Norwich 15^-1713" (193*0.
were 2,929 worsted weavers among the freemen in this period 
about four tines as many fr eerier, as in any other trade, 
The next largest group were the 551 grocers. 
Also Tiouse of Commons .Journals Vol. 19i P» 191 et. seq., 
petitions from woollen interests all over the country (Dec. 
l?ly) against the use and wear of printed calicoee included 
petitions from Norwich Woolcombers, Dyers, Dressers, Throw 
sters etc, of woollen yarn for worsteds which spoke of the 
"many thousands dependent on trie woollen manufactory in 
this city." (p. JfO?) . Similar petitions were presented 
by the Worsted Weavers of Norwich and trie J.P's of Norwich 
in Jan, 1?21. During the weeks preceding the "Manchester 
Act" of 173^ which permitted the making and printing of 
calicoes in this country, the Norwich manufacturers of 
worsted stuffs asked to be heard against the bill (House of 
Commons Journals Vol. 22, p. 592. 26th February),

(3) "* Wew Guide to London in French and English", 2nd ed. 1?26 
(D.M.577d. 3/D, p. 83.
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with the information contained in printed directories after 1736.

Contemporary feeling about the foreigners, the growth of 

the industry, - and of Spitalfields was rather confused. In 

May, 1717, a Jacobite wrote (1): 'We have already in London 

itself above 200,000 foreigners and Huguenot officers plentiful 

in the army, arid the law for naturalising foreigners is pro 

rogued only to the next sessions..." While a nore belligerent 

letter was published on November 23th, 1719 in the Weekly Journal 

or Saturday Post. "It seeais," it said, "I have been fighting 

for a parcel of Outlandish pretended Huguenots half Papists, 

who now they are grown rich a/nongst us despise the name of an 

English man.....are we not over run with French valet de Charnbres, 

periwig makers, tailore, cooks, weavers, perfumers, distillers, 

viutners, barbers and high German Doctors.....bellows that look 

like the Devil Himself, with broad brimmed hats and basket hilted 

swords...." a ratner fanciful description. The same newspaper 

publisned on December 19th: "The ca.ee of the Ivoollen and Silk 

Manufacturers in Great JSritain humbly offered to the Consideration 

of ljarliar,ierit." In tne course of the argument it was stated 

that "the weavers in and about London and ^orwich and their 

dependents only....(number) 300,000 upwards." This was no 

doubt the maximum credible figure and in Norwich there was a 

lar/ye worsted industry (2). In "A New Guide to London in French 

and English" (.5) the author remarks, "We omitted to .aention the

fine streets ("le beau quartier") of GoociiUciri 1 s irieldc, white 

Chapel and Spittle fields where the most _p_ar_t of the weavers live,



(1) A Foreigners Guide to London, 1st edition 1719 (B.M.
, P. 126-8.

(2) Spitalfielde Survey, op. cit*

(3) House of Common ti . ,ornals, Vol. ^1, 1727-32. Feb. 1 
172S/9, p. 220.

Daniel Defoe: "A Plan of the English Commerce", p. 393.
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and where they have lately built whole streets that are very 

fine....." In the French version this is rendered: "Ie 

quartier des ouvriers en eoyc et. des Tr.ster^iids: a t on a depuis 

peu bati de& rues entiereE qui sont tree belles". In the 

"Foreigners Guide to London" 1729, (1) it was said!: "they

reckon in Spittlefields alone above 100,000 silk, plush, cotton 

and wool weavers". Such an estimate was obviously exaggerated 

but trie growth of the area ie reflected in the agitation of the 

inhabitants to push forward the building of Christ Church (2). 

In tneir petition of February 1729 in which the principal in 

habitants complained of the lack of an endowment for the church 

they emphasised tise urgency, "the hainlet being very populous". 

From the Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons 

in 1729 it appeared that the Commissioners for 50 New Churches 

had allotted the hamlet a church many yeard before ,that the

church was now built and ready for consecration and it was added:" i

"the inhaoitants have for many years past chose their own 

officers and maintained their poor among themselves which are 

numerous, and that there are near 2,500 houses in the parish." 

Finally we have the opinion of Daniel Defoe (&): in "A Plan of 

the English lioouerce", first published in 1722, he wrote on 

various improvements in Jlanufautures and Trade ..."one of them ie 

the broaJ silk inanufacture; I cannot pass it over; it is an 

Encreasfe of this very a^e. It is a Surprise to the World, as 

well in its Quantity as in its Value, and in the admirable

which our people are arriv 1 ' to iii it, and the little



(1) He quotes in the same work spurious figures of imports 
and the total consumption of woven silks. He also 
exaggerates the decline of silk weaving in Canterbury.
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time they have had to raise it to the degree which it is 

arriv»d to. It is but a very few Years ago that the making 

of Broad silks began in England; the French and the Italians 

carried the world before them...in that particular Article...." 

On p. 297 he remarked, "The broad silk trade indeed being 

chiefly carried on in the cities of London, might be said to 

employ some of the people formerly employed in the Woollen 

Manufacture in the same place (viz:) SpittiefieIds".

From these accounts it is clear that the number of weavers 

had increased, but there were a large number of foreigners in 

London and that the area around Spitalfields was a rapidly 

growing self-supporting unit. How far this geographical expansion 

was the result of an expansion in the silk industry is not so 

clear from these accounts. Daniel Defoe is not too reliable (1). 

The campaign of 1719 directed against printed calicoes emphasised 

the numbers of woollen and worsted weavers thrown out of work. 

The Weekly Journal or British Gazetteer on January 9th f 1720 

published "a list of the several sorts of woollen and silk 

manufactures which are lost by the Incroachrnent of printed linens 

and callicoee", which, the letter said, stood "like an account 

of so many officers slain in battle so many towns burnt...." 

On this list there was not one single pure silk. Even allowing

for the fact that the ^oods listed are typical of those made in 

Norwich, the complete exclusion of any silks is odd unless such 

worsteds and half silks were also made in some quantity in 

London as well. Moreover the "Foreigners Guide" ten yeare later



(1) See p. 14- fn. 4. , .

(2) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations
(1718-22) October 8th, 1719, p.

(3) Court Books of the Assistants of the Weavers Company
of London, (henceforth referred to as 'Court Books op. cit.' 
unless the source is not the original MSS» but the extracts 
made by the Huguenot Society in Vol. XXXIII of their 
publications which will be referred to as 'tiug. Soc. 
t-ublns. XXXIII 1 ) .
Vol. 1700-21. uuildhall MS. ^655/1, Audit Day, l4th 
September, 1719-

(If) i. Hate Book in Stepney Public Library.
ii. Sun Insurance Company, Policy Book No. 1, 1710-1711, 
p. ^7. Thomas Eades at the Fox in Wheeler Street Spittle- 
fields in the Parish of St. Dunstan Stepney, Cit. and 
Weaver for his goods.
(I ara much indebted to Mr. P. G. Thurlby who, when engaged 
in research on the London calico printers for the late 
fir. P. C. Floud, took notes - on a reciprocal basis - of 
the weavers whom he came across in the Sun Insurance Company 
records for the years 1710-20).

(5) Petitions in Lambeth .Palace Library - to which Mr. Bezodis 
of the L.C.C. Survey of London drew our attention in the 
early stages of this study.

(6) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, 
op. cit., p. 118.

(7) PRO. C. 0.388. 21 Bundle I, fol. 209«
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still spoke of the "silk, plush, cotton and woollen weavers" 

in Spitalfields.

Col. Lekeux (1) was asked by the Commissioners for Trades 

and Plantations in October 1719 to produce a series of witnesses 

to speak on the weavers' petition against printed calicoes (2) . 

He was asked for representatives of various interests and ".... 

of the weavers in Spit tie fields, who are chiefly concerned in 

worsted and woollen goods, he ientioned Mr. Thomas Eades and 

Mr. Tidraarsh". Both these men can be identified. From the 

Court Books of the Weavers Company we know that the Committee to 

deal with the petition was appointed in September (J>) . Thomas 

Eades as Upper Bailiff for the year was automatically a member.

In- 1700 he was Living in Petticoat Lane (*f) f though by 1711 

he was probably living in Wheeler Street. While the precise 

address of Captain Josiah Tidmarsh is unknown his name appears 

in the Rate Books for the New Town and he signed the various 

petitions to the Commissioners of the 50 New Churches, together 

with other "principal inhabitants" of Spitalfields in 1713A f 

171*f, 1723 and 1727 (5). Mr. Eades appeared before the 

Commissioners on October 22nd (6) . He said that "he was con 

cerned in the export of our silk and woollen goods to Hamburg, 

Germany, Spain and etc. and he assured their Lordships that he 

had had the value of £2,000 of these goods by him for these 12 

months". There seems no reason to doubt his statement. Indeed, 

in a paper which he presented to the Commissioners of Trades and 

Plantations (7) he said, "I have collected some facts relating 

to the woollen manufactory within my own knowledge..." He had



(1) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, 
op» cit. p,

(2) Rate Book, Stepney Public Library, op. cit.



formerly employed 180-230 looms "in making Callimancoes and 

Cambiitte partly for the foreign trade" but his trade had been 

steadily declining for two yeare and he had less than 100 looms

employed and only two-thirds fully employed. He calculated 

he had 1,500 men, women and children out of work.

Col. Lekeux was asked also (1) "where the weavers are 

chiefly established". "The weavers of stuffs and silks," he 

said, "are chiefly established at London, Canterbury, Norwich and 

Colchester, at the two former....places their imployment is most 

in silks, ct Norwich in silk and worsted and at Colchester in 

worsted. That as to the numbers of weavers in Spitalfields 

and other parts about London, it w a s uncertain, but that in his 

remembrance he believes they have increased from one to twenty..." 

A founder of the Royal Lustring Company, his memory presumably 

went back to the l68o f s.

Spitalfields Old Town in 1?00 (2) included only a small part 

of the district. Not all the streets are named in the Rate Book 

but they included Paternoster Row, Dorset Street, White Row, Smock 

Alley, Cobb's Yard, Bramble Alley, Rose Lane, Dean and Flower Street 

and a part of Brick Lane. The area can still be defined: it 

was bordered on the south by V'entworth Street and on the north 

by Fashion Street and Paternoster Row. The New Town straggled 

north and east to Bethnal Green but none of its street names 

are given in the Rate Books before 17^3  In the Old Town few 

of the inhabitants are faiTiiliar from the court books of the 

Weavers Company; but since both the inhabitants and the Assistants



(1) Registers of La Patente (Hug. Soc . Publns. XI, 1893) p.
172. Carriage in 1692 of Judith Alavoine daughter of Daniel
A. with Ambrose Pointier son of Thomas P. and Mary Blairion.,
both families from Pi card y.
ii) Hug. Soc. Publns. XXXIII op. cit. 1692, p. 56.
iii) Letters of Denization and Acts of Naturalisation for
Aliens in England and Ireland 1 701-1^00, ed. W. A. Shaw,
Hug. Soc. Publns. Vol. XXVII, 1710, p. 105. In 1712 Daniel
Alavoine was living in the Artillery Ground (Sun Insurance
Company Policy Book 1, p. l4^f) .

(2) See pp. 210, 211 n<*e 2. 212 note l.OHt 1743. Q.M.XVlU.p 52-5. described
as " an eminent weaver of Spitalfields and Justice of the Peace!'

(» Career outlined in Hug. Soc.?poC5..XX, No:

Several Nouailles, Daniel Alavoine (Alovine), Daniel 
Messman, Isaac Jeaimett (Jamett) , Peter Campart (t} on par, 
Nicholas Grumpier (Cromplir) , John Gobbe (Gobbey) , Isaac 
Lepine (Lepaine; , Jacob Lardent, Andrew Leconte, John 
Vautier (Votie), Daniel Gobbe (.Gobbey), several Deheullee, a 
Debonnaire , Re nee Honceau, several Kavenells, etc. Peter
Campart (the 
Co. Pol. Bk.

elder) was living in Quaker Street, (Sun Ins. 
1, p. 80, 1710-11).

(5) Guildhall MS. 5*U9/1-15- (St. Botolph Without, Poor Hate).

>•••.f A^heeler 5fr*er

Church
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and Livery of the Company were for the most part English, it 

is not easy to recognise them. One street, however, was an 

exception. Some 33 inhabitants were listed in Paternoster Row 

in 1700, of whom Daniel Alavine (probably from Picardy and taking 

apprentices from 1692, naturalised in 1710;(1), and Alexander 

Garrett (2; were both weavers, while Christopher Baudouin was a 

pattern drawer of some importance (3). Both Garrett and Baudouin 

signed the Petitions of the Principal Inhabitants; Alavine was, 

it seems, a member of the La Patente Church. In 1713 when Rate 

Books, albeit without street names, exist for both areas, the 

number of French names is much larger in the Mew Town and they 

include a large number of families who can be identified as master 

weavers a little later in the period CO . Although the French 

are more numerous,the English weavers who can be identified 

were important ones (John bachelor, Josiah Tidmarsh, Geo. Blood- 

worth, for example). Col. Peter Lekeux himself lived in Corbet 

Court and paid a rate of 20/-, at least double if not treble the 

average. Neither Old nor New Town included the Liberty of 

Norton Falcate, which coaprised Spital Square and the adjacent 

streets, together with Steward Street and the Old Artillery Ground. 

The area between Petticoat Lane arid Bishops^ate Street lay mostly 

in St. Botolphs. In all these areas there were weavers, which 

makes such a study rather more coaplex than one would wish. A 

fairly rapid survey of the Kate rooks 1702-20 of St. Botolphe 

shew a number of weavers in this parish (5). From 1711, for 

instance, living in Catherine Wheel Alley were Francis Mattoon



(1) Hug. Soc. Publns. Vol. XXXIII, p. 40.

(2) See Appendix 2 (i) and p£5,2?f n . I of this Chapter

L of this Chapter(3) See Appendix 2 (i) and p. fn

CO

(5)

(6)

Guildhall MS. 4C61/2? Quarterage Lists of the Weavers 
Coy for 1728, gives the addresses of most of the Livery.

See Appendix 2 (i) and p.,55 of> this Chapter and Chapter
2, pp. 104-5,159 -16Z. 207-208, 91- 2.

THCS 115
pp. 22-23 1716 (rate)

Stephen Serious 6/8 
?D Peter Triquet £1.4.0d. 

John J^fronc 12/- 
Peter Rudd 10/8 

?W Isaac Very 10/3 
W Alexander Garret t 13/4

?D

W

Paternoster Row

THCS 132
pp. 92-9? 1724 (rate) (1736

RB/DOES NOT INCLUDE
THE STREET) 

Stephen Serious 5/- 
Peter Triquet 15/- 
John Lefronc 8/- 

Wid. Rudd 7/6 
Peter Gibb 7/- 
Captain Alexander

THCS 162
pp. 34-35 1743 
(rate)

Geo. Archer 
PD Christopher

Baudouin 
W James Leige 

John Deunio

13/4

-8/8 
8/8
8/8

PD
W

Garrett 8/- 
Geo. Archer 10/- 
Christopher

Baudouin 5/- 
Benjamiri

Champion

Thomas Lane £1.2,6 
John Lefronc 12/- 
John Prilluer (?) 1 

Peter Wewhouse 6/- 
W George Garrett 15/-

T John Gwilt £1.4.0d 
Widow Fran. Baudouin 7/6d,

T Alexander
6/- Garrett £1.4, 

T Alexander Garrett 12/6 T Alexander
John Bourseau 3/6 ' Garrett £1.4,0 
Thomas Danshier 3/6 7W Samuel Radcliffe 5/3 
Jno. Osborne 3/6 ( Elis. Dowson )

( Chas Gray ) 
Peter Lepipre £1.15.4. Fere.P. Lepipre 17/6

* W(Jos. Harris)W Thomas Bray £1,1?,

John Bourse au 
Thomas Danshar 

?W John Osbourne

5/4 
5/4 
5/4 ?W

Madam Bohun for.,
., , , i the marke t

Madam Bohun for 
the market

Robert Moor ESQ. for

W = Weaver T = Throwster PD = Pattern Drawer M 
Merc. = Merchant ? = In Quarterage List.

= Mercer
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(wno was admitted to the Weavers 1 Company in 16?^ (1), and 

John Bloodworth a Liveryman (2). In [land Alley lived James 

Ouvry (3).

In the course of investigating the careers of certain men 

known to be master silk weavers (see Appendix 2, 1-5)» it 

became apparent that within the small area contained by these 

different parishes there was a high concentration of master 

weavers in certain streets whose names had become increasingly 

familiar, while in others the names of the inhabitants were quite 

unknown. Moreover the rates varied in accordance - the less 

familiar, the less they paid. The search for certain weavers 

specifically known to have made "flowered" silks revealed a 

degree of specialisation within the streets themselves which 

seemed to bear a relation to the family and business alliances 

and origins of the inhabitants. Unfortunately it is impossible 

to make as detailed a survey before 1728 as it is after that date 

Only for certain streets or t^roups of streets was there sufficient 

evidence.

Paternoster itow, mentioned earlier, was one such street. 

Apart from those already mentioned ther4 was only one other 

foreigner there in 1700, Peter Lepipre, a merchant. In 1713 

the latter paid 7/6 as a rate and in addition there was another 

weaver John Baker (5) (also paying 7/6). Just round the corner 

in Crispin Street lived a mercer, Hathew Hebart, paying 12/-. 

From 1716-^3 the inhabitants can be fixed precisely (6). The 

rates they paid were far higher than in the surrounding streets



(1) Guildhall. Hand in Hand Insurance Company Policy 
Kegisters MS. 867V21 fol. 92, No. 239«1 1719/20.

(2) Guildhall. MS. 867V21 fol. 91, No. ?8l 1719/20.

(3) P. 14-9. . .

W Spitalfields Survey, op. cit. p. 227. (56) Artillery Lane 
belonged to him 1700-1716/20 as well as the house in Crispin 
Street.

(5) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit. pp. 92-93 (PCC. Plymouth, June 
fol. 121 proved 1726;.

(6) p.

(7) Chapter 2,

(8) Guildhall MS. 867V21 fol. 104, No. 23988 1719/20.

(9) Guildhall MS. 867VV? fol. 193, No. 2393-3 1733.
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in which the average rate was 2/6 or 2/-. In 1719 Baudouin's 

house was valued at £175t a fairly high value (1) though the 

standard may perhaps be set by his landlord's house which was

valued at £500 (2). Matthew Hebart was probably the mercer 

referred to in A History of Trade (1702) (3). "If the foreigners 

go on and keep four or five trades in one shop; and at the 

same time do as Mr. Heberd, who keeps one Great Shop in Fanchurah 

Street and Two more in Spittle Fields or elsewhere....." (the 

nation will be ruined I) (*f) . The Garretts,who included weavers 

and throwsters,were a family of long-standing in Spitalfields. 

Nicholas Garrett founded the almshouses (5)  His brother, 

Alexander is listed with George Garrett as "Weavers and Warehouse 

men" in Paternoster Row in 173&» Alexander junior was a throwster 

listed from 1736-38. When Alexander senior died in 17^8 the 

"Gentleman's Magazine" referred to him as "an eminent weaver 

and Justice of the Peace". Benjamin Champion had a distinguished 

career in the Weavers' Company, and offered fifty men to fight 

for the Crown against the Young Pretender. His career will 

be considered more fully later (6). John Gwilt was a throwster 

of a well-to-do fajaily (7). The house on the corner of Pater 

noster Row and Crispin Street was first occupied by Peter Lepipre, 

the merchant, then by Joseph Harris and lastly by Thomas Bray. 

Both the latter were weavers. Lepipre was the first to insure 

the house for £1,000 in 1720 and he renewed the policy in 1?26 

(8). Joseph Harris, the next occupier, insured it for the 

same sum in 1733 (9). Harris became' Renter Warden of the



(1) Court Books op. cit.

(2) "Gentleman's Magazine", Vol. IX, p. 55^, October 29th,
""

175';. (Henceforth abbreviated as "GM").

(3) Address in 1723 Quarter:.. i^e List. Took out a P°llcJ on 
the house (at £150) in 17^3 (Guildhall MS. WV65, fol. 
17, Ho. 56990) renewed 17W (MS. 367V71, fol. 216, fto. 
23983) - house on corner of Paternoster Row and Crispin 

Street.

(k) QM. XXXIII, p. 1^6, March 1763- Deaths include: Thomas 
Bray tisq. at Ldmonton.



Weavers Company in 1725 and an Assistant in 1726. He was Kenter 

Bailiff in 1730 and served on special com-nittees of the Conpany 

in 1732 and 1733 (1)   His obituary in the Gentleman's Magazine 

described him as "an emminent weaver worth £30,000 (2). Thomas 

Bray nob only bought this corner house from Harris but also 

several other properties which Harris had previously insured. 

Bray still valued the house at £1,000 when the policy upon it 

was renewed. In addition he owned a warehouse on the south 

side of Paternoster Row, which he insured for £100, and another 

which had a coach-house and stables below and a warehouse above, 

on the east side of Crispin Street. Thomas Bray adopted the

Livery before 1728, when his address on the Livery List was given 

as Steward Street. He retained the house when he moved to "his 

dwelling" in Paternoster Row (3)» He joined the Court of 

Assistants in 173&  Bray is probably the junior partner in

the firm of Reynolds and Bray ? who offered 107 wen to fight against 

the Young Pretender in 17^-5» the largest offer on the list. He 

died in 17&3 W-

Thus, from an early date and continuing throughout the

period this one street can be seen to have had a marked character 

set by a cross section of the most prosperous in the industry.

Two other groups of streets have a special interest in 

this first period before the Directories help to elucidate the 

character of the inhabitants. One f.roup is forced by Artillery 

Lane and its continuation the Old Artillery Ground and Steward 

Street which lies at right angles to their junction, together



(1)

(2)

(3)

See Appendix 2 (i) and (ii) ,Hug.Soc.Procs.XX, No.lpp 80-82. 
andpp. 26, e5,Z9,41.85,92,102,104-.125,170, Z02, 247, 271 below. 

Hug. Soc, Fublns. XXVII, ,. 60. Taking apprentices from 
1710 (Hug. Soc. Publns. XXXIII p. 63, 8l) and on Livery 
in 1719.

Address given in 1728 Quarterage List. Moved later to 
Sandys Street, see p. of thie Chapter. Took apprentices 
from 1716 (ilug. Soc. Publns, XXXIII, p. 7&) and on Livery 
in 1726, if not before. Appeared at General Court 7th 
February 1737/8, either he or his son an Assistant by 
175^ (date of election overlooked). Elected Renter 
Bailiff July 1755, Upper Bailiff, the highest office in 
the Company, 25th June 1757.

1728 Quarterage List, 1753-5 Kent's Directory, and Complete
Guide.

(5) Hug. 5oc. Publns. XXXIII, op. cit, p.

(6) Appendix 2 (i)
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with Sraock Alley and the top of Petticoat Lane on the other 

side. The second group are the streets including and 

immediately to the north of Black Eagle Street.

The Quarterage Lists of the Weavers Company for 1728 list 

the addressee of the Livery, In Steward Street lived John 

Bloodworth, who had moved frora Catherine Wheel Alley, Capt, Peter 

Lekeux (nephew of Col, Peter) (1), James Le:ran, his father Peter 

Leirian, and brother Jacob Lemari, Thomas Bray (before moving to 

P-\t*»rnoster How), Peter Debonnaire (from St.^uentin and 

naturalised in 1707 (2) ;; in Artillery Lane Daniel Carbonnel (3)? 

in Smock Alley Benjamin Champion (i.e., after living in Pater 

noster Row and before moving to Widegate Alley where he is listed 

in the directories of the middle of the century (4) ). The 

careers of most are known over a long period: Bloodworth, 

Lekeux and the Lecians were weavers of "flowered" silks. Peter 

Leman first appears in the Weavers Company Court Hooks in 167^ (5) 

the same year as Francis Mattoon, living in and Alley. James 

Leman and Peter Lekeux were contemporaries, the former apprenticed 

in 1702 the latter in 1703. John Bloodworth, chosen for the 

Livery of the Weavers Company in May 1705, was a customer of 

Leman's (6), and Peter Lekeux's brother-in-law arid friend (he 

witnessed T.eV-eux's will , . it would not seem surprising that some 

of the earliest immigrants should settle in tb^e streets closest 

to the city boundaiies; but it is worth noting that they were 

weavers of bro<xd-silks and three of the-a oi inured silks.



(1) Hug. Soc. Publne. XXI. Temoignaget; at French Church at 
Threadneedle Street, January 1673. Pierre Leman. T. 
Amsterdam natif de Cantorbery. in 1702 at the birth 
of his son Jacob he was noted in the registers as a weaver 
living in the Artillery Ground (not necessarily synonymous 
with the Old Artillery Ground, the street), p. 223. 
Vol. Ill Registers of French Church at Thrtadneedlc Street, 
In 1711, just before his death^he was living in a house 
valued at 4,150 on the east side of Steward Street (Guildhall 
I-'iS. 867V8, fol. 82, No. 20373).

(2) Appendix 2 (i)

(3) House of Lords TiSS (12th report of KCHMSS. Ft. 5 & 6, p. 
263), 1659. Ko. 1^0. Woollen Kianufactures... ..Petitions 
against bill pending included one from the Canterbury 
Weavers Company. The signatures to the Petition included 
Henry Soaraes, John Drigue, Thomas Coles, and Philip Manneke, 
The first two appear among the Assistants on the Quarterage 
List of the Weavers Company of London 1702/3. "Thomas Colee 
also doas, but this may be a coincidence.

(A-) Journal of Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, op. cit 
p. 119.

(5) Book of Designs by James Leman, the property of hessrs. 
VannerG & Fennell Ltd. NOG. 62 (1708) $ 39 (1711).

(6) t. Vf60-l209  Victoria and Albert Museum, Dept. En raving 
Illustration & Design. PI, 21 in James Leman by Frank 
Lewis (Leigh on Sea),
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One further common factor may be noted if not pressed 

too far. The Lekeux's came to England as a result of 

persecution in the l6th century and settled in Canterbury. Peter 

Leoan came froiu Austerdaa via Canterbury (1). Moreover it can 

hardly bo purely a coincidence that a number of weavers with 

rather unusual names who worked for Leman have the sane names as 

weavers who came from Canterbury. These are: "Mr. Hat toon- , 

"Shoulder 1 , "Young Phillip Manckey", "Ben Manckey" (2). 

A number of other important weaving families also came froa 

Canterbury (the Agaces, the Duthoits, Henry ooaraee (3) and son, 

John Drigue, John Phene etc,), but it is not easy to say precisely 

where* they lived. ^e have, on the other hand, the evidence 

of Philip "Maxmek«" of the Co/npany of Silk Weavers of Canterbury 

given to the Commissioners of Trades and Plantations in 1719 (*O 

"that their chief business at Canterbury was the staking of bro 

caded and rich silks". When questioned about the number of 

apprentices, he said "that they had a rule formerly of talrinsr but 

two apprentices, though of late the rjreat ooys were fetched to 

London before they were out of their time". Was tain perhaps 

not true of his own eon? In 1706* James Ler.'un designed a 

chinoiserie pattern "to be wrought by young Phili, Manckey" (5) 

and in 1711 he wrote on the back of a design '"i'hif, pattern for 

an orrace tissue brooaded with gold and Bilk....to be made by 

younp; Philip Manc^ey. In 1719 James Lenan drew a design for 

»»a flowd. lustring brocaded with coloure... .to be made by Ben 

Manckey (his first draft work)..." (6). It seeas probable 

that Ben wae Philip's younger brother* In '-i:c i-.^te ooi;s of



(1) Geo. Bloodworth's Will (PCC Anstie, fol. 2^9 proved
November 17Vf) explains his relationship to John Bloodworth 
and to the Leiceux's. In 1711, George Bloodworth wa6 living 
in a house on the west aide of Steward Street, valued at 
£200 (Guildhall ?. £. 867V&, fol. ^37, No. 21379).

(2) Frangois Baudry: "La Revocation de 1'e'dict de Nantes
et le Protestantism en Bas Poitou au XVIIIe siecle", 1922.

(3) Peter Lepelter (Normandy - Caen); James L'rieureux (Baptisms 
for three children at different date* and addresses give a
different place of origin for the. family, i.e., Rouen in 17 

Luneray 1710, Dieppe 1721. These perhaps indicate differeni 
members of the same family all originating in Normandy). 
Nich. "Lerrux" (= ? relative of John Le Reux living in Littlj 
Pearl Street who came from Maine); Jno Fountaine (Rouen 
1691/2 Baptism); Fran. Delorme (= ? relative of John Delorau 
of Montendre, Saintouge, living in St. John Street in 1712),
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1713 and 1716 Philip Manckey appears among the inhabitants 

Spitalfields New Town, two doors away from George Bloodworth, 

John bloodworth'e father (!)  From 172*f he was certainly 

living in Booth Street, on the far side of Spitalfields. If it 

can be suggested that one small ^roup of "flowered" silk weavers 

, all with some connections in Canterbury, were living together 

in one small area, could there not have been similar groups 

elsewhere?

One suggestion was made by Francois Baudry in a thesis 

published in 1922 after his death(2).During the last years 

of the 17th century he said "les tisserands de Mouilleron, 

Pouzanges et surtout Je Moncoutant ^agriaient I 1 Angleterre, et 

"1* on voit a Londres, dans la Paroiese de la Patente, quartier 

de Spitalfielde, lee 'oivres 1 du lias Poitou, peupler la Black 

Eagle Street, le Fleet Street, etc. beaucoup d'entre eux detfenaient 

ouvrier en soye....." To support his statement he quotes the 

registers of La Patente, naming some of the people. Unfortunately 

the first Rate Book in which we can be quite certain of Black 

Eagle Street is for 17^3 and although about nineteen of the 

inhabitants were French they do not correspond with the names to 

which Baudry drew attention. In 17^3 none can be traced to Bas 

Poitou, most were not members of the La Patente congregation, and 

if they can be traced they cowrie frou Normandy (3)   For the 

period 1690-1710 the situation does appear to have been different. 

The Registers for La Patente record 55 Baptisms in 1695 of which 

11 were babies whose parents came from Poitou, 10 from jica.ruy, 

6 fro ii Normandy, the reLt were either fr.~> wtscella.ieoue nlacec



(1) 1705. Chanson. 26 September. Marie et Marieanne filles
gemelles d'Anthoine Chanson (naturalised in 1709), "weure" 
de profession et de Marie Belly, originaires de Chasteigneraj 
en Poitou, et dem. en Black Aigle Street, Stepnay; lad. 
Marioanne par Pierre Tapin et Marie Anne Gastineau et lad. 
Marie par Jacques Bernadeaut et Marie David. (The Gastineam 
and the Davids also came from Poitou).

(2) Spitali'ields Survey, op. cit. , p. 99»

Lamb 5freel"
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or not recorded. In 1700 of k2 children 8 families came 

from Poitou, 12 from Normandy, 5 from Picardy, k from Paris 

and the refit from other parts of France. lit 1?0^>, 3y children 

were baptised, 10 frora Poitou and 10 from i-ioriaandy, but far

fewwr places of origin were1 mentioned. 9 out of kj> children 

baptised in 1715 had parents from Poitou, but even fewer places 

of origin are given and in 1720 none at all. A tjpical family 

is quoted below (1).

These people were certain].y weavers but, as Baudry said, 

they b^ca^e silk weavers. In their country of origin they made 

certain coarse types of woollen cloth. Baudry quoted the report 

of the Inspector of Coramerce, J-B. de Bonneval made in 171^, that 

"un grand nombre d'ouvrier& sont sortis du royaume a cause c!e 

religion'*, .and that especially in Moncoutant "cette iiianufacture 

(of wool) a fort dininue par les religionnaires qui ont pasue 

dans lee pays etrangers". Black Eagle Street, Grey Eagle 

Street, Monmoutb Street and Brick Lane, the eastern parts of 

Westbury Street, Phoenix Street and King Street were laid out 

between 1661-1670 (2). The rates they paid (in 37^3) were 

fairly low, 1/6 - 3/- compared with the 8/- to 10/~ of the 

richer streets and an occasional inhabitant is noted as "poor" and 

pays nc rates. None of the master weavers whose names are known 

to us lived there. Moreover, the weavers from Bas Poitou who 

did subsequently take an important place in the industry, the 

Ogiers, the Bigots, the Rivieres and the Grelliers did not 

live in this part of Spitalfielde. (The urelliers and the 

Rivieres had done so for a time at the beginning of the century,



(1) Registers of La Fateiite (Bug. Soc. Publns. Vol, XI, 
p. 37). Gabriel Grellier, weaver, from Moncoustant, 
Poitou, .living in Honmout- Street 1703, (p. 74). I'cter 
Riviere, ouvrier en sole.....New George Street, 1712. 
(*'  Baudry noted that the family came from Pouzanges, 
Bas Poitou).

(2) L.C.C. Record Root.. Rate Book TECS 132, 1724, p. 50.
(The inhabitants of the streets compared with those in 
rate books in which the street names are given ) .

(3) Peter Abraham Ogier (subsequently of Princes Street, 
see p. 52 and Appendix 2 Ci) & (3); Daniel Gobby, 
see Appendix 2(i), (ii) & (iii),

(4) See Chapter 2, p. 76 note2, p-94-et seq.

(5) Raphael Dubois, citizen and weaver, lived in Petticoat 
Lane, in the third house south from King's Head Court. 

(Guildhall ME. 86?V9, fol, 5^5-3 No. 22383). He 
apparently owned another 12 houses most of them in 
Petticoat Lane, whose total value amounted to £1,875* 
His "dwelling house" was valued at £300. From 1702-14 
he appears on the Livery lists and in 1719/20 he was Upper 
Warden of the Weavers Company. . .

(6) Weavers Company Quarterage Lists. Guildhall MS. 4661, 
1702/3, 171V5, 1719/20, 1724/5, 1726, 1728 consulted as 
a random check, A complete series exists in some cases 
with four duplicate volumes, presu;nably one for each of thl 
"four in place". In the later years there is only one p«r 
year. Addressee are very seldom given, normally only whtn 
arrears of Quarterage are noted.
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but moved later (1) ). These two families were, I suggest, 

exceptional and it would seem that this district in Spitalfields 

was probably densely populated with journeymen working for the 

larger firms, who never themselves accumulated onough capital 

to set up independently as master weavers.

The process of plotting rich and poor could be carried 

further were it not that so little is known about the poor. 

Corbet.Court, for instance, was 'rich'. In 172A- its inhabitants 

(2) included Peter Abraham Ogier (from Poitou) and Daniel Gobby 

(from Poitou)O)i arid,until hie death in the previous year,had 

included the influential Colonel Peter Lekeux. tfentworth 

Street and TTontague Street were probably poor. The evidence 

is rather negative since only the French and a few English 

either with extraordinary names, or prefixed by their ranks in 

the trained Band Companies, can be identified in the Quarterage 

Lists and Court Books of the Weavers Conpany, Until the 1730's 

the Company was reluctant to make the "foreign masters" livery 

men (4). From 1702-^5 the only foreigners in the Livery were 

the Lekeux 1 s, the Lerians, the Duthoits and some whose French 

origin may have been much earlier than tliu i'/t:i century: Edward 

Hichier, Raphael Dubois (5)$ for example. The Livery of 1725 

included Peter Debonnaire, Peter Francillori, and Daniel Carbonnel, 

but in all only l*f out of 2^3 had French naaee (6),

The petitions fron the "Gentlemen and principal inhabitants" 

of Srit-ilfieldu to the Commissioners for the 50 New Churcher can 

be compared with the liver> lists. In the period they cover 

(1713/*< - 1729), the proportion of weavers remains constant.
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Naturally many of the French weavers belonged to their own 

congregations and only began to participate in the alfairs of 

Christ Church a little later in the century. It is the English 

Assistants and Livery whom one hopes to find. Some indeed 

were regular,signatories: John Folwell, Alexander Garrett, 

Josiah Ti dinar ch (from 1713/1^ , Edward Peck (the dyer and not in 

the Company, although intimately connected with the industry;, 

Thoiaas Lxcelby from 1723, John Crush 1726, Thomas Jervis 1726, 

John Russell 1726, Reuben Foxwell 1727, Alexander Garrett junior 

and John L»uvy 1729* They were outnumbered by their neighbours 

of French origin. Haphael Dubois signed the 1713 Petition and 

moet of the subsequent ones, Jacob Grootert, Peter Lekeux (Colonel), 

Christopher i>a.udouin the pattern drawer, Samuel le Morin, John 

Villeneau, Isaac Lefevre, Daniel Messman, John Gobbe, Pierre 

Lemaitre, Daniel Pilon, Peter Mouailles, Daniel Gobbe, Jaaiee 

Guerin, John flany, Mathurin Gastineau, Simon Julins and 

Obadiah Agace signed at least one, and sonie several. Sone of 

the other "principal inhabitants" can be identified from the 

Spitalfields Survey such as Samuel Worrall the builder, while 

Peter Lepipre was a merchant.

Why then do the English Assistants and Livery not appear 

on the lists? There are several possible explanations. It could 

be argued that the Quarterage Lists do not represent more than a 

proportion of weavers, and the rest had no particular reason to 

live in Spitalfields. TM P possibility will be considered more 

fully when considering the relationship of the Weavers Company 

to the industry. If the Assistanta and Livery do represent



(1) P.R.O. Lord Chamberlain 1 s Accounts. Coronation of 
George I, L.C.2. 20(i) (and subsequently in normal 
accounts of the Great Wardrobe).

(2) Sun Insurance Company Policy Book 1. 1710-11, p. 20.

(3) Sun Insurance Company Policy Book 2. 1712-13 » P« 92.

i. PRO. (L.C.2. 20(i), 171*f. L.C.9, 286, (50), (18*0 , 
(3), (57), 1716-17).

ii. Guildhall MS. 867V& (1707), fol. 15i No. 1536?.

(5) Sun Insurance Company Policy Book 3« 1713-1^ i P« 70.

(6) Sun Insurance Company Policy Book 3« 1713-llf » P» 95-
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"the trade" they could of course,have been living either in 

the streets around Bishopsgate or in other parts of London 

especially Southwark.

The few Englishmen on the Quarterage Lists of 171 V5» 

1719/20 and 1724/5 wno can be traced, do for the most part live 

within the city. The supplier of ribcons to the Crown in 1714 (1) 

can probably be identified with Mr. Samuel Hooker at the Golden 

Ball in Lamb Alley, Red Cross Street in the Parish of St. Giles 

Cripplegate niddlesex, weaver, who insured his goods with the 

Sun Insurance Company (2). Mr. Philip Humphreys, a Liveryman 

of 1714/5 ^y be fl*r   Philip Humphreys in Bell Lane, Spitalfields 

near Smock Alley in the Parish of St. Dunstan's Stepney who 

insured his goods in 1712/3 (3). The Renter Bailiff of the

Weavers Company in 1720/21, Mr. Thomas Fitzhugh, could be the 

Thomas Bitzhugh living nex$ the Horseshoe in Pelharn Street in 

the Ham]*£ of Mile Lnd Jew Town, weaver, who insured his goods 

in 1712. John Johnson Renter V/arden in 1720/21 could either 

be the mercer supplying goods to the Crown (4) or a weaver of 

that name. Gamaliel Maud, on the Livery 1719/20 and an 

Assistant in 1724/5, must have been the weaver of that name living 

at the blue Hall in the Town Ditch in the Parish of St. Botolph's 

Aldersgate, who insured his goods in 1713 and renewed the policy 

in 1722 at a valuation of £800 (5). Humphrey Burroughs, 

Assistant 1720/21, and probably dead by 1725, could be the weaver 

of that name of iiew Street in Bishopsgate Street in the Parish 

of St. Botolph's insuring his goods in 1714 (6). Richard



(1) Richard i'adcock 1707-1719 (Guildhall MS. 8&7V& (1707) 
867V21 (1719), fol. ^35 and 2So respectively. No.

William Badcock 1726, dated bill at the Guildhall, at 
the Three Crowns and Queen's Head, Ludgate Hill, Corner 
of Old Bailey, and Insurance Policies 1733 (MS. 
fol. 77, and 17^3 (MS. 867V&3, fol « 311).
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Badcock on the Livery 1719/20 and William Badcock on the Livery 

1719-1725 were probably the mercere who lived in Ludgate Hill (1). 

Joseph willett, an Assistant in 172V5, could be the weaver at 

The Three Flower Pots in Queen Street in the Park in the Parish 

of St. Saviour's Southwark ,who insured a house in Suffolk in 

1716* Host of these can ouly be suggestions, ac the names 

are not sufficiently unusual to make any certain identification.

Me do not know that any of these raen *re silk weavers but, 

if not, what were they making? We know of at least two sub 

stantial weavers of worsted within SpitalfieEs from the 1719 

evidence. How far is it correct to regard Spitalfields as 

synonymous with silk?

The Directories (taken with other evidence) suggest an 

explanation, although to argue from the 1730*s and 40*s that the 

situation then was true twenty years before is open to criticism.

The Directories shew a number of people connected with the 

silk industry living outs de Spitalfields, some in rather 

 pecialised areas. The Silkmen and silk brokers who handled the 

imported raw silk, and often also the thrown silk were 

scattered throughout the city; about ten firms of the total 

number traced lived in Cheapside, some eight firms in Bishops- 

fat* Street Within, a few in Cannon Street, Poultry, "ewgate 

Street, Lombard Street and Lud fj;ute nill. One established 

himself at iiatson's Coffee ouce (James Cooke, 1736-Vf}. Their 

failure to live together as a group nay be accounted for in the

nature of their business, the subject of a later section.



(1) Thomas Yeldall. Bankrupt 1751 and trade card BM. "from 
Mr. nyder next door 1 '. QM. Vol. Ill, 1733 1 P« ^7» 
Obituary notice of "Mr. Rider, formerly a roercer, at 
the Indian .ueen by i;t. Bartholomew's jioepital".

(2) Jourdain and de Gron, Smock Alley 1755-6? and .: . & J. 
Jourdain, Spital Square 1777   
Matthew Hebart, p.

(3) Daniel Defoe. "The Complete English Tradesman" Vol. II, 
part 2, Chapter V, pp. 162-16^ (of 1732 edition. 1st 
edition 1727).

(4) Ebenezer Ibbetson and William Pecket in partnership 
1727 Ludgate hill, with subsequent changes in the 
partnership until 1767 and probably later, see Chapter 
2 p .225-6, Hobert Carr.

(5)i. Caleb Trenchfield active 1697 (and probably earlier) - 
1712; Isaac Wittin^ton, his son-in-law and partner 
(see also Appendix 2(i); and Thotnas hinchcliffe, his 
partner (see also Appendix 2(i))who died in 17**O. 
(Supplied the Crown L.C.9.5, 1739). 

ii. James Salkeld 1709-13 (Guildhall MS. 86?V7, fol. 314) ,
Charles Salkeld 1753-5 Directories. 

iii. Palmer & halsey, mercers Ludgate iiill 17^4, with
changes of partnership continuing up to 177^, Directory 
"Paliaer i jh. Jn. & Cha. Ludgate
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The Dyers too were fairly scattered. Some lived in the 

better parts of Spitalfields, Spital Square, Princes Street 

or Red Lion Street, but one or two also lived in Booth Jbtreet 

and even in Pearl Street much further north than their colleagues. 

Since the Directories seldom note a man as a silk dyer, those in 

Southwark and elsewhere have been ignored in the absence of 

further evidence to connect them with the silk industry.

The Mercers who sold the finished product, whether imported 

or English, and indeed sometimes commissioned all the operations, 

lived together in clearly defined districts. About 90 firms 

have been noted in the period, some of which succeeded one 

another at the same or a different address. A few were 

scattered in the City: there were, for example, two in Srnith- 

field (one firm and a junior partner who set up for himself and 

failed (1) ), three in TtLlk Street, three in Fenchurch Street, 

four in Gracechurch Street, and even two in Spitalfields itself, 

both important firms (2). The majority were however confined 

to three districts, Cheapside (13 firms), Covent Garden (about 

30 firms in King Street, Bedford Street, Henrietta Street and 

Chandos Street), and Ludgate Hill (20 firms). According to 

Daniel Defoe (3) the mercers had been established in Paternoster 

Row (in the City) in the l?th century and they had then spread 

to Covent Garden and that in his day the most splendid were 

established in Ludgate Hill. Throughout the period Ludgate 

Hill continued to be the headquarters of some of the most 

important firms (k) and also of some of the longest surviving (5).



(1) Carr, Ibbet&on and Bigge (see note CO previous page).
PRO. L.C. 9.3. l?Vf-56; L.C.9. 267, 295, 290. i.e.: from
throughout the period).
Caleb Trenchfield, Joshua Feary andRobert Carr (not the Robert Carr
of the Royal Accounts but see also Appendix 2(i>.) Bill 1701-10.
3, Scott Thorason. "The Ruseells in Blooiasbury" , p. 2^5*
Henry Shelley obit, 1736. Cavil Street, St. Clement Dane's.

(2) e.g.: 17^3 CJM. XIII, pp. 658-9, December. A satirical article on 
ladies wearing "Westphalian Yellow" at a ball frora "The Old English 
Journal": "....accordingly I went to those eminent mercers -"escrB* 
Hinchcliffe  : HuddleGtone ....."
and Mrs. Delaney: letter to her sister written from St. James's 
Palace in 1750, "....in the morning 1 had Mr. Carr and silks, and 
I bought a rich satin for a sack....."

198-2O1
(3) Appendix 2(i), (ii), (iii). Chapter 2, p./ on the O^ier faaiily.

(*O House of Commons Journals, Vol. 30, p. 209.

(5) Henry Cookes supplied silks 1732-^3 (L.C.9, 288, 289, 290).
St. Paul, Covent Garden. 
(PCC. Boycott 226,

Thomas & William Hinchcliffe (probably before 1761). 
(see also Appendix 2(1) < * (ii). Henrietta Street, Hem I 
(L.C. 2, 30. Coronation Geo.III). Chickens, Cov. Gdn. (trade

cards, directories, etc.).

John Bell 1725-^1 supplied silks. Bedford Street, Cov. Gdn. 
(L.C.9, 287, 283, 289, 290). 
Thomas Bell 17^2-53 supplied silks. 
(L.C.9, 290, 291).
In partnership in later years with 

Edward Ingram 1753- to end of period, 
(i.e. L.C.9, 291, 292 et. sen., and
also Coronations, etc.; 

Chisf supplier with Robert Carr.

Swan & Buck supplied silks 1751. Bedford Street 1730, King 
(L.C.9, 291). Street 17^7 +, C ovent Gdn.
* Robert Swan obit. 1769.
* Robert Duck obit. 1770.
(Other partners Carlow and Wheatley) .
(See also Appendix 2(i) and (ii).)

Trelsilian & Aahburner 1755  *  Chandoe Street, Covent Garden 
(See Appendix 2(ii) ).

(6) Anon. "A General Description of All Trades", 17^-7, p. 139. The
Mercers: "Most of these are great shopkeepers in a very genteel way 
who in Town deal altogether in wove silks, damasks, velvets, etc..*' 
Our tip-top mercers in Town seldom take an apprentice under £30...   





(6) (cont'd):
(to £100 and upwards)... .but then they live in a very handsome
manner; go always clean; and their business is little more 
than a diversion......"
(They generally invest a miniaum of £500 in their businesses 
and often up to £2,000 and more).

(7) Appendix 2(i). Active l690's (House of Lords MSS. l693-5 t ?  321. 
Petition of certain mercers importing Italian thrown silk overland), 
Obit. 1721 (PCC. Buckingham, fol. 139)*

(8) Guildhall MS. 867V9, fol. 2^2, No. 8695.
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Th* y included suppliers of goo^e to the Crown or to such 

customers ae the Duke of Pedford (1) whose naraer crept into 

the literary sources of the ti;se (2). Though the liate of 

bankrupts also include a nu.nber of mercers, few of there lived 

in Ludgate Hill* They dealt, of course, in foreign silke 

ae well as Snglieh ones. According to ;^r. Heter Ogier (3) 

giving- evidence to the Select Coartdttee of the House of Connons 

on tue eilk industry in 17&5 CO "apart from the 10 houses, 

who were importers, there were above 100 Warehousemen and Silk 

Hercere, not importers, who buy more English manufacture than 

thosa 10 houses". An even greater number of the suppliers 

of goods to the Crown, together with other important firms, 

lived in Covent Garden (5)« As in Ludnate Mill some of the 

firroe appear to have been established in th« district early in

the century and to continue well into the third quarter* with 

the exception of the firms in Spitalfields the mercers 

were predominantly English* Althouga it is thus more difficult 

to accumulate circu.-ntantial evidence about thea it IB clear 

from many sources that their houses were appropriate to their 

capital (6). In 1711 Isaac Tullie (7), Henry Shelley and 

Jacob Davidson of st, laul, Covent Ciarden, oercers, insured 

"a brick house on the west side of Bedford Street.... r.own 

by the sign of the Black Lyon and Sevan Stare, beinr- now their 

dwelling houee for 4,1,200" (B). A weaver in Spitalfields 

 ight value his at £75-£150 in the same period, and f.dward 

Pick, a dyer and a rich nan, set only £500 on his. In



(la) QuiUTiall Ms. 8674/6^. No

(1) See Chapter 2, p. 225-6.

(2) See p. ?2. fn. 1 .

(3) Guildhall MS. 367V75, fol. 306, Ho. 28646.

(V) «Jno. Gareed & Feyrick, Wood Street Cheapside 1765; 
Oeo. Gwilt Wood Street, Cheapeide 1753-176% Thomas 
Wileon & Co. f Wood Street, Cheapeide 1763; tiler & 
Knight, Gould Street, Cheapeide 175>3-7«2; i-utter Jfc 
Parker, Gould Street, Cheapeide 1753-5; Charlee Coverly 
Aldermnbury; Walter Griffin t* Co., J'riday Street, Cheap- 
side; Stephen Wileon & Co., Aldermanbury 1755- 93   
ianuel Auguet (see Appendix 2(iii>), Long Alley near Hog 
Lane, Shoreditch 17^5-55. 
'itchell & l^pe, Southwark, 17^3.

Marshall, I ondon Rrid,-e 9 1753.      etc.

(5) Daniel Defoe » Journal of the Plague Year (uent edition p. 21 
firet published 1722. (Allowing tor eo,:* exaggeration) 
".....I renieraber in particular that in a representation to 
my lord "ayor of the condition of the poor it was estimated 
that there were no lees than an hundred thousand riband } 
weavers in and about the city, the chic feet number of whom 
liTed then in the parishes of &horeditch, Stepne,/, White- 
chapel, and "ishops^ate, that, narsely about Spitalfields; 
that is to say as fipital fields was then, for it was not ao 
lar/e as now by one fifth part....."
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Ebenezer Ibbetson and R>oert Carr insured their "intended 

dwelling houst on the south side of Ludgate Hill in the Parish 

of St. Brides,... 11 for £1,200, of which "the back shopps" 

were valued at A^OOJ^O They had the usual wainscotted rooms 

and marble chimney pieces, but, considering the importance of 

this firm (1) it was a fairly modest sum at the time. John 

Badcock was the third of his family to live in Ludgate Hill (2). 

His predecessors called themselves mercers, but he appears as 

a "merchant" in 1750, when he insured his houee for £1,000 (3)   

It possessed six wainscotted rooms, four marble chimney pieces 

etc. and also,"a necessary at the top of the house brought down 

with lead pipes". ferhaps this luxury indicates that he had 

left the trade for, in l?6l, as his father's executor, he

assigned to Hichard Neale three warehouses valued at £200, £100, 

and £150. On May 20th 1?£5 the Gazetteer and New Daily 

Advertiser reported that in the course of the riots on "Friday 

night, 13^ panes of glass were broken at fir. Carr's, mercer on

Ludgate Hill". (His firm was suspected of importing foreign 

silks. It was, surely, a substantial proof of the size and 

elegance of his house.

Among the weavers the largest group living outside Spital- 

fields were the ribbon weavers who congregated in and around 

Cheapside with a few scattered elsewhere (^f) . This was a branch 

of the industry which had flourished in the l?th century (5). 

It is not surprising therefore to find that the weavers within 

the city walls were predominantly English by extraction.



(1) Three in Mortimer's Directory 17&3.

Thomas Cooke , Pancras Lane, Queen Street, Cheapside (1752-63;
Hallet, Bow Lane, Cheapside.
Humphrey Slim, Friday Street, Cheapside.

(2) Three in Mortimer's Directory 1763.

Dunn, . oorfields. 
Hook, Koorfielde, 
Peltraw & Co., Upper Moorfields.

(3) Thomas Sharp, Throwster, Little Moortfields 1736-8, Orris 
Weaver. 1747.

Peter Collet, Princes Street, Upper Moorfields 1763.

(5) Roger de Coverly, King Street, Moorfields 1763.

(6) James Malo "merchant and weaver", Pavement Moorfields,
1753-72. 

(12.) Appendix £(i)Kii).
(7) "London in Miniature" 1755, (I.H.R.).

(8) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser (B.M. Burney Colln.).

(9) Patent Of fice .List of Prices. .. (Agreement signed between 
Journeymen Weavers and certain masters for the rates of 
pay in the various branches of the silk industry) .

(10) Address in 1772 Directory.

(11) In and around Bishopsgate were also: Philip Lovett, Binding 
 J'eaver 1772, Skinner's fit, Bishopsgate Street; Thomas 
Throwster, Half Moon Alley, Bishopsgate Street, 1753-55; 
in 1772 to 11 Foster Lane, Moorfields.

(13) Appendix 2 (i),(iD,(in)*pp. 106, 175,192, ZQ2,Z97note.2.
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gauze weavers can be found outside Spitalfields, again in 

Cheapside (1), and other specialists in Moorfields, gauze 

weavers (2), an orris weaver (3)» a handkerchief weaver (*f) and 

one of ferret (5) » and some whose specialities are unknown, (6). 

One weaver of broad "flowered" silks Daniel ~?ooth, spent most 

of his working career, a distinguished one x(12), in Ropemaker's 

Alley, Moorfields. He moved there from Paternoster Row and later 

went to Devonshire Square. He came from Canterbury and retired 

to Hackney "the largest and most wealthy village in Europe.,... 

remarkable for the number of opulent merchants and citizens,...."(7) 

John Phene, a broker, lived in Little Moorgate in 1757 

In Bishopsgate there were a few rather distinguished 

weavers. James London in Primrose Street in 17&0, and a hand 

kerchief weaver Edward Woilstone craft from 1755-&5  When he 

died in January 17&5 his obituary (8) noted, "Tuesday died near 

Shoreditch Church very rich Mr, w'ollstonecraf t one of the greatest 

handkerchief makers in England and Captain in the White Regiment 

of Trained Bands". John Hoskins, one of the master weavers 

who signed the 17&9 list of prices (9) for the "Fancy Branch, 

drugget modes, handkerchiefs, gauzes and nets" lived in Crosby 

Square (10), and another English firm (speciality unknown), 

Johnson and Hatwell advertised in 1755 their address in Bishops- 

gate Street Without. Earlier still James Leman moved frora 

Steward Street to "his house in Pishopsgate Street" where he 

died in October 17^5» Apart from Landon and Leman these weavers

were all of English extraction (11). A complete exception

W 
to the picture was Abraham Jeudwin^, a weaver of figured velvets,



(1) Ayliffe Street

Samuel are 17^5-55 (£300 on ^
MS. 867 V67, fol. 288,
17^5). 

R. Simmonds, probably there 1727,
1736-33. 

Simraonds & Weld, 1753-O5-

Lemon Street

Thomas Harris 1736-^9 
John Harris 1753-55, 
Thomas Urafreville 171 
(£500 houee. MS. 86?if 
fol. 180) 1719. 
Thomas Pearson 1755. 
Various Philliraores
1736-55-
Sanl. Hawkins Junr.l
Saml. Hawkins &
1772.

Red Lion Street, Goodman's Fields. 

Saml. & William Petty, 1736-38.

(2) Guildhall MS. 867V7, fol. 612, No. 19860.

(3) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser (B.M. Burney Colln.) 
April 15th, 1765.
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whose faciily came from Normandy and settled in this country 

in the l690's, who died in 1?6? at his house in Basinghall 

Street, not far away from the Hall of the Weavers Company,

There was a colony of throwsters immediately to the south 

of Whitechapel Street in Qoodman*s Fields. Two streets 

particularly, Ayliffe Street and Lemon Street (1) contained a 

number of firms over a considerable period. Another small 

group lived in Hoxton to the north of Spitalfields. One 

throwster (Leonard Snee) gave his addreee from 17^9-55 as Batson's 

Coffee Louse* He had previously insured his house in Crispin 

Street, which had been his father's before him (2) as a weaver 

(perhaps because he was a member of the Company ?) and it Might 

perhaps be that he retained the house as working premises. 

Fatson'e Coffee House, the address of a silk broker mentioned 

earlier, was also one of the centres at which money was collected 

for the relief of the unemployed journeymen in l?6f? (3)   Per 

haps it had come special association with the industry?

It rnay perhaps be rather dangerous to generalise on the 

evidence of such a small group of weavers and others living out 

side Spitalfields. They were only the few who advertised 

and many did not do so. It can, however, at least be suggested 

that their neighbours were probably in the same branches of the 

industry as they were. Furthermore, could the tendency they 

shew not have been even more pronounced in the earlier period 

before the publication of the Directory of 1736? Thus, the 

English families of weavers in the established branches of the
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industry had probably always lived within the city and the 

directories only shew that in many cases they continued to do so. 

Although they made ribbons as they had done in the l?th century 

they also wove broad silks and other silk goods. These too 

may have been made outside the district of Spitalfields at the 

beginning of the century and earlier, just as within Spitalfields 

there was an established community of worsted weavers.

If we turn to the Parish of Christ Church, Spitalfields, 

and the Liberty of Norton Falgate we find, as we should expect, 

an overwhelming majority of French master weavers together with 

a small but exceedingly important group of Englishmen. Even 

within this small area there was a remarkable degree of 

specialisation. In the first place the masters lived only in, 

certain stiwets and not in any others. These were concentrated 

very closely together (see map): the streets were:

Artillery Lane + 

Bell Lane 

Booth Street 

Brick Lane (part; 

Brown's Lane 

Catherine Wheel Alley 

Church Street +

Corbet Court 

Crispin Street +

Dorset Street 

Duke Street

Elder Street 

Fore Street 

Gun Street +

Hand Alley 

Lamb Street 

Mason 1 s Court

Old Artillery
Ground +

Red Lyon Street 

Sandys Street 

Smock Alley 

Steward Street 

Westbury Street 

Wheeler Street 

White itow

Paternoster Row+ White Lion Street +

Petticoat Lane Widegate Alley +
(part) 

Pelham Street Spital Square +

PrinceF, Street + Wood Street +

Moreover, even in these few streets theye were some in 

which there s«ein tu uave been n. larger community of English



(1) A list of the Directories used is given in the Bibliography. 
In 1755» Kent's Directory has usually been preferred to the 
Complete Guide of that year as it seemed to be more accurate in 
the cases where the facts could be checked.

(2) Steward Street.

Inhabitants connected with the silk industry in the period in 
alphabetical 'order.

Name 

Peter Alavoine

Dates Speciality 
(if Known)

Other 
Information

Other
Addresses

Alldwin & Qvery

-1763 Striped, plain, 
lustring, mantua 
& tabby

1755 - - Henry Alldwin Junr.
& James Ovry Junr. 
Bankrupt 1756. 

Giles Bigot & James Godin 1736-39 Flowered (30) Appendix 2(i) & _to Spital
(60) (iii).

1772 - (10) Appendix 2(iii) from Dorset S 
1728 flowered

Peter Beuzeville 
John Bloodworth

Daniel Bouquet
R. Bradshaw
Abe. Cole Senr. & Jr.

Benjamin Coles 
Peter Debonnaire 
Abe. Delamare & Co* & 
John Delamare

1772
1763-72 - 
17^9-55 -

1753-63 Half Silks
1723

Appendix 2(i) from Cath. Whie!
Alley,

to Red Lion 
Street (1?

John Desclaux 
Gallot & Guillebaud

Guillemard £ Sons

J.B, & G. tiebert 
Jordan £ Mason

Peter Lekeux 
Peter Lekeux (son) 
Elizabeth Lee 
James Leman

(before)
John Louis 1763 
Thomas Mason 1753

17^9-53 Throwsters (22) Appendix 2(ii)
& (iii).

1738-^3 - (10) Appendix 2(iii) 
1769-72 Plain Foot- L.6.P.

Fi-d. &
Flowered 

1763 Plain mantua
& tabby 

Co. 1769-72 Fancy
1769-72 Plain foot-figured

& Flowered 
1728-^3 Flowered 
17^-3-^6 Flowered 
1736 
1702- Flowered

to Duke Street

Half Silks

Mason & Jordain 1763 Flowered
Jas. Sorell y* Sons 1769-72 Plain, foot-fibred

& Flowered 
Daniel Vautier 1737-^ Flowered (k7) Appendix 2(i)

(iii)
Rgures in brackets ; see Appendix 2 (ill).

Appendix 2(i) & (ii).
Appendix 2(i) to Red Lion
Bankrupt.
Appendix 2(i) to Bishopsgati

Street.
Appendix 2. (11).
Appendix 2(ii)

•
from Duke Str*

to Lamb Stre



rather than Trench masters, others in which certain 

specialists lived and not others, or in which therd were a 

very much larger number of masters than in the streets 

immediately next to them. The streets in which seven or more 

masters lived have been starred. The weavers (or others 

connected with the industry) are those whose names appear in 

the Directories (1) or on the lists in Appendix 2 t together with 

a few from other sources who seem to have been important. Some 

of the inhabitants moved several times in the period, and therefore 

turn up in the figures for several streets. Even this was not 

altogether haphazard as will be seen. The specialities of the 

inhabitants are known from the 17&9 List of Prices, from Mortimer's 

Directory of l?63 f and the V.& A. designs. In a few cases 

the earlier directories mentioned a man's epeciality, and in others 

the obituaries in the newspapers or the "Gentleman's Magazine" 

give some information.

From 1728-1772 there were some 50 firms in the group of 

streets where the "Canterbury" contingent seen to have con 

gregated earlier in the century. (There were, of course, others 

whose names appear with their addresses in the Court Books of 

the weavers Company, or the registers of the churches, English 

and French, in the area, or in the Insurance Company lists, but 

their standing can be assessed against those about whom more is 

known). There were at least 6 in Artillery Lane, 7 in Old 

Artillery Ground, 9 in Gun Street, 27 in Steward Street (2) but, 

by contrast, only 6 firms in the parallel street, Duke Street, 

and three in Fort Street to the north. In Steward Street



(1) Guildhall MS. 86?V53, fol. 292, Vo. 6*f091.
145-8

(2) See Chapter 2, p./for an account of the career of
the Pecks.

(3) Guildhall MS. 36£V53, fol. 295, T*o. 7239. 

W PCC. Caesar, fol. 522, Kiddx.

(5) PCC. Caesar, fol. 56l, Middx.

(6) There were two weavers of this name in Spitalfields 

during the period . who were closely related. One of 

the two John FAaz.es served the Vestry of Christ

Church in various capacities ; possibly the same 

man wa& a Liveryman of the weavers Company. 

5ee also Appendix 2. (i).
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the "flowered" silk weavers included Captain Peter Lekeux 

and his son Peter who moved in 17^6 to Red Lion Street, Jordan 

and "ason, making flowered silks in 17^3 but signing the agree 

ment for plain silks in 17&9, Daniel Vautier living from 1737-^ 

(1) in a house owned by John Peck, the dyer (2;. It was 

insured for £150. He later moved to Lamb Street. Weavers 

of plain, foot-figured arid flowered included Janes Sorell and 

Sons, and Qallot and Guillebaud, Peter Alavoine made "striped 

and plain lustring, mantua and tabby", Guillemard and Sons 

"plain mantua and tabby". Two weavers made silks mixed with 

worsted, Benjamin Coles and John Louis. There was (regrettably) 

a bankrupt Elizabeth Lee (173&) i and a family of throwsters, 

the Delamares. Peter Delarnare, senior, a weaver, lived in 

Duke Street in 173£>, his son of the same name lived in a house 

which he insured for £300 in that year "£275 brick and £25 

timber, ye house valued £225 and a throwster's workshop back 

ward adjoining, valued £75» on the west side of Steward Street..." 

(3)» From 173&-^7 the firm advertised in the directories 

and was succeeded by Abraha-n Delamare from 17^9-55« Peter, 

junior, died in 17^7; his surviving brothers renewed the policy 

in 1751.

In the Old Artillery Ground lived several of the

manufacturers whose names appear on the *^5 list (Appendix 2(iii)

(4)
James Be .uzeville (5 men), who died in 17&3 Peter naillard

(21 men), possibly the weaver of that n, -.r.e from Upper Normandy,

in Gpital yard in 1705, but more probably a son, since he died in

W 
1763, John Roy (10 men), John Haze (6) (17 men), and Peter



(1) See Chapter 2, p. ZOO, & Appendix 2(i), (ii) & (iii>  

(2) James Maze in his will made in 17^9 (proved 1750 PCC
GREENLY, fol. 362) refers to his "^ood friend Nicholas 
Jourdain of Smock Alley, weaver....." In the Directories 
for 1755 Jourdain and de Gron, mercers, appear in Smock 
Alley; James Godin in his will (PCC St.Eley, fol. 252, 
Middx.) proved in l?62 f referred to him as "my good 
friend Nicholas Jourdain mercer".

(3) Spitalfields Survey op. cit., pr. 223-236, esp. p. 236 
description of the interior.

CO Silk mixed with worsted, John hunt; flowered silk, 
William Flees.

(5; Obit. 1?43. (PCC, Strahan, fol. 9)   Hug. Soc. Publns. 
Vol. XXXIII, p. 65 (17Vf) August 27th. "Mr. Lewis 
Desormeaux, upon certificate fro  Holland is admitted 
a foreign master."
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Ogier (possibly the man who offered 50 men) (1) who died there 

in 17?6. Kaze "and Ogier flay have made flowered silks,

In Artillery Lane one 'house was occupied from 1716-1773 

by a Jourdain, and possibly for a longer period. William 

Jourdain probably lived there until 1750, and then Nicholas 

who moved there from a house in Snock Alley just round the 

corner. He began his career as a weaver but subsequently becamt 

a mercer (2). He greatly embellished the house (3)  

Possibly more typical of the inhabitants was a weaver, John 

Fontaine, who lived in Artillery Lane from 1?42 - 1755 and in 

sured his house for -6200 in 174-9. Daniel Carbonnel, a shag 

weaver, who offered 30 men in 17^51 lived in Artillery Lane from 

1726 (probably) and 1723 (certainly) until moving to Sandys 

Street. According to Mortimer' s Directory there was one 

weaver of flowered silks, and one of half-silks in the street (4) . 

From 1736-38 one throwster, Thomas Teeton, advertised his 

address there. In Gun Street there were weavers of light silks 

and handkerchiefs (among those whose speciality is known). 

There were also two substantial contributors to the '45 List, 

Lewis Desorraeaux (5) (19 men) 1736-48, and Daniel Giles, senior 

(40 men;.

It would thus be impossible to pick out one grou-c of 

specialists in these streets. There We re more Franch than 

English firms and all seem to have been well established in 

their ov.ij i »ncues of the industry. Some can be proved to 

have lived there for a very long time andother nrobably did. 

They were predominantly weavers of broad silks.



(1) See fn. J p.

(2) Guildhall MS. 86?V83, fol. 284-, No. 61286.

(3) PCC. Legard, fol. 252.

See Chapter 2, p. 204 ndtes 6 *?.

(5) Index to 1752 volume: "Mr. Grumpier
a gauze lappet patt = (59$5«6) Jan] 

........... 6 22, 1752.
a ruffle patt.... 5 = (5985*5(iii)|

April *f, 
a gauae.......... 5 = (5985.5(iv))[

One of these is illustrated, plate ^g, an * * '] 
No. 57.



Two streets very close by form something of a contrast 

in the character of their inhabitants. In Widegate Street 

and Sandys Street, which wes a turning off it, there lived 

eleven weavers whose careers have been traced. Only one man 

in Sandys Street was of French extraction and this was Daniel

Cahaniel (Carbonnel & etci,>, the shag weaver, who offered 30
« 

men in 17*f5 (1). The others were English. Benjamin Champion,

an Assistant in the Weavers Company who had lived previously 

in Smock Alley and Paternoster Row,is listed in the 1735 

Directory as "near" Widegate Alley in 1753-5- This was 

actually a house on the east side of Sandys Street, the second 

house from Widegate Street (2). The house^ras valued at 

£^50, the kitchen and a room over £100, and workshops £150. 

There were three storeys and a garret in the house, and two 

storeys in the workshop. Benjamin Champion offered 50 men in 

17^5* one of the larger offers. If he can be identified with 

Champion and Meyrick in Morti.ner * e Directory of 1763, he was 

making silks mixed with worsted arid thread. Thomas Byas and 

hie widow Ann Byae also lived in Sandys Street from the 1730's 

(if not earlier) until she died in 176? (3;. They were 

rich (*f) but what they made is not known.

None of the firms in V/idegate Alley even had as much as 

one French partner. Bowland, Grumpier & Co, who advertised in 

the 1755 Directory were gauze weavers. Anna Maria Garthwaite 

eold three gauze patterns to r. Grumpier i:. 1752 (5). This 

was probably John Grumpier, son of Nicholas Grumpier, who is



(1) Court Books.

(2) Patent Office: Abrid -ments Old Classes, ed. B. Woodcraft, 
1859. Weaving 1620-1350 Ft. 1, Patents 8l4, 1013.

(?) Mortimer's Directory 17&3*
(4 )

(5) He was probably a weaver of eooie standing, since a 
Thread nee die Street merchant apprenticed his son to 
him in 1754 at a consideration of £300, 
See Chapter 2, p. 7^ ' rote

(6) - Spital field B Survey op. ci#. , pp.



first mentioned in the Court Books of the Weavers Company

in 169V, John Grumpier was free of the Weavers Company in

1719, took apprentices throughout the 1730's ana 40 f s up to

1752 (1). A John Grumpier went on the Livery in 1759. It may

have been the' nan free in 1719 or a son, since a weaver of that

name took out patents in 17&4 for a xaetLod of making gold and

silver wire arid in 1772 for the making of crape and tiffany (2) .

In 1769 the firm of Borland, Grumpier & Co, signed the List

of Prices for dru^-et ruodes, handkerchiefs, nete and gauses,

In 1772 Bowland and Co. had moved to Old Broad Street,

Other inhabitants aade handkerchiefs (John Ilainworth (3))| silk

mixed with worsted (Hall & Hudson (4) ) , and pure worsted (James

Leeds, living in Windsor Street off ir.ide&ate Alley (5))»

The types of loaterial wade by Nathaniel Atkinson (who advertised

1753-5) and William Salter, who offered 12 men in 17^5 are un-

It does «eem remarkable that none of this admittedly small 

sample are known to have been Hiaking broad silks v/hile their 

neighbours in Artillery Lane and the Old Artillery Ground were 

making very little else,

In Petticoat Lane the only people so far identified are 

a throwster John Alien (17^6-53) and a velvet weaver and button 

avaicer, ..ijLj.iu.iii Whitrow, Although there must have been others, 

they are not easy to identify since they neither advertised 

in the Directories nor reached the higher ranks of the 

Weavers Company,

In Crispin Street (6) there are eight men w;ioee careers



(1) Court Books, op. cit., August 17th

(2) Guildhall ITS. 86?V6*S fol. 275, No. 1006o.

(3) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25. February 15th, 
17^9/50, pp. 996-7.

GM. XXXIX December 1759, p. 605. The reasons for this 
animosity are discussed in Mr. Jordan's thesis. Chauvet 
had taken the lead in resisting the attacks of the 
cutters and had even armed his own workmen.



can be traced from the 30'6 to the 6o'e and these were, 

indeed, very rich. Lewie Chauvet, a weaver of handkerchiefs, 

was living there after 17^1 though by 1763 he was in Gun 

Street. He was apprenticed to John Chevallier in 1733» free 

in 17^-1, and took an apprentice at the same Court (1). He 

rented his house from John Chevallier, to whom he was later

an executor. It was insured for £350 in 17^3 and it had "a
C2) 

workshop and a wash-house backward". He went on the Livery

of the Weavers Company in 17^5» and offered 65 men to the Crown 

in October of that year. His progress was rapid. When he 

gave evidence to the Select Committee of the house of Commons 

in 1750 on growing raw silk in America, he mentioned that he 

had been a weaver for seventeen years, that he had had to sack 

150 weavers because of the shortage of raw silk and that this 

represented a third of his labour force (3)  Moreover, he 

produced for the Committee a piece of black taffeta "worked 

after the Indian manner". Thus, hit *f50 men v/ere not all 

making handkerchiefs, as might be inferred from Mortimer's 

Directory, nor cou}.d they all have been working in the work 

shop at the back of his house. He is last known to have been 

living in Crispin Street in 1755. The Vestry of Christ 

Church, Spitalfields, held a special meeting on April 23, 17&5 

to discuss a "riot" in which the houses of a Mr. Somerset and 

Mr. Chauvet were damaged. Kewards were offered to informers. 

During the riots that accompanied the execution of two "cutters" 

in 1769 "the mob broke windows, destroyed the furniture and 

committed other outrages in the house of Lewis Chauvet Esq. in 

Spitalfielde" (M , T?reBumably in (*un Street.



(1) See p. ^8 fu. 2 .

(2) GM.XXXVI, February 1?66, p. 103. Deaths include Leonard 
Snee Lsq. at aaciaiey.

(3)Mortimer'B Directory 1763*

Spitalfields Survey, op. cit. t p. 133, and insurance 
policies of Leonard Snee 1723-48 which mention his 
neighbour Hoddy, the surgeon referred to in the 
Spitalfields Survey (367V28, fol. 2^5, No. 19860, and 
867V67, fol. 64, MO. 19860).
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Two throwsters lived in Crispin Street, William 

Prince, from 1738-41 and the Snees; Peter Snee, a weaver, 

insured his house for £300 in 170y and renewed his policy in 

1716 (1). Leonard was apprenticed to a weaver in 1709« and 

he renewed the policy on his father's house (it is clearly 

the same house as the neighbours on either side are the same) 

as a weaver in 1723, He renewed it in 1745» and tfre policy 

was declared void in 1?48. In the Directories between 1736- 

17^-4 he appears however as a yarn throwster. He subsequently 

gave his address as Batson's Coffee House, as has already been 

mentioned. He died at Hackney in 1766 (2),

Others living in Crispin Street included Joshua Green (3) f 

a shag weaver, who moved there from White Row (his address in 

1755). Daniel Hessman, who offered 48 men in 1745 lived 

in Crispin Street from 1736-174?, before moving to Spital

Square. He lived next door but one to Leonard Snee (4), with 

a surgeon between them. The corner house on the south side 

of Paternoster Row and the east side of Crispin Street was 

held by Lepipre-Harris-Bray in the period. Small as this 

sample is, it does perhaps suggest that Crispin Street was 

one of the prosperous streets in Spitalfields and one in which

the few English lived probably as successfully as their 

French neighbours.

Red Lion Street and White Lion Street shew much the Barn* 

degree of prosperity. The careers of some sixteen master 

weavers and others who lived there can be traced. In Red Lion



(1) Guildhall MS 367V21, fol. 91, No. 28l.

(2) Report in the Penny London Post or Morning Advertiser 
October 3th 17^5 (BM. Burney Colln.).



Street, however, six out of eight were of English extraction 

while White Lion Street seems to have been a "French" street. 

Between 1719 and 17^9 one house on the east side of Red Lion 

Street was continuously occupied by a family of scarlet dyers 

the Pecke. Edward Peck insured the house in 1719/20 (1) for 

£500. lie died in 1736. His son, John renewed the policy. 

In 17^-7 it was valued at £800, of which half was the value of 

the house and half the value of "a dye-house, coach-house and

stables adjoining". Their careers will be considered in 

more detail later. They owned extensive property throughout 

Spitalfields but remained practising dyers. It was John

Peck, Esq. who "with several other gentlemen of Spitalfields 

waited on H.M......with the names of near 3,000 men who have

entered into their pay for one year, to serve.....as occasion 

may require" (2) against the Young Pretender in 17^5* His 

neighbours included a throwster, John Russell, who offered four men 

in 17^5 and a weaver John Shields, who offered five men. The 

Street seems to have been fairly miscellaneous in the dis 

tribution of trades. Mortimer's Directory of 1763 mentions 

a weaver of half-silks, Abraham Coles, and a worsted weaver 

Richard Plees. From 1753-5 the firm of James Johnson and 

Comp, Weavers advertised their address in Red Lyon Street. 

It seems probable that this is the weaver who offered 70 men in 

17^5 to the Crown, since he seems to be the only nan of his name 

who occurs in the sources. In the 17^-3 Rate Book he was 

living in the house between John Peck and John Russell & Co.



(1) Appendix 2(i), (ii) & (iii).

(2) Chapter 2, P .17O-L74.Huq.Soc.Procs.XX,No: 1.
y PP-82-2-

(3) Houseof Commons Journals, Vol. 30, pp. ?25-6, 
April lAth 1?66.
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Peck paid 15/-, Johnson 9/9, and John Russell 14/3; these were 

high rates by comparison with their neighbours. A man by 

the name of James Johnson had a distinguished career in the 

Weavers Company, and he can probably be identified with the 

weaver of Red Lyon Street. He was already a Liveryman in 

the late 1730*6 and during the early '^-O's became an Assistant. 

He was Renter Bailiff of the Company in 1750 and Upper 

Bailiff, the highest office in 1753- Thereafter he served 

on several important committees: in 1757 on the importing 

of organzine silk, in 175^ on non-freemen, and in 1761 and 17&4 

on the seizing of smuggled silks. The only two Frenchmen 

whose careers are known were both weavers of "flowered" silks: 

John Sabatier (1) who moved from Princes Street between 1755 

and 1763 (he retained premises in Church Street until 17&3) 

and Peter Lekeux who had moved from his father's house in 

Steward Street. Their careers are considered elsewhere(2) , 

but it way be noted that both were important in their branch 

of the industry. When Sabatier "began to trade for himself 

in 1750 he employed 50 looms" (3) and at the time of greatest 

prosperity, one hundred. At the contemporary reckoning of 

four men to a loom he was one of the larger masters*

White Lion Street north of Spital Square seems to have 

contained a majority of French inhabitants including (as in 

the other streets) at least one family established there over a 

considerable period. From 1711 Obadiah Agace was taking 

apprentices in the Weavers Company, Since he mentioned the 

Walloon Church at Canteruury ia nis will (he died in 1755) it



(1) PCC. Paul, Fol. 232, .liddx. £100 to Walloon Church 
of Canterbury for the Poor*

(2)

(3)

(5)

Mortimer's Directory 17&3  

House of Commons Journals, Vol. 28, p. 3^5 1 January 1759,

Family tradition quoted in a letter by Miss S. Minet 
(of Castlecombe, Warren Cutting, Kingston Hill, Surrey, 
23.iii.59). Apart from the residue of his estate he 
left specific bequests amounting to £7»51Q i*1 his will 
(PCC. Glazier, fol. 253, Middx. proved 175&) . 
His career and family connections are considered further
in Chapter 2, p. 196, 204 note 8, 2O 9, 95 note 1,98- 
Appendix 2 (i)*(_iiij, Appendix 7 etc.
Today Wilkes Street. See Spitalfielde Survey, op. cit, 
p.lll.

Browns Lane -;

PRINCES STREET



is probable that he was one of the Canterbury contingent (1). 

In 1753 he became an Assistant of the Weavers Company. 

All his three sons were weavers. The two younger ones, kachary 

and Jacob, remained in partnership together in White Lyon 

Street while their elder brother moved to Church Street. 

These two were weavers of black silk and gauze (2) . 2?; achary 

Agace gave evidence to a Select Committee of the House of 

Commons in 1759 on the paving of the streets of Norton Falgate 

as a result of a petition from the "principal inhabitants" (3)  

Three firms making "flowered" silks lived in the street, John 

Luke Landon (*f) "the richest man in Norton Falgate" by 

reputationt Jamet and Landon, and Daniel Vautier Junior. One 

or two other foreign firms have been noted in the street, whose 

specialities are not known, and one English firm. John Bampton, 

who advertised in the Directories between 1753 and 1755»

Both these streets thus contained some of the most 

prosperous in the industry but they also illustrate the 

tendency, not as obvious in some of the other streets, for the 

English to live together and to be associated with half-silks 

and even worsteds, while the French were very much involved 

with "flowered" silks.

Church Street, Wood Street (5) and Princes Street all 

contained a very lar ;e number of weavers, 19 in Wood Street, 

25 in Church Street and 25 in Princes Street. Of these 69 

people only 10 were of English extraction and, on the other 

hand, at least 10 were makere of flowered silks. On the



(1) V. t* A. Museum Dept. of Engraving, Illustration and 
Design. Series 5970-5990.

(2) Today Fournier Street. Spitalfields Survey op. cit. 
pp. 192-3, and 199-225.

(3) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit. plate 68.

(M At that time the elder Peter Hourdon was living in Monmoutl 
Street, in the parish of St. Dunstan's Stepney (Sun 
Insurance Company Policy Book 1. 1710-11, p. 80). He 
also took out a policy with the Hand in Hand Insurance 
Coy. (Guildhall MS. 867V9, fol. 5^5, No. 22375) valued 

at £150.

(5) Spitalfields Survey op. cit., p. 218.

(6) MS. 8674A7, fol. 179, No. 1088. He apparently retained 
the house in Monmouth Street since he also insured in 1733 
"a brick house ...on the east side of Monmouth Street, 
5th house north from Black Eagle Street..." for £150, with 
the Hand in Hand Insurance Company, not the Sun.

(7) Spitalfields Survey op. cit., pp. 182-3.
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corner of Wood Street and Princes Street lived a pattern 

drawer, Anna Maria Garthwaite whose collection of designs 

(from 1728-1756) is now in the Victoria and Albert Museum (1). 

She died in 1763.

Church Street (2) contained some of the best houses on 

the Tillard Estate built in the late 1720's. Sone of the 

houses survive today and still preserve a little of their 

original appearance. The house of Peter Bourdon is illustrated 

in the Spitalfields Survey (3). His father was a Headborough 

in the Vestry in 1712 W and was naturalised in 1709. Peter 

Bourdon the younger was apprenticed to his father in 1723. 

Presumably it is the elder Peter Bourdon who moved into the house 

when it was newly built in 1725 (5)« His initials are on the 

front of the building on a rainwater head. He died in 1732. 

The house was valued for insurance purposes in 1733 for £600, 

a substantial sum, and, since we know what the house looked 

like, it is a useful one for comparison with those of other 

weavers (6). An important builder, Samuel Worrall (7) lived 

next door. The policy was renewed in 17^0/17^-7 and 175*f. 

The firm of Peter Bourdon advertised in the Directories from 

1753-5. Peter Bourdon offered 26 in 17^5 to fight the 

Young Pretender. Obadiah Agace (i.e., the son of the man 

  ntioned earlier) renewed the policy in 1762 - for £800. 

Peter Bourdon (junior) was on the Livery of the Weavers 

Company and is noted as "dead" in the Quarterage List for 

1755-6. He lived next door to James Ouvry, probably hie



(1) MS. 86?V69, fol. 73. No. 51083*
p. 61

(2) Appendix 2(i)^and Chapter 2 t p
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father-in-law who died in 1748. The latter»s house was 

only insured for £300 (1). The next house was occupied by 

John Ouvry, the son and tenant of Ja es (the house also 

valued at i/500). John Ouvry, whose career can be traced 

from 17VJ-1772 is among the weavers of striped and plain 

lustrings and mantuas in Mortimer's Directory of 17&3. James 

Ouvry probably offered 19 men to the Crown in 17^5 and John 

35 (As there were other oanies and John Ojrry's in Spitalfields 

this is only a guees).

About ~L& of the 17^5 list lived in these three streets, 

a high proportion of the total. All were weavers of broad silks, 

though of several kinds, and neither in Church Street nor in 

Wood Street were there any throwsters or dyers. While 

there were (according to Mortimer) five weavers of striped, 

arid plain lustrings and mantuas in Church Street, there were 

none in Wood Street. In Wood Street there were three weavers 

of black silks - and none in Church Street. There were satin 

weavers in both streets. In Wood Street lived three men who 

probably made "flowered" silks: John r'azy, Stephen Paris and 

John Rondeau (2). In the few cases where a previous or sub 

sequent address is known, it seems evident that the successful 

man moved from the less highly rated parts of the district to 

Church Street or Wood Street (Isaac Roberdeau caine from Coxe's 

Square and John Rondeau from the borders of Bethnal Green). 

If a Man moved subsequently it seems to have been to Princes 

Street (John Lemaitre is an example) or to Spital Square.



(1) At least 18 weavers are known from their wills either 
to have retired to the country altogether or to have 
bought property for weekend use. See Chapter 2, p,

(2) These dates are tnose wnen it is certain that 
the man lived in I rincee Street, In most cases 
the reriod was probably much longer.



A certain proportion naturally retired to the country at the 

end of their careers, to Hackney, Tottenham, Edraonton and 

Cheshunt especially (1).

Princes Street contained an even higher proportion of 

prosperous inhabitants. It was a shorter street than Wood 

Street or Church Street, but twenty- five of its inhabitants 

were connected in some way with the silk industry in the

period Thirteen of them offered men to serve the Crown in

» offers which ranged from 3 to 75 cien, i.e.:

Any speciality

John Baker 75 roen Flowered silks 

Abraham Dupree J> men. -

James Duthoit 7 men -

Daniel Gobbee 70 men Flowered silks

House Vafre (2) 
and Date of Occupation

£*fOO 17^3-1783 

£300 From 17^3

1736-1755 

£325

John Lamy 12 men - 

John Lemaitre k men "Fancy"

Daniel Pilon ^9 ^en Probably silk mixed
with worsted 

Peter Abraham 
Ogier 28 men Flowered silks

Abraham Ravenell 14 men

John Roy 10 men Satin

John Sabatier 3*f men Flowered silks

From 17^y» be 
fore in Corbet 
Court.

(BKT)

1772 

172*4-1759

17^9-1755

£275

Thomas Triquet 

Rene Turquand

7 men Dyer 

k men

£1000 

£ 325

1755-1763

1736-1750, i.e. 
father and son. 

17^5-1755

(Career considered in detail later).

The two throwsters in the street, John Crush and Peter 

Sauberque did not contribute to the list. John Crush lived



(1) Guildhall MS. 867V62, fol. No. ^3872.

(2) Guildhall MS. 867V62, fol. No, 9890.
/63, fol, 3^9-50, NOB. 1221A, 12215.

Francis Paul Audeer, Nicholas Peter RLlon (half-silks 
Mortimer 1763), Isaac Roberdeau 1772 (i.e., from Wood 
Street), Col. Thomas Excelby l?2*f - died 173^ (GM.VIII
May, 1738).

(5) For example: John Baker, Upper Bailiff 17^2, Daniel
Gobbee, Assistant 1750, died 1757» Col. Thomas Excelby,
Assistant.
Liverymen: Abraham Dupree, James Duthoit, Major Lewis
Gilbert, Peter Abraham Ogier, Isaac Roberdeau, John Sabat;

(6) Guildhall MS 86?V6*f f fol. 5, No. 5025. 

(3) PCC Cornwallis, fol. 28*f.
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(or his family; continuously from 1736-1784, their house 

was insured for £300 in 17^2 of which the workshop backward 

was valued at £100 (1).Sauberque is listed in the Directories 

from 1753-5t ne iB not mentioned in the 17^3 Kate Book. 

Dupree and Turquand were both the tenants of John Baker (2) 

and BO was Captain Lewis Gilbert, another non-contributor to 

the fif5 list in Princes Street. John Alien & Co. are 

listed in Mortimer's Cirectory of 1763 as makers of "brocade 

and flowered silk" and Peter Hebert ae making "striped, plain 

lustring mantua and tabby". Most of the inhabitants, in 

cluding the ones not so far mentioned,(4)were at least 

members of the Weavers Company and some in the chief offices 

or in the Court of Acsistants (5). Triquet, the dyer, 

lived in a corner house, of which the house itself was worth 

£600, the dyehouse and warehouse belonging, £300, and "wash- 

house compting house with one store over....£100" (6). 

The policy was renewed in 1750 and 1757. In the 1750 policy 

it was noted that the house had three storeys and a garret, 

four rooms wainscotted, four half-way and two marble chimney 

pieces. Although his own house was not co luxurious, when

John Baker died in 17o"3 he left his wife his "coach and all 

other carriages with the harnesses, etc." apart from sharing 

out hie extensive house properties (Ji) . The splendours of

successful trade which perhaps can be inferred from such 

details have entirely vanished and ^rincelet Street today 

even dirtier than the rest of Spitalfields, nor are there



(1) Spitalfields Survey op. cit., Hates 5^-9. 83 t
88b t 39b, 9*fd t 95c and d t 96a, 97, 100, 101, 102c t 
103b, lO^f-5, 106b and d, 107.

(2) See Appendix 2(ii).

(3) Mortimer's Directory

Te'moignage French Church Threadneedle Street, October 
9th 1687, described as a "bonne tier" of Spitalfields, 1699 
living in Wheeler Street (address recorded at the birth 

of one of his children).

LAMB 8 T R I

Soittle I



any plates in the Spitalfields Survey which might indicate its 

l8th century prosperity.

The former elegance of Spital Square does, however, survive 

at least in photographs (1). Thirty-three firms lived in 

the Square, including eleven on the 9l*5 liet. Several jjave 

evidence to Parliamentary Committees (2). The inhabitants 

included merchants, a silk broker (Stevens Totton), a few 

throwsters, especially in the earlier period, and weavers in 

almost every branch of the industry. These included weavers 

of worsted, Joseph Foskett, later Reynolds ( Foskett, Lock and 

Hind Stuffmen, gauze and mode (Dickenson and Warner (3))t 

Half-silks (Peter Auber & Sons, Thomas Abraham Ogier), Black 

silks (Daniel "lessiaan ) Satin and Tabby (Sebastian Loy), Silk 

and Velvet (James Dalbiac) and a group of flowered Bilk 

weavers, Giles Bigot (from 1739) and his son Peter Bigot, 

Peter Ogier who died in 17^0, his son of the name name, and a 

younger son Lewis Ogier in partnership with a Duthoit in 1763 

(when he made flowered silks), and earlier with his elder 

brother Thomas Abraham Ogier (who did not), the firm Ogier, 

Triquet and Vansommer (which included a pattern drawer John 

Vaneommer), John Luke Landon and his son James Landon. The 

only products known to have been made by fir$s of purely 

English extraction wore worsteds and half-silks. By contrast 

the flowered silks were not only made by iiuguenots but by 

one fairly small ^roup. The Landens came to England from 

Rotterdam the grandfather Samuel a "bonnetier" lived in 

Wheeler Street in 1699 CO . The others were the rich from



(1) See Chapter 2, p.l9>8 for a further discussion of 
this point.

(2) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit., p. 68.

(3) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit., plates 8?a, 3?b, 100,101,

(M Guildhall MS 867V58, fol. 83, No. 66033-

(5) PCC. Trenley, fol. 2*f2.
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Bas Poitou, whose careers contrast most vividly with those 

of theii.- fellow countrymen in the Black Eagle Street district. 

All the Ggiers in the Square and Peter Abraham of Princes 

Street were brothers or close relatives (Peter Abraham came 

at the beginning of the century, his brother Peter , who died 

in 17^0, in 1730) and also from Poitou were the Bigots, 

irancis Audeer of Princes Street, together with John Riviere 

and Daniel Gobbee, also of Princes Street. They were in 

timately connected by family ties, business partnerships and 

professions (1). . The Bigots moved from Steward Street, 

where Giles Bigot advertised when he was in partnership with 

James Godin the elder. Ke was assigned the lease of a house 

on the south side of Spital Square (2). Although the 

house has now been demolished there are illustrations of it 

in the Spitalfields Survey (3)» Bigot insured it (k) for 

the very large sum of £1,600, when he moved in during the 

year 1739« In the policy register it was noted that the 

house was one of four storeys, with a colonnade and rooms over 

and attached was a warehouse (valued at £350) of three storeys, 

"the whole finished in a grand manner". When Giles Bigot 

died in 17^2 he left his son Peter not only the business but 

various house properties round about Spitalfields (5). Peter 

Bigot, who went on to the Livery of the Weavers Company in 

17^1» did not apparently renew his father's partnership with 

Jamos Godin, but from 17^/f-^9 appears in the Directories 

with David Delavau. (Godin went into partnership with one 

of the Ogiers). The firm of Bigot and Delavau offered 30 men



(1) x,.j..u. ^o^t.l^ M ,r. ;;egot & Co.,..«>17W (index) "a 
damask". Also in the index "a bro(caded) tieCeue) 11
now missing.

(2) Guildhall M£ 367V58, fol. 232, No. 662?£.

(3) Guildhall MB 86?V71, fol. 109, No. 60937, and 
see Chapter 2, p.

W MS. 867V83, fol. 202.

(5) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, May 15th 17&5 (B.M. 
Burney Colln) . "At Southgate Daniel ilessman Esq. , 
formerly a black silk manufacturer in Spitalfields",

(6) Patent Office.

(7) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit., p. 66.
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in 17^5. "Mr. Bigot & Co." bought designs for a damask and 

a brocaded tissue from Anna Maria Qarthwaite (1).

James Godin also moved with Giles Bigot to Spital 

Square, in fact, to the house next door, since he lived in the

"second house east from a new intended street or passage at

rethe east end of Esq Tillard's Garden" and Bigot had the

third house (2). He insured his for £1,000, of which a "back 

apartment" was valued at £70. Hie house too was "finished in 

a grand manner". His warehouses presumably were elsewhere, 

which partly accounts for the difference in the valuation. 

The policy was renewed in 17^6 and 175^» Peter Ogier (3) 

insured a brick house on the east side of Spittle Square 

and the north side of the way leading to Lamb Street for

£600 in 17^7 (renewed in 175*O   This was probably a more 

average sum. Daniel Messman insured his house (*f) (the 

second north on the way leading to Lamb Street) for £500 in 

and the policy was renewed in 175^- and l?6l. In

Mortimer's Directory he is listed among the manufacturers of 

black silk and velvet. He retired to Southgate where he 

died in 17&5 (5). His sons Daniel and Charles carried on 

the business, signing the 17&9 List of Prices in the Black 

Branch (6). The elder Daniel flessman became an Assistant 

of the Weavers Company in 1753. The house remained in the 

family until the 19th century (7). A merchant on the Livery 

of the Weavers Company, Peter James Douxsaint, who advertised 

in the Directories between 17^0 and 1755 moved into Spital



(1) Spitalfielde Survey, op. cit., p. 66,

(2) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit., pp. 66-3.

(3) Spitalfielde Survey, op. cit., p. 58. 

W Spitalfields Survey op. cit., p. 61.

(5) At the French Church £oho Square.

(6) Court Books, op. cit., and see Chapter 4-» P   4-08-

(7) GM XVI, July 2Hh 1?46, p. 333- "Mr. James Dalbiac, 
junior, of Spittle Square to a daughter of Mr. Peter 
Devisae, a Hamburg merchant worth £5,000,"

GM XXIX, March 1759, p. 1^5- "Charles Dalbiac of Spittle 
Square, Esq., to Mise Devisrae of Clapham."
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Spital- Square in 1736 (1). He insured his house for £700 

in 17^7 a^d the policy was subsequently renewed. Hie house which 

was not "finished in a grand manner" had four storeys, 8 

rooms wainscotted, 5 marble chimney pieces, 3 Portland do., a 

counting, house wainscotted with a marble chimney piece and 

a separate wash-house valued at £50. The house is described 

and illustrated in the Spitalfields Survey (2) and forms a 

useful standard for comparison. The Dalbiacs were another 

family resident in Spital Square over a long period. James 

livea in No. 7 (3) fron 1727-31 and later in Mo. 20. His 

house ic illustrated in the Survey. He was one of the 

respected inhabitants we know from several sources (*» ). He 

signed in 17^3 the Declaration of Trust for the French Church 

of the Artillery Ground with Nicholas Jourdain, weaver, 

(subsequently he became a mercer) and John Vansommer, pattern 

drawer. (5). He was a Live^jpnan of the Weavers Company,

apparently of a fiery disposition, who appeared before the 

Court of Assistants in January 17^7 (6) with a bitter complaint 

about the drawbacks given on "foreign European wrought silks and 

velvets" exported to the West Indies and other colonies. He 

was unable to produce any evidence to support his allegations. 

He offered 30 men in 17^5» one of brie largest offers. Both 

his sons (James and Charles) ;aarried well, marrying the 

daughters of "Mr. Peter Devisae, a Hamburg merchant" (7). It 

is the sons, James andCharles, wno are listed as manufacturers 

of silk and velvet in Mortiraer's Directory of 1763. In 1769



(1) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser (B.M. Burney Colln.).

Gazette and New Daily Advertiser (B.M. Burney Colln.). 

February 1J*
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they signed the List of Prices in the Black Branch. It 

would be interesting to know if their father also made black 

silks. Also living- in Spital Square were Simon Dalbiac and 

hie son of the same name (advertising in the Directories 

from 17M-9-53) . Simon Junior offered 25 men in 17^5.

During the depression of 17&5 the wealth of the weavers 

living in Spital Square was one of the red herrings flourished 

during the controversy about its causes. On February 3th 

"Simplex", replying to a "master weaver" on the best 

methods of making English silks as cheap ae the French, said 

(rashly; that it could be done "by the master weavers putting 

down their coaches, their country seats and their livery 

servants or any other method but starving the poor journeymen.." 

(1). Another "Master Weaver" replied on llth February: 

"I cannot see any reason why a master weaver who has a 

plentiful fortune should not enjoy it as well as any other 

trade...." "Veritas',1 who took an active part in this dis 

cussion, describing himself as a weaver for nine years forced 

to retire to the country for health reasons, wrote a few 

days later (2) "If a gentleman with &20 - £60,000 or more 

can keep a carriage and a country houce... .'.'when not in 

trade why aot u weaver? There were about a dozen carriages 

in all Spitalfields, "and in that snail spot Spital Square.... 

there is kept 12 carriages and only 2 by weavers, the others 

being silk merchants and broKers, who I believe live more like 

princes than the weavern the selves.... '



(1) House of Commons Journals Vol. 24, pp.448, 
3iM J'arch 1742/3-

(2) Guildhall MS 8674/70, fol. 52, No. 66138.

(3) GuiBhall MS 86W71, fol. 29b, No. 42522.
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if thi* was the character of Spital Square and its 

inhabitants, the streets north-east towards and including 

Bethnal Green were a complete contrast. The further away 

from Gpital Square the rate collector walked the fewer number 

of recognisable master weavers. According to a petition 

from the Freeholders, Leaseholders and owners of land in 

Bethnal Green (1) it would be disastrous to nake the district 

a parish distinct from St. Dunetan's Stepney because "the 

weighty taxes"which would follow....would fall very heavily 

on "the population which consists chiefly of journeymen 

weavers and artificers belonging to the weaving trade, who by 

hard labour and industry can scarcely in the most frugal way 

of life maintain themselves and their families...." Most 

houses were let at £10 per annum or less and then let out 

again by the owners in two or three tenements. This was the 

kind of property owned by several of the master weavers. 

George Garrett insured for £.300 a brick building divided 

into 3 tenements on the north side of 'weavers Street near 

Fleet Street in the Parish of St. Matthew, Bethnal Green (2). 

Peter Bigot insured for £300 "a brick building with 5 tenements 

£58 each, and 2 back rooms at £5 each, on the weet side of 

Swan Street, aiith sidd of Bacon Street" in Bethnal Green (3). 

When the Weavers Company introduced half fees to encourage 

poor weaveie to take up their freedom, in l?6l, the first to 

appear on October 19th was "Edmond Butler living in New 

Nicholl Stieet, uethnal Green, weaver, who w«.s bred to the



(1) Joseph ttarris 21st December l?6l "bound apprentice 
to William Jeudwine, weaver of Canterbury and served 
him as an apprentice for 7 years, free half fees...."

(2) wouse of Colons Journals, Vol. J>G, 4th ! arch 1?65, p,
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weaving business by hie mother in Monmouth Street, Sj.ittie- 

fields, weaver, who was an Undertaker and had divere looms 

 standing in her house where, the journeymen worked, by whom he 

was instructed in the silk weaving and has since Exercised the 

trade for 20 years and upwards is desirous to be made free but 

being in low circumstances and having a large family prays 

to be admitted on payment of half fees...." C^he Company 

admitted him/ . V»hile another admitted in 1761 lived 

in i'tow iJicholl Street. He had served a regular apprentice 

ship to a Canterbury weaver (1). In 17&5 Tho-aias Price, 

a journeyman weaver gave the Select Coionittee of the House of 

Commons on the silk industry (2) some idea of the unemployment 

in the district. He told them "that in the parish workhouses 

of Shoreditch, Hethnal Green and Spitalfields there are 572 

persons who are weavers or their dependents and that the 

Number of such poor in tfethnal Green V'orkhouee only is in 

creased 1^4-0 within these 6 months' 1 .

Ag&inst this rather gloomy implication of slum and squalor 

may be set the evidence of the Rato Books. Several people 

in 'lare Street paid 7/- and in St. Jolin Street, ieter Triquet 

paid 9/-. In the 17^3 rate for Spitalfields sewer, a few 

master weavers can be distinguished, particularly in Fleet 

Street (.Junes Suffice, Abrahaa Jeaiaet), in itfew Coc*k Lane 

Jonathan Pulley, in Tuyvey Street "illiam r.rineell, together 

with tne less prosperous branches of families known in Spital 

fields ̂ paying quite respectable rates between 3/9 and k/6 

(Mos»K Sabatier, several Lcy.ines, Vautierts and Jodins) . They



(1) Guildhall MS 86?V28, fol. 6, No. 47^02 (1723)
Guildhall MS 867V66, fol. 250, No. 47^02 _ (17 W, 
insured toy Jane Martha Kondeau, hie widow) .

(2) E.I.D. 5987.19. 17^9 Index: "IT. Grincil....a Damask 
19"' On the design "?<r. Carr , r. '3rinsell Nov. 8th f 

-9, 19".

(3) "P^auties of England", Vol. X, Pt. IV Bethnal Green, p. 
P-279.
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may, of course, have been landlords insuring working 

premises, but their names do not for the most part occur in 

the other parts of the district (even allowing for the missing 

[<ate Books). Two masters on the *-i.5 list ca'^e from Hethrial 

Green, Jonathan Hauchecorne (son-in-law of Ja^es Auber) 

who gallantly offered 2 -nen, and Isaac Dupree. The 

latter hardly counts since he had moved to Elder Street in 

1725. The elder John i^ondcaUj who began his career in 

Bethrial Green (169^-1706; before moving to Wood Street in 

1723 insured both his house in Brick Lane and the one in 

Wood Street (the third house south from Princes Street) 

for the saae sum £350 (1). Thus, although the majority of 

those living in Bethnal Green, were probably dependent on 

the masters in the better part of Spitalfields, the slum 

was not quite as complete as it subsequently became. There 

must indeed have been overcrowding but some were independent 

masters sufficiently independent to go bankrupt, as did 

William Griusell in 1750. He was probably a weaver of 

flowered silks since he bought a design for a damask in 17^9 

from Anna Maria Garthwaite, comniissiones by ' : r. Carr (2). 

The situation probably grew worse in the second half of the 

Idth century. In lulb J. N.Brewer (3; said of Bethnal 

Green^'a part of this parish  . . .ie very populous being in 

habited chiefly by Journeymen silk weavers who exist in a 

etate of crowded misery, and work at hor.e for the master 

weavers in Spitalfields" 



(1) Other streets in which only a few weavers lived include: 

Dorset Street: 17^3, Peter Beuzeville (See Appendix 2

Jennet: 3eu2evilie (See Appendix 2
(iii).

Hand Alley: 17^5i Kalph Grottert (Grotart, etc.)
Bankrupt. Probably a weaver of 
flowered wilks ;See Appendix 2(i

Pelham Street: 1728-33, Isaac »are, throwster, insured
house for £175. Bankrupt 1758,

(2) Spitalfields Survey, op. cit. p. 279.

(3) The others were bentley u Raiasey (1755) Cieor^e Burdett 

(1755), Adam Denne (1733-55).

Kouee of Commons Journals, Vol. 30. Appendix XI, p. 219,

*fth '.*rch 1765.
'i'-.ere IB an undated tr-idc cax-a ac ethnal 8ret-n

' useurn: for -
i>j)Tagg, ^.i.oe. ::opkine v Co. iii Ik Throwere and

en, At the shop opposite the 1 ull lan, 

 ittiin iehope-gate, London. 
Or at their i:ouee (i.ato "r. Adan Dennee) 
In .i/on'e 'Ourt, Lpital-fielde. 
bell iill eorte of i\aw and Cyed '^elladine iiilke, 

China 3 cord, Hlond .v lace .'^'< >, Silver -ilks, 

Stay -atch ^ iuree Twiets, * s >ios^, le ;rce, 

bologna, ^p^^t  '. nittinge acd Sheath. 
N,B. Orders taken in at ir-iehops-gate Street".
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The streets in Spitalfields containing less than seven 

master weavers were for the most part outside tae perimeter 

of the streets eo far described. In some cases they contained 

small groups of specialists, in others (apparently) a few 

individualists who stand out for no particular reason. Typical 

of such men was John Barton of Bell Lane who went on the 

Livery of the Weavers Company in 1721 and his career can there 

after be followed continuously until 1750 at that address. 

He is happily distinguished as "weaver" from John Barton 

"baker" in the Company's records. He became Kenter Warden 

of the Company in 1750. His only neighbour known to be 

involved in the industry was another Englishman, a throwster, 

Daniel Hosbottham, mentioned in the Directories from 1753-5*

Mason's Court was remarkable on the other hand for the 

number of throwsters living there. There were only about 

11 houses in the street built in the 1720*s (2 and at least 

five firms of throwsters lived there all of them English (^ . 

From 1736-49 Thomas Harris lived in Lemon Street, Goodman 1 e 

Fields before he moved to Mason's Court where he appears in 

the 1753-5 Directories. Samuel Spragg, who advertised in 

1753-5, «iay perhaps be identified (though without much proof) 

with Spragg, Hopkins and White, Silk Throwsters in London, 

who are mentioned in an Appendix to the 1765 report (4-) with 

an account of the numbers of hands they employed from 1762-4. 

If the firm is the same, it was a large one, for their workmen 

were said to have numbered 800 in 17o2 and to have declined 

to 700 and 300 in the next two years. One or two other



(1) Address given in the uourt Books March 9th 1738/9
when admitted. Hate Books 17^3 f 1750, 1759 (junior), 
1766, 1773.

(2) Admitted on Certificate from France 1716 (Hug. Soc. 
XXXIII, p. 75).

(3) Stepney Public Library, Local Collection. Vestry 
Minute Books
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throwsters lived in Catherine Wheel Alley, Whitechapel (as 

opposed to the street of that name off Bishopsgate). John 

Ashton is listed there 1753-5 and Jonathan Fuller from 1736-55. 

James Leraan married Sarah Fuller in 1718 and at the birth of 

their second child a Jonathan Fuller senior was a witness. If 

the two are at least from the same family it perhaps suggests 

that the Fullers were throwsters over a long period possibly at 

the same address, just as some of the weavers are known for 

half a century or more.

White Row, a street parallel to the northern side of the 

Tenter Ground formed the southern border of the master weavers' 

territory with only a few who can be traced in continuous 

occupation, Banjamin Manckey, possibly the man who had 

worked for James Leman, lived there from 1739-50» his son (?) 

"junior" living there from 1759-73 (1)  Joshua Green, a shag 

weaver, lived there before moving to Crispin Street, Thomas 

Jervis a throwster (who offered k men in 17^5.) ie listed there 

from 1753-72 and Anthony Roquet (2), a Liveryman of the 

Weavers Company active in the Christ Church Vestry (3), who 

went bankrupt in 1752, Booth Street, again on the perimeter 

of Spitalfields included among its inhabitants a worsted and 

stuff firm, in 17&3* Charles Hartley and Co., and from 

1736-55 John and Robert Turner, Stuffmen, who offered 102 men 

in 17^5» one of the largest offers .second only to Reynolds and 

Bray.

Llder Street, was the furthest north in which any of the 

masters seemed to live. Amont; the inhabitants connected



(1) Auber & Hopton 1772. One of the few firms with French 
and English partners. Other firms in the street were 
James Bowland, listed as a velvet we^ver}?1755 in > Ider 
Street and subsequently Francis Bowland listed in the 

1763 Directory. Presumably there was no connection (excepl 
possibly a family one) between these lowlands and "Rowland 
& Grumpier, the Gauze weavers, since Bowland £ Co. Gauze 
weavers, also appear in the 1763 Directory (discussed on 
page ). Francis Bowland and John Walker bought design 
from P.A. de "rissac, a designer, between 1760-1762 so 
that they presumably made figured velvets. James kartell 
(see Appendix 2(iii) ) is listed in Elder Street from 
1763-1772. His speciality was omitted from Mortimer's 
Directory.

(2) Guildhall MS 8674/63, fol. 219, No. 63014.

(3) PCC. Anstis, fol. 127.

(4) His brothers lived in Steward Street. In the Insurance 
Policies in 1747 and l?4o (Guildhall MSS8674/70, fol. 315 
and /72, fol. 204) he is described as a throwster and 
"his dwelling house" valued at £750 of which 4/300 was 
"a workshop and etc. backward". It had two storeys. 
In the Directories he is listed as a "merchant".

(5) See Chhpter 2, p. 198-9.

(6) Appendix 2 (i).

(7) Guildhall MS 8674/63, fol. 114, No. 23597.
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with the industry are very few of irench extraction (1). 

The branches represented were mixed: a worsted weaver ('liles 

Burkitt), a shag weaver (James Payton, who offered 47 men to 

the Crown in 17^5), a firm signing the 1769 List of Prices in 

the Fancy Branch (Thompson ** Meadows) and a poor Frenchman, 

Stephen L'Heureux 1742-44. In 1742 he insured hie house for 

£75 (including a £3 shed) (2). When he died in 1744 he left 

legacies of £100 and made provision for the diminution of each 

one if there was not enough money to pay them when his goods 

were sold. His "stock in trade" was, however, to be sold 

and from this we may infer that he was an independent master 

weaver (3)«

A miscellaneous selection of the different branches 

of the industry lived in the other streets in which fewer than 

seven masters have so far been traced. In the continuation 

of Spital Square, Lamb Street, lived certain fairly prosperous 

masters, Isaac Delamare, for instance (174)-55 (4), John 

Ogier, mentioned in the 1743 Hate Book and probably the 

brother of Peter Abraham and Peter who died in 1740 (5)   He 

probably offered 16 men to the Crown in 17^5« Janes Suffice, 

who insured a house in Bethnal Green, also lived in iamb 

Street, and Daniel Vautier, senior. The last two probably 

made flowered silks (6). In Vine Co rt, off Lamb Street, 

lived a dyer Isaac Lefevre (1745-52). His house was insured 

for £^00 in 174;; and ie described as "a brick house with a 

a dyehouse, a warehouse and a compting house belonging..... 

standing clear of other buildings his dwelling house" (7).



(1) See p. 22 James Ouvry living in Church Street.
James Ouvry of Brown's Lane is not the same man (see 
Spitalfields Survey p. 191). The Church Street 
(Fournier Street) address was not "the commercial 
preuises" of James Ouvry of Brown's Lane, Their wills, 
the insurance policies and the entries in the Court Books 
of the leavers Company, make it clear that there were at 
least two Jarnes Ouvry 'e at the same period in the industry 
The man living in Church Street and related to Peter 
Bourdon ,died in 17^8 and appears to have had no connection 
with the man in Brown's Lane. It is even more confusing 
since there was a third James Ouvry "gentleman" who died 
in 1759 (PCC. Arran 212) to whom there are memorial 
tablets in Christ Church, Spitalfields (Spitalfields 
Survey op. cit. p. 176). James, who died in 1759» had 
a son and a grandson of the same name mentioned in the 
will. It would seem probable that Hrown' s Lane Jamee 
and his son are the son and grandson of this man. The 
grandson who received £100 by the will could thus be the 
manufacturer of black silks. However, as James who 
died in 1759 also had a nephew James, not even this ie 
too certain.

(2) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser (B.M. Burney Colln.) 
March 28th 1765 " A f® w days since died at his house in 
Brown's Lane, Spitalfielde, Mr. James Ouvry Senior, 
late a very eminent weaver, but had retired from business 
some years".

(3) Spitalfields Survey op. cit., p. 192. 

Rate Book.

Guildhall MS 86?V53, fol. 223, No. 57367. 

Guildhall MS 867 V64, fol. 221, Ho. 31679. 

Guildhall MS 867V83, fol. 242, Wo. ^0858.

Bequest of £-50 for Schools, noted in MS list of Bequests 
at French Church, Soho Square.

Court Books, op. cit. 31st f'arch 1756. Freedom of Peter 
Alavoine who had served his mother Mary Magdalen Alavoine 
He adopted the Livery at the same court. She insured 
her house for £275 in 1750 ( f 'S 86?V75, fol. 271, No. 157 
and renewed it at £400 in 1755.

($)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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In Brown's Lane lived the other James Ouvry (1) who,

according to Mortimer's Directory, was a weaver of black silks.

He died in 1?65. (2). His son continued to live there at least

until 1773. (3). Also in crown's Lane was a warehouse belonging

to Peter Abraham Ogier (who lived, himself, in Irinces Street

(k) ). Duke Street, parallel with Steward Street was chiefly

inhabited by English weavers. Thomas Chantry \- Co., who

offered 35 men to the Crown in 17^5* lived there 1736-7 in

a house valued at £150 (5), He presumably prospered and

had moved by 17^3 to Fore Street, to a house valued at £^00

"with a workshop adjoining" (6). Another weaver who offered

men (16) in 17^5, James Auber, lived in Duke Street from

175^ (7) for a few years. He no longer lived there in 17&1.

He is perhaps the weaver of oilk mixed with^thread, listed

in Mortimer's Directory at "i\<o. 3 Spitalfields"; if so, he

is probably the man who died in 17&7 (&)   Another weaver

of half silks, James Walker, is listed in the Directories

in Duke Street from 1763-72. The mother of Peter Alavoine,

Mary Ma. dalen Alavoine, lived there from 17^3-55 (9). ^er

eon lived in Steward Street. She is listed both in the

Directories and the Weavers Company Quarterage Lists as a

weaxer in her own right.

Thus, an examination of the inhabitants of individual 

streets cannot lead to any final conclusions since the 

numbers identified are probably too few at any one period,

but at least some suggestions can be made. At the beginning 

of the period, between 1702-25^approximately,the heart of
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the broad silk industry was probably still in St. Botolph's 

Bishopsgate or in the streets immediately to the north, and 

these streets continued to contain a very lar^e number of 

masters throughout the period. It cannot, however, be 

proved how far there were other silk weavers in other parts of 

the city. On the other hand there were wbreted and half-silk 

weavers within the district of Spitalfields also throughout 

the period. The first French emigrants of substance, 

especially the Canterbury contingent, settled next to the 

English weavers. As Spitalfields expanded it was the French 

(as contemporary accounts implied) who moved north together 

with a few English. They did not, however, move in a hap 

hazard fashion. The immigrants with money - such as the 

Ogiers - went to certain streets and not to others. As a 

result, by the middle of the century, i.e., 17^5-60, there 

was a very high concentration of master weavers of broad silks 

within a very small area. Some indeed lived by the side of 

their neighbours from the same districts in France. These, 

however, attracted sorfie very important English masters. 

The relations between the two groups will be examined in the 

next section. In the richest streets lived the weavers of 

flowered sillis. Moreover, the insurance company policies 

indicate that the throwsters lived with an adjoining workshop, 

the dyers with their dyehouses, but the majority of the rich 

weavers had their workshops elsewhere. (Benjamin Chanpion 

and Lewis Chauvet were exceptional and Peter Hi^ot had a 

warehouse attached to his house, which implies a rather
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different organisation, as will be discussed later).

Outside this very small area lived the ancillaries of the 

industry, the mercers, silkmen, and the like within the city 

and close to their customers. The bulk of the throwsters 

lived to the south and east. Certain special classes of 

weavers also lived outside the area, where, I suggest, they 

had probably always lived and where (if we could only identify 

them), lived probably the majority of the weavers whose names 

occur in the higher ranks of the Weavers Company earlier in 

the century. Such included the ribbon weavers in Cheapside 

especially, the gauze and handkerchief weavers of St. 

Botolph's and the weavers of half-silks on the fringes of 

the Spitalfields district. The journeymen lived north of a 

frontier which can be drawn along White Lion Street, Corbet 

Court and Browns Lane.

If any change can be seen in the period it was towards an 

ever-increasing specialisation in certain streets and a 

greater subdivision of the trades. The significance of 

this, too, will be considered in the next section. It is 

noticeable that only the ribbon weavers and a few gauze 

weavers etc. are distinguished between 1736 and 1755, while 

Mortimer in 1763 divides the weavers into very distinct

categories of specialists, "satin" or "striped", "plain 

listring, mantua or tabby", etc. Moreover, the contrast 

between Spital Square in the 50's and 60 f s and the poorer parts 

of Spitalfields was possibly much greater than between any of 

the rich and poor parte of Spitalfields in the earlier period.



(1) Smith. Laboratory or School of Arts, 1756 edition. 
Vol. 2, p. ^3 footnote. (There is one copy of the 
edition containing this reference in the Library of the 
Metropolitan nuseum of Art, ;'ew York. A photostat copy 
exists in the Department of Textile, V. & A. i'iuseura. 
None of the other editions appear to contain the article 
on silk designing from which this is a quotation.
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Certain individual weavers were probably quite as 

rich as any individuals in the later period, r. Moriscot, 

Col. Lekeux, or the smugglers who intrigued against the 

Royal Lustring Company at the end of the l?th century for 

instance, but there was no such separate quarter with an 

exclusive reputation. Even Paternoster Row was prosperous 

in a modest way, no one complained about its coaches, the 

insurance values of the houses were not high, although we 

know that among its inhabitants "Mr. Budwine" (Christopher 

Baudouin) "was the first that brought the flower'd silk 

manufacture in any credit and reputation here in England" (l) . 

Again, while certain types of weaver congregated together in 

the earlier as in the later period (though to a lesser extent 

as far as one can judge) it would be impossible to say that 

the industry in general was organised from any particular 

quarter. In the later period, however, Princes Street and 

Spital Square seem to stand in a special relationship to 

the rest of Spitalfields. Geographical proximity seems to 

have been associated with other factors.

The distinctions drawn between the inhabitants of the 

different streets are, however, largely based upon their member 

ship of the Weavers Company and the part they played in its 

activities. It is the purpose of the next chapter to establish 

whether there is indeed sufficient evidence to equate the 

Weavers Company of London with the silk industry or indeed with 

any kind of weaving. Since much of the information so far

quoted rests on the assumption that we can do so, this needs to 

be proved.



(1) F. Consitt. The London Weavers Company, 1933^ 
(Vol. 1. 12th - end 16th century;.
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CHAPTER 2

TKL uaunlilSATIOM OF Till. IKDUSTSY

Part I

The Weavers Company of London

The Weavers Company, founded in 1155« wae the Livery 

Company whose authority W-.B traditionally accepted over the 

textile manufacturers of London. Its early history has been 

traced by Consitt (1). It survived into the l8th century and 

still survives, while the Koyal Lustring Company, a joint 

stock company, quickly collapsed. It was not a rich company, 

and it attracted no special social prestige. It is hoped in 

this chapter, however, to shew how and why it affected the 

silk industry.

The structure of the Company was very similar to that of 

other Livery Companies. It had an Upper Bailiff (the ar.ter 

of the Company), a Renter Bailiff in charge of its finances, 

and an Upper and Renter Warden (drawn by custom froiii the 

Livery), who helped the bailiffs. These officers are referred 

to in the Court Books of the Weavers Company as the n k in 

place", A Court of 6 - 2*f Assistants constituted the practical 

government of the company. This was a self-perpetuating

body chosen from the Livery when vacancies oCOurreo. The 

Livery were of a variable number and chosen from the 

Co.'nxnonalty - the Freshen of the Company. The latter were 

the rank and file masters who had served their apprenticeships.



(1) By contrast, for instance, with that of the London framework 
Knitters, some of whose LSylawe were ptinted in the 11 >uee of 
Commons Journals in 1753, Vol. 26, pp. 779-30, together 
with certain correspondence, ac proof of its restrictive 
practices. It excluded all foreigners, claimed a juris 
diction over the whole country and had a variety of fees 
and penalties. According to the evidence submitted (pp. 
781-9*0 it was especially attempting to exact fees from 
the Framework Knitters of the ddlands. The London Weavers 
never shewed, any hostility towards those of Canterbury or 
Coventry or/'fo read any additional powers into their Charter,

(2) On Hay 10th, 171^, for example.
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become free of tue Company, and were paying their 

quarterage. No one could be made to serve as Upper bailiff 

and only the Assistants were eligible for the poet. They 

were also required to serve or fine for the office of Center 

Bailiff and for the two Wardens' offices. The Livery had 

only to serve or fine for the two offices of Warden. The 

Company elected its officers once a year in July, together 

with the Auditors chosen from the Court and the Livery. 

Vacancies in the Court of Assistants were filled as and when 

they occurred. The organisation was simple and flexible (1). 

The chief offices were filled mor or less by rotation, the 

people next in seniority were always given due warning when 

their turn war; likely to occur. The Company had power to 

co-opt on to its special committees any member of the Company 

"from the trade" if it was thought that hie services would be 

useful. The Court of Assistants was required to meet at 

least once a month, and in fact met more frequently in the 

earlier years of the century. The Assistants were expected 

to attend regularly, and occasionally one of them was dismissed 

for non-attendance (2). Towards the end of the period their 

meetings had become rather perfunctory and in October 1759 

it was decided to order dinners in future to encourage the 

absentees to appear. The Court Books shew, however, that 

the Court of Assistants met regularly throughout the period.

Twice a year until 1732 the Company dined together 

at Eltictioii Day in July (St. James' Day), and on Lord



(1) 8th October, 17^3. A Liveryman agreed to be a Steward and to provid, 
one-third of the Dinner on Lord Mayor's Day, but the Officers in 
fact provided it.
6th July, 1775. Henry. Uaptbn, elected and agrees to pay for one-thir 
of the entertainment (appendix 2(iii)) t out there is no evidence that 
he ever served as Steward.
1st July, 1767. John Cruiapler (see Chapter I p.43> summoned for 
Steward, begged to be excused on account of his business and the 
great services he had done for the trade. The Court refused to 
excuse him and so on 6th July he offered to pay for one-third of tin 
Dinner. On July 2Cth he capitulated and paid hie fine. Normally, 
a series of Liverymen were fined in turn until the Court had collect! 
the money it required. Their fines were noted for reference on the 
Quarterage Lists.

(2) At the beginning of the century there were almshouses belonging to 
the Company in Shoreditch (a poor widow was sent there, for example,

in June 1702;. In 1726 Nicholas Garrett bequeathed money for Ala* 
houses (after the death of the first legatee, his wife) which were 
built-in Spitalfields; ' Between the-date of the oe quest arid 1729 
when they were built, insurod against fire, and opened, they took up 
much of the Court's time. They have been demolished, but a sketch 
shewing the building is illustrated in the Spitalfields Survey, op; t 
plate *f8b and discussed on pp. 91-93*

(3) Despite its lack of funds on October 6th, 1736 the Court "ordered 
"that....the Henter Bailiff pay 2 gnc. towards a subscription for 
the purchase of two (fire ?; engines for the use of Basingshaw Pari 
On April 27th 1757 a contribution was ordered to the Tiarine Society 
clothing and fitting out Poor /ten and Boys for the use of H.M. Na?y 
of £50, a quarter of the total assets of £200 ndt "particularly or 
especially allocated."
Their general attitude is rather pleasantly demonstrated by an 
incident in June 17^5» A poor woman, Mary Andrews ; had been convic 
of wearing a printed calico and fined £5 at the Guildhall. She 
pleaded her poverty at the next Court when she appeared to jay her 
fine and "it appearing to the satisfaction of the Court that she wai 
very poor arid an object of charity" she was called back and £*f. 5«« 
returned to her. 15/- was kept by the Clerk for costs.

The Company insured some of their London premises with the Hand in
Hand Insurance Company on September 19th, 1715* The policies were I
renewed in 172} and 17^. In 1729, for example, they insured (Guilt
hall MS 867 /fAO f )275'34, £900 on a brick house situate behind the othf
houses belonging to the Company, on the east side of Basinghall
Street, their Common Hall.
27583 £250 on a brick house on the north side of Holborn.
27585 £300 on a brick house on the east side of Basinghall Street

partly over the passage on to the Weavers
275^6 £200 on a brick house situated as above.
30296 £ 75 on a timber house north end of Baker's Court, north si*

of Holborn, at the back of Gray's Inn.
30297 £ 75 on a timber house situated as above.
30298 £100 on a building half brick half timber divided into two

tenements on the weg^ side of Baker's Court
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CO cont'd:

30299 £ 50 on a brick house in Baker's Court.
30300 £150 on a building, half brick half timber in Baker's Court 
They had trouble with their house property from time to time, 
was reported, for example, on 9th April 1755t that tenants were 
 faulting and not carrying out promised repairs. On October 27th 
1756 the defaulting tenant was sent to prison and petitioned the 
Court for mercy.
There was a farm at Shenfield. A report on necessary repairs was 
made on June 27th, 1716 and it was mentioned in the Court Books 
time to time. The Renter bailiff's Account Books (Guildhall MS IH 
Vols. 3-7) -jive information on details of rents collected but with, 
out distinguishing the property.
October 9th, 1729. The Company received £150, the Company's sharj 
of £5,000 on the sale of so-ne land in Ireland owned jointly frith 
the Vintners' Company and sold to William Connelly

(5) February 19th, 1727/8. The Company received a report from the
Committee which was arranging the transfer of £1,000 East India 8tq 
from an executor of Nicholas Garrett. The executor, a ,-r. ureen,< 
very slow in parting with the interest due and had to be threaten^ 
with legal proceedings. On May 22, 1729 the Clerk of the Company 
was told to sell 1^250 East India Stock at "the beet price" to 
raise the money to pay the workmen building the Alsishouses. 
October 3rd, 1733 "A letter of Attorney empowering Mr. Daniel Gwilt 
Senr. ,tn> accept... .Bank Stock in the name of the Company and to 
receive the dividends was read...."

(6; 29th iarch, 1733. The Court Books recorded in detail a list of 
objects held by the Clerk (who had just died). These included plati 
linen, pewter, the charters of the Company from the time of Henry 1 
onwards andother documents, the contents of the garden and the Hall 
including 8 tapestries, pictures of sovereigns and various bene 
factors, the contents of the Court Room, chairs with leather and 
velvet seats, a looking glass, etc. The contents of the garrets 
included some "banners" (probably equivalent to that of the Weavirt 
of Dumfermline now in the Royal Scottish Museum) . Some pewter wat 
found to be missing and precautions wore to be taken in future.

(7) A ruling was made on December 17th, 1716: The Dyers Company were 
given permission to use the Weavers' Hall once a month and at other 
times for their Court of Assistants and to hold their Annual Dinner 
there. The rent was £12 per annum to be paid quarterly. On the 
other hand, the Clerk was ordered not to let the Hall "for Balls, or 
Burials, without periaission of the masters... ."

(8) The prestige of the company's barge declined in this period from 
(June 30th) 1703 when the Court ordered repairs to and re decora tin? 
of the Company's barge with two new silk banners to be made by Mr. 
Humphrey Burroughs. On January 2^th, 171*4- it was agreed to let 
the barge to some 'private persons' for voting, and it was put to 
the same use in August 1727  It was sent out for Lord Mayor's D*J 
during these years. On Hay 22nd, 1732 the Committee considering* 
econo/niee which the Company could make decided to sell the barg* *' 
was unsafe anyway, and to save up the interest for a new barge.
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Mayor's Day, and, during this period, it sent its

barge out on Lord "ayor's Day. Stewards to provide the dinner

were elected from the Livery - which in fact amounted to a

heavy fine of £15- When occasionally (l) a man offered

in fact to be Steward instead of paying his fine his offer

was never accepted and the officers, the"four in place",

always provided the dinner. The Company had alrashouses (2)

and supported other good works on occasions (3>   It

had property in London, Ireland and possibly elsewhere (A-) .

It invested in Bank arid East India stock (5)» The

Company's Hall was in ~,asinghall Street very near the

Guildhall and from an inventory made of its contents in

173$ we know that it was well furnished (6). The Hall

was often let to the Dyers Company andother organisations (7)»

and the bar^e to candidates during the City elections (8).

It wae thus a normal city Livery Company in every way and,

as the century progressed, would perhaps have gone into

a gracious and quiet decline but for two factors; the

phenomenal growth of the silk industry and its own acute

shoutrage of funds in the 1730's, It was the second of

these two factors which extended its active life nuite

remarkably.

In this chapter it is proposed to examine its 

official duties aad how far it was able to carry the ; out; 

to investigate some of its personnel and to see how far 

they were people who can be identified as active in the



(1) Guildhall SSS. 4641, 4642.

(2) On September 14th, 1724 a man was informed that he could 
not have four apprentices unless he was on the Livery. 
The master concerned offered to go on the Livery but 
the Court refused to allow him.

(3) "Considerations" varied from nothing at all to several 
hundred pounds. The sons of poor weavers apprenticed 
to their fathers did not pay but also neither did some 
others who were not the sons of weavers. 
On May 7th, 1744 George Warner, the son of Edward Warner 
of Srdtalfields, pumpmaker,^bound for 7 years to Thomas 
Philpott Cit* & W. with no consideration. 
Nicholas Hebert son of Nicholas Hebert W. of London was 
bound 4th November 1754 to Charles Coswell C. & W. at a 
consideration of £.20. Charles Triquet, whose father Peter 
Triquet (of Paternoster How) (?) was a dyer, was apprentice 
to Peter Abraham Ogier for £126 on February 20th, 1744. 
A series of cases in 1753 illustrate the variety of 
practice. : -ost of the apprentices were bound with charity 
money or no consideration, but a merchant's daughter was 
apprenticed with a consideration of 20 guineas (5th fiarch, 
1753) (by this date it was becoming very difficult to excli 
girls). The son of a Norfolk parson was apprenticed for 
£150 (l?th f<ay 1753). Coles Child, son of"William Child, 
Gent, apprenticed to Co.les Child, Cit. •>* W. for £105 on Ma; 
21st t 1753« (Mis master was a Liveryman, Renter Warden in 
1764, Upper Warden in 1766).
Hubert Le Grand, son of Peter Le Grand, of Canterbury Gtnt 
was apprenticed to Benjamin Champion (an Assistant) for 
44-00. On October 21st, 1754 Joseph Thomas, son of Peter 
Thoriac, of Threadneedle Street, merchant, was bound to 
James Leeds, weaver, of London (a worsted weaver, accordin 
to Mortimer's Directory) at a consideration of &500. Then 
were no doubt considerable advantages in being an apprentici 
of Benjamin Chanrdon, ''.'hen Lewis Opier, son of Peter Ogi«fi 
<who died in: 17^0) was bound to his brother Thoviais Abrahai 
Ogier in J./M-I there wae naturally no consideration. It wae 
an exclusive coiiununity.
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industry; and, on the other hand, to gauge the extent to 

which the 'non-freemen 1 were able to practise outside it. 

Thirdly, its participation in general affaire concerning the 

London textile manufacturers will be considered. It is, 

however, the means by which it sought to influence the course 

of events which is discussed here rather than their success 

or failure. More general conclusions are reserved until 

Chapter ?.

The functions of the VJeaVers Company were regulated by 

its Charter, By-laws and Ordinances, During this period they 

were confirmed in 1?08 and 1?37 (1). First its territorial 

authority was limited to v/ithin a radius of 20 miles of London, 

Westminster and Southwark, The rules for the election of 

the officers and for choosing the Assistants and Livery were 

given, and tbe amount of the fines for refusal to serve, etc. 

Moreover, "thit tuere may never be wanting a number of able, 

skilful and experienced persons,,.,the Assistants were empowered 

to summon on to the Livery any number of Freemen how and when 

they liked. It is, however, clear from the 1703 regulations 

that the usual strongly exclusive policy was envisaged. 

Apprentices were limited -i.n auiaoer to four for the Bailiffs, 

Wardens Assistants and Livery, and three for anyone else (2), 

they must serve their eeven years, and although a certain stated 

sum waB to be given to the Clerk for their indentures ''con- 

sideratione", naturally ^ccordiu..; to the wealth and standard of 

both master and apprentice, ,(3>No girls except such ae



Women other than widows were disdouraged from entering the 
trade in the early part of the century. 
August 10th, 1713. A weaver was reprimanded by the Court for 
taking a girl apprentice, teaching her to weave and taking monej 
from her father.
January l8th t 171*f. The Court dealt with the case of a weaver 1 ; 
daughter who married a tin-man who had subsequently left her, 
She was working as a weaver to support herself. She was 
ordered to desist but allowed three months' grace. 
July 4th, 1715. Various people, including Mr. Delahaye, at 
the Indian Queen by Spittlefields Warehouse, were reported for 
employing boys and girls not apprentices.
February 10th 1717. "Geo. Chrise in Fann Alley appeared and 
complaint bein^ made that he employed girls named.... (he) was 
very refractory and quarrelsome being ordered to withdraw he 
went away and damned the Court and John Chapman and Jno. Daniil 
heard him..."
January 10th, 1719. "Abram. Tooly at Low Mary Pond in the Park 
Southwark11 was reported "he hath one Eliz. Beckingfields and 
other girls he gives 3/- a week", and another weaver at "Nag's 
Head in the Mint employs one Mary bow, a Cane Chair Maker 1 6 wife1 
It was possibly more difficult to keep track of the weavers in 
Southwark and scattered throughout the City, but the number of 
such cases decreases after the early 1720's. At least one of 
the successful women weavers traced was a spinster and thus may 
have begun her career illegally (Mary Chauvet, perhaps a weaver 
of flowered silks, in partnership with two men. She died in 
1763: see Appendix 2(iy j.

(2) January 10th, 1719 "John Tooley (brother of Abram ?) in Ewer
Street in the Park hath three boys he gives half-a-crown a week, 
30th July, 1716. Saml. Cook an apprentice who had served for 
nine years "his master will not employ him unless he be admitWl 
and he was therefore turned over to his father-in-law (an early 
case of the perpetual apprentice).
4th July 1750. "Ordered that the Clerk give notice to Augustifl 
Cannell a Freeman of this Company, of his being guilty of a 
breach of a By-Law of this Company by taking an apprentice not 
bound at this Hall and that he has hereby incurred a penalty 
of kO/~ "and he was ordered to appear at the next Court" to 
answer the same.
17th June, 175^* "Joshua Cricket living in Princes Street 
Koorfields, Weaver, having entertained Jacob Dehorne, a poor 1^ 
upwards of 12 years of age who is willing to be bound apprentid 
but not being of age sufficient is permitted to keep him till 
he attain the age of 14 and then to bring him to be bound." 
These cases shew that the Company continued to enforce its By- 
Laws on apprentices whenever it could, but a certain nu-nber of 
boys escaped this supervision. Among a notable group of silk 
weavers whom the Company pursued in 1766 several had been 
apprenticed "but not bound at the Hall", including Peter AbrahaJ 
Auber of Elder Street and John Peregal of Spital Square who 
"served John Ham at the same place but was not bound at the 
This is the firm of Batchelor, Ham & Peregal (see Appendix 2(i) 
(ii) t (iii), and p. g5 of this Ch-
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(3) 20th April, I?l8. The Act of 1713, 12 Anne Cap. 13 was quotid 
by a weaver who said he had been in the army and whose arrest 
had been ordered. The act was to "enable officers and soldier{ 
to exercise trades". The Court decided that if he could 
prove his army service proceedings against him woudl be dropped, 
3rd September, 1750. Joseph Banks, ex-sailor, trained by a 
weaver and "now works for 'rs. Mary Chauvet in Gunn Street and 
Isaac Gervaise (see note 1 ) "claimed to be admitted according 
to the Statute permitting entry of those who had served the 
Crown without a regular apprenticeship. 2.2 Gee. II Cap. 44-. 
was quoted as a reference.

Official policy was sometimes at variance with public opinion, 
November 6th 1704 "Thomas Smyth and Mr. Bloodworth and some 
others of the Livery appeared and reported that several Livery. 
men were combining to unseat the Court because it had admitted 
foreigners too freely". This faction sent in their complaints 
on December 4th,

(5) September 1st, 1712: "Mr. Matthew Baist upon the report of
James Brockden of his service at Norwich is admitted a Foreign 
Master". Taking a case at random from the following year (May 
20th) "Mr. Daniel i3ertheran upon the report of Daniel Jamet 
of his service in Touraine is admitted a F. Weaver".

I
(6) J. Godart. L'Ouvrier en Sole, Lyon 1899, p. 102. "L'Arret 

de 1702 defend de prendre a 1'avenir aucun apprenti etranger 
ou ne hors la ville et les faubourgs". The Reglements of 173? 
and 17^4 opened the field to boys from a limited number of 
French provinces only. It goes without saying that all non- 
Catholics were excluded in this period. pp. 1^9-, 152-3. He 
traced the position of the compagnon. Forains (born in Franci 
and etrangers were treated rather differently. In 1702 the 
foreigners were to be allowed to work if they brought some new 
secret to the industry. Even this was forbidden in the same 
year and total exclusion for 10 years was decreed arid subsequent^ 
renewed. "Quant aux etrangers a partir de 1737 leur exclusion 
est la regie". Between 1737 and 17^4 foreigners were allowed 
to work in Lyon for three months and then if they could prove 
they had introduced some new skill they vcere, theoretically, 
allowed to remain. In 17^4 even this saving clause was 
repealed, p. 162, Godart treated the position of the masters* 
In the 17tn century very high fees were imposed on both foraini 
and e tranters. These were reduced (slightly) for the foraine 
in 17VS but the foreigners from 1737 were only allowed in by 
some special favour, in which case they were allowed in without 
fees. He implies that very few, if any, master weavers from 
other countries were allowed to practise in Lyon.
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were supporting their parents cou»d enter the industry

or women other than the widows of masters (1). There were

strict fines for employing boys more than three months without

binding them at the Hall (2) and for keeping more than the

legitimate number as well as for employing journeymen who

had not served a regular apprenticeship. (It needed an act

of Parliament to allow ex-soldiers and sailors to enter industry

without serving a seven-year apprenticeship (3))» It was

lawful for the Bailiffs, Wardens, Assistants and Beadles to

enter shops, etc. by day in order to search for non-freemen. 

Sundry fines and deposits were provided to ensure that the 

regulations were carried out. Such regulations had their equiv 

alent in many other trades with a more or less elaborate 

organisation to support them. Against them may be set a 

most important clause. This said that in order to improve the 

manufacture and "for giving all due encouragement to all such 

ingenious persons as well Foreigners as others....." it was 

lawful to accept weavers who had served apprenticeships 

"according to the custom of the country from whence they came" 

"Foreigners" of course were those who came from beyond the 20-mile 

limit and thus "foreign weavers" from Norwich were admitted as 

well as those from France (5). What the Weavers Company 

sought to do was to ensure that anyone who could weave became 

subject to its authority. It cannot be emphasised too strongly 

that whatever may have been the practice in other English 

trades there was no similar provision made in the Heglements of 

Lyon, Tours or Avignon in the period (6).



(1) November 30th, 1713. "Mr, Maria this day made complaint 
against Fowell, his journeyman, for leaving him without 
giving him a fortnight's warning pursuant to the 
ordinances". The journeyman complained he had been 
given a loom of handkerchiefs which had been 'bad 1 and 
it had taken iim a month to do a fortnight's work. 
He refused to do any more and was then given a cane 
of poplin, which he did not begin and the master was then 
driven to put someone else on to it, who fell ill. 
Consequently he complained that the work was still not 
done although it was bespoke work and "in haste",

(2) 30th "arch, 1726. Elections to the Livery. One man
was rejected as too poor. "Elected in his stead Ebenezer 
Wicks, but it appeared he was only admitted a Foreign 
Master and therefore the election void".

(3) See, for instance, Lyon City Library. Inventaire Chappe, 
Vol. VII. l3th c, inventory of archives relating to th« 
silk industry, pp. 125 et seq. e.g., HH.131* Dispute on 
the copying of Designs 1?25» HH. 139* A similar case 
1715* HH, 156. Several cases on technical questions 
concerning selvages, widths and types of silk which 
could be woven.
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The regulations between masters and men were few and to 

the point: journeymen were to be admitted when qualified (either 

by serving an apprenticeship for seven years in London or upon 

an accredited report that they had served their time elsewhere) 

and fourteen days notice was to be given on either side 

before terminating employment, with a l*f- day proviso about 

finishing work already in hand (1) . In the 1708 regulations the 

fees to be paid by a journeyman when he wished to become a 

master were specified and the fine to be paid if he set up 

for himself without being admitted. During the first thirty 

years of this period the distinction is clearly made in the 

Court Books between a "Foreign Weaver" and a "Foreign Master" (2),

There were no regulations about the cloths to be made, 

their widths or their quality or about the copyright of 

patterns, or other similar subject which gave rise to numerous 

regulations and many disputed in France during the period (3)   

Such technical matters were presumably left to the individual 

credit of the master and the laws of supply and demand (though 

not of course expressed in this way) . Although referring to a 

much later period it is perhaps not altogether irrelevant to 

quote the opinion of a foreigner on this point: Peter Ancker, 

a Dane, writing in 1776 said that if some fraud had been 

committed during the weaving of a piece "the faster Weaver 

brings the weaver before the nearest Justice of the Peace and 

the Vveaver is punished according to the nature of hie crime. 

This haopens only rarely, because such frauds ruin a weaver's 

reputation and no master weaver is thereafter willing to hive 

him work. Should a purchaser find a flaw in a piece of



(1) Peter Ancker, 17Vf-l332. Danish Consul in Hull 1773-7, 
London 1777-36. Report on the London Silk Manufactory 
written from London to Komraercie Kollegie llth April 1?76, 
Original US in tfigsarkivet, Copenhagen. I am much in 
debted to Mr. P. K. Thornton for translating this MS and 
am indebted both to him and to Dr. Ada Polak for per 
mission to use it.

(2) 9th November, 1719. It was ordered that a Common Hall b« 
smmmoned to discuss ways of raising money for the campaign 
against calicoes "...to defray the charges of the Compa's 
petition,..and to present the same in Parliament". 
On 13th November the campaign was outlined and the Common 
Hall asked for £100 since the Court had offered £1UO. 
On Hay 19th 1729 "the Master represented to the Livery 
assembled in the Coiaition Hall that a (scheme) for improving 
the Trade of the Manufacturers, Members of this Company, hai 
been at different times laid before the Court of Assistant 
to this Company and had almost as often been disapproved 
of by the members of the Court of Assistants and by their 
Committees; and that lately the substance of the same 
scheme appeared to be part of a bill brought into Parliament 
that in the meantime it had been frequently affirmed that t 
said scheme was desired by the manufacturers in general not 
withstanding.....(the opposition of the Assistants)... .and 
that the Bailiffs had been induced to call a Common Hall 
consisting of the Liverymen of this Company to the intent t 
a more certain Judgement mijght be formed of the general 
sentiments of the members of this company.... .It was resolvi 
that it is the opinion of this Common Hall that the contenti 
of a Bill brought into Parliament in the last seesion 
relating to the Weaving Manufacture of which a printed copy 
has been delivered to the Members of this Company is not 
for the Interest of the Company or for the service of th« 
Manufac ture s."
A vote of thanks was then passed to the Bailiffs, Wardens 
and Assistants "for thier care of the interest of the 
Company".
The Bill concerned the stamping of silks, and the Court 
had passed a resolution on Hay 7th saying that they did 
not consider this to be in the best interests of the 
manufacturers.
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silk after the master weaver has passed it, the Master 

Weaver pays compensation for iz±. Should the Master Weaver 

refuse to do so, he can be brought before the Justice of the 

Peace within the Spittle fields jurisdiction, where the case 

is investigated by the Master Weavers* equals, after which 

the Judge (magistrate) either finds him innocent or sentences 

him according to Act of Parliament, For many years no case of 

a Master Weaver being brought before the Justices has been heard 

of, as u Master VJeaver would willingly pay twice the 

reasonable amount of compensation than expose his character 

(in this way) (1),

"For the doing and managing of all necessary affairs 

of the said Company, binding apprentices, making free and 

admitting,...." the Court had to meet at least once a month. 

A "Common Hall" was held regularly once a year at which the 

Livery attended for the elections. "Common Halls" could 

however be held for special occasions when the Court wanted 

to hear the views of the entire Livery for some specific 

reason (2), and individual members of the Livery could always 

attend the normal courts and ask permission to be heard on some 

specific issue. There is riot a single occasion in the Court 

Books when the Clerk has noted that the Livery had attended 

in the Hall and that the Court had refused to admit them to 

the Court Roo;a. Members of the Livery occasionally 

represented the journeymen and some times these appeared them 

selves. After reading the Court Books of the Company it is 

almost surprising to read in the ordinances that in fact



(1) The Court had also ultimate authority in the Company, 
and it was they who ordered a Seal to be affixed to the 
Company's Charter, Petitions, etc. by the Clerk. This 
would only occur exceptionally. They were required to 
meet regularly for the duties mentioned above.

(2) 7th February 1738s the By-Laws were confirmed after 
alteration on March 20th, 1733.
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binding, making free and admitting were all that the 

Assistants were officially supposed to be doing (1).

The 173? regulations largely confirmed those of 1708 

but their renewal met with some difficulties. The Court 

was informed that the Lord Chief Justice V/illes had made 

several objections to the fly-Laws in the form submitted, since 

they gave the Company a jurisdiction not warranted by their 

charter (2) and he apparently suggested several alterations 

which were incorporated. The differences between the 1708 

and 1737 regulations are in clauses concerning the detection 

and prosecution of non-freemen. These were nearly all 

strengthened. The power of entry to a weaver's house, shop 

and cellar was extended to his warehouse. It was said that 

certain frauds were increasing: thus some people were 

giving boys a rudimentary knowledge of the trade and then 

turning them over (ostensibly to other maeters) but after this 

they in fact were practising as journeymen f!which is an ill 

example and great prejudice to young men lawfully serving

their apprenticeship". To remedy this the turning-over 

procedure was regulated, and fees and deposits increased.

As well as prosecuting the non-freemen, any journeymen working 

for them were in future to be penalised, whether or not they had 

themselves served a regular term of apprenticeship. This 

was no doubt intended to act as a deterrent to the run-freemen 

who would have difficulty in finding labour if the regulation 

wa0 enforced. The fines for arrears of quarterage (for



(1) Richard Davis and Ralph Leman tried on June 15th 1713
to adopt the Livery irregularly. Asa result of the row 
developed the Wardens were prosecuted in the Lord Mayor's 
Court for admitting them. On July 12th I?l4 a vote of 
thanks was passed to those who had sought to prevent their 
admission for "preserving the charter". Ralph Leman was 
subsequently translated to the Vintners Company (March 18th 
1719)   He may well have been a vintner by profession 
since, in 1729« he insured a brick house on the S.L. side of 
the Church Yard in the Parish of St. Botolph's Bishopsgate, 
being the Magpye Tavern...... (Guildhall j'iS 367V^O, fol. No
The policy was renewed in 1737. He died in 17'fO (PCC Browm 
275) and in his will which he had made in 1719 he also 
described himself as a vintner (which need, of course, only 
imply membership of their Company).
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every rank) were stepped up to treble the sura in arrears, 

after a certain time had elapsed. A £10 fine for teaching 

the trade to boys who were not apprentices was imposed. 

This would all seem to indicate that between 1708 and 1737 

the Weavers Company had begun to find increasing difficulty 

in exercising its control* This would hardly seem to be 

surprising in the period, particularly since it was in these 

years that there was a great expansion in some of the textile 

industries in those parts of England where there was no such 

control by a Livery Company.

It may indeed be questioned how far these regulations 

affected the industries they sought to control and how far 

the personnel of the Company were engaged in the industry. 

To be a Liveryman of one of the city companies carried 

political and civil rights which, it could be argued, were 

quite sufficient to induce a prosperous tradesman to wish to 

adopt the Livery without being particularly "able, skilful and 

experienced 1* in weaving (1) « Admission by patrimony would 

permit the entry of people practising other trades, though many 

of these people would translate to the more important Livery 

companies.

Certainly, throughout the period, a number of men can 

be identified as belonging to other trades despite their 

membership of the Weavers Company. On April 12th 1708, for 

 xample, "Mr. George Gregory, one of the Livery of this 

Company and a bricklayer by trade...." was appointed "Bricklayer



(1) See Chapter 1,
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to the Company", the 1728 Quarterage List included a gun- 

stock maker, a tidewaiter at the Custom House, a Schoolmaster 

at Islington and John Barton, Baker  New Liverymen in 

1732 included a shoemaker, a gilder, a swordcutler and an 

oilman and in 1733 an undertaker and a draper. Two gilders and 

chasers and a butcher ware made free of the Company in 175^ t 

and John Pheno on the Livery in 17&3 was probably a Broker 

rather than a weaver. There were several men who may have been

mercers in office at different times in the period, Hichard
b 

Chamerlain is one such man and yfilliarn Badcock, Kenter Warden

in 1737i previously an Auditor (in 1730). The Assistant John 

Johnson nay have been a mercer, kno\*n froia other sources. 

John Badcock served on an important comiuittee in 1719 and 

was certainly the nercer from Ludgate Hill (1)  Edward Ingram, 

(possibly the royal mercer) was on the Livery of the Weavers 

Company in 17^5« Other examples could be found in each of 

the yearly Quarterage Lists but they are examples only. The 1728 

List with its addresses and trades thus included four out of 

some 250 Liverymen who were not weavers. While some doubt may 

be felt about the ;aen living outside the iipitalfields district 

whose profession is not Stated, the only suggestion which can 

be made with any certainty for tne majority is that they were 

probably not making broad silks. It is indeed not until 1787 

that there is a Livery List containing a really lar^e number of 

non-weavers: 2 tallow chandlers, a brandy merchant, a 

jeweller, a musician, a nosier, an oiliiian, a paper-stainer, two 

lightermen, a druggist,a weaver and wiredrawer, a stockbroker,
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a cheesemonger, a. watchmaker, etc, but even on this list, late 

in the century, the majority are designated as weavers and 

all the foreigners certainly are, together with all but one 

of the inhabitants of Spital Square mentioned. In 1?88 

the lists of professions are even fuller and the younger 

Liverymen are nearly all weavers but not living in Spital- 

fields. Taking a sheet with fifteen weavers on it at random, 

one lived in Bethnal Green, one in Steward Street, two in 

Hishopssate Without, and the rest within the City, including 

the one Huguenot, Thomas Turquand, at 10 Old Jewry.

There were some open attempts to defy the Company's 

ritfht to enrol every weaver xvithin its jurisdiction. Thus, 

on September 5th, 17^8 "Ephraim Flaraar summoned to take up 

hie admittance attended and refused to be admitted insisting 

that he was duly brought up in the weaving trade which he had 

exercised uany years and that he did not know it would be..*, 

of any use to him to be admitted to the Freedom of the Company 

and therefore would not be at any expense to be admitted." 

The Clerk of the Company was instructed to write to him to 

tell him that he would be prosecuted if he refused to take 

up his freedom and on November ?th he capitulated. He said 

that he had been bound on November 1st, 1731 to Peter 

i'oiidimare For. Weaver. Having been admitted he took an 

apprentice at the same court. He was among the loyal 

Manufacturers who offered men in 17^5 (see Appendix 2(iii) ). 

Woet of the non-fr«em*n behaved more discreetly and only 

appeared with reluctance when the company sought them out and

Lxcuse to Jelay their ' ' ~ion for tl -



(1) June 27th, I?l6.
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maximum amount of time. The Company often prosecuted 

non-freemen, and frequently threatened to do so. There were 

several classes of offenders. Possibly the most numerous 

were those who had been apprenticed regularly enough (like 

Flammar) but had begun to work as journeymen without being 

admitted as weavers. These account for the apprenticeships 

of exceptional length: the weaver of I?l6 apprenticed in 1692, 

or the man who became free on June 12th 1716 who had been 

apprenticed in 1663* Similar cases occurred in later years. 

An apprentice was made free in 17^2 who had been bound in 1725 

and in 1750 one who had been bound in 1705- Quite a number 

of these cases occur in the early 175^*s. Henry Kobelon 

living in Brick Lane, Betlmal Green, had been bound in 1704 

to Daniel Oufre and became free of the Company in January 1753* 

On Monday, February 5th t 1753 "John Fry,...weaver, who served 

his time to William Pollard 'Weaver of London, and has since 

exercised his trade as a journeyman upwards of forty years.... 

free by servitude". Rather less startling cases are much 

more frequent. At that same court a number of other weavers 

summoned to take up their freedom appeared and did so. A 

list was also made by the Clerk of those who had not appeared, 

but none of the other weavers had escaped for so long. 

Occasionally weavers appeared before the court "who have never 

served their time" and these "were ordered to desist" (1). 

Presumably they were much more difficult to trace. There 

cannot have been lar L-e numbers of silk weavers who had thus 

avoided any apprenticeship, simply because silk weavinc was
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a highly skilled trade which it would have been difficult 

to practise successfully without sone basic training,

The Company claimed an exclusive right to bind apprentices 

and in January 171? the Clerk presented to the Court of 

Assistants "a paper....entitled Considerations shewing the 

Reasonableness for tiie Company of Weavers to have the sole 

power of binding apprentices to the Weaving trade within 

London, West&inster, Southwark and ten milec around exclusive 

of all other Companies,..." which the Court decided to make 

the basis of an application to Parliament. This activity did 

not lapse later in the period. On January 26th, 1?A4 the 

Beadles were to "search throughout the whole trade and present 

to this Court a list of such apprentices as they shall find 

employed who were not bound at the Hall, and distinguish 

whether their roasters are Freemen of this Company or not...." 

There are no complaints recorded in the Court Books of other 

Companies poaching on their rights. It is difficult at any 

one period to assess how many weavers were successfully 

avoiding the Company. In one year, however, 17^5$ it ^- s 

at least possible to find out how many of the more important 

masters were outside the Company by co^parin.^ the Quarterage 

List for that year with the List (Appendix 2(iii) ) of Loyal 

Manufacturers who offered men to serve the Crown in the autumn 

of that year. This shews that only a few of the manufacturers 

known from eo;ne other source to be weavers are nissing from 

th« Quarterage List. Allowing for ,^nch latitude in the



(1) His father had served in the Court of Assistants. He was
the senior partner in the firm of Batchelor, Ham & Perrigal 
(see note 2 t p.?^ ). The youngest partner, John Perrigal, 
was summoned to take up his freedom in 1?66.

(2) See Appendix 2(i).

(3) Hug. Soc. Publns. XXXIII, p. 4-9. October 22nd 1683. "Sam.
Wild complained that Cha. Lansoon, a for. member imploys raort 
French journeymen than English, Ordered that Mr. Lansoon be 
summoned against the next court. . , if (lie did not appear). 
Another complaint was made in March 1685 (p« 5^ op. cit.), 
"This day several persons free of this company complained that 
many foreigneBembers now imploy more French than English, the 
which oeing contrary to the ordinances; ordered that they 
deliver the names of such for, members to' the Beadles to be 
summoned...' 1 This must have been done, for on March 30th 
Matthew St. Amant was fined 5/- for having two alien journeymen 

(although one was sick,) . Another man fined the next day 10/- 
said he had offended because he could not understand ^ _ . 
Several others were also fined including a man who was only a 
journeyman but "follows the trade as a master" (a subtlety 
never raised in the l8th century although it was preserved in 
France) .

30th November 1730. The prosecution of two men alleged to 
be unlawful workers was ordered at the Company 1 B expense.

(5) The case of Mr. Delahaye in 1715 has been quoted, see note
p. ?5   18th July 17^8 James Voisin, living in Colernan Alley, 
Bunhill How, Gold and Silver Orris Weaver was summoned "to shew 
by what right he exercised the Weaving Art.... lie declared 
that he was never bound apprentice to the said business but 
that he was educated by his father who was a weaver and an 
admitted member of this Company. When the said James Voisin 
being acquainted that he ought to have applied to have been ad 
mitted and that he could not legally exercise the said Art within 
the Guild without being admitted, the said James Voisin said that 
he had not the money to pay the charges nor ever should have and 
peremptorily refused to be admitted". On August 22nd it wae 
noted that .he was to be served with a writ at the Company 1 c suit 
and on November 7th he was admitted.
On October 5th, 1763 "divers Persons, Masters and Journeymen con 
cerned in the Worsted Lace Weaving attended complaining of the 
Great Injury done to their trade by Edward Thornhill and Henry 
fioley in Long Acre carrying on the said trade in a very
and illegal narmer and not being admitted to the freedom of thi 
Company...." (asKed for them to be prosecuted)""'

(6) 25th May, 1719 "CfimpjAaiifc bfeeiig. laadele-'-.thtt. . several persons...' 
follow the Weaving Trade who are neither free or admitted and ar* 
refractory. It is therefore ordered that the A- in place are her*! 
by irapowered to cause writs to be issued against 12 such persons 
as they shall see fitt...." 

15th November 1753. A Committee appointed "to consider of persons exercising *!





(6) cont'ri:

Company* a Trad* MS -asters not beini; free of the Company 1   
Guild" was iven various powers including that of summoning
the ( fro.n tir,oe to tiaras thej shall think fiti not more 
than three at any one tine'-.
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spelling of names, the following are missing:

Ann Barbutt (who should be among the widows), John Batchelor (1), 

Peter and Stephen Beuzeville, Ephraim Flammaire (see p. SI ), 

Reuben Foxwell, George Garrett, John Harley, John Haucbecorne, 

the two James Maze's, John May senior and junior, the two 

John Ogiers, Gabriel Poiuroier, Peter Pontie , John Rondeau, 

John Sabatier and Samuel Savage, Of these John Batchelor (the 

younger), the Maze's, John Rondeau and John Sabatier were 

probably important weavers of flowered silks(2). The 

proportion they constituted of the total was, however, very 

small and most of there subsequently did take up their freedom. 

The "Foreigners" were suspected from an early period of 

employing one another without serving regular apprenticeships (3)  

A letter of 1709 in the possession of the French Church shews 

the Weavers Company trying to trace the weavers practising in 

London. In 1?15 Captain Lekeux was asked by the Court to 

"treat with the elders of the French Church". It is probabl^ 

from the context that it was for the same purpose since the 

request was made as a result of a petition to the Court of 

"diverse Freemen and otner Members of tnis cowpany...." 

Prosecutions of non-freemen were undertakea from time to 

time, sometimes as £est cases (4), sometimes on the report made 

by a group of freemen complaining of particular people (5)* 

sometimes as a result of systematic activity by the Committees 

appointed throughout the period by the Court of Assistants to 

deal with the problem (6). On 30th September, 1?2^ ".... the 

Coaunittee appointed for taking into consideration the unlawful



(1) Twenty- five men were summoned of which fourteen were 
of foreign extraction, i.e.,

; John Laurence, Michael Brov:ne,
rtoodham, John Fox, John Lockey, Daniel Clarke, 
Farrington, James Wiatt, John Christmas, John uarrett 
and John Hinde.
yp reign; Abraham Jernmett, John De Larder, Charles De La 
fforse, James Potteau, Daniel riollatt, JohnKiver (Hiviert), 
John "ockette, Daniel Hanchard, Adrian Hellot, John Lobr«e, 
Abraham I:ellot, John Mormoy O'arraoy), Jamee Mockett, I sue 
Honoree ,
John Garret t -nay bave been a relative of the other Garratts 
in the industry, Alexander and non and George* John Hinde 
Bwy be the partner of Walter Locke (of Locke and Hinde) 
who may also have becone an Aenietknt in 1?60; if so, he 
was a worsted weaver* The coincidence of the spelling 
eu-^ests that Abraham Jesuaet wae a relative of Isaac 
who hac1 been a most active member of the Company (p.^M), 
John Riviere wae -oet probably one of the Poitou contingent, 
It eeene probable that the Company had decide J to summon 
a representative selection of fche industries involved*
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working and teaching to work of certain Frenchmen also

take into consideration...." other cases (unfortunately

the pages of the Court Books are badly torn at this date and

some are missing so th- t it is not too clear what came of this

particular burst of prosecutions). From the 17^0's onwards

it is noticeable that it was very often the Frtemen of the

Company who took the initiative in the fir^t place. On June

4th 17*fO a group of journeymen complained of the "great

numbers of persons"veaving without any right to do so and the

Company agreed to look into their complaint . " There was a

search made of the streets of Spittlefields and the places

adjacent". On March 23th f 17*f'f (1) a large number of

people "who exercise the Trade Art or nistery of Weaving within

this Company's Guild 11 wer£ "summoned to attend at the next

court to sherw their right to exercise the said Trade and that

they may be admitted to the Freed ova of this Company". The

evidence of the Court Books in the next fev months shews that

they nearly all submitted and took up their freedom. On

August 20th, 1750 a petition of "several free journeymen weavers of

this Company" was read. It said "that several natives as well as

Foreigners presume to follow and occupy the Trade of Weaving,

who have not served a lawful apprenticeship thereto, contrary

to several statutes from tine to time passed.....That with

sorrowful hearts we have longtime observed the approaching

and iupending ruin and destruction of our Trade for want of

proper regulations and a conformity to the laws of this realm

and the By-Laws of th.r. orsuipfal Company", while they were



(1)

(2)

(3)

"Several freemen attended, complaining of Unlawful 
Workers arid Foreigners employed among the French masters, 
who encouraged such unlawful workers, . . .And complaining 
that many foreigners were privately instructed in the Art 
of Weaving by many of these unlawful workers..." asked
for those who were entitled to it to be compelled to tak« 

up their freedom and the others to be prosecuted. This 
was the same complaint which had been made so frequently 
in the l68o f e.

See note 6

It was just these abuses thet the ordinances of 1737/8 
had tried to overcome.

30th September l?6l. A group of "journeymen Freemen of 
the Company" came to the Court to complain about unlawful 
workers.
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prepared to take «V«ry legal action they could to prevent 

the circumvention of the la* the;/ wanted the Court to help 

"  ..to suppress all unlawful workers in this Trade, however 

distinguished....." Some 51 journeymen signed this 

petition* The Court agreed to help "whenever complaints 

supporteu uy proper proofs shall be laid before this Court" 

in writing. A sd.rd.lar petition was preoented on ''ay 7th 

1753 CD though this one significantly was aimed at the 

French Matter weavers. A policy of systematic prosecution 

taut* decided upon in 175$ (2) , the particular abuses were 

summarised at the same court by John Frederick tfossett, "a Freeman 

of thic Company", who "attended and made complaint of Divers 

infractions of the Company's .v;-r,avr. onr* Orders by freemen 

binding apprentices before Justices a*rt ^1 .«*» where and not at 

this Company's Hall: And also of Divers Frc -  i instructing 

others in the v.eaving Art, Trade and Mietery for trifling or 

Small Considerations without bei:;$ bound anywhere ;   .Also of 

Divers persons setting up and exercising the trade...never 

having been bred to the trade and intitled to bo siade free 

of this Company yet refuse or neglect to apply to be made free 

and ^r iying this Court to cause enquiry to be -nade after these 

abuses and to put the Laws into force... ' (3) Complaints were 

etill bein«? oade in 176i (4) after which a poDicy of half feee 

for poor weavers was introduced for one year *e an experiment. 

The measures taken were only partially succeceful, since there 

were further complaints in 1762,10 Karoh and in October*



(1, Ihey were complaining of tht worsted lace weavers. 
S«e p. 85 &ote 5 of this Chapter.

(2) See page 75 noto 1 of thie Chapter.



When proof was submitted the Court agreed to sue. One case 

is particularly interesting. "James Buxton, Broad V'eaver 

in Catherine Wheel Alley attending at this Court to complain 

of Unlawful Workers" on March 31st, 1?62, "And it appearing 

that he was not himself Admitted tho 1 he had an untroubled 

right to the trade: arid refusing peremptorily to be admitted 

until the Company would exert themselves to put tho laws into 

force against Interlopers; and being acquainted he was himself 

a transg.t-essor by refusing to take up his freedom which he 

persisted to refuse and not comply till the Law was put into 

force...." it v/as resolved to sue him. In October 1?63 more 

"unlawful workers" complaining about certain non-freemen (1) 

"were sent away by the Court to take up their freedom if they 

were entitled to it before the Court would hear their Complaint".

The actual number r, of weavers working outside the aegis 

of the Company thus seeras to have increased as the silk industry 

expanded. Both numerically and proportionately it was probably 

the anonymous journeymen who constitute the oajority of the 

non-freemen. They were a perennial problem to the Company 

but what is perhaps significant is that on the severll 

occasions mentioned above it was the "unlawful workers" them 

selves who were appealing to the authority of the Company for 

protection. Apart from Ephraim FlamiLaire (and a solitary 

cace iu 1717 (2) ) it is, necessary to go back to 1685 to find 

anyone x.'ho is thoroughly rude to the Court. This respect for 

the Court and the trust implied by t)>p ^c-titions of the journey-



(1) House of Commons Journals Vol. 30, pp. 209 and

(2) House of Commons Journals Vol. 30» P»
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men in its power to help them, would seem to imply that 

the Court of Assistants did represent the industries in 

volved. They assume that the Court had both the power to act on 

the petitions and an interest in doing so. If it had been 

simply an oligarchy surviving for charitable purposes it would 

hardly have attracted the petitions from indignant journeymen 

and freemen. Moreover, as will be seen, these petitions were 

not only on domestic issues. Even if there were a large number 

of people outside the Company it is difficult to substantiate 

the complaint of the journeymen in 1753 that many of these 

were "distinguished" men. A very few were and their names 

stand out. John Perregal '*a weaver of silks from the slightest 

to the roughest1* who gave evidence in 1765 an<^ 1766 to Select 

Committees of the House of Commons on the industry (1) was 

summoned to take up his freedom in July 1766 and with him John 

Louis, another Parliamentary witness (2). Nevertheless, it 

remains a cardinal hypothesis in this study that the chief 

offices, Assistants and Livery of Weavers Company were also 

some of the most important people in the industry and that 

through their participation in its affairs the Weavers Company 

throughout this period had an influence on the course of events.

Who were the officers, Assistants and Livery at any 

one period? Who were the men they co-opted on to the different 

Bommittees? What was their competence to deal with the 

Company*s affairs? The difficulty of identifying the English 

weavers in the period 1702 to 1728 has already been enlarged 

upon, but it is possible to make an analysis of the officers



(1) See Chapter 1, p. 2V4

(2) The father of the non-freeman, John Batchelor 
See note 1 , p.

(3) See Chapter 1, p.

(*f)   The signature on the By-Laws and Ordinances and on the early 
designs belonging to Messrs. Vanners and Fennell are 
illustrated in the Transactions of the Huguenot Society 
of London for I960 in the paper by P. K. thornton and myself. 
An inscription with James Leman's signature on a design of 
1719 (£.Mf60-1909) is illustrated on plate 1

(5) G. Smith: Laboratory or School of Arts. Vol. II, of 5th 
edition 175&, P» 37* A suggestion about the identity of 

"Smith** has been made by Mr. P. K. Thornton in the Bulletin 
of the iNeedle and Bobbin Club, Vol. *f2, Nos. 1 & 2, 1953.
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and Assistants every five years and to find an increasing 

number of known weavers and of proved silk weavers in 

the Livery, This would not, however, take into account 

the gradual process by which vacancies were filled in the 

Court of Assistants, In 1730, for example, Joseph Harris (1) 

was Renter Bailiff, John Batchelor (2) Upper Warden, the 

Auditors, Daniel Booth (3) and William Badcock, the one a 

weaver of flowered silks and the other a mercer. There was 

a vacancy in the court of Assistants during the year, but 

Captain Peter Lekeux who was nominated was not elected, (He 

succeeded in 173*0   In 1731 James Leraan departed from 

every precedent in the Company's history by being elkcted 

Renter Bailiff in July before in fact joining the Court of 

Assistants in November (on the same day as John Batchelor), 

Both were certainly weavers of flowered silks. There were 

several James Lemans in the Livery Lists of the Company during 

the 1720 f s but the signatures of the Assistant on the 1737 

Charter and of the designer on the drawings, both in the

Victoria and Albert Museum and belonging to Messrs, Vanners
(A) 

& Fennell, are identical and thus we are certain that this man

was "the late ingenious Hr. Leman" who, like "the manufacturers 

at Lyons in the flowered way, tho 1 he employs several hands 

in the drawing of patterns is a pattern drawer himself1 a 

combination so rare that "Smith" who wrote this (5) said that 

"here in England, taking London and Centerbury together" he 

"knew of no more than one manufacturer thus qualified". 

As an Assistant of the Weavers Company he served on the



(1) PCC. Abbott. 205, 1729.

(2) See Chapter 1, p.24 .

(3) John Willett is known from one insurance policy (Guildhall 
MS 867V65, fol. 317 No. 57588) taken out in June 17^ when 
he was described as "citizen and weaver'1 . The policy was 
for soiae property in Christ Church Surrey assigned in 17^9« 
John Willett mercer of St. Cle/nent Dane's with a house in the 
Strand is not this man, since the Assistant had died by 
July 1751 and the mercer went bankrupt in 1753  

CO Isaac Jemmet became free of the Company on July l4th, 1712 
and adopted the Livery on March 12th 1722. He was on a 
deputation for yeomanry in April 1726 and fined for Steward 
in October 1727. He was chosen Renter Bailiff in 1739. 
In the following year he served on one of the Company's 
domestic Committees formed to examine the state of the 
Company's property at Shenfield. In 17^-1 he sponsored a 
Liveryman and he died early in 17^2.
His address ie given in the Complete Guide for 17^0 as Castle 
Lane, Southwark, which perhaps suggests that he was not a silk 
weaver.
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standing Com/nit tee of January 1732 appointed to watch 

over bills proceeding through the Irish Parliament. 

It is clear he was an active member for his name appears 

first on the list and in June 1732 he was to "be refunded 

£29. 2. -. his expenses in opposing the Irish Bill for laying 

a Pole Duty on the Wearers of Lace before the Counsill of 

Great Britain". He was on the committee which was important 

to the domestic life of the Company rather than to the in 

dustries it served, which inspected the Charter in July 1737* 

He was a member of another most vital committee in 17^0 (which 

will be discussed later) and he helped "to consider the state 

of the poor" in the same year and also helped to prosecute 

non-freemen. He was frequently an Auditor, sat on another 

committee dealing with lace in 17*0» and served again on a 

committee dealing with non-freemen in 17^. In the summer 

of 17^-5 he was a member of the committee organising the 

campaign against printed calicoes. He died in October of 

that year. He was possibly never a rich man, and indeed he 

apparently owed his sister £1,369 (l)at the time of her 

death, but he was an influential one. John Baker, Renter 

Wardenin 17^3 was a rich and successful weaver of flowered 

silks (see pages 2o?-g). In fact there are very fe\v meetings

of the "Full Court" in the »30's in which the majority of 

names of the Assistants who attended cannot be identified as

practising weavers. In February 1736 John Baker went on to 

th« Court of Assistants together with Thomas T3ray (2) , John 

Willett (3) and Isaac Jemmett (4). As a result the Committee



(1) See E. Pariset. Histoire de la Fabrique Lyonnaise. Lyon,
1 '01., Book 3, pp. 127-259, especially Section V, pp. 173-200, 
on the effect of the Reglements of 1731, 1737 and
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to deal with the Company's petition against the "Manchester 

Bill" (on printed calicoes) consisted almost entirely of 

identifiable weavers, any five of them a quorum (i.e., 

Mr. Lekeux, Mr. Champion, KIT. Jarvis, sir. Jemmet, Hr. 

Johnson, Mr. Harris, Mr, Leman, Mr. Baker). All but 

Jarvis, Jernmet and Baker signed the 1737 By-Laws and Ordinances. 

In that year Benjamin Champion was Upper Bailiff, and the 

Renter Warden was the mercer, William Badcock. In the 

Livery List for 1739-^0, a note was made by the Clerk at some 

later date by the side of each name of the date on which

each man came on the Livery and fined for Steward, and this 

confirms the impression of an increasing number of silk 

weavers (and others who were at least weavers) coming on to 

the Livery in the 20's and 30*s.

While the number of known silk weavers in the higher 

ranks of the Company was increasing during the 1730's two other 

tendencies equally significant can be observed. One was the 

gradual disuse of the term "Foreign" and the other the 

distinction between weaver or master, although defined by 

their fees and meticulously noted in the 17th and early l8th 

century court Minutes. Moreover, once "free" it becomes 

evident any weaver could become a master. The rigid legal 

distinction preserved in Lyon, for example, between the 

master weaver and the "cornpagnion" (1) is altogether lacking 

in the London industry. The factors which determined 

whether in fact a journeyman did become a master weaver were 

economic 



(1) It is a pity that the editor of the Extracts from the
Court Books for the Huguenot Society chose to stop at 1730,

(2) There were precedents for Livery making as a method of raising
money for the Company:

July 12th 1714, Mr, Bloodworth having demanded £200 due on 
bond,,..it was decided to take on 5 Liverymen. (This was 
apparently only partly successful as there were still 
difficulties over the payment of Mr. Bloodworth 1 s bond 
in December.
February 15th 1715- Twenty persons were named to be summoned 
on the Livery.
February 1726. It was decided to choose a number of freemen 
for the Livery at fines of £20 each in order to raise a 
certain sum of money. Until the 17.30* s these were isolated 
instances arising from some infrequent emergency. Throughout 
1736» however, there was a steady flow of new liverymen. 
Much later in the company's life it became a regular 
financial expedient. On December 23rd, 17&1, for example, 
enough freemen were to be elected to the Livery as would 
"pay off and discharge the workmen's biibls for the repairs 
lately done at this Company's Hall and Court Room", Some 
33 names were put forward.
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Very little general business was transacted during the 

1730»s by comparison with the other decades. A large 

number of foreigners however became free of the Company (1). 

Indeed, between 1735-1737 the number of freedoms appears to 

exceed bindings. The election of Liverymen, however, occurs 

more and more frequently and not necessarily because the men 

chosen were"able and skilful" in their trade (2). For some 

years the state of the Company's finances had been 

deteriorating. On February 3rd, 1729 "Mr. Renter Bailiff 

informed the Court the Company was very much in arrears to 

their creditors and beyond the expectation of any rents that 

were likely to be received within the year and that several 

persons, members of this Court to the number of twenty, had 

agreed on or were likely to advance the sum of ten pounds a 

piece to the Court..." This could only be a temporary

expedient. On October l6th, 1738 the question of attending 

the "Solemnity" on Lord Mayor's Day was brought up and 

"Seriously considering the law circumstances of this Company... 

and the heavy debt with which it is at present encumbered 

and being sensible that it will not be in the powers of this 

Company to attend...with that decent appearance which their 

inclination as well as duty requires without plunging the 

Company into further and almost inextricable difficulties..." 

it was resolved that they could not appear. It was "to 

consider the present state of the Company's affairc....and 

to report to th« Court the amount of the debt and annuities





owing and payable to this Company together with its 

annual Income and Expense" that James Leraan joined a 

Committee on April 30th, 17^0. The Accounts presented in 

June shewed that the Company had a permanent deficit of 

expenditure over income. On July 9th it was laid down as 

a precedent that all freemen of the Company whether or not 

freemen of the City of London were liable to be elected on to 

the Livery arid to serve the offices of the Company* In 

August they decided not to hold the annual dinner in the 

autumn 'considering the present state of the Company's 

affairs* but the solution had been found. It summoned on 

to the Livery all the freemen on whom it could lay its hands 

(the Beadle was permitted to search for them by their 

Charter). If they refused to answer the summons the 

Company fined them £5 each. They were to be prosecuted at 

law if they refused, and for arrears at Quarterage. James 

Leman served on this Committee but a more important member 

co-opted on to it on November 17th was Mr. Alderman Baker, 

He had been Upper Bailiff of the Company during this critical 

year and it would be most interesting to know how far he 

had perhaps been responsible for irLtiating the policy on Livery- 

making in the previous July, He had not attended that 

particular court but he would have known better than anyone 

else whether a Livery Company could elect to its ranks people 

who were not freemen of the City of London. When he retired 

from office he received a fulsome vote of thanks (on August 27th)



(1) List of new Liverymen taken on in 17^K)/^1. The
are listed in alphabetical order for convenience. In 
the Quarterage Lists they are listed in order of 
seniority. The spelling of the names has been slightly 
altered where a more correct spelling is known from a 
will, etc.

Obadiah Agace 
Peter Alavoine

Peter Huber 
Francis Paul

Audeer
Andrew Bampton 
V.-'illiam Barnett 
Giles Bigot 
Peter Bigot 
John Boulton 
Peter Bourdon 
Joseph Brooke 
Tho:,ias liyas 
John Callow 
Peter Campart 
John Carpenter 
Stephen Cazalet

Thomas Chantry 
John Chevalier

Edward Crowder 
James Dalbiac 
Isaac Dargent 
Abraham David 
Moses Delahaise 
Timothy Dennison 
Lewis. Desormeaux 
Rene Ousane 
Peter Ferry 
Abraham Fleury 
Stephen Gaudy 
Lewis Gilbert 
Daniel Gobbe 
James Gourgas

James GuidinC?) 
John Guillemard

Richard Home 
Kenry Jonquer 
Nicholas Lamy 
(John) Luke 

Landon
James Lardant 
Robert Lee 
Peter Lemaitre 
Isaac LePlay 
Jeremiah Hather 
John Mazy 
John i'aud 
Peter Abraham

Ogier James Quvry
James Ouvry

Francis Peters 
John Peters
alias Lamblois 

Majbthew JParaeion 
Daniel filou ~~ 
John Pilon 
Christian Plees 
Abraham Ravenell 
Daniel Renne

(Reneu ?) 
John Anthony

Rocher 
John Ruffey 
John Sabatier 
Thomas Sharpleae 
Rene Turquand 
Nicholas Vander-
P. . . howen Daniel Vautier
Thomas Wake

The names of pureley English origin have been underlined.
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for "his kind and constant attendance on the business of 

this Company., ,." This may have been diplomatic flattery 

for no ot er retiring officer received a similar vote of 

thanks, (his importance to the Company is considered in 

Chapter *f, p.Vll-2), but he may indeed have helped them.

Whoever had been responsible for initiating this 

policy the results were immediately apparent. Some 6k 

people were added to the Livery in the autumn of 17^0 (1), 

nearly all of whom can be identified as silk weavers and only 

16 of whom were of purely English extraction. Twenty-three of 

them subsequently appeared on the list of "loyal" manu 

facturers published in the London Gazette of October 5-Sth 

17^5   ^he manufacturers on the list offered varying numbers 

of their wokkmen to serve the Crown, if it should be found 

necessary, against the Young Pretender, Since they were, by 

definition, the manufacturers of Spitalfields, it is an 

extremely useful list to compare with the names on the 

Quarterage Lists, Thus the twenty-three recruits of 17^0 

offered nearly a third of the total number of men. None 

presumably offered all his men. From the size of these 

figures it can perhaps be deduced that the Company had 

recruited some of the most influential men in the silk in 

dustry - for no more subtle reason than their ability to pay 

entry fines and Quarterage, Until the late 1750*0 the effect 

of this transfusion is seen less in the character of the 

officers and Assistants than in the people co-opted for 

special purposes. It is, however, in this period that th«



(1) See p. 85.

(2) See P.5^-6,199-200. Appendix 2 (hi)
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Weavers Company can be tentatively identified with the 

organised opinion of the silk industry.

The Quarterage List for 17^5 reveals that 85 of the 132 

"loyal" manufacturers of Spitalfields were members of the 

Company (Appendix 2(iii) )  Ten others can be identified 

as being outside the Weavers Company quite legitimately, 

i.e., 5 dyers, 2 throwsters, 2 builders and 1 vintner). 

Twenty people were non-freemen of the Company but weavers by 

trade (1)» and the professions of 18 others have not yet been 

discovered. As, together, the latter only offered 101 

men, mostly a maximum of 10 - 12 each, they were probably not 

among the important manufacturers in the district, whatever 

their professions. Of the 35 "loyal" manufacturers who were 

also members of the Weavers Company 6 were from the Court. 

William Reynolds, Upper Bailiff in the year, was probably, 

though not certainly, the partner of Thomas Bray, the 

Assistant. Reynolds and Bray (who were worsted weavers) 

offered the largest number of men on the list: 107. John 

Turner, the Assistant, is probably a partner in the firm of 

John and Robert Turner who offered the next highest total 

of 102 men. Benjamin Champion (probably making half-silks) 

offered 50 men, John Tall 9 men. The two men who represent 

the flowered silk contingent in the Court, John .-laker -ind 

James Godin, offered 75 and 60 men respectively. Ja-ies 

Godin was in partnership with one of the Ogiers (2) at this 

time* They were thus in a minority outnumbered o ti e



(1) Anna Maria Garthwaite drew eleven designs between 1750-1756
(series 5988, 5989 and 5990) "for i r. Tuener". Ten of these 
are tobines (a meterial in which the pattern is made by 
an additional warp) and one is a waistcoat pattern (5983,31) 
plate *$» No, 58, These could as well have been made in 
worsted as in silk. Despite the fact that Turner is a 
very common name it is possible to suggest that the firm 
of J. & R. Turner "Stuffmen" of Booth Street, Spitalfields, 
were probably her customers* No other Turners with 
sufficient capital have so far been traced in the 
Directories and etc, who are known to have made silks,

(2) -The four extra in this total are cases where a name occurs 
in both lists, indicating father and son of the same name, 
It was probably the father who teas "loyal", but since sons may 
have taken over their father's business as the 3stter retired, 
they have been counted twice,

(3) Nathaniel Rotheray offered 10 men to the Crown in 17^5*

Joseph Oratf offered 6 men to the Crown in 17^5* If the 
London Gazette list was compiled on the basis of signatures 
on Loyal Address "Jos," or "Jas." could have been confused.
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probable weavers of worsteds. The Turners were probably 

making "flowered" as well as plain materials (1). Of 

the other 79, 57 were Liverymen and 26 freemen on the 

Commonalty (2). The offers from the Livery were generally 

larger than those of the freemen. Since the Livery lists 

are kept in order of seniority it is possible to see the 

full effects of the 17^0 infusion* Thirteen offers of men 

out of 57 canie from firms where the man adopted the Livery 

before 17^0. Some of the names are doubtful, since in one or 

two cases the London Gazette appears to have mistaken the 

Christian name. The older group of Liverymen (171 people) 

were nearly all English, only 13 men were of foreign ex 

traction and 8 of the offers of men came from them (Simon 

Julian 22, Daniel Carbonnel 30, ±Jeter Duthoit 12, Abraham 

Jeudwine 60, Abraham Deheulle V?» Isaac Dupree 12, Daniel 

Messman 43, Peter Kouaille 3)  The loyal Englishmen were 

John (?) (3) Rotheray 10, James Johnson 70, John Shield 

5, John Gibson 10, James (?) (4) Grain 6. These were not 

the only practising weavers among this group of Liverymen 

in the Quarterage List. John Bloodworth was probably 

retired by 3*745» since he had adopted the Livery in 1706 

and had been a customer of James Laman's father, Peter Leman. 

John Barton, weaver, was presumably still active, Bartholomew 

Bray, John Willett and Thomas Mist can be identified from 

their insurance policies, Edward Wolstonecraft was the 

handkerchief maker, Thomas Mason was probably the man who



(1) There were two James Ouvry's who could have offered men, 
one living in Church Street, the other in Brown's Lane. 
See Chapter 1, p.6JnoLel,

(2) Of the 137 manufacturers who offered men 8l were people with 
foreign names while only ^6 were almost certainly of 
purely English descent. Thus there were about one-third 
more "loyal" foreigners than ftn^lishmen. The foreigners, 
however, promised altogether nearly twice as many men as 
the English firms. (This analysis was originally made 
for the paper published jointly with Kr, P. K. Thornton 
for the Proceedings of the Huguenot Society, Vol. XX, No. 1

(3) ( A ppendix 2(i) ). Anna Maria Garthwaite sold 1C designs
in 17^7-3 to a man she spelt variously as 'Brent 1 or 'Brant 1 
(series 59^5 & 59'36) . He made several varieties of 
flowered silks. He had one brother, James, who advertised 
in the Directories as a throwster. Their 'relationship is 
known from the will of their father James Brant, who died 
in 17^0 (PCC. lirowne, 315).
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gave evidence to the House of Commons Select Committee

in 1750, Jidward Ingram was probably the mercer. All these,

however, remained unmoved by the invasion of the Young

Pretender.

Twenty-three offers came from the 17^0 creations but 

only 3 of these were from Englishmen (Robert Lee 9 men, 

Jeremiah Mather 13, Thomas Chantry 35)   None of the four 

were certainly making broad silks. The 19 Frenchmen, how 

ever, are nearly all identifiable as silk weavers from other 

sources and several as weavers of flowered silks (Daniel 

Qobbe, James Lardant, James Ouvry (1), Daniel Vautier, Peter 

Bigot, John Mazy, John Luke Landon, Peter Abraham Ogier (2)). 

Twelve offers caOie from the most junior Liverymen created 

after 17^0. Only four of the twelve were English (James 

Kartell (?), 9% John Harley 14-, Samuel August 6, Henry
 

Napton 10). Samuel August was a ribbon weaver and Henry 

Napton possibly a pattern drawer; the specialities of the 

others are not so far known. Of the eight Frenchmen Thomas 

Brant may hare been making flowered silks (3) « Peter Lekeux certain 

ly was doing so, Peter Ogier was probably a weaver of flowered 

silks, and in that case it may have been his younger brother 

Thomas Abraham Ogier who was in partnership with James Godin 

(Thomas was also among the Liverymen created after 17^0). 

The career of Lewis Chauvet has been outlined in Chapter 1, 

p. ^5 t John Ouvry may have been making striped and plain 

tabby, lustring and mantua, the specialities of James 

Duthoit, John Deeclaux and Daniel Pineau are unknown.



(1) Hug. Soc. Publns. Vol. 2? (1923) p. 150. 23, Geo. II,
No. 3. Naturalisation Act which received the Koyal Assent 
20th December
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Very few of the other 33 Liverymen in this group can be 

identified since they are for the most part Englishmen 

with fairly common names. Peter Ggier, his brother 

Thomas Abraham, and Lewie Chauvet were not even naturalised

until 17^9 (1).

The general impression made by the 17^-5 Quarterage 

List is that without the admissions of 17^0 an important 

proportion of silk weavers would have been left either 

outside the Company altogether or with very little 

representation in it. This would have seriously 

weakened the effective power of the Company in the next 

twenty years. The majority of the Court and the Livery 

were Englishmen whose particular professions can only be 

identified with some difficulty. The most active members 

of the Company were, however, equally the few Englishmen 

important in the industry (James Johnson, Benjamin Champion 

and John Baker, for example), and the silk weavers of French 

extraction. It is the latter especially who were co-opted 

"from the trade" on to the most important committees, even 

if in only a few cases they reached the Court of Assistants. 

Without them the silk industry would have been under- 

represented in the Weavers Company at a time when it was 

expanding fairly rapidly.

The reiteration of names is perhaps exhausting and hence

the personnel of the Court and the four in place from 

1766 have been tabulated on the chart, Appendix 7. These 

were the silk weavers of Princes Street and Spital Square,



(1) The active participation of the Freemen and Livery can be de 
monstrated throughout the period.
May 20th 1713* There is a brief note in the Court Books at that 
date to the effect that the Court had received the "proposall 
left by ye trade relating to Black silks 11 . The proposal was 
"agreed to" at the next court (3 June, 1713) and "referred to a 
Committee to prepare a petition,..to be presented at the House of 
Commons..."
Active financial support was offered in 171'^   The Clerk recorded in 
the Minutes "several silk weavers waiting in the Hall attending 
on this affair.(a petition in which the Turkey merchants were also 
interested) were called in and acquainted therewith but they 
declared they did not expect the Court..."to pay for it and 
decided among themselves how much they were prepared to contribute. 
In 1728 the Court were approached on separate occasions by the 
Livery and by the Journeymen:
3th April 1728. "Several Liverymen of this Company attending th£, 
Court referred to the inconvenience arising from long and 
frequent mournings to the trade,.." and a Committee was formed 
to think of methods of obtaining redress.
July 22nd 1726. "The Court were informed of an application made 
to them by a petition signed by several thousand Journeymen 
weavers complaining of the use and wear of printed linens "and 
unemployment in general." The Court decided to form a 
committee and it was decided that "the said petition and reasons 
should be laid before some one or other of the chief officers 
of state..." The Committee reported back later in the month and 
the weavers "were called in and informed of the steps that had 
already been taken..."
*fth February 1736. It was "several gentlemen of the Livery" 
who were desired to bring a copy of the Manchester Bill who 
"appeared with the same and also with a Draft of a Petition against 
the said Bill for the Company's Common Seale". The petition was 
agreed to by the Court.
2?th January 1?V5. (see p. 104 of this Chapter). The "gold and 
silver lace makers" who asked the Company to petition against a 
Bill depending in Parliament, offered to pay all the expenses 
arising. The petition was sent and is printed in the House 
of Commons Journals, p. 399 Voib. 24. It was referred with 
other Petitions to a Select Committee who reported back on 

' March llth 17^3 (p. 462}. Unfortunately no details of the 
report made are printed in the Journals.
26th June 174-5. The full text of a petition against the use and 
wear of printed calicoes signed by several hundred journeymen 
is printed in the Court Books. It was addressed to the Bailiffs, 
Wardens and Assistants of the Worshipful Company of Weavers in 
London. A Committee was appointed and positive action taken 
(interrupted the landing of the Young Pretender/. 
28th March 17&4. A Liveryman appeared in Court on behalf of the 
Journeymen demonstrating outside "who were assembled in the Hall 
in very great number and in the street about the Hall gate to 
present a petition to this court "against imported foreign woven 
silks. The Court agreed to present a petition in the next 
session of Parliament. A deputation of eight was received by 
the Court on the condition that the rest went hoiue. These
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(1) cont'd:

offered £100 towards the expenses of an application 
to Parliament. Further action was taken at the next 
Court,
The lapse of a number of years between these occasions 
surely emphasises the continuous loyalty and respect 
felt by the rank and file of the trade towards the 
Conpany. In a crisis they turned naturally to the 
Company, even offering financial support.
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The desperate measures of 17^0 prolonged the active life

of the Company for at least 25 years. Apart from its

normal work the Company was deeply involved throughout

the period in a series of general issues affecting

every aspect of the weaving industry in London. It

co-ordinated its efforts with the spokesmen of other

industries whenever it could and it received active

support and encouragement from its own Livery and Freemen (1) 

The issues which were raised both at Full and Private

Courts constitute a chronicle of the vicissitudes of the

silk industry. In this chapter it is only proposed to

consider these issues insofar as they reflect the

Company's organisation. What measures could they take

to influence the course of events?

Whenever a crisis arose from "a Bill depending in 

Parliament" or a complaint was made by "son;** freemen of 

this Company" or "a great body of the Livery", the 

immediate reaction of the Court of Assistants (if they 

felt that some action was justified)^ was to appoint a 

special committee to deal with the situation. They in 

due course reported back to the Court, who then took 

appropriate action. Almost every year sorue special 

committee wae created and sorue beca.ue standing committees 

such aa those on the prosecution of non-freemen or the



(1) Examples of Standing Committees are:
The Committee which "manages ye affairs relating to the 
seizures of East India Goods" appointed in 1713 and still 
active in 1719 when it was decided by the Court to use 
their funds in the campaign against printed calicoes 
(13th November, 1719) and to add some fresh blood to the 
Committee members.
This committee was revived February 20th 1726/7 when it was 
resolved "that the whole court of Assistants be a committee 
for that purpose (i.e. "to consider East India goods, calicoes 
and chintz") and shall be invited in such a place and manner 
as the 4 gentlemen in place shall think fitt". 
26th January 17Vt. "The Committee for managing lawsuits.... 
against any person or persons for breaches of the By-Laws 
or Franchises of the Company is to be revived". Its 
members were John Willett, William Reynolds, John Barnes, 
Alderman (William) Baker, James Leman, Benjamin Champion, 
Thomas Bray, John Baker and John Turner. They reported 
on March 28th with the list quoted on p. 86 note 1 of this 
Chapter.
Throughout 17^5-7 a standing committee directed a series of 
prosecutions against sellers and weavers of printed calicoes. 
In 1753 & committee was appointed to help with the re 
drafting of a bill for putting duties on'foreign woven silks 
and arranging the clauses for the recovery of penalties. 
The bill became law and the committee was then directed 
(July *fth 1753) to stand by to "prosecute for the Penalties 
for any offence against the said act". They were still 
active in 1755 (25th June 1755).
On March 29th, 1758 "Mr. William Reynolds...member of the 
Standing Committee for promoting and taking care of the trade 
and manufactures of this Company..."reported on the action 
taken on French silks coming in 'under the denomination of 
Dutch or Italian* ".

(2) For example, James Leraan in July 1732 (p. 91 of this Chapter). 
On December 23rd 17^7 the Company's Clerk was owed £58.19.10. 
for charges arising in law-suits 17^5-7 
The expenses incurred in the act of 1 r?k) on silk and wool 
manufactures is referred to on p.Ill of this chapter.
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smugglers of imported woven silks etc. (1). The 

flexibility of its organisation is most evident in this 

system. The Assistants did not hesitate to co-opt 

specialists "from the trade" on to these committees whether 

of French or English extraction. The men thus drafted 

responded by working hard and resolutely for the Company's 

interests, receiving back their expenses some time afterwards '2). 

Col. Lekeux was the prototype of such men. His nephew, 

Captain Peter Lekeux was involved from a very early period

in his career. On February l6th, 1712/13 it was "Resolved

lie. a Representation be presented to her Ma J * and a committee

be appointed to draw up sarae...." Among its members "Cap. 

Lekeux is hereby desired to be assisting to ye Committee and 

Ye Committee is desired to speed ye same and may send for 

such other persons for their advice as they shall think 

fit...." This Committee was functioning in the months pre 

ceding the Treaty with France in which the Company was very 

interested, fearing future competition from French goods. 

The extent to which other prominent silk weavers took 

part in these committees has been generally considered 

in this study in conjunction with the other events in their 

careers. It is, however, perhaps worth noting the com 

position of a few of the important committees:

On August 15th, 1720 "The Bailiff acquainted the court 

that they had received a letter from the Secretary of the 

Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plantations to desire



(1) See Chapter 5, p
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this Corapa. to inform their Lordps * of the present 

State of their trade and particularly whether there be any 

and what alteration therein since your last application 

to that Board". A committee was appointed to draft a 

re pi $ which was the "four in place, the two new Wardens 

(i.e., Capn. Raphael Dubois and John Johnson), Mr. (Henry) 

Soames, Mr. (Humphrey) Burroughs, i-;r. (John) Tredwell, ilr. 

(Thoroas) Pearce, Mr. (William) Dawson, Mr, (Cornelius) Dutch, 

Mr. (William) Daintry, Col. Lekeux, Captain Peter lekeux, 

Mr. Leraan (probably James), ilr.Phillip Humphreys, "r. 

Ldward Cowper, Capt. (Josiah) Tidmarsh, Mr. (Reuben) Foxwell, 

Mr. John Wilson, Mr. Joseph Willett or any 7 of them and such 

ae they shall call to their Assistance of the leaving Trade".

The first 5 ^en were Assistants and so was Daintry; Dutch 

shortly became an Assistant. The others named were Livery 

men. Only Dawson, Cowper and Wilson are quite unknown as 

weavers. The majority, as one should expect of such a 

Committee, were at least weavers, even if it is not known 

what they made. They were certainly competent to answer 

the letter and their reply is printed in the Journal of 

the Commissioners of Trades and Plantations (October 25th 

1720, p. 218) (1). In 1727 the Court heard of a bill in 

Parliament which had resulted from a petition from the throwsters'

company. They decided to investigate its contents and to 

appoint a committee. A further decision was taken to co-opt 

on to the committee members of the Company not of the Court. 

The "gentlemen of the Trade" had chosen eleven, out of which



(1) See Chapter 1, p. 21,



the Court were to choose six, and seven members of the

Court were to join with them. From the Court were chosen i!r.

Dawson, Uol. (Thomas ) fcxcelbee, KIT. Nipps, Mr. Soaines,

Mr. (Thomas) Eades, f'r. Dutch and Mr. Willett. The

"Persons nominated by the trade were r. Bloodworth (George

or his son John;, Capt, Lekeux, Mr. IJarley, !'r. Booth (Daniel),

Mr. Baker senior (the father of John and Henry)and Capt.

Garrett (Alexander). It is reassuring to see the "Principal

Inhabitants" of Spitalfields chosen by their colleagues (1).

The composition of the "Manchester Bill" Committee has

already been quoted (p. 92. )  

Another instance in which the composition of a 

Committee demonstrates the co-oeeration between the Court and 

the rest of industry occurred on January 2?th, 17^3   The 

Upper Bailiff (John Baker, weaver of flowered silks) told 

the Court "that there was a bill depending before the 

House of Commons to prohibit the wearing of Gold and Silver 

Lace thread or wire in apparel in the event of which 

several members of this Company were concerned". The Bill 

was read to the Court and several members of the Livery came 

in asking the Company to send a petition to oppose it under 

the Company's seal. The members who were asking for it 

described themselves as "gold and silver lace" makers. The 

Company agreed to this, and a committee was formed of the 

Upper Lailiff (who had bought at least one design for a 

silk containing gold or silver thread from Anna ilaria



(1) 5981.23 (plate 35, No. *fl). The yellow areas are almost 
certainly intended for metal thread. Garthwaite uses 
yellow as a code for metal thread on many designs in 
cluding the one in the same series referred to below for
Capn. Lekeux. She used grey to indicate a daraask sub-
pattern.

(2) E. ^37-1909 for instance "a silver lustring without
colours" and etc. 1719, and E. *f507-l°09 t July 1720. "Silver
lustring for Mr. Alexander", plate 16, IMO. 16.

(3) 5936.2. "A Bro/cadedJ Lu/^t /ring?" sold to Mr. Godin in 
, plate ^-6, No. 55.
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Garthwaite in 1?42 (1) , and who was described in Mortimer's 

Directory as making gold and silver brocade and flowered 

silk, the Upper Warden Edward Whitehouse, the Renter Warden 

William Philips, and from the Assistants John Johnson, 

Daniel Gwilt, James Leman (whose last surviving designs in 

1721 and '22 include a number of 'silver lustrings' and 

the like (2)), Captain Peter Lekeux (for whom Garthwaite 

designed a silk, now in the Victoria and Albert '"useum woven 

in various types of silver and silk) (see plates 37-9> Nos. 

, 45, 46), Benjamin Champion, Williaci Reynolds, James

Godin (also a weaver of flowered silks and a customer of
with 

Garthwaite and presumably concerned^gold and silver silks) (3);

any five of these could "do business and have liberty to 

call in any other gentlemen of the Trade to their Assistance 

as they see fit, particularly Mr. Daniel Booth (who had 

already appeared twice before Select Committees of the House 

of Commons in 1732 and l?4l) , Mr, Daniel Gobbee (possibly a 

customer of Garthwaite 1 s and therefore making such silks, he 

appeared before a Select Committee of the /louse of Commons 

in 1750), Mr. John Burnham and Mr. Robert Hooper' 1 . The 

two last were perhaps weavers of gold and silver lace, since 

the others were not.

The same people formed the nucleus of a number of 

committees in the next few years. Even fourteen years 

later when organzine silk was very scarce in April 1757 J-r. 

(William) Reynolds, 'r. (Benjamin) Champion, , r. John Baker,



(1) 5984.5. "A brocaded satin sold to Mr. Jeudwine in
plate 40, No. 47. See Appendix 2(i), (ii) & (iii) & 
Chapter 1, p.JL

(2) He was almost certainly the witness before the Parliamentary 
Select Committees mentioned below. In 1766 (p. 726) he and a 
Mr. George Vaughan were described as "Dealers in Gold & Silver Lace".

(3) Also a weaver of flowered silks, he succeeded his father as
a customer of Anna Haria Garthwaite, see Appendix 2(i) & (ii).

(4) A weaver of striped and r>lai n lustring, nantua and tabby,V\e lived 
first in Wood Street and then in 'Church Street, wliere Vie died in 1772. C T?CC 
Taverner-fol. 16^| Appendix 2(iii),av;,pp.206.2lO,21Z,Z16notel. ''

(5) Charles Triquet (see Appendix 2(ii; ) was a junior partner in 
the firm of Ogier, Vansominer and Triquet, of Spital Square. 
The firm is listed in Mortimer's Directory of 1763 as oaring 
"Gold & Silver, brocaded and flowered Silk". He was the son of 
a dyer, Peter Triquet, probably the man living in Paternoster 
Row in the early part of the century (see Chapter 1, p. )  
The father may have come from Nimes since several Peter Triquets 
from Nimes were naturalised in 1703, 02 and D7» and none from any 
where else. Charles Triquet was thus a second generation Huguenot. 
He was apprenticed early in 1744 (February 20th) to Peter Ogier, 
the son of Peter Abraham Ogier of irinces Street. His master 
had taken up his freedom at the same court. This Peter Ogier 
lived in Spital Square. He moved to Princes Street after the 
death of his father in 1?4? and is listed there in the 
Directories. Charles Triquet presumably worked for him until 
Ogier's death in 1754. He then joined Ogier and Vansommer who 
had been in partnership since 1749. Peter Ogier, the senior 
partner in this firm was a cousin of Triquet 1 s deceased master, 
Peter Ogier, and the son of another Peter Ogier who emigrated 
from Poitou in 1729* John Vansommer was a pattern drawer. It 
is almost certain that Peter Ogier, his senior partner, was a 
customer of Garthwaite between 1742-49 (see page!60H2). The 
firm also bought designs from Peter Abraham de Brissac between 
1760 and 1762. It is thus interesting to see a representative 
of a firm who had been probably making flowered silks since 
1742 sharing with one other the burden of representing the case 
of the entire silk industry to Parliament in 1765 and 66. Charles 
Triquet joined the Court of Assistants in 1764. He served 
continuously on the Committee concerned with the campaign 
against foreign silks until the passing of the 1766 Act. He 
thus presumably attended the Commissioners of Trades and 
Plantations in those years since it is frequently noted in 
their Journals that "the committee of the Weavers Company" 
had attended. (Vol. 1764-7)  The individual names are not 
distinguished in their Journals.
Not very much is known about his private life. He attended 
meetings of the Norton Falgate Vestry and, from 1752-74, his 
name is recorded among the Governors For Life of the London 
Hospital. In 1774, when the addresses of the Governors are 
given for the first time, he was living at the top of Gravel 
Lane, Ratcliff Highway, which perhaps indicates that he had 
retired from business. The date of his death has not, so 
far, been discovered.
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Mr. (Janes) Godin, >r. James Johnson, were appointed 

to the committed "to support an application to Parliament" 

but joined with them were ; * ( Peter) Oftier, r.(Abraham) 

Jeudwine (1) and MP. John Gibson (2). One of the most 

important committees the Company ever appointed was that 

formed on October 3rd 1764, to consider the measures to 

be taken to restrict t.ue import, use and wear of foreign 

woven silks* This included the Upper Bailiff, Peter 

Lekeux (3)« (son of the man on the 17^3 Committee;, John 

Baker (who gave evidence in 1765) f James Johnson (who also 

feave evidence in 17&5) and Peter Ogier (aleo a 1765 witness 

before the Select Committee of the House of Commons), ^etcr 

Carapart (*f), John Gibson (a witness in 1765 and 66), John

Hinde, Joshua Pickersgill and Jameo .v;.i.kcr. On March 

27th 1765 a motion WHS raade and seconded nern. con. (somewhat 

prematurely as it turned out) that "the thanks of this Court 

be given to vr. James Johnson and Mr. Charles Triquet (5) 

their care and constant attendance in prosecuting the 

ppeaent application to Parliament in behalf of the Silk 

Manufacture and trade of this Company and that they be 

recommended to continue their diligence to brins the same

to a happy end..." It ie not clear in thc Minutes at what 

stage Charles Triquet joined in, perhaps after his election 

10 the Court of Assistants.

The terras of reference of each committee varied 

enormously. The Committee formed to "put into force the



(1; See Chapter k, p.
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Act of rar.iaraent against the sellers and weavers of

printed calico" in the summer of 17^5 received an

"instruction... .that they have Power to receive Information

from the Committee appointed by the Trade or Others of the

Offenders against the said act, and that they do prosecute

the Offenders in the naaie of this Company or otherwise at

this Company's expense«....And that the said Company do assemble

at such time and places as they shall see fitt. And call

into their Assistance such persons of the Trade or others

from time to time as they shall direct", an instruction which

gave them considerable freedom of action. They were further

ordered on August 19th ".....to wait upon v!r. Alderraari Baker

a .ember of this Court to Desire him to introduce the said

Committee to the Commissioners of H.M, Customs And to use his

interest with them to give it in Charge to their Officers

effectually to put the Laws into force against all such who

dell Prohibited uoods contrary to law and likewise to Desire

the said Alderman Baker to wait on the Lords of the Treasury

to engage their Assistance herein as shall be found needful..... 11

The Committee had thus a most responsible and time-consuming

charge, they were expected to exercise the greatest tact,

since Alder/nan Baker was a most influential man (I) , and

they were expected to appear before the Commissioners of

Trades and Plantations and, possioly, even the Lords of

the Treasury once Alderman Baker had taken the initiative.

Very few of the Committees were expected to do as much

as this one, normally they wert called into being



(1) Examples are:
May 6th, 1720. A report was to be published "to keep quietness 
among the journeymen of the trade" of the actions taken in and out 
of Parliament against the use and wear of printed calicoes, 
peceaber 2^tb v j^&O^ Anticipating renewed activity by the smugglers 
of foreign silks because of the impending coronation,the Upper 
Bailiff su^-ested publishing the clauses in the different acts 
of Parliament which dealt with the smugglers of foreign silks. 
June 33th, 1766. Extracts of the "late act of parliament" on the 
import of foreign silks were to be published by order of the Company.

(2) The Company received reports of Bills affecting their interests as 
opposed to those they had initiated through their petitions, etc. 
on the following occasions:
February 1st, .1.725  . On a bill for regulating elections in the City 
they were especially interested in the part relating to the 
limitation in the number of Liverymen.
^arch 6th, 172?. They had heard a report that the Throwsters Company 
had been given Ie3ve to bring a bill (or presumably a meoiber had 
been given permission on their behalf). The Company decided to 
investigate. On 'larch 15th, having read the bill, the Court 
decided to petition against it.
May ?th, 1?2^. The Court heard of a Hill for the Stamping of Silks 
proceeding through Parliament and decided to oppose it. The 
Livery evidently disagreed and therefore the Upper Bailiff 
summoned a Common hall (See p. note of this Chapter). 
January 17th   1732. The wire-drawers told them of a bill passing 
through the Irish Parliament which they wanted the Company to 
oppose with them jointly. The Company decided against doing so 
but appointed a standing committee to watch over bills proceeding 
through the Irish Parliament.
March l?th, 17^5* The Court was informed of a petition to the House 
of Commons asking for the drawbacks on exported foreign linens to 
be removed. This was thought to be a threat to the trade of 
the Company, and the Company decided on a counter petition.

(3; llth April 176^   An advertisement in the name of the Company was to 
be printed in the Daily Advertiser and Ciazeteer on the following 
day, and three times a week for a fortnight, and then once a week 
on Wednesdays until, further notice. This wae to encourage seizures 
of foreign wrought silks, and 5 guineas reward was offered "to be 
paid on conviction of the offenders and condemnation of the goods."

(*f) See Appendix 5.

(5) Only a small number of the reports made in the period by Select 
Committees of the house of Commons on the Bills concerning the 
silk industry are printed in the Bournals although a direction is 
often given when petitions are referred to Select Committees that 
witnesses are to be called to speak for the petitions. Appendix 
2(ii; thus represents only a proportion of the people who gave 
evidence in tne period. The Committee appointed on October 3rd 
17fA to conduct the campaign against imported foreign silks is 
one of the few that can be seen in action from the printed reports 
of 1765 and 1766 in the Journals of the Common.- and the Comrdssioners 
for Trades and Plantations. /  ________
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for some specific function. They might be asked to 

find out and publish the relevant parts of certain acts of 

Parliament and other papers (1), report on the contents of 

bills in Parliament and their relevance to the Company (2) f 

from the later 175^'s to send letters to newspapers (3), 

to undertake particular law-suits and, most frequently, to 

draft a petition to Parliament incorporating resolutions made 

in the Court of Assistants perhaps on the basis of the 

petitions the Court had itself received. When the petitions 

were drafted they were submitted to the Court for its approval 

and the text often written out in the Minutes (*f) . They 

had then to ensure that the petitions were presented to 

both Houses of Parliament in the proper form, pay any fees 

arising, arid if successful in getting a hearing before a 

Select Committee or the Commissioners for Trades and 

Plantations, they might nave to represent the Company (5) 

Moreover, it can be seea from the petitions to 

Parliament printed in the Journals of the House of Commons 

that the Company had drawn together as many interests as it 

could in its support. The ',eavers Company Petition is 

often the first and the others follow its text closely. 

It is their representatives who were often heard first in

any controversy and who thus bore the brunt of responsibility. 

Such co-ordination was not accidental. Here again there is 

a marked contrast with the Lyon industry. The latter 

were completely indifferent to the fate of industries in



(1) There is, for example, a letter of 21st January 1716 in
the Letter Book (Missives) of the Lyon Chamber of Coim-erce, 
Vol. 1706-1740 (deposited at the Lyon Chamber of Commerce), 
p. 121. From the letter it is apparent that they had been 
consulted about regulations for the silk industry at JNimes 
and they wrote "nous n'avons aucun interest de rendres leur 
fabrique parfaite 11 and their only comment was that the widths 
of the cloths made should be different from those made in 
Lyon and marked in the selvages so that the public should not 
confuse them with Lyon goods.
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other parts of France and only indeed took any interest 

in them when they feared some competition (1). There is no 

evidence at any time of a policy equivalent to that of the London 

Weavers Company.

On May 10th, 171*f "The Committee elected.....to manage 

the Seising of East India Prohibited goods.....have leave to 

apply to ye Throweters Company in their names for money for 

carrying on the service aforesaid". There is no record of the 

reply fron the Throv^sters to this request. The great anti- 

calico campaign of 1719 to 1721 was probably the most important 

concerted effort made by the Company before the crisis of 1764-6. 

On September l<(+th 1719 the committee conducting it were ordered 

"to wait upon the Throwsters and Dyers Companies and to 

represent to then that this Court look upon the Throwsters and 

i)yers to be very much concerned in the affair and to desire their 

assistance both in plan and pur&e". On October 12th "the said 

Throwsters Company sent a message in answer thereto in writing 

by three of their iiemuers subscribed by their clerk dated 6th 

October 1719 purporting that the said Throwsters Company will 

separately at their own expense (as a Company) make ye applications 

towards suppressing the saving of Callicoes". Meanwhile the 

Committee was to be ready to appear before the Conrdssioners 

for Trades and Plantations with permission to incur expenses 

up to £100. A petition to Parliament was drafted and agreed, 

and then tsaled and it war; "Ordered that copies thereof be 

dtlivere^ to ye Throwsters, Dyere ConpaE * and to y« Weavers of 

Norwich if deciroJ". It io thus hardly surprising that th«
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texts of the Petitions sent by these people to say nothing 

of thoee from woollen and worsted weavers in other parts 

of England avere re^rkably similar. F.ach added a special 

reason why their particular trade would be ruined if calicoes 

were allowed to be imported or made in this country, but the 

general tone of the petitions and even the \vording conformed 

to the pattern set by the ~-cavers Company of London (and also 

of Worcester).

In later years the Company co-operated with other 

interests on individual issues* On January l?th, 1732 "the 

Court took into consideration the Bill prohibiting Gold and 

Silver Lace & etc. in Ireland and tbe Application of the Wire- 

drawtrs to this Company and reeolvsd to unite with the Wiredrawers 

in their petition upon this account". They appointed the 

usual comadttee (of which James Lernan was a member) with power 

to taKe actions approved by the majority of itc members and its 

expenses paid b., the Company, The bleak period 1736-^0 did 

not entirely interrupt such activity although the Company was 

more concerned witti its domestic affairs. In 17^9 the Company 

««  a little worried by a bill introduced in the Commons by 

Horatio Wal'oole senior "to amend and! render more effectual the 

act George II 13 referring to woollen iiianufactures" which he 

 ought to extend to silk (8th March 17^9/  At the next 

court fir. Reynolds reported froui tne Co/noittee set up to in 

vestigate tiie contents of the Dill. The committee thought 

that, with sora« amend^cnte, the bill wou^d in fact be useful 

"but that the Scotch x Divers other manufacturers dewiring to
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have the said bill extended the Bill was to be recommitted". 

This was accepted by the Court and the bill helped on its way. 

On July 19th the Committee were paid their expenses incurred 

including a solicitor's fee (A'A^. 4. 3d.;. In the following 

year the Company was asked for its support by "the Russia 

Mtrchants....in their application to Parliament for leave to 

import Persia silk from Russia into this country..,." This 

was a most interesting episode which will be considered later. 

The Company agreed to give its support (the opposition from the 

Levant Company was stiff) and in June "upwards of i^fOO" was 

claimed in expenses.

The "seduction of artificers 11 was an issue recurring 

a number of times from the late 17^0*s. The period was one 

when a number of attempts vene being made by various European 

sovereigns to foster native industriec. The Company took 

this seriously and paid expenses to several individuals who 

informed against people attempting to ship weavers or their 

equipment abroad. A full report of such a case and the action 

taken by the Company is given in the Court Books in August 14th 

1751* It is worth quoting in full since it shews the highly 

responsible attitude taken by the Company in what it considered 

to be the best interests of the nation and also because of the 

action taken.

"Mr. Reynolds repDrted to this court that one Jacob 

a broad cloth weaver from Leeds....was lately returned 

from Spain and....-ivin^ an information...respecting tne carrying
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on the Weaving ranufacture in Spain and that Great Numbers 

of Artificers and Utensils were sent from England and Ireland 

to be employed therein. That he had sent the caid Jacob 

Sharpe to Jr. Eri^rrc ( the Company's Clerk) to take his 

examination which he had doue and finding it to be of con 

sequence had sent to Mr. i/e berdtthe Hf.ent for the Clothiers 

of Bradford etc.

"thereupon it was thought needful to lay the In 

formation before one of the Secretaries of State but first to 

consult the Speaker of the House of Commons v;ho had been 

attended: And advised to lay the Information before the Earl 

of Holderness, that a memorial had been prepared accordingly 

which he had signed on behalf of the Company and ,'.r. De I^erdt on 

behalf of the Ciotniere whicn was iiu.»ectiately ociivtr'a auu 

expected to be sent for in relation thereto...." The Court 

approved of this action arid voted its thanks to itr, Reynolds.

At other tin;es the Company found il&elf in opposition 

to various interests. The makers and sellers of printed 

calicoes, whether iinglisn or Indian, the sellers of Last Indian 

Silks, and the importers of foreign European silks, both le?jal and 

clandestine, probably constituted ti*e major economic rivals of 

the silk manufacturers. Since their competition is of 

general economic significance and not especially related to the 

Vveavere Company, discussion is reserved until Chapter 5« Tlie 

Company took wijat actionc- it could 111 oefer.ct of xtc ruei:uers 

but the ret.ults did nui entirely depend upon tuc . xhe



  26 Geo. II Cap. 21. For encouraging the silk 
manufactures and for securing the duties on Foreign 
velvets and wrought silks mixed with other materials. 
(House of Commons Journals XXVI t p.754). See Chapter
^i P- 415..
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Company also fought campaigns on more limited issues. In 1727, for 

instance, they were at odds with the Throwsters Co-npany whose 

petition to Parliament sought to restrict the quantity of 

thrown silk imported - while the silk weavers were naturally 

anxioue to have as much and as cheaply as possible. In 173& 

the Company refused to support the iaakers of woven buttons 

and button-holes who wanted to ensure the continuance of 

their monopoly, (They were themselves _ie noers of the Weavers 

Company and appeared in person at the court to ask for a 

petition to I'arliament against a bill which wae impending) .

The mercers constituted the most dangerous rivals to 

tne Company since their capital and their command of the retail 

trade gave them forcaidaule power in any battle. The pamphlet 

war between weavers and Mercers broke out on eeperal occasions 

(in 1719, 17^1, 17'^t l?6*f-b,'. This was notwithstanding the 

fact that several Mercers v^ere ther.celves members of the Company 

throughout the period. The Clerk of the Company reported with 

•one pleasure an incident in 1753 following an act which sought 

to restrict t ,e amount of imported foreign silks (1). ">'r. Reynolds 

(againl) reported the Application of the "ercers to the 

Commissioners of the Custons in relation to their stock in hand 

of foreign wrought silks, supposed to be about £10,000 Value which 

would remain at rdch' * 175^ Undisposed of When it wae proposed 

to the.fi to export the sujne and iaport them again paying the 

Duty which would be the least expensive and only secure method 

to prevent Smuggling. But the mercers not peeming to relish 

the proposal....." decided to apply to Parliament. Heynolde



(1) 1765 Report op. cit. p. 209.

(2) 1765 Report op. cit. p. 210. Evidence of ,"Tr. Ashburner 
(a mercer v .

(3) 1765 Report op. cit. p. 210. Evidence of Mr. Fleetwood 
(a mercer;.

CO 1765 Report op. cit. p. 212. Evidence of Mr. Carr (a mercer).

(5) 1766 Report op. cit. p. 72A-. Evidence of John Sabatier;
and Hr. Triquet, p. 725.

(6) Gazette and l^ew Daily Advertiser, /^ay 20th 1765. It was
reported that the journeymen weavers demonstrating outside
the Houses of Parliament "went home quietly as soon as they
had had as.sur-.nceG.... (of future employment) by some of the
silk mercers promising they would suspend the importation
of foreign wrought silk till the next session? of Parliament.....'

(7) 6 Geo. Ill, cap. 28. Ito provisions are discussed in the 
conclusions of thie study, p.



suggested that if the mercers took any action through 

Parliament to have their existing stocks sealed the Company 

should oppose it^and to this the Court ajreed, i'he 

fiercest clash caiae during the depression of l?6*f- 6. The 

bitterncsc felt by the weavers towards the raercers (which was 

fully reciprocated) is recurrent throughout the i-ie ports made by 

the Select Committees of the House of Commons on the silk 

industry. Giving evidence to the Select Committee of 1765 

the weavers alleged that the mercers 1 petition against the bill 

to increase duties on imported foreign silks was in fact con 

cocted by only two or three firms but that all the partners 

had signed in order to swell the number of signatures (1). 

The mercers said that if the weavers were protected they would 

take unfair advantage of their monopoly (2) . Already "at this 

time" they "treat the mercers as if they were their servants" (3) 

The weavers claimed that they could more than supply the hone 

market, the mercers said their goods were inferior to those 

imported (*f) and oo it continued. In 1766 the feeling was even

more bitter, and more than one weaver referred to the alleged

promise made by the mercers in the summer of 17&y not to import 

any more foreign silks which had encouraged the raster weavers 

to give out work which they now had on their hands (5)   This 

agreement was referred to at the time in the newspaper P (6) so 

it cannot have been entirely imaginary. Oddly enough little of 

this appears in the Court Books until the Bum.rer of 1?66 after 

the passing of the act which had so long been desired (7). On



(1) There wasxneverthelees^an implicit responsibility of its
aeobers to the Court. On November 23th 1?23, "the Master 
acquainted the Court of Assistants of an Application to 
my Lord Townshend for a regulation of public mournings". 
The Court subsequently adopted a resolution to petition 
on this subject but it is clear that t ! ie Upper Bailiff 
had ac-ted on his own initiative and it is also clear that 
they did not approve for they carried a resolution that no 
one was to "attend" anyone about the affairs of the Company 
"without express instructions from this Court".
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June 25th the Committee appointed "to manage the application 

to Parliament was told to publish a contraJiction of" the 

reports and assertions" of "the mercers or others of the 

.veavers having raised the price of their silks...." and the 

publication was to be in the name of the Company. For some 

years the Weavers Company had suspected the nercers of 

smuggling foreign silks into the country and (as will be seen) 

fought a number of unsuccessful cases against the^. This 

grievance was also brought out in the Select Comitiittee Reports.

Thus the Weavers Company took an active part in 

supporting what it considered to be the best interests of the 

industries it represented. It wrote letters, sent deputations, 

made enquiries and drew up petitions. It appealed on important 

issues to Parliament for redress of grievances or advice. 

Moreover the men who engaged in this activity were themselves 

practising weavers, not till of then, silk weavers but a high 

proportion of them were. The appointment cf ad hoc committees 

with the widest powers and the minimum of procedural obligations (1) 

left tbe Coa.pariy free to carry on its uoru^l affaire,, binding 

apprentices, looking after its poor or supervising its property 

without interruption. An assessment of tlie results of this 

activity is postponed because the other factors which contributed 

towards the success or failure of any c&rjjju.j.,_,H ..'ere often quite 

outside the control of the Company. These fnctorc are con 

sidered in Chapters *f and 5 & n& cone conclusions drawn in 

Chapter ?.



(1) There was a general report from the Standing Committee of 
the House of Commons on Laws respecting trade in June 1751 
(House of Commons dournale Vol. 26, p. 292). They had 
examined all the laws concerning "drapery". They thought many 
could be repealed or individual clauses retained and some 
modified. Some, which had formerly been useful, were at the 
present time pernicious, and among them the laws concerning 
apprenticeship. These were "at first well-intentioned" but now 
should be reconsidered. "Since the improvement of trade in 
general it is found that all manufactures find their own 
value according to their goodness" (it might have been written 
by Adam Smith) and that prosecutions under these statutes "have 
been of those who have excelled in their own Trades by Force 
of their own genius and not against such as have been ignorant 
of their Professions, which is the Reverse of the Intent of 
such Laws and a great Obstruction to Industry and Improvements". 
(The Weavers Company was to illustrate this policy to eorae 
extent in the threatened prosecutions of the Parliamentary 
witnesses John Perrigal and John Louis in 1?66, but, on the 
other hand, they also attempted to control the poorer and 
less distinguished through the policy of half fees statted 
in 1761).
"These obstructions," the report continued, "arise partly from 
the laws above-mentioned and partly from particular franchises 
and Bye-Laws of Corporations; but your Committee are of the 
opinion if the le^al restraints were once removed, the 
particular Bye-Laws would soon be reversed;...as they cannot 
but observe that the most useful and beneficial manufactures 
are principally carried on and Trade most flourishing in such 
towns and Places as are under no such Disabilities.'* The 
extent to which the Weavers Company may be said to have cramped 
the development of the London Silk industry will be discussed 
in the conclusion of this study.
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The relationship of the Company towards the silk 

industry was a peculiar one. The Quarterage Lists shew that 

a Majority of Masters remained in the Company throughout these 

years and almost all the important ones did, A Comparison 

with the Directories from 1755-&5 ma&es this evident. The 

government of the Company, formed partly by a self-perpetuating 

oligarchy and partly by rotation, was nevertheless composed 

of neighbours, either living next door to one another or within 

a very few streets and often engaged in very similar branches 

of the industry. It was hardly necessary for James Johnson 

and Charles Triquet to go to Basinghall Street to formulate 

a coherent case to present to Parliament, The business and 

family relationships of the important weavers are discussed later 

in this chapter. The fact that they were also colleagues in 

the Company gave the latter a renewed lease of life and power, 

A Livery Company in the l8th century was in many ways an 

anachronism (1) but it was a convenient organisation, it was the 

traditional organisation supported, of course, by City law and 

by act of Parliament, There was nothing in its charter or 

its custom which hampered its usefulness, and, on the contrary, 

it had a traditional arid official right to be heard by Parliament 

and by such government organisations as the Commissioners for 

Trades and Plantations, Without approaching the hyperboles of 

fiamiel Sioilec, it -ia. be added that the Company was exceedingly 

fortunate in the calibre and efficiency of the Huguenot element 

which took part in its affairs. They were indefatigable, 

whether as auditors, paying the poor, or helping to draft



(1) See p. 77 note 2 . The master summoned a Common Hall in
May 1729 because the Court had expressed its disapproval of a 
bill going through Parliament which would have introduced the 
stamping of British silks. It is clear from the remarks 
made by the Upper Bailiff that the Livery were in favour of 
this scheme and had been so for some time previously.

See p. 86 « The petition of the Journeymen Weavers on 20th 
August 1750 in which they referred to the impending "destruction 
c>f our trade for want of proper regulations.... ."During the 
crisis of 17&5 the question of "proper regulations" was 
raised frequently:
"Mercator" writing in the Gazette arid new Daily Advertiser 
on February 5th 17&5 recommended the legislature when it 
considered "the various articles that may attend the silk 
manufacture" prayed "....a fixed standard for the breadths... 
conceiving the present practice injurious to the public and a 
manifest disgrace to the British manufacture". On February 
6th "Simplex" wrote in the same paper on the causes of the 
slump. If there was to be any relief from Parliament he 
thought "now is the time to bring masters and men under proper 
regulations that may be binding on both parties..." If they 
could not agree they were unworthy of government protection and 
any laws passed which eliminated competition from French silks 
would only enable them to hold the nation up to ransom. He 
drafted his "proper regulations" on February 16th. The page 
is missing from the edition in the Burney Collection but his 
proposals can be deduced from the refutation by "Veritas" on 
February 27th. They included the suggestion that the 
"Company of Weavers may be endowed with an authority (as) 
the Goldsmiths at their Hall to stamp every silk manufactured 
within the Bills of Mortality". Another writer, "Sericarius 
et Philalethese", who wrote on March 5tkt wanted to "have 
proper persons to inspect (silks) from their halls weekly 
(as in other countries) to seal or confis cate work not of 
the full breadth....", arid furthermore he wanted "Every 
master to bring his goods to market in a proper channel..." 
In November 1767» after an industrial dispute between masters and 
men in which some "cutting" of work on the loom had taken place 
sojie masters were forced to concede wage increases. Both parties 
appealed to the Court of Assistants on November 25th. The 
journeymen attended and said prices had been reduced and asked 
the Court to fix them. On 30th they re-appeared with further 
evidence: a book of prices agreed by soje masters and journey 
men in August 1762. The Court upheld the journeymen thinking 
that the 1762 prices were "fair" and they decided that the 
reduction in wages "was the chief cause of the late disturbance 
in the trade". They then ordered their resolution on the 
subject to be printed in the newspapers.

(2) The petition of the journeymen to the Court on 26th June
17^-5 maintained that "the petitioners (were) reduced to the 
utmost poverty and distress and in danger of starving unless..." 
the laws against the sellers and weavers of printed calicoes 
were enforced. The Court promised to prosecute offenders
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(2) cont'd:

when there was sufficient evidence and called the petitioners 
back into court "And at the same time it was earnestly recommended 
by the court to the petitioners that they would take especial 
care of themselves and also recommend it to the rest of the 
journeymen weavers to behave themselves quietly and not commit 
any violence which might tend to break the peace...." The 
petitions against non-freemen of May 7th 1753 and 30th September 
1761 (p. 87 , and p.8? note 4 ) demonstrate another 
aspect of this trust. The petition of March 28th 1764 in which 
the journeymen prayed "an application might be made to 
Parliament to hinder the exorbitant increase and wear of foreign 
wrought silks" shewed their continued reliance in the Company 
to support them on economic issues. The paternal attitude of 
the Company towards its journeymen at this time is borne out by 
some of their actions as private individuals. The Committee 
formed to collect money and distribute relief to the unemployed 
in the Spring of 1765 was listed in the Gazette and Hew Daily 
Advertiser on March 5th. There were 24 members. Apart from 
the Chairman, the Revel. John Waring, the brewer Sir Benjamin 
Truman and a financier (?) ftachary Philip Fonnereau, nearly all 
the others can be identified as connected in some say with the 
silk industry. Five were almost certainly throwstero. Twelve 
were certainly weavers, and four of them were members of the 
Court of Assistants (£achariah Agace, John Baker, Peter Lekeux, 
and Thomas Abraham Ogier). Obadiah Agace, brother of /'<achariah, 
and Lewis Ogier, the younger brother of Thomas Abraham were also 
members. r rost of the other Assistants subsequently appeared in 
the printed list of contributors.

(3) tfay 19th, 1720. The Court decided to investigate "the Riot 
at :'r. Dalbiac's".

(4) The ^entlenian 1 s Magazine reported in November 1739 (GM IX p. 602
Historical Chronicle) "A great number of journeymen weavers assembled 
in Spital Square before the house of an eminent master weaver and 
attempted to destroy the same, occasioned by a report of his 
being concerned in a Combination to oblige the Journeymen to wind 
in their silk gratis with their work...."

On October 3rd 1763 (GMXXXIII, p. 515) it reported that "Several 
thousand Journeymen weavers assembled in Spittie fields and in a 
riotous and violent noanner broken open the house of one of their 
masters, destroyed his looms and cut a great quantity of rich silk 
to pieces, after which they placed his effigy in a cart with a 
halter about his neck, an executioner on one side and a coffin on 
the other: and after drawing it through several streets they hanged 
it on a gibbet, then burnt it to ashes and afterwards dispersed". 
The report did not explain why they went to these lengths. The 
newspapers did, however. See this Chapter.p.18^

(5) The Gentleman's I'agazine contained a graphic report of the riot
v;hich was caused by Irish labourers alleged to be working as weavers 
"under rates" (OH VI, p. 422). Two public houses kept by Irishmen 
were almost destroyed. It also reported, however, a riot a few days 
before at Dartford in Kent over Irish labourers so that the Spital-
fielde weavers were evidently rioting at a time when feelinr was 
already running high* b
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petitions to Parliament in excellent English.

The masters below 'directory rank 1 and an in 

creasingly large number of journeymen were perhaps outside 

the Company. Certain regulations, particularly those about 

employing women and girls lapsed rapidly in the middle of 

the century. On the other hand, even the non-freemen respected 

its authority. When the journeymen marched to i.'eavers Hall 

it was to present their case but not to challenge the power 

of the Company. On the contrary, it was the freemen and rank 

and file Liverymen who put their faith in more stringent 

regulations (1). They expected the Company to look after 

them (2) and to use its influence in Parliament and elsewhere on 

their behalf. Mr. Dalbiac (J>) whose house was threatened in 

1720, and Mr. Chauvet who was attacked in 1765 an(* 17&9 were 

individuals and, moreover, almost the only individuals (*0 who 

appear to have caused such personal animosity. Riots or even 

demonstrations were infrequent in this period and before the 

crises of 1763-1766 ;they were generally caused by some 

specific local grievance. There was, for instance, a riot 

in 1736 when it was thought that cheap Irish labour was under 

cutting the rates paid to the journeymen (5). The policy of 

the Company was never in question,

It is not until the ye-\rs 1766-69 when, indeed, it 

 ay be doubted how far the Weavers Company had any influence 

over the textile industries in London, even though a lar.^e 

number of riacter Weavers continued to belong to it. The Court 

Books are remarkably placid in tone from 1766 until 1773» when
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the next Select Committee of the House of Commons 

reported on the state of the silk industry. It was in these 

years that the stnuggles of the journeymen and the "cutters" 

produced an incipient trade unionism within the silk industry. 

To these struggles the Company was at first sympathetic, 

if rather bewildered. The 1?69 List of Prices was the 

forerunner of a different industrial system. The reasons 

for this change in emphasis and for the subsequent decline 

in importance of the Weavers Company will be discussed in 

the last chapter of this study, but the decline was 

sufficiently rapid to throw quite sharply into relief the 

contrast with the period up to 1?66.



(1) See Appendix 4 (2).
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C H A P T E H 2

Part II 

The Industrial Elements

The Weavers Company, by definition, could only 

contain a proportion of those engaged professionally in 

the silk industry. Its hierarchy of Assistants, Livery 

and Commonalty had its counterpart among the great masters, 

the lesser ones and the journeymen, but the weavers were only 

some of the people who handled silk between its journey in 

bales to England and the dress length bought by Mrs, Delaney.

Raw silk was chiefly imported from three sources: it 

was brought from Turkey by the Levant Company, froi, Italy by 

individual merchants, and to a lesser extent in this period 

from Bengal by the East India Company. In addition, small 

quantities were imported occasionally from Spain and for a 

brief period some came from Persia up the Volga through the 

hands of the Russia Company, A ^ittle silk of good quality 

carne spasmodically from China (1), It was sold in thic 

country by the importers either piecemeal in individual 

bales, or by the tiast India Company at its sales held twice

a year. It had then to be thrown, which was increasingly 

done outside London, in Derby, Stockport, 'acclesfield , etc. 

The silk might be dyed at this staye or in the piece after 

weaving, it would be woven in Spitalfields and round about, 

and any finishing procecseu applied. The woven silk might



(1) A History of Trade in England. See Chapter 1, p

(2) From 1736-40, for exanple, Bigot and Godin advertised as 
throwsters. They subsequently became weavers, and James 
Godin appears on his later insurance policies as a merchant.
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be then sold wholesale to a merchant or directly to a mercer 

who sold it in his shop. In France the people who carried 

out each operation were governed by the regleinents, and if any 

set of people took over the functions of another, acrimonious 

disputes arose. In England the organisation was infinitely 

more complex and infinitely more flexible. Despite the 

objection to Mr. iiebert at tiie beginning of the century (1) 

several trades were often carried on by one firm. Although 

the organisation of the industry has been grouped in this 

chapter into roughly five divisions according to the technical 

processes, this is simply for the sake of clarity. Throw 

sters became weavers and weavers merchants (2). The five 

divisions are:

1. the people importing and selling raw silk;

2. the throwsters;

3« the ancillaries of the industry: dyers, designers 

and finishers, etc.;

4. the weavers;

5« the people who handled and sold the finished 

product at home and abroad.

Since little direct evidence of their professional 

careers has survived more indirect information about the 

personal lives of the people involved in the industry has had 

to be used to supplement the little that is known. A brief 

note on the general financial organisation concludes this 

section; more general conclusions are reserved until the end 

of the study.



(1) See Chapter 3, pp .2.39-40,24-^?, Sir Thomas Lombe patented a machine 
for throwing it successfully on the pattern of those used 
in Italy.

(2) See petitions printed in the House of Commons Journals,
Vol. 19, pp. 190 et. seq* The Plymouth mercers, clothiers 
and shopkeepers were followed by the Tewkesbury and 
Kiddermnster clothiers and stuff weavers, etc.fc The 
Ilminster makers of druggets, mixed series, sag-aties and 
duroys and dealers in wool. They maintained that druggets, 
mixed series etc. were sent to Leghorn and in return raw 
silk was imported.

(3) Several firms which are not Italian are mentioned in the
Bossnquet correspondence and ledgers. 1759-6^- Langlois Sc Sons 
of Leghorn,& he wrote to ^'essrs. Frank and Lutyens at Leghorn 
for Messina tabbies 31st May, 1?65« * n 't ^ie Ledger of the 
uncle (?) Claude Bosanquet, various sums were paid to Andre 
and Mazel "de Turin11 (1756). "huigene et Borghini de Livorne" 
were presumably a firm with Italian and foreign partners.
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1. Raw Silk.

It was an obvious but unfortunate fact for the 

English industry that every ounce of silk used had to be 

imported. Moreover, the greater part of it had to come by 

uncertain and hazardous journeys fro>n places not in any way 

subject to political or economic control by this country. 

The uncertainty of the supply and the solutions proposed will 

be discussed later, but it was an inherent factor in the 

English industry that the raw material was far more expensive 

than it was for their chief competitors, the French. Silk 

carae from several sources but only certain qualities were of 

any use at all and each quality had its particular use. Only 

at the end of the period was raw silk of quality as well as 

quantity imported by the hast India Company. len^al silk was 

cheap, poor arid unfit for most purposes, Good Italian silk 

wa« essential for the warp of any woven silk and was either 

imported as organzine (already doubled and thrownj or raw and 

processed in this country (1). The 'Italian 1 merchants 

who handled the trade, exported various woollen goods 

particularly and imported raw silk. -lence there was a firm 

alliance between certain small, particularly to'eot Country, 

producers of woollen goods for the Italian markets and the 

silk industry in London. This was especially evident in 

the calico campaign of 1719-20 but can also be seen later (2.) . 

There were foreign dealers establir-: **" at Leghorn, uenoa 

and other towns (}) who were in touch both with the English



(1) See, for example, the Parliamentary Paper of 17^9 in
University College "50 Reasons for encouraging the making of 
Haw Silk in America" and the evidence given to the Select 
Committee of the riouse of Comraons in that year, Nathaniel 
Patterson in 1765 (n. of C. Journal, Vol. 30, p.213) mentioned 
on the other hand "Florence from whence the beet of all silk 
cornes for the use of the throwsters' 5

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 28, 1757.i Pp. 23 t 26, 27, 
29t 31» 32, for example,

(3) For exaraple, The Weekly Journal or Saturday Post, November
21st, 1719. ltr£he ship Prince George... .is arrived in the Downs, 
richly laden from Leghorn and has on board a great cargo of silk". 
The Weekly Journal or British Gazeteer, January 9th 1720, "London. 
The Pornpey merchant ship has arrived with £200,000 of raw silk 
in the Downs 90 days from Leghorn."
The General Evening Post, July 9-llth, 17^5. "Yesterday was 
entered at the Customs House 131»000 Ibs. weight of raw silk, 
a commodity much wanted among; the weavers of Spit tie fields".

(*f) Houct of Commons Journals, Vol. 21, p. 795*

(5) Introduction p. Appendix 2(i) , (ii) , (iii); Chapter 1, p. 2j?,
note 1,& plptes.?7-39.
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importers and the Italian suppliers. Silk came from 

various places but the beet was generally agreed to come 

from Piedmont (1). It normally travelled by sea and the 

Navigation Acts had to be special!;/ set aside by act of 

Parliament when in an emergency.it had to come overland (2.). 

Ite arrival was eagerly awaited and reported in the news 

papers (3). Daniel ^ooth, giving evidence to a House of 

Commons Select Committee in 1732 (4) commented "that fine 

Italian Organzine Silk is a Commodity absolutely necessary 

for making the warp of all fine silks"  Moreover "lustrings, 

alamodee and several other of our silk manufactures are wholly 

made of this organzine silk". He then shewed the Select 

Committee the difference between organzine and other types 

of eilk. Several merchants gave evidence including William 

Selwyn "who is an importer of Italian organzine Silk and Trades 

in other Sorts of Silks". Another, rtoger oJrake, mentioned 

that he always paid for his organzine in money" either by 

remitting it to Italy or being drawn upon from thence". 

Captain Peter Lekeux, a weaver, of whom much had already been 

said (5) "being examined, said that he has imported Organzine 

Silk from Italy, and has paid for it 27/- per pound....which 

said organzine silk is absolutely necessary to make all 

sorts of plain and flowered silks, Gold and Silver silks and 

Brocades". The purpose of this Select Committee was to 

investigate the renewal of Sir Thomas Lombe's patent for making 

organzine eilk on his "engines" at Derby (which will be dis 

cussed in tne next chapter;. Not even his "engines" could



(1) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25 t 15th February, 
17W50, p. 996. (He was also a witness in 1765).

(2) It is not quite cle^r to which member of the family 
this account book belonged. The date 1735 occurs 
several times in it.



imported as bad as the Turkey: and that if a sufficient qua: 

was imported iron China it vnould not serve all the purposes;

«_•_ AA _ 1 ^ i . 1 _ /"I ^ All T- I •» •

remove the basic need for Italian raw silk, and much the 

same evidence was given to the House of Commons in 1750. To 

quote Kr. "athaniel Pattison (1), "a merchant in the silk 

trade....our Manufactures are supplied with raw sho t silk 

chiefly from Italy: That the China Silk is not fine enough 

in common for the -  arp, but that he has had some as fine as 

any Italian: that the Turkey Silk ie in general too coarse 

to be used for the Warp: and that China Silk, some years, was 

imported as bad as the Turkey: and that if a sufficient quantity

for

the manufacturers can depend on the Goodncr.c of the Italian 

Silk but not upon that of China"   VJithout a warp (the 

threads entered in the loo.n before weaving, which take the 

greatest strain) of ^;ood quality it would have been impossible 

to have made competitive English silks.

Koger Drake's evidence tnat the silk was bought with 

money either remitted or drawn upon fro;r. there is confirmed 

in an account book belonging to a member of the Bosanquet 

family at this time (2). He dealt in Italian goods, among 

many other things, and calculated the comparative costs and 

profits of ''or b-ancin silk of Piedmont, bought at Turin" and 

"organcin silk of Piedraont sold in London". Unfortunately 

thougn the figures are graded in price they are not explained. 

He aleo calculated with fuller details the charges on a bale 

of six*, organzine of Bergama and final profit. These are 

instructive. ,.e bought it at  - ^ . . and had to pay "imbaling"



(1) See Appendix 4 (ill).

(2) QM. Vol. XII, p. 20. The Bill for opening trade to Persia 
via Russia was printed in full, together with a report by 
Capt. Klton. A further letter on the advantages of this 
trade was printed, pp. 2o-29.

(3) (i) Chelmsford. Lssex County fie cord Office. D/DE 2 F 4- 
Rawsfcon A/C. Book.
(ii) Account Book 1758-65 of Samuel (?) Bosanquet and another 
1765 - . ;
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fees, customs and carriage to Leghorn. A bale of 

£llf9.2.1d. sterling Value he expected to sell at 

£223.1?.0d. but against this sum he set customs charger 

at .^35.16.5d., bills and post 3/-, freight £1.19.6d.,. 

carterage and porterage at the sale |/6d., brokerage at }£ %, 

£39.8.lid., reducing the selling price to £l84.3.1d. 

The net profit was thus only some £30. This was not large, 

considering the risks of the trade, and the dangers of damage 

en route. Since the account book was a private one, the 

figures are probably accurate. On another page he worked 

out the comparative cost of a bill drawn direct froa Turin, 

one for Leghorn which could be negotiated at Turin, and one 

for Genoa which could also be negotiated at Turin. Whichever 

course of payment he took "the bale will cost me the same'1 . 

Nevertheless, the Customs figures shew (1) that very lar';e 

quantities of silk were imported in the period both from the 

mainland of Italy and the Streights (i.e. Legi horn).

Raw silk for tne wei't of the fabric was chiefly im 

ported from Turkey by merchants of the Levant Company. As 

the Russia merchants point out in 1?42 (2) its real origin 

was Northern Persia from whence it was carried south to 

Aleppo by Armenian dealers. The trade was more uncertain 

than the Italian (since the distance was greater arid therefore 

the costs), and complicated by the fact that trade was largely 

carried on by barter. Two series of accounts have survived, 

one for the 1720's and one for the 1760*s (3)* which give



(1) His trade was by no means limited to raw silk. i'.e sent tin 
to St. Petersburg and brought back fur. Needles, thimbles, 
quicksilver, French londrines and French indigo to Aleppo. 
In 175^-9 particularly, despite the Seven Years War, he sent 
far more French cloth than English. He dealt also in ginger, 
pimento, nutmegs and watches. He had a large trade in amber 
beads which gave him endless trouble, since they were shipped 
from Kttnigsberg (invoices 1756-1773) via Amsterdam to Aleppo 
without touching London, and their quality was unreliable. 
They were still, however, being bartered for silk in 1772.

(2) In 1713 the Treasurer of the Levant Company } addressing the
House of Lords, said "Your Lordships well known that this trade 
to Turkey consists almost wholly in the exportation of the 
woollen manufactures and other productions of this kingdom..." 
He went on to argue that the silk imports were thus essential 
to secure markets for English woollen goods . H. of L. MSS, 
Vol. X, 1712-14 (1953)i P. 115 Wo. 3001(c). Speech of the 
Treasurer of the Levant Company June 4th, 1713 in support of 
of their petition.
Thirty years later the Company continued to use the same 
argument. Their petition to the House of Commons (Journals 
Vol. 24, p. 591, 28th February 1743/4) when they said that the 
opening of the trade to the Levant "would very much distress.... 
the Turkey trade, to the great prejudice of these two most 
valuable branches of the British commerce, the woollen and the 
silk...." Their contention may have been more honest in 1713 
than it was later in the century.
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valuable information. The Accounts of Edwin Hawston be^in 

in April 1720 with sales to merchants at Aleppo. These are 

very largely "cloth sold in barter" against "white silk". 

The bale marks are listed and the names of the Arab merchants 

for instance "sold Alii Chelaby Coramy in barter against white 

silk", in December 1?20. The silk is described as sherbaffe 

silk in the sales to customers in London.

The letter book of Sauiuel Bosanquet (and his account 

books of the same date) which begins in 17&5 shrews that the 

system had changed very little. His letters were written 

chiefly to his partner at Aleppo, sir. David Hays, to whom 

he despatched various goods in return for raw sherbaffe silk (1) 

Early in the correspondence he complained that the silk was 

"immensely dear, which as far as I find can't be helped but 

if silk don't fall with you, the Trade will infallably be lost 

ae the manufacturers here can't afford to pay such prices as 

the silk now sells for...." He was hard put to it to find 

suitable commodities to export. In October 17&7 he wrote 

suggesting that he should buy cochineal from Cadiz and asking 

nays for his opinion, "for something I must think of if I 

design to trade at all as cloth I am sure won't do." This 

com ient is particularly interesting in view of the many public 

declarations r/iade by the levant Company on the value of their 

trade to the ation because of the Tiarkets for English cloth (2; 

The HUB si a iaerchunts, on the other hand, had already argued 

in 17^2 that the irench had captured the Turkish market for



(1) See page 125 note 2-
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woollen goods (1) which they used as an additional 

argument in favour of trading directly with Persia. In 

th« same letter of October 17&7 .liosanquet commented to Kays 

on the rise in insurance premiums because of Algerian pirates. 

In January 1?63 he wrote that a bale had been opened and 

pilfered. The high cost of silk and its low sales value 

worried him. "15% profitt will never do in the Turkey trade.... 

now silk hardly ever makes more than 5% profitt which with the 

other 15 will give but 20% for four years or 5% p.a. I can 

make that now in England in tine of Peace, and I will not run 

the risk of trade if I can't make 8% at least, indeed, I can 

make it in more trades than one at this time". In December 

1?68 he wrote to Hays about the inconvenience of the system of 

barter and if he found it so then it can hardly have been less 

troublesome in the years between. "In future purchases of 

silk" he wrote, "I could wish to have all the silk bought 

for Barter in one Account and all for money in another that I 

may know how the ^oods turn out, for in the present way I am 

quite in the dark, I don't know which renders the best account 

in the long run, whether cloth or money or goods, and here I 

once more beg to have my money and Barter Accounts charged to 

me that I may .now set off right with you and know fay own books 

when 1 have money in your hands and when not...."

The sales of Bengal silk seemed to Bosanquet to be 

competing with their own. Tie wrote to Hays in Novenber 17&5 

that he would not sell the letter's silk until after the 

Bengal &.»le, when he thought he would get a better price.



(1) See Appendix *f (k).

(2) A certain amount of raw silk was re-exported every year 
and is noted in the Customs figures. The amounts, on 
the whole, were small,

(3) Porter. Treatise on the Origin, Progressive Improvement
and i resent State of the Silk Manufacture, 1831. Chapter V 
PP-71-2.
April 3rd, 1?69. He had sold half a consignment of silk 
sent by Hays and kept half but could not get a better price 
than 21/6d. although asking 22/- a bale. "Indeed 1 heartily 
wish I had sold all the silk as some others did in the 
first arrival. It would have been just 5% i n ray favour".
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On August 12th, 1?63 he wrote: "The Last India Company 

resolved to bring home as much Bengal silk as possible, this 

is the silk that will interfere with ours the most, and 1 

doubt on that account we shall not see silk at so high a 

price again as it has been at lately, if they should keep 

their resolution". Nathaniel Paterson (sic.) no doubt the

 ame witness who spoke in 17^9% told the 1?65 House of 

Commons Select Committee that both Turkish and Bengal Silk 

were "very ordinary" and "used mostly in the Button Twist 

and Stocking Way," He may have been exaggerating perhaps, 

for enormous quantities of Levantine silk were imported 

according to the Customs figures (1) - too much if it was 

only being used for these purposes even allowing for re 

exports (2), Even Porterwho was writing about a period 

possibly within his own lifetime said that great improvements 

in the quality of Bengal silk took place in the late l3th 

century (3)  Bosanquet was probably excessively cautious, for 

he did, indeed, regret in one letter having waited too long 

before selling a consignment and thus getting a v/orce price 

than if he had sold then straight away (*f).

There were thus several methods by which raw silk

 aiM into the country: the iiast India sales, the imports of 

the Italian merchants, the imports of a man such as Bosanquet, 

a mtmber of the Levant Company, whose sil^ imports were only 

a part of his «xtensive foreign trade, and the imports made 

by a w«aver, such as Captain Lekeux, importing directly for hie 

own use*



(1) For example: jazette and New Daily Advertiser, *'arch 20th, 

1765, "at Garraway's Coffee House. A sale of 5 bales of 

Bengal raw silk lying in the Company's warehouse.

6 (bales understood) fine Calabria 1 Fine T'odena
2 do Valencia 2 Superfine Milan tram

8 short raws 3 Fine Bergaraa

2 fine Nov. 12 Fine Piedmonts

Also 500 Ibs. China thrown silk. About 300 Ibs. Manila

sewing silk for exportation."

(2) "Letter to the Gentlemen of Spitalfields who associate and 

consult in the present complaints".

(3) April 5th in "Observations". 

April 8th, 1765.
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The sale of raw silk in this country was by equally 

diverse methods. Possibly the most usual was sale through 

a broker who found the customers and then took his brokerage, 

Sales were advertised in the newspapers (1) and also customers 

found privately. The Hawston Accounts of January 2nd, 

1728 mention that James Cooke, Broker (of Batson's Ctfffee House) 

had sold a bale to Mr. Mosely & Co. (probably Hosely and Foster 

silkraen of Avemary Lane). On January llth, 1728 Cooke sold a 

bale of sherbaffe silk to John Gregory (probably the silkman 

of Bishopsgate Street) "for ready money". Later in January 

and in March he sold a number of bales to Jonathan Gurnell 

& Co, (The latter*s address is given in the 17^0 Complete Guide 

as near St. Paul's Head Tavern, auildhall; he is presumably 

also a silkman).

The brokers were looked upon with some suspicion as 

middlemen. A letter to the Gazette and ..ew Daily Advertiser 

on March 12th, 17&5 (2) which attacked various elements in the 

industry attributed the general decline (in a series of 

rhetorical questions) to the high price of silk. This was 

owing to the "manageraent of merchant brokers and opulent 

Manufacturers". A report appeared in the same newspaper a 

few weeks later (3) that the "rcerchants and principal weavers 

of Spitalfields, having lately held a meeting to consider the 

increase in the number of silk brokers, resolved riot to employ 

th«a in future nor send them any aaaplts of silk". The 

Editor would not vouch for the truth, of the report but the 

paragraph provoked an indignant reply from "Gil Bias"



(1; June 2^-th, 1771.
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He denied that such a meeting had ever taken p3.ace and 

eaid it would be "the most stupid thing to form such a 

design". He then outlined the functions of his (?) 

profession, firstly, they obtained a quick sale for the 

merchants,whose eilk might otherwise stay a long time in 

their warehouses, and they could make discreet enquiries about 

customers which the merchant could not do,"especially into 

the reliability of those newly established in business". 

Bosanquet's letters illustrate the truth of this remark, for a 

series of his Irish customers in Dublin went bankrupt between 

1770-72. He wrote very angrily to his agent there, Joseph 

Pike, after one such bankruptcy (1) that a man who was not 

of sufficient substance was not to be trusted with lon -̂ 

credit - two to three months not nine. ue hoped his other 

buyers were Letter. In this he was disappointed for several 

went bankrupt, and he then insisted that Pike should stand 

ere Jit for the silk he sold on his behalf. It was, however, 

evident that Bosanquet could not have sold silk in Dublin 

without such an intermediary and that he relied upon hi i to 

find reliable customers. To this extent the point made by 

"Gil Blac" is proved even if Pike was not an efficient example 

of his kind.

The second advantage to the weavers, according to "Gil 

Bias1*, cam* from the fact that the broker.-: re ulated the price 

of eilk an : caused the Merchants to sell on the «;-\rte terns. 

The w«av«rs could set saaplee instead of travelling from 

house to house. The merchant had the udvanta .e t. at he did



(1) H. of L. KSS. 575. April 5th, 1720 (Journals XXI, 290) on 
Act for encouraging and preserving the silk manufacture... 
Petition ilo.
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not have to open his warehouse unnecessarily.

A third function he might have mentioned in his letter 

is apparent in a letter from Bosanquet to David iaye on 

January 3rd, I?b9« #  reported that a bale of silk had been 

"unfairly packed" in Aleppo. A broker had come tu complain 

to him that in the centre of one bale about 35-3& Ibs. were 

not sherbafle but "of an ordinary quality" worth at least 5/- 

a Ib. lees, e had thus had to give the buyer 2-3 gns. If 

Bosanquet was a typical merchant it seeme that the broker 

would be given a pretty free hand in choosing customers* 

in .February 1?69 he wrote to Pike setting a reserve price on 

the bales he had sent to Dublin "according to the prices here 

but 1 do not mean to tie up your hands if you can't /;et these 

prices you will be pleased to sell at 6/- len;?«,.ae you will 

jud^e for ray intere.-t..."

The silkmen who bought, at the sale or privately from 

the broker, were probably men of some considerable capital. 

They were incorporated in a Livery oo:;jpany in 1631 whicij, in 

the middle of the 18th century, consisted of a master and 

twenty Assistants but neither Livery nor Hall. They described 

their profession in a petition to the House of Lorde in 17^0 (I) 

in which they said their "trade is t!ie buying of raw silk 

from the Turkey merchants, whici after having got thrown or 

twisted in and about London and several other parts of the 

Kingdom...." lernplo. i.i especially seamen's wives and children)



(1) H. of L. MSS. January 23rd, 1?22. On Bill to encourage 
English anufactures. Petition No.3.

(2) One man, ieter iiauberque^ graduated from throwster to eilk 
broker.
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..."we sell to the Weavers of London, iJorwic- and 

Canterbury". The petition was presented by "The Traders 

in Raw Silk" but a number of men who appear in the later 

Directories as "eilkmen" signed it. (Willian Selwyn, Thomas 

Mosely of the Kawston Accounts, Francis Cockayne and William 

Upfold, for example}  beveral throwsters also signed it 

(Samuel Sprags, John Russell and Benjamin sarroneau, for 

example). This would seem to put the initiative of throwing 

the silk on to either profession. The "traders in raw silk" 

again petitioned in 1722 (1) and among; those signing was 

Thomas Lombe, who appears in another context at this time as 

an Italian merchant and, most famously, of courc.e, as the 

patentee of the engines for throwing or^anzine silk in Derby. 

Thus it seems there was a natural connection between the silk- 

men and the throwers of silk. The 1722 Petition included 

financiers, Italian merchants and throwsters GO that they were 

traders in raw silk in the wiJect sense. On the one hand the 

eilkmen dealt at sales in the City and on the other both with 

the weavers in Spitalfields and the throwsters who might come 

from various parts of the country, xt is not therefore 

surprising that they thejnselves were scattered throughout the 

City and not resident in an., one quarter. The successful 

throwster evidently became a silkman 2). James Brant, for 

instance, advertised from 1753-3 ac a throwster in rand Alley, 

Bi6hope ( ;ite Street, and in 1765 at the Blue Boar, Cheapside 

(late Kichard Kinlow's) aa a Silk Thrower and Silkman, and sold



(1) D.C.A. Agnew. Protestant Exiles from France, 1871. Vol. II, 
P« 315• His grandfather came from Niiaes.

(2) See Appendix 6.
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"all sorts of dyed and raw silks 11 . nnother successful 

throwster was Peter Nouaille (l?24-l8lo; (a Liveryman of 

the Ueavers Company whose family came fro -! .imee (.1) ). In 

the Directory of 173& he is described as a silk thrower of 

Spitalfielde. Between 17^5 and 1752 he insured a brick 

house for £500 at firot in conjunction with James Fruchard and 

later with his own son. The house stood on the south side 

of Paternoster How, next to South Street, "their dwelling 

house", but it also had a warehouse. During this period 

Wouaille and Fruchard of Gorbet Court advertised as "Silkmen". 

From this it seems that they bought the raw silk and t;ave it 

out from their warehouse to be thrown. In the 1753 Directories
f

Peter Nouaille advertised at the Paternoster How address ae 

"merchant". \,e was perhaps by this time exclusively a 

dealer in the raw material, but in the previous years it seems 

that he and his partner carried on the two professions - at 

two addresses - that of silkman involving by far the greater 

capital risk.

Bosanquet's account books somewhat modify the description of 

1719 that the silkman bought from the merchant and organised the 

next staj-e in the manufacture of the silk. It is true that even 

the earliest entries refer to a much later perio^ (175^-65)  

The accounts are for many miscellaneous items as well as silk.

is customers are listed under 'bills and promissory notes" 

for "!  "- of silk. The majority were indeed t-j._!.-;:en ^j but 

a nu.nher o** throwsters bought directly from hi- »"* also a few 

of I . jt important weavers. JCven more significant is the





one sale to Carr, Ibbetson and Bigge of £300 worth of silk 

on a note due on January 22nd, 1?62, for thie firm appear 

from every source to have been one of the lar eet firms of
 

mercers in the period. The petitions of 1719 and 1722 

probably imply a more ri^id distinction of functions than 

perhaps ever existed, A possible hypothesis would seem to 

be that the silkmen norinally dealt with the merchants and 

themselves sold to the less important throwsters in smaller 

quantities on shorter credit. In some casec they controlled 

the throwing of the silk. The larger throwsters who could 

afford tho greater capital risk wou.d buy froiri the merchant 

directly at least some of the silk they required. The 

weavers with the largest capital and good credit probably 

bought in bulk and then had the sil . thrown to their require 

ments, even, as Captain Lekeux, importing directly from 

source themselves* it also seems unlikely that the sale to 

Carr & Co, was the only one ever madt to a mercer. This 

suggests that the richest nercers who could rid:, r, very large 

capital sometimes undertook all the operations. Only a very 

small minority would have been able to do this and the point 

will be discussed later in this chapter.



N.JL/ Universal Pocket Companion. 1 74-1. p 4-9 • It was al&o mentioned 
in the 174-5 Edition.

(2) Court r'.ooke of the ^ssiste.nti of the Weavers Company, op. cit. 
May 10th, 1714; .ec. l6th 1717; January 19th 1718/19; September 
14th 1719; October 12th 1719; uovenber 24th 1719; i-'arch 6th, 
1726/7; arch 15th 1726/7; : larch 16th 1726/7; arch 29th 
1726/7; -ay let 1727; April 5th 1726.

(3) See p. 157 note 5

(4) The contribution made by Sir Thomas .i.ombe is fully discussed 
in W. r;. Jordan's Thesis, op. cit. chapter 2, pp. 28-42.

(5) University College. Vol. 59. Accounts and Papers 1749-1777. 
1749/50. Reasons for the Encouragement of the Making of 
Kaw Silk in America.

(6; Obituary GM. IX 1739, p. 47,. and Will, PUG Henchman, fol. 14, 
London, January.
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2. The Throwsters.

Only a part of the silk imported was thrown in 

London. The Throwstert Company of London, founded in 1630, 

still existed in l?4l (1), but ceased to play an active 

part in the industry after about 173^. Ite records no longer 

exist, bat until the early 1730*G its astivities are reflected 

in tne Court books of the Weavers Company (2). Although silk 

continue 1 to be thrown in London in quite lar^e quantities (3) 

as the evidence presented in 17^5 shewed, the decJine of the 

Company coincided with the successful renewal of Sir Thonas 

Lombe's patent in 1732 and the widespread establishment of eilk- 

throwing mills in Northern England (4).

Sir i1 ho Mas Lornbe ' s mills at Derby were followed by 

mills at Stockport. In a Parliamentary paper of 1749-50 (5) 

it was re i..-or ted "the art of making orgauaines has been in 

creasing in iingland" arid there were "three iar;;e machines at 

Stockport" and "several others for that purpose erected 

in sundry counties since that at Derby". jjombe died a very 

rich man (6), and as an alderman of the City of London was 

interested in many other afiaire. in 1744 the ''silk and 

mohair yarn manufacturers of 'acclesfield petitioned the ",'ouse 

of Coioiflons for the opening of the Levant traue. A similar 

petition frotj i.acclesfield was presented in 1753 in which the 

petitioners t?<xa.a onej were 'concernuu j.n cue laanufacture of 

raw silk and mohair yarn in which they employ several thousand 

hands". They alleged that they were discouraged by the high 

price and poor quality of silk imported by the Levant Company.



(1) H. of Commons Journals, Vol. 2 C,, p. 997 (17^9/50) .

(2) h, of Conmonr Journal, Vol. 30, 4th varch 1765, pp. 215-219.
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They thought that the latter were only importing a small 

quantity in order to keep up the price aad that "they take 

up the refuse of the inarket after the French have been 

served". They argued that if the trade were opened to all 

this country would be able to compete with rranee and obtain 

better qualities. The tenor of tnis argument implies a 

well-established throwing industry. Derby continued, however, 

to hold the lead it had first gained. It is significant that 

an experimental piece of velluret woven by Thomas iiason (1) 

from Georgia silk anal shewn to the Select Committee of the 

House oi' Commons in 1750 had been thrown at Uerby under the 

instructions of Mescrs. Lloyd Wilson and Co. of London. 

The Select Committees of tne house of Com. one of 17^5 arid 1766 

heard evidence from several provincial throwsters. John 

fcherrard, giving evidence in 17^5  said that "he was a thrower 

of silk upon his own account; that he has employed 1,500 

people at a Tijne, viz. 5OO in London, 200 in Gloucester, *fOO 

in Dorsetshire and *fOO in Cheshire". Evidence was also 

civen by Mr. David Hall, a silk throwster at rlaccle afield in 

business for five years who had employed 200 people in 1762. 

An Appendix to this report tabulated figureG from various 

provincial towns of the numbers unemployed (2). A letter (also 

included) of r'ebruary 9th 1765 from Hacclesfield, said that 

there were 7 lar er firms and 12 smaller firns who had 

formerly been fully employed. The letter mentioned the 

desirability of sending "a petition to Jarlianent fron thin



(1) He also gave evidence in 1750 to a Parliamentary Committee. 

(See p. ;and in 1766 p. 726 same volume of Journals as 

1765 Keport.

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit, p. 20o (Canterbury), Silk ribbons were 

also being made in Coventry in the period but they could only 

have taken up a small part of the output of the throwsters.

(3) Appendix XI "H true state of several Silk Throwsters in London 

in the ye^rs 176l, 1762, 1763 and

1761 1762 1763 176*

Hen, women and children employed ina

Spragg, liopkins and White - 800 700 300

John Graham 500 350 2*fO 120

John Fowell . - *fOO 300 170

Triquett £ Bunney 300 3OO 200 130

Sam Wiciiols 300 300 200 150

Number of hands employed in..... 1,100 2,150 l,6*fO 8?0
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town, Stockport, Gongleton and Leek". Appendices II - VII 

gave the numbers of unemployed and No. XII Burar.iarised the 

facts. Nathaniel Pattersoa (1) and Richard Blackburn gave 

evidence in 1?66. " Pattcrson was'asked whether the act 

passed in the previous session (which had lowered the duty 

on raw silk) had affected his trade, said he had indeed been 

able to give full employment to one-third more than in the 

previoue year. He approved of a high duty or prohibition 

on foreign silks "riost certainly, as it wou; d employ the iiands 

in Spitalfields and would therefore employ the throvjsters; a 

brick trade wit v : them makes a brisk trade with the throwsters 

who depend on them," He thought that the plain silk 

trade could be "extended" to other parts of the country (since 

there was already a lar^e handkerchief manufacture at 

Manchester;. Blackburn confirmed his evidence and mentioned 

"50 looms lately set up at Bristol". Their evidence does, 

however, imply that the greater part of their production was 

intended for the London silk weavers (albeit that Canterbury 

silks are occasionally mentioned (2). It would also seem 

from the emphasis given to the number of engines "made after 

Sir Thomas Lombe'fs model", or on "fdr Thonas Lonbe's con 

struction" that probably much of the rdlk for the warp was 

thrown outcide London.

Also included as an Appendix to the 1?6? report was a 

tabl* giving the numbers employed by certain lar^e firms 

of throwsterc in London (3). The insurance policies r.new



(1) Guildhall Hand in Hand Insurance Company Pol. Heg. MS. 
667V63 wo. 1*3872; I?*f9 -:'S 867V75, fol. 9^. (Note in 
mar in says renewed in

(2) MS 86?4 op. cit./53, fol. 295- Wo. 7239.

(3) MS 86?^ op. cit.A?, fol. 190. No. 23983

(4) MS 86?^ op. cit./67, fol. 288.

(5) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 213.



a much larger number of smaller firms with their "workshops 

backward" behind their housee: John Crush, of Princee 

Street, insured his house in 1?42 for £300 including £100 (1) 

for the workshop backward (the policy was renewed in 17^i 

and 1V56), Peter Delamare Junior, whose "throwsters workshop" 

was mentioned in his policy in 1736 is another example. It 

was valued at £75 on £275 (2). Alexander Garrett Junior 

had a throwster's workshop backward valued at £100 on a £400 

house in Paternoster How in 1733 (3)« Samuel rtare had 

larger premises valued at £800 in 17^5 (*600 brick and £200 

timber) "with a warehouse, workshop & etc...." The house 

had three storeys and a garret with wainscotted rooms and a 

marble chimney-piece. The warehouse and the rooms above 

it were valued at ^1^( and the workshop with two storeys and 

lofts i,200 (*f). Nathaniel Patterson, whose evidence

in 1765 has already been quoted, was a London throwster. 

He said "that in his building he has eleven lills of which 

five are now standing still" (5). He also said that 

"Organzining iiills can work tram as well as or ;anzine and that 

there are a great number of silk mills... .wloich do not work 

OFganzine but havinp; adopted the Italian winding engines, which 

ia part of oir Thomas Lombe's Discovery, work very lar^e 

Quantities of fine trams". If he was correct, then much of 

the eilk for the weft was also thrown outside London*

Ihe mills he described were working on a factory system 

eraployin lur-e numbers of people in one building on machines.



(1) The employment of very younj children suggests this. The
Diderot Encyclopaedia is too late to be very useful on this 
point. y other evidence has so far been discovered.

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25, p. ')96.

(3) 1765 Report, pp. 212-13.

CO Gazette and uew Daily Advertiser.
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Samuel Ware's premises may perhaps ha.ve contained similar 

mills. It is doubtful, however, whether there were many 

"factories" of this kind in London. The smaller throwsters 1 

workshops were probably throwing entirel '<.•«• Land (1), moreover, 

the warehouse of Samuel Ware could also suggest that work 

was given out. There wac a letter in the Gazette and ;,ew 

Daily Advertiser on January 24th l/o> from "A Friend to 

Industry" who said that he was a "manufacturer ±a Spitalfields" 

and that his business was "to prepare silk for the use of the 

weavers". He formerly kept at work 400-500 people, men, 

women and children of whom three-quarters were unemployed. 

He quoted a case of a poor woman "whoii 1 sojietimes employ1 * 

who had brought hira some work on which 2/5d. was owing. When 

he paid her she burst into tears as she owed 2/- for rent, 

leaving 5d. to feed her six children and her unemployed 

journeyman weaver husband. He vouched for the truth of their 

plight. it is clear that she was employed on outwork and thus 

was presumably throwing by hand. Labour was probably cheap. 

Samuel Lloyd, "a merchant in the silk trade", said in 1749 

that "in the throwing of silk he employs children and infirm 

persons". (2) This was confirmed by John Sherrarei in 1765 (3) 

who said "that in the throwsters' trade there are a great many 

children employed at 7 years old and that in 1500 he thinks 

the proportion is T400 women and children arid 10C men". It 

Mas reported on March 1st, 1765 (4) that "an a^-ent in 

Spitulfielde concerned in the throwing business will undertake 

to maxe o.t af>pe ir ti^t there «re at present above 4OOO persons



(1) During the crisis of 1719-21 when the weavers of London 
were suffering firora a depression in their industry^ a 
document in the Papers of the Comuiissioners of Trades and 
Plantations;"The State of the Silk and Silk and Worsted 
Manufactures in this kingdom" mentioned among those threatened 
with unemployment were also "many other trades that depend 
upon the weavers, viz. Dyers, Loom-makers, Reed-makers, 
Harness-makers, and Dressers of Silk which are many thousands". 
(P.R.O. C.O. 388.21. bundle 1, fol. 1J57.



chiefly women and children now unemployed in that branch" 

and indeed it wue a throwster who initiated the subscription 

lifit in that erring. here seems no reason to doubt that the 

throwsters were uroo«toi, •-., , en u/id children, par ticuj.-...." 

since the weaver? Cormany <U.d ito ber;t to prevent t: , -'r >.^ 

weaving. It ie, however, interesting that there were probably 

three types of industrial sy&tem co-existing in the throwl g 

of eilK, factories with "aills", i,e, ( machines, workshops, 

probably with hand-workers of wilk and outwork. It is implicit 

that payment wus on a piece-work basis in all case; ,

3• The Ancillariet> of the Industry (1).

«part frott the throwing of trie eilk and it' 

into cloth, it war ''yed f and in the case of certain typ«8 of 

material dressed or finished in v&riDut; way.-. , Cojaparerl with 

the processes to which a piece of woollen or worrted cloth had 

to be aubjected who,, A.I was woven, the finichin , proceeete In 

the ailk industry were vcrjf few, ;;n the othtr hand, one 

group of people who played oaly a small part even in the 

worsted induiitr.y were vcr.; i port-'.nt in the silk industry, 

ihece werr U.e ratiern :r v;< rr rec onsible for the desiprit; ^^ 

figured .^Ateri^.-it >nd the drau.,htemen who converted the 

decigna into drafts on "fuled paper ' fron which the weaver 

could set ur the -nattern on hi.r. dr^wloora. The latter pro- 

cci. f.orj are le'crioc ' in t-c next chapter, and they were hir:h3.y 

•killed.



(1) Faul Ciowdeely, wiliiaa Ch«r^ and i et«r 0uclen;took out a 
paUnt (\'o. 261; on November 2>rv1 1688 (Patent Vfico, B. 
woodcraft. Abridgments, Old CIae*ee. 20. w« a vin^ 1620-1850. 
t't. l t 1^59> for an "invencion of making .dressing and 
lustratiRj. eilKc called black plain, alamodeB, rariforcees 
and lutestrings such as are commoaly uee ) for womene 1 hoods and 
scarfs which uave been made at i.yone in i' ranee only".

(2) Register of the Church of the Artillery, Sri t*l fields
(1691-1736), VolJCLll Jrublications of the c not Society 

of London, p. XX . liet of profeeelons represented includes 
a '"ihoraas" lu&treur de taffetas''.
• •g«t Vi'illianj de fiauthune of ason's Court in Kent*s 
Directory of 1759.

i.yon. Archives Ue par t men tale c. ^eri>.; 'C 1 * C»1O. indue tries 
et anufacturee 173^-17^7 vjrande r'abrique. l4l papers, 1 
printed, includes 2 bundles on various a&pecte of "adger 1 ;, 
affairs. .e received a pension from the &tat . Sor,e of 
these are briefly reported in Oodart. L*0uvrier en Soie, Lyon, 
1899, P. ** •

ruslons. . ..L*ictionnaire universe! de Com erce, 
1723, Vol. !• Article on "Cora lerce d* An^leterrs, d'^cosre, et 
d'lrlande^ p. 951 • "3,es rrianufacturee An^laises de eoyerie eont 
encore plus modernec que cells de lainerie. Lee principales 
etoffet: qui en sortent sont des r-oiret-i ondees et t&bbigec6, tant 
noires, que de coulcurs, dee taffetas ^e divercep qualitec.... 11

(6; uuuuert, op. cit, pp. pt-15, Ch. AJLV, Dee Mo*ree«
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The moet important silk in whicn sorie extra

process, apart from throwing and weaving, was essential 

was the "lustring". Its special gloss was obtained by 

processing the warp before weaving and treating the silk 

after weaving (1). The foundation of the Royal Lustring 

Company had depended upon the introduction of this process to 

England. After the collapse of the Company lustrings con 

tinued to be nade in quantity and indeed throughout the period. 

Thus, occasionally a "lustreur de taffetas" occurs in a 

register (2), One or two "satin dressers" also advertised 

in the Directories (3). Since they served a limited clientele 

within a small district it is understandable that few of theee 

men advertised in the general Directories. A third type of 

finisher, of which riot a single example has been found so 

far, was the man who made the watering of tabbies to produce 

moire silks his profession. It was an Englishman named 

Badger who was heavily rewarded at Lyon for introducing Lnglish 

 tthods of calendaring to produce these silks (^). Froin this, 

and indeed from the entry in Savary's Encyclopaedia (5), it 

can be assumed that such men - and their equipment - must 

have existed in some numbers. oubert describee the 

process of watering silk in considerable detail (6) and also 

(as he always doer;) its hazards. (any silks from the period 

have watered grounds.whether English or irench^and "tabbies 

watered and unwatered" appear on most of the trade cards.

The professions of the ratepayers were mentioned in the 

Vtatry Minutes of Chrint Church, Spitalfielde, for the first



(1) Paris. Archives rationales. F. 12 t 1^2 (a). Undated mid. 
loth century document.

(2) The warp is normally wound on one roller and gradually taken 
up by the weaver ae he needs it ' Plate 7 7 (9^) ). On a 
velvet looin - especially one on which a patterned velvet is to 
to be woven, each warp thread forming; the pile may be taken 
up at a different rate from ite neighbour and thus each is wound 
on a separate bobbin in place of the roller. The tension on 
each must of course be even. The looms on which velvets are 
woven by hand, of which some exist in this country and some in 
Lyon, have not changed substantially since the 18th century.



time in 175^-• Amon • them one- man, James Laverdue of 

'onmoutb Street, is described as a "loom-maker". It seems 

at first sight a little surprising that only one man in the 

entire parish was soaking the essential tool for a flourishing 

industry. The raaitre ouvrier of Lyon (1) who costed his 

equipment in such detail said, however, that the wooden frame 

work was expected to last 60 to 80 years. The movable parts 

(the remisse; he expected to change every 5-6 years on a loom 

making plain silks. On a draw-loom it might not last more 

than eighteen months. The cords of the draw-loom he expected 

to renew every 12 years. Kven if the loom-maker':.:- services 

were not thus required very often, someone must have 

supplied the necessary twine and cord and, for that matter, 

the weights or lingoes and all tihe other spare parts, 

especially those on a velvet loom, where each warp thread 

had to have its'own bobbin (2); these weights were (and are) 

most delicately adjusted to ensure an even tension. The loora 

maker perhaps also supplied warping-mills, shuttles and other 

similar tools. It would be most interesting to see his 

trade card if he had ever had one printed. The local 

carpenters in Spitalfields could, of course, have built up 

a re sonable practice in making the lar er equipment. 

Shuttles, like looms, did not quickly we^r out and the weaver 

himself could replace the bobbin actually holding the silk.

The silk lace and ^old and s Iver lace weavers 

possibly deserve more than this brief note. Silk lace was 

widely used for many furnishings - SOMC of it still survives



(1) LC.9, 26?. This contains actual samples of a series of silk
braids supplied by Tempest hey, silk lace manufacturer. Ihey 
include several types, e.g., "broad silk orris 2/- per yard". 
This is a reversible silk ribbon or braid with a tabby ground and 
a pattern of weft floats. The smaller ones were cheaper. 
Some are heavily ribbed and all are thick and rather coarse 
with geometric patterns.

(2) The clastic instance is probably the Coronation of Queen Anne
in 1?02 (LC 2. 15), One of the mercers, William Sherrard, 
submitted a bill for £450. 19. 9d. but William Elliott the lace- 
man, submitted one for i/839» 9» 6$d.
In LC 9 f 295, Bills and Heceipts 1750» the total of bille at the 
end of the volume are as follows:

John Pallory Gold Lace Man £2015.10. 2d. 
Burford & Fisher Packers £ 954.14. 9d.

(i.e. woollen goods)
Francis Greene Embroiderer £ 6l3« 4. Od. 
William reason Upholsterer £ 621. 8. 0#d. 
Robert Carr ercer £ 5&7» 6. Od. 
Thomas Bell Mercer £4?9. 0. 2d. 
Helen Child Beltmaker £430. 15. Od. 
Richard Cooke Linen Draper £4ll. 7. 3d. 
Alt. & Humphreys Tailors etc. £263. 5. Od.

These were the ordinary routine expenses for one year and by far 
the most frequent entry in these bills is that for William Reason, 
the upholsterer, whether supplying lar.^e quantities of printed 
cotton, fittin; carpets or taking down tapestries in order to 
look for rats in the wainscotting (which he had to do two 
days in succession ) .

(3) 1766 Report op. cit. p. 726.



with the red damask it tricked. Some typical examples 

are preserved in one of the miscellaneous documents in the 

Lord Chamberlain's Accounts (!)• A numbr-r of weavers of fdlk 

lace advertised throughout the period. (Thev were not, at 

course, nakinft imitations of the lace inade t»y hand, whether 

bobbin or needle point, though it is evident from the <arthwaite
•

designs that the r,au..c - vor;: 1-1 -e ~oo<1f very doc© to the 

latter (plate ^8» o. 57> ;• . ;c t Ma\, probably the moat 

regular eupplier of tilk lace to the -Jreat arclrobe in this 

period, wye a Liveryman of the • cavers Company; although 

be attended Common nalle fairly often he does not appear to 

have taken a very active part in the Company'o affaire* Gold 

and silver lace was uced extensively on coBtune - it trimmed 

the "rich"flilkfj, the ^old and silver tieouee at 6()/- i<er yard. 

In the royal accounto the bills presented by the ffold 1 icenen 

were ofteii larger than thorc of the rjercers (2) and thej/ had 

to put up a atiff 1'i :~ht against various attempts at sumptuary 

legislation. i he portraits of the period shew that gold and 

silver lace war, worn extensively - not only by Royalty at 

Coronations. A handful of .Id and silver lace weavers 

advertired in tije Directories and two of thern, John Jibson 

and ^eor .• Vaughun i.;uve evidence to the 1?66 House of Commons 

Select Commit to . They were described as "dealert, in gold and 

silver lace" (5; anJ said "that sines the ye r 17^9, when the 

law passed for uurnia,, ao.1 tovri , .act v^iiicti W.XF tci^ei, v;iiic 

before that time was allowed to be sold here after it was



(,~, For instance, "IK.- ...,*£. ^ cia t xj.vxnf: in -ru Street, 
Orrice enver, bound a prentice 5th ;ove> t>er 17^4 to 
his father Isaac Kid;i:ell t Citizen and ^eaver of i ondon, 
is made free by servitude 11 , on June 2nd 1755. 
Another orris weaver, Thomas Uudfield, of wolle^:e ;<ill, 
London took up his freedom .July 31st 1755 f a third 
became free January 19th, 1756.

(2) Ancker. Report on tthe London iiilk Manufactory, Section 6, 

See-Chapter 1, P
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seized, there has never been any combination attempted 

amongst the Dealers in those goods* That the lace is now 

made as good or better than it was before that time, and full 

as cheap in proportion to the price of silver:.....the 

Dealers in Gold and Silver Lace.....who consist of not more 

than 21 persons, ...are all Manufacturers, and all resident 

within the Cities of London and Westminster". No other types 

of weaver have been found in the City of Westminster ; (at least 

according to the Directories). Moreover, it is interesting that 

the witnesses themselves emphasised that the dealers were also
*

the manufacturers, each x^esumably with his own journeyman. 

A number of "orris weavers" are mentioned in the Weavers Company 

Court Books taking up their freedom or binding apprentices (1). 

These must have worked for the two categories of lace weavers. 

Some of this lace survives, that which is most certainly l8th 

century in date is attached to items of costume, but it has 

generally lost much of its former ,;lory.

The Dyers.

The Dyers stood somewhat apart from the industry. In 

1776 Ancker wrote (2 ) that the number of established silk 

dyers was 5® with 600 journeymen and 250 apprentices. There 

seem to have been fewer in the period of this stud.y but the 

difficulty of distinguishing silk dyers from those of worsted, 

cotton etc. (also made in Spitalfields) has already been 

mentioned ( J» . Ancker wrote that the uyers were usually 

prosperous men who owned whatever buildings and equir-^ont



(1) Guildhall MS S67V6^t fol. 5. T^- 5025-

(2) Penny London Post or,Morning Advertiser. October 3th, . 
"On Monday John Peck, tsq. and several other gentlemen 
<bf Spitalfields waited on H. M.....with the names of near 
3000 men who have entered into their pay for one year to 
serve... .as-Occasion may re quire »••• <f



they required for their trade. They themselves bought 

the dyes and paid their employees, whose numbers often ex 

ceeded 20, usually including the two apprentices they were 

permitted by Act of Parliament. The rest were journeymen. 

Apprenticeship lasted seven years and the consideration was 

30 guineas. None but those who had rich friends could hope to 

establish themselves as the trade required much capital. 

Therefore the remainder served as journeymen. The Master 

Weavers, he said, paid the Dyers from I/- to 2/- per Ib. for 

ordinary colours, 3/- to 6/- for true (? fast; colours, 5/- 

for red and 6/- for crimson. Although so much later in 

date,Ancker 1 e description fits the facte that are known for 

the ear±ier period. They, too, were working ou a basis of 

piece-work.

All the dyers noticed in the first chapter of this study 

were, as Ancker would have them, living in substantial houses 

usually "standing clear of other buildings" such as Thomas 

Triquet of Irinces Street, whose house was valued at £1,000 (I). 

Only a few were Huguenots other than Triquet (Abraham i>esormeaux 

and Isaac Lefevre, for example;. Two men, scarlet dyers, 

exemplify the type. These were Ldward Peck, who died in 1736, 

and his son John^who died in 17^9- They were both very rich and 

their capital wae not entirely in their dyeing business, althou 

both father and son were practicing iyerc.. It was John i eck 

who carried the list of offers of men fror<> Lhe loyal 

•anufacturere of Spitalfielde in 1?^» to tne i\ing (2). The



(1)

(2)

(3)

John (Anthony) Kocher, Isaac Delaware, Daniel Vautier, Jacob 
Leman, Isaac Vautier, see riand in Hand Policy Registers under 
Peck. Guildhall MS 867^, 21 (1719-20), 53 (1736-7), 67 (17^)

GM. 1736, Vol. VI, p. 356.

PCC. Derby, fol. 159, proved 1.7.1736. The flapping property 
was pre suitably the three houses insured by John Peck in 
1736/7 for £150 each (Guidhall MS 867V53, fol. 299).

This may seem a reasonable enough charity. The two Pecks, 
however, were the only people whose wills have been traced 
who thought of doing such a thing. Hone of -the silk weavers 
trace thought of apprenticing any poor boys from the parish 
(or their own community in the case of the Huguenots) to 
their fellow silk weavers.
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Pecks owned very extensive houee property in Epitalfields; 

and the hand In Hand Insurance Company registers? demonstrate 

that a very large nunaoer ** important weaver? were in fact 

their tenants /,-, - and one pattern drawer, ;'>rietopher

Baudouin. In one ye.-r ^ dv^ar . , vc.- ^.u^ured €2 t 15<) of

•oronerty (17 properties in and around &pitulfields including 

his own house in lied Lyon Street,. When he <3ied in 1736, 

the Gentleaian'e Xagazine noted that he was "worth ^.40 t OOO"(2), 

a convenient round sum but at any rate implyin^ that he was 

regarded as a rich man by hie contemporaries* /hen he made 

hie will he gave hie country house as his address and he left 

hia real estate to his aon John. other bequests included 

£5i50Q in trust for John to buy stock, to yield an income 

of £200 per annum to hie eldest daughter. ; ; e left i-1,000 

to his granddaughter, and two other daughters got fc5,GCjO each* 

Hie eldest, or perhaps favourite , daughter receiver) rent fron 

eome property in Wapping in her lifetime (3) • •* number of

•iftor bequests prefaced iilOO to the Charity School of Spital- 

fields to place out two poor bovr> at- apprentices to freemen 

of the Dyore 1 Company (4). It would appear that £4o,OOO was a 

reatuuabiy O ood guess on the port of the Gentleman's 'a^asine*

His son John appears in London and 'iddie sex Illustrated 

by Warburton ao rtvi r. .. >_cr. of Spitalfielde descended from 

Thomas Jeck, ayor of Norwich" .*±t: arms jrrnntel in 15^9. 

He fined tkoo and 20 marks to be excused serving the office 

of Sheriff in the City of London in 17^1. He too had a



(1) The latter married the dau r;;-,ter of Jona ;;enry ; artin, ^cq, 
of rhrc-sdneedle Street - with ^10,000, according to the 
Oentleoan'e : sajjazine (XVII, 17^7, arch, p. 153). It iis 
tempting to connect hira with the Thomae Bird t the Coventry 
ribbon aanufactur«r who died in the previous year "who 
daily employed 2,OQO hands" (GK. XVI, p. ^5). There was 
a Mr. John :lird buvin/ patterns for ribboae in the 6u's, eee p. 
164.

(2) See rt.pendix 2(iii),

(3) PCG Lisle, fol, 117. proved April 17^).

(4; It may be noted in passing that he left £200 in 3% annuities 
to the Charity Schoo.. of Christ church to be used every two 
yec*re in "placing out ae apprentices two girls of the eaid 
parish and brought up in the said school apprentice< to come 
trade or reputable housekeeper to be taught good housewifery and 
the iaan*geaent of a tradesman*s favdly".



string of tiouoc properties instxred in ^od, the 

majority of c ;nrnc inherited fron hie fat, . his own 

house (which be inherited; wae ro-valusd at i'Soo, of which 

£l»00 were the dye house, coach -house and stable c adjining* 

in hie obituary in the Jentl©r,an*e ; uga^ine it was note i 

that he bad l«ft "raost of his fortune to £ir Robert 1, ad broke 

(Lord ayor of London/ who had aarrie 1 his niece, and £200 

to each of the five . o :**.:> n hos;at .. > of .,<^cn ;;•.. .. 

governor'*. In hip will he asker! to be buried in i. fn ily 

vault in Chrict Church, &pitalfields v but unli '* hie father, 

he woe to have "no aoauraent". h'e left iar e legacies 

including one to his nephew Hobert . ir 5 of ^oventrj .^>, ^» 

C3,()00 each to various other nephew* and nieces* Brcail 

fi were ive to hie Bervantts, bin co^chtnan and his

booVr-keeper an-.i ho alr>o bequeathed "unto e c ! .^f tre 

in ay dye house ae shall be employed at ^ •••«. ,. , ,. ... 

« each, aloo to r. iliiaji Griffit a, fore ,A , of r.y

use £50" together with the 4f-/- beoueath«d to him with 

the other journeymen. Hie clerk w-^c left £20. e released 

a weaver John ^hialde (2> aioo of -ed 1 yon street , froa a debt 

*-133« 19» 'd. provide,] the latter dieeharr;ed hie other

o on the c::t^tc. The residue ^>/ t; , 

lonr. trtem;, ^ „ , t "hilanthropiet '^ s .' r , ^*»

helees an active silk dyer* .- 3 ...._:•..:>, nothing 

Of his oc*«ercial activity hae survived. It is imposoible to 

do more than guess on what fuuti . 

weaver c f throwsters op the i r^rtcro of



(1) T. Packer in The Dyers Guide l8l6 (Patent Office uV. 76, 
18503), described the several branches of Dyers. For 
instance, the silk dyers who are likewise grain dyers 
worked "solely in those colourc arising from cochineal". 
Again, ''there are two-three dyers in the metropolis whose 
business is to dye black, woollen, silk cotton, etc. for 
the shops, many of them putting out all their black to be 
dyed". Gome dyers took in all colours while on the other 
hand there were one or two "famous for dyeing silk hose black". 
Two p;eneration& in the i)esormeaux family were dyers, the elder 
Abraham, a scarlet dyer, the younger Jac;es Louis, a black silk 
dyer (exclusively},

(2) p.110-111.

(3) The coloured illustrations in Chapter 3 hardly do justice 
to the originals.

The quotation is made by Moreau from *a writer of that times'. 
In the context it would appear to refer to 1719-20 and the 
author to be writing in the middle of the century, but this 
is not clear in the text.



Moreover, although he and his father were "scarlet dyers" 

- the highest paid according to Ancker - it would be in 

teresting to know how far this was a generic term for the 

largest firms and how far they dyed silk in any other 

colours (1). It is apparent that the Pecks were successful 

and it may be deducted that his col leases were also prosperous, 

Only five dyers went bankrupt between 1731-17&6 but of 

those four lived in or near Spitalfields, As Ancker said, 

to become a silk dyer needed a good capital in the firt;t place,

A critical essay on "Des etoffes de soie" in Kouquet's 

"£tat des Arts en Angleterre" (1755) singled out "la perfection 

des teintures" which caved the plan silk materials made in 

England although he deplored the designs of the figured (2). 

In the latter, although it was the distribution of the colours 

which he condemned amon,; other things, he added that this was 

notwithstanding that they were "tres belles en elles memes 1 '. 

The colours in the silks of the period made in Sritalfields 

are indeed fresh, strong and pleasing even today (3)•

Designers (and draughtsmen),

Cesar Moreau, writing in 1326 and quoting from 

evidence (jiven to the House of Comnons on the state of the? 

silk industry in the 18th century said: "indeed the fabrics 

of Gpitulfields were then esteemed to be superior to those 

of France. We had likewise many excellent designers among 

our weavers which had not a ntule contributed to the in 

crease of this manufacture to that superlative height which 

it is arrived" (4). It is difficult to r,a / to whit period



(1) 1?65 Report op. cit. pp. 211-212.

(2) F. Bre-hot du LuJt (editor): »I,e livre de Raison de Jacques 
Charles Dutillieu," J.yon, 1886.



this opinion referred, and the phrase "among our weavers" begs 

a few questions; nor does he tell the audience who "esteemed" 

English silks to be better than the French, but it is in 

teresting to see that the tradition remained that the pattern 

drawer played a very important part. The contention wac 

much discussed in 17&5* ^ ne Select Committee of the House 

of Commons (1) » having heard evidence from certain mercers 

who "laid great stress on the necessity of having French 

patterns...thought it proper to enquire particularly into 

this fact 11 * A tart discussion between mercers, weavers and 

pattern drawers ie then recorded,which gives a good account of 

the situation in 17&5• One fact, however, underlined all the 

arguments; it was essential to have designers of the calibre 

of those in France if hngliah figured silks weru to compete 

with the French*

J, C. Dutillieu, a Lyon designer, writ.irig in 17&9 (2) 

and looking back, over the previous twenty years said: "On ne 

trop ad:iiirer lee belles etoffes qui se fabriquent a Lyon, a 

Tours e t tierce a Londrcs,. •... L>± 1'on recherche les causes de 

cette perfection on e'aperyoit que ce n'ost pas tant le metier 

qui a etc perfectionne que la. decoration hubilement dirige par 

lee peintres de fleurs...." he was rather scathing about 

the Jbng.LiBu in this connection. The Huguenots had established 

a eilk industry ondon but, accordi:i;/ to ,..,, "ils ne parent 

venir A bout de fair. _ -oleuenL :ie^ broch<fo et durent a« 

contenter de faire des moirts" (a statement which was quite



(1) Joubert de 1' aiberderie . Le Dessinateur pour lee £toffes 
d'or, d f ar ,ent et de soie. ouvelle edition, 177^. (It 
reprinted the dedication of the first edition, dated 176*0 •

(2) Joubert, op. cit. ,'reface, pp. 15-17*

(3) He Has an exceedingly well-known designer, one of a family 
of fabri quants at Lyon. Soaa of hie designs are preserved 
in the? Cabinet d*i-stampes in the Bibliotheque Rationale in 
Paris.

W A draft bearing hie signature exists in the tfcole de Tiseage 
in Lyon which demonEtratas the technique. A more complete 
design of the same subject also has been preserved in the 
Mueee des Arts Decora tife* Points ren trees xvere a striking 
innovation. !-Iis contribution has been assessed by my 
colleague, ? rr. P. R. Thornton, in the Gazette des Beaux Arte, 
July I960.

(5) In the Bibliotheque Nationals, JFarie, Cabinet des ttetampee.

(6) These are:
(1) Hr» D^ndridge, active from the beginning of the century 

(and no doubt before)., who worked independently and partly 
for James Lemari.

(2) Christopher Baudouin, active in the late 17th century until 
the late 1720   s, died before 1736.

(3) James Leman, c.
W Anna ilaria Garthwaite ? - 1763.
(5) John VanBomraer 1706-1774.
(6) Peter Abraham de Brissac 1731-1768 (also drew designs 

for calico printers) .
<7) "Mrs. Wright*' described in the 176p Report as "a pattern 

drawer of great eminence, who for Kiany years has drawn 
designs for all sorts of silk...." (p. 212 Evidence of P. 
Triquet),

(8) Peter Cheveney, who gave evidence in 1765, pp. 212-213.

In addition, henry ilapton of Bell Lane, pattern drawer, was 
listed among the ratepayers in Christ Church, Spitalfields, 
in 175^ (Vestry .linutes). A man of this name offered ten 
men to serve the Crown in 17^5 and in the same year a Henry 
Nap ton adopted the Livery of the Weavers Company. 1'his 
would be unusual for a pattern drawer unless, like Leman, he 
was a inanufactrarer as well. It \vould be most interesting to 
know whether the three facts do refer to the same man, but 
it is difficult to trace him in any other context since he was 
not a Huguenot.



untrue but understandably eo/, M Cependant", he admitted, 

"dec artistes aediocree ee eont forals chec eux et f depuis 

17^3, on commence & voir dans lee foiree d'^lleajagne quelquee- 

unec de icurn etoffes aas*& gem teas mic tden inferxeurec uux

notrcs".

The position of the pattern drawer in the 1 yon industry 

ie important, and the 17&5 witnesses frequently referred to it. 

The French designer worked to a rather different system al 

though the technical processes were naturally the earie • 

Joubert (3, who wrote in 177^, said it waa e^^enti;1 for the 

young designer to understand the technique of the loom and how 

oeci ,ne were drafted and he Hated all the defects which could 

reeuit in the finished silk if he did not (2;. In the course 

of his description he oentioued by nane the French designers 

who had bee 11 especially good at designing one sort of silk or 

another: . , xcier, who , ^ a flair lor three-colour daoasks; 

M« Aubert, cr-;ccially ?;ood -- _ord*sr patterns; *^« Deschanps, who

restricted his subjects to two colours; « i;in,;uet, who intro 

duced naturalistic flowers into silks (3 ; • Courtois who 

introduced shading by tonec; • H'evel who introduced "points 

re.* . Ji . x ^ ctihod of snadim; b^r dov*:tailir the colours (*+>, 

Ocilaxy of talent, so r.e of \;hoee designs survive as 

proof that ooubort hardly exaggernted (5), the ei-ht Ln^lish 

deai0ner« whose careers are known (6) arc co.-nvhab eclipsed*

The evuj.u-^.u-1 uz u.e^r tstjj.es oay DO stuaxej, and their



(1) Laboratory or School of Arts, op. cit. p. 37

(2) GM. Vol. XXX, p. 319.



designs were often most pleasing, but it cannot be said 

for the English designers whose work has survived that they 

broke new ground (although tJ>is will be discussed more fully 

in the next chapter). The three designers whose output is 

known in some detail did not specialise in one type of silk 

and not even the author of the essay on the suoject in the 

1?86 Laboratory or t5cKool of Arts attributed any special 

inventions to "the late ingenious .;r. Lemon0 (1),

Apart from a study of the loom and the special 

characteristics of each type of silk, Jouberi, recora-nended 

a formal academic training in anatomy, plant drawing, etc. 

which he himself had had. By contrast the Gentleman's T'agazine 

carried an enthusiastic little article in June 17^9 (2) on a 

designer of Lnglish silks "Our incomparable countrywoman, by 

the force of nere natural taste and ingenuity, (who) has made 

the English loom vie with the Italian pencil, very different 

from the gaudy patterns of the French, who have never yet with 

all the assistance of the Drawing Academy, been able to exhibit 

true proportion or just colouring on silks or linen in any 

single flower...." Nevertheless, the argument of the writer 

continued, that if an English designer who was untrained could 

do so well how much more "superior we should be if this 

natural genius was cultivated by art, and encouraged by 

reward". Thus the -.entlecnan 1 s Magazine strongly supported 

the policj of the Roya± bocic!. ,f Arts in giving premiune to 

pattern drawers and always advert^ou them suitably. These



(1) Koyal Society of Arts. Printed lists of prize-winners and priz« 
designs. A rather high proportion of the latter (by no means a 
complete series) were from members of the Pingo family.

(2) See, for example, Lyon. Bibliotheque ?>unicipale. Inventaire Chappe. 
KH 131, 1725. A memorial on the copying of designs. The 
merchants complained that designers were sent to Paris "examiner 
ce que a plie d'avanta e aux personnes de meilleur gout..." upon 
which "ils travaillent a des nouveaux dessins qu'ile leur vendent 
tres chers....et ils vendent cer mesraes dessins en mesraes temps 
aux etran^ere ...." who make the material and thereby injure the 
Lyon fabriquant, "parce que leurs stoffes nfont pluslagrement 
nouveaute". B,y sone such method Anna i aria Garthwaite acquired 
two sets of French designs one of which was certainly woven as a 
silk in Lyon (plate 3'1).
Paulet, (Le Fabricant des £toffeo de Soies), a silk weaver of 
Nirnes by origin, wrote in the introduction to his work that the 
Lyon manufacturer sent his chief designer to Paris each year 
"pour prendre connaissance de tout ce que chaque saison precedente 
a fourni de nouveau dans tous lee genres". He repeated the state 
ment in ot er parts of the book; on page 83*f of Vol. 7. he wrote: 
'*Les Lyonnais ont si bien reconnu la necessite d'echauffer 
1*imagination de leurs dessinateurs que tout lee gros Fabricants 
envoient les leurs une ou deux fois par an, a Paris pour voir tout 
ce que lee autres ont fait de Mouveau". Volume 7 was published in 
17&^» several years after the be^innin,^ of the work. He presumably 
thought it was a very important point, and worth repeating.

(3) The partnership of the designer with the fabriquant in Lyon was 
taken as a matter of course. The passage in the introduction to 
Paulet f s work began "tel fabriquant qui n'occupe que cinquante ou 
soixante metiers, a cinq ou six Oescinateurs, auquele il donne des 
appointeraents considerables..." It may be argued that Paulet was 
writing some time after this period. There is, however, good 
evidence that he hardly exaggerated his case. In the Inventaire 
Chappe at Lyon, (IH. 139 there was a case in 171' in which an 
action was brought by Louis Bron, 13enoist Carre and Jean Fionlong 
against Jean Cadory and Jean --aptiste Ganin for copying a "damae 
raye, rose et vert". The defendants clai/ned that Oaques 
Higollet, "dessinateur dudite Ganin" had in fact executed the 
design. /foniony is known in other contexts as a designer, so 
that both firms thus had their own resident designers. In 1726 
Rin^-uet, an impjrtant designer, was a partner in "les sieurs Brone 
et Kinguet". Jacques Charles Dutillieu (see pJ4$! was a designer who 
was elected a maltre fabriquant .and finally bad his own firm 
"Dutillieu et Cie." in 1761. In the Archives Departmentales at 
Lyon, serie B, papiers de commercants, there are the papers of a 
designer named J'eunier who was apparently imprisoned about l?6l for 
breaking his contract. Arnon^ hie scattered designs and slightly 
hysterical drafts of a memorial arguing his case and pleading his 
release ,is a copy of his contract, with Mcsr-re. Gabriel Aimard 
& Teste File. Its clauses included one forbidding him to work for 
any other firm or to copy his designs for any other fir<?i. Hie 
salary was quoted for the six years of the contract. The burden 
of his complaint wae that, having bound him to this exclusive 
agreement, the firm had not then made use of his designs. any 
other cases could be quoted. ^^____
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began in 175 but they were -small and few and the prize 

winners (araonr; the young silk designers) see i to have come 

from a very- small group (l).

Joubert strongly recommended the Lyon designer to 

visit i-aris in order to gain inspiration from, among other 

things, the silks in the shops. Such a visit was often 

written into the agreement signed between the Lyon decigner 

and his employers (2). It is true that the London designer 

was more easily placed in that he was already in the 

capital of his country but he or she could not see the same 

range of goods that the Frenchman could. Moreover, the 

French designer made his trip "officially" as a part .er 

or employer in a firm* The Englishman had to take his 

own time to do GO, for the majority worked independently, 

and this was probably the greatest difference between the 

two countries (3).

There may never have been a large number of designers 

practising at any one period in London. A letter in the 

uazette and i.ew Daily Advertiser of arch 12th, 1?65 "to 

the Gentlemen of Spitalfields who associate and consult 

on the present complaints" questioned if there were "more 

than three pattern drawers, that draw for silk only, in 

t o.tr hJ.ngdom, and if those three are not engaged to support 

the monopoly of two houses only ? ". This was denied two 

days later in "C's answers to B's queries". "Can it be 

supposed that 3 persons can draw for all the looms and those 

inrue c >yed by two weavers only and all the rest to draw



(1) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 211. It is a little puzzling
to know who the three were. The independent designer could 
be i eter Cheveney since he was of sufficient standing to give 
evidence. John Vansomcier, partner in Ogier, Vansomner and 
Triquet, would seem a very lively candidate for one of the two 
"confined to particular houses" (Fleetwood). Teregal also eaid 
that there were only two really good pattern drawers "who draw 
for particular houses" "in general esteem".
John Pritchard, one of the "capital" mercers by definition^said 
that one of his partners was a pattern drawer. .. .lie therefore 
bad more than one.The only firm with a Pritchard among the 
partner? was Palmer and .Pritchard (at a different address to 
Palmer and Fleetwood^. In each case, however, no third 
partner is mentioned in the Directories. A trade card for either 
firm for this date raig. t help to identify the third designer^ 
but none so far has been discovered.

(2) See Intro action p. 9. His career is outlined Huq. Soc.ProcS-1960 
XX,No. l.pp 66-69.

(3) In the Diaries of Bishop ^icholeon at the Tullie uouse Museum 
Carlisle,, for that date.

E.4464-19O}. r. Hinch^liffe must be '• r. Ifinch^liffe at the 
the Cireat Wheatsheaf, who died in
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for themselves? Tis a contradiction to common sense, 

there may possibly be but two or three excellent persons 

in that way and if two weavers will make goods to all the 

patterns they draw pray who is injured?" Since almost 

exactly the same arguments and figures were quoted to the 

Select Committee of the House of Com ons a week previously 

(1) there may have been some foundation for them. The 

eight designers known are probably therefore a fciir selection 

of the number active and the facts known about them probably 

true of their colleagues. Christopher Baudouin was associated 

with some important weavers (2) but not always with the same 

men. He probably had regular customers but there is no record 

of a partnership. "Mr. Dandrid  ;e" was described in 1705/6 as 

" *...a drawer of patterns for the silk weavers in ' Toor- 

fields..." (3). On a Lernan design of 1719 for a "pattern 

for a lustring brocaded in colours"... the inscription 

recorded that the pattern was of Leman 1 s Drawing in imitation 

of another drawn by Mr. Dandrid^e for r. Hinchcliffe (the 

 ercerj (** }, from a foreign stuff". This probably 

epitomises the role of the English desi ner. He was 

following, not creating fashion,and he was working on an 

individual commission from a notable mercer who, from the 

text of this inscription, also took designs from Leman. 

<!**   Leman, as a boy, had copies Baudouin's designs for 

Mr. V«rnon (probably Matthew Vernon, a leading mercer, 

supplying goods to the Crown) in the same way.



(1) PCC. Adrnon. granted to Elizabeth Leraan his widow, ,'anuary 
9th, 1713.

Mr. Care & Comp. 1708-10, ^r. Carr & Corap. 1709-10, 
Mr. Carr, Lofield £ Corap. 1710-11, tfr. Uinch^lif (sic.) 
1711-1712, Nr. Keynolds k Partners 1711, ^r. Tullie « 
Company 1710, ? 'r. Whittin-ton 1707-1716 (including one 
design in which he is mentioned with Hinchfclif). 
Mr. Trenchfield (1706-1707) = Caleb Trenchfiell, father- 
in-law of Isaac Whittington, who succeeded him in his 
business. his house, the ^heatsheaf, on Ludgate Kill, 
passed to Whittirigton (Caleb Trencbfield died in 1712) , 
and his partner Hinch^liff. The partnership subsequently 
broke up since Leraan mentioned both firms in the same 
period (see p. 157 note 2 ), Hinchiiliff presumably called 
his shop "The areat Wheatsheaf" to distinguish it from 
Whittington 1 s.



From 1706-22, from 17^2-56,and from 1760-62 three 

fcnglish designers left sufficient document-fry evidence 

of their activities to reveal their relationship with the

weavers and mercers for whom they worked or, more 

correctly, to whom they sold their designs•

The first of these, James Leuan, was possibly 

exceptional. He worked at first as an apprentice to his 

father, 1702-1711, when he became free of the Weavers Company 

and late in 1712 his father died (U. The technical details 

on his designs shew that he had receivej a grounding in the 

techniques of his profession to a degree of which Joubert 

would have approved. The mercers 1 names on the early 

designs (2) reflect Peter Leman'e customers rather than 

a clientele chosen by young James. Peter Leman received 

com.iisfcions from a number of different fir.^s, and the turn 

of phrase used suggests that the mercer asked the elder Leman 

for a certain r.ind of silk which oames then designed. ne drew, 

for instance, " * daraask figure for ''r. l.ittin^ton t* Comp." 

in 1708,and on another in the sa;;ie year is the inscription. 

"Mr. Vernon's orrace tissue....this modell was drawn from

one of Mr. Baudewine's". A design of 1707 was for "H flowd.
C 

satin for changes and a bro/ad, 400 corde No. 3 « 12 - 130

Defines in 5 simples''26 in each, Designed for r. Sadler, 

Yor my father, by me James Leman for a new workman". This

inscription sums up the relationship between all the people 

who were concerned with the silk. ,'r. Sadler h^r 

coouaieeioned ietcr Le aan to weave a flowered satin with part



(1) This was a standard method of designing. On one of 
Garthwaite»s designs, 59&1-5 (17^2) she indicated the 
changes in the margin of the design. The silk woven with 
a pattern made in this way has bands of different colours 
visible on the back, but if well made this is not obvious 
<&n the front of the textile.

(2)

12
IZ

1 define

8

(3) The cords are those of the figure harness (See Plate 74,75, and 
each would be represented by one square on the graph paper, 
although several warp threads might be controlled by one 

cord. The cords pass through the Comber board and across 
the top of the draw-loom to the simple.

The lashes tied to the cords at the side of the loom constitute 

the simple. Several series might be arranged to make the 
work of the drawboy lighter (See diagram ).
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of the design brocaded and part of it with a pattern 

weft going from selvage to selvage. The colour of the 

silk in the bobbin on the shuttle is changed according to 

the requireaente of the design in the length of the silk (1). 

Both methods would help to Y;ive the maximum decorative 

effect while economising in the actual amount of silk used.

Peter Leman had handed over the commission to his son who 
 

draws a suitable design and gives sufficient instructions 

for the draughtsman to draw it out on "rule" or graph paper 

from which the loom can be set up, 8 £ 12 is the size of 

this graph paper (2), the dezines are the unit.and thus there 

are 130 £ 12 different lines in the design and there are *fOO 

in the width. The draughtsman has all the information he 

needs in order to convert the free design into a working 

draft. The "new workman11 would presumably weave the silk. 

A large number of the early designs are not, however, inscribed 

with a mercer's name, as,for instance one which was in 

scribed: "Jan. 15 1711/12 This pattern for a 900=8 thred 

Damask brocaded with silver, ^50 cords (3) No. 8 ?* 10, 30 Dez, 

2 simples (*0 For my father Peter Leman, By me James Legman", 

which suggests that Peter Leman also worked quite in 

dependently and not to commissions. A part of his production 

was "bespoke" but for the rest he could choose his customer. 

Liuriao these years James Leman was working very much as a 

French designer would have done, as an integral part of a 

weaving firm, junior partner to a "raaltre fabcicant" receivin



(l) James Lernan. Inscription on the back of a design
E.Mf60-1909. The minimum necessary information for 
the draughtsman is given: ^-00 cords etc,, the type of 
silk, a flowered lustring brocaded with colours, the 
name of the mercer, Whittington, and that of the journey 
man who is to carry out the design (See
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//^^ 2.zjX>7f

- *

*

<i^

l=r~^0

Plate 1. (1)



(1) On i. Mf 71-1909 dated ay llth, 1719 Leman wrote:
"..., r r. Dandrid^-e please to finish some of this pattern 
as soon as may...."

(2) This is probably Jeorge Binckes, a mercer who supplied
goods to the Crown from 171 )-172? (and probably outside those 
dates). uther mercers who were customers of Leman in 
these years were: Alexander & Co. 1719-21, Mr. Honclif (Hinch^l 
etc.; 1716-1721, rr. Inslip (?) date (?), Mr. Tullie 1717-1721, 
Mr. Wittington (sic) & Company 1717-1721.

(3) E. W>3-1909.

(k) See Chapter 1, p.^.

(!?; ^ot all the designs are dated. Taking the five years together 
there v/ere about four or five in most months of the year, hut 
only one design bears an October date. The greatest nu.-iber 
(9 & 8) were in the months of arch and May for the spring 
and summer trade presumably.
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commissions from thermaltre rnarchand".

The designs from 1717-1722 in the Victoria and 

Albert ''useum shew Leman working as an independent weaver, 

even occasionally making use of the services of another 

pattern drawer (1;. His practice remained the same. There 

are instructions on the designs for his draughtsmen and his 

journeymen and often an inscription "for r, Binckes" (2^ 

"To be made by Wells for r. Alexander ^ Comp*" Significantly 

one design (3) is inscribed "For r'r* Tullie & Comp. order 50 

(yards V)". He does not say for what kind of silk this 

design ie intended but adds "This figure will do, make it the 

same breadth and the same richness 50 yards" (this part of 

the inscription is also in his handwriting.). Thus Tullie 

(probably Isaac Tullie )(*f), would seem to have placaJ a blank 

order for 50 yards of a certain type of eilk agreed verbally 

with Leman^leaving to him the choice of pattern. Other 

patterns only name the type of silk "a silver lustring" and 

the date,with the minimum of technical details for the 

draughtsman but have no mercer'B name. These would, I 

suggeet, have been produced for the next season's trade in 

anticipation of an independent sale to a mercer, (5)« It 

can be said without reservation that the patternr changed 

for each season from early in the century,

The designs of Anna i 'aria Oarthwaite,although they 

cover the years 17<^t>-175b only bear lengthy inscriptions from 

17^2 onv/ards. She was not a trained we-iver and little is 

known about her backcround other than the fact that she



(2) Anna -laria Garthwaite. Index to one of her volumes
of designs. The index is in her own handwriting, The 
names are those of the weavers to whom the designs were 
sold-and under each are listed the types of design and, 
occasionally, the name of a mercer for whom the design 
was bespoke. The page numbers correspond to numbers on 
the designs themselves.
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Plate 2. (2)



(1) 5970/37 is inscribed "in Yorkcnire 1726" and 5970/36 "in 
fork". An undated design 5970/28 is inscribed "This was 
sent to London with the rul'd paper before 1 came up,,.." 
All efforts to trace her family have so far failed. her 
sieter was, however, married and living in Spitalfielde 
since they subsequently shared a house in Wood Street, 
(They appear in the Rate Bookc from 17^3 together, "the 
widow Danny", her sister Mary, much earlier).

(2) Her cousin, Kdward \iarthwaite, was granted the Adrnon, of her 
will (POC Caesar 4-71) . He bought a Tudor mansion at Shackle- 
ford in 17V? which he rebuilt. We are indebted to Miss £.K. 
Dance, Curator-Archivist, Guild ford Museum and Muniment Room 
for information about Edward uarthwaite,

(3) The series of damasks she designed 17^0/4l could have been
for I'r. Hinchcliff of the Great VJheatsheaf ; If, indeed, she 
can be identified with the author of the article on silk 
designing in Smith's Laboratory, a suggestion made by my 
colleague, r. P, K. Thornton, in an article on the subject 
in the Bulletin of the Needle arid Bobbin Club, op, cit,)

5982/ifa, January 17 W5.
104-6, 207-8 

(5) See pp.91-2 ,/of this Chapter.
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cam* from York (1) and had well-to-do relations at 

Shackleford in Surrey (2). «ier entire working career 

appears to have been as a freelance artist. No journeymen 

occur in the inscriptions on her designs and far fev;er 

technical instructions. It was in the first pla.ce the 

weaver who placed the order with her and took away a tracing 

or varnished paper from which his own draughtsmen made a 

draught. The date is probably that of the sale. She may 

have worked directly for one mercer (3) but this was ex 

ceptional. When she was working- to a "bespoke" order she 

said so, A tobine she drew in 17^5/6 (*O i for instance, was 

inBcribed "fr. I3ostock r, Grootert", The only weaver of 

that name who has been traced was Halph urotart of hand 

Alley, Biehopsg^te Street, who went bankru t in February 

1?^5» The first name is probably tLcit of a mercer and would 

fit Henry Bostock of St. raul*s, Covent Garden who went 

bankrupt in January 17^7• The two bankruptcies may be a 

coincidence but they may have had some permanent business 

association. On the other hand, since they only bought 

one of the surviving Garthwaite designs they probably were only 

casual customers.

One of her regular custoners was "Captain Baker", whom 

it is not difficult to identify with Captain John iiaker of the 

Weavers' Company (5), lie bought designs froi.. her between 

17^2-17^ for a variety of silks. In the index to her 

4esigns for 17^5 t for instance, she listed six under hie 

names



(1) Pala»r * Halsey, mercers of LuJgate Hill, Carr, Ibbetson 
& Bigge also of Ludgate Hill, Thomas & William Hinchliff 
(and Jamee Croft from 1751) at the Hen & Chickens, 
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

(2) We should like to think that this was John Batchelor
& Company of Spital Square until 1755$ later Hatchelor, 
Ham and lerigal of White Lyon Street, lie ±e the only 
Batchelor known to have been making flowered silks but 
the name is too common to be at all certain,

(3) See Chapter 1, p. 54-6

(k ) The third of ti is na.ne. Their family history is traced 
in an. article prepared jointly with my colleague r'r. F.K, 
Thornoton in the Proceedings of the uuguenot Society 
for iy6oJCX,No.l.?p-8Z-8^.

This is al :ost certainly Janes Jodiri the elder, of Spital 
Square, See Chapter 1, p. 55-6 . There are no other Godins
in the industry at the title of sufficient standing to hve
been weavers of flowered silks. 

20O
(6/ See p,106n.^/bf this Chapter.

This may be Daniel Vautier, the elder, of La^b .Street, who 
died in 1753  There are, however, other members of his 
family in the industry.
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"A bro. I.ut. Patt. for : r. Palmer...... 1

A Bro. Sattin for r. Carr............. 3

A Damask for Mr. Carr.................. 5

A Bro. Dam. for "r. i enchcliff......... 7

A Pro. in one shade....................15

A Bro. Lut......................••.•••-17"

five different kinds of flowered silk; two brocaded lustrings,

the satin, the damask, the brocaded damask, and the brocade
(1)

in one colour. Four of these were "bespoke" but two were

bought by Captain Baker on his own risk. The same division 

between "bespoke" and independently ordered designs is true 

in other yearc. "toreover, again taking 17^5 sis a 

convenient example, sha sold her work to a number of 6ther 

weavers during that year. Three of her designs went to 

Mr. Batchelor (2 ), all"bespoke"; two to Mr. Begot (i.e. 

Peter Higot (3 ) ), neither of them commissioned by a mercer; 

sevsn to Mr. (i.e, Peter (4f ) ) Lekeux of which two were 

"bespoke" (both velvets^for r'r. Swan of Swan & L-,uck, and 

iir. Carr); six to <r. (i.e. James (5 ) ) Godin none "be 

spoke"; two to r. t'eudwine (Abraham of Basinghall Street;, 

neither "bespoke"; two to " r. Ogier P. Street" (i.e. leter 

Abraham Ogier of Princes Street) neither "bespoke"; one 

to" r. Ogier No. V (probably )eter Ogier of Spital Square (6) ); 

nineteen to r. Vautier (.7 ) of which nine were "bespoke", six 

of these for r. Palmer and three for r. Carr; and seven 

to r. Gregory, none of them "beepoke". These men can 

nearly all be identified ae rich and important weavers. Their



(1) We should like to think that both references are to her
and not to some other lady such as "Mrs. Wright" who seeme 
to have worked rather later. There is one strange piece 
of evidence which supports the case. In the Patent offi&* 
•fcfeerw Design Kegisters for 18^2 there is a pattern for u 
carpet design (2.8.1 ^2) drawn on printed graph paper with 
the trade mark or name "Anna Naria Garthwaite, No. 8 & 9 f 
printed by Good & Son t 63 Bishopsgate Without, J. Clark, 
Sculp.". If her name was still a byword in the industry 
80 years after her death, it is reasonable to argue that 
she had a considerable reputation in her lifetime.
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pturehaeee illustrate the diversity of her practice:

•oottlswe a dejsifi;** *«us bought a* A *p*ei* ""on, a?v* eoste- 

ti$ee in execution of a atrcer'e cotami»sion. If there wa« 

any kind of a contract it w •& for one particular sale and 

did not bind the parties in any parmacnt re 

oreover, none of her cueto-^re are invariably 

with one mercer. If her caetor^re are tabulated over 

several years it can be eecm tn -t t:-.e,y could not have depended 

oolely on uarth\aite for the de«if;ne for their silfre - whe^**^ 

ahe was the "incomparable countryworaan" referred to in the 

GentX*a»n*a Magasioe or convcreely tlie "fc,-. -c- ;.a j; art ct

•ana lumiere, guide* par un caprice ignorant*•••de 

loastefl/« la principale cource dee d*«filoa colorec 

y employe" (i.e. in Bpitalfielda (1

The existence of other coaparable^but ao far un« 

Jtnown deci^ners can be de^unatrated fro:*, the &ale£ *<mde to 

Cai tain i'-a^er. e ie a uaefn: eacarrol* bccnnnc he can i.e 

identified without doubt, and becauL* h*/ ,rthwaite 

euatoatr for ao long* «• bou^nt the foilowi:i:i; -ler-i ^.E: 

17^2i /, (17*»3 oioaing) l?M»t vonl> o-ie voiu.-* survives for 

thia year, and it includes only the :,!;.. to t,,o «re :ver& who 

appear in the eocond of two voluaec in the next year* 3be

•ay therefore aave eo^a aeeibUc to u..or i:i I?M ..:uu 

aurvive ) 1 ?V : 6 t 17^6 (udming) t 17^7i 3. r^ , J : 

9, 17!/ CvJ.fai3i;i-i. 17H: 3, 17 1, 17^3» 1, 17lA C-.isL-irv. 

17^vt 1* Maker•• firx w^a atill advertioiug in ortlner«e 

Directory in l/'u.? «ar4.a ' • 11 a ; i vt-r roc^de and flowered



(1) ?h* Account Book of rj .A. de Brl***e i« in the Henry franeia 
Im 1 ont **ttMttii t Winter thur, U.S.A. A microfilm copy haa 
been presented to the Library of the Viotorift & Albert iio 
1 km much indebted to r. & Hra* Charles 'ontgoawry who made 
this document available Almost ae «oon ae it oait« into th«ir 

and hav« allowed sembtrs of the Victoria & Albert 
unrestricted uae of it*

(2) See p

(3) Ro?*l Tisauea were to be paid at the hi#heet ratea
ti8su«c in the 1?69 Liet of Prieea (Strong plain, foot* 
figured, and flowered branches). They were a very nrichrl 
«tlk of higb quality. See Cbapter >« p.276- 1?, 279.



silk11 . It seems hardly probable that his total out 

put of flowered silks was 2 in 17^8 and 9 in 17^9- It 

would appear that he bought designs as he fancied for his 

requirements, without any contractual relationship with any 

one designer, Garthwaite 1 s rivals in her heyday , the ^^KJ's, 

are unknown but their existence could be demonstrated from 

the sales made to any of her regular customers* The 

Garthwaite designs illustrate the complete freedom of 

practice in the English industry.

The work of P. A. de Brissac is/(known but his Account 

Book has survived (1). He drew for printed calicoes as well 

as silks and must have been the type of designer the 17&5 

witnesses had in mind when, conversely, they spoke of the 

small number who worked for "silk only" (2). He drew 

gauzes and patterns "all stuff" and also "foot tobines and 

mantuas", that is, patterns for looms with shafts only (as 

the present-day dobby-loora). These would have been email-scale 

patterns repeating many times in the width of the textile. Since 

it is an Account Book he says how much he was paid. For some 

of the chintz designs he received two guineas, he was paid 

a guinea for a "Royal Tissue" (3), £1 for a velvet, a guinea 

for a "Model for a pretty rich Tobine, the same number of 

cords as former tobine which was nothing but roses and leaves". 

For ribbons he received on an average 10/6d. for a pair of 

designs. His designs were for fewer cords and dezines than 

those of Leiaan and Garthwaite - in other words, for smaller



(1) Smith, op. cit., p. 37.

(2) Between the designer and the weaver there were two further 
operations* The design had to be (and still has to be) 
drawn but by the draftsman on to the graph paper specified 
("II faut qu'il y ait dans la ligrie horizontale autant de 
petite carreaux que de cordes au sample", Diderot Encyclopaedia 
"Velours", p. 897). Some skill was necessary to reduce a 
flowing curved line to a fixed number of small squares* Joubert 
described some of the hazards of this operation, pp. 15-16 of 
his Preface. If the design is badly drafted, the designer will 
see the "mauvaise effet d'une soie qui aura trop d 1 extension et 
qui bouclera par la faute du Dessinateur qui aura peint sur le 
papier regie sa maese de couleur trop large et qui n'aura par, 
senti 1'effet de sa reduction*..." etc. The draftsmen had only 
to indicate the weave if there was no separate binding warp. 
There might be several colours in one pass and each would be 
painted normally one above the other so that the draft would 
be much longer either than the design or the finished silk.

The next operation was described by Smith (p. 45) "...the pattern 
is sent to the pattern reader who, having a frame prepared with 
such a number of cords or lish as the pattern is drawn for, and 
having placed the same under it, he, or she, works the flowers by 
crossing the warp with the other lish, each colour separate, this 
going through the whole length of the pattern, it is (then) taken 
altogether out of the frame and carried to the Journeyman weaver, 
who then transfers the lish the pattern reader employed for the 
shoot, to the same number of packthreads of the warp as are 
fastened to the side of the loom...." In France the pattern 
reader was apparently usually a woman but both Paulet and the 
Diderot Encyclopaedia describe the same operation as Smith (see 
Plate 71t *-o» 66;. The two operations took a long time and 
demanded a high concentration and accuracy as any fault would 
be most noticeable in the resulting eilk.

(3) See Chapter 3t pp.2^2-269 

See p.It59 footnote 1

(5) Among her designs in 17^1 (5979.13 F) is one small draft for 
a tobine* It is the only one in the entire series*
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patterns. It can be deduced that she was paid jnuch

more for her designs, for the author of the article in Smith

(1) on Silk Designing remarked bitterly, when comparing

the lot of the designer in England and in France, that there

the designer "sells or disposes of his designs not by measure

or so much per inch but by hie merit".

In several items de Briesac has noted that with the 

design he charged 5/- for "the ruled paper" that is the draft 

for the weaver (2). He also has an item "to taking a feature 

from a bit of tissue and putting it on ruled paper for a 

flowered tabby". Unlike Leman, he appears to have been his

own draftsman for he frequently supplied the draft to his
either 

customer /with the design or very soon afterwards. While Leman

always gives his instructions to some third party, de isrissac's

accounts never mention an assistanti although he does deal with
I 

a variety of weavers and mercers. He must have had a thorough

technical knowledge to do the conversion mentioned above - 

to turn a design from a tissue into a tabby while keeping its 

proportion - to exploit the possibilities of each weave he would 

have needed a good knowledge of the finished silks, together 

with some mathematical competence O)» It is difficult to 

imagine the great French designers named by Joubert carrying out 

•uch laborious and badly paid work. Garthwaite had sent one 

of her earliest designs (k) up to London "with the rule paper" 

but whether she made any drafts aubsequently it is difficult 

to say (5)» Like Qarthwaite, de Brissac evidently worked



(1) See p. 147 footnote 1 . One of these ribbons was a commemorative 
one "to a pattern for a riband, a dove with an olive branch and 
the words Peace and Plenty in a Lawrel reath". This presumably 
dates the last entries in the book to the end of the Seven 
Years War, This is about 100 years before Coventry became 
famous for its commemorative ribbons and similar goods.

(2) See pp. 89 of this Chapter and Appendix 2(ii).

(3) See Chapter 1, p. 64 note 1

CO See Appendix 2(ii).

(5) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 211.

(6) John Gwyn. "An Essay on Design", 17^9- pp. 71-2 footnote.
"•...notwithstanding the Perfection to which the Silk Manufacture 
ie brought in London, particularly in Spittlefields, our greatest 
artists, for want of skill to delineate.....are, in the Article 
of brocaded Silks in particular, reduced to the necessity either 
of calling in the Assistance of the better instructed, though 
not more ingenious French, who reside among them, or of servilely 
imitating their less elaborate performance." Bouquet's opinion 
was simply "Quelquea desfiinateurs de Lyon e'tablis depuis peu 
d'anneee dans la fame use manufacture de Londres, fourniseent &. 
cette manufacture ce qu'elle a de rneilleur".

(7) 1765 Report op. cit* pp. 211-P12.
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quite freely for both weavers and mercers and indeed for 

many of the same people. An interesting little item shews 

the syster/i: "No. 6 designed for Hr. Palmer but he not liking 

it Mr. Baker (i.e. Captain ?) shewed it to Mr, Swan & Co. 

and they approved of it". Some of hie designs were 

"returned" suggesting that he had submitted them to a weaver 

or mercer on his own initiative. A number of his ribbon 

patterns he sold to Mr. Bird, an important Coventry ribbon 

manufacturer (1). De Briseac was thus much more of a hack 

designer of any textile that came to hand. nevertheless f his 

customers were well-known men, Mr. Baker (Garthwaite* s 

customer), Mr. Lewie (John Louis, a witness in 17&5 (2) ), 

Francis Bowland and John Walker (3), Carr, Ibbetson & Bigge, 

the mercers, Abraham Ogier (i.e. Thomaa Abraham Ogier of Spital 

Square), John A13.en & Co. (another 1765 witness (k) ), together 

with some not so far identified. Although he supplied the at 

nen with small patterns these were fashionable at the time 

and were in short supply accorrHm; to a mercer, h'illiasi Pickart, 

giving evidence in 1765 (5),

According to John Gwyn writing in 17^9 and to Houquet 

in 1755,the best designers in Spitalfields were Lyon men (6). 

Only one of the eight known by name was a Lyon designer, 

however, and this was Feter Cheveney, He told the Select 

Goaaittee of 1765 (7) "that we has worked as a pattern drawer 

in Lyons" and said "that the best pattern drawers at Lyons 

are always taken into partnership with the weavers and that 

the salaries to others are very large (he has heard 6OOO-7000



(1) M«unier, the designer, mentioned in footnote 3, p.1^2 of this 
Chapter was, according to the agreement in his papers, to 
receive 3000 livres in his first year, rising by annual 
increments to ^000 at the end of six years. Ke was obviously 
not a leading designer. Cheveney's figures may not therefore 
be greatly exaggerated. According to the Universal Library 
of Trade and Commerce (B.M. I*f30, bb 2?) second section, 
"Compendious system of Arithmetick, pp. 60-61 Exchange Hates £3 
sterling s ko livres of Paris (in 1753)•" If this exchange 
rate was approximately the same ten years later, Meunier's salary 
rose to £100 and the men referred to by Cheveney were getting 
from £150 p.a. and upwards* These would indeed seem to be 
large salaries, taking the royal officials who occur in the 
Great Wardrobe Accounts as a standard.

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 212.
note^

(3) See p.l06/0f thits Chapter and Plate^6
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livree a year).,... 11 (!)• He thus thought it would be 

difficult to persuade thes to come to England without a 

Ttry strong financial inducement. One other pattern drawer 

was mentioned in the House of Commons evidence: "Mrs. VJright, 

a pattern drawer of great eminence who for many years has 

drawn designs for all sorts of silks, was never abroad, never 

received Instructions from any pattern drawer and draws entirely 

from her own fancy" (2). She was presumably a rival of 

Garthwaite in her later years. It was not stated, however, 

whether she worked independently or for a particular firm. 

John Vansommer of Ogier, Vansommer and I'riquet is the only 

ease BO far discovered where a pattern drawer was taken into 

partnership by an eminent weaver (3)«

The general conclusions of the evidence given in 17^5 

were that there were not enough pattern drawers and that more 

should be encouraged, either by regular partnerships with mercers 

or weavers, or by inducing Frenchmen to emigrate, Ko one 

referred to the Royal Society of Arts premiums or any similar

•ethod of encouraging the artist. The mercers doubted whether 

Frenchmen could be tempted over or whether native talent could

•ver fill the gap. As they were anxious to import French

•like legally their despondency was self-interested. Only 

Cheveney nade the point that it was more important to have 

original designers than to copy French patterns successfully 

for, in the foreign markets, the latter could only feebly 

compete with the French.



(1) In "London & Middlesex, a historical, commercial and 
descriptive Survey London" Vol. l f 1310, pp. 666-6?,

the decline of the silk manufactures in 
the years 17&2-3 was "ascribed to,: _" the improved 
manufacture and general wear of cottons'*. The author 
admiiad the "ingenuity of the calico-printers in devising 
patterns for printed cottons....which for elegance of drawing 
exceeded everything that ever was imported...,.(and) almost 
wholly superseded the use of silks".

(2) Several books of such materials have been preserved 
by Messrs. 'Warner Bros., dating from the late 70* s 
and 80•s.

(3) The D.N.B. records the early life of the 19th century 
designer, Thomas Stothard, who "was apprenticed to a 
draughtsman of patterns for flowered silks in Spital 
Square, Spitalfields. The.fashion for these silks declining 
he employed his leisure in making- designs from Homer and 
Spenser, being encouraged thereto by his master who died 
before his apprenticeship was out". Stothard stayed on 
for a time with the widow. He was apprenticed shortly 
after his own father's death in 1770* The only pattern 
drawer known to have been living in Spital Square was John 
Vaneoinner who died in 177^, a date which would fit this 
account. The source for this is not clear* If the 
master was John Vansomber, it is interesting that he should 
have seen the writing on the wall already as early as this, 
I am indebted to my colleague, Mrs. S. Bury, for drawing 
ray attention to this entry.
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The length of this discussion is warranted by

the fact that during .the period of this study, 1702~6o t ligured 

silks wttn more or less large patterns were in fashion although 

they changed, of couree, in style. To capture the saarket, 

whether at home or abroad, it was necessary to capture it in 

figured silks* Plain eilK.6 of good quality were v^r 

to produce by the incipient industries set up at various place: 

>n the Continent. fhe silks themselves will be discussed in 

the next chapter but in the 6o f s and ?0*s printed calicoes and 

lighter, cheaper materials eaias increasingly into use (1) • 

Although plain, striped and s^all patterned matarlals were made 

in quantity in the second half of the century (2), the pattern 

drawer became a less crucial figure in the fortunes of the 

industry since his raison d'etre had disappeared (3). There 

was no equivalent in the Knglish silk industry to Fhilippe de 

la Aalle,

Heavers*

The sluap of l?64-6 prodv?ced a crisis in the silk 

industry in London which caused both the nation in general and 

the industry itself to take stock of its organisatioa and the 

factors which were thought to aggravate the situation* Thus, 

•set of the readily available facts were quoted at that tiae 

by one or other of the interested partiees weaver, aereer, 

journeyrran or sonsuaer. The desxmstrations, p0oeesalons



(1) Th*y w*r«, for exaiapXe, reported la John Noorthouek *
"A tfmr 'iistory of London" 1773, P. ^1 «t. «»q. «nd alao 
in Porter'6 trcatiae of 1

(2) 1765 Report op. cit« p. 209*
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through th« City of ^ondon,aAd "picketing" of the ouso 
of Lords b. the Journeymen weavers remitted in the memory 
of the public long afterwardes, and survived ia the general 
me counta of the industry compiled later (I). Invaluable 
though this evidence may be, it hae to be treated with s 
caution since none of it was unbiased, nor can it be taken 
for granted that the organisation of 1765 wae true in 1702• 
By oofljparlag the statements? aJe at the time with the other 
evidence which survives, it is possible to stake sotae assess* 
raent of the structure of the industry behind the polemics* 
Unfortunately, almost the only evidence whicis is quite i.->» 
peroonal is that which can be -aineci from a study of the 
inscriptions on the deei^as already discussed* This ia to 
be regretted not r>o rauch because of itc brevity in many 
c.u/jr , b tt because It refers specifically to one branch of 
the industry - the flowered silks. it htu? already been 
argued that these wore exceptionally inrortnnt in the 
period, but even in the l?(>5 keport (2) it is apparent that 
these silks were couriered to form a special branch of the 
industry. Thue John Alien, a master weaver, said "that in 
his trade which ie chiefly in flowered silks there has to 
his knowledge boon no decrease, nor <3oee he believe in 
general there has boon any deorea.ee icr "• • ~ I ' vo /ears 
la the flowered Way..." None of t^o i>artkrupt weavero of 
i7- 4-, -rtC -, , .<-• f . ;:. ; aown, weavers of flowered silks*



(1) 17^7 Anon. p. 219.

(2) S*e Chapter 5* pp.250, 252-271 ,esp.268.
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The distinction between the different branches 

of the industry and the extent to which such specialisation 

was true earlier in the century must be considered here, for 

it was very real in 17&5 and still more so in 1769. A 

factor which greatly concerned the Parliamentary Committee 

was the position of tne journeymen weavers, and thus some 

attempt must be made to assess their standing and their 

relationship with their masters* In the absence of any 

commercial evidence comparable with the Bosanquet Papers, 

for instance, the cumulative evidence of the other activities 

of the master weavers must be taken into account: the evidence 

of Chapter It ho\v and where they lived, the influence of 

the strong Huguenor element on the structure of the industry, 

the evidence from their wills of their capxtaj. and how they 

chose to invest it, their general interests, their behaviour 

as citizens arid the good causes they chose to support, and 

their social aspirations*

According to the General Inscription of All Trades (1) 

the heavers were "as numerous as the naraes of the things they 

weave...." and a brief catalogue was given, "according to 

which they have their particular denord.nations, all of which 

together make one of the most extensive branches of trade". 

There were three main divisions in the industry ba.cc*--' on 

technical distinctions, The weavers of flowered silks mad* 

on t»io draw-loom stood the greatest capital risk v^> , i.t«cir 

journeymen had to bo highly skilled and even at the



(1) "A History of Trade in England 1702", p. 126 et. seq.

(2) See same source and also the 1?69 List of Prices* A man 
was to receive a minimum of ?<*• a yard for wearing a half 
ell (wide; .-janujta of the loweet quality. The weaver of a 
Royal Tissue was to receive a minimum of 2/9d. a yard with every 
extra embellishment to be paid for on top of this*

(3) 1765 Keport, op, cit. John Alien's evidence, p. 210.
"....that a Brocade Weaver can work in the Gauze Way, but 
a Uauze Weaver cannot work in the Brocade Way...."

f

(**) Nine firms signed the List of Prices in this Branch (Ouvry & 
Prichard, Jacob Jaaiet, Daniel & Charles /'essinan, Andrew 
Benjamin Guiraud, Solomon Hesse, Legrew & Son, Peter Serret 
and Son, James fit Charles Dalbiac, John Freaont and Son....) 
Others who specialised in black silks, according to the 
Directories, were: Isaac Hoberdeau (17^-65), ^aniel 
Messman, father of Daniel and Charles, Obadiah Agace and his 
eon of the same name, etc.

(5) See Chapter 3« p. 24-2

(6) Daniel Defoe. "Complete English Tradesman." 1726, p. **Q2.
The author describee the clothes worn by a typical tradesman 
and his wife and the places where the materials are said to 
be made. The typical wife is taken to be a country grocer*6 
and "Her gown, a plain English Mantua silk, manufactured in 
Spitalfielde51 .
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of the century were thought to be well paid (1). The 

weavers oi" "foot-figured" silks with patterns made on 

shafts were less highly skilled and the journeymen less highly 

paid* Finally, there were the weavers of plain silks, whose 

quality was universally ac nowledred to be e:ood, and they 

probably constituted the majority at any period, and their 

journeymen were the poorest paid (2). Conversely, least 

is known about the weavero of plain silks. The weavers of 

flowered silks were highly subject to changes in fashion and 

season and the other two far less eo. (Colours probably changed 

as much then as now, but the earliert evidence for such 

fashions so far discovered is in a ribbon weaver's pattern 

book in Coventry of the very early 19th century). Cutting 

across these main divisions were the weavers of gauze, net, 

lace arid ribbons, all specialised uranches, wnose journeymen 

could not easily change to other trades (3)« Their looms 

were different from those of other weavers and were useless 

if the goods were not in demand. A fifth branch 

characteristic of the 13th and 19th centuries was the Black 

Branch CO . They flourished during general mournings when 

the rest of the industry was unemployed. Few of their silks 

have survived owing to the inherent destructiveness of black 

dyes (5). They were, however, plain, fancy, or flowered as 

the others.

Despite the claim nads by Daniel Defoe that the public 

at lar^e wore Spitalfields ailka (6) it was only the 

prosperous tradesman and the unpor classes whn bought silks,



(1) 1765 Heport, op. cit. p. 209.

(2) Lord Chamberlain's Accounts* Taffeta was used regularly 
both ac a furnishing and for the Heralds of the College 
of Arras, etc*

(3) Mortimer wrote in the Introduction to his section on
the Weavers: "Of all the Mechanic Arts that of Weaving in its 
different branches is the most extensive, and the manufactures 
of silk stuff, etc* carried on by the following weavers in 
or near fepitalfields are the largest of any in the kingdom 
& of the greatest importance to the trade in general. 
I have therefore been as axact as possible in distinguishing 
the different articles manufactured by each weaver..... 11

(*0 The categories he listed were Black silk, gauze, silk mixed with 
worsted, etc* (the largest group), striped and plain lustring 
mantua and tabby (usually together), brocade (including gold 
and cilver brocade) and flowered silk, velve\t f worsted stuff, 
handkerchiefs, ribbon, ferret, shag, silk damasks, & horsehair 
for chair bottoms*
Paulet wrote in the Preface to "I 1 Art du Fabricant d f #toffes 
de Soie," Section 51, (p. 21 of the 1779 edition published at 
Neuchatel/ "Les Anglais seuls paraissent avoir porte leuro 
manufactures si. un tres haut degre de perfection* Londres seula 
contient environ huit mills metiers, et voice quelle est la raieon 
de ce grand nombre ; comae les ouvriers qui s f y donnent a un genre 
d'etoffes n'en fabriquent jaraais d'autres, lee me'tiers une foi0 

consacres ci telle ou telle etoffe ne sont jamais montes pour une 
autre; ainsi tel ouvrier qui fait du satin ne fera jamais de taffetai 
ou de velours, et ainsi du reste: par cc moyen chacun d'eux acquiert I 
dans son genre une precision &. laquelle nul autre ne peut atteindre, 
parce que le fabric?nt ne change jamais la qualite de la soie...." 
This may have been a little exaggerated but there wan certainly 
a basis of truth in his hyperboles,

(5) Court T?ooks, op. cit.
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and thus the industry was inherently sensitive to changes 

of fashion and taste. ' T ere were very few staple goods on 

which they could always rely,and therefore there was a 

tendency towards the security of bespoke weaving. The 

prices of silka will be discussed in the next chapter, but 

to make a brief comparison, a good journeyman wae said to 

earn normally between 15/~ and l8/- a week b,y John Pare gal (1). 

The average price of a plain white or coloured taffeta (except 

scarlet) over a very long period (2) was about 8/- a yard,

a price for a plain silk which could be paid in I960. The 

industry could not afford a slump or a strike, for the masters 

were probably working with a fairly narrow margin of profit. 

Thus, the tendency towards specialisation w«.s probably an 

economic necessity.

By 1763, the date of Mortimer's Directory (3), there were 

further divisions wit? in each ^roup (*f), and a study of the 

individual weavers suggests that soae families or individuals 

practised in one branch over a long period. The Lekeux* were 

making flowered silks from the second half of the 17th century 

until 17i>j. The Maasraans and the Agaces made black silks 

for two genefatione. John Sabatier is a good example of 

a distinguished weaver who specialised in one branch over a 

Ions period. liie father of the earne name was living in
»

fipitalfieide iro.u tiie early years of the century. no wae a 

"Foreign VJeaver" when he too-- t<>e younger Sabatier ae an 

apprentice in 1710 C5) • ^1-e father's will was proved in



(1) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 26, p. 996.

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 2o8 evidence of Jsunee Johnson.
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(1; J?0< ;-c^ort t or. cit. p» ?2%
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than since that period* and. that fron the commencement 

of his Business to the Year 17^3 he had had patterns from 

moet of the great nercers in Town, for the Spring trade; 

but that since the Year 17^3» he had receiver? no Ordere but 

for Winter Goods, i'hat he r»me»bere goin^; to the Kercers 

so long ago ae the Year 1721 when they used to give orders for 

slight striped Goods, the Sort that are now imported from 

Italy; that the Orders for these Goods frora the great shops 

are now diminished, but the small shops who cannot import 

foreign goods order them as usual ,...." 3t) •

It is interesting to note the peak yearc he mentions, 

and also that in the 60's he war certainly working in the 

bespoke trade since h» bad had 'patterns from most of the 

great mercers in town 11 . Further points fro.Ti his evidence 

will be considered later. In 1721 he was still an 

apprentice, which indicated that his father was already a 

substantial weaver taking independent ordci^ md grooming 

his son to take over from hira.

It seerne very probable that the Sabatiers, father and 

•onf were customers of Anna .aria uarthwaite for there were 

no others of that name of sufficient standing in the industry 

who could have been weavers of flowered silks. "Mr. Sabatier" 

was one of her chief customers from 17^7-56, buying 

approximately 90 of her designs in that period. If this 

identification is warranted - and her other important 

cue to rr., "Capn. 3ak«r", the Lekeux's, tiao Land one and the 

Ogiers, vr»r« of this calibre - than some interesting points



(1) See Chapter 3, pp.264"on the time it took to set up a loom.
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are raised. Some inconsistencies are apparent in his 

evidence to the Commons. In 1766 he said he had begun to trade 

for himself in 1750, but in 1750 he had been exporting silks 

for three years to Ireland. Mr. "Sabitier" certainly 

bought designs from Garthwaite from 17^7. (The designs for 

the year 17^-6 are now missing). During the three years 

17^8-50 when John Sabatier said the industry was at its 

most flourishing, "Mr. Sabitier" bought patterns for the 

following silks: 17^8, 8 tobines, a flowered lustring, and 

a damask; 17^9, 10 tobines, 2 "tobine damasks", and 2 damasks; 

1750, (the designs now missing), and 1751« a flowered two- 

coloured tabby, a damask, 2 tobine tabbies, 7 tobines, a 

spotted tabby, a waistcoat (flowered tabby) and a tissue 

flowered satin. The incidence of the datee shew that he 

had a number of looms working for him at the same time. For 

instance, he bought tobine patterns in 17^8 on Hay l4th, 

20th and 23rd (1). He also had a number of different kind & 

of loom working for him. A damask, a tobine and a tissue 

all require a different set-up of the loom, and it would be 

uneconomic to change over from one to the other, although 

not, of course, impossible. If "Mr. Sabitier" and John 

Sabatier are the saat man, he was presumably retaking tobines in 

quantity for the Irish market. Warp patterned silks were 

becoming popular, but he bought more tobinee from iarthwaite 

than her other customers did in then* years (although they

could hare none, of course, to other designers for these 

goods). On the other hand, a feasible hypothesis would



(1) 1765 Report, op. cit. p* 208 evidence of the Journeyman, 
Thomas Price.

(2) See Chapter 1, p



Mem to be that this ie a case of a weaver in one branch, 

not only specialising in one branch of the industry but 

making a particular kind of eilk for a particular market.

Another point arises if the Parliamentary witness and 

the Garthwaite customer are the same man. With one

exception, in 17^7« when she sold him a damask pattern "for 

Mr. Hinchliff" none of her designs for him bear the name

of any mercer, either in the indices to the volume or on 

the designs themselves. Does this perhaps suggest that he 

turned over to "bespoke 11 weaving in the later 5^*8 and 6o*s? 

He was not a customer of de Brissac although the latter drew 

a number of tobines. In the course of his career he seeq^s 

to have made almost every variety of flowered silk. Con 

sidering the time it took to set up the design and the risk 

in finding a customer, he must have had considerable capital 

but perhaps was eventually driven to obtaining "bespoke" 

orders from the mercers (never from one in particular, 

according to his evidence). Since four men to a loom was 

reckoned to be the average number (1), from his own account 

he had employed a maximum of four hundred men at his greatest 

prosperity, and 280 or less when the trade began to run into 

difficulties. This compares with the figure of those 

employed by Lewis Chauvet (2) and gives a useful standard 

for the size of a prosperous weaver'o firm.

Occasional examples can be found of weavers who were 

specialists in one very limited field. Thus, Mr. Julins who



(1) 17&5 Keport, op, cit. p. 210 evidence of Mr. Ashburner, 
mercer*

(2) Wearers Company Quarterage List for 1?2S.

(3) Stephen Jeudwine, Abraham 1 E father, was mentioned in the 
latter 1 e will, but is described as "aged". There are no 
others of this nam* Mentioned either in the Court Books 
of the leavers Company or the Directories (except a son 
of Abraham apprenticed to him in
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bought designs from Garthwaite in 17^2 anf again from 

1751-55,was evidently a specialist in damasks* The 

majority of the designs were for these (together with a 

few other silks) and he can certainly be identified with Siznon 

Julian who was the solitary specialist in damasks to 

advertise in Mortimer* s Directory. In 17&5 (D these 

Bilks were described as "common things" which accords with 

his status ae a loyal Liveryman of the Weavers Company,(he 

went on the Livery in 1724) } and his modest house in Booth 

Street, his address in 1728 (2), and probably earlier, which 

was valued at a mere £200 in 17^7• He offered 22 men to 

serve the Crown in 17^5*

The career of Abraham Jeudwine illustrates the tendency 

there seems to have been towards increasing specialisation. 

In 17^5 he bought designs for a brocaded tissue and a bro 

caded satin from Garthwaite (and he presumably did not limit 

his production to these two patterns), When he gave evidence 

to the House of Commons twenty years later, however, he was 

described as a velvet weaver and his evidence on the quality 

of English velvets shewed the technical expertise that one 

would expect of a specialist.(There is no other Jeudwine in 

the field (3) )• He had presumably concentrated on one of 

several kinds of silk which he had formerly made.

The 1769 List of Prices shews that some masters made 

•everal kinds of silk since they signed in several different 

branches. Jacob Jamet, for instance, signed the Black and



(1) P.R.O. (Senior 159 R«* Hodgson). Chancery Masters Exhibits. 
A few letters are included among a bundle of documents and 
WA Catalogue of the Stock and Utensils in Trade of !lr. ires, 
Shag leaver in Daggers Court, Quaker Street, S,italfields, to be 
sold by auction..,,20th April, 1762". Many of the sales 
advertised in the newspapers,mentioned such catalogues although 
this is the only surviving one so far traced.
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the Fancy, Andrew Benjamin Guiraud signed the Black 

and the Gauze. None of the weavers of black silks, however, 

signed in the Strong Plain, Foot-Figured and Flowered lists, 

suggesting that a weaver of black silks did not also make 

coloured silks. Few of the most well-known weavers signed 

the agreement in the Plain, Foot-figured and Flowered Branches, 

and some of the weavers who signed can be seen to have changed 

their specialities in the course of their careers. John Roy 

was deccribed as a satin weaver in Mortimer's Directory of 1763 

and signed the Fancy Branch agreement in 1769• ^® West & 

Son were satin weavers according to the 1755 Directories and 

signed the Fancy Branch in 1760. When Lewis Ogier was in 

partnership with a Duthoit he made flowered silks, and from 

de Brissac he bought tobines. To the 1765 Select Committee 

he was described as a weaver of flowered velvets, and he was 

listed among the silkmen in the Complete Pocket Book of 1772 

before he finally emigrated to Arnerica. Although the over 

whelming impression is one of specialisation there were many 

who oade several kinds of silk or changed their speciality. 

This would seem to be quite normal as demand fluctuated, 

what seems less so is the consistency with which whole groups 

continued in the same branches for so long.

The only weaver whose precise stock is known is a shag 

VtftVftr, Ralph Myers, who went bankrupt in 1763 (1). He had 

a variety of mountures in stock, 3 for flowered shag t 7 of 

unspecified use, 1 silk mounture and - most interesting -



(1) John Bollard submitted a. piece of quilting to the Royal 
Society of Arts in 1?60 in the hope of being awarded a 
premium. He was turned down because it was "of the same 
sort and equal goodness as (that submitted by) Robert Elsden 
15 years ago." The Gentleman's Magazine reported another 
attempt in February 1?65 (GM.XXXV, p. 93) saying that "the 
wearers in Spittlefields have invented a method of quilting 
in the loom which is much neater than the quilting per 
formed by women in the usual way...." This suggests that 
neither of the two earlier inventions were entirely 
satisfactory. <£uiltinc) was used extensively for cover 
lets, for petticoats and for dresses. Examples of all these 
have been preserved. There are also silks in which part 
of the design is raised and wadded. There are no details in 
the sale catalogue which would indicate on what principle 
Mire's quil.ting loom worked.

(2) See p.76n.l of this Chapter.

(3) They are: Chapman 1721 Mr. Fox 1?08
Grandpree 1721 Mr. Gauff 1?08 
Greenwood 1719 Mr, Lemoine 1708 
Kindle's Boy 1720 Mr* Matton 1?09 
Young Philip Mr. Muk 1718-20

Manckey j 1703 & IX 
Ben Manckey 1721 
Pe. Rozee 1721
Shoulder 1710-11 and James Shoulder 1721 
Wells 1719-20 and Wells' Boy 1721.

E.^60-1909. Plate 1, Mo. 1. The silk design referred to on 
p.154- of this Chapter for Mr. Sadler,was "for a new workman" 
which also implies continuous employment
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"a new silk sxmnture for quilting" (1). Ue had onl \vorcteJ 

mohair in hie workshop 00 that hie silk weaving was very a»eh 

subordinate to hie worsted weaving. It is tempting to 

argue tliat he felled because he attempted to out aero GO the 

accepted divisione in the industry, Making el Ik and worsted, 

as well ae trying out new inventions without enough capital.

If the sasterr specialise-.» it would be interesting 

to fcaow how far their journeymen did. x'he caee reported 

in the Weavers Company Court Books of 1713 (2) suggest* that 

they did not do so* Powell, the offending journeyman, 

had switched from a cane of poj»lin to one of haadkerchiefr. 

The list of weavers mentioned by Lezaan on hie designs 

suggests the reverse (3>* Ben anckey received his "first 

draught work" in 1719 (^ , which implies that aore would 

follow. When Leoan designed "a figure for a satin... 

tissue for 'r. Sadler and Co. *t50 cords No* 8 6 10 162 deaines 

long drawn like 8 It 11.....to be nade by r. Jauff in 3 

staples11 it can be aasuasd that *. -auff was a highly 

skilled weaver who understood completely the process of trans 

ferring the design to the draft and the subsequent tyin^ of 

the lashes* Soa* of Leman'o weavers were employed for 

several yearsi Philip Manskey froa 17Q3-11, his brother (?) 

Ben^ain later v Mr. Muk from I?l8-20 fand Shoulder from 1710-11, 

who was possibly the same s«n as Jajaes Shoulder •raployed in 

I?. . Vhen Lsaaa says a silk is "to be aade in the satin 

tissve aarasssn by a particular weaver it suggests a workshop



(1) Aa example is quoted on p.24^/of the next Chapter*

(2) See p. 168 of thie Chapter.

?; - ,<ooa» 3yms died in 17^7 (POO. Potter, fol. 197)* 

PCC. Legard, fol.
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on the Leman premises and this is confirmed by the 

elaborate instructions on sorae of the designs for the 

distribution of the warp (1) in the loom. He appears to 

have employed certain journeymen regularly, whether or not 

he paid them on piece-work. While a number of weavers 

are mentioned on his designs simply by their surnames 

"Chapman" (1721) "Kindle*s Boy" (1730) others are always 

referred to as "Mr." It is noticeable that there are no

full technical instructions on the designs to be riade by
© 

"Mr. Muk" or "Mr. Mattgta" for example. It may be that as a

boy and young man he felt rather more respect for his father's 

Journeymen than he did when they were his own employees, since 

he more often refers to them by their surnamee only in the 

later series of designs, but it may also be that in addition 

to running his own workshop he handed out work to the lesser 

weavers. The latter would correspond to those mentioned in 

the General Description of All Trades who oaly needed £50-£100 

capital to keep their few looms at work (2).

There is evidence for the employment of individual 

journeymen on a permanent footing later in the century. Ann 

Byas, widow of Thomas Byas (3)* who carried on his business 

after his death, left substantial sums of money in her will 

and a minor legacy of £100 to her son "to distribute among 

my poor workpeople.....", suggesting a regular connection 

continuing until her death in 1?6? CO* It rather modifies tht 

picture drawn in a letter to the Gazette and *ew Daily



(1) "Veritas" writing on February 13th, 1765.

(2) 1765 Report, op. eit. p. 209.

(3) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 209.
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Advertiser in 1765 (1) in which it was stated that since 

journeymen were paid by the yard they were free to changt 

their master when they pleased. This may have been true, 

theoretically, but was probably not general practice* Lewis 

DeBordeaux, who died in 17^8, left to hiG son f'atthew Lewis 

all his "tackling f looms and utensils in trade of whatsort 

eotTer excepting the looms which may be at the time of my 

decease lent to any of ray journeymen, which looms I give to 

such of my journeymen as shall then have the same in their 

possession", presumably the most trusted. A letter written 

by a publican (or so he called himself; to the newspaper 

already quoted (1) in March 1765, describing the sad lot of 

the unemployed journeymen, said that they sat "moping on our 

benches",afraid to sell their looms "lest the French should buy 

them and who in England wants them?" There were thus 

degrees among the Journeymen. Some might work in the master's 

shop, some borrowed or hired their looms from him, and at the 

top of the scale soaie owned their own equipment.

The point was discussed before the Select Committee 

of 1765. John James Bougeac ((2) said "that the Workman 

in France finds his own harness and everything elca". Philip 

Riley compared English practice with conditions in Genoa (3). 

Wages in this country he thought were higher: 5/- a yard for 

velvet ae against 3/^d. but "he must here pay I/- for the 

hirt and standing of his loom. The journeymen in Genoa find 

everything except loom, silk and wires". The bills



(1) Such as that introduced and amended in 1752.

(2) In the Gazette arid New Daily Advertiser.

(3) There was a crisis in the industry at that date. See 
Chapter 6, p.489-90. 
The weavers tnen alleged undercutting by the master.
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introduced into Parliament in the period dealing with 

Sraall Debts in the Tower Hamlets (1) (and the difficulty 

of recovering them) ; support the impression that most 

journeymen probably hired their equipment and speedily 

contracted debts when not fully employed. Although theae 

may have constituted the majority, the distinction between 

the small independent master and the various grades of journey 

men was slender* A pathetic letter to the Gazette and 

New Daily Advertiser on March 2nd, 1765 gave an account of a 

weaver "who formerly had three looms going" which enabled 

him to keep a wife and two children "in a very tidy manner" 

and"to lay a trifle by for sickness and accident, but having 

for near a year mounted only one loom, and that not constantly, 

we have sunk our little savings." He said that for three 

weeks he had been quite unemployed and that they had sold 

their best clothes.

The letter (if genuine) does imply that the normal status 

of the journeyman silk weaver was not one of abject poverty. 

He had "best clothes" to sell. Another letter from a "worsted 

weaver" living in Spitalfields on January 2£th 1765 (2) on the 

desperate condition of the unemployed said "the journeymen silk 

weavers who (some years ago) despised the worsted weavers 

on account of their work, would now be very glad to accept 

of sucn wor.:...." Despite short-term crisee in the industry 

the journeyman silk weaver probably enjoyed higher wages than 

•any of his contemporaries until 1763 (3). While the



(1) See Chapter 1, p.17 .

(2) Weavers Company Court Books, Hay 6th 1?20.

(3) Gentleman's Magazine VI, pp. 353» -^une
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industry expanded he probably bad a fairly high standard 

of life. The poor Huguenots were cared for by their own 

communityi and already by 1720 Spitalfields was said to have 

supported its own poor for some time (1). The poor who 

received the charity of the Weavers Company always signed 

for it and none appear to have been illiterate.

One factor which may have helped the journeymen to 

reach and to preserve a comparatively high standard of life 

was the geographical situation of the industry. There was 

an intense concentration of labour within a very small area 

in the streets north of Black Eagle Street and towards Bethnal 

Green. This produced almost the conditions of a modern 

factory. The journeymen were associated together very early 

in the century and the threat of their organised power was 

taken seriously both by the Weavers Company and the industry 

in general. The petitions which they presented as a body 

to the Company on Non-Freeiaen, imported foreign goods, and 

printed calicoes have already been discussed. The Company 

was worried about them as early as 1720, during the printed 

calico controversy. On May 6th "The Court being novcd that 

Something might be prepared to be printed and dispersed speedily 

throughout the Trade in order to prevent any disorders and to 

k»ep quietness among the Journeymen of the Trade...." prepared 

a draft of an elaborate memorial (2). Sixteen years later 

the Gentleinan's Magazine reported (3) "the demurrer to a Bill 

filed by a Society of Weavers in Spittlefields against Mr. 

Button landlord of the house where their Club was kept for a



(1) The Daily Gazetteer, November 7th 1739. "Last Monday 
night the weavers in SpitalfieldB rose against their 
masters pn pretence of their not giving them full 
wages....."
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sum of £30, lent him out of the Box, was argued be 

fore the Barons of the Exchequer, when the Court were 

of the Opinion that they were not a legal society, and thene- 

fore could neither eue nor be sue:,..." The weavers 

nay have failed to rprotft.protect their funds but the case 

shewed that they were capable of organisation. In the 

following year a series of spasmodic riots occurred in various 

places directed against the use of cheap Irish labour. 

These were discussed in the House of I, or or and a report 

printed in the Gentleman's Magazine. A noble lord speaking 

of the "Defects of power in wivil magistrates" said "The 

riots in Spitalfields.....were so far from proceeding from 

Oppression in any Magistrate that they proceeded from that 

which often occasions oppression^I mean the unlawful and 

unjust combination of Journeymen and Labourers to keep up 

or enhance their wages...." In 1739 the rumour of a cut in 

wages caused an immediate if local demonstration (1). 

There were no widespread repercussions on this occasion. 

For the next eleven years there seems to have been little 

industrial unrest but the threat was always there. During 

the crisis which aro^ owing to the shortage of raw silk 

in 1749-50, f'r. Reynolds reported to the Court of Assistants 

on uctober 3rd, 1750 the measures he had used "to keep the 

Journeymen weavers in a quiet and peacenble disposition", 

lie thought he had done SOJBS good and that they had been 

"•ade sensible of the care and attention of this Company to



(1) 28th April 1757, Weavers Company Court Books.

(2) See Chapter 1, p. 4-5. ^e Gazetteer and London Daily
Advertiser, October 13th 17&3 » published an advertisement 
which gave the names of those who signed the agreement in 
1762.

(3) S«e Chapter 1, p. 6 A- note 1

See Chapter 1, p.54 nofe 4-and Appendix 7«

(5) The Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser reported riots in 
Spitalfielde on October 4th, 6th and 12th, 17&3 followed by 
the renewal of the 1?62 agreement on the l4th. They were, 
however, demonstrations rather than fully- fledged riots 
since there was very little bloodshed, arson etc. After the 
affairs on October 12th in which one man accused of black- 
legging was seriously hurt f 500 troops were quartered in 
Spitalfields.



prevent as much as they could the Inconveniences they 

foresaw might happen to the Journeymen and Manufacturers 

from the excessive dearness of silk". lie was given a vote 

of thanks by the Court, A similar crisis occurred in 1757 which 

it was thought would cause widespread unemployment "And the 

very imminent danger and distress which might happen in 

consequence...*'* induced the Court to form a Committee and 

petition Parliament (1). The crisis passed and the 

Journeymen lived peacefully enough until the early 60's*

Since these crises were isolated it was as a potential 

threat that the Assistants of the Company (who, it has been

demonstrated, were themselves master silk or worsted weavers) 

saw their Journeymen. The Court of Assistants was never 

unsympathetic in this period. Its attitude was paternal 

rather than hostile, even when it feared a riot might take 

place. From 1762 the relationship of laaster to journeyman 

began to change* In August of that year the first List 

of Prices was signed by a committee of Journeymen and three 

Masters representing the rest: Lewis Chauvet (2), Francis 

Bowland (3) and John Garsed (if). These weavers may be 

•aid to represent the chief divisions in the industry: 

broad silks, fancy silks and gauzes, etc. aiid narrow goods. 

The elaboration of the 1769 List into five divisions ie 

indicative of the increasing specialisation within the 

industry. An attempt by some masters to go below the liat 

prices oauaed •xtensive riots in 1763 (5) and a series of
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eases occurred of the cutting of work on the loom and 

intimidation of "blacklegs". The unreet continued throughout 

the winter of 1763-^t to the disapproval of the Weavers 

Company* When the Court of Assistants was considering 

the best measures to take against the import of foreign 

silks on March 28th f l?64 t it was recorded in the Minutes 

"that the Journeymen by their disorderly and riotous be 

haviour in many late instances of cutting and destroying 

work on looms and works,and other outrageous conduct in 

breach of the peace, had rendered themselves very offensive 

and to be looked upon as a very disorderly and turbulent 

set of people....'1 Unless, indeed, they behaved better 

"they would certainly prevent any relief bein£ granted to 

their complaints". A deputation of ei;;ht was received to 

hear this admonition and the Court may have been perhaps a 

little disconcerted to receive from them £100 towards the 

expenses of an application to Parliament, no small sum after 

several months of economic difficulties in the industry. 

The eventt, of 1765 were to shew that the journeymen were anything 

but 'disorderly and turbulent 1 being, on the contrary, well 

organised and well disciplined. It was the Joorneymen who 

wanted "proper regulations" both in 175O and later.

By 1765 the question of wages in the industry was under 

lined by much bitterness and resentment. The scales of normal 

wagea quoted then shew a great divergence according to the 

source. It was "Veritas" (who seemn to have been a naster 

weaver from the tone of the letter? which he wrote to the



(1) To take an example at random, the first eilk in the
foot-figured and flowered branches were "Half ell plain and 
foot-figured llantuas per yard..... 1100 or under (the number 
of the dents in the reed and hence the name of the reed) 
plain.... ,?d., 1200 Eightpence and if full half Ell 3 
l/2d....If check'd or bar'd /.or the first shuttle 2d. and 
for every other Id." etc.

(2) "Simplex' 1 in Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, February 22nd, 1765,

(3) "Veritas11 in the Gazette and ;Jew Daily Advertiser, February 
27th, 1765-

"Veritas" in the same newspaper, February iHh, 1765 •
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Gazette and New Daily Advertiser) who wrote on February 

13th, 1765 that a journeyman's weekly wage could not be 

undercut because "all works are paid for by the yard or 

piece". This method of payment ie borne out by every 

other writer and by the List of Prices in which such and such 

a count of a certain type of silk is to be paid at so much 

per yard (!)• Some said that the journeymen were meaeured 

39" to the yard (2) and others that, on the contrary (3)* 

"there is not a single eminent master who does not sive the 

balance in favour of the journeymen y 1 though the writer of 

this was not sure what a few 'city v»e^verB* might not do, 

There must have been some reality in this discount - although 

in whose favour it normally stood it is difficult to say - 

since at the end of the 17&9 List of Prices it was stated 

"Thirty Seven Inches are to be the standard for the Yard and 

46 for the Ell".

"Veritas" (4) gave an optimistic account of the earnings 

of the journeyman silk weaver: he could earn "one guinea per week 

moderate working (clear of all charges) and very few less than 

25/- and some 3<V-» 1 o&y clear of all charges after paying 

a drawboy, a quill winder (which I would observe may be 

the journeyman's own son and daughter); so that supposing 

t;h» nan and his wife eacVi to have a loom's work they can 

employ four children, who will be earning money as well as 

themselves, this is an advantage that few trades have, 

A weaver may employ his children at three or four years old 

AM after proper deductions for the tine they lose in putting 

in a now fi~ure and mounting their work they may earn 3O/-



(1) "'C^s answers to 'B^s queries" March l*fth t 17&5 in the 
sane newspaper*

(2) taris. Archives Rationales - in bundle F.12. 1^32a (Silk 
Misc. 13th Century). See Chapter 3, p.249.
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a week for the beet work and so in proportion from the 

day they take the card out of the house till they bring 

it home BRnufactured and it is a conetant custom to lend 

them money every week by which c»ane they sometimes get so 

deep in debt that the master is a very great loser". 

This pleasant picture of unremitting industry at all ages 

was criticised by a subsequent corrospondent (1), Although 

wages were high, wrote 'C 1 in answer to *B fl s queries, 

"before his loom is ready to weave in it will be J5 t 4 or 6 

weeks before it will be mounted in all of which time he earns 

nothing, but ha* the additional hardship of keeping his draw- 

boys in pay and victuals". Both "Veritas" and this writer 

are discussing the journeymen weavers of flowered silks since 

the question of a 'new figure 1 or drawboys would not, of 

course, arise for the weavers of plain silks. A document 

compileJ by a "nattre ouvrier" in Lyon shews a very similar 

system (2). He costed the value of a loo^, the time it 

took to mount and the expenses* The compagnion or journey- 

•an would get half the wagec for mokin .-, a certain type of 

rich wilk out of which he paid a girl assistant (the quill 

winder ?) and a drawgirl and bought them food - soup, wine, 

two Ibs. of bread per day and oil for their lamp.

•C« in answer to •B ll s queries "gave a much lower 

tstiatte of avera;;« wage si

Children and young ptrsone ... 2/- to 6/- per week. 
Others ....................... 6/- to 10/- rer week.
wuen the greater part do not

exceed...... io/- to l6/- per week.
Others ....................... !6/- to 20/- per week.
A v»ry few ................... 20/- to 30/- per ve,k.



(1) On February 25th, 1765 it was reported in the Gazette and 
New Daily Advertiser that "one r ir, Perrin, a weaver in 
Spitalfielde is mounting a mountier (sic.) for a piece of 
rich brocaded silk, for the wear of a personna^e of great 
distinction, the workmanship of which alone iB to be paid 
for after the rate of J>2/~ or 33/- Per yard and is intended 
as a challenge for any foreign manufacturer to produce its 
superior11 . This nay, of course, have been an imaginary 
coiamission as the newcpaper was taken up from time to tia* 
for publishing unfounded reports. On the other hand, in 
June there were several reports of Court functions at which 
the Royal family and others appeared dressed in silks of 
British nanufacture t and particularly several newspapers 
around June llth carried a report that "several pieces of 
silk of an entirely new pattern and manufactured in Spital- 
fields we hear...,put in the baggage of the Duke of York 
and designed as a present from His Majesty to the Hereditary
Princess of Brunswick". It is thus possible that Mr. Perrin 1 s
chef d'oeuvre was really executed.

(2) 20th September 1761, 31et March 1762, 6th October 17&2* 29th 
June 1763f ?let December 176% Weavers Company Court Books 
op* cit.

(3) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, February 27th, 1765.

irices iu the Flowered Branch were indeed settled according 
to the number of chutt3.ec, Batin stripes, "figured lasibs on 

the ground" etc. In the variations on half ell lutestring 
brocades there was a provision "if a backshoot, the same is 
to be paid for ac two Brocade shuttles...." .
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Some quite exceptional weavers were paid exceptional 
wages (1). According to "Veritas", "so/ne rich works 

are two guineas per yard". The gauze weavers (generally 
agreed to be among the worst hit in 17&5) were alleged to 
have earned such suss. Such high wages had induced 
"journeymen barbers, hostiers and coachmen" to give 
up their trades and to give "premiums to learn to weave in 
order to get a loom's worth of gauze 11 which, in turn, prompted 
the journeymen weavers to petition against unlawful workers. 
Although this statement was partisan and probably greatly 
exaggerated, there was some basis for it since there were 
in 1762 and 1763 several petitions to the leavers Company 
against non-freemen (2), "Veritas" made a distinction between 
wages "in the plain way" and in the "figured or fancy goods", 
in which he said the price is agreed between master and 
journeymen and "upon the mounting a new figure the most in 
genious men have an opportunity of making better wages". 
In his refutation af the "proper regulations" proposed by 
"Simplex" (3) (when the latter had suggested arbitration 
tribunals) he argued that "even if the .masters and journeymen 
were to meet, all that could be done would be the settling of 
the pricee on plain silks, for the prices on all figured 
goods must be settled according to the number of shuttles 
uatd & etc...." No copy of the 1762 List of Prices has 
BO far been traced so it is inpossible to say whether or not 
it included fi-ured silks but the 1769 List certainly did 
and it is clear that "Veritas" was very much against such



(1) The royal accounts include the annual payments to the
housekeeper together with expenses on coal, candles, etc. 
These seem to remain fairly constant.
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The general impression made by these discussions is 

that, even allowing for the higher cost of living in London 

than elsewhere, wages for the most highly skilled in the silk 

industry had been probably well above those in other tradeG, 

and even for the medium-skilled quite good. It is not very 

easy to find suitable material with which to make a 

legitimate comparison. There was, however, an article in 

the Gentleman's Magazine for April 1739 on the wages of the 

woollen weavers in Wiltshire (following some riots^. It 

sought to paint an idyllic picture of rural prosperity un 

appreciated by the obstinate and disgruntled weaver. 

Thus a weaver "shall perhaps fill a medley cloth in three 

weeks, for which the master shall receive of the clothier 

CL« 19» 3d. or £2. 1. Od. clear'*, i.e. for one week just over 

16/-, the average wage of the average silk weaver, not the 

most highly skilled. The four-year old who was also employed 

"shall perhaps quill the loom and earn 6d, per week and the 

wife 3/6d. to 3/- by spinning". From the tone of this 

article with its "proof of high wages as well as the luxury 

of the manufacturers" it can be seen that such an estimate of 

their wages was optimistic. The unbroken series of royal 

accounts for the period shew that while there were some slight 

changes in the prices of ordinary household ^oods (1) there was 

no extraordinary rise in the period, and possibly even a fall 

in the prices of some goods. Thus, the wages of 1739 can 

be compared with those of 17&5* and, even allowing for the 

fact that it was cheaper no doubt to live in the countr ,



(1) 1765 Report op. cit. pp. 208-10.

(2) See pp.106 of this Chapter,and p.^7chapter 1,

(3) P*r*gal, Alien and Paris are all well-known from other 
sources.
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the real wa^es of the journeyman silk weaver were probably 

quite good until the 6o»s t and the agitation for the Lists 

of Prices seeme to indicate that the journeymen intended,

if they could, to preserve their wages*
j
The evidence given to the Select CoKuaittee of the 

House of Commons on this subject (1), although it was briefer, 

has the advantage that the witnesses are named and their 

statements more easily judged. James Johnson (2), for 

instance, was an experienced member of the Weavers Company 

who probably had his his facts well jnarshalled. He thought 

wages had not been "raised lately" and that "good workmen may 

earn 12/- to 15/- P«r week and some l8/-". John Peregal 

put the figure at 15/- to l8/-. John Alien also said "that 

a good hand may earn from 12/- to 18/- a week". Jaoes 

Lawrence said he could earn ?/- a week at Lyons and 12/- in 

Spitalfields and "could live better at Lyons for ?/- a week 

than in London for 12/-". Stephen Paris (3) who said "he was 

fully employed in the brocade way and in flowered silks froa 

?/- a yard to £3 said "a good journeyman can get from 15/- 

to 20/- a week according to his ability" which would rather 

confirm the impression that the flowered silk weavers were 

the aristocracy of the industry. It is a little strange that 

Thomas Price, the journeyman whose figures of the numbers 

unemployed were quoted, was either not asked for his views 

on this subject or his reply is not recorded. Ancker's 

figures (for 1776; were 1/66. to 5/6d. a week for the drawboy. 

A weaver, he reported, on ordinary work might earn 2/6d. a



(1) The highest rate ie under the denomination of Royal tissues. 
"A tissue tobine 900 t 75 lines, *f threads single* 2 double, 
tobine with two great harnesses, one for the tabby and one for 
the tobine with both shoots draught per yard..,.3«0d". It war 
very unlikely that a weaver would make more than two yards a day,
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day, 3/- to V- for better work, while for very rich 

•tuffs he was paid from 8/- to 10/- per yard. These 

figures seem rather high, particularly when compared with 

what the journeymen themselves asked for in the 17&9 List 

of Prices (1), and the late date is not an argument for an 

improvement in wages*

The activities of the journeymen weavers may have 

had some effect on their wages. Contemporary opinion 

thought so. A letter on March 13th, 1765 to the Gazette 

and New Daily Advertiser contained in capitals the sentence 

"THE EXTRAVAGANT PRICE OF LABOUR WILL BE THE RUIN OF EVERY 

MANUFACTURE IN ENGLAND". The journeyman weavers had "not 

long previously entered into a combination to raise their 

wages" and had attacked weavers who worked for the old 

prices and destroyed their work on the loom. Their high 

wages were proved by their ability to combines "or how could 

they have lived in idleness for months, only by the super 

fluities of their brethren or their own collected together 

in club boxes and devoted to support themselves in opposition 

to the reasonable and necessary regulations of their 

respective employers. ... .It was at this time when all the 

looms in Spital fields stood still that the French manufactures 

gained ground". He appears to be referring to the events of 

the summer of 1763. The writer of this letter wanted to 

blacklist the leaders of this strike from receiving any 

charitj but a number of subsequent correspondents disagreed



(1) During some "cutters"1 riots on September 30th 1769 two 
weavere and one soldier were killed. On October 7th 
five cutters were killed and "many wounded"* On October 
18th two were sentenced to death at the Old bailey. On 
December 6th they were taken "from Newgate to Bethnal Green 
and there executed". It was on that day that their fellow 
weavers did their best to wreck the house of lewis Chauvet, 
(Bee Chapter 1, p. 45 )• On December llth two more "cutters" 
were condemned to death. Nine days later three "cutters" wert 
hanged at Tyburn. These grisly events were reported in the 
Historical Chronicle of the Gentleman's ;ia azine, Vol. XXXIX.

(2) During the 1763 demonstrations a master weaver was handed in 
effigy. Sir John Fielding was criticised by a Committee of 
the House of Lords in May 176.5 for his lenient treatment of tht 
weavers who had picketed outside the House of Lords and broken 
the windows of the Duke of Bedford's coach. (Bouse of Lords 
MSS. May 22nd 1765, Committee held on riots of 16th and l?th May,),

(3) Gazette and liew Daily Advertiser, June 13th 1765.
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with him on humanitarian grounds. The suggestion that a 

general strike had indeed taken place in the recent past 

in Spitalfielde is interesting, but if such a thing had 

really occurred it is odd that no echo of it reached 

the Historical Chronicle of the Gentleman's Magazine which 

reported riots in quite distant places in the country.

Some foundation for this hatred there must have been, 

for the fifteenth clause of the act passed in the 

summer of 1?66 was that which extended to the silk industry 

the laws already in force in the woollen industry, making 

it a felony to combine in order to destroy work on the loom* 

In future the "cutters" faced and paid the death penalty (1). 

Until the passing of this act the demonstrators had, at the 

most, hanged their enemies in effigy and dispersed when 

harangued by a friendly magistrate (2). Thereafter a 

number of bloody riots occurred and the character of the 

industry changed greatly. It was indeed tragic that it was 

the journeymen who paid most dearly for the depression of 

1764-6, for which they were hardly responsible and which 

caused them the greatest possible distress at the time. 

Between the master weaver and his journeymen came 

the Foreman. An advertisement: in 1?65 (3) described him 

"a middle aged sober person to superintend a large manufactory 

both in the silk and woollen branches. He must be a man 

of g«n*ral 1 nowleige in the tr?.de...." (and could himself 

invest in the business if h« had any capital, and, if not,



(1) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25, p. 997*
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he would receive an "advantageous employment")....ready with 

his pen and can understand figures well, and if master of 

the French language will be a recommendation, and his having 

been acquainted with different branches of the hosiery 

business". One or two examples of the type are known. 

Annesly Fromanteel, a Liveryman of the -cavers Company, was 

"servant to Abraham Jeudwine" and one of his executors, who was 

to carry on his business after his death for the benefit of 

the Jeudwine children. He had to appear in 1?6? to prove 

Jeudwine 1 s handwriting and it is evident he was a trusted 

assistant, for he had opened Jeudwine's desk in his counting- 

house and taken the will to the deceased*s country house at 

Palmers Green, where be had read the will to Jeudwine'o 

grown-up daughter. He presumably spoke irench. Another 

was Peter Fremont, "weaver and Foreman to Hr. Delamare", who 

shewed the House of Commons Select Committee in 175° (1) two 

pieces of paduasoy made of Georgia silk,on whose quality he 

gave evidence* He may be the Peter Fremont who was born 

about 1709 and apprenticed to a John Fremont in 172^, which 

would make him a reasonable age to be a Parliamentary witness 

in 175O. Hs may have had or accumulated some capital since 

the Directory of 1755 records John and Peter Fremont in 

partnership. The Foreman may have become an independent

•aster. The partnership subsequently became John Fremont 

and Sou (by the date of the 1759 Directory), and this firm

•igned the List of Prices in the Black Branch in 1769.



(1) See p. 73 note 3 of this Chapter
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Ho practical evidence oi ttoe business activities 

of the master weavers survives, and yet to appreciate the 
structure of the industry it is essential to know something 
about their attitude towards it and towards each other.

The expansion of the industry and its difficulties can 
not be divorced from the fortunes of the individuals who 
organised it. Since the account books and business
correspondence no longer survive the minutiae of their personal

v lives must be examined to see what indirect evidence can

be accumulated.

Firstly there is the evidence of Chapter 1* The rich 
lived together in certain streets and the poorer masters on 
the perimeter. The insurance policies shew that very few of 
the rich weavers had a workshop attached to their houses, 
but a number of them had warehouses* The author of the 
General Description of All Trades (17^7) drew a distinction, in 
the article on Weavers, between the masters who only had a small 
capital and thus only kept a few looms at work and "the other 
rasters, :aany of whom are great dealers and employ from 
£500 to £5,000 in trade, keeping large stocks of goods by 
them forcall" and if they take an apprentice "to be brought 
up in this wholesale way" they expected a round sun with him. 
We have already seen how "considerations" could vary (1). There 
was thus a difference between the Godins, the Abandons, the 
Ogierc and d^ole on the one ha rid, and most of the throwsters 
who nad workshops at the back of the premises. When soae 
of the most notable weavers gave evidence to Parliament



and
(1) In 1750 Lewis Chauvet and in 1765 Lewie Ogier,/John Allen f and

in 1766 John Sabatier and John Perigal mentioned the 
numbers they employed, either of looms or men.

(2) On October 6th 1763 it was reported in the Gazetteer and
London Daily Advertiser that cutters had entered the houses 
of several journeymen weavers in and around Spitalfielde 
"who were suspected to work under price for the City maetera..." 
In the London column of the same newspaper on October 13th 

a paragraph was included fpo& a correspondent who "lamented 
the unhappy situation of the poor weavers in Spitalfields" 
and talked about the increase in the price of ribbons, which 
was not passed on in wages to the poor weavers* If indeed 
it was among the ribbon weavers that the greatest discontent 
lay, presumably the "City Masters" were largely responsible 
since the Directories shew that the greatest concentration 
of them was within the City. (See Chapter 1, p. Jb ).

(3) Q.M. Vol. XIX, p. 557.



of the numbers of looms they employed (1) it is evident 

that whole streets in the poorer quarters were dependent 

on the inhabitants of Spital Square, Princes Street, Red Lyon 

Street, etc. Moreover, although the richer masters moved 

from time to time within this small area they seldom moved 

outride it. There seems to have been a strong corporate 

sense within the district. "Veritas" who thought it was 

w a sin to cheat the poor" was not sure what a few "City" 

masters might not do. The "City" masters had been suspected 

before (2). The mercers, on the other hand, said they could 

not have pattern drawers as "the Trade are too jealous of each 

other to unite". The facts accumulated about the personal 

lives of individuals seem to shew that far from being too 

Jealous to unite they seldom moved for any purpose outside 

their own narrow community. There was an explanation for this

Between 17*fO-l?66 the industry was dominated by the 

huguenot element which had become rich and successful, whose 

•tnbers had specialised in the various branches of the 

industry, especially the flowered. An article in the 

Gentleman 1 s Magazine in 17^9 (3) on the naturalisation of 

foreign Protestants recalled the opposition to the Huguenot 

immigrants at the beginning of the century. "But the looms 

in Spitalfields and the shops on Ludgate Hill have at last 

taught us another lesson....." and he spoke of the wealth 

which they had accumulated to the benefit of the nation at 

largs. The second ftasration: the younger Ogiers, Dalbiace, 

B, Duthoits, tfodins, Lekeuxs, Delamarss, Sabatiers,



(1) Herbert Sturmer (Some Poitevin Protestante in London, 1896), 
traced the history of the Ogiere. Lewis Ogier, who emigrated 
to America before 1775* supported England in the War of 
Independence, his family settled in South Carolina* They 
supported the South during the Civil War and Sturmer, himself,

was violently anti-Yankee and describes the attitude of the
Ogiers in some detail*

(2) In the search for original family documents which would throw 
li£ht principally on those weavers whose names were mentioned 
on the V. £ A. designs, my colleague fir. Thornton and I wrote 
to every Huguenot family who were listed as members of the 
Hugue-uot Society of London and who claimed descent from any 
family 1 knew from any source to have had some connection 
with the silk industry. We are indeed most grateful to 
the President of the Society for allowing us this privilege. 
Many replied with personal reminiscences, family traditions and 
most informative genealogies. Most of the word-of-mouth 
traditions/found on checking to be true or only slightly dis 
torted. Among these letters was one from Mr. F. B. Marmoy who 
quoted his father's opinion "that until my father's generation 
the Marmoys had not married outside their Huguenot group". 
Mr. Cecil Grellier, among a rich collection of miscellaneous 
documents, possesses a genealogical record of every marriage 
and connection of the family from the late 17th century to the 
present day. The Grelliers were in the silk industry from 
the earliest years of the 13th century and so were a wery 
large number of the families with which they became connected: 
the Turquands, the Ogiers, the Vansommers, the Rochers, Rivaling, 
Nouailles, Heberts, Perigals (a daughter of one of the Grelliers 
married John Perigal the 17&5 witness) etc.

(3) The Turquands and the Ogiers for example.

D.C.A.Agnew. ''Protestant Exiles from France" 18?1 edition.
In Volume II the families are divided by profession. Especially
useful is Chapter XIV, Industrial Refugees.
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Alavoines, etc., were fully integrated as Englishmen, 

but the social pattern of the Hughenot community necessarily 

imposed itself upon the industry. It was a community with its 

own intense family pride (as martyrs), a fanatical loyalty 

to the English establishment (1), humanitarian and en 

lightened views on many social questions but withal strictly 

orthodox in its industrial relationships. It is still a 

word-of-mouth tradition in certain families that until the 

present century they had not married outside the Huguenot 

group (2). Since most of the Huguenot families preserved 

their family trees, the truth of this can be tested. A 

number preserved the l?th century accounts of the struggles of 

the refugees to come to England (3) and to establish themselves 

in this country. In the eighteenth century it was not 

simply their fellow Huguenots whom they married but their 

fellow weavers*

'Writing In the lB?j's Agnew divided the families of the 

Huguenots into trades and professions (*f), and these seldom 

overlapped. It is a surprise to find one of the younger 

Ogiers, Abraham, had becone a Notary and not a weaver. It 

is, however, characteristic that he is the notary employed 

by the Huguenot weavers more frequently than any other when 

they were drawing up their wills. They married the daughters 

of their partners or took up their sons-in-law into partner 

ship with them. Conversely, there were very few business 

partnerships which, when examined, do not shew a family



(1) Nicholas Jourdain appears to have been the universal
friend. He was the "good friend'* of James Maze who died 
in 1750, James Godin who died in 1762, Nicholas Hebert who 
died in 1?6^, John Maze who died in 176?, and Joim 
Vansomraer who died in 177*+•
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connection as well. They chose one another ac executors (1) 

or appointed each other as trustees or arbitrators in any 

disputes that might arise over their wills. They 

emphatically rejected primogeniture, seeking to set up each 

child with an equal portion. To their friends they bequeathed 

•mall legacies, and few Huguenots had friends who were English. 

The ramifications of the family relationships extend to such 

a degree that there can have been few of the inhabitants in 

the masters* quarter who were not related to one another. 

A few families may serve as examples. John fcuke Landon 

(flowered silks) married Jane the daughter of Jacob Jaiaet f 

a flowered silk weaver. After the death of Jacob Jamet his 

widow married another silk weaver, Sebastian Loy, from 

Picardy, an inhabitant of Spital Square. A daughter of this 

marriage married Peter Abraham de Brissac, the designer. 

John Luke Landon had two sons, John and James, who were in 

partnership with Stephen Paris (flowered silks, gold and silver 

brocade). Paris married their cousin, f'arie Landon. One 

of the younger liandons married a daughter of Abraham Deheulle 

(a prosperous silk weaver whose sons were also in the 

business), Abraham Deheulle himself was married to Esther 

Alavoine (another proliferating silk family), while one of 

his sisters waa Harried to a Lardant. Abraham Daheulle, 

junior, made striped and plain silks, luutrin^, mantuas 

and tabby; his brother John was a shag weaver. Stephen 

Paria appointed two weavers as executors: John Fremont the 

younger, and Abraham Levesque. John L«Vttqu« was a son-in-law.



(1) See Appendix 2(iii)
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It would thus be very difficult to distinguish family 

from business associations in such a clan.

Co-lateral relationships are infinite. The Sabatiers 

were connected with the Fountains and the Delavans (David 

Delavau was at different times in his career a partner of 

Giles Bigot and John Sabatier). Isaac Delaraare was the son- 

in-law of Daniel Vautier. The Heberts were connected to the 

Desoraeauxe and the Lardante; the Lardante to the Gaiinparts 

and the Guvrys. The Agaces married into the Lepinee and 

the Legrews (James Lardant and Daniel Pilon were arbitrators 

to Obadiah Agace'e will), Daniel Auber'e cousin and executor 

was Jonathan hauchecorne of Bethnal Green (!)• leter Auber 

(half silks), who offered 52 men in 17^5» married a sister 

of Ptter i^elamare (tnrowster), v;ho offered 22 men. Stephen 

Uazalet married a daughter of John Anthony Rocher, a Livery- 

Mtn of the leavers Company, and one of the few Huguenots to 

ft bankrupt. Abraham Delaraare married a sister of Peter 

Maillard (who sent 21 men in 17^5) • The connections are end- 

let>s uriii often confusing, since they shewed an unnecessary 

restraint in the choice of Christian names. This recitation 

of naaee ie not haphaaard for these were the manufacturers 

of the Directories, of the loyal manufacturers Li«t in 17^5, 

the witnesses to Parliament, the Livery and, in a few eases, 

the Assistante to the Weavers Company. They collected relief 

in 1765, they signed tae met of Prices in 1769, their 

collective aspirations were those of the most influential in 

the tiilx industry.



(1) I am particularly indebted to Mr, Cecil Grellier, Mr. R.
Ogier-Uard and ;*r. Perraux de Launay for information about 
this family. They made available all their family
documents and drew my attention to invaluable printed 

workB, such as the thesis of M. Baudry.

(2) Francois Baudry. La Revocation de 1'Edict de Nantes et le 
.trote staii tiscie en Bae Poitou au XVIIIe eiecle, 1922«
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One family is worth looking at in some detail since 

its m»mb«r« appear in almost every context. These were 

the Ogiers. Taking their family connections in alphabetical

order they were related to, or associated in partnership with
Courtauld

the families of Audeer, Bigot, ^o^choit, uastineau,
Godin, QreLlier 

Gilen,/Leaa£tre, Levesqae, Maillard, Maze, ::eesman, Merzeau,

Mocquett, Sorel, Teleier, Triquet, and Vansoramer. Through 

these families they must have been connected with nearly 

every silk weaving clan in Spitalfields. Moreover, the only 

connection not of Huguenot descent was that of Byas and the 

only one not in the silk industry was Telsier (but in-
r /*

habitants of Spital Square nevertheless). They were among

the most prosperous and it would be airiest possible to write

a history of the industry from an account of this one family (1)

The Ogiers came from Chasais L'tfglise in Bas Poitou (2). 

They were all descended from a Protestant, i:eter Ogier, who 

had thirteen children. He died suddenly in 1697 and in 1700 

hie widow emigrated to London with a number of the children. 

As the children grew up they entered the silk industry. 

Peter Abraham Ogier, fourth son of the first Peter Ogier, was 

among the first to do so. He was a customer of Garthwaite, 

the designer, whom she referred to as "Mr. O^ier P. Street". 

This was 19 Princes Street. He was apprenticed to Samuel 

Brule, a "Foreign Master", and became free in 1716. He 

lived in Corbet Court for a tin* next door to Daniel Qobbee, 
and became a Liveryman in 1?*U, offered his quota in 17^5 

and died in 17^7. John Ogier, th« seventh son of ieter



(1) 13th April 1725 the Abbe uoued, Missionaire Koyal, Bas Poitou, 
wrote to his superior: ^ % 
'Nous avons paeee quelques jours a Moncoutant ou les 
sent en tr£s grand nombre; il faut espe'rer que les ordree que 
M. de le Tour notre intendant, a donne de faire mettre dans 
les prisons de Thouars le nomra£ Bernadin, homme dangereux tt 
qui a k de see enfants en Angleterre, pourre les toucher. 
II y a auesi le normS des Berthieres (i.e. Peter Ogier) 
tr.fts riche rnarchand, encore plus-dangereux que Bernadin son 
oncle; il'rnedite de .tsortir de royaume, a ce que^^» le Cure* 
nous a assure, et qui a envoye* 2 de ses enfants ages de 10 et 12 
ans en Angleterrs; il y a ches lui une autre agee de 9 ans qu'il 
serait trie heureux de faire mettre dans un couvent...." He 
added that most of the religionsalres had firearms and had 
often threatened the Cure, and that in consequence their lives 
were not safe* Apparently Peter Ogier made two large loans 
on 12th October 1729 and 13tb December, and eome time in January 
or February came over to England with his wife and children. 
Baudry quotes 6.215 1 Ordonnance de Saisie du 28 fev. 1730 
Arch. Nat. TT 65.

(2) The registers of La Patente (Hug. Soc. Publns. XI) p, 100 record 
the baptism of a son in 1725 born to James Mocquet "orig. de 
Pouzange". His wife t incidentallyt was a Turquand. James 
Mocquet wap apprenticed to Francis Mocquet in 1715 (p» 7*S Hug. 
Soc. Publns. Vol. XXXI11).

(3) Francis Paul Audeer took his "reconnaissance" with the rest 
of his family in 1713 (l^ Patente -Registers op. cit. p. 201). 
They were said to come from "Panprou en Poictou >J(p. 112). 
The mother of the child was Elizabeth Ogier of "Chasais L'tfgliw 
en Poitou 1 *.

He witnessed the will of Peter Ogier, his brother-in-law, who 
died in

(5) See pp. 4^ ,204.

(6) See Appendix 2(iii).
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Ogier the first, also came to London early in the century. 

He narried the widow of Peter "aillard, whose family also 

came from Bas Poitcm. He was presumably the John Ogier 

offering 16 men in 1?45. He died in 1??2.

The emigration of Peter Ogier, the second son of Peter 

Ogier who died in Poitou, was a rather dramatic affair (I). 

M* Baudry traced the process of emigration from this district; 

the contacts in London, money sent by bills of exchange and 

the unfortunates who were captured and sent to the galleys. 

Peter Ogier arrived in London early in 1730 with a number 

of children. All his five sons became weavers - three of 

them, Peter (the third), Thomas Abraham, and Lewis important 

ones. It is quite clear that the Ogiers brought witii them 

a considerable amount of capital, and the presence of half 

the family already in London gave then an immediate entry to 

the industry. Thus, in 1730 Peter (the third) was 

apprenticed to Daniel Gobbee, his uncle's neighbour. Francis, 

th« second son, was apprenticed to another i'oitevin, Jaa»8 

Mocquett (^)^arid Thomas Abraham to still another, irancis Paul 

Audeer (3)} who was in addition his uncle by marriage and also 

poaeibly a family friend W» John Ogier was the only 

aon apprenticed outside the family circle, to Thomas Byae, 

of Sandys Street (5). He married, however, within the 

Huguenot community. Lewis, the youngest son, was 

apprenticed to his elder brother Thooae Aoraham. Six Ogier 

firaa offered men to the Crown in 1?45 (6), and there w«r«



(1) Ogier, Vansommer and Triquet, Ogier & Duthoit, Thomas
Abraham in business alone, and Peter Ogier of Devonshire 
Street (the only one who appears in the 1772 complete 
Pocket Book).

(2) See p. 106 of this Chapter, note J7

(3) Peter, son of Peter Abraham, left no will. Admon. vai 
granted to Elizabeth his widow in the following year.
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stveral subsequent partnerships (1). According to 

Mortimer's Directory, Thomas Abraham made mantua and 

watered tabby, Lewis and a Duthoit flowered silk, and Ogier 

(probably ijeter (2) ) tfansouuaer and Triquet gold and silver 

brocade and flowered silk. None of the brothers ever had an 

English partner nor did they Jiarry any junglieh girl.

Peter ugier the third's career is indistinguishable from 

that of his cousin of the same name until after the latter 1 s 

death in 175^ (3)* I& March 175^t he became an Assistant 

of the weavers Company, Center bailiff in 175^» Upper 

Bailiff in iy60 and he was a witness before the iJouse of 

Comraoas in 17&5- Thomas Abraham became free of the Company 

in 17^1t adopte-d the Livery in 17^ and soon took an active 

part in the axiairs of the Company. Thus, in 17^5» he 

served on the Oommittee organising the opposition to the use 

and wear of printed calicoes. In 175& he became an 

Assistant and served on a number of Committees with his elder 

brother. J;e was an auditor in 1760 and served on the 

Committee of the Company which considered the best ways of 

of preventing French silks from being smuggled into the 

country. He gave evidence before the house of Commons in 

1766. in the course of this evidence he said that "he used 

to send great quantities of silk to Berlin" before the King 

of Prussia prohibited ito import. .Jhus, he (as well as 

iabatier) was exporting his own goods and nob simply selling 

to a mercer for export. He became a highly respected 

inhabitant of Spitaifields, since he gave evidence in 1759



(1, He also I.ft no will. Admon. was granted to Elisabeth 
his widow on January 12th, 17?6.

(2) Ve 8try Minutes preserved in the local collection sf 
Stepney Central Library.
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to a Commons Committee on the appalling state of the . 

street li-hting in Norton Falgate. He was a member of the 

CoLuattee collecting relief for the unemployed in 1765. 

He died in 1776 (1).

Lewis Qgier took up his freedom of the Company in 1755* 

He was a witness in 1765 when he said he had large stocks 

unsold (i.e., he was not a bespoke weaver) and described 

himself as a weaver of flowered velvets. He said that at the 

tiae of his greatest prosperity,in 1761, he had had seventeen 

looms working for him but that now he had far fewer. He 

lived in Spital Square, at first having joint premises with 

his brother and later his own house. Vie took part in the 

affairs of hie local community, he wae a Governor for Life 

of the London Hospital from 1752 (shortly after its foundation), 

he attended the Vostry of Norton Falgate (2) and in 1771 

ue was Governor of the French Iiospital, He was also a 

ntmber of the 1765 belief Committee.

The Ogiers, though they may have been richer and more 

influential tliau many of the other Huguenots in the industry, 

were a typical family. 'Ihey stayed within their own 

community, engaging in family partnerships of two or three 

people t not necessarily lasting very long-. They were active 

citizens, worJd.ii>., suaicahly with their English colleagues 

in good causes of co^on interest* Most important of all, 

it ie evident that they were a well-to-do family when they 

emigrated. They proepered in the silk industry although 

they had no previous experience in it, and as t v«o family



(1) L. S. Sutherland. "A London merchant in the 18th Century , 
Appendix III, p. 139. He was among those who signed a 
memorial in 1751 to the Board of Trade on the unfair 
tariffs and lack of a warehouse in Lisbon.

(2) pp. 37.106,17^,192, 202..
(3) PCC Caesar, fol. *f22, 1763•

(4) See Appendix 2(ill); PCC Caesar, fol. 322, 1763*
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prospered 6o its interests widened. In France they were 

restricted in the professions they might enter. In 

England they were not, faute de mieux, bound to re-invest in 

the silk industry. Tho^jas Abraham Ogier, indeed was a "Trader 

to Portugal" (1).

The use to which the Huguenot£ put their accumulated 

capital had, I would suggest, a profound effect upon the 

industry. Again, the total absence of partnership agreements, 

correspondence, order or account books prevents an exact 

assessment from bein^ made. It is their wills which are the 

most revealing* Among soiae hundreds of prosperous weavers 

traced, aboat four shewed a concern for their businesses, 

Abraham Jeudwine who has already been mentioned (2) } wanted 

Fromanteel to see "that his trade be carried on as follows 

in the nane of Jeudwine and Gomp. "for the benefit of hie 

sons". Hary Chauvet wrote (3) that, whereas part of her 

estate "doth consist of money in trade arid stock in trade be 

tween Isaac Jervaise (a gauze weaver, according to Mortimer) 

Jam*s Rowlinson and myself, now in order to enable the said

(partners) to carry on the trade more successfully to them-
i{ 

aelves"/they wish to keep their share of her part in tra^e,

they could do so, and give it to the other executorc at the end 

of seven y«ars, paying 5% p.a. in the meantime. If they 

failed to pay the interest the money wac to be invested in 

Govern..en- Securities. Captain reter Le'ceux left money to 

his son for the care and •ana^aout of his buBinesc,. James 

u v/ .. in 1763 (4), left his wife the option of



(1) PCC Browne, fol. 315.

(2) PCC Seymer, fol. 30}.

(3) See Chapter l t p. 5^-8.

CO PCC Edmunds, fol. 43.

Which he had insured with the Hand in Hand Insurance 
Company in 1739 (GH MS.867V5B, fol. 1*0 .
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deciding whether to leave his money with his "present 

partners in trade or in public funds". £ven if she opted 

for public funds his partners were not to be obliged to "pay 

the same out of their trade until two years" after his death. 

Janee Brant, who died in 17*fO (1), directed that £200 should 

be paid out of hie stock in trade to his dear wife. His 

eon Thomas received £250 "besides the £500 he has in trade 

given him before and likewise all the utensils belonging to 

my trade". The greater majority, even including James Leman (2), 

directed that their property should be valued and sold ; in 

cluding their stock in trade. They did not re-invest in the 

silk industry. They did not expand their own businesses or 

buy up one another. According to their critics in 1?65, 

the master weavers spent their surplus on coaches and Livery 

servants - and one could add marble mantelpieces and colonnades 

(3)« Such expenditure, however, consumed only a small part 

of their capital.

The greater number of weavers invested in "public funds", 

"government securities", "bank annuities", occasionally in 

the East India or South Sea Companies, and nearly all the 

richer masters invested in house property, both in Spital- 

fields and elsewhere. Isaac Dupree (who offered 12 men in 

17^5) was a typical weaver. He died in 17^6 (*f), leaving 

his property to his wife and two sons, John and Isaac. He 

left all his houses to his wife: "which are now in mortgage 

to me... in the Parish of St. Leonards Shoreditch" (5), and 

two houses in Elder Street (one of which was their home) for



(1) Qnildhall MO. 86? V

(2) Guildhall MS. 367V5$, fol. ^L/, 1739, renewed 17^6 and 
1753. The policy was, strictly , speaking only for his 
own house, but it was valued at fcl, 100, and he had 
the usual coach-house, stables and marble mantelpieces.

(3) Guildhall .is. 867V65, fol. 13^, 17**3A. Six policies in 
cluding a public house*

See Chapter 1, p

(5) See p. 203

(6) He insured various properties. Guildhall MS.86?V71
(£18,000) and MS.867V65, fol. 17, 17^3, ^150 (a different 
property).

(7) Guildhall MS.867V71, fol. 175, 17^1; MS.867V83, fols. 
166 f 167, 205, 351. His will, PCC Potter, fol. 197, 
waa proved in 17^7, her'e, PCC Legard , fol. 252, in 1767.

(8) John Chevalier, William Daintry, the Delamares, Lewis 
Desorraeaux, George Garrett, Giles Bigot, Daniel Ciwilt, 
Jeremiah Mather, Thomas Umfreville, John Luke Landon, 
Col. Peter Lekeux, Peter Farescoe, John T1aze (1?67), etc. etc.
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the remainder of their lease. In addition, he l«ft her two 

houses "lately purchased" in Flower de Luce Street and theee 

in Elder Street, "my house in Standtord Hill", arid "I also 

give ray wife my chaise with all its furniture which is at 

Standford Hill". His son John received freehold property 

at Stamford Hill, subject to a small annuity to his father-in- 

law. He left property in Well Street, Lombard Street, and 

Pelham Street in the Hamlet of Mile End New Town in trust for a 

married daughter. His son Isaac only inherited two leaseholds 

in Montague Street and a sum of money. He left some monetary 

bequests and £650 in trust in Government Securities for the 

education of his youngest son James. Isaac, one supposes, 

inherited the business since he signed the 17&9 List of Prices 

in the plain, foot-figured and flowered Branches* The elder

Isaac did not mention 'the tackle of his trade 1 in his willi
or any other such phrase, though he at least admitted he 

was a "weaver".

Others who owned or bequeathed substantial amounts in 

house property wene Samuel Augact , j. gibbon wo VOT» ;1), Benjamin 

Baroneau (2) (a throwster), John Bigg (3), Peter Bourdon (4), 

James Brant (already mentioned (5)), Thomas Bray (6), and Ann 

Byas. She insured £18,000 worth in l?5*f, a large part of it 

inherited from her husband Thomas (7). Most of it was in 

a "new intended street" between Black Eagle and Quaker Street. 

She had other property since she mentioned in her will "all my 

old houses in Spittlefields". >ther property owning weavere 

are listed below (3). Quite a number of the properties were



(1) PCC SUvens, fol. 2, 1773*

(2) PCC Bellas, fol. 223, 1776.

(3) QM.XXXVI, October 1766, p. 405 (Obituary).

(4) PCC Ruahworth, fol. 52, 1765-

(5) PCC Bishop, fol. 12, 1787.

(6) PCC Major, fol. 61, 1787*

(7) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, Hay 15th 176 1?, Obituary.

(8) PCC Trenley, fol. 2^2,

(9) See p. 202.

(10) PCC Lynch, fol. 128.
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in other parts of England, especially in the case of 

the richest, such as Peter Bigot (1). The investment 

property held in Spitalfields indicates that the journeymen

who lived to the North and East of the better streets not only
this 

worked for the latter but also paid them rent, und^must have

put them in a peculiarly dependent position with regard to 

their masters.

Apart from owning their houses, their shops, and their 

warehouses and as much investment property as they could 

afford, the master weavers generally seemed to acquire some 

country property. Daniel Gwilt (2), for instance, left the 

residue of his "personal estate, household furniture and 

pictures, linen, china, books, etc. at Icklingham that these 

should remain in the house for the use of my sons who may 

reside there or mate occasional excursions^ - a pleasant 

thought, and one which his contemporaries found equally 

attractive. Peter Auber (1766) retired to Cheshunt (3), 

Ann Byas (1767) to Stoke Newlngton, Abraham Deheulle (1765) to 

Tottenham (4), James Duthoit (1787) to St. Mary, Islington (5), 

(and witnesses had to appear when his will was proved to 

testify to his handwriting, saying that they had known him in 

Spitalfielde). John Duthoit went to Romford (6), Daniel 

M«Bsman retired to Southgate (7), his sons remaining in 

Spitalfields. Giles Bigot went to Upton, West Ham (8), 

^Mary Chauvet to Tottenham (9), Daniel Vautier (1760) lived at 

Cheshunt (10), Abraham Jeudwine had lately purchased property 

at Edmonton, according to his will, which he held in addition



(1) PCC Taverner, fol. 165 •

(2) PCC Seymer, fol. 206.

(3) See pp.171 of this Chapter, (PCC. Seymerfol.206.374-5).

James Brant's will see p. 20^ note 1 . Daniel 
Gobbee, PCC Herring, fol. 327 1757•
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to his town house in Baninghall Street, and his country 

house at Palmers Green. These are examples at random 

but they do at least shew the tendency. Investment property 

•ight be anywhere but it was normal to buy a house somewhere 

in or near Kssex to which to retire.

Few weavers wanted their real estate to be sold at 

their death, it was rather their stock in trade which was to 

be disposed of. Peter Campart the elder (l),who died in 

1772, left £Mf,600, most of it to be invested in public funds. 

Such investments were made ae a matter of course, especially 

when there were children under age to be safeguarded. The 

elder John Sabatier, "master silk weaver", who died in 17^5 (2)

left £100 in Government Securities and Parliamentary Funds
and

to his granddaughter Ann Fontaine^annuities to certain kins- 
went 

tttn; half the residue^to his son (3) while £600 to be raised

on the other half ̂ was to be invested in Government or 

Parliamentary Funds in trust for a daughter and her husband. 

Lewis Desormeaux, one of the few concerned about his journey- 

Mn, left £1,250 in k% Annuities in trust for his son, Matthew 

Lewie, and many smaller legacies. He did, however, envisage 

hie business continuing since he wrote "as to ay part of the 

stock in trade in goods Manufactured or not 'anufactured the 

MUM*...such as remain since the last inventory made by me 

and my son Hatthew Lewis.." was to be taken at that value 

and "what has been brought into the said stock of goods since 

the last balance to be appraised by two independent peroonr,". 

Jaate Brant and Daniel Qobbee left money in securities



(1) PCC St. Eloy, fol. 252,

(2) See p. 20,5 note 1

(3) Sec pp.91-2,l°2~of this Chapter.
The date of Garthwaite- first deigns which she Bold 
to him 5981.3a, 11, 12, 15, l^a, 19, 23-
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Jane6 Qodin included among his bequests £12,000 in £3*10.0. 

p.a. Annuities at first in trust to his widow, and then to 

go to his son Giles (1). When Peter Bigot died in 1773 (2), 

although he left his nephew Giles Godin his "best diamond 

riag which cost me above 100 guineas", he left most of his 

estate to the latter 1 s children, "as it has pleased God to 

blese my nephew Giles Godin with a good fortune". It was, of 

course, natural for the successful men to put their money in 

trust in what appeared to be the safest investments of the 

day: house property and government securities. It is, 

however, worth considering that, in the first place, they 

had a fairly large surplus of capital not invested in the 

industry and, secondly, that they did very little else- 

industrially - with their money. There are very few exceptions 

to the general picture. One man who was sue I an exception 

rather points the contrast with his contemporaries. He 

could have put his money in Parliamentary Funds or bought 

a house in Cheshunt, they could have invested their money as 

he did.

The exception was John Baker, whose career in the Weavers 

Company has already been discussed (3). His father had been 

a weaver, although apprenticed to a tallow chandler; his 

brother, Henry, was also a weaver and followed him to the 

Court of Assistants and on to most of the Committees on 

which he served. John Haker was making flowered silks at 

least as «arly as 17^2 W and was etill making them twenty 

ytare later according to Mortimer's Directory. He lived to



(1) GM.LIII, Part 1, p. ^53, 1783.
"In Princes Street, Spitalfields in his 90tb year, John Baker, 
Esq. a gentleman who, having acquired a genteel fortune by 
hie unwearing assiduity and his elegant taste at the head of 
a considerable branch of the silk manufactory, had for a 
long series of years enjoyed the reward of his labours in the 
bosom of his family retired from business* He had the 
Ijappinesr to be universally respected and esteemed by a most 
extensive acquaintance and to be most sincerely beloved by 
those who were more nearly connected with him in the 
intercourses of life. His loyalty to His late Majesty and 
hie truly patriotic zeal in the service of his country were 
eminently displayed during the Rebellion in the year 17^5 
when he trained to arms and daily exercised a numerous 
body of his own and other workmen, who held themselves in 
readiness (with other good citizens) to oppose any in 
surrections of the Pretender'K friends and to preserve the 
public tranquillity. Rut the most peculiar circumstance 
in the life of this worthy man was his executing the 
delicate and important trust of guardian to several orphan 
children....Many of these are now living who owe the improve 
ment of their fortunes and a virtuous education which laid 
the foundations of their prosperity to his unremitting 
attention to their welfare. After this it is scarcely 
necessary to add that in his last long illness he was an 
example of Christian fortitude and resignation to the 
Will of Sod".

(2) GH MS.867V&2 17^2 two policies £500 together.
/63 17^3, fol. 349-50 five policies £1*275 together. 

/65 17^3* fols. 37,217 six policies with his brother
Henry £1,225. 

/66 17W5, fols. 327-3 four policies with his
brother Kenry, &700 and one 
with Timothy Rutter £450. 

/70 17^6, fol. 151 three policies the first with
Timothy Rutter £600.

/71 I?**-?, with Timothy Rutter, one policy ^200. 
/75 1750, five policies £1,275. 

None of these policies were renewals of the same policy.
The 1760*6 have not been checked. Henry Raker also insured 

property independently of his brother.

(3) PCC Cornwallis, fol. 28*f.

I am much indebted to esi;rc. iruinan & Hanbury Ltd. who 
permitted me to visit them and to examine this book for 
myself.



bt ninety, dying in 1783 (D» and until the last few y*ars 

was active,both in the Company and the industry. Both he 

and his brother, sometimes singly and eoraetimes jointly were 

owners of extensive property in Spitalfields (2) and they 

did not apparently possess a country house. He left his wife 

£20,000 in 3X Consolidated Bank Annuities and if he had not 

a sufficient sum in these, his executors were to make it up 

from his other securities (3). Thus far he conformed to the 

pattern, but among his properties were included a number of 

ale-housee, and in his will he mentioned his "joint stock in the 

brewing trade in partnership with Sir Benjamin Truman". The 

Stock Rest Book of Truman & Hanbury Ltd. (*f) for the period 1?6?- 

1775 (the year when Baker drew up his will) has been preserved. 

In 1767 Truman had 12/l8ths invested £66,000, and Baker £33,000, 

or 6/l8ths. In 1768 of £105.032 John Baker had £35 f010,15.8^3. 

invested. In 1775 the total assets were £l6*f,0*f2 of which 

John Baker's share was £5^,68o.l5.0d. In 1776 Benjamin 

Truman had l8/l8ths of the capital, so presumably Baker had 

withdrawn his. This must have been a very profitable subsidiary 

activity, especially in the second half of the century. One 

strange little bequest in his will was £300 to "Thomas 

Mortimer, author of 'Everyman his own Stockbroker 1 ", from which 

it can be dedueod that John Baker had tried out some of his 

lessons successfully. He is, howeorer, the only weaver so 

far discovered with such interests and, moreover, one of the 

f«w ricn English silk weavers. He was interested in trade and 

in raking money, though not even he re-inveeted in the silk 

industry.



(1) See Spitalfields Survey, Ison & Bezodis, op. cit.

(2) John Coua£aker (obit. 1?42 3M) and Thomas Excelby, for example.
A*

(3) The Trust is among the documents held at the French Church 
in Soho Square. I am much indebted to the Rev. Dubois and 
Miss W. Turner for permission to examine their material.

CO Guildhall ! riS.86?V23.

(5) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 28, p. 3&5» 31et January, 1759.
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The master weavers formed a very distinct group within 

their community and it is possible to build up a general 

picture of their habitE and interests. It may be said 

almost without qualification that the master silk weavers 

were admirable citizens. Their personal interests, including 

the charities they supported, are very largely known from

their wills.

A number of weavers were trustees under the Norton 

Falgate Act (1), sevefal from the days of Col. Lekeux on 

wards/we re J.Ps. (2). Their fortunate loyalty to the Crown 

in 17^-5 has been reiterated throughout this study. The 

Huguenots were active within their own community. Two 

weavers and a pattern drawer signed the Trust for the French 

Church in 17^3 (3)» the Turquands distributed the Royal Bounty 

to the Huguenots, Daniel Gobbee took out an insurance policy 

for the French Chapel in Crispin Street in 1723 W. They also 

took an active share in local government. When Thomas Abraham 

Ogier gave evidence in 1759 on a petition for the paving of the 

streets of Norton Falgate (5) , the evidence was confirmed by 

Zachariah Agace and James Payton, a black silk and gauze 

weaver and a shag weaver respectively.

The Vestry Minutes of Norton Falgate are unfortunately 

fragmentary. They shew the Ogiers and John Luke Landon 

fining repeatedly for various offices which they would no 

doubt have avoided if they could have done so. The le^al 

duties were a rather different matter. Commissioners for 

th« Court of Conscience of the Tower Hamlets nominated at
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(1) The Bakers, Benjamin Champion, John Rondeau, Simon Julian,
Peter Abraham Ogier, George Reynolds, Daniel Gobbee, i>aniel 

Heesman, Joseph Harris, etc.

(2) Mr. Snee, !*r. Crush, Mr* Jervis, Capt. Garrett, Mr. Lardant, 
Daniel Filon, Captain Gilbert, Peter Campart, John Ouvry, 
Feter Abraham Ogier, Peter Duthoit, John Alien* The others 
were Samuel VJorrall t the builder and five otherwise unknown.
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(1) 16th April 17'+5. i;lected: John Peck, Isaac Lefe>re, 
JaafiB Lardant, Captain George Qarrett, (Thomas Clark), 
Tho:sas Turner, (David Pain; , .Daniel Pilon, Alexander 
Garrett, Among the other candidates but not chosen were 
Peter Ilouaille and Leonard Snee.

(2) *fth April 17^6 • They included many of thoce chosen in
17^5 and also Robert Turner, James Johnson, Peter Campart,
Thoiaas Jervis, iau^c aoberdeau.

(3) llth August, 17^7.

17th April, 1750. Those elected were George -iarrett, Thomas 
Turner (dyer ?) f rfcter Campart, Robert Turner (worsted ?), Major 
Lexvis Gilbert, John Crush, Thomas oervis, John Russell (throwster), 
Isaac Delamare (throwster), Nicholas Jourdain, Abraham Deheulle, 
Jamee Johnson, oohn Sabutier, oohri Baker, i.sq. , Ja^es Ouvry, 
Isaac Roberdeau, Peter Kouaille (throwster).
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(1) I am most grateful to the authoritiee of the London Hospital 
for peraitting me to borrow these lists, printed following 
the annual sermon delivered each year to commemorate its
foundation*

(2) General State of the London -iotpital, printed in 1850, p. 27, 
lists the legacies- froa 17^3 and then the Donations. Daniel 
Carbonel feave £10. 10. O. in 17^3, for example, r.'icholae Hebert 
£21 in 1756.
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the Committee had to ensure that their petition for a 

workhouse was presented to Parliament and a Bill introduced and 

converted into an Act. The first Governors of the new work 

house included a nunber of silk weavers. The Vestry Minutes 

of the '60's seem to shew fewer silk people attending, but 

the Clerk has not entered attendances, elections and the 

like in the same detail and sometimes there is hardly a clear 

record at all of what took place, uevertheless it ic still 

evident that a substantial number of the older men from the 

eilk industry continued to serve as auditors and in 

similar positions*

The chimes of the bells of Sjitalfields parish church 

nay seem a little remote from the industry, but the duties the 

master weavers and throwsters performed in the parish were 

time-consuming if not expensive. They probably did not 

carry any great social prestige, but a nan who was chosen to 

audit the books of his parish muet surely have commanded some 

respect in the district. The weavers evidently had the leisure 

to attend these, and the Weavers Company meetings and, like 

John Peck, to negotiate with other bodies. Their sense of 

social responsibility is also illustrated in the charities 

they supported. From 17^7-177^, a lar e rr-nip of silk 

weavers and throwsters appear among the printed lists of 

the Governors for Life of the London Hospital (1). In 1752 

the Treasurer was Daniel ^ooth, an** <>•<>*. 1757.60 James Qodin. 

They left legacies to the Hospital in their wills nnd gave 

donations in their lifetimes (2). They serve. Stewards



(1) Agnew, op. cit, l3?l edition, Vol. I, p. ?6.

(2) A list of such bequests exists among the records of the 
French Church in Soho Square,

(3) It was mentioned in the wills of Stephen Cazalet, Lewis 
Desormeaux, Peter ><aillard, Giles. .Bigot, Daniel Gobbee 
and James Maze.

CO Obadiah Agace, Stephen Cazalet, Abraham Dehculle, James 
Godin, etc.

(5) Col. Lekeux, etc.

(6) PCC Bedford, fol. 182.

(7) The lists of contributors at various coffee house G were
printed in the Gazetee and New Daily Advertiser throughout 
the spring of 17&5. A list of benefactors printed on 
April 12th included John Baker 5 gns., Peter Lekeux 2 gns., 
Thomas Triquet 2 £ns., t're. (i.e. r'ary f'a,- dalen) Alavoine 
5 ens., Mr. Peter Alavoine 10 gns, (her son), Messrs. 
Lewis Chauvet & Co. 1.0 gns. These were among the first 
to contribute. A long list of others followed.

(8) There was a report of the final meeting held by the Relief
Committee on Hay 15th in the Gazette and Mew Daily Advertiser. 
£l f 5?2. 10. 7d. had been collected and 9 f ?90 men, women and 
children relieved. They had also helpe,] to distribute 
100 sacks of coal given by an unknown person. An unemployed 
weaver and his wile and a silk thrower or winder unemployed each 
received 5/3d. t children received I/- each. A letter on Hay 
23rd said that this would have relieved them for a week at the 
most and that they should have been put to work instead with 
the money collected.
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at the Anniversary Feasts, which they also attended. 

Several weavers mentioned the "five hospitals of London" 

in their wills (John Baker among them). James Qodin, for 

example, bequeathed £100 to the French Hospital, and &?Q 

each to St. Thomas's and the London Hospital. The Huguenots 

supported their own charities most faithfully. Sixty-four 

of the Governors of the French Hospital from 1718-9** 

listed by Agnew (1) can be identified in the silk industry. 

Specific bequests were usually made for their Schools (for 

instance by James Auber in l?6l (2)); for the Charity 

"La Soupe" in Brown's Lane (3)$ the poor of the French 

Church at Threadneedle Street CO; and the Walloon Church 

at Canterbury (5)» and occasionally for special Protestant 

causes. David Bosanquet (silk importer and merchant to the 

Crown), left money for the restoration of Protestantism in 

France in 1732 (6). Mary Chauvet left £15 per annum in 

perpetuity for the Incorporated Society of Dublin for 

the Promoting of English Protestant Schools in Dublin, and a 

large part of the residue of her estate to the Society of Xani- 

louye (?) and Angouraois established in London, for the usv 

of their poor. Few of the notable weavers or throwsters 

failed to contribute to the relief committee during the 

distress of 1?65 (7), even if the 5/3d. allowed for an adult
i

weaver was rather inadequate (8).

fl»y wer« poasibly typical of the prosperous London 

traueBmen of the period. It doen, however, become apparent 

that, apart from the ardent Proteatants hoping one day to



and 147
(1) See pp.146 of this Chapter,/aote k-

(2) Mr. Walter Saunders Taylor, a member of the Huguenot
Society, enclosed the following letter in reply to our 
request for information about hie family:
"Copy of a letter written by James Louis Desorzaeaux in 1776, 
To the Right Honourable Mr. Justice Ashton,
My Lord,

It is with the greatest submission and respect that I 
presume to address your Lordship on the following subjects: 
I am the prosicutor of John Davis, who was convicted before 
your Lordsnip of breaking into an Outhouse belonging to me 
and stealing thereout a quantity of silk. On my personal 
application to *Ir» Recorder, the day preceding his ^iaking 
the report to His Majesty of the unfortunate convict, I 
assured him that I was well convinced that Davis, though 
convicted, was the least offender of the whole concerned in 
the felony, Mr. Recorder listened with attention and after 
maturly hearing the matter as represented by me, I was in 
hopes he would have done all in his power to save the 
unhappy convict's life, I rested satisfied my earnest 
request would have been granted, but on reading the news 
paper on Saturday last I beheld with the deepest concern 
His ITajeety'e fcoyal Order for his execution on the 17th 
inst. Struck with horror at his approaching fate, and 
being desirous that his life may be saved, emboldens me in 
an humble manner to address your Lordship (though in so high 
and exalted a station; praying you will condescend so far to 
interpose in his behalf, that the sentence of the Law 
pronounced against him may be reversed to banishment for any 
time His Majesty, in his Hoyal wisdom shall seem meet.

Should this, my ernest request be granted, your 
Lordship may be assured I shall retain a due sense of the 
obligation conferred on,

Right Honourable Sir, 
Your dutiful and obedient servant, 

J. L. De sormeaux.
Great Pearl Street, Spitalfields, January 1776,"
The request was answered and there is a letter among
?'r. Tuylor's papers from the family of John Davis thanking
Desonmeaux for saving his life.
There was a remarkable change in attitude in the Gentleman's 
Magazine between 17^0 and the 1760's on the fit punishment 
of criminals. The cases in which young boys are handed 
for trivial offences decrease rapidly and the comments made 
become increasingly humanitarian.

(3) Mr. Dandridge and James Leinan.
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return to France, the silk weav rs conformed to a fairly 

rigid, if unwritten code, of behaviour with few deviations. 

They did not, for instance, support the Foundling Hospital' 

(about which the Gentleman* e Magazine had several heated and 

controversial articles at the time of its foundation^ 

Few left bequests for the special hospitals: the fever, 

lying-in or smallpox hospitals. The Peeks were the only 

family who wanted to apprentice poor children (1), They 

served on 'paving 1 comaiitteee, but did not leave money for 

the general improvement of Spitalfields. It is possibly 

an anachronism to expect them to have supported such causes* 

One family record (2) has preserved a rare case of individual 

huraanitarianism in which mercy was shewn to a thief who 

stole BOO* silk,but there was no general interest in such 

causes. It is probably dangerous to generallise too far 

in the absence of any personal correspondence or diaries, 

but the general impression xe that this was an intensely 

orthodox community, intelligent, skilled, and enlightened 

within limits, but on the whole greatly anxious to be accepted 

ae "gentlemen", so often the appellation in the wills of 

those weavers who survived into the 60's and 70*s.

A very little is known about their personal interests, 

The designers had collections of bottled specimens (5) and, in 

addition, ua.iiee Leman bequeathed "paintings, drawings (hie own?) 

and all my collections of medals and coins and several odd 

things,,.." to hie family. Several othert. mentioned their



(1> .teter Q»«ipart t iev*it? ^ei;or.e ax f Anna •. -aria

(2) *w Bishop v fol* 12.
268,^29,351, 

See Chapter 5, pp»248n.l/on the nature of thes© inventions.

The detailed and accurate family trees retained in the 
Grellier Ogier-ttard and Casual* t fandiiee illustrate this 
tendency clu.%rJ.y»

Turqu:iiidG entered in the second half of the century, but 
they were exceptional* Moet of the firms listed in the 
Directories of 1770 had already entered the industry by the 
middle of the century* Ae the senior partners died or 
retired they were not replaced by their eons. Ihe 
Directories for the l?90'e contain only a handful of name* 
of Hugueuot origin amoa^ the silk weavere. The point is more 
fully di&cu&eed in the article prepared with any colleague, 
FT. Ihornton in the I roceedings of tha iiuguenot Society for 
I960.
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books (1), and James Puthoit bequeathed hie spinet 

and organ (2). An important little group became members of 

tne njyal Society of Arts (Peter Alavoine, ieter Auber Junior, 

Thoaas Bray, Lewis Ghauvet, John and leaac L>e la flare, Daniel 

Giles Junior (a silkman, the father had been a weaver), Giles 

(iodi? the son of James, John Gwilt, Abraham Jeudwine, John 

Landon (son of John Luke Landon and a practising weaver), 

Nicholas ^eter li-lon, James Rondeau and Peter i'riquet. 

A very few - really very few considering the sise of the 

industry and its technical problems - patented inventions 

in the period: John Gastineau and William Mons in 1?30» 

George Qarrett in 17^, John Batchelor in 1750 and John 

Grumpier in 1?6^ were the only ones to do eo (3). Daniel 

Gwilt 1 B weekend house was perhaps closer to their hearts* 

Significantly, Peter Bigot "reflected on the Extravagance 

and Luxury of the present generation which inevitably occasions 

great fluctuations in estates and being desirous that ray 

copyhold and freehold estates should continue in the family 

for a series of years, I have therefore intailed them..... 11 

A Poitevin immigrant of the second generation only, he wished 

to found a family of landed gentry in England. The third 

generation becam* merchants in the city, stock-brokers, Kast 

India Company men. They entered the liberal professions (4). 

Transition to the Church of England involved no ^reat 

doctrinal difficulties. Only a few Huguenoto entered the 

silk industry in the second half of the century (5) - among 

them the Courtaulds - but as the majority withdrew they took



(1) See Appendix 2(1) and LC.9 2^8 (Lord Chamberlain's kccounte) 
1731. Bill Ho. k. netthew Vernon, mercer, received payment 
for H 26 yards 1/2 white English satin at 8/6d*.«. £11. 5. 3d. 
Messrs. Collineons were asked by James Menander of New York on 
an invoice of November 20th 173 J3 to include in their next con 
signment "2 pe. Green English Silk Damask 1/2 yard wide about 
28 yds. long patterns'* (attached to document). (New York 
rublic Library).

(2) 1765 Heport op. cit., p. 209.
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with them their capital* The English who succeeded them 

were hardly comparable in social standing or in wealth, nor 

had they the same experience in the design and production 

of flowered eilks. •

The Mercers*

Although about ninety firms have beezi traced in the 

period with addresses in Lud,\ate ;iill t Covent Garden, »r 

scattered in the City, it is far more difficult to assemble 

information about them, since they were almost all of 

English descent with fairly coaraon names. Moreover, only 

a very few are known quite certainly to have bought and sold 

English silks (1). According to Peter Ogier (2) all but the 

"ten capital houses" who had signed the Mercers* petition to 

the House of Commons in 17&5 dealt in English silks. This 

aay have been true, bat there is no way of finding out, 

Certainly at least two of the "capital houses'1 , Carr & Co, 

and Thomas & William Hinchcliffe, also dealt in English silks.

Ancker, writing in 1??6, after the crisis of 176^-6, and 

after the fashion for silk had passed its zenith, ascribed 

the initiative for all the operations in the industry to the 

master weaver, who himself took no part in the actual weaving. 

He said 'they accepted orders fro i both English and foreign 

mercers; they supply the weavers with patterns; they 

agree with the journeymen weavers on the price to be t>aid for 

the work; they weigh out the silk for then; they receive the



(1) Stephen Paris said that he was "mostly in the bespoke way".
John Alien, although he said he preferred a bespoke trade did 
not say, in fact, that he worked entirely for any particular 
firms of mercers. He stressed the advantage of not having 

goods lei't on his hands.

(2) 1765 Heport, op. cit., p. 210.

(3) 17^5 Keport, op. cit.. p. 208.
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finished cloth from the weavers and examine it, and pay 

for the work. They then pass the silk to the dealers, whereupon 

they enjoy the full payment....They regulate the whole industry 

since no weaver can work without their help 1 . This may have 

been true of the richest weavers in the earlier period, for 

these men would corresr-ond to the weavers in the wholesale 

way described as a matter of course in "The General Description 

of all Trades" in 1?V?. It conflicts, however, with soise of 

the evidence given to the Select Committees of 1?65 arid 6, which 

implied that the mercer gave the patterns to the weaver. The 

accepting of orders is an ambiguous phrase. Did the mercer 

choose from a season 1 s patterns submitted to him by the 

weaver and then order so many lengths of what he required, or did 

he, on the other hand, give an order to a master weaver for 

say, a flowered lustring, four pieces of so many yards per 

piece, giving him the pattern but leaving him to commisrdLon 

the draftsman, buy the silk etc.? Did the weavers work 

entirely on a speculative basis? All three methods of trade 

eeem to have been practised. One thing is clear, only a very 

few mercers in fact controlled the production of particular 

wtayers. Conversely, only a small proportion of the weavers 

were "confined to particular shops" (1). As :'r. Ashburner,

the >ercer, said (2), "The mercers cannot establish Weavers, 

because in the Fancy ay they must support them, which he had 

tried and lost money by it". Janes Johnson, a weaver (3), 

•aid "That all silks are sold by the Weavers Whole sale". 

John iere^ul's evidence implied that two relationships were



(1) 1765 Heport, op. cit., p. 209*

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit., p. 209-

(3) Francis Hybot, eaver and ercer, At the Cat in Raven Row, the
further end of Smock Alley, Spitalfields, London. (Trade Card, B.M.). 
>"akes and sells,.. .rich brocaded silks, Dutch, CJenoa and English 
velvets,

rich damasks armozeens Mantuas.
padusoys ducapes strip 1 d tobines and cloud.
Flowd. Water & rich sattins lustrings.
unwater tabby's Felines black silks.
Brocaded striped and plain raessinets, Norwich crapes, 

(there follow a series of half silks and worsted materials).

At the foot of the trade card is a note that "aierchants 
supplied for the foreign trade".

(k) 1765 Keport, op. cit., p. 210. 

(5) So far untraced.
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possible "he employs more hands than he used to do and is 

fully employed, but that owing to the nature of his trade, 

which is not to keep a Stock of Goods by him for a general 

rnarket but to work for particular shops, whose patterns cannot 

be made for others11 . ile added, however, "that this method 

of trade which he calls a bespoke trade is a great confine 

ment" (!)• He thought he would make more silks and more 

cheaply if not thus restricted. It can be assumed from the 

warehouses kept by the gierr>, the Brays and the Bigots that 

they indeed "kept a stock of goods" by them "for a general 

market" and that they had the capital to do so. Ashburner 

said there was an increasing tendency towards the bespoke 

trade "whereas formerly all the weavers kept a lar^je stock 

of goods".

Peregal also said that the "general credit to the mercer 

is 12 months (2) and the weaver abates one yard and a quarter 

in every 20 yards and a quarter*' (just as the journeyman and 

master weaver measured a variable number of inches to the yard).

A very few men, such as Francis Rybot (3) , advertised 

themselves as "weaver and mercer", which John Pritchard claimed 

to be (A) in 17&5. H« said he was driven to this because "the 

mercers are now put to such difficulty to get their orders 

executed that he has been obliged to carry on the ".'eavin^ us 

well as the ercery business, one of his partners being a 

pattern drawer (5); and that persons having pattern drawers 

may easily find w«av«re to execute their designs", lie



(1) A letter of .'-'ay 26th, 1731 to Palerne their deputy in Paris, 
from the Lyon Chambre de Commerce, explained to him that 
although silks were sealed in Lyon with the name and address of 
the weaver the merchants who had "des commissions des Pays 
Strangers "always took off these seals. "Si une fois les noras 
des bonnes fabriques sont connues chez les etrangers ils commetrons 
eux mimes adroiture leur marchandises dont ils auront besoin et nos 
commissionaires seront frustres par la du Bene'fice qr'ils ont & 
present". They argued that the "marchand fabricant....n'auraient 
pas le meme confiance" with the foreign dealers as the established 
exporters had. This would seem a rather strange argument in 
view of the fact that the foreign customer was supposed to be 
tempted by the seals to approach the "bonnes fabriques" in 
the first place.

(2) A typical trade card dated 15th July, 1757 at' the London Museum 
is that of "TIason, Lucas and Higgons, Mercers at the Lamb, 
Chandos Street.... (who sold) 
"Genoa & Dutch Velvets Sat tins Strip »d & Plain Strip'd & Plain

Lustrings Irish Stuffs 
Brocades Tabbies
Damasks Ariaozeens Sarsnets Furniture and

other Stuff
^ , ' T. T, Damasks Paduasoys Ducapes Perpians
Kasdernores Sergedusoys Poplins Camblets &

,, . D ,. Callimancoes Mantuas Broglios
Norwich Crapes; for mourning of particularly good mixtures 
Black and White Bombazeen Rich figured andother silks for 
gent's wear".
At the back of the card is a bill for 9 yds. grey lutsg. 
(lustring)......5/6d. £2. 9. 6d.
Many of these materials were silk and worsted (see next Chapter) 
but the fourth column were pure worsted.

(3) James and Peter Ferry of London and ~iath" at the last house on 
the North Parade near the Grand Parade" (Bath) advertised 
"fresh parcels and new patterns....every week,..from their 
own looms in London" in 1752, quoted p. 30 Marjorie Williams: 
"Lady Luxborough goes to Bath", 19^6. •eter Ferry was a 
contributor to the '^5 List, see Appendix 2(iii)5 Peter ferry 
the elder died in 17^6 (PCC Ldmunds, fol. 177). His will - 
which is exceedingly brief - begins "I i-'eter Ferry, the elder, 
weaver and aiercer, of the Parish of St, Mary le Strand...."
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continued by saying Jl that the ten capital mercers' houses 

Mere almost all that were in the flowered way; that others 

dealt very larr;«ly but in plain silks". Since many of th© 

one hundred other uercere had quite small firms, and many 

of the weavers were very prosperous it may be that the weavers 

of plain Eilko remained very largely independent. he 

weavers of figured silke, who stood the greater risk, were 

perhaps sharply divided uj tae end of this period into thotse 

who could afford (as John Baker; to commission designs and 

those who were forced into a bespoke trade. Again, there is a 

contrast with the Lyon industry. The divisions between 

oamjpagnion, rival tre ouvrier, mitre fabriauant v and raaltre 

marchand were always clear* John Sabatier could not ha.ve 

exported his own silks to Ireland nor Thomas Abraham Ogicr his 

to Berlin* The mat tree marchande - the equivalent of the 

wholesale weaver and mercer - took active etepc to prevent the 

Lyon weavers fro;, exporting their own goods (1)* The fluidity 

of English practice stands out all the more by contract.

The i^oiidon mercers sold the silks retail from the shops 

in which they usually lived, either offering a ctock to their 

cast 'j e:\ or placi;: ;j. coiai commissions. .Jorraally it wae 

the mercer rather than the weaver who organise'j the export of 

silks to other parts of the country and abroad. The mercers 

usually handled fine woollen and worsted goods as well as 

allks (2). A somewhat untypical firn f Jetcr and James Ferry, 

baa a soop a.n ti , .iu . - ^talfields and also 

advertised it ;. „.._ . „_ >nt ?J survive of the



(1) Their address in Kent 1 6 Directory of 1759.

(2) The accounts are preserved in ;«ew York Public Library, where
tb^y were seen by the late Mr. Peter i'loud. I am much indebted 
to hirj for obtaining a photostat of them which he lent me for 
this research.

(3) See Appendix Mi).

(4) Callimancoes were a highly glazed worsted material with a
satin weave. They were used for clothing (men's waistcoats, 
for exaaple) and furnishings. Their colours were bright, 
the quality good, and they were comparatively expensive. 
They were chiefly made in Norwich but also in London, and 
they were exported to many countries abroad. Very frw made- 
up callimancoes have survived since they received hard and 
continuous use and were susceptible to attack by moth, 
but fortunately their character can be determined in this 
period fron samples dated 1719 and 1764. Some large pieces 
have been found in America and there are one or two in Museum 
collections in Northern Germany - the other great market for 
English textiles.

(5) Two pattern books of Norwich callimancoes and similar materials 
"the counterpart of those sent to Portugal" belonging to a 
manufacturer named Kelly and dated 1764 belong to the Victoria 
and Albert Museum. All the samples in the books are named 
and priced (and often translated into Portuguese) so that 
the agent abroad could have ordered from them as Menander 
ordered his silks from New York.

(6) Persian was a lightweight lining material. It is mentioned in 
the Fancy Branch of the 1769 List of Trices before the rates 
for Sarcenets. It could evident!;/ have some small pattern 
since "spots" were mentioned among the items requiring extra 
payment. In the trade card quoted on p.22O note 2. , it also 
appears with sarcenet.

(7) Lyon. Archives uepartmentales. SeVie B. Papiers de Com;^rcant6. 
Garret et Cie. Negotiant en tissus. Correspondence c. 176/0-17^0. 
There are 23 large bundles of miscellaneous correspondence of 
which the first 20 or so are sorted into alphabetical bundles and 
then grouped under the place of origin "Dunkerque" "Londres", etc. 
Many samples of the actual silks ordered or discussed in the 
letters are attached to them. It is to be regretted that no 
French student or archivist has thought their own silk industry 
sufficiently interesting to work systematically through these 
and other similar collections amon.r; the Papiers de Comraercants.
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exports made to New York by the firm Peter and James 

Collinson, mercers of Gracechurch Street (1) to James 

Menander (2). The Customs figures shew that this was one 

of the chief markets for British silks (3) and thus the accounts 

are particularly valuable. These accounts are for the years 

1735-3)760, The Collinsons handled callimancoes (4) and 

half silks as well as silk goods. It cannot, of course, be 

certainly determined that the silks they exported were English. 

The nature of the silks will be discussed in the next section 

but both the quantities bought and the method of sale are 

relevant here. Only once, (see p. note ) did 

Menander specify "2 pieces English silk damask". In other 

respects the order was typical: the quantity was small - four 

dress lengths if each piece was 28 yards - and he ordered from 

patterns possibly the counterpart of some Collinsons had sent 

him (5)- "50 yards of narrow white Persian" (6) were about 

the largest quantity he ordered. Mostly he asked for one 

piece of this or that coloured satin, two or three at the 

most. He often mentioned the length of the piece - the 

longest being 40 - 50 yards. Yet for each Spring and Fall 

Menander ordered a large number of such items. The method 

of ordering is precisely the same as that of a French negotiant 

by the name of Garret who travelled Northern Europe with 

sample books (7). From his sample books he sent orders 

back to his partner in Lyon. The scale of his business was 

much larger than that between '^enander and the Collinsons, 

but it was carried on in the same way with a lar ;e n mber of



(1) In the 'fall of 1738 Menander asked the Collinsons to send him 
"some remnants of brocade silk for shoes, in all about $ yds. 
a remnant may be of 1 or 2 yds. less or more". In 1770 
Garret received an order from Dunkerque for assorted "droguets" 
de differents couleurs vert,bleu, petit gris, couleur de rose, 
moire doray (sic).....brodez en ors et brodez en argent....surtout 
point de rebus de rnagazin...." for "des souliers de droguet en soie".

(2) Garret wrote a long and reproachful letter to his partner in
Lyon in 17&6, who was apparently not supplying the goods which 
Garret had promised to his customers. He emphasised that a 
particular order was to be woven "bien pronptement" and he 
enclosed a sample, an excellent Gros de Tours made in Holland 
which was being sold everywhere. His partner was to have it 
copied but not to tell the fabriquant the price at which it was 
selling in Holland.

(3) Genoa velvet retained its reputation until late in the century. 
The article on "velours" in Diderot commented throughout on 
its quality. Moreover, Robert Carr who supplied rauch "Genoa 
velvet" to the Great V.'ardrobe made a particular point in his 
evidence in 17&5 that it was greatly superior to the English.

See p. 217 note 1.
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anall orders. Some of the items such as remnants for 

shoes are almost identical (1). It is, however, evident 

from the correspondence between Garret and his partner that 

the goods were mostly to be woven according to the samples, 

and they were not goods in stock (2). This fact is not so 

clear from Menander's invoices. When,in 1737, he ordered 

"12 pieces silk Gamblets, newest fashion, good colours and 

glossy at different colours" he presumably left it to the 

Collinson's discretion to choose from their stock. "One 

piece of plain middling blue lustring lo1 yards long # ell 

wide colour as pattern (attached)", ordered in 173& might 

possibly have to be specially woven unless the Collinsons 

sent out new pattern books of i^oods in stock for each season. 

Goods were always ordered for the season ahead. On June 7th, 

1737 f'enander sent an "invoice of goods requested... .of 

Messrs. Collincons in the Fall of 1737". Allowing for the 

length of two sea voyages to America - about six weeks each - 

there would hardly have been time to commission the weaving 

of such orders. The quantities sold to the Great Wardrobe 

by those mercers with Royal appointments contrast significantly 

with these piecemeal orders. There were generally two or 

three mercers supplying silks in any year and quantities 

were very lar-;e - sometimes 230 yards at a time. The velvet 

facings for Liveries may well have been imported (3), but 

many of the other silks were presumably English, and once or 

twice it wan specifically stated that they were



(1) 1765 Keport, op. cit. p. 212.

(2) See Chapter l t p. 36.

(3) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser,

They rather underestimated him since he lived until 1791

(5) 26 >jeo. II, Cap, 21, An Act for encouraging the silk 
manufactures of this Kingdom and for securing the Duties 
payable upon the importations of velvets, wrought silks, 
and silks mixed with other materials not manufactured in 
in Great Britain,

(6) 9th April 1755* 12th July 175B, for example. Weavers 
Company Court Hooks.

(7) His official position was described as "Examiner, Searcher
and Stamper of Foreign Silks at the Custom House" (1765 Report, op. 
cit. pp, 208-9). His name occurs throughout the period especially 
when the seizures were important.
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Although the mercers necessarily handled the 

weavers' goods they were looked upon with increasing 

suspicion as the chief importers of foreign silke. Ac Mr. 

Carr admitted (1) T 'he did not think it in the power of the 

trade to give preference to French and English patterns as they 

thought fit". Carr's attitude, it may be remembered, cost 

him 13^ panes of glass (2). On Hay 23rd 1?65 the firm 

published a public denial (3) "Whereas it has been reported by 

eorae evil-minded person that we John Ibbeteon, John Bigge, 

VJilliara Pickard and toilliam Gibson, mercers and partners 

with A -.r. Hobert Carr of Ludgate xlill have silk looms in 

i'rance, with many other insinuations equally false..." (they 

denied having any loorne) ...."either in France or any other 

foreign country whatsoever; and that the few French goods 

we have had or now have, have been regularly entered at 

the Customs House and paid the le^al duty, and these deponents 

verily believe that the said Robert Carr who is now near 

death (*0....would have joined with the deponents in the above 

deposition,... Sworn and signed at the Mansion House in the 

pretence of the Lord uyor". Ever since the Act of 1753 (5)« 

the Weavers Company had been re-imburcing Customs Officers 

who had seized silks alleged to be smuggled in the shops of 

certain mercers (6). On September 9th, l?6l, after eons* 

seizures ;nade by Robert Trott (7) , the court of Assistants 

held a long discussion on the subject and passed resolutions 

to support the Customs Officers making such seizures* They



i.e.:
(1) Thomas and YJilliaa Ilinch^liff at the Hen and Cliickens, 

Henrietta Street, Covent uarden.

(£) Court Books, September 30th, l?6l«

(3) Eighteen of Jarthwaite's designs between 1724 and 17^-9 were
eold to various weavers "bespoke" to "i- rr. Carr". Two designs of 
17^5 were bespoke by the Hinch^liffs...and one for Mr. Swan 
(a cut and uncut velvet to be woven by Mr. (Peter) Lekeux) ). 
In 17'+2 she draw a design "for Dr. Ogier, Spittle Square" which 
was bespoke by "ilr. Swan & Buck". Welch appears once, in 1?5>2, 
on a design for "a sing (le) comb (er) daraaek patt (ern)" to be 
made by , r. Maze. C-^his would be a lar^e design, repeating 
once in the width of the material - see Chapter 3t p. 2.66 }. 

V.relch described hiuiself as "of Ludgate Street, mercer' 1 when he 
insured a house in Cheshunt in his own possession in 
Guildhall fiii.867V83« fol. 111.
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also appointed a Committee to "manage and direct all 

proceedings relating thereto". This was empowered to 

undertake prosecutions and to dispose of the penalties if 

the case was won. The first occasion on which the Committee 

were called into action was a seizure of some silks at ; essrs. 

hinchiliff« (1), and the Clerk was ordered to write to them 

"to offer a meeting with the Committee to examine the proofs 

they had to shew the silks seized were of Foreign manufacture 

in order to settle the matter in a friendly way if they were 

disposed..... M (2). On June 30th, 1762 John Baker reported 

to the Court that "he had accommodated the Affair of the late 

seizure at Messrs. iiinchcliffs in the beist manner he could 

and paid them £12 for their damages and ^12•12s. for their 

charges in their suit against Robert Trott....." The mercers 

had won the first round. In June 1?62 the Company were 

engaged in prosecuting Messrs, welch and ibwan (separate cases), 

it is interesting that all three firrae, and they are the only 

ones mentioned by name in the Court Books of the Company, were 

also commissioning English silks,since they are mentioned 

on the Garthwaite designs. ..>wan was also a customer of 

d« Briesac (2J*

Kobert Trott, who had seized a particuitirly important 

book of 1'rc.jicu patter:!;.; in the sumner of 176^-, said 

categorically to fie House of Commons .'Jolect Committee in 

the following year "that the Mercers haw imported French 

silks as Italian,...and that two judgements have been obtained



(1) See Chapter 1, p. 35 note2.
(2) See Appendix 6.

(3) The weavers who wove designs to Carr's orders were T'r. Gobee (Daniel ?) 
from 1742, ,:r. Gregory (John ?; from 1744, r. Vautier (Janiel ?) 
from 1744, Cap. (John) Baker from 1745, Mr. (Peter) Lekeux frou 
1745, *r. (John ?) Batchelor from 17^5, Mr. John ?) "Sabiteir" 
from 1747, r^r. (William) Grinsell in 1749. Vautier and 
Sabatier were Garthwaite's chief customers.

(4) There are bill-heade at the B.M. for 173^ and 1739 and at the 
London Museum for 1749, 1751, 1757 and 1758, at the Guildhall 
for 1760, at the oritish -'useuia for 176l and the Victoria and 
Albert fuseurn for 1767.

(5) 1750-1751 may serve as an example. The firm supplied £62. 5» ^d. 
of silks to the master of the Robes in 1750 and &57« 5* Od. worth 
in 1751* These materials ranged from crimson velvet at 29/- 
a yard to sergedesoy at 7/- and green narrow paduaeoy at 12/- 
and some "yellow ground silver and colours at 60/-' 1 in 1751* 
In the same year the firm supplied silks used at the funeral 
of Frederick, Prince of Wales, .£.429. 10. 9d. in all, including 
crimson and white Florence taffeta (9/9d. per yard), Genoa 
velvet at 27/4d. to be used for a canopy to carry over the body 
at the funeral, and Dutch velvet to cover the harness for the 
horses at. 21/r. The difference in price of the two velvets 
may be one of qualit.v, but since that supplied to the Master of 
the Hobes did not specify "Genoa" it may, perhaps, have been 
English. To the Great Wardrobe the firm supplied in these 
two years 1-1,066. 2. 3d. worth of. silk in five separate bills. 
Much of this was "crimson Genoa damask" both for the furnishing 
of the Tubbs Yacht and the Carolina Yacht. One item was for 91 
yards # ell sarsnet for two quilts in all 4il8. 4s. (LC. 9, 291 
Bills 1750, flo. 2, 17, 26; and 1751, 21, 38).

(6) Trade Card B.K. dated 1733.

(7) I a;n much indebted to r. Shelton, Archivist of Glyn Mills Bank 
for the facilities he made available for consulting these 
documents.
Robert Carr married a Glyn, and hence the agreements passed to 
this famil/. The first prtnership agreement is dated 20th 
January 1739 (i.e. 1740?).
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for £200 on seizures of foreign wrought silks illegally 

imported found in the i.ands of the ercers; since when 

he has made so-rie seizures in the shops of mercers...." 

It would be interesting to know what proofs iiinchcliffs had 

produced to confound Robert Trott when he seized their silks 

in l?6l.

The one firm about which sows details are known is that 

of Robert Carr % Co, They seem to have been one of the uost 

important in the period: they supplied goods to the Crown 

on a large scale, and Robert Carr had fashionable customers (1)• 

They were importers of raw silk on their own account (2) , 

suspected smugglers - the only firm whose shop was attacked in 

the summer of l'/65 - customers of Garthwaite's chief weavers (3) 

and therefore dealers in flowered silks, one of the "capital" 

houses whose partners ^ave evidence in 17^5* Trade cards 

exist for the firm from 1733 until the 6o l s W. Taking the 

trade cards with the Victoria and Albert deei,;ns, it can be 

seen that the firm handled every variety of luxury silk. 

The royal orders, which averaged two or three a year, were 

worth several hundred pounds to tie firm (5). Robert 

Carr'c earlie;t partner was a Joseph Stanfield (6), and he 

later went into partnership with Ebenezer and Samuel Ibbetson 

(7)» Their capital was £7|000, of which Lbenezer ibbetson 

had the l^rgtst share, £3,062. 10s, Od. Ebenezer Ibbetcon 

subsequently retired and the partnership was renewed in 17^7 

by Robert Carr, now senior partner (£7 t OOO), Samuel Ibbeteon 

(£3,500), Thomas i ic''e (£3«OOO) and John Ibbetcon U2,5 0) , a



(1) Their address on the trade card of 1739 at the oritish Museum.

(2) Partnership agreement of 21. 7,176^.

(3) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 212. 

1765 iteport, op. cit. p. 212.

(5) G.M. XVII, p. 392, September 17^3, for instance. The firm 
contributed 10 ens. "to relieve the sufferers in Cornhill 
25th Marrh last". This was to help those who had suffered 
in a tery large fire in which several people had been killed 
and others made homeless arid a number of shops were burnt out. 
The list was headed by the Prince of Wales and Princess Amelia 
and was mostly made up of city financiers such as Mendee da 
Costa, etc.
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total capital of £16, 000. Carr's first wife, Grace 

Bi^ge, was presumably a relative of Thomas Big^e, The 

partnership was renewed in 1752, and, at the end of 1757, 

Samuel Ibbetson withdrew. In 1764 the firm's capital stood 

at £30,000. Apart from the Queen's dead, their original 

premises (1), their capital was also "in the two other 

shops lately purchased of Mr. Gilbert" (2). Carr's share 

was then £8,OOO, John Ibbetson's the same, William Pickard 

(the 1765 witness) £5,500, John Bigge £4,500 and William 

Gibson's £4,000. In 1?65 Kobert Carr told the Select 

Committee (3) that he had imported from Italy "plain velvets, 

furniture damasks and mantuas" and he made soae derogatory 

remarks about Lnglish velvets and furniture damasks, which were 

hotly denied by Jeudwine and Gibson the laceman (4). Carr 

had, in fact, in the 174o*s, commissioned a number of damasks 

from Baker and Vautier, and a cut and uncut velvet fror.i ieter 

Lekeux, probably not isolated purchases. uad the quality 

fallen off since then, or had he been consistently disappointed 

in the results - or was he, as the weavers rather implied, 

inventing excuses to import French ^oods?

it would be interesting to know more about Carr himself. 

He had social protections and assumed the title Sir Robert 

Carr. He was a conspicuous contributor to public charity ( c>). 

Even a mercer of his standing, however, die not attempt to 

invest any of hie capital in the industry itself. '-'hen 

tiamuel Iboetson withdrew from the partnership in 1757, a list 

of debtors to the firm w.ns made. Thos* who can be



(1) A customer of the Lemans fro;n 1706-3. Me eisned a petition 
on the import of Italian silk in 169^ ( Hof L. KSS. R. Csn. II 
MS I4ew series, Vol. I, p. 321). .e insured a number of 
house properties (none his own) in 1?19. He banked with 
Child's and an account exists for 1727-29/30 when the balance 
of &2,GOO was paid to his widow Alice Sandys.

(2) PCC Abbott, fol. 351.

(3) PCC Derby, fol. 69.

It got into great financial difficulties and its affairs were
investigated by a Parliamentary Committee. The report survives
among the printed i-arliamentary Papers &t University College;,
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v.1. *here -.re i\-- • ••-.-. ••<-•• i'^ oil.i-t; ^ I- ^ • °ua for 
1750 and 17i?G f both apparently for di, ... .^tciials.

(2) fh€y «jppli«d th« Master of the Kobee In 1751 0'C.<).J) with 
M B)4 yrds. w ^old and colours brocade... . .at 6 /- and 10 

yds. broad e*rg«d«6oy... . . .at

Country life: GJUH 19b5t arcn 31*t t p. ^57« Article on 
V'oburn Abb«y» Tht daaa*k wae for the State Dresaing boom 
or snail drawing roea.

PCC Ikws^, fol.
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Garden, £10 a piece for mourning" and £20 to the porter. 

He left money to the poor of several parishes and then, 

surely, a significant bequest? His eldest, or surviving 

eldest son at the age of eight, was "to be put to J^ton or 

Westminster School from thence at the proper time to Oxford 

and after to one of the Inns of Court for the study of the 

law, my father and grandfather having been of that pro 

fession,..." He did not even consider apprenticing a younger 

son in his own profession.

The mercers of a slightly later period shewed very 

similar characteristics, Robert Swan and Robert Buck almost 

certainly handled English silks regularly, even if they were 

prosecuted on one occasion for handling foreign ones. Their 

trade cards and bills survive for a variety of silks (1) from 

1730 onwards. They were first established in Bedford 

Street, Covent Garden, and later moved to the Wheatsheaf in 

King Street. They supplied the Crown on at least one occasion 

(2) and sold £500 worth of damask to the Duke of nedford in 

1756 (J>) . William Aehburner, who gave evidence in 1?65, 

was a junior partner. Others were William I'arlow and Hichard 

Ellison. Swan died in 1?69, and juck in 1??0. They left 

satisfactory bequests to their friends and Swan W &5 each 

for mourning to his "own servants" and "to all the servants 

living in the shop". lie supported the usual charities: St, 

Genrgc's Hospital, the Charity School at Covent Garden, St, 

Bartholomew's tioepital, the Middlesex, and (more unusual) th« 

Lying-in Hospital in Brownlow Street. Together with ^li^uuu



(5)

(1) PCC Boss, fol. 367.

(2) PCC Alexander, fol.

(3) See p. 216.

In February 1735A' two mercers a< peared to witness the 
handwriting of lienry Shelley's will. They had been "well 
acquainted ... .for more than 12 years". They were James 
Kverard of St. Paul, Covent uarden, and Thomas Wroughton 
of St. : artiw's-iu-the-Fields. The latter had at least 
one commission from the Great Wardrobe in the spring of 1737* 
Two silk mercers witnessed the handwriting of Robert ;'>uck in 
1769. George ; ; elthorpe of King Street, -ovent uarden, mercer, 
was appointed an executor and was bequeathed Kobert buck's 
"own gold watch arid case" by a third codicil to the will, 
Swan left his partner, William Asbburner ^509. Each of the 
other partners buck., ..arlow and t-llicon were left £/200«

Daniel Defoe: "Coraplete English Tradesman" 1726. Letter XXH,, 
p.3O4et se^j. ' Of the Dignity of Trade in England " 
and see Chapter 1 ,JD.
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he left his "real and leasehold estate" to his sister. 

Robert Buck left a rather fuller will (I). He mentioned his own 

picture several times, asking; for it "to be kept among the 

family pictures". He left large bequests and much country 

property "in Dover, Folkestone, and the County of Kent" 

over which he had had a furious family row with the father of 

his late wife's niece, since it involved her estate. This 

dispute took up much of the will, his mercer's business very 

little. William Hinch^liffe (one of the partners in Messrs. 

Hinch&liff's, who died in 1775 (2), like the others, left large 

sums of money. He particularly wanted nis wife to have his 

pictures, prints and china, but his shop and business were to 

be sold. He and his brother Thomas were members of the Koyal 

Society of Arts, together with another mercer, James Hebert, 

but they were outnumbered by the weavers (3).

Such were the mercers. They had for the most part 

large capital which they did not ris>. in the industry. They 

bought real estate instead, and the silk industry thus remained 

independent of them. They consorted with their fellow mercers 

(*f) , and lived as Daniel Defoe said, more like princes than 

tradesmen



(1) This is implicit in one of the criticisms made by "Veritas" 
of the "proper regulations" proposed by "Simplex" (February 
2?th Gazette and ^ew Daily Advertiser), "Simplex" 
proposed that the journeymen should bring their finished 
silk to the Hall of the Weavers Company to be stamped, 
measured, etc. In the opinion of "Veritas" thie would 
be "next to impossible", partly because of the expense in 
paying a staff of stampers, and partly because of the 
"hardship" to the journeymen, to make thera "dance to the 
Hall to have their piece measured and etamoed, there perhaps 
they must wait two or three hours for their turn and therefore 
lose half a day's work",
AncKer's report is not explicit on this point, but the general 
sense would seem to be the same. In the 4th section he 
explained that the master wearers (who took no part in the 
actual weaving,) "received the finished cloth from the weavers 
and examine it, and pay for the work". It is assumed in both 
cases that the journeyman will carry the silk to and fro.
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5« Financial Organisation,

It may perhaps be useful to sum up the general 

financial structure of the industry - ae far as it is known. 

Raw silk was imported, according to ite origin, in exchange 

for bartered goods, for exported goods, or for cash. This 

trade was conducted on very lon^ credit, and the silk w^s 

sold on ver.y lon.t; credit, either by the individual inerchante 

or through brokers, and, again, either at public auctions 

or by individual sales. It will be remembered that Boeanquet 

had worked out that it tooK four .years before ne saw a return 

on his goods.

According to Ancker, the next operations were all 

financed by the weaver who had the silk thrown and lent his 

journeymen money to cover expenses while throwing and later 

weaving. lie also hired or lent out looras and other equipment, 

Thie was probably an over-simplification, bat the normal 

relations':! of weaver t j throwster is unknown. The journey 

man weaver was paid by the yard (and, accor^in to tl>c 

specific quality of the -silk he was mkin^r j for work which 

he collected and delivered himself to the Master (1). There 

was a discount per yard which stood either in his favour or hie 

•aster's, according to the source one prefers to believe. 

The master weavers worked for t>e most part independently, sooe- 

tiries for/ni'i" '.nrtnershipe witu one or two fellow weavers, often 

their relative*. ifter the extinction of the R'\v«i tuptr 

Company there were no further experiments with joint r.tock 

eoapanies in the industry in this period. The master



(1) John Perrigal (1?65 Keport op. cit.) said "that the general 
credit to the .-nercer is 12 months" (p. 209). "Veritae" 
in hie letter to the Gazette and ' ew Daily Advertiser of 
February l4th said in defence of Kn^lieh silks, that the 
mercers were not givi:,;; as good prices as they had formerly 
done and "how can silks be made ac good ••••as when the 
mercers paid us in 6 months whereas new it is 16 or 13 months 
before their notes and bills are due,...." (This was about 
the length of ti-?ie of the "Rills and Protidseor.) fiotoe" mentioned 
in the Bo&anquet Account i3ook).
The mercere argued that the unrestricted credit wac one of their 
reasons for preferring French silks. William Pickart t one of the 
junior partners of Carr \- Co. said (p. 210, l?6b Report, op. cit,) 
"That the terms of buying goods in France are upon such credit as 
the mercers please to tako, or if ready money is paid, the French 
allow a discount of 65*5". Germaine I&vie, who followed him, said 
"that the Allowance in France is £»5'- for short aieueure, and 12 
months credit, or 6;.;. for ready money".

(2) In 1?2) the Tyon Chambre de Commerce complained in one of its 
letters to its Deputy in iaris that the Paris merchants were 
abusing the system of lon^ credit. This, they said, was always 
dangerous for them because "la diver site du gout et de dessein 
augmente convent de beaucoup la fac,on des ouvricrs, et que le 
prix des rnatieres preniie'res varie si eouvent... .*' that prices 
could neither be reduced nor fixed (as had been proposed).

(3) The lolly pattern books have been already mentioned (p. 221 ; . 
in the Bibliotheque Ir'orney in Paris, Vol. ^eeerve •6?7,0t,4 ie 
a collection " anifattura di Francia, Inj^hil terra ed Qlanda.,
ostre raccolto viagrrando dal Si^-nor "occasi riercante di panni 

e nel suo ritorno verso il 1?60 presentate al conte Boglno", 
Although these are, strictly speaking, not the samples of one 
Manufacturer, they are their equivalent, since they are naraed 
arid priced and their widths etc. given. The only pattern book 
in which silks are included in any quantity which is a genuine 
order book - the London equivalent to the Norwich ones - is in 
the lie re h Collection in the Nordiska Mueeun in Stockholm. A pas« 
from this book is illustrated : plate 5 J, No. 70, J have been 
unable to examine this book ayoelf but I a LI most grateful to 
my colleagues in the ; ordiska Muoeum for sending precise 
technical descriptions of the eilks.

1765 tie port, op, cit. p. 211. 

(5) See p. 220-Zof thin Charter.
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weavers might receive individual commissions from any of 

the inercers but their total production was seldom controlled 

by them. The mercers caue to the \^eavers to place their 

ordere. Although there was an increasing tendency towards 

the bespoke system towards the end of this period, very few 

weavers and mercers formed partnerships. The weaver was paid 

by the mercer also on credit. Opinion in 1?65 (1) held that 

credit had ^ot longer, had extended from six to eighteen 

months. This was deplored, but it was an equally sore point 

in Lyon (2). The greater master weavers (ae opposed to 

those who only had a few looms), kept a stock of ^oods in 

their warehouses, from which the inercers bought. The latter 

also placed commissions when the silk was still on the loom. 

.All the evidence, except the Royal accounts, sug^erts that 

very n:iall orders were nornally place-J. This, again, was 

deplored by the weavers. There were tvro main seasons for 

wliich different goods were produced, which will be discussed 

in the next chapter.

The mercers (or their "shopmen"; either sold goods over 

the counter, or acted as agents for special commissions. 

Trade outside I.ondo.1 or abroad was carried on by means of 

pattern books despatched to the customer, of which a very 

few have survived (J>) . The Court -ooks of the leavers 

^oi^pcuij aention seizurer of French pattern books in 1759, 

1761 and 1?6^, and oohu Alien (*t) told the 1763 Select 

Cora/ait tec that 'patterns arc sent from France in hopec of 

orders". The Collinson evidence o> suggests that the



(1) An advertisement in the 'Gazette and lev Daily Advertiser 
for January 5th, 17&5 for a sale at the New York, Cape 
Breton and Quebec Coffee House was for goods "Fit for the 
Portugal Trade" and these included "60 pieces sattine f modes, 
linings, persians, sarsnets, raantuas, etc....silk hose, silk 
and worsted waistcoat and breeches pieces", • Stephen Paris 
(1765 Report, op. cit. p. 210) although he had never exported 
any silks himself had sold for export. The case of John 
Sabatier has been discussed already, p. 171*17»3. A document 
dated 1764,'in the Archives Rationales in Paris (F, 12, 6Mf 
Trade with Portugal; includes a list of English woollen and 
worsted goods exported-to Portugal (together with a most 
useful translation into ^renclx and Portuguese ) , and also 
a note on their uses. Samples (now missing) were attached. 
If certain worsted goods were recognised at home and 
abroad as "fit for the Portugal trade", it seems reasonable 
to aqgue that their equivalent in silk was equally 
recognisable.
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patterns were of gojds in stock, as there would not have 

been time between June 7th, 1737 and n the fall", to place 

commissions with weavers. On the other hand, the French v/ove 

to order according to the patterns - if the Garret correspondence 

was typical of their general practice. This may be an 

important difference between the two countries or the accodental 

difference in practice between the two firms.

There is no record of the method by which the foreign 

or colonial customers of English silks paid for them. Since 

Garret arranged payment for his silks in bills of exchange on 

various continental bankers it can be assumed that English 

exports were paid for in much the same way. Some few weavers 

exported directly, not through a mercer and others laay have 

produced for particular markets (1)• The organisation was 

flexible and reasonably efficient. Row far the length of 

credit really inhibited the expansion of the industry will be 

discussed in the conclusion of this study.



(1) 1766 Report, op. cit. f p. 726.

(2) 1766 Report, op. cit., p.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SILKS

Two witnesses before the Select Committee of the House 

of Commons which reported on the Silk Industry in 1766 were 

asked whether they could distinguish English from foreign silks. 

John Harris, mercer, said (1): "Foreign lutestrings", were 

"crisper and are not so glossy as the i.nglish, but that it is 

impossible to say whether theee distinctions may not be 

evaded, though he thought in general they might be distinguished 

and that figured goods may easily be distinguished". Germaine 

Lavie, mercer, (2), said that although he could distinguish French 

silks and Italian damasks from English ones he could not dis 

tinguish Italian plain silks from English, "but", he added 

modestly, "he did not think himself so good a judge in this 

matter as some people".

This is indeed one of the central problems,*. The silks 

which survive are "documents" in the French sense; but unless 

it is possible to distinguish the English from the Continental 

silks, it is impossible to bridge the gap between the stylistic 

judgments and technical data which accompany the silks on the 

one hand, and the historical information from documentary 

sources on the other. The latter include the List of Prices, 

the ixoyal and private accounts and inventories, the trade cardc, 

and literary sources. Without the silks, much of the 

information accumulated verges upon a pedantic exercise in



(1) This is literally so. There are no French silk
designs surviving from the period of the earliest Leman 
designs (17o6) f and none which form a connected series 
until the late 1720's. The earliest designs so far dis 
covered are those in the Cabinet d'Estampes of tine 
Bibliotheque Rationale series Lh.Mf.
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historicism for its own sake. It would not be very much 

use, for instance, to tabulate the lists of the names of the 

silks made and sold, unless some attempt can be made to say 

what they are. The means for relating these two types of 

evidence lie partly in a clos& study of the techniques, a study 

with again two aspects: the silks themselves, and the technology 

which produced them, for which there are several good sources 

of information. The other source which helps to bridge the 

gap between the silks and the documents (in the English sense) 

is the incomparable series (1) of dated designs belonging to the 

Victoria and Albert Iluseum and Messrs. Vanners * Femiell Ltd. 

These give a stylistic sequence which will be discussed in due 

course. In addition they provide factual information, some of 

which has already been quoted. The identification of a brocaded 

lustring woven from a Garthwaite design by • r. Vautier in 17^-7 

is, for instance, one of the best pieces of evidence that can le 

mustered about the nature of lustrings. It is quite clear that 

these were an important category of dress silks and the prices 

paid for them are known. A technical examination of the lustring 

itself provides data useful in assessing both its own quality 

and that of other silks more or less expensive, according to 

the bills. One certainly identified lustring carries with it 

a number of very similar silks whici. ~re then also likely to

b« lustrings.

Although many kind remarks were -if.de -Lout Englir.h plain aii 

it i«f *• (Jermain* Lavia pointed out, impossible to dieti. ,1 !



(1) One collection of samples of silks of the period exists
in the Berch Collection of the Nordiska Museum in Stockholm. 
It is evidently the pattern book of an exporter of English 
silks (there is no name on it)»
A few other miscellaneous samples of named plain silks 
have survived in various other documents to which reference 
will be made in the course of this chapter.



them from Continental counterparts, and thus it is almost 

purely on documentary evidence that any discussion of these 

is based (1). It is hoped in this chapter to strike a balance 

not too uneasily between stylistic and technical information 

on the one hand, and documentary fact on the other.

The sequence of the previous chapter will be followed 

to some extent. The problems relating, to raw and thrown 

silks will be considered first. Some discussion will follow 

of the techniques of throwing, dyeing, and setting up a loom 

for plain silks. The techniques of drawloom woven silks must be 

considered separately irorn the plain. An at.empt will be made 

to relate the contemporary divisions detailed in the previous 

chapter to the UGOS of the silks as furnishings and dress 

materials. Any perceptible changes in these uses will be 

discussed when there is sufficient evidence to do so. The special 

importance of the flowered silks in this period will be argued, 

arid an account of their stylistic development will follow the 

sections on their techniques and uses. It will be suggested 

that the ability of the i-nglish industry to keep abreast of its 

competitors, both in the legitimate markets abroad, and in the 

face of the clandestine import of French silfcs into this country, 

defended very largely ou its ability to keep in fashion. Much 

of the best evidence in sup;ort of the latter case is purely 

visual. Contemporary praise *n<* criticism will be considertd 

in relation to the silks themselves, arid still more to the 

designs. The difficulties with which the industry had to 

contend will be discussed in a later chapter, but the design of



(1) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 23. p. 612, 23rd January,

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 20. p. 7**-9» 21st February, 1726/7.

(3) Parliamentary Papers Vol. 59, 17^9-50. Reasons for the
Encouragement of making Raw Silk in America (in University 
College).
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ite sil s was a matter over which it had complete control.

Haw Silk.

The quality of Bilk wae deter rained by several factors, 

the length of the filament, the natural colour, the fineness, 

and the lustre of the natural eilk. Only certain grades were 

fir for certain purposes, and thus the industry could not import 

the cheapest silk from the most convenient market. The problem 

of obtaining supplies will be discussed in the fifth chapter of 

this study, but whenever the industry found itself in 

difficulties on this score, its spokesmen told parliamentary 

Committees of the Commissioners of Trades and Plantations why 

Bilk of certain kinds had to be used. Between 1713 and l?6b, the 

same arguments were reiterated. Italian sill: for the warp was 

essential unless a substitute of equal quality could be found. 

Spanish silk was one alternative. Daniel Booth, in 17'+1, said 

he was "very well acquainted with the quality of Spanish silk 

which in its nature is a fine glossy silk and greatly improves 

the manufactures here" (1). There were different grades among 

the Italian silks, since the Throwsters* Petition of 1727 sought 

to "prevent the import of the several sorts of foreign thrown 

silks coarser than third Bologna and Second Orsoy and all trams 

into this kingdom" (2). The paper of 17^9/50 on the growth of 

raw silk in America (3) explained that ths supply of Italian 

silk wae so essential for the warps that if it were cut off then 

the Turkish and Persian silks for the wefts would stay in the 

warehouses and the Turldlsh trade would be lost.

The Bosanquet accounts demonstrate the difftrent 

qualities imported from Turkey and their distinction



(1) The Account Book dating 1758-65» includes suras received for 
bales of Turkey "raw Ardass", Byass, Cadamue, ount Lebanon, 
various kinds of Antioch; "cafroni of a fine wirv thread but 
yellowish colour", "fine mountain silk of ye Art clean wiry 
thread", "do, not quite BO stout a thread", "true Tripoli 
scaled", etc. and "very good Byass superior" seems fro»n its 
price to have been one of the best qualities he imported. 
In one set of bills for April 175^ a bale of Ryass = 
£193* l^s. Cadamus sold for £l87« 17s., two bales of Aleppo 
seems to have been of a fairly uniform size and weight judging 
from the fact that most of the prices are within the range 
£185 - £195* but what this standard was is not quite clear. 
The earlier accounts which cost bales of Italian silk c. 1735 
mention the"usual weight" but calculate it in a hieroglyph 
which seems to stand for some local Italian unit not the 
English ID. or cwt. etc*
I am deeply indebted to Lady Bosanquet of Dingestow Court 
Montaouth, for permission to work through and to quote from 
the Bosanquet MSS.

(2) House of Lords MSS, Vol. X, 1712-14 (1953). P- 126.

(3) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, 
1718-22, (1925). P- 121, Evidence of Thomas Miller.

See Appendix 4, Nos. 1, 2 f 3, *+.
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by price (1). Colonel Lekeux, in hie "Paper on Trade 

with Italy and Portugal" of 1713 (2) » did not mention Italian 

raw silk but argued that the raw silk which the merchants 

brought back in return for the English woollen goods exported 

mostly came from Turkey and this was used with Italian thrown 

silks in the industry. While Lombe * s mills did away with the 

necessity for importing- throvra Italian silks, the tivo sources 

of supply did not change, although the coarsest grades from 

the Levant apparently dropped out of use after the first ten or 

fifteen years of the century. The Throwsters Company told 

the Commissioners of Trades and i-lantations in 1719 that very 

little Ardass silk was imported (3)» which is confirmed in King's 

British Merchant of 1721 ( when the author described this grade 

as "coarse Persian silk" and said that "gro^rau yarns" were being 

imported instead. iie mentioned 'Belladine" or "white -turkey 

silk", which the trade cards and the Bosonquet accounts shew to 

have been a standard import and "sherbassee" of Persia with which 

Bosanquet was so disappointed in 17t>7« King also made an 

assessment of the different amounts imported: 600 bales of 

Turkish silk p.a. to 1200 bales of Piedmont and Ber.?ama silk and 

400 of niast Inciia silk (^) . The proportions can be verified 

against, the Customs figures - there was little incentive to 

smuggle raw silk and, since London was the chief hone market, the 

figures may be fairly reliable •

Two of the witnesses before the Parliamentary Select 

Cocunittee of 17^9/50 gave the clearest accv-ait, ux *nat the 

distinctions in quality meant. Nathaniel Patterson aaid that



(1) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25 f p. 996.
"Engines" in this context would indicate organzine mills.

(H) G.M. IV, 173^. July. p. 333.
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"our manufacturers are supplied with short raw silk caiefly 

from Italy; that the China silk is not fine enough in 

coromon for the warp; but that he has had so*ne as fine as 

any Italian; that the Turkey silk is in general too coarse 

to be used for the warp; and that China silk some years was 

imported as bad as tho Turkey.*.. 11 Samuel Lloyd said that 

"the supply of, fine short raw silk proper to be worked by 

Engines (1) has been chiefly from Italy, some from ^>pain f 

and a small quantity from China, likewise a small quantity from 

the southern parts of France.... the price of Italian and 

China silk has been of late years nearly the same; but there is 

some difference in the quality....." In 1734 there vjac a "trial 

in the Court of the Exchequer between the King and John 

Boddin^ton Esq., a Turkey merchant upon an information for 

importing short silk or Catapan under the name of Silk Hubs 

and Husks, Several of the silk throwsters endeavouring to 

prove it was short silk and greatly detrimental to them in 

their waste 1 ^ which they however failed to do (2). liven the 

lowest qualities were precious and raw silk was always 

expensive. The precise effect of these differences in quality 

are not described, and the i'rench sources on this aspect of 

the industry do not greatly help. As their supply of raw 

eiiii. came either from Italy or from their own country, they 

were largely independent of the substitutes employed by the 

English throwsters.



(1) J. Loir: Theorie du Tissage des tftoffes de Soie, Lyon 1923-28, 
3 vols. 
F. Guicherd: Cours de Theorie de Tissage t Lyon 19^6.

(2) J. Savary des Bruslons: Dictionnaire Universel de Conimerce, 
1723. Article on "Sole", p.l^gO^Vol. II.

(3) Denis Diderot: i,ncyclopedie, ou Dictionna^re raxsonne des 
Sciences, des Arts et des etiers, Paris 1751-7« .'euchutel, 
1765. Tome XV, pp. 268-306. Plates Vol. XI (158).

(4) Paris t Academy of Science. Descriptions des Arts et etiers. 
Tome IX.
M. 1-auiet. L'Art du Fabricant d'^toffes de Soie, 1779. Neuchatel 
edition. (Patent Office contains the first 6 parts. The French 
^evolution cut short his work, dr*i the 7th part, which contains the 
chapters relevant to figured and patterned silks made on the draw- 
loo^, was much abbreviated. A. copy containing the first part of 
the 7th section exists in the Libaary of the Musee des Tissue at 
Lyon. The complete 7th section exists in a copy in the Library 
of the £cole de Tissage at Lyon,who were generous enough to lend 
their copy to the Victoria and Albert Museum for one year. A 
photo-copy was made and deposited in the Library of this Huseum.

i'here isay be one other copy in the United States. laulet, a 
practising designer and fabricant of Nimes, was highly critical 
of the Encyclopaedia, which he corrects frequently. His v*ork, 
despite its detail and its length, is the most lucid and in 
formative of the 18th century sources on this subject.

(5) Diderot, p. 268.

(6) The terms used in the Custozic Tort Books.

(7) 1763 Report, o:>. cit. p.

(8) Customs (Records at Kingsbeain :Iouse f not PRO). Opinions from 
Counsel 17^5-65, No. 51 • Bounties on Silk Ferrets, these are 
"made with the refuse or v;orst part of the Raw Sill:.... not worth
more than 20s. a pound weight...." The case turned on the question 

of wuethtr such inferior gooOc ;;ere entitled to a bounty on export 
as other silks were.

(9; Two examples may serve:
i. J. 195-19^3 (V. & A. Mu&oura). Bill dated 175O for "Thomas 
Kynaston, Haberdasher of small wares at the Bird in Hand and Star, 
against Old Hound Court in the Strand, sells all sorts of 
Jelladine Silks for Embroidery, shades of snail, silk purses and 
tuist for purses, canvas for working-, cottons for knitting or 
French quil tings, ribbons, gauzes and silk handkerchiefs, shades 
of fine worsteds & sleeve silks & all haberdashery vjares, whole 
sale or retail at reasonable rates". Dated 1750 on the back,' 
which is a bill for tape, etc.
ii. 12853.3. John Hall "at the Golden Fleece in New Street, Co'.ent 
Garden selleth all sortc of Haberdashery Wares: ac Thread, Tapes, 
Laces, Gibbons, Pins, Also all sorts of Silk and Mohaire and nhad«8 
of silks for working of petticoats... braidr, Gollunes (Galloons?) 
Ferritt Ribbons & etc....." (Undated). •• , „,
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Silk Throwing• Dyeing and the 3asic Equipment 

for Making Plain Silks

The preparation of raw silk for weaving has not 

changed very greatly for several hundred years, although 

the processes have, of course, been mechanised and refinements 

introduced. Two of the most useful modern accounts (1) 

can be used to supplement and check the descriptions given by 

Savary (2), Diderot (3) and Paulet (4), without even any great 

difficulties of vocabulary. Such a continuity in the basic 

technology of an industry must be rather remarkable. The 1765 

House of Commons Report contains some valuable information on 

this as on most other topics affecting the industry.

The preliminary processes were not carried out in this 

country. The cultivated cocoons were collected in due season 

(and very little wild silk was used) and the larvae killed in a 

heating chamber. The cocoons were then placed in hot water and 

anything from ? - 16 reeled off together (5). The waste silk, 

whose filaments were too short to reel and subsequently to 

throw, was collected and exported as "husks and nubs" (6) etc. 

intended for spinning. Mr, Blackstone, a throwster, iml765(7) 

believed "there were from 12 - 15,000 people....employed in 

working up the waste which is made into ferrets C^)» stockings, 

kn«e garters, fringes and sewing silk". These are the goods 

sold by the haberdashers (9).

The fila/nents reeled together were without any twist, 

and known then and now as "grige" in French (for which the



(1) The term "raw silk" has been used for the silk before it
has been reeled and also for the untwisted but reeled threads. 
"Singles" seem more often to mean J5oil' f i.e. twisted but 
not doubled together as in tram and organzine. The difficulties 
in terminology continue until the present day. Usually the 
context makes the meaning sufficiently clear, but not always. 
Since the French terras were and are finite they have been used 
for convenience. The Centre Internationale des Etudes des 
Tissus Anciens has compiled a vocabulary in several languages 
but the terms are mainly known to textile historians and are 
not in any sense a glossary of terms used in the past.

In the List of Prices of 17&9 tne use of "single silk" 
was forbidden except for certain very limited categories

(2) such as 'persians* and some other slight silks.

(3) See Bibliography. The Whole Art of Dyeing, published in 1?05 
and T. Packer, The Dyer's Guide of l8l6, have much in common 
despite the improvements which Packer acknowledged had been 
made by Hellot, Hacquer and Bertholet.
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i

English"raw silk" is ambiguous (l).)At this stage the 

silk might be degurained by boiling in hot water and certain 

varieties of soap and, when dry, exported in bales. It is 

clear from the Customs figures that much partly processed 

or completely thrown silk was imported from Italy. More 

often it seems that the de-gumming took place in this country - 

before the silk was dyed. The qualities of silk would be 

determined at this stage, even when the silk came from the same 

crop. The better quality wae reserved for different uses to 

the inferior. A light twist was usually given to the "gre^e" 

to turn it into "poll , a quality often used in mediaeval 

fabrics as it stood,and often not de-gummed before dyeing in 

order to preserve the strength imparted by the gum sericin. 

It was, however, seldom used in the manufacture of 18th century

Bilks and the article in Diderot's Encyclopaedia deplored its
(2) 

use. if the silk was to be dyed in the hank it could be

done after throwing so that the threads did not become 

entangled together (Diderot). Ancker said in his report that 

the cleaning and de-gumming of silk was done in this country, 

after which the silk was dyed and then thrown. Perhaps he is 

correct since he is specifically describing the London industry 

and its methods.

Silk was very much easier to dye than cotton or linen 

though probably not as easy as wool and worsted. There were 

standard recipes for the different colours whose composition 

•eems to have been fairly well-known (3) since a number of 

treatise* were written on the subject. Many subtle shades



(1) Chapter 3 on silk dyeing and p. 15 on re-dyeing cotton 
furniture.

(2) Among the accounts of the Master of the Robes (L.C 9.3) there 
is a bill for 1739 from ?-r. Croft, mercer, for various items 
including 10 yards scarlet brocaded sergedesoy....at 6/6d. 
per yard, and six yards of white ditto at 5/6d. In January 
17^5« the same mercer supplied "richest green Genoa suttin" 
at l4/- and scarlet at l6/- a yard. In the accounts of the 
Great VJardrobe (L.C. 9. 283, for example) 1733* bill No. 60 
John Bell, mercer, supplied crimson taffeta for a banner at 
8/6 and blue taffeta at 7/6. Two bills for 1723-9 (L.C.9 
238 Nos. 15 and 16) contain velvets, the first includes 
crimson Genoa velvet sold by David Bosanquet to cover a 
stool for the Lord Chancellor at 30/9d., the second from 
Henry Shelley included green Genoa velvet for the Speaker's 
Chair at 28/8d. per yard. The same differences between 
crimson and the other colourc continue throughout the period 
and are true for every material which was used, sarcenet and 
mantua (the linings), damask, and even mohair.

(3) G.M. XXXV, December 1765, p. 588 Hist. Chron. It carried 
a report from the Society of Arts on dyeing. A German in 
England had produced a transparent dye made "from a common 
English weed" which would dye "silk etc. either a most beautiful 
purple or crimson ingrain, without the assistance of cochineal 
or indigo". The process was claimed to be cheap, to resist 
sunlight and ''not even (to) be discharged by boiling lemon 
juice".

(4) According to Packer, alum had always to be added when cold ot 
it would spoil the lustre of the silk. It was used for the 
yellows and for dyeing crimson.

(5) 1765 Heport op. cit., p. 208. "That the Waste of every Found 
of Raw Silk, of 2*f ounces is 4 in Winding, 5 in boiling and 
2 in manufacturing in all 11 ounces. That in thrown silk, 
of 16 ounces to the Pound, it is six, viz., *f by Boiling, and 
twoin : anufacturing".



were possible and dyes were usually constant though not 

necessarily fast. According to Thomas Packer, writing in 

the early 19th century, shades of colour could be repeated 

at will (1). The greatest danger in handling an expensive 

raw material was the risk of losing the lustre of the silk, 

either by using the wrong chemicals or too great a heat. 

Moreover, the silk could be damaged by allowing it to come into 

contact with certain metal surfaces. It was for these reasons 

a highly skilled process. The most expensive dye-stuff was 

cochineal for the scarlet dyes and the price of the silks 

reflected its use (2). An account of an attempt to find a 

substitute was published in the Gentleman's Magazine in l?6*f (3) , 

but it would have been difficult to produce fro n other natural 

dyes the particularly fine scarlet obtainable from cochineal. 

Madder was also used for different shades. For soiiie colours 

it was necessary to use a mordant such as alum, which created 

its own problems (*f) , but for most colours the processes were 

fairly straightforward. If the silk were naturally yellowish 

or naturally pure white, it might be more suitable for one 

colour than another. It was dangerous to boil off too much 

of the gum sericin before dyeing since the silk would be too 

greatly weakened, but equally bad to boil it insufficiently 

since the dyes could not take on the gum. Packer stated 

that the sill: would normally lose between 25-28',: of its weight when 

it was boiled and this is confirmed by James Johnson in the 1?65

Report (5).

The dyers in the first half of the l8th ceutur. not



(1) T. Packer, op cit., Introduction,

(2) Macquer, p. 14?. (Ileuchatel edition of Paulet) ,
"Ce qu*il y a de plus essentiel a observer Bur la teinture 
noire, c'est qu'en general elle altere et e nerve beaucoup 
les etoffes; ensorte que cellec qui sont teintes en noir, sont 
tou jours beaucoup plus tot usees, toutes chose e egales d'ailleure, 
que celles qui sont teintes en d'autres couleurs. • ." This he 
attributed chiefly to the "acide vitriolique de la couperose" 
which did not combine sufficiently with the iron. The latter when 
combined with vegetable ''astringents' 1 was less harmful and he 
hoped further experiments would be made. I am not competent 
to judge of the scientific truth of his diagnosis.

(3) T. Packer:

(4) This is a process for dyeing silk in the piece. The ingredients 
were :

"Wove silk sarcenet twilled, 150 yards 
1 bushel and # alder bark 
14 Ibs. logwood 
1# Ibs. iron filings".

The fire was then damped and K Ib. sulphate of copper or blue 
vitriol melted and added to the copper and the silk (which had been 
thoroughly wetted first). The silk was to be stirred in four times 
and then taken out. 3 Ibs. of "copperas" were then added to the 
vat and the silk received "two more wets", and 4-5 nore dippings 
the next day, and left in to soak the following night. It had to 
be kept covered while in the dye vat or the sill-:, would be marked. 
This is mentioned in a number of the recipes. Macquer, whose 
treatise is included in Paulet's, explained that the exposure 
to the air between the dippings greatly improved the colour of 
the black (p.

(5) B.M. 432. d.l8. W. Lewis. Commerciu.'n Fhilosophica Technicum, 1?63, 
Chapter VI, pp. 315-441 On Black. Section VIII Silk. pp. 422-423. 
He experimented with the standard recipes such as I-acquer's and 
then saw what happened when he tried removing each ingredient in 

turn. He found that the gum and its gloss washed out in water.
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hare been as highly specialised as they were in the 19th (1) 

but certain of them practised in distinct branches. The 

scarlet dyers formed one group of whom the Pecks were an 

example, the dyers of black silks were another.

The dyeing of black silks was by rather different methods 

than those used for other colours, and all the processes used 

were inherently destructive of the material (2). iience, very 

few black silks have survived. Although certain fancy 

refinements could be added, the basic process seems to have 

been that which Packer described for "Genoa black" (3). The silk 

was de-guramed by boiling for four hours with a quarter of its 

weight of v/hite Marseilles soap which was then well washed out. 

For every 100 Ibs. of silk, 20 Ibs. of Aleppo i-alls were pounded 

to a powder and boiled for one hour. The galls added very much 

to its weight but a certain addition was recognised as legitimate. 

It was then, however, boiled in a witches brew of 2 Ibs. of 

"copperas or sulphate of iron", 12 Ibs. of iron filings and 20 Ibs. 

of gum. Packer described this process as "very simple". Other 

recipes added vitriol, verdigris, antimony and "litharge of le£*d" 

or, in the most fanciful, of gold or silver. lacker also 

described a more elaborate version which he called "black for 

silk - London process". (*t). The gall and the iron chiefly 

proaucea tne ulack, while the other ingredients either improved 

the shade or enabled it to take on the silk. The gum arabic 

or substitute made up, at least superficially, for the gum 

sericin lost in the repeated boilings. It imparted a fine 

gloss but it also washed out of the silk in water (5). It



(1) B.M. 981,h.l. G.B. de Beunie. r;emoria su la tintura in nera. 
in C. Amoretti & F. Soave. Opuscoli Scelti sulle scienze e 
sulle Arte. 1778, Milan, pp. 203-211 (a translation into 
Italian frora the Flemish original). The author discusses the 
problem in general and continued "trovar in buon nero f e 
perfettaraente durevole pel cotone I cosa si difficile, che 
la Societa Ingle se per I'lncoraggimento delle arti e delle 
oanifatture ha proiaesse delle somme considerevoli a chi 
riuscisse in trovare si queeto colore, che il rosso, e 
sinora niumo le ha ancor rneritate io ini Insingo di 
poterviaepirare. •... IJ

(2) The standards, including the "denier" of recent years, have 
changed too frequently since the l8tfc century to quote the 
actual measurement. The qualities were however known and 
recognised as they are today,

(3) 1765 Report, op, cit. p. 213, 

1765 Heport, op. cit. p. 212.
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•net be Assweed therefore that exist black ellko would have 

been ver^ liable to .r j':<2-, e./otty narks after r t 

also complained that the black bad a tendency to rub off on 

snirte and lace cravats* It setae a little HUT r icing that when 

stoat countries forbade the tte* of iron filings in the dyeing 

of wool that its uae in silk should have been tolerated* 

Satisfactory blae. c for linen and cotton were even aore difficult 

to discover ar.d s rerii^o were offered by the Roy^ ! Society of 

Arts for theis in '.>.*. .-.*.co.,J half of the century (1).

After dyeing,the ailk would either be thrown or the 

throw ii*^ completed* nrgan&ine was the ao^ vooiaooly used 

thread*for the warp in this period* Two to four ends of ''poll11 

were first each . ,.- - 1 quite hard, Two was the aost 

noraml amber , three are occuaionally found* The uumoer of 

twists per unit of Measurement (2) often determined the quality* 

The two threads were then doubled to-et:or and thrown in the 

opposite direction at about a tenth of the previous twist, 

according to Diderot'o urti>, , . 'iatbaniel attereo: ^ eaid 

in 176^ "that orgaaaine ailk is first spun in a single thread on 

particular mills which waa never practised till Sir Thoaae I.or;be'e 

invention, and w^en spun it ie uouuxed and throv» -..^r-c, two threads 

together, whereas Tram Khtev ic onlv fit for Shute (i.e* the 

weft, often beiny. wound double is Slack t .row:-. '. Lo: Lc * :••

lalnt waa able to aafrt both thr.aic, and sxvover wit 

unifor tension which was highly desirable, *V " e*-rev natd, 

"both English trams and organaines when they are of 

•lae and Rttflber of Threads are evener, cleaner, more of a slse
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and preferable to foreign". The direction of the twist 

is always clearly visible with a linen counter, but a balance 

had to be struck between the str-en^cn necessary for its tension 

on the loom and the preservation of its natural lustre. The 

"richer" the silk tiie better the quality of its warp and the 

greater the lustre. In the case of the lustrings the lustre 

was artificially increased by stretching and heating the warp 

before weaving (and in some cases alternatively treating the 

woven silk;.

The weft was not subjected to the same tension as the 

warp, and hence it was more lightly thrown. As Legrew put it in 

hie evidence f "the difference betwixt train and warp is that the 

former is not so hard thrown". "Poil" was used in ooae 

iiiaterials out aorc often the weft \VC.G .;,. c frou one of the 

qualities of "tram". (The latter tern .;..c used continuously 

by James Le^rew, a Spitalfields weaver, possibly the senior 

partner in the firm of Legrew and Son who signed the List of 

Pricec in the Black Dranch in 1?69)• The tern has not thus 

chaii&ed its meaning, which is most helpful. iYara was two or 

more threads of M geege" or '"singles" lightly thrown together, 

so lightly indeed that it ^.3 often impossible to determine the 

direction of the twist with a hand microscope. The weft for 

the ^rouad of Ihe fabric might be thin and insubstantial. The 

pattern and brocaded wefts would be of quite a different quality 

- very thick, perhaps several together in one shoot and highly 

lustrous. In most silks they produced the chief decorative



(1) See p.259-60 and the difficulties that Samuel Wilson, a silk
weaver of the early 19th century, ;net when trying in a certain 
pattern to make the wefts forming the design cover the ground 
of the fabric.

(2) Diderot, tfol. Ill, pp. 29*1-5. Chenille was given the name
"parcequen effet il est velu comme 1'insect de ce nom" and the
entry describes its manufacture and that it is used ? 'pour broder
& executer les orneraents sur dee vestes, des robes, des chasubles..."

(3) The terra was used both by Leiaan and Gar-thwaite. E.4483-1909, for
example, and 5935.10. Carried out in metal thread this waft produced 
a sparkling surface which was highly decorative when used with 
restraint. Gee Plates 38&J59.

(4) The portce was (and is) a certain number of threads, a unit of 
measurement for reckoning the warp. Paulet, Chapter 3t P* 199 
(iJeuchatel edition) defined it as follows:
"88?. La quantite de file dont on forne une cliaine se divise en 
porte'es & en musettes 11

"338. Communement parlant, chaque portee est composee de quatre-vingt 
fils, & on nonuae musette la tioitie d * une portee. Ce no;nbre de'termiiMT 
de quatre-vingt file rie regarde directeraent que le fabricant, qui 
doit savoir de combien de portaes la chalne da tellcetoffe ou de tel 
poil (a supplementary' warp) doit etre cocposee. A Paris & dans 
quelquee autres villes, la portae n'est composee que de quarante file; 
ciais coranie lee villes ou lee fabriques sont les plus fortes & le 
mieux entendues ont adopte' la portee de 30 file, j'entendrai toujoure 
ce nombre, quand je parlerai de portees. 11
Unfortunately the last of Prices said nothing about the portee in London 
practice. It uay well have followed French practice but there ie no 
source of information.

(5) E.44?8-1909. A design by James Leraan in 1720 had the porte*es noted 
on the back of the design:

"Portees
8....colour
8. .. .white
2... .colour
36...white
2... .colour
8....white
16...colour
8....white
2... .colour
36... white
2....colour
8,...white
3....colour 144 in all."

The colours arc indicated on the lower part of the -design. 
(Illustrated Plate 72 in James Leman by Frank Lewie).
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effects and might often alternate with one or two shoots

of the ground weft. They had therefore to "cover" adequately

the silk between (1).

Specially plied threads might be made for the outer 

cords on the selvages which took the ^eateet strain during 

the weaving of the silk. During the 18th century a number
' i ' (

. of decorative wefts were also made; chenille (2) was, though

it was used perhaps less often in England until the second half 

of the century than it was in France. Another was the silk 

equivalent of "frost" (3) silver or sold, in which one component 

thread of a weft was twisted much more than its pair so that 

one thread curled around the other. This produced a 

textured surface in the woven silk often used for some details 

of the pattern.

From this point the weaver could take over the

Operations. He had to buy precisely the quantity he needed for 

A given piece of silk and to prepare the bobbins for the 

shuttles. Kven for the maKin.j; of a plain silk this would in 

volve sotfie mathematical skill. A piece of taffeta 24 ye.»tfs 

lontf with so many shoots per square inch flight take up more 

silk than a light satin in whicli the threads intersected less 

often. In a heavy satin, however, lie would have to reckon 

on more warp threads to the inch, uence, <* working designer 

like Janes l.eriun, nave such meticulous instructions for the 

•aaber of porteec (4) on his designs and how they were to be 

distributed(5). While the weft was wound on to bobbins, and



(1) See Plate ?0, No. 85. Briefly, on the mill the warp is
distributed according to the number of threads required in the 
width of the textile and enough wound on for the desired length 
of the piece. A cross in the warp is- also arranged so that 
alternate threads are raised or lowered. This helps in the 
entering of the loom and forms a basis for weaving.

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 214.

(3) September 9th, I7l3, lio, ^22. atent Office. Woodcraft 
Abridgments.
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stored ready for use in the shuttles, the-warp was 

prepared on a warping mill (l).

The neceseary equipment for-all these operations was 

highly developed by the l8th century. Silk was de-^uramed, 

for instance, in special copper cauldrons which were expensive 

to manufacture. They were mentioned in one of the reports 

on the possibility of .^rowing raw silk in the American colonies 

since, without such cauldrons, the raw silk night be spoilt. A 

detailed knowledge of the rest of the tools and machinery 

necessary for these operations is only obtainable fron the 

standard French sourcee, Diderot's Encyclopaedia and Paulet. 

All the operations described had to take place, and it is known 

that people were employed doing them, but the type -*nd cost of 

equipment and any special hazards are all unknown. Nathaniel 

Patterson said in 1765 (2) "that he is about f> weeks organzining 

150 Ibs. weignt of silk, going through tne whole process of it..."

There were not tiany attempts to ^erfec r *' v e silk throwers' 

operations in the period, apart fror;i Sir Thornas Lombe's. His first 

patent t taken out in 171$,was brief. It stated that he had found 

out ancl brought to perfection three sorts of engines "one to wind 

the finest raw silk, another to spin, and t! e other to twist the 

finest Italian raw silk into organ^ine in great perfection, which 

was never done before in this kingdom" (3). Vfhen the patent 

was renewed in 1732, the Gentleroan' s .agazine (and other 

periodicals) carried the following description of hie mills: 

"Thi« machine, erected about anno 171'* at Derby, contains 

26,5% wheels, and vV t /^' ' ^ *: , :hich work 73*726 yards



(1) G.M. Vol. II, p. 719*

(2) House of Commons Journals, .Vol. 21, p. 795«

(5) December 15th 1725, No. 48?,. Patent Office Woodcraft'
Abridgment's*

September 30th 1??0, no. 519. latent Office Woodcraft 
Abridgments.



of silk thread, every tine the water wheel goer round, which is 

thrice in one minute; one water wheel given motion to all 

the rest of the wheels and movements of which any one. -nay be 

dropped separately, one Fire en.rp.ne conveys warm air to every 

individual part of the machine and one Regulator governs the 

whole work" (1). This, unfortunate!,/, does not ~^±v& very 

much idea of how it actually worked and there is no diagram. 

There would have been no intrinsic difficulty in mechanising 
the hand processes, out captain Peter Lekeux told the Committee 
i nve s ti.rat in- the patent in 1732 "that the making of such 

organzine silk had not been brought to perfection by Sir Thomas 
Lorabe above a year or two f at most, he himself having often 
before that time found it defective a^.u complained thereof to 
Sir Thonao Loiabe; and that without t ._ _ici Cr£anzine Silk, 

the silk weavers can't make any Piece of Silk" (2). There 
were two other patents between Lombe'c original one and its renewal, 
which were registered by other throwsters. The fir.-jt patent 
was taken out in 1725 by a London throwster, Jaoes Teeton (of the 
Upper £nd of Artillery Lane, S:dtalfields, in the 1736-3 

Directories^, and he described his invention as "An engine or 
machine" called "by the n?_n:s o-T a fltraiter, for fl r- bettor and 

more easy perfectionin^; the throwing and •narmfa.cturc of all 

sorts of fine single and double raw silk,...which invention is 
entirely new • - iX) i->^>4-v, «^+- been used by any other person Decide 
the petitioner..." (3"» . The seconc! v^as rorlrtfired by a Richard 

Wilder in 1730 (4) "for improving the art of throwing raw silk".



(1) May 25th, 1770, No* 960, Patent Office Woodcraft Abridgments. 
According to Agnew: Protestant Exiles from France, Vol. I, 
p. 31 (1871 edition) Peter Nouaille had introduced Bologna 
crapes. Agnew quoted an account which declared that "By his 
own ingenuity he discovered the process of their manufacture 
and soon rivalled them (i.e. the fiolognese) in his manner 
of preparing them". Oddly enough, the patent refers only 
to a method of crossing the silk when throwing. It was 
John Grumpier who patented an invention for making crap* 
or tiffany in 1772 (April 15th, No. 1013).
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Both patents were equally vague about the practical 

details, deliberately so one supposes. Wilder did, however, 

claim that his invention was to replace hand labour (which 

rather confirms the impression that it was still used), and that it 

included a machine for doubling raw silk on the spindle. There 

may have been certain defects in Lombe's actual nachinery, but 

it could also be that certain operations on the I?l8 mills 

had still to be performed by hand, and that this perhaps created 

Bone bottleneck in the production - but this can only be 

speculation. There was not another patent for silk throwing 

for forty years, until that registered by Peter Nouaille on May 

23th, 1770 (1). During the years between there were some 

dozens for wool and cotton, including a number of Kay's in 

ventions (not only the flying shuttle), Arkwright's, and others 

less famous. Many of these inventions, it is true, mechanised 

the subsidiary processes of carding wool and cotton, or dressing 

the finished fabric, which were irrelevant to a long filament 

yarn such as silk. There are a number of possible explanations. 

It may have been that the processes of throwing were indeed 

perfected by the middle of the 18th century and that further 

developments had to wait for the progress in the actual 

mechanisation - for the change from water to steam power. It 

can be argued, on the other hand, that supply was more than 

•••ting demand and that there was no stimulus to develop 

existing methods any further. Some discussion of theee question* 

is reserved for the conclusions of this study.



(1) Paris Archive Nationales, F.12. lV?2 a (Misc. Silk, l8th 
Century)•

(2) B.M. 1^80, bb.27, Universal Library of Trade and Business 
(1753) PP» 6o-6l t Exchange rates.



Much more information is available about the.18th 

century silk loom and, partly for thtt reason it is not 

proposed to describe it in detail. Savary, Diderot and especially 

Paulet were quite explicit, and there can have been few 

differences between the French and the English versions. In 

appearance the hand loom has not changed very greatly from that 

time to this. There would have to have been a wooden frame, 

shafts and heddles, treadles which worked the shafts, a front 

and back beam and moveable rollers to take the warp at the back 

of the loom and the finished cloth in front. There would be 

reeds of different sizes for the different counts of warp threads, 

and a batten to beat up each shoot of the weft. The weaver 

would have a bench and sundry accessories, shuttles for the 

wefts and bobbins which could be changed when necessary. The 

chief difference between a loom making plain silks and its 

counterpart for woollen or worsted materials would be the fine 

ness of the reed and the greater number of heddles or; the shafts. 

The undated but raid-l8th century document in the Archives 

Nationales compiled by an anonymous "ouvrier en soie" adds some 

useful details (1). "Le metier peut durer sans aucune reparation 

sauf le remisse que I 1 on changes tous les 5-6 ans, le reste peut 

durer 60-80 annees". He put the value of a loom for plain 

silks at 110 livres l4s., of which the harness of silk he 

valued at Mf livres and the wooden fraist at 30, other parts 

of the loom making up the balance. *K) livres, it was 

calculated, were very roughly £3» (2) Thus it is possible to 

compare his list with the catalogue of Mr. Mires, the shag



(1) P.R.O. (Chancery Masters Exhibits) C.107/159.
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weaver, who had the misfortune to go bankrupt in 1763 (1), 

In this "2 looms and a frame of a loom" were only valued at 

£2. 10. 0. together. The Charpente at 30 livree works out 

at £2. 15* 0., but perhaps those of Mr. Mires were battered, 

and the Frenchman was reckoning the cost of replacement to 

himself. "A silk mounture 4OO table with cane reeds and 13 

odd cane reeds to ditto,'* which is probably a fairer comparison, 
was valued at £1. 16. 0. The "new silk mounture for quilting" 

was valued at £2. It is then instructive to look at the value 
of "A flowered shag mounture 252 Table, Great Harness, Little 

Harness, Comber Board, a Simple Complete, count 400", which was only 
valued at 10/-. We do not of course know what its condition 

was, but it obviously had all the necessary equipment. If an 
unemployed weaver could just manage to live on 5/3d. a week in 
1765, two weeks' wages at subsistence level for a flowered shag 
mounture seems very little. The drawloom for Making silks 

with a free design will be discussed rather later in this 

chapter. The Frenchman valued a loom for making "taffeta 

fajonne" at 279 livres, about 2-/4 the amount of the plain silk 

loom. This is one reason why it has been insisted that the 

weavers of flowered silks had to be men of so roe capital. 

Discussion of the loom is, however, reserved, for it is 

impossible to describe the drawloom without entering into its 

operations*

The production per day of even plain silks was very small.

The ouvrier en soie reckoned on 3 ells (French). A Lyon ell 
was 3.976 English feet, and thus nst far off the ell of



(1) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 209.
-200.

(2) Pariset, op. cit. pp.173 /The most important reglements in this 
period were in 1?3>6 and

(3) It has often been suggested that the selvage with green and 
white stripes which is found on many silks thought to be 
English from other evidence is their hallmark. This selvage 
is, however, found on many silks known to be French or Italian, 
and, conversely, many silks which could equally well be English 
on stylistic grounds have selvages of other colours. The 
presence or absence of outer cords has proved equally mis 
leading. These cords were necessary or not, according to the 
nature of the weave and the quality of the silk. There were 
no regulations in England, and if, for instance, a manufacturer 
chose to imitate the selvages common on certain French silks, 
he was perfectly free to do so. It was of no particular 
advantage to him to distinguish his silks as English in 
any way.
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stipulated in the 17&9 List of Prices. James Lawrence in 

1765 (1) said that 12 French inches equalled 1254 English, and 

that k4 French inches made an ell. These differences made some 

trouble in the various foreign markets and set a very tricky 

problem for negotiants like Garret (who also had among his 

papers a table of standard measurements from different countries), 

but they do not affect the main issue, namely, that it would 

take the most industrious weaver (together with his assistants) 

3# days to weave a dress length of l*f yards of plain material. 

It took the weaver two days to enter the loom and the ouvrier 

commented that he might then spend another day adjusting it. 

It is hardly surprising that the journeymen weavers in the 

Tower Hamlets ran up small debts with their masters.

The widths and qualities of silks were governed in Lyon 

by the regleraents (2), each type having its own peculiar 

selvage. In England there was no such uniformity (3)• The 

average English silk which is known as such, or can be recognised 

on stylistic grounds,was about 21 inches wide. The List of 

Prices of 1?69 recognised the following as standard widths: 

# ell wide - which the majority of the silks of the period which 

survive seem to be, % and yard wide goods. "Mercator" wrote 

to the Gazette and New Daily Advertiser on February 5th, 17&5* 

"on the breadth of their goods'1 , (i.e. of the silk manufacturers) 

"which are in general only 19# inches - 21 inches, yet they sell 

them for % ell, that is 22# inches. The lustrings too (except 

those that are in imitation of the Italians) are only from 

23)4 inches - 24 inches which they call #, that is, 2? inchee".



(1) Garret frequently exhorted his partner in Lyon to imitate 
this or that feature of certain foreign silks.

(2) March *t-th, "Sericarius et Philalethee".

(3) Silks were still among the goods which could be included 
in a ransoa, as they had been in the Middle Ages. The 
Q.M. in 1732*, reported that included in a ransom to be 
sent to the Dey of Algiers for 100 English captives, were

2 pieces of brocade, 2 of silver tabby and one of green
tabby.
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He continued by saying that he was "a great sufferer in 

this ease and do sustain a heavy loss in 16 pieces of watered 

tabbies that I exported to one of our islands, the sole 

impediment to their sale being the narrowness of their breadths'* 

It is perhaps unfair to interject at this point the evidence 

of John Harris in 1?66 (mercer) who said that orders were sent 

to Italy for lustrings to imitate the breadth of English 

lustrings. If this was indeed true, and it seems very likely 

(1), their narrow width cannot have been a complete disability 

in every market. "Creator" wanted a fixed standard for the 

breadths within the selvage and thought "the present practice 

injurious to the public and a manifest disgrace to the British 

manufacture". The theme appeared in later correspondence (2) 

when it was argued that "Masters should make all their work 

their full breadth and not impoverish the counts".

The Technique of Drawloom Woven Silks 

The contemporary divisions in the industry were based 

upon technical distinctions in the finished product. The 

processes required to produce them, however, were variations on 

a theme rather than fundamentally different. The distinctions 

arising from the use of different types of machinery cannot be 

compared with those 6f the 19th century. There are no goods 

produced on a power loom for a cheaper market (3)• Yet it 

would be misleading to ignore the "branches" referred to by



(1) Between 1812-1820, a MS treatise on Weaving was compiled
by a silk weaver named Samuel wileon. This now belongs to Messrs. 
Vanners & Fennell Ltd., who most generously lent it to the 
Victoria and Albert Museum for a considerable period for 
research and photography, Wilson experimented with a number 
of difficult technical points. The last samples in the book 
are for tissues which he says can only be made on a Jaoquard 
loom. All the other silks in the book are technically the sane 
as those current in the 18th century - or even earlier. This 
continuity is extremely useful since Wilson's work can be used 
to throw light upon technical problems a hundred years before 
he wrote,

(2) For instance, the technique of "Byzantine twill 2 in which a silk 
with what would appear to be an incised effect is produced by 
using two pattern wefts of the same colour, the design being 
formed in outline where the two meet: (as in the vestments 
of Pope Clement II, 10^6-7 at Bamberg).

A Pattern W«fte of 
J sartie colour

weft- 
\ Pattern wefte of fhe '"-**4 T r vsame colour
Qroun</ ivrft 

*sJ 1
BinJinq Mtrp Htread.

t .4 .... i i

(In the llth century this effect was obtained from a different 
technical structure, the compound twill; in the l8th century 
this effect is used on tissues)*
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the industry itself simply because they do not fall into 

the 19th or 20th century idea of what such technological 

distinctions should be. Inventions were few - Kay'e flying 

shuttle was, as far as is known, never used in the industry - and 

the silk loom was fundamentally unchanged since the 15th

century; hence the silks which it could make remained the 

sane (1). Yet it was in no sense a primitive piece of 

machinery. On the contrary, it was complex in its parts, 

difficult to set up and to use successfully, slow in operation 

and easily damaged. The technological achievement of the 18th 

century was to bring almost to perfection the silks which could 

be made on this machine. The mastery of its techniques is 

revealed in the many different kinds of silk surviving from 

the period. Almost every type of weave used in the previous 

400-500 years was employed alone or combined with another (2) 

to produce a series of textiles of such dazzling quality that 

they can be compared with the other applied arts of the period, 

the porcelain, the silver, the furniture. Woven silks were 

nevertheless a commercial product - although they were then and 

now admired for their intrinsic beauty - they, more than the other 

applied arts, were designed for use, as a foil to the personality 

of their v/earer or the furnishings of his home. The ex treat 

vulnerability of textiles has very largely diminished their 

status. They are onlyafew perfect specimens surviving: most 

are faded, many dirty, so.ne torn, restoration has been brutal 

rather than effective. With only a few exceptions, tney



(1) In a late 18th century pattern book of silks belonging to
Messrs* W-jrners & Co. are certain samples which are striped, 
either in satin (a warp faced weave) and a contrasting weft 
faced weave, or by using stripes in which the silk threads of 
the warp have been thrown to different degrees, which thus 
reflect the light differently.

(2) In a number of tissues the binding warp is combined with the 
ground weft to give an effect additional to the ground, which 
is probably satin, and the pattern, which is probably a 
weft-faced twill made with the pattern weft or wefts. Some 
times the wefts in alternate passes alternate in colour, and 
are used together in parts of the design to give a speckled 
effect or a third colour depending on the fineness of the 
weave. These are only two of many devices used to increase 
the decorative effects of the silk without increasing the 
costs of production*



cannot be seen as their original purchasers saw them and 

in this they suffer by comparison with the silver or the 

porcelain of the l8th century.

The variations in texture, the exploitation of. the 

lustrous quality of the silk itself reflecting from different 

planes (1), the subtlety of colouring achieved by a combination 

of different colours by different means (2.), the skill with 

which silks from the simplest spotted material to the most 

elaborate and expensive tissues were woven, all reflect a 

mastery of technique which had not hitherto been equalled, 

The standard to which English silks had to conform in order to 

be sold was the highest it had probably ever been, I would 

suggest that it was the division into "branches" which enabled 

the industry to achieve this level, A very high degree of 

specialisation enabled the fullest possible use to be made 

of every feasible variation in a rigid and intractable 

technical process. An appreciation of these processes helps to 

give an understanding of the silks on the one hand and the 

industry on the other,

The technical limitations which the design of woven silks 

imposed upon the artist were severe. The visual effects were 

the result of a complete understanding and unity of purpose 

between all those concerned in tne u&idLng of the silks. The 

size of the design was, lor instance, rigidly controlled by 

tht width of the textile. The average size of an English 

•ilk wae, we a^ve seen, between 19$ and <21# inches wide*



(1) Joubert, p. 7^« on Making a Fabric Double the Normal
Width, "lorsqu'on en a ads deux a travailler a la fois, 
la main d'oaavre n*a pae ete egal".

(2) Theee silks, composed of fantastic and naturalistic shapes 
juxtaposed without regard to their individual scale, were 
some of the most extraordinary in the history of woven 
silks and have aroused much controversy about the origins of 
their designs. 
V. Slomann. Bizarre Designs in Silk®, Copenhagen 195^t published
a large collection of them. John ilrwin reviewed this book 

in Burlington Magazine XCVII, 1955 1 PP» 153-^ » and emphatically 
rejected their Indian origin. Further correspondence followed 
g>. 324-5 in the same volume of the Burlington Magazine, 
P. K. Thornton, The Bizarre Silks, August 195^, Burlington 
Magazine, pp. 265-270, published some of the early Leman 
designs shewing their European origin and related them to 
production in France.

(3) The comber board is illustrated on Plate ?5» So - 90;9L

(4) Smith, op. cit. p. V?.

(5) Paulet, Vol. VII, Part II, Chapter III, pp. 884-898.
> « » •

(6) E. 4444-1909, for example, which has the inscription "this
patterne for a lustring ground brocaded with plain and frost 
gold and cold. s. (coloured silks). 450 cords $o. <3 & 10 - 
116 dezlnes in 4 simples. To be made by Wells for ?!r. 
Alexander and Comp. June 6th 1719. This alteration was made 
about Aug. 15th 1719 after there was one piece done to begin 
the 2nd. The first pee. was a white and silver with coirs. 
the 2nd is to be a white and gold wth. cols." Some of the 
flowers in the design have been cut away and new flowers 
painted on patches of paper stuck over the holes.

(?) 1762 Mr. £uvin t for example, "March 23rd. To drawing over again 
on the R.P. a Flowered Mantua wth. Alterations.... 225 cords". 
On May 27th of the same year lie sold Mr. Tuvin another design 
for a flowered raantua for a guinea; on June 3rd he supplied 
the "R.P." of "one of the above flowered mantuas" for 6/6d. 
On July 1st he made an entry, "to altering a section in one of 
the above flowered mantuas", for which he did not charge. On 
October 29th he made an entry "to drawing over again a foot 
tobine (i.e., i^jade by treadles and shafts and not on a draw- 
loom) Accasion'd by the Enterer's fault". Again he did not 
charge for the alteration.
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Without a flying shuttle greater widths would have meant 

the employment of two weavers, one at each side of the loom. 

This was tried (1) and proved a failure as the two men beat 

up the weft with a slightly different pressure. The group 

of silks current from the late l?th century to the late 'teens 

known as the "bizarre" (2) by the nature of their pattern, 

could extend very considerably in length* Most others had to 

be roughly of a length proportionate to the width of 21 inches. 

Moreover, if the loom was divided into two or more units of the 

comber board (3)t the design was correspondingly decreased in 

size and therefore also in the scope of design the artist could 

allow himself. The designer worked,moreover | with only a limited 

number of units in his hand. The cords of a large design 

aiight vary from kOO to 800 (*0 . (James Leman usually specified 

VjO) but, whatever the precise number, the motifs had to be 

broken down in width to these *fOO - 800 units. Then the 

design had to repeat well, and the designer had to understand the 

effect of comber and point repeats, drops and half-drops (5K 

The master weaver had to be equally aware when he saw the 

design on paper what its effect in the woven silk would be, and 

hence we see the altered designs of Leman (6), the complaints 

Bade by the author of the article in Smith on Silk Designing 

about the poor artist being «ade to alter details, and the 

frequent entry in de Brissac's accounts for altering designs (?)•

The designer had to understand completely the purpose 

of the design, or it would not work, and he alao had to know



(1) Joubert, pp. 20-21 warns the potential designed of the
practical limitations to any float of silk. If longer or 
wider than the maximum the woven silk will buckle. 
Baulet, p. 901 fc pi. 96, fig. 5 discussed the practical 
limitation of any float "afin qu'il ne s'accroche pus si 
facilement loreque I'etoffe eet employee. 1* 
The silk illustrated on Plate ^7, No. 56 which is probably 
English, is a good example of a well-designed silk which 
has buckled when removed from the loom! the brocaded floats 
pulling the ground fabric.

(2) Joubert, c. VII, p. 29.

(3) Joubert, c. XIVt pp. 56-71.
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tao type of silK for which it was intende-1* It was not 

purely for reference that tf Ar-thwaite put on ner designs the 

silks for wnich they wero made. In a light brocaded taffeta 

the vreftc forsdag tha pattern are not bound by a binding warp, 

but float on the surface of the textile within the linits of the 

motif. The design for such a silk imposes a greater limitation 

upon the artist than that of the more elaborate tissue CD .The 

latter has a second warp which binds the pattern wefts so that 

the MUMMG of colour can be as largs as the designer pleases* 

?%tal threads had to be economised and displayed to their fullest 

advantage) velvet patterns had to be designed to allow a 

sufficient "decoupure" (2) between saeh motif; a moire* silk 

necessarily imposed tin* use of a certain kind of repeat and 

not another (3)•

The designer had to understand the working of the loos 

and how the design would be transferred to it* Certain

qualities of silk nateriule entailed a certain muiber of warp

threads which, divided by tne auuwr of repeats, gave the 

designer the number he actually had to work with. He was 

limited by the silks and dyes available, by the structure of 

the loom, and above all in this country, by U.o coct of the

finished —- -'-ict.

These points w»r« emphasised in contemporary writings.

Ths major development in the asking >r / tterns, the Jaequord 

loos, did not uecorae fully effective till the second decade 

of the 19th century. Thus, for the previous Hundred rears



(1) The date of the first edition. The "nouvelle" edition
of 17?^ has been used in this study. (In the Library of the 
Victoria & Albert Museum).

(2) Laboratory, or School <fcf Arts (175& edn.) f op. cit. pp. 40-A-2 
"Of the various kinds of flowered silks".

(3) Paulet f p. 885. Joubert, p. XXIII of his Preface,said: "Comme 
il y a plusieurs genres a traiter dans 1«? fabrique f et qu'ils 
sont fort opposes entre eux, un Dessinateur ne peut pas tout 
embrasser; il faut done qu'il ee de*cide pour un fceul f et qu'il 
fasee en sorts de le traiter toute sa vie, si lee circonstances 

, le lui permettent'U
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it is possible to look at the evidence not nsceeraariiv

strict chronological order* •• :.v. :^ source E do much to 

help in an understanding of the probleae facing the English 

weaverc. Toubert, who wrote in 1?64 (1), gave ouch re le rant 

incidents. 1 informtion but he stressed verv ouch the need for 

c. designer to specialise and to tstuclj' the loom for at leaet a 

year* Smith (2) distinguished the types of si Ike and, as has 

already been raentioned, eosjssnted on the "xagenioue r. Lemon" 

who knew both sides of the industry, JF&ulet expanded, but 

in a way contradicted, the idea* of the other two* Although 

Lie vjork was cut short, in the section that &e had tizae to do 

thoroughly, he gave the warp and wtfft distinctions of the 

Yarioug types of cilk* lie repeated Joubert'e remarks on 

•pecialieation ^ehaque deMinateur a eon genre d'e^toffe favori, 

e'eat a dire, dans lequel il excels, tandis que s'il deaeinait 

«• genre oui ne lui fut pas faailier il n*y ^eueei que 

faiblement" (3). This may indeed, l:ave been a weakness of the 

English designers, although uartlinUu) v/ut- oc.-ociaiij eKilful 

at ^n« very important type of design, as will be seen. On 

the other hand, in England we have evidence of the manufacturers 

specialising. There ean&ot have been snob that fiiaon uolian 

(Julinj?) , for instance, did not kno» ^out the Making of damasks 

by 1763* Paulet expanded the brief account given by Sadth 

of how the design reached the looa, B i at the hanards st each 

stags are abundantly clear.
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Joubert and faulet demonstrate the admirable clarity 

and logic of the l8th century treatise. . TW r -? n for -nation can, 

however, be tested against less logical oources each as the 

Victoria & Albert designs. The repeats which Oarthwaite often 

specified are expl-iined in Paulet. Pallet s^^ains rather aore 

clearly than Oiderot the Ro^nte of the ruled pat»nr and their 

significance. The Leiaan designs shew the practical applied on 

of this knowledge. More over, Leaan was full:/ aware of the 

very difficulties which Faulet discussed half a century later 

than the surviving designs* He wrote at the side of one 

design of 1719t "I was going to finish thic pattern upon 8 & 

10 paper and then it would have fallen 100 Defines long, but 

I thought 10 & 10 would be better beeause 8 fc 1° commonly falls 

too long"* Paulct, (himself a designer and manufacturer), even 

said that "tel compte de papier est propre pour unc etoffe ne 

vaut rien pour unc autre" (1). The theoretical treatises explain 

What, in fact, the T.eman and Qarthwaite designs aret the 

preliminary "esquisses" fro< hich a tracing was taken on to 

Tarnished ruled paper. The varnished surface aade it possible 

for the design to be traced and then painted and for mistakes 

to be removed and alterations nade without spoiling the rest 

of the deai^u. Paulet remarked (2), "On «*a assure* que le papier 

4ont on se aert a Loadr«e, est superiear a celui de Lyon, tant 

par sa beaute, que par le genre de vernie qu'on y donnen . In 

the Library of the Victoria and Albert Museum are two MI. 

treatises, one of the late 16th and the other of the early l?th



•
(1) Joubert, Preface XVI, Chapter V, pp. 16-17, Chapter XIII, 

pp. 50-5^-, esp. pp. 51-52, in which he defines the 
different types of metal thread and their special uses. 
Paulet, p. 901, remarked "Quant aux dorures, non seulement le 
Deseinateur doit les distribuer sur son dessin, de raanie're 
a leur faire rendre des effete agreeables & riches; mais il faut 
qu'il donne a 1'ouvrier la raanilre dont il doit lee lier au corps 
de I'^toffe, afin qu'elles y rendent toue lee effete qu'on doit 
en attendre. II est de I 1 habilete* d'un Deesinateur de 
distribuer lee doruree de eorte que peu paraiseent beaucoup11 .
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century, compiled by practising silk weavers, both French. 

These provide a further link between the documentary evidence 

and the silks. Both contain samples of "foot-figured" silks. 

None of the silks they contain are mentioned on the English 

trade cirds but many are their equivalent. They provide, 

in addition, information about the grounds of more 

elaborately patterned silks. A further source is the treatise, 

again with samples of silk, compiled by Samuel Wilson just 

before the Jacquard loom came into widespread use, which has 

already been mentioned. The problems he tackles demonstrate 

the consummate mastery of his predecessors. He illustrated 

the adjustments in design it was possible to make on a draw- 

loom (shooting several lines of the pattern twice), which could 

not be made on a Jacquard, but also the devastating effect 

of a design where the weave of the ground and pattern failed to 

correspond. He tried one shawl border four times, changing 

first the vjeft, then the binding and the number of cords. Samples 

of each attempt he stuck into his book and hie anxiety can be 

seen to have been fully justified. Even when he succeeded by 

changing the ground weft to get the "figure to lay about right", 

he found that the -round of the textile shewed through th« 

pattern, arid he had to make a further adjustment. Both Joubert 

and Paulet insisted on special treatment for metal threads (1), 

and Samuel Wilson tried his best with different supporting 

w«fts to get the most telling effects. Ht even worked out 

for himself & few golden rules about squared paper which bore



CD For instance, "all figured 50 dents (of the reed) to the inch
cut by single reeds two shoots to a lash on square paper, except 
2 colour satins then add one shoot in a design (i.e. deaine) 11 . 
The same "cut by half reeds one shoot to a lash on square 
paper". The phrases "single reeds" and "half reeds" 
refer to the number of mails into which the threads fron 
one dent in the reed ap* distributed.
Paulet, p. 886 "Un Deciiinateur doit connaitre.. ..sur quel 
compte de peigne elle doit etre executee; si la dente decoupe 
entilre, par deux, par tro.is ou par quatre, c'est & dire, si 
tous les fils de la dente d'un peigne sont contenus dans un 
seul maillon, la de*coupure est d'une dent entiere; s'ils 
sont contenus dane deux la de*coupure est d'une derni-dent; 
s'ils sont contenus dans trois, elle est d'un tiers..... 
C'est en raison de cee decoupures qu'il doit entendre son
dessin en largeur". Wilson's precautions were to ensure 

that the design when woven turned out in the same proportion 
as it did on paper - which, as he found, was by no means in 
evitable. The point is perhaps easier to explain with a 
diagram. See Plate 76 No. 92 •

(2) Sample l*fl in Wilson's treatise was a tissue whose pattern 
wefts were unintentionally paired thus:

t-^-i ' i ' i t it

(3)

He explained "the reason of the tissue being divide:! every 
two shoots is entirely owing to both the binding lams 
rising at once for two shoots together". In subsequent 
example: of the same silk he worked out a more satisfactory 
way of combining the ground weave and that of the pattern.

These Oinissions from his account are perhaps still further 
proof that the article was indeed written by an independent 
designer not actually in association with any weaver and 
therefore possibly Garthwaite herself.

See Chapter 2, p. note
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out the remarks of the treatises (1). Joubert and Paulet 

warned their readers about the mistakes which could ruin 

a good design, while Samuel Wilson illustrated and commented 

on what these were and why they occurred. The faulty binding 

of a pattern is, for instance, one which continuously recurred. (2). 

Samuel Wilson was not an amateur, one of his commissions, in 

deed, was for silk for chair seats for Windsor Castle and his 

treatise includes pages of payments to a number of workmen. 

If Wilson ran into serious difficulties with his designs it was 

not through his own incompetence - far from it - but because of 

the intrinsic difficulty of the technique. The silks of the 

period of this study were on the whole so successful that the 

difficulty of making them is only too easily overlooked.

The processes of designing are described systematically 

only in the French sources. Although Smith described designs 

(suitable for different kinds of silk and briefly (p. ^5) how

the design was transferred on to the loom, he skipped fairly 

lightly over the different stages (3). The technical section 

at the end of his article has already been quoted in part (4) t 

but he left out several important factors: i) , the comber 

board and its effect on the number and type of repeat, ii) the 

reed and its effect on the proportions of the design in the 

woven eilk, iii) the vital fact that while each of the vertical 

lines of email squares on the ruled paper represented one cord, 

the corde themselves could control not one but a number of 

warp thread* and usually did. The "decoupures", that is, the



(1) pp. 893-89^.
(2) See p. 165, 255note7.
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number of threads working together had a considerable

effect on the appearance of the finished silk. If the silk

woven by Vautier in 1?4? (Plate JfJ, No. 50) is compared with

the design for it (Plate 41, No. 48), it will be seen that

the stems of the flowers, particularly, are rather jerky and

uncertain, and this could be advanced as a criticism of

English manufacture. The operations described by Paulet were

the following: first, a preliminary series of sketches were

made by the designer and the best then inked in (l). Then

this wae either traced on to varnished paper or on to thick blue

or some other coloured paper, using carbon paper, which was

then inked in and painted. Qarthwaite possessed a number of

French designs which are obviously immaculate tracings of this II
ifl

description which had been painted or coloured. At this stage 

Lenan often altered his designs, even cutting pieces out and 

sticking in new motifs. He also squared up the paper for the 

dezines and wrote his instructions beneath or on the back for the 

draft. A typical example is illustrated on Plate 15» Ho. 15• 

The design was then traced on to squared paper with the 

appropriate number of squares, but not sub-divided. After this 

it was transferred on to the ruled paper correct in size for that 

particular type of cloth and design. De Brissac almost 

invariably sold the"R.P." with his designs for which he often 

charged a« much (2). Paulet stressed that the designer had to 

know certain facts when designing, the width of the cloth wae 

one such fact. Leman, as a designer-manufacturer, usually 

•pecified the width of the silk to be woven, and de Rrisaae



(1)

The effect is achieved by the order in which the cords are 
entered through the comber board. See Plate ?5» No « 91*90.

(2) A Hpoil" or warp introduced solely for- some effect additional 
to the basic structure of the ground weave. The tobine 
illustrated in Plate 35, No, k-Q would have its design made by 
a flushing warp whose threads were delicately shaded in the 
colours of the design.

(3) The ground weft has as its main function to combine with the 
ground warp to form the basic weave of the textile. If the 
weave is broken so that the ground weft is used for some 
decorative effect (as in many of the "foot-figured" silks) 
the ground warp threads will float in the areas where the 
ground weft is otherwise engaged, i.e.:

&ock of Texh'le
Vvfcrp Hn

Front* £f T<?xKJe
oh

(Tabby ground with a spot formed by floats of ground weft).

A pattern weft is used throughout this study in the sense
accepted by C.I.E.T.A. of a "trame lance'e" which is carried by
the shuttle from selvage to selvag*.
A brocaded weft ie only used for the width of the motif in the
design and turns back at the edge of this motif.
A pattern weft thus uses more silk,-which will be wasted bn
the back of the textile unless the designer ensures an even
distribution of his pattern to cover most of the ground,
as in the tissues illustrated (Plates *f, No. 4. Plate 9i No. 9)»
A brocaded weft saves precious silk and metal thread (the Lekeux
silk on Plates 3? & 3S is brocaded) t but takes more time to wtaYt
and if the number of colours is excessive will greatly increase
the labour costs. The three-quarter lutestring brocades
List of Prices (12) on "Two Comber brocaded only on one
advance for every Brocade shuttle extra.... .Id." had a
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occasionally mentions it, Garthwaite, an independent 

designer, was hardly concerned with this stage, Paulet also 

said that the designer must know the number of comber units, 

"chtmins", and therefore the number of repeats for which 

the loom is mounted, and the type, whether it is comber (or 

straight), or point (1), Garthwaite usually specified this, 

and eo did de Brissac. Again, the designer had to know the 

number of cords on the loom and all the English designers 

gave the number of cords. Paulet also said that the designer 

had to know the count of the reed, without which he could not 

construct a design proportionate to his cloth. Paulet assumes, 

here, that the designer is at least the partner of a manufacturer 

if not one himself. Only Leman, who was a manufacturer, 

mentioned this on one design. In England it would be the 

manufacturer who had to decide this. Smith complained that 

the manufacturers employed ignorant and idle journeymen who 

"mangle and spoil the best design, tho* ever so well executed 

by the pattern drawer". The failure of the designer to see 

•ye to eye with the manufacturer was almost inherent in a 

system where the designer had no control over the design once 

it was sold. Finally, Paulet laid great enphasis on the 

designer knowing how his effects were to be achieved: whether 

by flushing warps (2), by the ground wefts, the pattern wefts 

or brocaded wefts (3), or all three, and what kind of wefts, 

for chenille or metal thread would take up more space and 

demand special treatment. The designer had to draw motifs 

which could be bound,and understand how the binding was to work*



E. 4457-1909.
(1) Similar instructions also occur on E. 4499-1909 and other 

designs. Paulet, writing some 50 years later, suggested 
that the designer should place the motifs at a sufficient 
distance from one another so that two colours could be 
painted in one lash. "Cette me'thode abrlge le lieagt & 
accelere la fabrication de I'e'toffe" pp. 922, 923.

(2) See Plates 71, Jo. 35, and 7J, No. 88.

(J5) Because the reader took up or left the threads according to 
whether a square on the ruled (or graph) paper was painted 
or not. He would have to trust that the draughtsman had done 
his part correctly.
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He must understand the ruled paper and which count was • 

suitable for the type of design. As Smith put it, he
x

(or she ?) had observed "one great and material mismanagement 

in the flower'd silk manufactory, which is the employing too 

often such hands in copying good designs on the rule paper as 

were never brought up to it or know little or nothing of 

the art of drawing. This is a grievance I have often 

complained of; but instead of being comiaended I have been 

blamed for my care". James Leman attended to all these 

points. When it was possible to save soiae labour he did so* 

In the design already referred to (Plate 1*0, he gave some 

very precise instructions to the draughtsman "the yallow to 

be painted just as in the modell, the purple and green edging to 

be joined together and painted one colour. The same to be done 

with ye pail red and blue"; after a series of such details he

ended "according to the direction above there will need but 

four colours in the pattern" (1).

The reader had then to "read in" the design either on 

to the simple directly or, as Smith and Paulet described it, on 

to a false simple, which was then tied to the cords of the 

loom (2). If the draughtsman had made any mistake it would 

be automatically transferred by the reader on to the loom (3)« 

When the reuder-in had tied a thread line by line of the 

design on to a simple, real or false, another worker had to 

tie the lashes, A good worker could tic up to oOO-?00 laaaee 

In one day, but as there adght be 2,000 or more lines in the



(1) Justin Godart, L'Ouvrier en Soie", Lyon, 1899. Chapter III, 
pp. 70-71 quoted the following case. wEn 17&3 un aaitre 
ouvrier, le sieur Solary, ayant eu une contestation avec 
son marchand, fournit au Consulat une note des depenses qu'il 
ar&it faitee pour monter un metier en valours et dorures. 
Le dessin etait de 225 dizainee et la liseuae, payee k eols 
la dizaine soit 44l.l2s», rait yingt-cinq .lours a lire son 
dessin '*du; ing\which time she had also to be fed and the 
tier of the lashes also paid and fed.

(2) Gazette and new Daily Advertiser, March l*fth,

(3) See Plate ?6 t No. 93.
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design this in itself would be several days' work.

The tine taken by all these operations wae a source 

of bitter comment. The maximum may have been about three 

weeks for a very complicated design (1), although according 

to "C", in answer to "B^'s queries, "before his loom is ready 

to weave in, it will be £ f *f or 6 weeks before it will be 

mounted, in all of which time he earns nothing but has the 

additional hardship of keeping his drawboys in pay and 

victuals". (2). While the pattern might be changed every 

few weeks if the type of silk was also changed, the manufacturer 

might have to put in a different reed and enter the loom 

freshly. Specialisation by the London Manufacturers probably 

did reduce to the minijauiB the number of times this was 

necessary. Since Leman gave such instructions as, "to be made 

in the satin tissues harness", one assumes that he had a number 

of looms prepared for different types and counts of material. 

The entering of the warp on a drawloom was slow and difficult, 

and demanded great concentration on the part of the weaver. 

He had not only to enter his threadsthrough the heddles of a 

ceries of shafts which would control the weave of the ground 

and the binding warp (if there was one), but also to enter 

the MUM threads, or, in certain cases, a proportion of them, 

through the mails of the cords on the fi/^ure harness (3)» This 

double operation can be eliminated on the Jacquard loom. It 

ia not easy to preserve the correct order of the warp threads 

when entering a loom far l««e fine than a «ilk loom. on the 

latter it was a aatter of ^reat skill. A mistake in entering



(1) The lingoes are the weights hung on the ends of the cords of the 
figure harness* They are essential for the correct tension on the 
latter. See Plate No. ?4» 90. (The lingoes are marked 6 in the 
illustration), Plate 7J f TTOE. 91 and 92.

(2) This presumably refers to the tying of the cords* Several cords (as
many as there were repeats in the design) would be tied together at th« 
neck (See Plate 7j>, iio. 91) above the comber board.

(3) Single comber means one repeat only in the width of the silk (as in 
the Lekeux ailk, Elates 39 & 37).

CO Such a silk would have two or more repeats in its width, and normally 
each brocaded colour would need a separate lash - unless the devices 
specified by Lenian and recommenced by Paulet were employed. Six 
different colours in each pass could thus mean six lashes.

(5) Running works, since they are in apposition to brocaded ones, jissumably 
refer to designs nade with pattern wefts. These would be more trouble 
to tie than a brocaded lash, since the reader would have to work right 
across the textile, but once his part was done, and that of the journey- 
man who had to tie the lashes, weaving would be ouch faster than in 
a brocaded silk, as has already been pointed out.

(6) Murphy's Art of Weaving (182?)« although specifically referring to 
cotton and using both technical jargon and examples from the textile 
industries of the ^orth of £hgland and Scotland, hasaueeful account 
of the construction of the drawloom, pp. 306-325* before he proceeds 
to a description of "the French Draw Loom11 i.e., the Jacquard loom. 
The winding out of the lash may be the operation described on pp. 
310-311 (see diagram on pi. ?5» ^°» 91) the cords above the mails - 
the actual figure harness in fact - had all to be of carefully 
graduated lengths, possibly a tricky operation. On the other hand, 
"lashes" are the lengths of cord pulled by the drawboy to form each 
line of the pattern which suggests that "lashrt should be the cord 
from which the individual lengths are cut. Since they would be of a 
standard convenient size it is difficult to see why winding them out 
should be costed as a separate operation.

(7) Murphy describes this operation on p. 30.5. "The tail (See Plate ?V thf 
tbrds from 'H1 - *T f ) extends from the knobs at the neck to the tail- 
stick by means o! which it is fastened to the roof or ceiling of the 
shop. From the tail descend the simple cords....down to the floor whert 
they are faotened.... .It is on this part of the dra\* loom that the 
pattern is read frciui the design,,. .The lashes....are necessary for 
separating the sLiples (i.e., cords of tha simple) of any shed which is 
to be opened from those that remain stationary: * are the heads (••• 
Plate ?3> to which the lashes are attached, and which are made with a 
noose to run on the gut cord, at pleasure. The gut cord commonly ex 
tends from the roof 'of the shop to the floor, parallel to the simple: 
are tne bridles, which being connected to the lashes, at equal 
distances, dr ,-w the-a down in succession ae they are wanted by the 
draw-boy". Each "head" thus constitutes one line of the design 
and drops to the bottom of the simple when the draw-boy has pulled 
the lashes attached to it. Although the groups of lashes are fixed
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(7) cont'd:

in position by the "bridling" on to the rtgut cord", the 
latter must have been moveable, on some kind of pulley, 
so that when the drawboy had pulled all the cords of 
the repeat he could haul the lashes up from the foot of 
the simple to the top to begin all over again for the 
next repeat.

(8) This is, one supposes, the minimum rate for drawing on 
the ruled paper and not the fee paid to the original 
designer. De Brissac was normally paid about double 
this - allowing on an 'average about 50 dezines to a 
simple*
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wculd shew in the woven silk but could te rectified. 

An extra half-day or more in v/eavxiig sample pieces and 

adjusting the loom was usually necessary, and it was a 

laborious procedure to single out one faulty thread and re- 

enter it correctly. The 1769 List of Prices did not cost 

all the operations xavolved, possicly because only certain of 

them were in dispute. The PiowexfedBranch prices ended 

thus; 

"The Mounting is to be paid as follows, viz:

For hanging lingoes per hundred ..................I/- (1)

For necking and tying up ditto per 100 ...........6d. (2)

For making Lashes on a single Conber, brocaded

ditto, per 100............,4d. (3)

For ditto on Brocade, 2 or more Combers,

ditto, per 100.............3d. W

For ditto on Running Works of all kind, ditto

per 100 .................. Ad. (5)

For winding out Lash, ditto per pound............,4d. (6)

For making Heads and bridling them, ditto

per 100....................11/M. (7)

For Drawing of Figures in general per simple......!/- (8)

On single Combers, to advance, on account of

Mounture, on all silks per yard...........3d.

These were all manual operations. As Smith said (In 1756),

"it frequently happens, that when a pattern ie fixed upon

by the mercer, the weaver, after great expense in mounting the



(1) MC»s" answers, Gazette and Hew Daily Advertiser, March

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 209.

(3) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 210,

W 1765 Report, OT>. cit. p. 210. Evidence of Mr. Ashburner.

(5) Gazette and Itew Daily Advertiser, February 27th, 1765.
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loom, is, perhaps, ordered to put it down before he has 

delivered one or two pieces". In l?65t i<fc was alleged, (1) 

"This new mounting of the loom is very frequent for as often 

as a lady wants to buy a gauze she expects a choice of 20 new 

patterns which she has never seen at her milliners or haber 

dashers". Several of the 17&5 Parliamentary witnesses spoke 

on this subject. John Peregal said the reason why silks were 

dearer in the bespoke trade, was that so fiw pieces were taken 

from the same pattern, "in rich brocades only four*...which is a 

very heavy expense, for the charge to the Master on every loom 

is £20, and when the figure is changed the whole is changed, 

whereas as one set of harness would make from 18-20 Pieces, if 

he might be permitted to make that quantity instead of four, the 

Expense of £20 for the loom would fall upon the greater instead 

of the lesser number" (2). John Alien repeated, "in fine goods 

seldom more than four pieces are made of one pattern in the 

flowered way11 (3). The mercers put up several arguments in 

opposition but on this point they rested their case on the fact 

that "the ladies did not like to buy patterns which were to 

be found in all houses" (4).

These arguments illuminate the strong objection made by 

"Veritas" (5) to the proposal of "Simplex" that silks should 

be measured and stamped at the Weavers Hall. "If this scheme 

was to take place'1 , he wrote, "every master's new figure would 

be exposed to public view before the Spring trade begins or he 

ha> a sufficient quantity to shew the mercer". The men



(1) The regulations of 1737 in Lyon contained the following 
provisions:
CXIII provided for the stamping of silks by the maitrea 
gardes: CXIV stipulated that t) e previous regulation was 
not to apply to "brocards et geueYalement....toutes eortee 
d'autres etoffes brodees, fagonnees et a fleurst elles 
eeront vlsitees separement dans une chambre particuliere et ce 
par 1'envers des pieces qui seront consuee pour conserver 
le secret des dessins. Lee mattres gardes qui seront proposer 
a visiter desdites etoffes.««*.ne pourronts estre dessinateurs 
....", and there was a fine of 100 livres for any maltre gardt 
who was in fact a designer and undertook such duties*
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appointed to measure, "whether by bribery or out of friend 

ship . ....m-iy shew oua .taster's figure to another.. ..who, 

if it is a pretty fijure and he is rogue enough, may aiake a 

quantity of ?;oods of his neighbour's pattern and bring them 

to market as coon as the inventor, who had been at great trouble 

and e:rpense to put his new figure to work". These very same 

complaints were raade in France, where taere were such 

regulations, and this indeed happened (1). The setting up 

of a design was too e^penoi^.i u process to risk the loss of 

"copyright" - even if the weaver was a i.ian «->r capital, like 

John Baker, the tirae lost would have been disastrous. I'he 

treatises do prove that th«re was a very lar^e measure of 

truth in the opinion of "Veritas".

In view of this ,it is remarkable that there is only 

one patent in this period directly concerned with the simplifying 

of these operations. The others art main ly concerned with 

particular types of material, and will be considered in due 

course. The solitary offering wls registered by John 

Batchelor (February 6th, 1750, Ho. 652) -ind, although it was 

dencribecl as "an invention for making or weaving brocade a or 

tissues in gold, silver and silk**..or silk only'1 , it was in 

fact a Binpli.fication of the drafting on ruled paper, rather 

than any invention affecting the actual loom. Its provisions 

are deliberately a little mysterious, but it va& u;.;jarently a 

method Tery similar to that of T,cman alrpart-T mjotftd, in which 

colours widely separated could be painted together on the draft*



f.. v C. Rodon Y Font, L'Historique du Metier pour la Fabrication dts 
tftoffea fa9onnefes, 193^. Li£ge, discusses e«Y*ral inventions 
of the period, such as those of Vaucaaaon andRegnier.

p. 932

P« 866. The cylinder could, however, only take 3- ;+ dozen 
lines of the design and then it had to be changed for the 
next one. It anticipated the Jacquard loom to a certain 
degree, since it worked on the principle of needles attached 
to the cords of the loom, which were in turn controlled by 
the holes punched in the cylinder. It was described in 
Diderot's Encyclopaedia» but it was cumbersome to operate 
and failed to become established. Paulet waa ahead of 
his time in his approval of the idea,

L»£tat des Arts en Angle terre, 1755* P-
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John Batchelor wae presumably the senior partner of 

Batchelor, Ham and Peregal. While in France a series of 

abortive attempts to simplify the making of patterns were made 

throughout the period (1), in England, where inventions in 

the cotton and woollen industries were greatly cheapening and 

speeding up the processes of manufacture, the silk weavers

did not attempt to improve their drawloom. The probable reasons 

for this lack of enterprise will be discussed in the conclusions

to this study.

Even if the pattern had been transferred successfully to 

the loom, the actual weaving was extremely slow. iaulet, 

recommending the 'metier a bouton 1 (2), mentioned that a damask 

weaver could make four (French) ells on an ordinary drawlooft 

in one day, but six of the same design and materials on the 

ne'tier a bouton* A brocaded silk with several colours might 

thus take even longer to make* Paulet f s anxiety about the 

length of time that the weaving of a figured silk took led him to 

support enthusiastically Regnier's cylinder which eliminated the 

drawboy (3>)• The saving of the costs of production was jointly 

the problem of both the weaver and the designer. It was one 

of the criticisms of English silks made by Rouquet (4) that 

the manufacturers did not know how to save on their production 

costs. He said it was an unpardonable error "de commerce et 

d'inteVet. II enrichit mal a propos de mati^re une e*toffe 

dlja trop chere par la fagon; il prodigue la soie dans dts 

ouvragts qui ne sont de*ja que trop lourds". Ke elaborated 

this point at BOB* length, and finished his chapter OB English



(1) Preface, p. XV.

(2) The reverse of a satin of eight (the usual satin of the
period), that is, its weft face, can look very like a coarse 
tabby, or gros de tours. The reverse of a damask weave, 
however, need only be a weave feasible on the same number 
of shafts and thus, in some cases, the reverse or weft 
face really would be a gros de tours. The principles 
of damask weaving are explained in f. Guichard, Notes 

Techniques, Lyon 1957 • (Only in the Victoria & Albert 
Museum Library as published for members of an international 
seminar on the techniques of historic woven textiles, 
organised by C.I.E.T.A.),pp. 31-3^
Damask weaving is also described in Loir fVoL ILL pp. 2.^-290. ) 
but Guichard*s account is preferable since he was describing 
historic techniques and not current production*

(3) Luther Hooper, Handloom Weaving, 1910, described the 
"Drawboy Machine", pp. 238-248.
Murphy, Art of Weaving, 182? (p. 321), attributed the 
invention to the 'late* James Cross of Paisley, especially 
for use in the weaving of shawls.
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silks with the words "c'est sur la fabrique, & non sur 

le matiere, qu'un manufaeturier doit £tablir son gain, 

particulierement quand cette matiere est aussi precieuse qu 

1'est la soie".

Joubert was explicit on this point. On the binding 

of metal threads he said that, "ce qui fait qu'un dessin est 

trop lourd a la tire et en rend 1*execution difficile et couteuse" 

was to be avoided (1). If, in a damask, the reverse or "gros 

de tours" (2) was not evenly distributed, if it was "trop 

charge* dans des endroits1 * the drawboy would have difficulty 

in pulling the cords. The weaver would also work more slowly 

and mistakes would be made, as the drawboy would not be able to 

pull evenly, and a few cords would be left behind. The 

"ntchanical drawboy", which came into use late in the 18th

century, at least eliminated this difficulty (3). Nearly all 

the types of silk it was possible to make were limited by their 

costs of production. The length of time it took to make a 

chine silk limited its perfection as a material - each colour 

involved a separate dyeing for each section of the warp. In 

the 1763 Report it was argued that ^Clouded" silks, i.e., chine 

silks, were one of the few types which could be profitably 

imported from France, despite the duties. Smith, Joubert 

»nd Paulet, while passionately recorruaending a study of nature 

to the designer did BO, in Joubert*s words, "autant qu'on 

peut la concilier avec les regies austeree de la akfchanique". 

There was an almost unlimited list of mistakes by which 

the designer and the master weaver between them could add to



(1) Smith, p, 41.

U) 1765 Report,op. oit. p. 210, SUphtn Paris aald h« Bait ailka 
from ?/- to ^3 a yard.
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the costs of production, but it is, perhaps, worth 

lingering on the question of metal threads. It is one in 

which theory can be tested in practice, since in 17^2 Anna 

Maria Garthwaite designed the silver lustring which was woven 

by Captain Lekeux in three types of silver thread: file* or 

"plain", frise or "frost", and silver strip or "plate". 

Joubert was very concerned about the loss of gold or silver 

thread on the back of the textile if the design was badly drawn• 

The areas of gold should either touch or be so far removed as 

to permit the weaver to brocade them. If this is not dona 

then much precious metal - and "false" gold was universally 

suspect - would be wasted on the back of the textile. The 

cost of the fabric would then be prohibitive to the customer. 

The design is brocaded in Garthwaite*s lustring, and the 

decorative appeal of the silk rests upon the contrast between 

the different kinds of metal thread. She has, however, followed 

Joubert*s dictum - or rather anticipated it - since the very 

minimum of thread is wasted on the back of the textile. Smith 

said that in patterns for gold and silver brocades, "the 

pattern drawer is under some restraint; on the one hand to save 

the waste of silver on the v/rong side of the silk; and on the 

other hand to keep the number of shuttles, or the workmanship, 

as low as possibly he can except it be in very rich stuffs, where 

the price of workmanship is not minded whether it be two or 

thr«e shillings p«r yard more or less" (1). (A rich silk 

could cost 6o/- a yard (2) to the customer, and prices up to 

£9 occur earlier in the century).



(1) Chapter V, Tiesu Or & Argent & Broche% p. 16.

(2) Vanners & Fennell, Series No. II.

(3) i.e. the threads of the binding warp.

(4) See the Lekeux silk especially (Plates 36-38) and also 
the details in metal thread on Plates 52 and 53•

(5) Joubert, p. 51, Chapter XIII. "Le frise* (i.e. "frost")
d'abord, cette poudre d'or dont vous devez user sobrement 
pour eviter la eurdite dans 1'^toffe".



Joubert reminded the designer that the warp of the 

textile had to be white or golden in colour, according to 

whether the silk was to be made with silver or gold (1). 

in the instructions on a design of 1711 (2) James Leman noted 

"The following direction Is to warp the satin and the binders (3) 

of this fig. note that in the stripes where the gold or silver 

is it must be warped with gold coir* or white...." In the 

Lekeux silk the ground is blue and the binding inconspicuous. 

The designs for gold and silver thread were of a different 

type from those in which the effects were to be made in silk. 

Despite the advocacy of naturalism in the treatises there were 

no gold and silver flowers, and thus the metal threads in 

the designs, particularly in the 1740*6 and 50's (4), form an 

abstract meander while the flower trails are treated 

naturalistically. When metal threads were used together with 

Bilk they immediately created a technical problem in binding
\

the pattern so that the weave of the ground was not distorted. 

Such metal threads were usually introduced in every two or three 

passes, not every shoot. The "plain" shoots were often 

paired, the "frost" single. Leman obeyed Joubert*s dictum 

to use the latter sparingly (5)• Paulet spent the best part 

of 40 pages of his treatise discussing the binding of certain 

eilks containing gold and silver threads, noting in the couret 

of hie argument which weaves were unsuitable for combining 

with metal threads because they would detract from the 

appearance of the m«tal. Brtn a "soie d'accompagnag*" might



(1) In the Foot Figured aad Flowered Branches No, 6 Flowered 
Garment Satins were to be paid as follows i
11 Reed6 1000 Five threads 60 lines, per yard 1. 4d,

1100 '« " " H « 1. 53.
1200 " " » it w 10 6d .

All counts under 1000 to be paid as 1000.
And to adrance for every 100 above 1200 .....2d«"

It then dealt with 6 thread, ?, 8, and 10 thread flowered 
garment satins whose labour costs were correspondingly 
more. The number of threads are those in each dent of 
the reed. The basic distinction could also be from the 
number of wefts and their type. In half ell or three- 
quarter alamodes, No* 5 in the Black Branch, and plain yard- 
wide k thread alamodes, No. 15 • "If more than 75 shoots are 
required to an inch, then the Work is to be paid for as a 
Lutestring", which surely implies that the latter was a 
heavier or stronger silk than the alamode?
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not help. This wae a supporting weft in the same 

shoot as the metal thread used to enhance its appearance and 

to cover the ground. A yellow silk supporting weft was often 

used with silver thread to give the appearance of silver-gil$. 

Joubert compared the designing of rich silks with gold and 

silver to the task of an engraver. The latter would not have 

been so rigidly controlled by his technique, but the comparison 

is a fair one, particularly if it is made with the rich silks 

of the l?20 f s whose designs are almost entirely composed of 

metal threads* The texture of these silks became almost a 

third dimension - a quality an engraving could not exploit. 

The three illustrations (Plates lg, 19 and 210) are included 

mainly to give some idea of the effect of these silks. The 

•an in the portrait was probably not wearing an English 

silk, theTorah Mantle is unlikely to be English, but the design 

by Leman certainly is, and shews the degree to which an 

English designer and manufacturer was able to produce the 

most luxurious and fashionable silks of his day,

Lists of the categories of silks mg.de, can be compiled 

from Smith, Joubert, the 17&9 List of Prices, the trade cards, 

and, within their own field, the Victoria ^ Albert designs. 

One of the most fundamental distinctions is underlined in 

the List of Prices. The different kinds of work to be paid 

for at different rates are based on a greater or lesser number 

of warp threads (1). When named examplee, (all too rare), 

are examined it can be seen that this distinction was not



(1) A typical list of goods appears on £,228-1943, a trade
card in the Victoria and Albert Museum, for "Ryder, Nicklin
8s Wells, Mercers at the Indian Queen opposite the Church
on Ludgate Hill, London, sell All Sorts of Rich Brocaded
Silks, Dutch, Genoa and English velvets.
Rich Damasks
Paduasoys Armozeens Pelongs Stripe and Tobine

Lustrings
Flower*d and Rasdemores Ducapes Black Silks 
plain Tabbys Rich Satins Mantuas Sergedusoys

Norwich Crapes and Bombazines
Broglios Silverets Scotch Plads Camblete 
Dresdens Poplins Furniture Callimancoes 
Missinets Grograms damasks and Russels."

A trade card in the British Museum (Print Room) for their 
successors. Wells & Hancox, included
Rich Damasks Arraozeene Peelongs Strip*d and Tobine
Peruvian & Rasdemores Ducapes Lustrings
Royal Tishuas Rich Satins Mantuas Black Silks.

Plain Flower'd and Watered Tabbies and Sergedusoys (i»e. paduasoys 
have been dropped and Peruvian and Royal Tissues introduced). 
Some mercers, such as Thomas Robinson, emphasised their lines 
in suitings for men, (B.M. trade card mid-l3th century), William 
Dare and Joseph Paitfield, as well as the usual selection, 
advertised "variety of slight silksf goods made of silk and 
incle..." etc. (Guildhall Trade Card).

(2) Mantuas, for example, occur as black silks and as coloured
silks, and are used for both dress and furnishings. Taffetas 
were used, in the Royal Accounts especially, for draw-up 
window curtains and they were, of course, a standard drees 
material. Sarcenet, was used as a lining for both dress 
and furnishings. Even lustrings were used occasionally as 
furnishing materials for certain purposes, but they were 
primarily a dress silk.

(3) Half silks and Mourning silks are dealt with at the end of this 
chapter. There were also the "narrow goods11 which ranged from 
ephemeral commemorative ribbons and favours to the heavy silk 
"orris" lace used to trim upholstery. The industry evidently 
achieved a high standard in the manufacture of ribbons. Garret 
wrote to his partner in Lyon in 1766 "Voyez ces e'chantillons 
Rubans anglais comme ils sont faits, s'il nous parvenir a les 
iraiter... .noue en aurions des dernandes tre"s considerables". 
Unfortunately, the samples he attached to shew his partner 
are now missing from the letter. Handkerchiefs formed an 
independent category of which none (as far as is known) have 
survived.

(4) See p. 298 of this Chapter, notes 1, 4



arbitrary, but continued throughout the period. "Strong" 

silks hare many more warp threads to the inch than "slight" 

eilks* Since such materials also differed in their uses, 

the quality used for their warps might also differ. The 

number of different wefts in the pass might be another factor 

to be taken into account, (whether ground, pattern or 

brocaded). The silks listed on the trade cards (1), although 

they were sometimes given ephemeral names, continued for 

the most part throughout the period, and often represented a 

highly individual type of silk made for some specific use. 

They are treated a little later in this section, and fall 

into two broad divisions: furnishing and dress. These were 

cut across by some all-purpose materials (2) and there were 

the branches outside the main divisions (3).

The fundamental weaves from which most others are 

constructed, tabby, twill and satin, were used with different 

qualities of silk according to their purpose, but the lustrous 

quality of silk naturally lends itself most readily to satin, 

which was an important material throughout the period. Plain 

twill, on the other hand, a very useful weave for woollen 

Materials, was more often used for lining materials, rather 

than as a material in its own right. Tabby, then as now, was 

universally made for a variety of purposes, and many of the 

trade card silks were varieties of tabby: ducapes, armozeens, 

and mantuas, for example W . The Strops Plain Branch of the 

List of Prices was, in fact, limited to varieties of tabby



(1) P. 678 et. seq., a sub-division of Cirsakaa, He warns the
reader, 'however, tfll faut seuleaient examiner le rapport qu'on 
les e'toffes entr'elles par leur tissu, & non par le nom qu'on 
leur donne".

(2) Victoria & Albert Fuseura Library, L. 406, The samples in this 
late 18th century pattern book or treatise have a tabby 
ground on four rhafts, a flushing warp (cannele) on 4, and 
another "poil" (or second flushing warp) on 6# The designs
are roughly:

of which quite a number have survived from the period.
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(nafctua, ducape and tabby). The Fancy Branch included Persians, 

Sarcenets and about a dozen varieties of eatin. Both Persians 

and Sarcenete were widely advertised as linings. These are 

light in weight,, and wages for weaving them were low. The 

only caaiplcE of Sarcenets so far traced are both twills. The
%

date of these is 1820, and thus rather late. Both the 

technical possibilities, however, and the natural properties 

of its weave suggest that Sarcenet had also been a twill, when 

so widely used as linings soiae 50-80 years previously.

Host of the other varieties on the trade cards belong 

to the "Foot-Figured and Flowered" Branches: that is, they

are silke with sorae kind of a woven pattern, Paulet dis-
/

tinguished a number of the French varieties of "foot-figured" 

silks, i.e.: made with shafts &nd not ot\ a drawloom, and from

his descriptions it is possible to suggest that a certain type 

of pattern, a certain quality of silk, and a given weave were 

all three necessary properties. Hie "Egytiennes" (1) do 

correspond with silks in the MS. pattern books we possess of 

the period (2). Unfortunately, there is no similar source 

to define the luaeliuh foot-figured silke, except in the case 

of the half si His, of which a number were foot-figured. These 

will be considered at tne end of this section. Since some 

silks such as "mantuas" occur as plain, foot-figured and 

flowered silks, it seems evident that the quality, i.e., the 

amabcr of warp threads, was the moat important factor.

Bilks thus remain in doubt. Collinsone supplied Menander



(1) Sinae they occur low down on the Lists, after the lustrings 
and the like, but before the half silks and worsteds. They 
are possibly a light silk, perhaps with a distinctive 
pattern or colouring.

(2) A single tissue has only one pattern weft, though it any
have an additional design effect formed by the ground weft, 
"a flush made with the ground shuttle 11 . Most tissues 
which survive have satin grounds and it may be that this 
fact is taken for granted in 1?69» *he tabby tissue 
presumably, as a tabby ground, (a certain number of such 
cilks have -survived), and this could be the distinction 
between them*



in New York with "English Peelings'* and Pelongs occur on 

most of the trade cards. They were obviously imitations 

of an Indian silk since pelongs are among the standard 

imports - legal and clandestine - from the end of the 17th 

century. A guess can be made of their nature (1) but there 

is little proof to identify thera.

^he flowered silks made oa the drawloom account for a 

number of the silks on the trade cards and, with only a very 

few eacceptions t they are identifiable eince the drawloom, unlike 

the Jacquard, could only produce certain varieties of silk, 

to which they must correspond. Smith, in 17561 distinguished 

1. Gold and silver brocades; 2. "Grand Designs" for the above 

with the addition of silk| 3» Gold and silver tissues; *f. Padua- 

soys and double ground brocades; 5» Lutestring brocades (and 

lutestring and lustring are interchangeable;; 6. Lutestring 

tobinee; 7* Damasks; 8. Flowered velvets. He then proceeded, 

9M Joubert did later, to describe the types of design suitable 

for each one. The distinctions between them are quite pre 

cise and technical, and would of necessity demand different 

types of design. The List of Prices in the Flowered Branch 

begins with half-ell mantuas on mounture»f with all the 

additions of which the;/ are capauie nu^ied and priced e.g.: 

tobine?, satin stripes, etc. The journeymen then dealt with 

the different varieties of damasks, then flowered ardent satins, 

two-coloured satins, half-ell flowered tabbiec with catin 

flowers (a warp effect textile;, single tissues (of which tabby 

tissues appear to be a variety (2) ), Roy,.l Tissues, tissue



(1) Paduauoys were a wo^-ien's dress silk mentioned in several 
literary sources*: Mrs. Pendarves writing in 172? to Mrs. 
Ann Granvill (f>th October, Vol. I f p. 135)« mentioned that in 
& boa. "with the linen there is mama's black poudesoy gown 
....". In 1723 (March 3rd, p« 192) she told the sa*e lady 
about clothes at a Ball at Court that "the Princess Royal 
had a wliitsj poudesoy eabroidered with gold", suggesting 
that it was a material without its own woven pattern in 
colours. Mrs. Pendarves reported that Georgina Carteret 
had "a pink plain poudesoy'1 in her trousseau of clothes 
for her wedding, in February 173^t which also suggests a 
self-colour material, but of possibly a fairly heavy weight. 
Leman designed "A paduasoy or tabby tissue'1 , K.Mf49-1909, which 
was a silk with a separate binding warp for which instructions 
are given. It was painted in one colour only, which would 
be consistent with its being a self-colour material. In 
the Garret correspondence there was an order given to Garret 
in 1770 for a "Poux de soye bleu al'^'chon..." to be added 
to a packet of other silks* A sample is attached to the 
letter. This is a blue Gros de Tours with a self-colour 
flush pattern and silver thread bound in 3 & 1 twill, 

• supported by a white weft.. The sample appears to have 
been glared and calendared. It was the name which 
probably dropped out- of use/J rather than the material.

in England
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tobines, half-ell single tobines (with variations for 

double and 'treble tobines, and finally half-ell lutestring 

brocades with all the extras, backshoots, extra shuttles, 

tobine stripes, etc. These najaes were not mere jargon, for 

they occur on the ouch earlier Leraan and Garthwaite designs. 

If the two liste are compared, some items can be easily 

equated, damasks and lutestring brocades, for example. 

Surprisingly, the journeymen left velvets out of their list. 

The gold and silver tissues of Smith can be classed as a variety 

of Royal tissues. The gold and silver brocades and those with 

extra coloured silks were not on the journeyman's lists, perhaps 

because by this date they were too small and expensive a

category to be put into a trades union agreement of this kind.
i
The lutestring tobines have their equivalent in the List of

•%

Prices, but the Paduasoys and Double ground brocades remain 

a little obscure (1).
/

It may not seem * very original thought at this stage 

to state that the designs of these silks had to be made by 

the warp or the weft, but this is the basic distinction between 

•any of them. Any classification can only be in general 

terms, but since it has been argued that the English were 

great specialists, and that these silks differed from one 

another technically, sonic attempt must b« made to eay what 

these technical distinctions were. Daaaaks, velvets and gauze 

were all weaves and, by extension, silks which demanded special 

looms on which to sake the*. To weave daaaefce it ie necessary



(1) Commonly known ae the doup warp* The process is
described in Guichard: Cours, op. cit. pp. 303-316 (illue.).



to have rising and depressing shafts operating simultaneously. 

The possible weaves are governed by the number of such 

shafts and must be combined together in a satisfactory way, 

v;hich is as much a raatheoatical problem as one of style. 

Although other effects could be added, a damask weave would 

chiefly rely upon the contrasting reflections on its surface 

between warp and weft effects. Smith said that "damask

patterns require the boldest stroke of any; the flowers and 

leaves should always be large, and the small work omitted as 

much as possible, except it be in the middle of a leaf or 

flower11 . This is a pretty fair description not only of riany 

of the Ga±thwaite daraask designs (oee Plate 36 for example) , 

but also of a number of silks of the period, which can be dated 

both on stylistic grounds and on the cut of the costume of which

they form part and, indeed, in some few cases from their 

provenance. The designs and the silks demonstrate that the 

nature of this weave was fully understood and its possibilities 

exploited. Velvet had to be woven on a special loom with a 

separate bobbin to hold each warp thread as well as all the 

usual paraphernalia of the drawloom. The weaver inserted a 

wire instead of a weft at re r intervals,, and in this there

*&• a groove if the velvet was then to be cut. The cutting 

had to be done skilfully and quickly if the cost were not 

to be -rr-hlMtive. A £anze looic had to have a mechanism 

whereby one set of warp thro V could be moved from side to

side of the loom (1) through the use of a mov«aul« shaft or

•hafts.



(1) The difficuluj.-ju ux terminology are alniost insuperable.
The ground warp threada of a tissue (laiapas, diasper, and many 
other names) are entered both through the heddles on the 
shafts, and the mails of the figure harness (see diagram, 
Plate 75). Normally, on the first ehoot of the ground 

.weft a regul^ir proportion of the ground warp threads are 
raised across the textile. The proportion will vary 
according to the ground weave, whether satin t tabby f twill 
or sji'ie variation* On the next shoot (in the uora straight 
forward tissues), some of the threads of the ground warp will 
be raised -ind others left, quite irregularly. The weft in 
this shoot will normally .be a pattern weft, but could be a 
brocaded weft. ihere may be several successive shootu of 
different pattern wefts, according to the number of colours 
in the design, before the next ehoot of the ground weft, when 
the ground warp threads once more work in unison 9 a resular 
number being raised across the textile* In many l8th century 
silks the proportion will be one in eight, to make a satin 
of eight ground. (Silks were woven the wrong side up) <. The 
conglomeration of shoots between one ehoot of the ground weft 
and the next normally constitutes one paes. A diagram is 
included on Plate 72 shewing a typical tissue with two pattern 
wefts, on a much, enlarged scale. The weave of the ground in 
the diagram is that of a satin of 5 - simply for convenience,

(2) An undated design in the book of Leman'e designs belonging 
to Messrs. Vanners & Fennell Ltd., contains the following 
direction: "This pattern for a 900/8 thred dam: ask) 
bro: (.caded) & flush - The binders taken out of the sattin 
and warpd. alon^ ev_f r y ^th thred ....." He""added the usual 
directions for the n-jmbui* of cords and the siae of the 
ruled paper, and added in figures the distributmiki of the 
warp across the textile, "to vtarp boath sat tin & binders 
with 25 bobbins" Olo. II). The combination of the .ueave 
of the ground with the binding of the pattern is a aatheaatical 
problem in this case, rather than a technological one.

(3) There are a number of examples in the collections of the
Victoria ^ Albert Museum. The weaning and usage of ''tissue" 
in the 13th century has been worked out more fully in the 
C.I.E.I.A. Bulletin for January I960 by rae.

See p.299-}01of thie Chapter.
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Most of the other silks were weft-effect silks less 

difficult to iaake« The heavier tissues had to have two 

wmrpn} one of these made the ground weave of the textile and 

was controlled by the figure harness to make the pattern (1), 

the other was a binding warp used to bind the floats of the 

pattern or brocaded wefts. The latter were very often bound 

in twill. Without wishing to go too far into the technical 

details, it may be said that in some tissues the extra warp 

could be avoided by taking the necessary binding threads from

tne ground and so do without the additional laoour and expense 

of warping a separate set of threads and having an extra roller 

on the loom to hold them. Leraan often did avoid the extra 

warp, and noted the fact in the instructions on his designs (2). 

The technique of the tissue went back at least to the l^fth

century, and is one of the most important weave in .historic 

textiles* It did not, however, survive the introduction of 

the Jaequard loom, except when revived by such a man as William 

Morris who adoired If'th century Italian silke (3)« It was 

a basic "flowered" material of the l8th century and occurs in some 

form or another on every -nercer'e trade card.

The flowered tabbies and satins would have had either one 

OP more pattern wefts r;oing frorr. relva.^e to eelvage, or brocaded 

wefts used in limited areas. Lurtrinrs would generally hare 

been brocaded since they were a light dress silk CO .

When Peter Cheveney was asked by the Parliamentary 

Committee of 1?65 "Whether the Manufacturers here are capable of



(1) See p. 276.

(2) Plates k2 and 5^, for example, and Colour Plate 5^. The 
ground of this silk is white, not blue, as it would appear 
to be. This silk is only attributed to Spitalfields on 
stylistic grounds, its provenance is unknown.

(3) These can be clearly seen in the Colour Plate 5^. The 
colour plate, it is hoped, brings out the subtlety of the 
textured effect of these self-colour flush patterns which 
enhance the main coloured design.

(^) List of Prices, Foot-Figured and Flowered Branches.
No. 8 Single Tissues distinguished between a flush "made 
with the ground shuttle" at 6d. and "an additional flush" 
for which the weaver was to be paid Is. 3d* per yard. 
The extra charge would be necessary because in each pass 
there would be an additional shoot, and an additional 
"head" of lashes on the simple.

(5) Most decorative effects in the silks of this or any
other previous period (except in the ?th-8th century China) were 
made by wefts of one kind or another - apart from damasks whtrt 
the contrast of warp effect with weft effect forms the design. 
The usual contrast in texture was between a weft effect in 
the pattern against a warp effect in the ground. This 
contrast is perhaps peculiar to woven silks and forma 
a quality which is additional to tie design or its 
component colours.

Paulet
(6) pp. 628-658 on different varieties of canne lie's, /and Plate 6?.
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executing Flowered Goods as well as they are at Lyons? He 

answered, "better in general; that some goods, particularly 

Brocades upon a white ground, were in greater perfection here 

than at Lyons....." These do in fact correspond to Smith's 

category of lutestring brocades (1) and to a number of silks 

known to be English (2), Many of these also had "flush" 

shoots (3) in the ground, which made a self-colour pattern. 

These were either formed by the ground weft, in an interruption 

of the normal binding system, or by an "additional flush" (4), 

an extra weft. When they appeared on the face of the textile 

they were not bound by any binding warp but floated for the 

width of the motif. Since the practicable width of such a 

float was limited, "flush" designs were fine in texture and 

gracefully subordinate to the main design. Many English 

"white ground brocades" were, in fact, not bound by a binding

warp, a technical feature which had a profound effect upon 

their design and on their price.

The "Tobine" silks, or those in which there was som» 

extra "tobine" effect, were those whose pattern was made not by 

the weft (5) but by an additional flushing warp, sometimes 

covering the whole of the textile but more often in stripes. 

The floats of this warp had to be bound by a weft at a convenient 

length. If the floats were too long, instead of reflecting 

the light, they would have drooped or become entangled and thus 

spoilt the appearance of the silk. The List of Prices mentions 

single, double and treble tobines which can be correlated with 

Paulet's description of these silks (cannelle's) (6). Th«



(1) pp. 92^-926 and Plate 99«( Paulet).

(2) p. 925.

(3) Plates kl-kj shew the effect of a brocaded tobine design 
when woven, Plate 3j, No. ^0 demonstrates the subtle 
effects a designer could achieve by delicately shading 
the flushing warp threads in several colours* On Plate 
63 the central barley sugar stripe is almost certainly 
intended for a tobine effect, and is typical of its period.

Another material which was probably a twill was the 
"Rasdemore", which occurs on most of the trade cards. It
was also supplied to the Master of the Robes (PRO. L.C. 9,
3. Mr. Croft's Bill Oct. -Dec-* 17^-2, included 8 yards of
black rasdemore at 12/- per yard).
Article XVII of the Lyon 1737 Reglements gave the specific 

widths, portees and weight of twills, 'ras de Saint Maur" 
and all other "e*toffes croise*es'*. It was also illustrated 
in Diderot's Encyclopaedia.

Plate 59-
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drafting (and designing) of a warp effect design had 

its own rules (1) and the cords of the loom were divided 

into 2 - k "corps". It was an extremely complicated type of 

silk to set up, and Paulet, who was a manufacturer, said that 

80% of the "readers" would bungle their task unless given a

separate draft for each "corps'1 (2). The complications of
t, 

arranging a warp-patterned design suggest a reason why tobines,

although always known, did not appear to become very common 

until the most prosperous years of the industry, the later 

17^«s in England (3).

Such, very broadly, were the main technical issues, 

which determined the categories of eilke. Precise technical 

details are not always possible to elucidate because of the lack 

of pattern books surviving - or traced. It seems reasonable 

that "sergedesoys" should be one of the rare varieties of 

twill since serge was and is twill in French (*f). It isa 

little odd that this material, which is one of the most common 

suitings mentioned in the accounts of the Master of the Robes, 

is very seldom listed on the trade cards. Some silks wert 

imitations of other, more expensive, varieties. Vallures 

and vellurets, both very common, had a weft-pile instead of 

a warp-pile, as in true velvet. The distinction between them 

would appear to be one of scale (5)» but may equally well be 

of warp count, the velluret being the cheaper,slighter material.

Generally speaking, as the complexity of the w«av« 

increased, so did its price. The cost of labour in the 

industry has been discussed; it was an important factor to



(1) When John Sabatier gave evidence to the House of 
Commons in l?66 t (Report, op. cit. p. 725) f he 
referred both to the "spring trade " which he said 
was in decline, and the "winter trade....affected by 
the late Mourning". There were two peaks of pro 
duction in the industry with somewhat different goods.
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be considered, together with the quantities of raw material 

required, when assessing a design* Very few silks were 

produced regardless of expense, and it is all the more 

surprising that so few technical innovations were introduced 

in the period• On the other hand, despite the complexity, 

there is a marked tendency for prices to decrease in the period. 

The gold tissue at £9 per yard used for the Coronation of Queen 

Anne gradually drops to £3 - still too expensive for normal 

use* The lighter materials become increasingly important 

(the lustrings, taffetas, etc.) but also the chine' or clouded 

materials which were not cheap, although light in weight. 

Changes in fashion are very intimately connected with this 

tendency. Indeed, it can well be argued that it was fashion 

rather than price which relegated the most expensive materials 

to the most formal uses - and fashion dictated as much by 

their competitors as by the purely internal development of style.

The ChangeB in Fashion

The broad divisions of the seasons, the "winter" and 

the "spring" (1) trade, would give each new pattern only a 

few months of active life. The newspaper advertisements 

••phasise the regular change. A sale on 20th October, 1763 

at the Carolina and Pennsylvania Coffee House advertised! 

nA curious assortment of mercery goods consisting of rich 

tabbies, ducapes, armoseens, satins, daaaaks, brocades and



(1) Gazette and London Daily Advertiser (B.M. Burney Collection).

(2) Joubert, op. cit. Chapter IV. Droguets liseres, satine's, 
lustrinees, PcVuviennes & Prussiennes, pp. 12-lC. p. 15 "La 
Pe'ruvienne en to tale, n'est qu'une modification du Drogue t 
lisere, oft il n'y a que le poil de raoins". He discusses 
droguets and their designs fairly extensively. There are., 
moreover, samples of droguets in the Richelieu Collection. 
The latter hay* fairly simple patterns* often self-coloured 
with the design made with a flushing warp and a "flush" 
weft t i.e., neither bound within the width of the motif. 
Different diapered patterns are possible", and shading by 
mixing the flushing with the ground warp and weft. If 
the flushing warp is omitted in a Peruvian, then it becomes 
an all weft-effect silk. Whether, indeed, this silk is the 
equivalent of the English Peruvian tissue is an open question. 
The latter is put in apposition on some trade cards to Royal 
Tissues, the most expensive of their kind. On the other hand, 
a bill for some Peruvian tissue in the 1750*8 gives the price 
at 13/- a yard - which is about the same as a good quality 
plain satin, and rather too cheap for an elaborate tissue.

(3) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser. No sample of "velvidore" 
has been traced. It wac presumably one of the silks with 
some kind of pile or raised effect in imitation of the effects 
possible with velvet (by analogy with vellures and vellurets).

A "silk camblet" would appear to be a contradiction in terms 
unless it is a half silk, which is possible from the price.
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sundry other silk goods for the winter trade" (1). A further 

advertisement for the sane sale elaborated the stock! "150 

pieces rich flowered and plain tabbies.*..Peruvian tissues (2) 

and brocades, fine Norwich crapes, plain and figured modes... 

likewise 20 pieces of rich Genoa velvet and 30 piecec of 

Italian raantuas and Peruvians etc...just landed and in good 

condition". The proprietors of the Queen*s Head and Star of 

Chandos Street, advertised on June 29th, 1765« "a curious and 

elegant assortment of the most fashionable silks for the 

present season, at our uaual low prices*...likewise the stock- 

in-trade of two weavers lately bankrupt, consisting of rich 

tissues, velvidores (3)» plain and flowered satins with great 

variety of lustrings for the spring trade". "A great variety 

of new Bilks for the present season" was a typical phrase or 

"....a neat and fresh assortment of plain, striped and flowered 

silks fit for the spring trade". It is interesting to note 

that by May and June the number of such advertisements in the 

newspaper diminishes^ the silks were presumably in the mercers 1 

shops and the weavers and designers planning for the season 

ahead*

It ic also significant that the same emphasis is placed 

on "fresh" patterns in the advertisements in American news 

papers and in the Collinson aBCounts. It is true that many of 

Menander's invoices were for woollen goods and half silks. 

In the 'fall of 1737 he ordered: "12 ps. (pieces) silk 

cambists CO, newest fashion, good colours and glossy....." and 

in the same order he put as * general note "I very well approve



(1) Both are all-worsted materials, possibly made by the 
London worsted weavers, but the only surviving samples 
are in pattern books from Norwich (both in the Victoria 
& Albert Museum and the Norwich Castle Museum).

(2) Rita Susswein Gottesman. Arts and Crafts in New York,
1927* PP» 265 +• Fabrics;she quotes from the New York 
Gazette, especially, several such advertisements and lists, 
pp. 270-275, "vendors of fabrics" and the dates when their 
names first occur, but does not itemise the.fabrics. It 
would be very interesting to examine these advertisements, 
for in New York "English" when applied to a silk was a 
term of praise and the American market may have reflected 
fairly accurately at least the middle range of silks the 
London mercers chose to export (See Chapter ^ pp. ).

(3) CKF. Dow. The Arts and Crafts in New England, 17O4-75, 192?. 
pp. 154-172. Fabrics, p. 155» from the Boston News Letter.

G.F. Dow, op. cit. 21st June 17VJ, Boston Gazette.
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your sending two sprigged damasks for a .tryal, when any new 

fashioned things comes in vogue, a ps, of it may be proper 

for a tryal f whether such damasks will take I know not, but 

Caabletees and Russells which have lately cqrne here in 

fashion take very well....." (1). The next year he stipulated 

that his Russells should "all be large new fashioned patterns". 

In the last order of the series of January 1?60 he again noted: 

"If there is any New Fashion silk or silk & worsted that is 

wore among gentlemen in summer may send 2-3 pieces".

His orders give substance to the claims of the mercers 

advertising in the American newspapers, .,.,"just imported,..,." 

(2), the phrase with which they usually begin. In l?3*f Thomas 

Trowell of Boston (3)» advertised "for present money.....great 

pennyworths of European silks and stuffs as Rich Morello 

tabbies, Florence satins, a blue ground brocade, English damasks, 

handkerchiefs, fine Norwich mourning crapes, brilliants, super 

fine silk camblets, brocaded stuffs, cloth coloured paduasoys, 

Italian mantuas, striped ducapes, wiiite English Pealong, 

Allamode, Bird's Eye,..,,all of the very newest fashion". 

Albert Dennis (*f) claimed that he sold "the cream of all sorts 

of the best goods, just imported from London,,.,,he imports 

iBSAdiately from the maker and has nothing but the choicest 

of goods and has fresh supplies in every ship constantly, 

Ito glvas no credit,,..sells black taffetys the best sorts at 

£22 a piece,,,.and all sorts of Winter and Summer goods at 

the MUM advance". Some idea of the patterns of these silks



(1) G.F. Dow, op. cit. September 26th - October 3rd, 1737. 
Boston Gazette*

(2) These frequently-occur both on trade cards, for instance, 
in the list of soraggled goods seized by the Customs House 
officers. It is not easy to determine how far they were 
a type of handkerchief and to what extent they really cane 
from Spain.
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was occasionally given, John Phillips (1) of Boston, in 

1737 advertised the sale of "A New Parcel of fine Brocaded 

•ilks with white grounds beautifully flowered with lively 

colours, rich gold and silver laces*,.»wids ?.nd narrow 

caapblets, velvet, scarlet cloth, strip*d and plain 

caliraancoes... .'* By 17&5 ^ne advertisements include the 

full range of goods offered by their English counterparts 

ft ...just imported, yellow ground brocades, white figured 

tabby, brown paduasoy, green mantua silks; black, coloured, 

plain, flowered and spotted sattens; pelong ditto; large 

fringed Barcelona Handkerchiefs (2); Ballandine silks; Padusoy 

satin; sarcenet and figured ribbons; ...»** Probably they were 

not quite so fashionable as they claimed to be but, even if 

there was a certain time lag, (inevitably) the American 

customer was as conscious of changes in fashion as his English 

counterpart. The importance of the American market will be 

discussed in the next chapter, but if fashions had to change 

for the Americans, it can be argued that in the Northern 

European markets, where English silks were competing with the 

French, Italian and Dutch, changes in fashion would have been 

even more sensitive*

The Usss of Woven Sil

Ths usss to whxcn tne silks were put xaxj. into two 

categories: furnishings and dress Materials. These were cut 

across by soot all-purpost Materials, but tv«n the ubiquitous
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damask was of a heavier weight when used as a furnishing 

material. There were also branches outside the main 

divisions, described on p* 274-note

Furnishing Silks

Furnishing fabrics were naturally among the heavier 

categories of silk made. They were therefore inherently 

more expensive, and they met the strongest passible competition 

both from other materials and frona imported foreign silks. 

The Royal Accounts provide an unbroken series of bills used 

in the furnishings of the period. The price, the length 

of the material, and exact use are given in each case, together 

with the name of the mercer. Moreover, apart from the King's 

own household all the royal palaces were furnished and re- 

furniched year by year, together with both houses of Parliament, 

Westminster Abbey and sundry state offices. Weddings, funerals, 

betrothals and Coronations brought further orders. The 

Accounts thus have a wider significance than might at first 

appear. Since the names of the people whose rooms are being 

furnished are also given, it is possible to see what sort of

people had what kind of silk. The King, his Queen, hie 

mistresses, his Ministers and friends and all the servants, 

from tni, c. .lousejteeper to the necessary woaun, had to 

have bedR and befl<Unr and a variety of other noft furnishings. 

The Hanoverian Court wue not in the forefront of fashion,



(1) The Dukes of Bedford b&ught silks fairly extensively,
as Miss G. Scott Thomson has shewn. Unfortunately permission to 
study these accounts and bills could not be obtained*

(2) L.C. 9. 288. 1729-1733 has a greater number of window curtains 
than the previous series of the Accounts. This can only 
be a rough guide* State occasions are irrelevant and 
give a slightly misleading picture, and so do State beds 
and the like. In 1730, Matthew Vernon (Bill 112), 
supplied Crimson Florence taffeta for two festoon 
curtains and vallances for the Prince of Wales' Drawing 
Room at St. James's at 3/6d. per yard* In the next bill 
John Lell supplied 107 yards of white Florence taffeta 
to line the flowered velvet window curtains for the Queen's 
Bedchamber at Windsor. In the next year Matthew Vernon 
(bill 56) supplied 910 yards of "crimson Italian Taffety" 
for window curtains, at 3/6d., for various Hampton Court 
apartments. By this date Sarah Gilbert, the upholsterer, 
was supplying fine broad yellow camlet for the window 
curtains of the Groom of H.M.'s Bedchamber. By 1733 
taffeta "draw up" curtains frequently occur in the mercors* 
bills (but only for the most exalted personages).

(3) Dutch velvet almost invariably graced the seats of the close- 
stools. While "Utrecht velvet" has been used synonymously 
wit*5 woollen velvet, this is not necessarily so in the mid- 
18th century. The samples in L.C.9. 267 of silks supplied 
by Edward Ingram and .Robert Carr include a "Dutch velvet". 
It ie priced at 2V- a yard instead of 27/^fd. for the 
"Genoa velvet". 3oth are cri;nson. The quality of 
the Dutch sample is not quite as good ae the Genoese, but 
it ie in every way a normal silk velvet.

Vanners and Fennell series No. 55 dated 1710 "An Italian 
damask brocaded with silk and gold....a 900/8 thred 10 lams..t" 
(i.e., a 900 dent reed, 8 threads in each dent, 10 shafts 
and thus a satin of five). He drew another "Italian damask" 
in 1710, No. 71 in the Vanners & Fennoll Series. There 
seems no doubt in these cases that Leman is indicating a 
type of Bilk, £ee also Plate 10, fig. 10.
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which perhaps makes the Accounts a little dull at times, but 

this very fact ensures a fairly representative picture of 

possible current furnishing. As a check to these Accounts 

there survive miscellaneous bills for the silks acquired by 

leading members of the aristocracy (1)| mostly scattered in a 

variety of printed sources in which they are usually quoted 

as background material, and seldom given in their complete 

form* In addition, a number of Conversation Pieces shew the 

interiors of the homes of their oitters quite well*

Silks were used for wall hangings, for bed-curtains and 

furniture, for upholstery, and very uuch less frequently for 

window curtains until well into the period. 70he Great War 

drobe probably bought more daaask for these purposes than any 

other material; velvet was occasionally used for specific 

purposes (the tops of card tables and the seats of close-stools, 

for example;; satin for bedding and for other uses; taffeta 

very often for the different types of window curtains when 

these do begin to appear in quantity (2); and certain linings 

(aantuas, cttrcenets and per elans) throughout the period. 

The trade carde mention "Genoa, Dutch & English velvets'1 (3) , 

"Florence and English satin", "Genoa and English damask". 

These were all bought by the Great Wardrobe in quantity. Not 

all the "Genoa" velvet bought and sold was necesearily Italian 

- it is not always easy to tell when a prefix such as "Italian" 

or "Genoa" is indicating a place of origin or a quality. 

Lsoun, for instance, made "an Italian or ten las. damask" (*O . 

On the other hand, a lar^e proportion of these furnishing silks



(1) Victoria & Albert Museum Trade Card, 29380 C,7. for a
Silk Dyer who claimed he cleaned articles to perfection, 
The card is undated but is probably from the middle of 
the century,

(2) See Plates 46, No. 5^, 60, No, 71, for example, 
S. Paviere. The Devis Family of Painters, 1950, 
The Catalogue of an Exhibition at 25 Park Laiie of English 
Conversation Pieces, 1930, A, Smart, The Life and Times 
of Alan Ramsay 1952, B,N. Parker & A.B. Wheeler, John 
Singleton Copley, 1938, all contain useful illustrations,

(3) L,C.9. 288, Bills 6k and 111 of that year, 

CO L,C.9. 283, Bill 66 (of 1752).
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aay well have been Italian, and the private accounts 

confirm this impression.

Although a silk dyer advertised that he cleaned "Genoa 

damask , silk and worsted, stuff do. Mohair,, morine^arrateen 

and tapestry hangings (I) 11 , da&ia&k hangings were not in 

coarion usage. The bare walls of the conversation pieces 

demonstrate the fact (2;. The price effectively limited its 

use as a wall hanging to the Court and the richer classes of 

society. An order from John -Johnson and Co, Mercers, in 

1716 may be quoted as an instance of tho price. They supplied 

H87 yards of crinson Genoa damask for hangings, window curtains, 

valances, cornishes and window cases, etc. at 21/- per yard" 

for the Countess of Kilmarnock's new dressing room at St. 

Jamas. The price decreased a little in the period,(although 

crimson damuak, of course, remained a shilling or two per yard 

norc expensive). In 1730$ the Great Wardrobe was paying 

l#/6d« per yard for crimson, and l6/6d. for yellow Genoa damask 

(3), but in 17^0 crimson danc.sk was again 21/- a yard; by 

175^ it had decreased to 17/- per yard. It gradually becomes 

clear that large amounts of damask v/ere only being bought for 

the Royal yachts.

A typical bed was raade up by the Upholsterer, Sarah 

Gilbert, in 1732 W , for tfc* Prince of Wales at St.James 1 *! 

"For makiij,-; up a Green daaaak (16/6 from Hatthew Vernon), 

State bed with teaster, he^d cloth, baaes and carred vauzes, 

€•% and inside vallance and counterpoints, the outride 

Tallancea and corniehee neatly embroidered with raised work,



(1) Vol. I of 1953 edition of "A Dictionary of English Furniture 11 
p. 56 in article on "Beds" illustrates the Hampton Court Bed 
of Queen Anne, pi. 36 shews a Half -tester or "angel11 bed c. 
1710 from Leeds Castle, Kent., Fig. 37 another State Bed 
from Hampton Court c. 1715 for the Prince of Wales., Fig. 
42, a bed c. 1725 from Hampton Court.

(2) P.R.O. E.165. 30. R.R. Misc. Bks. Ser. II 30. Seizures, 
Hilary Term 1762, London 6th February 1762.

(3) February 27tli f 1765, Gazette and Few Daily Advertiser.

P.R.O. 30/11. 281 (Cornwallis Papers). The sale catalocue of 
the house of a certain Captain James Jones in Henrietta Street, 
Covent Garden in 1759i contains a fairly detailed description 
of the contents of the house. Jones possessed an extensive 
library, a number of paintings and objete d'arts. In the 
drawing room he had crimson silk daaask covering k walhut 
tree chairs with stuffed backs and seats, and two settees. 
The room also had "A crimson silk damask festoon window curtain 
lined with shalloon, trimmed with fringe and tassels complete". 
He had sorae more damask in the dining room, but none, for 
instance, in the parlour. Although his literary and artistic 
tastes may have 'been more sophisticated than those of the 
Royal household, his choice of furnishings was very sioilar.
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the whole trimmed with cilk arras (i.e., orris) lace and 

lizarding, the curtains neatly double Beamed and counterpoint 

rery handsomely laced all finished in.the best manner..• *£35". 

There were damask window curtains and taffets draw-up curtains 

as well* Sets such as this (1) became rarer later in the 

century, although one or two.have survived as proof that such 

elaborate furnishings were still used occasionally. Outside 

the Court, however, damask was also used for quite similar 

purposes. A seizure of uncustomed goods made in the winter 

of l?6l included "damask curtains'* (2). It was even exported. 

In the Boston News Letter January 9th, 17^-6 there was an 

advertisement of a "Public Vendue....at the house of Charles

Paxton Esq...... fashionable crimson damask furniture with

counterpain and 2 sets of window curtains and vallans of the 

same damask, 8 walnut tree chairs covered with the same damask, 

8 crimson china cases for ditto, one easy chair and cushion 

SSJM Aaaask and case for do*... 11 In England a sale of goods 

of "a gentleman deceased" in 17&5 (3)i included "rich silk 

damask, silk and worsted ditto, morine, cotton and other window 

curtains". A number of portraits shew damask chairs as late 

as the 1790 f s, or daaft.sk draped curtains, or similar features, 

but it was unquestionably a luxury material for the best rooms 

in the house (4), and used sparingly outside the Court. It 

did, however, wear very well, and the crimson damask which 

survives, has »octly retained itc colour.



(1) Vol. II of the English Connoisseur of l?66 f describing 
Windsor Castle reported that "In the Queen's Bedchamber 
the Bed of State is rich flowered velvet nade in 
Spitalfields by the order of Queen Anno...." This bed was 
moved later to Hampton Court where it nov remains. It is 
illustrated in Vol. I, P. Macqaoid & R« Edwards, "Dictionary 
of English Furniture" 132k edition. Beds. Fig. 21, and the 
warrant for malting it, 2?th June 1714, "cri/ason gold and 
white figured velvet trimmer! with a figure*?, silk arrao lace" 
quoted on par*e **€•

(2) L.C.9. 239. Bill 29. L.C.9. 291. Bill 19 (the sequence 
of bills begins a~ain for each year).

(3) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 2*f, April 17^2. pp. 199 + 
esp. 201.
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Velvet was even more expensive and it generally 

headed the lists of materials on the trade curds. The Genoa 

Velvet supplied by David aosanquet 171?/12i £°r instance, 

varied fron 31/- per yard to 3?/~ according to the colour, and 

cost 3&/- for the crimson. In the Royal Accounts it ie usually 

distinguished as 2, 3 or Wpile Genoa velvet, a reference to the 

quality of the pile warp. At the beginning of the period, 

despite ite price, it was occasionally used for bed furniture (1)• 

Although it never became cheap, the.price per yard dropped 

to 30/9d. in 173^, for example (2) f and in l?p^ was 2?Ad. 

Here the card tables belonging to the Royal Household art? very 

useful. It can be assumed that they had to be of the same 

quality each tiiae, they-wore out frequently a^id had to be re 

covered, and thus one can be fairly sure that a fall in price 

was not a change iu quality. A further source and a very 

different one, which throws li^ht upon th« price arid use of 

velvet was a furious row in tha Select Vestry of St. Martin's 

in the Fields. This was eventually thrashed out before a 

Select Committee of the House of Commons (3)* The Vestry 

were accused, (with justification as it appeared) of buying 

goods from amon^ their own members at inflated prices. On 

April 26t^, 1?^., ?-.*.<>-.• i--•-•-.* bought .'J- P. ^,-,-in -.-p velvet for two 

pulls at 2?/- per yard. An undertaker was questioned about 

the amounts necessary, ami he said, "the best and largest pall 

cont.*/.' ••><) 20 yarfK:, and i.;ie ^r-co ol vexv r 2?./~ per yard, 

nirt that the common pall contained but 16 varda ft l3/-". 

Palls were one of the standard iteiae in t; i: <„ 1 Accounts, and



(1) In 1739 (L.C. 9. 289, B11121 foL.230) Sarah Gilbert and William 
Reason were paid "for making crimson lustring eases for two 
arm chairs and two settees and a man's time in going to cut 
them out and sewing silk used £6. 16. 6d." f for H. M.*s Audience 
Room, bedchamber and Supping room at Kensington. In 17^6/7 
L.C. 9. 290, fol. 158, Bill 29, Thomas Bell supplied a typical 
quantity of green Florence taffeta at 8/8d. per yard for 
"scarves" for 6 arm chairs and 2 settees*

(2) In 1716 Thomas Phill and Jeremiah Fletcher t upholsterers (L.C. 9, 
286, fol. 29, bill 5*0 charged £1. 12. 6d. "for taking the yellow 
damask covers off a couth Squabb and pillows, one dressing chair, 
Jf square stools and ripping the damask curtains for scouring, new 
dipping and callendring, 116 yards of broad yellow Genoa damask 
at 12dp per yard...." They also stuffed the chairs and made 
looat taffeta covers for them. Sarah Gilbert, upholsterer, 
charged in 173^» "for ripping to pieces some flowered velvet 
and cleaning the same..." in the Queen's Bedchamber at Kensington 
(L.C. 9, 289, bill 39 for that year). In 17^1-2 she and Wiliias 

• Reason charged £23 "for making hangings eompleat'.' for Princess 
Louisa's bedchamber at St. James'", out of old crimson Genoa 
damask and fixing them up...." In the next bill they ripped 
to pieces two pairs of velvet window curtains, "cleaned the sane 
with bread and made them up again" (L.C. 9, 290, fols* 36-9, bills 
No. ^3 and 45) . In 17^6-7 William Reason, no longer in 
partnership with Sarah Gilbert (L.C. 9, $90, bill No. 40), was 
paid for "very carefully wripping (sic.) and taking off all 
the gold lace, fringe, tassels, etc* from the large crimson 
velvet State canopy, carved work and crowns, and dry cleaning 
and refreshing all the velvet in the best manner, as also 
cleaning and refreshing in an Extraordinary Manner all the gold 
lace. *. .repairing the canopy in several places, new covering 
the bottom of the Crowns with fine white satin.. .£130." Between 
a third and a half of the items on the periodic upholsterers' 
bills paid by the Great Wardrobe are for such cleaning and repair.

(3) L.C, 9. 286. Bill No. 84 of that year, John Johnson & Co. Mercers* 

L.C. 9* 296. Bill No. 16 of that year.

(5) L.C. 9* 291, 1750. Bill No. 26 for Robert Carr, for example, 
included 6# yards of crimson lutestring at 9/9d. for window 
curtains for the King's Bedchamber at St. James* . In 1753 
William Reason charged (Bill 19) for 33 yards crimson super 
fine tammy to line 2 lustring draw-up window curtains and 
cover the laths, brackets and plummets at 2/1&1. for the "Duke'e 
apartment" at Hewraarket, so that its use was fairly widespread.

(6) L.C. 9. 286, Bill No. 39 for that year for goods supplied by 
Richard Chamberlain.
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it is clear the Great Wardrobe paid much more normally than 

the Vestry of St. Martin's in the Fields.

Despite the price, upholstery continued to be covered 

with damask or velvet in the most important rooms, but 

frequently "scarves" (1) (or antimacassars) were supplied as 

well, and there are numerous items in the upholsterers 1 bills 

for cleaning, patching and turning expensive silk upholstery (2).

Lighter materials were used for bedding and for certain 

types of curtain. Green taffeta, for instance, was used as a 

lining (8/6d. per yard) for some figured velvet curtains in

the King's Dressing Room, and crimson taffeta to line those 

in his bedchamber (10/- per yard) in 1716 (3)• These must

hare been some of the heaviest curtains used. George Binckes, 

in 1718, sold "V? yards rich crimson persian silk for 2 pair 

of window curtains, vallance and cornishes at 6/- M , for "the 

young princesses presence chamber at St. James's" (4) • Few 

outside the immediate family circle of the King were treated 

to window curtains. Draw-up window curtains of taffeta be- 

eaoa much more frequent by the 1730*s, sometimes also made of 

lustring (5), and very much later Venetian blinds. The 

latter, covered with silk, were supplied quite often in the 

1750's. The King's own bedding was covered in white satin

(at IV- P«r yard in 1720 "for a bolster, 3 pillows and a thi*» 

quilt") which was certainly luxurious. Sarcenet is much

more frequently used. In the oaa* bill (6), 38 yards of 

broad white sarcenet for a pair of blankets at 5/- per yard 

was bought. It was sold among the alight alike by the



(1) Bill 56, 1717-18, of Richard Chamberlain * Partner, Mercers, 
was typical in including an item for 218 yards of crimson 
Genoa damask at 21/- Per yard* L.C.2. 20 (i). The 
Coronation of George I in 171^ included some fairly lavish 
items. John Johnson & Comp, Mercers, supplied l66# yards 
rich gold tabby at £1 "to cover the steps up to the throne" 
in Westminster Abbey.
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entourage* The palls which caused such an uproar in St. 

Martin's in the Fields were lined with sarcenet at V6d. per 

yard. In l?Mf, the date of the Parliamentary Committee, it 

said the usual price was 2/6d, and"there was no sarcenet of the 

value of V6d, per yard"* Notwithstanding this statement, 

Thomas Bell charged 5/6d* per yard in this year to the Great 

Wardrobe for sarcenet for blankets for the King at £t*«Jan»s*, 

and he charged 6/6d. for soiae crimson sarcenet in the following 

year, to be used in the coettuse of the Gentleman Portcullis 

Pursuivant of Arms* The Royal Accounts may thus shew prices 

which were a trifle inflated, but they do also give the relative 

value of the silks to one another*

Nevertheless, assaying that the Royal orders represent 

one of the most orthodox and conservative of customers in the 

country,, with also one of the largest incomes, it is re- 

tturfeable, on the whole, how little silk was bought for furnishings. 

Although 213 yards of dasmak at over a pound a yard IB a 

striking enougn order (1), it was outnumbered by numerous 

equally lore* orders for the less expensive naterials.

There were some outstanding occasions on which silks 

were used lavishly* The wedding of trinceee Hoyal to the

Prince of Orange in 1733 brought Henry Shelley a large
/

eoasdsslon for the decorations, both of Somerset House and the 

French Chapel at St. James's. He supplied 26 yards of "rich 

gold flow*d. Uot5ue to iasJae roses*...TO/-" a yard, similar 

silver tissue at 6.V-, rich silver plated tissue to cover the



(1) L.C.9. 289, Bill No. 3 for that .year.

(2) L.C.9, 289, Bill No. 1? (fole. 23-24) Sarah Gilbert, Upholsterer.

(3) Ralph Hires, the bankrupt shag weaver, had some in his workshop: 
see Chapter 2, pp,176~7. The manufacturers of raw silk and mohair 
yarn for button-holes petitioned the Commons in 1713, Journals 
Vol. lo, p. 693. During the controversy (one of the many), about 
the monopoly of the Levant Company to import raw silk and nohair 
yarn, and to prevent others from bringing it into the country 
by way of Leghorn, the two commodities are always bracketed to 
gether: see, for instance, the petition of the Gloucester 
Clothiers, Commons Sournals, Vol. 21, p. 313» Hohair for shag 
waistcoats would have been a very common use, as well as for 
good quality furnishings, since mohair curtains occur in the 
Royal Accounts.

(4) These were a worsted material woven in extended tabby with a 
pronounced horizontal rib and with a watered deS/qn. A sample, 
dated 1764, exists in the P.R.O. C.217.70.

(5) A worsted furnishing material. It was used throughout the period, 
but it lost in status. It cost, for instance, 3/9d. per yard 
in 1718 ,and was used for window curtains (L.C.9. 286, Bills 80 
and 19 of the following year for Phil £ Fletcher, the upholsterers), 
A sample was supplied c. 1755 (L.C.9. 267) by John Trotter, up 
holsterer, which is now missing. It cost 2/2d» per yard. A 
sample of low quality serge in the same document cost 3/- per yard.

(6) A series of bills for 17^0 (L.C.9. 290) illustrate this. No. 10, 
Henry Cookes, fiercer, supplied 3 pile blue Genoa velvet at 32/- 
per yard and crimson at 3V-• Matthew Vernon supplied white 
Florence taffeta at 8/8d., and crimson Florence satin at l*f/6d. 
These were all for Garter Robes. Bill 26, for Sarah Gilbert and 
William Reason, Upholsterers, include furnishing items. For 
Mr. Brinks at St. James's "23 yards of fine crimson Camblet for 
a draw-up window curtain at 3/6d. per yard. 1*. Bill 39, Matthew 
Vernon supplied some green Florence taffeta for a case for a 
firescreen at 8/3d. In 17^2 Henry Cookes (Bill 30) supplied
crimson damask for a variety of furnishings at 21/-. Thomae 

Bell, in Bill 31, supplied raohair at 9/9d. and Florence taffeta 
at 8/8d« per yard, for covering a screen, but Bill 43, fol. 36, 
Sarah Gilbert and VJilliam Reason supplied for the Countess of 
Yarmouth at Kensington "fine green camblet for furniture for a 
four-post field bed at 3/- a yard" (57 yards of it), harrateen for 
window curtains at 2/6d.", "ticken for umbrellas at 2/9d. and tammy 
(another woollen material), to line two green taffeta draw-up 
window curtains, at 2/2d. As the surviving samples shew that 

these woollen and worsted materials were of an excellent quality 
and colour, it seems all the more remarkable that silks con 
tinued to be used in quantity at all in view of the differences 
in price.

(7) Victoria & Albert Museum. 12853.13. Joseph Sirr & William Atkinson, 
for example, (undated but mid-l8th century); "Best London and 
Bristol shalloons" were advertised in the Hew York Gazette, "ay 
31st - June 7th, 1736. (Gottelnan. "Arts and Crafts of New York").

A.
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insidae of the canopy and the' dutside and inside of the vallance 

at 6o/-, iMf yards of rich silver frosted tissue for the back- 

cloth and to line the curtains draped in the Chapel at 63/-, 

rich gold tabby for the seats and floors at 19/-» silver tabby 

-to border the gold, crimson Florence taffeta for the curtains 

over the organ at 8/6d, and tinsell tabby for the curtains at 

10/- etc. etc., in all a bill of £1,464. 1. 10$d. (1). The 

upholster 1 s bill gives a splendid picture of the final result (2), 

but when the wedding was over the silks were taken down and 

carefully put away and used again. Such occasions occurred 

once every ten years or so. The wedding of the Prince of 

Wales in 1736 was perhaps equally sumptuous, but these two 

weddings stand out. The fine worsteds and woollens, which were 

sometimes more expensive than the cheaper silks, were used at 

least three times as often. Mohair was used for many high 

cjuality furnishings, imported as yarn, or raw and spun and 

woven in this country (3)• Worsted damasks, moreens (4), 

harrateens (5)» camblets and, in the earlier years, paragon, 

were used wherever silk was used in the State apartments, for 

bed furnishings, upholstery and the like. Their prices were

proportionately less (6), These materials were also sold by
and 

th« mercers,^were made in Norwich and in London in quantity

("town-made ca/nblets" appear on several .London trade cards (7) ) » 

and were surprisingly expensive, considering the lower costs 

both of the raw material and production.

The greatest competitors, how«v«r, wj.t;: tae furnishing



(1) In 1750 William Heason (L.C.9. 291, Bill 10) supplied a 
Mrs. Swinton with 53 yards of "fine printed cotton for 
Furniture to a 4 Post field bed and counterpane.,." at 
7/6d. per yard. IT; was lined with white linen and had 
silk and cotton garnishing. "For materials of all sorts as 
large brass rings, tape, threads, white buttons, looping, 
studs, white nails, Past, & etc. also lining And completely 
making with the above printed cotton a furniture to a *f post 
bed all made to take off with studs and blet (?) holes.... 
counterpane to do....etc..... £•')• 2s." Until this piece of 
furniture, most of the upholsterer's items concern the 
unripping of bed furniture in order to clean it. Something 
of a myth has grown up that bedding and furniture was never 
cleaned in the "18th century. The Great Wardrobe spent large

sums every year on cleaning - cotton was therefore a great
blessing.

(2) Printed Linen in 1733 was 5/- a yard on an average, striped 
cotton 3/6d., very fine printed linen in 1739-^0 10/- per 
yard, fine printed cotton for window curtains in 17^7 cost 
9/- P®r yard which was rather more expensive than Wilton 
carpeting at 7/6d. The contrast in price therefore was 
not very startling whatever the convenience in use might be,

(3) L.C.9. 289. 1735* Bill :io. 7, Sarah Gilbert for H.M.'s use 
at Hampton Court.
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silks, both in terms of price and fashion, were the 

printed materials and wallpapers. The latter became common 

from the 1730'a and, at about f?/- a yard for the most 

expensive, including the lining and the hanging and the borders, 

had great advantages. f'oreover, it was easier and cheaper to 

change a wallpaper than to take down, clean, repair and re 

mount a damask. For bed curtains, quilts, window curtains, 

etc, Indian chintzes and their English imitations came in 

creasingly into use, Lven the most fashionable and expensive 

Indian chintz hardly compared in price with silk. Printed 

linens, although their quality left much to be desired, were 

used from the end of the 17th century and occur frequently in 

the Royal Accounts from about 1728. Finally, English 

printed calicoes came into use, and especially so after their 

liberation by the "Manchester Act" of 1736, They were 

washable (1), light, fashionable and comparatively cheap (2), 

Although few chintzes earlier than the middle of the l3th 

century survive, it is not difficult to imagine the appearance of

a room in the Royal Suite at Hampton Court, for which were 

bought "7^ yards superfine printed linen chintz pattern (3) for 

a four-poet bed with vauzes, two pair of window curtains and 

vallance with covers for an easy chair at 3/3d. per yard", lined 

with white calico at 5/- per yard. The total of 13/- a yard 

was not chea - except when compared with its equivalent in 

silk. After 1736 printed cotton appears openly in the Royal 

Accounts. The pavilions in the garden at Hampton Court were



(1) L.C.9. 290. 1747-8. Bill No, 43 in that year.

(2) H. Kreisel, Farbiges Nymphenberg, Mtinchen, 1944, contains 
a sories of coloured illustrations of the interiors of the 
pavilions* These are the epitome of rococo as a style and far 
more elaborate than the interiors of the Hampton Court 
pavilions could ever have been* They were built f however, 
in the same period, and it is their effect that was probably 
sought, Ernest Law t "The History of Hampton Court", 3 ¥ols, 
1835-91 illustrates in the third volume an engraving of the 
four pavilions on the corners of the bowling green - but so 
far no view of the interiors has come to light.
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a typical conceit of the time* William Reason, the up 

holsterer, supplied them with 306 yards Royal Chintz paper, 

four rooms and a closet at 2/- (with bordering at 5<i. per yard) 

lO^f yards "fine paper with two blues on a stone ground", for 

hangings in another room at l6d. per yard, l;'o yards of fine 

printed cotton for furniture for a four-post field bed, draw- 

up window curtains, cases for two easy chairB and cushions, two 

arm chairs, one dressing chair, 13 backstoolsl1 ,"witb fine 

Festoons of flowers in the cotton5 *, at 8/6d. per yard. On 

the staircase in the pavilion were 72 yards of "mosaic paper" 

at l*fd.; in other rooms blue and white holland check 

furniture (1), There was not, apparently, one square inch 

of silk. The pavilions have gone, but they must have been 

comparable in their day to those at Nymphenberg (2),

It may be argued that the evidence quoted has been 

for the most part from a customer who can hardly have been 

typical of the rest of the market, the Crown. It was the 

most elaborate furnishings which provoked comment in public 

newspapers and private diaries. Fortunately, there is enough 

visual evidence to confirm the impression. While possibly 

not as topographical in their treatment of interiors as the 

Dutch portraits of the l?tn century, the 18th century English 

Conversation Picture did nevertheless give an unmietakeably 

honest impression of the likeness of its sitters and their 

surroundings. Particularly, Michael Dahl (1656-17^3), 

Philip Mercier (1689-17&0), Arthur Devis (1708-17*7), Al*n 

laaaay (1713-178M, and John Singleton Copley (1737-1815) B*



*
(1) See Plates 5, 32, 1?, 22, 24, 25, 3?, ^6 , 51, 1:2., 55. 

GO*, 61*, 6Z* 3 *

(2) This is eDitoadsed in a portrait by Arthur Devis, painted 
in 17*f8 of John, First Lord Henniker and Anne, I,ady 
Henniker. Plate No* 71, facing p. 12 in E. Farrer, Portraits 
in Thornham Hall, 193^. She contrast between the frugality 
of the interior and the splendour of silks worn proved too 
great to obtain a satisfactory photostat,
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to hare had an uncanny knack of accurate portraiture, combined 

with a Tery high degree of artistic taste« There is nothing 

inessential in the portraits, especially those by Alan 

Ramsay, but the materials worn by their sitters were painted 

with discrimination and accuracy. They painted some 

aristocrats, some country gentlemen and many middle class town

gentlemen (1)| they were not genre painters in any sense, but 

fortunately for this study, they painted the strata in society 

who bought silks. They shew some interesting details of 

the English interior, good but little furniture, some pictures 

on the walls, Chinese porcelain or tea-sets well displayed, but 

a conspicuous absence of soft furnishings (2). A near Eastern 

or Persian carpet occasionally covers the bare boards, there 

are seldom curtains at the windows, upholstery is restrained,

and the walls are often bare painted plaster or panelling.

(There were alternatives to silk even before the widespread

use of wallpaper: leather, linen, woollen hangings, tapestries,

•ither fitted to the walls or hung loose, etc., but the lady 

or gentleman painted in his or her new satin ensemble, did 

not buy them). The contrast between the austerity of the 

interiors and the elegance of the clothing is striking, and 

all the more so since such a difference between dress and

••tting 10 not go usual in the 20th century. The contrast 

between a satin dress reflecting different planes of light 

from its billowinrr material and the severity of the g«o«etric 

doorways, windows and plain walla around, was not e±«ply



(1) See Chapter 2, pp.llJ-5/and Chapter 5 f PP.44-7 -

(2) Even the French industry accepted the superiority of Italian 
velvet. The Lyon Chamber of Commerce wrote to their agent 
in Paris in May 1729 asking; for an exclusive privilege to 
make "velours aussi parfait que ceux de Genes et de Hollands", 
and they wanted to find out the secret of this superiority. 
According to Jeudwine, "a good velvet depended entirely on 
the number of wires, that he could make as good velvet in 
Spitalfields as could be made in Genoa if he could get a 
price for them, but that of the Genoa velvet came cheaper" t 
(1765 Report, op, cit). The article on "Velours"in Diderot's 
Encyclopaedia still regretted that the Italians were 
furnishit:gthe whole of Europe with velvets,

(3) 5989.30, dated 1753. (It was a woven pattern on 86 cords, not 
a hand knotted carpet),

(4) Garret, the negogiant, whose correspondence has already been 
quoted, wrote to his partner in Lyon in 1766, ordering some 
white taffeta, "il faut une qualite pareille al f echantillon... 
d ' Angle terre ... rl The sample which he attached is a food 
quality slightly glazed taffeta with 9 warp threads and 4 
wefts to 1 mm. "Taffeta d 1 angleterre" like "Florence taffeta" 
passed into general usage, and it is hard to distinguish how 
far a quality rather than a place of origin is indicated. 
Since Carret was writing from Northern Europe it seems 
possible that, in this instance, he had a piece of genuine 
English rather than English-type taffeta.
MS. F.12 - 644 in the Archives? Rationales, Paris, includes a 
table of French products exported to Spain and Portugal 
(compiled in 1764), together with lists of their competitors 
and the uses of the textiles. Two competitors are named for 
taffeta made at Lyons and Mimes. These were England and 
Luisance. Taffeta was said to be used for "habillenents de 
femnes, rideaux, bourses a cheveux", etc.
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an artistic device to focus attention on the sitter. I 

would tjuggest it was the visual presentation of historical 

fact - for the painters who painted such portraits were not 

members of one intimate school sharing one another's style. 

Briefly^ they demonstrate that the English silk industry could 

not expect to produce large quantities of furnishing materials 

for the same customers to whom it sold dress materials. If the 

industry had had to rely upon its furnishing materials, it is 

doubtful whether it could have survived the first decades of

the century. The Royal Accounts would furnish ample 

justification fol? the bitterness felt by the silk weavers towards 

their foreign competitors (1). Italian velvets and damasks 

were always imported openly and their competition accepted (2).

Dress Materials and Costuaft

It is, however, in the dress silks, both for men and 

women, that the greatest achievement of the industry was made. 

Few of James Leman'e designs can have been for anything else, and 

only Garthwaite's damasks (and one 'carpet patt." (3) )i may 

have been furnishings. The List of Prices of 17&9 arc mostly 

for silks which were almost certainly dress materials as were 

•ost of those put on the trade cards by the mercers. The main 

distinctions were by weight, and to meet different demands the 

industry turned oat different kinds of silk. Plain silks, tabbies, 

(or taffeta (k) ), and satins, were used extensively. Haattta,



(1) Mantua was used at the Coronation of Queen Anne and cost 
12/8d. per yard for "gold colour and white" L.C.2. 15 (i) . 
In 1723 cloth coloured ;nantua was 6/6d., in 1726 V- (B.M. and 
G.H. trade cards for E. Ibbetson and William Badcock). 
There are 2 sheets of 3/^ wide mantuas in the Berch Collection 
of the Nordiska Museum priced at 5/9^« and they are plain 
taffetas, so:;ie ahot with a different coloured weft* They 
have 98 silk warp threads to era* and 96 v/edTts*

(2) The Autobiography and Correspondence of Mary tfranvlll« Mrs. 
Delany. Edited by Lady Llanover, 3 vols. l36l edition. 
Mrs. Pendarves subsequently became Mrs, Delany. Reference 
to this work will be marie to "Mrs. Delany Vol. p* 
Vol. I, p.

".

(3) Trade card and bill at the London Museum.

(4) P.R.O. L.C.9, 267. Misc. Accounts with Samples,
Sample named 3/*f Arraoseen, tightly woven but supple taffeta. 
Approximately 100 warp threads to cm. and 6k wefts (tram). 
The sample is a light buff colour with a very slight 
horizontal rib.

(5) P.R.O. L.C.9* 267. Misc, Accounts with Samples, 1756-9-
•^ucape is a thick but supple g»o« de tours. The warp threads art 
so tightly compressed that no weft is visible ano the horizontal 
rib very pronounced. There are 160 warp threads to cm. f 
approximately, and 26 wefts. A selvage of two pink stripes 
with a white central stripe. The sample is buff*

(6) G. Scott Thomson. "The Russells of B&oomsbury1* t 
pp. 264- et seq.
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a type of tabby, was in use from the second half of the 

17th century. Its price decreased a little in the course 

of the iSth century, and. it is evident that it was later 

uaed more frequently as a lining than as a material in its 

own right (1)«. Its weight was quoted as 8 yardjs .to, a Ib. 

in 1765« and its price given as 8/~ per yard, Robert Carr 

thought that Italian ones were of a better quality. Armozeen 

was another taffeta in use from the middle of the 17th century. 

Mrs. Pendarves (2), writing to Mrs. Ann Qranville in 1733, 

described the clothes worn for the Queen's Birthday: "Lady 

Dysart's clothes were of pink armazine trimmed with silver", 

and since Robert Carr was selling "rich black Arrnozeen" (3) 

in 175^ at 10/- a yard, it can be guessed that it kept its 

status, which a sample of the same period confirms (4). 

Ducapec were a rather similar material but more often used 

for men's clothing. They were also used i'ro/.i the late 17th 

century - and do not appear to have changefl tl-ftir use - they 

were a little heavier than armozeen with more warp threads 

to the inch and fewer wefts, with a fairly pronounced horizontal 

rib (5). The 4th Duke of Bedford in the 1750*s bought 

"brocade ducape" for coats and waistcoats, and white and silver 

ducape for his daughter at 25>/- (6) • They were mentioned on 

most trade circle, but in 17&5 theii- weight wue given as 9 yards 

to the Ib., and they were therefore lighter than nantuas. The 

saaple in the Berch Collection was priced at (,/- a yard which 

would accord with the lighter weight. It was an all-purpose 

•ateriai, probably hard-wearing from the nature of the weave,



(1) See Plates k6 % 51, No. 6l, 60, No. 71. These are all 
from the middle of the century but in 1701 Lady Child 
paid ner dressmaker 6/od. for making a satin gown. ' 
(Accounts at Glyn Kills Bank).

(2) The Purefoy Letters, Vol. I & II.

(3) L.C.9. 267» Misc. Accounts with Samples.
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and possibly more often used for coats and suitings than 

for dresses.

Satins are among the silks most frequently net in 

the portraits of the time, and they seem to hive been 

perennially in vogue (1). Kliz-abeth Purefoy, writing to 

Thorias Rosbotharn in 17^-6, mentioned in her letter (2) "they say 

sattins are much worn, I desire to know if they be, if they 

are, pray send me some patterns of a beautiful green sattin...." 

Satins varied from "rich" with many warp threads to the inch, 

to "slight" with comparatively few. In the Royal Accounts 

"rich crimson florence satin" cont, at the :.IOGC, about 10/- 

but it evidently dropped in price. In a bill of 1?29 for white 

satin it was priced at 3/- t aud in one of Carr's (174-9)$ tv/o 

different qualities of white satin cost 7/63, and ll/6d, 

respectively. These prices enable some assessment to be made 

of the quality of the silks for which no named samples have 

survived. The quality of c~ sample at ll/2d, supplied by 

Ingram and Carr between 1756-1753 wt 3 very ^ood (;?)• ^ n 

Mortimer 1 s Directory six weavers are Mentioned as specialising 

in this silk, of which one made tabby as well, and one cauze.

Most of the figured and flowered silks were heavier than 

these and more expensive, with one exception. The exception 

was the juntrin™ in whose coloui-s, weight and desisn some of the 

most characteristic English features can be seen. It was a 

•mttrial made from the end of the 17th century in this country, 

a li^it, criop tabby with a special quality, a hifjh lustre 

on the ailk inmarted by the process of lustrating the silk



(1) Vol. E, p.ZZO

(2) No sample or any further description of these has so far 
been traced but they are raentioned in the Black Branch 
of the 1769 List of Prices.

(3) Vol. I, p. 96.

(4) i'rade and card and Bill at London Museum for Messrs. 
Swan £ Buck*

(5) Bill from Thomas & William Ilinch^lif fe quoted in "'i'he 
Russells in Bloomobury", G. Scott Thomson, p. 265*

(6) Bill at London Museuaf 1733. Robert Carj I: Joseph Stanfield, "Ik 
yards (i.e. a dress length), green gro* Lutes, Brocade 4* ~"~'

Vol. II, p. 4-87. 23th June,



before wearing. In the 17th century it was primarily a black 

silk but, oj the date of the dissolution of the Royal Lustring 

Company, it had becoiae and regained f one of the standard 

dress materials. King's British Merchant of 1721 (l) said 

that "lustrings and alanodes are now very little used. The 

silks that are used in their stead are Rastigans (2) an<3 raantua 

silks which are quite a different fatarioe". With the last 

part of this remark one may apree, but in l?2*f ?!rs. Fendarves (3), 

writing to Mrs. Ann Granville about the clothes worn at a 

wedding, said "Mrs. Rolle was in a pink and silver lutestring 

and Mrs* Walpole in a white gold and silver, but not so 

pretty as rrs. Kolle f s", and, at a Royal :^all one guest was 

wearing ''a pale lemon lutestring". The earne lady was '*at

Lady Carteret's toilette, whose clothes were a pretty pale 

etraw lutestrinj and flowered with silver,...'' A large 

number of the Leaian and Garthwaite designs were for lustrings 

and they were sold by most mercers. In 17^7 a plain 

lustring ''rich pearl oor" cost 6/6d* (^f) , in 1753 "rich straw 

colour lustring" was beinu sold at 8/- (5). A figured lustring 

cost about double the price (6). Lady Dysart, writing to Mrs. 

Dalany (7), describing some clothes worn at a fashionable 

wedding, said the bride had i.. ^.r trousseau "- v'racaded 

lut«strin|T ct>wn and petticoat", so that it is evident the material 

continued to hold its statue in the period. Eight of Mortimer's 

WtaTtra nade "striped and plain luotrin,'^, nantuu, and tabby", 

all fairly light silks. John Harris, n«rcer, distinguished between



(1) See Plates /»4 und
In B.M. Add. MS. 3t>, 666. Order Book of John iaulkner of 
VJarrxrigton near Hanbury' Oxori.. 'hiere are a number of 
samples of plain and striped lustrings from 1773 onwards. 
They shew the same characteristics.

(2) p.

(3) p. 546

See p. 2.74 note 1
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/

English and foreign lustrings when giving evidence to the 1?66 

Coounittee: "In lutestrings the foreign generally feel crisper and 

are not so glosey as the English", This glossiness is still 

retained in the example which has been preserved (1). Smith 

gave a vivid description of "lutestring brocades'1 , which he said (2), 

"are either upon a plain or figured ground; the design must 

be open and airy, composed of various sorts of flowers, care 

lessly disposed and garnished; care must be taken to prevent.., 

the expense of workmanship and yet to raake as great a show for 

the money as possible There are likewise lutestring tobines, 

which are commonly striped with flowers in the warp, and some 

times between the tobine stripe e with br oca died springs. Some 

have likewise a running trail witn the colour of the ground ae 

other lutestrings." Trie lustrings had a long innings, be 

coming progressively cheaper but without chan^in^ in character 

very greatly. In Crosby's Tradesman's Directory of 1&10 

lustrings were described as "a species of light shining silk 

first manufactured In France and several years past (eicj 

introduced into this country. Lustrines, for which there is 

now very little demand, are manufactured chiefly in the 

neighbourhood of Spitalfields and are either plain or 

delicately figured",(3).

The heavier, richer silks are usually listed first on 

the trade cards (^). The Lists vary very little, but by the 

•iddle of the century there is a tendency for- paduueoys to 

drop out and royal tissues to come in their place. liiere ie 

no proof, of course, that the silkt the ruercers intended to



(1) Except Plate 55, which seems to shew a silk which is 
raoet unlikely to have besn nade anywhere but in 
Spitalfields.

(2) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, March 1'Hh, 1?65.
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sell were English nor that the costume worn in the portraits 

was made of English silk (1). Even if the precise silks 

sold or worn on a particular occasion were not English, 

they give the prices with which the English silks would have 

had to compete, and the appearance they would have to simulate, 

Mortiaer's Directory, the Victoria ^ Albert designs and 

the List 01 Prices shew that sucii silks were woven in London 

and, failing a direct link in the accounts of particular weavers 

or mercers, these sources must be taken together, Ancker 

commented that: "rich stuffe" were not necessarily .nude with 

gold and silver, which confirms the impression made by Smith's 

article, "Royal tissues" can be seen from the List of Prices 

to have been "richer" than the tabbv or single tissues which 

preceded them. There was a tendency for the richest silks 

to lose favour in the period. As "C" said in answer to "B" 

in 1765 (2). "I am sure that 'B 1 on his own observation must 

acknowledge that there were ten rich brocades wore forraerly to 

one no^w.,..."

There was a good deal of truth in his statement, but it is 

difficult to rnake a systematic assessment. The trade cards and 

bills are miscellaneous in date and character, the literary 

references a little misleading since - ae in the case of the 

furnishings - it was the most splendid occasions which 

aroused comment in diariee and newspapers. The payments made 

by the Macter of the Robes are systematic, but they cover a 

short period 173&-57, and, unlike the Wardrobe Accounts, are



(1) L.C.9- 3. September 14th, 1739.

(2) L.C.9. 3» January-March,

(3) L.C.9. 3. July, 1756.
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very limited in scope, for they quite clearly see" to have 

been only the accounts for the clothes bought by one not 

very typical man - George II himself. They are useful 

in explaining what materials could be put to what usee, and 

give a relative status to the silks bought, but unfortunately 

they do not even take in the silks worn by his (^ueen or hie 

children. The average suit worn by George II was made of 

serge-du-soy or worsted, carablet. He wore more expensive 

materials for more special occasions, and here the accounts are 

interesting. In 1739, for instance, Mr. Hinchyilif fe*, Mercer, 

sold '6 yards of "gold frost ground brocade with gold and 

colours at &4, 10s, a yard to the .aster of the Robes (!';. 

In the same bill he supplied 8 yards "yellow ground brocade 

with silver and colours" at A>2. 15s. a yard, but the scarlet 

eerge-du-soy, which he also supplied, was only 5/- a y.-ird. 

In 1?;+0, :ir. Croft (2), supplied 11 yards of "purple and silver 

brocade" at 10Q/- per yard, and three yards of "silver orris 

tishua" at 52/6d• ^5/- per yard would seem to be about 

the cheapest price at which a silver brocade could t>e supplied 

to the faster of the Kobee. In 175&* 3 y^rdfc of "gold orris 

brocade gold and colours" cost £7. 7s, per yard (3)• If 

these were topical prices for the rich sil.^s on the trade 

cards, the "grand designs for gold and silver stuffs with 

colourc" which Smith described as "cora;.ionly pretty full of 

work, especially when designed for waistcoats' 1 , it would not 

b« eurprieing that they dropped out of favour.



(1) Matthew Vernon,and George Binckes.

(2) Vol. II, p. 199-200.

(3) Vol. II

Vol. II, p. 71. 

Vol. Ill, p.



Yet the evidence quoted above is a little misleading. 

Both Leman and Garthwaite designed a number of "tissues", 

"gold stuffs", and Leman, "orrace tissues", and it would be 

over-flattering to imagine that these were all bought by 

the Crown - although one or two of Lernan'e customers among 

the aercers did supply silks to the Crown (1). The other 

literary references are exceedingly scattered, but they do at 

least shew that the heavy silks were worn extensively throughout 

the period. In November 1?42, Mrs, Pendarves described to 

Mrs. Dewes the clothes at a dinner (2), "My Lady (Carteret ?) was 

in dark greem velvet trimmed with ermine and an ermine petticoat, 

a present from her son, but it would have better suited the 

slender-waisted daughter i'anny, who had a scarlet damask and all 

her mother's jewells..." In the evening she went to Lady 

North's where "The Duchess of ''ontrose was in silver tissue, 

Lady Scarborough in blue damask....." rrrs. Delany wrote to 

Mrs. Dewes in November, 1755, of a ball which "Lady Anson 

b«gan.....in a green damask Back trimned very full with blond 

lace (i.e., silk lace) and lappets (3)» A letter fror-i ;'rs. 

Pendarves to Mrs. Ann viranville in January, 1739/^°t °n a Court 

function, tells her friend that "Lady Dysart v; s in scarlet 

damask... .The Duchess of .bed ford's petticoat was green padua- 

eoy embroidered very richly in tfold and silver and a few 

colours (4).....Lady Uarteret in a feuillc aort uncut velvet, 

trimraed with silver flounces grave and handsome...." 

SOJM seventeen ye art; later, rt. Delany, v:rj.ii.ij to Vrc. Dewee (5) » 

•aid: "I have never told you what wore t'c Whitehall Birthday



(1) See, for example, Plate XLIX in olomann, op. cit.
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clothes. The Duchess. . . .was in blue and silver flowered 

velvet and Lady betty in white and silver. Hardly anything 

out silver was to be seen.... 1 ' Alll there occasions were 

winter functions, and they were, of course, limited to a 

very narrow circle, but they created a danand for such silks, 

and those who could do so imitated their fashions. A basic 

factor which must be accepted for the period covered by this 

study and which would not be true in 19^0, was that tLese 

people expected to wesr clothes with a woven and not a printed 

deciyn. on them, and that, owinc; t? the difference; j.n technique 

between the weaving; of a plain silk and a flowered one, they 

would have had to accept the fact that sue] silkr- would have 

been very expensive.

The etylintic developments of the flowered Bilks of 

the period help to illuminate this otherwise fragmentary evidence 

Foreign dated silks have to be taken into account, but these in 

tharaselves help to Bhew at what the Enrlish industry aimed. 

Changes in style were accompanied by changes in weight and type 

of material. The following con onl/ be a sketch of successive 

developmento, but they were vital to the course of the 

industry.

The JJevelo^ mentR in the Style cf^Voven Sd.j 

From 1702 until the e^rly teens (the period into which 

fall the early I.eman de6i t"ns; , there were tw^ parallel styles. 

On the one hand, an extremely formal der.icrn, baced perharr on 

the pomegranate Botif (1) , wae inherited from the l?th century -



(1) There is a splendid toilet set at iriaun House, (see Plate *f) 
	which shews a typical example mainly woven in silver thread

(2) L.C.2. 15. supplied by Anthony Reilan, merchant.

(3) See p. 255 footnote 2 .

(4) See Plate 3 for example.

(5) Plate 8 by Ja^es Le.ian is a design for a damask brocaded...

(6) This point is discuaeed in the next Chapter, p.
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and earlier - and this developed into a heavy and luxuriant, 

but still extremely formal, pattern. It had a point repeat 

and was heavily loaded with gold and silver, often with a 

dcuiask pattern in the ground and very little plain silk 

allowed to shew (1). The £9 a yard "rich gold and blue 

brocade" supplied for the Coronation of Queen Anne (2), or 

"the rich gold tissues to cover St. Edward's Chair, Cushion 

and Footstool at 55/'Sd." could have been sucii materials. The 

other style most striking in the period was that of the 

"bizarre*1 silks (3J« Le»nan designed a. number of these (see 

Plates 5 - 9) j although none of the silks woven i'ro^ his early 

designs have yet been discovered. No shape was too fantastic, 

and yet in the most extraordinary conglomerations (*0 light 

and semi-naturalistic flowers were introduced. Both types 

of design represent heavy r.iaterials with a basic design of 

pattern wefts on a damask ground. The little flowers were 

often brocaded (5)• The portraits of the period shew such 

materials worn by men to tria their cuffs and form the 

"forebodies" of their waistcoats and sometimes for a complete 

suit. It is especially interesting to see an example worn 

in an American portrait (Plate 5» ^o. 5)* since there is a 

very strong probability that silks sent to the American 

Colonies (6) were English. The women of the period wore 

bizarre silks as complete dresses. They were expensive both 

to make and to buy, and it is a comment upon the standards 

already achieved by the iJnglich industry that the Lemans were 

•aking and selling them froa 1706-12.



(1) The lighter materials used as dresses have been worn out, 
some of the heavier and more for-r«al have proved to ue 
tougher - considering that the wear and tear of 2^0 years 
are a/tainst tjjeif<u It is, however, mainly as vestments 
as, for example, the one illustrated on Plate 1^, that 
Bilks of this period have been preserved - other than as 
undated panels of fragments. Naturally in a Protestant 
country there are no such examples to be found, i'he 
Westminster Abbey effigies are thus particularly important 
as a unique series, see Plate
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In the teene the bizarre motifs faded gradually into 

the damask backgrounds, but they had broken down the symmetry 

of the fornuil patterns inherited from the earlier centiriee, 

The decorative motifs were still anything but naturalistic, 

except for the staall brocaded flowers which were becoming 

increasingly obtrusive. The Leman designs of the period can 

be paralleled in certain silks, though none of the latter are 

known to be English (see Plates 10 & 11, and 13 & 14>• ^ ne 

typical dreae Bilk for formal occasions was still probably 

heavy and expensive, though ite design was luxuriant rather 

than formally impressive.

There were, however, many occasions, particularly in 

the spring and summer, when lighter silks were required. 

Many of the lustrings designed by Leman Were for such purposes. 

Indeed, they were probably made in greater quantities than 

the meet formal Bilks, but their chances of survival were 

greatly reduced by the fact that they could be more easily 

adapted and worn out. A certain group among the Leman 

lustrings shew a design inherited fro-n the end of the l?th 

century, in which a ligut-wei^Kt satin or Gros de Tours 

ground was enbellislied witi> a eeries of curling string-like 

shapes, linking quite abstract decorative motifs. Leman 1 s 

designs were ofttn to be carried out in metal thread (see Plate 

16). A few silkfi comparable to Leisan'e designs survive and 

occasionally they are siiev.'U in contemporary paintings (see 

l-late I?/. Few paintings, however, do shew the silks of 

tbie period very clearly, and not many dated eilks survive (1;.



(1) Cabinet D'Estampes, Vol. Lli.Mia contains a series of designs 
of this period which are dated (See ilate 2?

(2) Chapter t p.10-11.

\
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Were it not for the Leman designs it would be difficult 

to say what kinds of silk the industry was producing at this 

date. Since his mercers were a reasonable cross-section 

of the traders of the period it seems probable that Leraan's 

designs were for silks typical of their period.

The orocaded flowers of the luxuriant pattern grew 

larger. • In its final transformation, the formal 17th century 

design turned into an intertwined pattern, still with a point 

repeat, in which the naturalistic flowers, and smaller bizarre 

shapes, curled and proliferated against a lacy diapered 

background (see Plate 21). The Leman designs end in 1?21, and 

it is among "the patterns by different hands", which Garthwaite 

collected, that examples of this type of deeign can be found. 

Christopher Baudouin designed a number, which can be compared 

in style and quality with fc'rench designs of exactly the same 

date in the Bibliotheque rationale in Paris (.1). i^late 21 

shews one of the simpler versions and Plate 22 demonstrates 

that such silks were worn by fashionable customers. The all- 

over nature of such patterns practically demonstrates their 

technical characteristics. 1'he French "ir'ersienne" (quite 

different from the Lnglish "Persian 11 - unfortunately; , was a 

very hign quality silk whose technical features were described 

in complimentary terms by Joubert (2). Briefly, it was a tissue 

with pattern wefts and a binding warp, and usually a satin 

ground, often brown in colour. it ie, again, a measure 

of the quality of the English industry that in this field too, 

they were competing with some of the beut silkt over made in



(1) Vol. I, p. 198.

(2) See Plate ^ t Mos. 26 & 2?. I would suggest that these
would 1-cxve aeon approximately the style and colour scheme 
of the clothes which Mrs. Peudarves wore. Here were, 
however, French and this would be an English version.
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Lyon. The "lace" patterns exist in some quantity in most 

museuia collections of textiles, ant] were current from the 

early 1720*s until about 1732. They seed to have been 

at their peak about 1726-8 (jud^in^ from the two parallel 

eourcee for these years). lire* • endarves wrote to firs. 

Granville. in March, 1729 (1), telling the latter about the 

clothes she had warn at BO .me function: "my clothes were grave, 

the ground dark grass green, brocaded with a running pattern 

like lace with white intermixed with festoons of flowers 

in faint colours" - she also said that her clothes "were a 

French silk.....they cost me seventeen pounds." (2). These 

were primarily drese silks for women, although simplified 

versions can be found in so If-col our da.-nasks for other 

purposes. Mrs*, Fendarves 1 description would fit a ^roup of 

such silke in the collections, and,since the festoons of 

flowers were in faint colours, the portraits of the period 

only shew them indistinctly.

Karly in the 1730 f s there was a. revolution in st.vle. 

Although its elements ca.n be traced ir. the earlier pllkn, the 

change was radical and striking. The flowers in the "lace" 

patterns, which had been growing imperceptibly larger in the 

late 20's, quite suddenl.v abandonee! their la-e frafo 1, :-' ind 

with it the last ve;:ti .cs of the formal dcci-ns of tlie 17th 

century (Compare Plate 24, I;o. 2* witl; Plate ?6, ^o. 29). 

The early Garthwaite designs faithfully record the c ~nr;e, 

At the sane time, instead oi a purely foruia] , decorative, flat 

pattern, an attempt wan made to model the chief elements in



' •

(1) Automatically - since a clear ground meant a brocaded
pattern rather than a tissue with the pattern wefts froa 
selvage to selvage* nevertheless, many heavier silks 
continued to be made, and the material of the dreso 
illustrated on Plate ^0 is in fact a brocaded tissue. 
A series of samples of silks from 1736 in date in the Hichelieu 
Collection in the Cabinet D'Estampee for the Queen of Portugal 
are as rich in weight and decoration as anything that had 
previously been devised,

(2) Joubert, Preface, xi. "M. Courtois, sans etre doue de la merne
correction de dessin que les autros (Deschamps, Ringuet, Honlong), 
en reunissoit tout le feu, II a haaarde le prenier de niettre 
plueieurs couleurs par degradation, & a pousse l f intelligence 
du clair-obscur & 1'art de colorer L'^toffe a un point etonnant..."

(3) Amon?; the whole group of designs which would seen to fit this 
description none are signed by Courtoie, although they are all 
clearly by one hand.

VannerF & Fennell series, Mo. ?6. Plate 28.
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the design in the round. The grounds of the silks became 

clearer, the weight of the fabrics a. little, lighter (1;. 

Since the basic elements of the design were necessarily 

composed of a vertical warp and a horizontal weft, modelling 

in the round presented a consideraole problem. The first 

method to be tried was mode Hi. g "b^ tones of colour, and a 

particular French designer, Courtois (2) may have developed a 

style peculiar to him,"of somewhat nightmarish forms, often 

disproportionate in scale, heavily shaded with dark colours, even 

black (3) • Almost immediately, (since the designs'of both 

are dated;, tne technique wae copied by uarthwaite, and she 

cannot have been the only English designer to do so. Among'

the four extraneous decigns in the Le/nan book of designs 

belonging to Messrs. Vanners and Fennell, whicn one supposes 

once belonged to Leman (just as Garthwaite had so;4e .French 

natterns in her collections), there is one of these designs 

with an inscription in French, of which there are samples of 

Bilk in the Hichelieu Collection (*f). Thus, the Enplish, 

though they were not leading fashion, were following French 

ideas very closely, French designs were coning into the 

country, sold clandestinely by the designers themselves, according 

to the complaints in Lyon, so that the same desiren sometimes 

exists in both countries. Patterns could, of course, be 

copies from the silks, as was done by Leraan on.several occasions, 

but in that case the Wrench silk would, of course, have 

reached the shops before the English weavers had even set up



(1) See Chapter 2, p. 152 note 2

(2) Joubert. Prefa.ce xi. "M. Revel, peintre, devirit Uesiiinateur . .. 
introduisit les points rentres d'une couleur a une autre, avec 
lesquele il forma si he nre user/rent cec ;ui.-teintes t qu'il donna 
ce moe'leax, ce teridre qui iniite la nature, Bientot ses 
belles etoffes (ou plutot se& tableaux en soie) exciterent la 
plus grande emulation; & une fortune rapid* fut le prix 
de ses talens. II eut la gloire de voir de grande homniefi 
parna ses i/iiitateurs. »«"

(3) Ms contribution has been discussed by P. K. Thornton:
Jean Hevel f Dessinateur de la Grands Fa.brique. Gazette dee 
Eeaux Arts, July-August 19&Q. pp« 71-36, illus,

P. K. Thornton article above, p. 77» 80. Fig. 12.

(5) G.M. 17j>3. Vol. V. p. 161. Monthly Intelligencer Saturday, 
March 1st. Regrettably, Hre. Pendarves was out of town, or 
she would surely have corn-nented upon this occasion.
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the loom. The trade in designs mutt therefore have been 

of supreme importance to the English industry. If the 

design came to London almost immediately, allowing for the 

length of time it would take for a silk to cross France and 

come to England, and assuming both industries could actually 

set up their looms at the sa^ne speed, the English manufacturer, 

if he were fortunate enough to buy the right design could, as 

it were, scoop the pool at any rate in his own market. Of 

this the French were very much afraid (1).

The most important stylistic change of the early 30* s was, 

however, that of "points ren trees'" (2;, a met nod of dovetailing 

colours rather sirailar to that used in mediaeval tapestries, 

which was the discovery of Jean Revel. This is not the place 

for a discussion of the stylistic importance (3) of this
*•

method of shading, whereby a two-dimensional design simulated 

very closely modelling in the round, but what is significant 

is that Garthwaite, presumably a typical fcu&lish designer, 

reflected the innovation almost immediately in her own designs. 

She possessed two sete of -'Jfrench Patterns", one of 173^ and 

one of 1739 and one of these, (Pl^te 21, No. 3^) which exists 

as a silk in two foreign collections, may have oeen the work 

of Kevel himself (4). The weavers backed the change tiflich

the public demanded, Thr- ccale of these designs was large, 

and they are perhaps best seen in the heavy winter dress

fabrics, often with figured cannelle grounds. -fwo royal 

celebrations must have seen the«« ailks at their most 

splendid. In March 1735 M J-t vr re ru ' "i.eing Her



(1) Plate 33i N°« 38 shews a waistcoat of the previous year which 
gives some idea of their appearance.
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Majesty's Birthday it was celebrated at Court with 

extraordinary magnificence, the Mobility and etc. were 

dressed in an exceeding rich and grand manner. The ladies 

chiefly in stuffs of gold and silver. The Gentlemen in cut 

and flowered velvets, and scarce any but our own manufacture." 

For the wedding of the Prince of '.'ales in the following year 

there are a nuriiber of fairly detailed accounts. The semi 

official ones in the Political State of Great Britain, and 

the Gentleman's Magazine were ecstatic. Apart from the velvet 

and the diamonds on the robes at the ceremony, the subsequent 

appearance of the Royal pair in their State bedroom in "rich 

undress" (which indeed it was), was described in some detail. 

"His Majesty was dress'd in a Gold brocade turri'd up with 

silk embroidered with large flowers in silver and colours, as was 

the waistcoat....Her Majesty was in a plain yellow silk robed and 

faced with Pearls, Diamonds,....The Dukes of Grafton, A ewcastle.»., 

and many other Noblemen were in Gold Brocade of &3-5OG a suit. 

The Duke of i'arlborough wae in a white velvet and gold brocade 

.....The Earl of Euston and many others were in clothes 

flower*d or sprigg'd with gold; the Duke of itontagu in a 

gold brocaded tissue. The waistcoats were universally 

brocadee with large flov/ers (U. 'Twas observed most of 

the rich clothes were the T'anufacture °* England; and in 

honour of our artints, the few which were .trench did not 

come up to these in Richness, Goodness or Fancy ae was seen 

the Clothes worn by the Royui Family which were all of



(1) G.tfl. Vol. VI, 1736. p. 231.

(2) 1736. p. ^50. Mrs. Pendarves did not attend the wedding. 
She commented (Vol. I, p. 554) "Monstrous preparations 
are maiing for the Hoyal wedding. Pearl, gold and silver, 
embroidered on silver tissues. I am too poor arid too dull 
to make one anong the fine multitude.... 11 (sour grapes, 
perhaps ?).

(3) R.C.H. MSS. Earl of Egmont: Diary of Viscount Percival. 
Vol. II, 1734-3, p. 26k.

(4) There are several in the Collections of the Henry Francis 
Du Pont Museum, Winterthur. See Plate 27, No. 30 for
example.
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British manufacture.....'1 (1). The Political State of 

Great Britain carried more or less the same account (2). 

Much of this could perhaps be discredited as exaggerated, 

were it not for one laconic comment of an eyewitness who 

attended the wedding and wrote in hie private diary, "there 

was a vast crowd this day at Court.....! saw a great profusion 

of Fine Clothes, the Duke of Montagu's (the gold brocaded 

tissue) cost £M}0" (3)• Unfortunately, the surviving accounts 

of the Master of the Robes begin in 1738, and the miscellaneous 

accounts for special occasions do not include this wedding, so 

that no further details about the Royal outfits or from whom 

they came ' t have been traced. It can at least be argued that 

the "large flower" designs inspired by the French were a 

great success, and where the Court led the rest of the upper 

classes followed. Garthwaite's designs of the period, and 

the dress silks which have been preserved, shew very clearly 

the accuracy of these descriptions (Plates 29 and ^0, and 

Plate 32, Nos. 36 & 37). The same patterns were transferred 

to the caliraancoe waistcoats of the middle classes and 

exported to America (4). Menander asked for "large new 

fashioned patterns' 1 , and John Philips of Boston was 

advertising silks in 1737» "fine brocaded silks with white 

grounds beautifully flowered with lively colours". Designs 

continued to get larger and more striking, using quantities 

of silk but possibly a little less metal thread, until about 

17*fO, when at last there can* a reaction.



(1) Smith, p. 42.

(2) ef. Plates 46, Ho. 53, 62, No. 74, and 65, No. 75, for 
example .

(3) There is no complete sequence of designs in every year. 
There is a striking contract between those of the later 
30' s and 1742 (a year for which all Garthwaite's designs 
apparently survived Compare, for example, Plate 32, no. 36 
with Plate 35, No. 4l. It is the scale, rather than the 
designs themselves, which are in question, for in the 4o*s 
ehe frequently drew her designs half size, no doubt for 
convenience.

(4) Mrs. Pendarves wrote in November 1?42 (Vol. I, p. 200), 
describing some dresses to her sister, (the occasion 
already referred to on p.3O4 of this Chapter), 
"there were several very handsome flowered silks 
like embroidery".

(5) See Plates 3J, £Jo. k2^ 40, I4o. 47, for example.



Even then danask patterns continued to be very large; 

ae Smith said, they "require the boldest stroke of any, the 

flowers and leaves should always be large and the small work 

omitted as mucb as possible except it be in the middle of a 

leaf or flower.......the line of beauty, and well-shaped

leafs and flowers natural or imaginary are the only things a 

designer has to observe ±n the compleating of a well designed 

damask pattern" (1). Daraask patterns thus tended to break 

away from the development of the design in other silks, and 

since they continued to be a fashionable drese silk, the 

portraits often shew their wearers dressed in silks that differ 

very much from the brocaded silks of the same period (2). 

There was, however, a practical limit to the scale of other 

designs. Moreover, although the heavily modelled trees and 

bizarre fruit must have been striking in effect (since they 

still are), they probably tended to eclipse their wearers, and 

they were, after all, dress silks. Again, having proved 

that it wac possible to make silks with the trorape 1'oeuil 

•ffect of three-dimensional objects, it was difficult to carry 

the style any further. Between 17^0 and 17^2, there was a 

sudden d4minution in the scale of the Garthwaite designs (3)» 

The pointc rentrees, although retained, (*f) are subordinated 

once more to a flat decorative sche-ne. "Imaginary" flowers, 

except for gold and silver silks and damasks, gradually r,ave 

way to the flowers of the fields and hedgerows (5).

By 17^ the "white ground brocade" was established and 

continued in fashion for the b«st part of twenty years. The



(1) See Plates 40-^5, k?, ^8 No. 56,

(2) See Chapter 4, pp. 4-28-4-4-1

(3) In Northern Europe - as Dutillieu remarked (see 
Chapter 2, p. \*>0 ).

1765 fieport, op. cit. p. 212.
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liveliness of the designs and the freshness of the colours, 

the restraint in the proportion of the decorative elements
L C

to the plain grounds, give these silks, and the- designs for 

thtm, a style which is quite distinctive. For the first time
r*

in the 17^0's, the English industry produced a style of silk 

which was not a good anglicised version of a current French 

fashion, but something quite independent in itself. It is

therefore without apology that a series of plates are illustrated 

in this study from the 17*fO'E and early 50*e to shew this 

style (1). The Lyou industry produced silks that were 

technically the same, but in style and colouring unmistakeably 

French. Possibly for the first time the English silks 

could compete, not only in their own traditional markets (2), 

but in the European .uarkete, where French dress silks were 

normally supreme (3). Peter Cheveney told the Parliamentary 

Committee of 1?65 that "brocades upon a white ground were in 

greater perfection hefe than at Lyons" (*f), and Ashburner, 

the mercer, supported his contention, saying "Brocades on 

white grounds made in England are greatly superior to those 

in France". This was twenty years after the/ had first 

cocie in. It is difficult to criticise the first part of 

Cheveney's evidence, in which he said "that the working after 

our own inventions gives a different taste from the French, 

and a fairer chance of the Export trade than copying from 

French designs, because Foreigners will not choose to take

from you at second hand what they can get from the French 

at first....."



(1) Cf. for example, colour Plates 35> No. k2 and ^Q, wo. 56 
with (Jhelsea porcelain in the Victoria & Albert Museum: 
0.184-1940: 2951-1901 and Alien Collection wos. 2, 92, 
72 (C.231 & A, 1935) from the early or mid-1750's.

(2) And see Colour Plate 48, IMO. 56, attributable to Spitalfields 
on the grounds of its style.

(3) The trade card and bill for Samuel Jones, mercer, at the
Roe Buck, New Bond Street (at the London Museum, dated 1756 - 
for a white figured alamode Roman mantle) listed "rich sattins, 
tabbies, ducapes plain and shot"lustrings, broad and narrow 
Peelings, Sergedesoys, sarsenets, persians, rich figured 
stuffs, Dresden poplins" etc. He stocked "tobine, brocaded 
and striped Irish stuffs", but not their equivalent in silk.
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The loosely scattered flowers, often grouped casually 

in twos and threes, gradually came together into connected 

sprays, in which several varieties were combined together 

(See Plate 40;. If a subjective judgment is permissible, 

it may be said that the latter were among the most charming* 

and graceful silks the industry ever produced. Both the 

scattered flowers and the sprays have strong affinities with 

porcelain painting in the period, even to the colour schemes 

employed (1). It was 17^7 which John Sabatier singled out 

as the most prosperous in the history of the industry, as far 

as he could remember. Two or three silks woven from 

Garthwaite designs of this time have been traced and are 

illustrated on Plates 42 and 45« these help to provide a 

standard for the rest. One, a design of 17^7» is a reminder 

that if white grounds set the style, coloured ones were also 

used, since it has a deep pinkish brown ground (2). By the 

later 4o's, "figured" grounds with "mosaic" , (or diapered 

patterns^made with a self colour "flush" shoot, often supported 

the clusters of flowers, as in Plate 47. These echoed or 

supplemented the main design, woven with brocaded, coloured 

silks.

"Brocades" appeared on most of the licts of silks on the 

trade cards, though not on those where the slight silks pre 

dominate (3), and where they occur they are among the first 

three, listed with velvets, etc. They ware never dropped 

from the list in this period but several cards mentioned "all 

sorts of brocades". The technical distinction between



(1) The possible connection between John Sabatier's production 
of totinee and the Irish market has been suggested in 
Chapter 2, p.

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit, p, 208. He was introduced as 
a weaver of flowered velvets.
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brocades and tissues was also preserved. They could on 

the othtr hand be combined with a variety of other effects. 

In the late A-0'p and early 5^*8 an increasing number of 

tobines came into fashion (1). In some of Garthwaite's 

designs the latter carried the complete pattern, thus giving 

a strongly vertical emphasis, which contrasts with the flower 

sprays of the "white ground brocades". The example illustrated 

(Plate 35* No. *K))i contains a sjfcall mount of brocading in 

the outer blue flowers. The method of painting indicates that 

these are brocaded and do not form part of the flushing warp, 

It would be uneconomic to waste silk on the back of the textile 

for such small areas if they were a tobine effect, but their 

use demonstrates the skill of the designs of these years, since 

theee email details, quite artlessly introduced, effectively 

break up the vertical mass in the centre of the design. 

Brocaded flowers which were almost life size, continued through 

out the fifties to provide the main decorative elements (Plates 

53 " 56), but the grounds became increasingly elaborate with 

flush and tobine effects, in which can be seen a very high 

degree of technical proficiency.

The contrast between the silks considered appropriate 

for men's and woman's clothing became more pronounced during 

the century, and the "white ground brocades" were "lost 

certainly dre»8 materials for women (Plate 55) • Plain satins 

or velvets could be worn by either sex. It may be assumed 

ikat the greater part of Lewie Ogier'e production of flowered 

velvet* (2) was for men. It would be difficult to distinguish



(1) p.

(2) 5931.9&. She specifically mentioned that it was the 
"full size". Its scale is about right for a suiting. 
She drew very few euch designs - by comparison with the 
number of larger designs for drees silks, 
De Brissac, though he drew many small tobines, did not 
apparently drav; any vellures or velvets*

(3) P.
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the fcngiiah froa the Continental velvets among the incom 

parable aeries of velvet suits whioii survive from the period 

(Plate* 50, $2, Cl, ~*o. 75, for example;. "flowered vclvete11

•aid finith (1;, "except those designed for furniture are

•ejMonly snail designs, the uncut bordering the cut velvet, 

the ground which IB but little eeeu ib satin, and ie chiefly 

designed to part the flowers and leaves from each other'** 

This, again, ia an accurate dsacriptioa of mid-l-3th century 

velvet suitings* Such small patterns wore, of course, far 

more formal than the design of the dfess silks drawn on a 

larger scale* Vellures were another common suiting for 

men (Plate 59; occurring on many trade cards. According to 

Smith, "the patterns for veluere are drawn iuich in the same 

nature (ae velvets) for gentlemen's wear; but when a lady's 

winter dress they are done with an oper* ground and larger 

flowers". Qarthwaite drew one in 17**2, which was probably 

a oen'e suiting (2). A rather special feature of the eilks 

intended for raen, wer© the waistcoat lesi^aii w'oich v;cre 

designed and advertised especially for their purpose (Plate ^9). 

Thorsas Robincon, at the queen* 8 Head in Bieliops^ate Street, 

was ABong those who sold ".«..velvet Bhapee, vellures, vellurets 

and other things for Gentlemen's waiatcoate". Qarthwaite 

designed several, and the portraits of the perioJ often shew 

then off to advantage (Plates ^, 35, 51K iiailh remarked, 

in the section on Grand Designs (3), "Sometimes ahapee of 

waistcoats are only brocaded with rich borders down each side, 

and the pockets and flaps, together with the ends of the eleevec
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(1) 7he? had been living in Spitalfieldii since 1728, and in
X?63 the sister had palsy and could not write her own will,

(2) Vol. Ill, r». 500.
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belonging to it. For this the shape is cut on paper, 

after which the pattern-drawer contrives his deeign, by 

repeating the length of it, which never ought to be above 

six inches". De Brissac included waistcoat designs in hie 

repertoire, and men's waistcoats are usually aieiitioned in 

the literary sources when the clothes worn by women attending 

any function are described. They constituted a little 

branch of the industry by themt:;elves t although made by most of 

the flowered silk weavers. Unlike the suitings, they were 

probably as susceptible to changes in fashion as the dress 

materials of the ladies at Court*
*

The 1750's were years of transition in the style of 

the silks for women's dresses. The flower sprays preserved 
the naturalise of the ^fO's, but the grounds were far more 

elaborate, and some quite non-naturalistic shapes re-appear. 
In Garthwaite'e designs these could be taken for a flagging in 

her inventive powers (when she died in 1?63, it seems clear 

from the content both of her will and that of :ier sister, who 
died in the same year, that they were old women (1) ). Few 

of the surviving silks are very precisely dated, but in them some 
quite odd forms re-appear, zig-zags (Plate 5^), and panels with 
complex diapered grounds and the like. The grounds of the 

silks were often coloured (although white grounds predominate). 
Mrs. Delany, writing to ^rs. Dewes in November 175^, described 

the drees of a lady of fashion thus: "her clothes, wiiite and

silver, mosaic ground, flowered with silver intermixed with 
a little blue" (2).



(1) In February l?62 f de Briseac drew a deeign for Mr* Baker 
"to a aodel for a Hoyall Tissue....with a Filler... 
£1. 1. 0."
On May 28th he had an entry "to the HF of A Royall Tissue 
with: A Piller *fOO 8 & 13 4l (Dez.)." The design 
illustrated on Plate 64 was for 30 defines, but sasne of 
the others in the same series ran up to about 40. The 
repeats are uhus much shorter than they had been earlier 
in the century, and the cost of making them should have 
been proportionately le«ss.

(2) February 20th from nBombyxM .
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Early in the l?60»s a style developed which, like the 

white ground brocades, set a pattern for nearly twenty 

years. The Ubiquitous stripe of the late 18th and early 

19th century can b« traced back to the 1760's. The typical 

design had a pronounced vertical stripe (l) with "tobine" 

effects, deckle-«dg«d t and with lacy or furry trimmings (for 

which chenille was used). The stripe was quite often white, 

or muted in colouring and some tiroes shaded. Across the 

vertical stripes ueundered garlands with bouquets of flowers 

linked quite loosely together, reversing their diredtion in 

tach repeat (Plates 57 and 6/jj • i'he flowers were usually 

brocaded and the grounds often "figured"• The rose-buds, 

or similar flowers, in the bouquets were nearly life-size. 

This was primarily a French fashion, but the colouring of the 

silks thought to be English, seems to have been lighter and 

more sparkling. Unfortunately, though such silks have been 

preserved almost in profusion, there are no dated English 

designs for these years, and few silks which are certainly 

English. The two samples of silks handed down in two 

Huguenot fcuttiiies, tiie Deaormeaux 1 s and the Duthoits (Plates 

5P and 3g)» probably date froia the 60»s, and shew versions 

intended possibly for men's wear. There seems no reason to 

doubt the provenance of these silks. The grounde were often 

coloured as both these are, and when metal threade were used 

they were often "false" by this date. A critical letter 

to th« Gazette and i<«w Daily Advertiser (2) said that "the 

fair sex....with much reason and truth complain that th«



(1) The Uhambre dc Commerce wrote in March 1707 to their agent 
AnisBon in '.Paris deploring the malpractices of the- Taris 
wire arawers who were using false gold and silver from 
Germany* They said that it wrr, dan/jjerovti to use these 
in silks because of the bad reputation French silks would 
get and that since, in any case, all German imports were 
prohibited because of the War, the wire drawers must be 
using smuggled metal.

(2) An abortive Bill was introduced in 1726, for the assaying
of gold and silver thread. The metal thread in eoi^ar (Plate 
5$-> is "false", and had the 1725 Bill passed, it see;;ia very 
likely ti^t gold or silver thread would have disappeared 
altogether from the industry.

(3) There are a few weaving faults among the samples
illustrated. Thus, the silk woven by Vautier on Plate 
k2 has a rather coarse de^coupure so that the stalke of the 
flowers are a little jerky in effect - unlike the design (which 
must have annoyed Qarthwaite, for &rJLth 9 it will be remembered, 
complained that the best designs were often ruined in the 
manufacture). ' At a distance when the drest, was worn this 
fault would not have been very noticeable. The brocading 
i« too tight in the yellow silk illustrated on Plate ^8»

No. 5&t and the silk has buckled. The Lekeux silk, however, 
is a model of good workmanship.

This is a very revealing remark on the changes in taste. 
An l8th century Ghiordes prayer carpet is now a prized 
acquisition, not obtainable for less than several hundred 
pounds. They can be aeen on the floors in a number of 
Conversation Fiecer where they would appear to be most 
elegant and suitable. It is interesting to know that they 
appeared vulgar and coarse to sore of their contemporaries.



rich gold and silver tissues and brocades made by our silk 

weavers tarnish and grow BO black that they can hardly wear 

tbea from one season to another, ••*««d«spiio tue core taken to 

preserve the* fron 'auofc* 1 , *0ust», and 'djuip'v which does 

not happen with the rich foreign stuffs". Adulterated gold 

and silrer, !*especially the latter", were helJ responsible, 

being "greatly under standard' 1 1 the result of using a large 

part, of copper alloy. fhe practice had been equally deplored 

in lyon (1), but it did make the silk® a little cheaper (2).

Conte raporara Oriti ci i 

It is very difficult to escape frora a subjective 

judgment of these eilAS. 'ihe very qualities, however, which 

make the survivors BO agreeable: their spontaneity, their 

fresh colouring, their simplicity, aliaost naivety of design, 

combined with excellent workaamsMp in moct cases (3), aroused 

mucl criticism from their contemporaries. A letter, most 

revealing of the taete of 1?65, ivae printed in the Gazette 

and R«w Paily Advertiser en ? fl4trcb 2nd of tiiat year. The 

letter quoted one the writer h&d LlBteslf received: "I avow 

nyuclf rxi. afinircr of the irench'1 , it said, "and while I can 

bu^ their oannfactures cheaper \*ill never lay out ray money 

with our people who display no .<..>.-- -finance and taste than 

t«c xhoraetans in their carpets' (^f)» At the other end: 

of th« scale ia the eulogy printed in the Gentleman^ -'a^ 

in 1?V^, of which part has already beer ouot,<?% its theme



It would be interesting to know why the writer singled out 
this particular court. There had been no report of any 
special junketings there in the previous months, or any 
other reason why English silke should have gone eo far 
South in Europe.
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was "that the English excel in geniu* and have a natural
• •* »

taste superior to that of tht foreignerc,,-. .very evident 

froa the great improvef^ritfc which they have resume in the 

polite ar»,s»,..unasi.dst«rJ by the important austillarlea which 

are furnished abroad by public academies.,, *mir mercers 

no-., c-i^ their silks to Vienna ;i) and nany other foreign 

courts where the excellence of English brocades is dis 

tinguished and applauded, and this excellence arises fro* 

the judicious disposition of light and shad?, the elegant 

designing and the correct drawing of the model or pattern 

for the loom which is the work of an English and even a 

female hand...." The French,(it wj.ll be remembered) "have 

never yet with all the assistance of thsir drawing academy 

been able to exhibit true proportion or just colouring on 

alike or linen in any ©ingle flower, much less to arrange a 

number of leaver arul flowers and other orna*nente so that each 

shall havo uu apparent relation to the other, and from an union 

and harmony of part produce an whole", Qste assumption these 

two opinions have In coaaon - they both estimated tho merit 

of Snglleh eilks in terms of the French. Market• were 

gained or loot by the ability of the industry to compete with 

tht French, and hence a question of ntyle ber-n^s a question 

of historical fact.

The English industry could at least Vr.e«p abreast with 

changer in fashion, &D Poter Cheveney remarked: "If French 

patterns were nececr>ary they aro rery e^cllv hnfl from IVance,



(1) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 212.

(2) 1765 Report, op. cit. p. 211.

(3) See Chapter 5, pp.

January ?th, 176% Gazette and New Daily Advertiser. "A large 
quantity of jf'rencii prohibited goods seized at several times 
by CuetooiB Hous* Officers consisting chiefly of gold and 
silver brocades and gold and silver l.xces burnt on 
V-ednesday evening laet at Fr. Cox'e refiner in Little 
Britain, among which were several gowns worth at least 
£50 which after burning did net fetch above 3&/- and 
severs.! to the value of £20 which after the same operation 
sold for only 1G/-". On the same day there was an ad 
vertisement for a Customs House Sale "For Exportation on 
Security" and thiF included 4- fine silk gowns and petticoats, 
1 silk gown in pieces unmade, 8 pieces silk for shoes, 1 
piece narrow silk 32 yards, etc. e tc. There was a 
"fine brocaded sack and petticoat" and 1 piece of silver 
tissue in this «ala. Similar Bales occurred frcn time to 
time, especially after 1753*

Chine, with the warp printed before weaving. The process 
is described by Joubert, Chapter VII t pp. 32-37» "Clouded 
lutestrings" together with "rich brocades" were the only two 
classes of Bilk which William Piclturt singled out before the 
1765 Comriittee which he thought could be imported from 
France at a profit.

(6) Probably these were made with a spun silk wtfft at the be 
ginning of the period, when "grogram yarn'* was being 
imported instead of the lowest grade of Ardaes cilk (see 
p. of this Chapter). In 1723, Patience Eouth 
at the Indian Queen, Cheapside, was selling "fcdlk grograms", 
which rather implies that some which were not eilk w_ . 
already existed. There are samples? in the Berch Collection 
which were priced at only V- a yard which suggests a half- 
silk. The sample in the Bibliotheque Forney of LondonjQros 
grain 21" wide, 30 yards in a piece 6/- a yard is a half- 
silk, i.e. the warp contains c8o double threads of silk 
to cm. and there are about 17 thick woollen wefts. There 
are two samples, one blue, one brown, with a heavy 
horizontal rib. 1'he sample in the Berch Collection has 
a geometric figured pattern made with a flushing warp. 
The Gros Grain fs.conne, in the Forney series cost only 
3/9d. the yard but had only 36 double threads of silk to the 
en. approximately, and again a woollen weft.
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he himself having imported some for a weaver who wanted 

them"(l). The second source of French designs was that 

argued as so desirable by the mercers in 1765* Germaine 

Lavie said "that he imported foreign silks for the sale of 

the patterns.,..though there ie very little profit ftn them,.. 1' 

William Pickart thought that the few French silks Which are 

now imported are more for the sake of the patterns for the 

improvement of our manufacture than any profit arising 

thereby" (2), For every piece of Bilk he imported he said 

he "could get sight of 100 patterns at least, upon which 

the pattern drawere improve...," Illegal imports were not 

restricted to a "few French silks" (3) and these, in them 

selves, provided a valuable source, since pattern books were sent 

abroad for the season ahead and eilks then woven from them. 

When such books or parcels of silks were seized, they were 

exposed by the Customs tor viewing and then sold or burnt so 

that the industry had a chance to examine thezn (4) , On 

April llth, 1?64, Robert Trott appeared before trie Court of 

Assistants of the Weavers Company with the following report: 

nOn Saturday last he had na.de a very valuable seizure in the 

hands of some French agents of a very lar/^e Porte-feuille 

or tiook of Pattenns of I'rencn silke of all sorts to the amount 

of several thousands from 3/od, to £5 per yard and upwards, 

consisting of Gold and Silver Brocades, Silver tissues. Flowered 

Velvets, brocades, feruvians, Lutestrings, clouded (5) and 

plain of all sorts and colours, grograos (6;, Serges and

11



(1) Court Books.

(2) The Renter Bailiff, John Finde, John Baker and the clerk 
each had a different key.

(3) The difficulties of taking legal action are discussed 
in Chapter 5, pp. 4-4-4* 4 7.

House of Lords MSS. Vol. X t Hew Series, 1712-1^. (1953) No. 
30lS. Comiaissioners of Trades and Plantations (Representation 
of 23rd December, 169?;, p. IbO. Silk Manufacture,



Tissues, painted Sarsenits and Sattins, etc., which he had 

carried to the qustpme House and shewn to thfc Commissioners 

who expressed themselves much pleased with the seizure*...." (1) 

On 27th June, the Customs Officers handed over the book to the 

Weavers Company for the price at which it had been appraised, 

£50* It was deposited in the Company's Hall in a box locked 

on three locks (2), and it Wf,s arranged that the patterns 

could be inspected "on Wednesday and Thursday in every week 

from 10 to 1 o'clock in the presence of one of the Committee 

hereinafter appointed 11 * Not more than six were to be 

admitted at any one time and rt only such who are silk 

manufacturers and Freemen of the Company1*. The inspection 

was also arranged by order of seniority in the Livery. The 

Company thus took the opportunity very seriou&ly. It is not 

too easy to assess how far clandestine imports were openly 

exposed for sale in the mercers' shops for all to inspect. 

It would have been easy enough for the designers to recognise 

theaf which might have provoked reijrisals froia the journey 

men, even if no legal action could be brought (3).

It was a regrettable fact, deplored by most spokesmen in 

1765, that the public preferred the patterns of French silks. 

Complaints on this score had been made since the end of the 

l?th century. The Commitsioners of Trades and Plantations 

made a general report (quoted again in 1713 (4) ) on many 

ftBpecte of industry and trade. On silk manufacture they 

wrote: "V/e find that the manufacture of silk hath nuch



(1) p. 177-8. •

(2) House of Lorde M&3. Vol. X, op. cit. No. 3001, p. 117.

(?) P.J^ of Chapter XX11, " French Fashions pernicious to England ,

pp-50-56.
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increased since the year 1670, and that our English 

weavers do make several sorts as good as any made in foreign 

parts; but that the weavers are under a great discouragement 

to Make them and the shopkeepers to store their sKope with 

them, lest the sale of them should be /lingered &y silks froA 

France, especially such as depend upon flares and fashions, 

those coining from thence beir^ generally preferred by the 

consumer before what is invented by ^our weavershejre**. The 

somewhat prejudiced author of "A History of Trade in England" 

(l70^)^corHiHtjnted that every material had ,to be cold with a 

French name (1), a complaint also reprinted in the !?Vf edition 

of Fortrey (but since the first edition of the latter was in 

l663f the remark may have been truer then). In 1715» at the 

time of the Treaty negotiations ivith France, the Treasurer 

of the Levant Company, speaking to the House of Lords in 

support of his Company's petition against lessening the duties 

on French silks, remarked in the course of a very long address: 

"if we reflect on the vicious inclinations and fondness of 

this nation for Frenci? commodities your Lordships will allow 

there is an unhappy disposition to give them the preference, 

which can end in no lees than the total destruction of all our 

silk manufactures except those that are narrow, as ribfcone, 

laces, galloons and ferrets**..."(2). Joshua Gee wrote of 

the same theme in 1731 on the trench setting the fashion for 

the English who followed blindly (3). In April, 173^, tiie 

Gentleman»r Mazarine carried a aeries of articles deprecating



(1) G.M. Vol. Ill, p. 170.

(2) G.M. Vol. VIII, p. 586.

(3) G.M. Vol. XVI, p.

Daniel Defoe. The Complete English Tradesman, Vol. II, 
Part 2. Chapter V (1732), P- 15^.
"the ladies will allow nothing but French to be fit for a 
Percon of Quality to wear. If you offer them the richest 
silk, the most beautiful pattern, the most agreeable colours, 
if it has? the scandal of being English, it must not have 
the honour to coiue upon their backs". He then described how 
a mercer would cheat a customer by pretending his silks were 
French when they were really English, that "he dare not 
expose them for sale" etc., finally persuading the lady to 
buy silks at 35/- Per y^-rd which he could have sold at a 
profit at 16s. or 20s,

(5) John Heneage Jesse, George Selwyn and his Contemporaries.
Boston, 1902. Vol. I, pp. 2y*f t 295>. I am much indebted to 
Miss Edith Standen of the Metropolitan I^useum in New Kork 
for drawing our attention to this passage.
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"those admirers of Foreign Gew-gaws who boast all their 

cloathes are made at Paris, all their velvets and silks in 

Italy or France who will not wear a lace for a hat or a knee- 

garter if manufactured at hotue" (1). The imitation of French

fashions was deplored in 173^ (2), since it was thought this 

would ruin the trade of the country , If "three or four 

ladies at the head of fashion" wrote one anonymous author, 

"would but value themselves on being cloathed intirely with 

the manufactures of their country....^and denounce "foreign 

fripperies^/... .this would be a real irritation of the French 

who like nothing but their own". According to this 

writer "half the private families in England take a trip, ae 

they call it, every summer to Paris to buy French goods". 

In 17^6 the argument was used that to wear French dress was down 

right treason ^'whether all persons who wear French waistcoats 

or any other French commodities do not in effect send money 

to the Pretender...." (3)» It was even lamented that the 

shopkeepers had to pretend that their goods were French to 

sell then at all (4). A correspondence revealing the 

general attitude was exchanged between two private individuals 

in the years 1764-6 (5), "Gilly Williams to George Selwyn 

Brighthelmstone, August 25th 176A-: "The pattern of velvet 

you sent me (froia Paris) is so pretty that it had made me 

alter my intentions, and deteruiines me to risk the vigilance 

of the Custom-House officers....therefore I wish you would 

order the suit of clothes immediately, and send them well 

packed, directed to Captain Killick, to be left with »'r.



(1 Vol . lIt P • 79 , o. 

(2) Vol . lI t p . 92 . 



Bollard t Dieppe" . In ovember , 1'76 >, s he wrote: 'As to 

y velvet , if you see any ro~poct of conve ying it to lle , make 

it up ; if not , '-Then I W' nt a rle~I skin I \rill rep'~ir to Spittal 

Fields and t ke t he be ~ t their looms will afford nW (1) . 

A week later she wrote , "As to y velvet thi no more of it . 

If the Duchess of orthumber1' nd W<.:G my friend , 6h could put it 

ou t of the reach of the Custo · -hous Officers , but , as it i , 

when I want to be fine I ' ll repr ir to your old we ver' . and 

take 60 re.na.nt of an old pincushion which will do for me" ( 2) . 

It is ;perhaps worth e ! hasisinB t hat t his lady did not mention 

the pr ice of the s: lk she wanted as a deter . ning factor; it 

W 6 its appearance W • ch made her consider a s uge1cd sir vias 

preferable to one de in Spitalfields . obert Ca rr , as has 

already been quoted , criticised nglish velvets in 1765 . 

hus , ~n order to survive , t he Englis~ . nufacturers 

had to compete successfully _~ith rench fashions ; t he silks 

which L l. d.n d 6i ned had to be bou,Z 1t by a Cllsto er who was 

evidently predisposed a u' 1St im . The portraits illustra ted 

have been chosen to shew what t~e CUGtomer expected to ,ea r , 

the designs indicate ho'J far t h io standard lias r .a1is d . The 

ilks . eve n those not nece ssarily n o-1ieh t s h ew tha t the 

desi ns w re typica l of t he silks of their period . r oreover , 

not only were e an -nd G rthwaite producing work t ypic 1 of 

their eriod , but "/h tever their peculiar est etic r.lerits , 

t h ir dc -i· ns were , I \ ould r 'ue , quite up to the minu e in 

style . -he nf1io "eavers co Id i n f- c compet cOJ1 rciully 

wit t he r c • for t heir d i 'no Jer in t 1 te t f ... shio 
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of their day. Without theee two sets of designs we should 

be left with the rather gloomy literary evidence. Although 

this visual evidence is most vital, it must be admitted that 

it is not easy to make the comparison between a flat design, 

shewing only one repeat, on paper, and the same woven in 

eilk, its repeat most gracefully concealed. It ic still more 

difficult to reco ,nise tne design of a silk in a fairly dim 

photostat of a painting in which the silk was not, after all, 

the primary concern of the artist, and in which it is moreover 

curved, folded, draped or pleated and sometimes only a frag 

ment shewn on a waistcoat or a cuff, Nevertheless, it is 

usually possible to distinguish imaginary fro?n real silks, arid, 

naturally enough, a family would normally dress in its best 

clothes to have its portraits painted. If thie evidence 

is perhaps unfamiliar, it is no more difficult to assess than 

many other sources of information - but it cannot be described 

in words, it must be seen.

•oOo-

Some of the silks made fall outside the categories 

BO far described. The two most important of these were the 

Black Silke fof mourning and the Half Silks.

I'he Black Silks were chiefly drese silks, since silk would 

have been too expensive, even for the Crown, to use as drapery 

for funerals and the long mournings that followed. The 

Royal Accounts shew that it wae mostly woollen materials 

which were used to drape furniture and substitute for the



(1) Major, later Colonel, Lekeux in his Paper on Trade with 
Italy and Portugal, 4th June 1?13, (House of Lords I'SS. 
Vol. X, 1712-1714 (l'>53) 'Jo. 3009, p. 127) said: "There 
has been at least &300,000 worth of black silks for hoode and 
scarves yearly made here for several years....by the weavers 
in and around Spittie fields, separate from the Lustring 
Company.... 11 possibly an exaggeration but, as a member of 
the Royal Lustring Company himself, he probably knew only 
too well whether or not black silks were made in quantity 
outside its aei.is.

(2) The demand was sufficient to stimulate the following patent. 
(1730: October 9th, No. 520). John Gastineau and William 
Mons for "mourning crapes1^ made with eilk; "commonly known 
by the name of Valee Cypress or Bologna Crapes and are at 
this time manufactured in Italy only..." and imported into 
England. "The petitioners by their indefatigable pains and 
industry have at length attained to the knowledge of 
manufacturing the said crapes here at hoiie". Letters 
patent were granted but no specification enrolled. 
John Gastineau is probably the iiian who was apprenticed 
to Charles ."anche and became free of the Weavers Company 
in 1717, taking Mathurin Gastineau as an apprentice, at the 
same court (on December 2nd). Re was thus one of the 
contingent fro • Poitou.

(3) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25, p. 997 •

(4) Vol. I, p. 70.

(5) Vol. I, p. I4b.
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curtains normally in use. Black velvet palls were, of 

course, used at funerals. The silks made by the Royal Lustring 

Company were mainly black (1). In King's British Merchant 

of 1?21 it was stated that Black silks were "an entirely new 

manufacture to England with which before the first war we 

were wholly served by France". Public as well as private 

mournings demanded a complete change of clothing, and there were 

degrees of mourning and half-mourning according to the near 

ness of the bereavement and the length of time which had 

elapsed. The Lord Chamberlain generally issued instructions 

for public mournings and their effect upon the industry will 

be discussed in Chapter 5« They created an almost continuous 

if specialised demand (2). In 17V;, Lewis Chauvet shewed 

the Parliamentary Committee fla piece of black taffeta worked 

after the Indian manner... .arid (said) that t;,is species of 

wrought silk was made for Exportation chiefly" (3) - an 

interesting comment. The Black Branch of the 1769 List of 

Prices, included linings, alamodes 'douce or soft silk', Rusta,',ines, 

slight strong (an intermediate category), Armozeen and Paduasoys 

of different grades, and 'lantuas • ". The trade 

cards generally did not itemise these silks, but included 

•OM general phrase that they sold silks 'proper' or 'fit* 

for mourning. The literary sources are much fuller. 

Mrs. Pendarves, in 1722, used the death of a distant relation 

as "a good pretence.....to have a white lutestring" (4), and for 

a public mourning she wrote in November 1727 (5), "undrect 

people wear all sortc of cecond mourning; unless they go to



(1) Vol. II, p. V?3.

(2) A half silk. The sample in the Bibliotheque Fancy
has a silk warp approxiirately '$2. warp threads to cm. 
and a worsted weft7 approximately 26 wefts to cm. 
The width is ^iven as 16", which seems very narrow, 
the length of the piece ae 60 yards, and the price 
20d.

(3) See Chapter 5, pp. 4-7^-^76.

p. 274 footnote I of this Chapter included Broglioe, 
Dresdens, Missinets, Silverets, poplins, grogaams, all 
of which are half silks. There are samples of all 
these in the Collection in the Bibliotheque Forney - 
see Appendix
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Court, then they must wear black silk or black velvet...." 

Mrs. Delany wrote to re. Dewes in 17^7 (1), "I think black 

bonbazeen will do very well in a sack. I have one in a 

manteau and petticoat which I wear when in full dress, at home 

a dark grey poplin (2), and abroad undressed a dark grey 

unwatered tabby: I shall make no more dark things; after 

three months black silk is worn with love hood, and black 

glazed gloves, for three months more your mourning must be the 

same as Mrs* Dewes of Mapleborough...." These subtle changes 

were the industry's compensation for what they regarded as an 

intolerable burden (3).

•oOo-

A great many of the materials mentioned on the trade 

cards of the mercers were "half silks" (*+). These were textiles, 

usually with a silk warp and a worsted weft, or with a worsted 

warp and an additional silk warp a ad/or weft used for 

decorative purposes. A few had additional cotton weft, which 

was unseen. Such materials were suitable for the mild and 

damp English climate; they were light in weight and hard- 

wearing in quality. Few nave survived, since they were used 

until worn out, and then thrown away - and they were, of course, 

susceptible to attack by moth. The History of Trade, in 1702. 

lM0nted that light coarse stuffs were being made in London 

and thus taking the bread out of the mouths of the provincial 

weavers* The Weavers Company of London in 1719 stressed the 

increase that had taken place in this branch of the industry



(1) Calendar of Treasury Papers, Vol. 5, 171^-1719 (1883), p. 
483« Report from the Commissioners for Trades and 
Plantations upon the petition of the Weavers against the 
use of printed calicoes, 12th December, 1719*

(2) Calendar of Treasury Papers, op. cit. p. 486. "The
Commissioners laid before his Majesty the State of this matter.... 
viz". The prohibition of certain French floods had been ii.« 
force since 1633 and they alleged production had increased 
accordingly.
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since the wars with France (1), and the Commiesioners of 

Trades and Plantations thenselves emphasised that "another 

happy effect of these prohibitions (2) is the increase of the 

manufacturec of woollen and worsted stuffs mixed with silk 

thread; arid ae the consumption has increased at home, so the 

demand for exportation hac prevailed. In l6<38 this manufacture 

was very inconsiderable, but from 1712-1716 there was exported 

3f59&»3&4 cwt. per ann., and without prejudice to the woollen 

manufacture.,..", which also increased in the period* The 

market for these materials was, in fact, almost unlimited; 

and they had the additional advantage that the cheaper grades 

of silk would be used in their production.

One of the patents for spinning and two of those for 

weaving in the period were for improvements in the manufacture 

of half silks. In 1723 (September 5th, Ho. 459), Thomas 

Thwaites and Francis Clifton patented "several engines, by 

certain multiplying wheels which were never before made or 

used in that part of ureat Britain called England, (and these 

are used) to spin and mix in the first thread wool, flax, cotton, 

silk, etc. into a fine, even and better thread than had hither 

to ever been known or practised in this Kingdom". flather 

more explicit was a patent of George Garrett's (December l^th, 

No. 611/1744)^"a method of combining wool with silk to be

used instead of mohair yarns for 'lutjbrines, rufferines, 

princes stuff or prunellas', which was chiefly used in making 

clergymen'B gowns of which 4/5 was mohair". The "finest 

combing wools" were to be spun "from 24-3J6 or as hi&h as it



(1) See Chapter 2, p.ZLZ.

(2) Shalloons were used throughout the period and indeed long 
before. They were used both as furnishing and dress 
materials. P.R.O. C.217. 70. Counterpart of pattern 
book to John Jiynes dated 17&1*-* included a series (i^os. 
49-60) of "Fine Shalloons". These were all glazed 
worsted twills.
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can; then have it thrown once 2 threads together and 

scoured and then have it thrown again very hard....wharp 

it to the count that will weigh about l8 Ibs. at 100 yards 

and ehute it down with Italian sherbaffe, China or any other 

fine raw or thrown Bilk. After it is wove let it be dyed and 

callendered and drest over a condraw (?)". George Garrett 

IB pesumably the familiar figure of Spitalfielde community who 

contributed the largest sum to the building of the workhouse (1), 

In 1765 (23th June, No. 832), Thomas Lawrence and (?) Timmiiis 

patented a material the;/ called "soyleret", a lining for 

gentlemen* *? clothing. The warp was silk, the weft worsted 

and dyed before manufacture. "They are twilled in the weaving 

after the manner of a shalloon (2) and have the appearance when 

finished of a silk serp;e de soye". The samples which have 

survived of various kinds of half silks prove that these 

materials were of a high standard in quality and finish. 

Significantly, there were no outcries from Norwich, the other 

chief centre of production, to support the view of the History 

of Trade that they had been deprived of their livelihood. It 

would seea that Norwich relied chiefly on its worsteds as 

London did on its silks. Black crape with a silk warp and a 

worsted weft was a speciality of Norwich throughout the period 

and later, and very little seems to have been made in London. 

The half silks seem generally to have been plain materials 

or "fi-ured" with email patterns made on shafts. It was the 

all-worsted calimancoes which imitated the drawlooia designs of 

the silks.



(1) Quoted in R. S, Gottesnan, op. cit.

(2) Gazette and :iew Daily Advertiser, February

(3) Gazette and New Daily advertiser, riarch 21st. 

Irickle - linen.
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Most of the half silks, from their weight and appearance, 

appear to have been dress materials, but there were a few out 

standing furnishings textiles among them. "Fine worsted 

and silk camblets" were advertised in the New York Gazette, 

May 31st - June 7th, 1736 (1), among a collection of materials 

"just imported"• Camblet was a universal furnishing both 

for curtains and upholstery, but it was generally all-worsted, 

w £ilk arid stuff" beds were advertised at a sale in 1719- The 

sale of the effects of a "gentleman deceased" in Edgware 

Street (2), in 1765, included "silk and worsted" window 

curtains, and a rather similar sale of goods in a house in 

New Portugal Street (3) specified that: "part of the furniture 

consists of rich silk and mixed daraask", so that it seems that 

such materials continued to be used for the same purposes 

throughout the period.

The largest single group of weavers in Mortimer's 

Directory were those who advertised themselves as weavers of 

"silk mixed with worsted"; a few made "silk mixed with 

worsted and thread", one made "silk and stuff", arid there was also 

a weaver whose name was omitted, who made "silk mixed with 

thread and cotton". Five out of fourteen weavers were 

Huguenots, including the Parliamentary witness John Louis. 

The letter already quoted several times, to the Gazette and 

New Daily Advertiser on March 12th, 1765, asked rhetorically: 

"if the articles of silk and stuff, of silk and cotton, of 

•ilk and inckle (*O , and also if the articles of stuffs have 

not removed to Norwich, to Manchester, to Kidderminster, and





to Yorkshire". Although at this date the statement was 

exaggerated, the manufacture of half silks and later of pure 

silke did increase very greatly in Norwich in the second half 

of the century. It is, however, evident that these useful 

and anonymous fabrics of which so few survive formed a large 

part of the production of the London industry.



Plate 3 (3). Woven silk. Probably French: 1700-1720.
22)6" wide. Crimson dasiask ground with two 
kinds of metal thread. The design is typical 
of the forrsal patterns inherited from the 17th 
century which developed into the "lace" 
patterns of the Lkid 20* s. Victoria and 
Albert fuseurn: T.128-193o.
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Plate k (*f). Woven silk, part of a toilet set at liara House*
The ground light blue, the design entirely 
carried out in metal thread, French c. 1705-1% 
The silk cannot be later because of the design 
of the mirror in the set. The set may have been 
made for Lionel, Lord liuntingtower, elder.t eon of 
the 3rd Larl of Dyeart who married in 1706 and 
died in 1?11.





Plate (5)

Plate 6 (6)

i. is. A A< in rn si i K ( 1662-1 72S
11 f I-/. . II//IKI /. Snliltlli (.,'//<< /ii'ii

Plate 5. (5).

Isaac de Peyster. By an unknown artist of the .Jew 
York School. Illustrated plate LVI in Waldron 
Phoenix Belkriap. American Colonial Painting. 
Cambridge, Mass. 1959, ed. by C. C. Sellers. 
The silk can be dated c. 1709 on the grounds of its 
style and could be English eince the combined 
operation of the Navigation Acts and the War would have 
made it very Liuch more difficult to smuggle a French 
silk into .New York.
Isaac de Peyster was born in New York in 1662. He 
married in 1687 and became free of the City of New 
York in 1698. He died in 1728. De Peyster was a 
merchant by profession. Although he never visited 
Europe himself, his brother did in 1707, on a trip 
which included Aaisterdaa, Rotterdam and London. The 
silk could therefore have been brought back in l?0rf 
when de Peyster*e brother returned to New York but, 
in any case, a merchant would no doubt have access to 
the latest silks, whatever their provenance. 
I am indebted to f,r. A. Chapin Hogers, Librarian of 
the Waldron Phoenix Belknap Jr. Research Library of 
American Painting at Winterthur, U.S..H., for this 
information.

James Leman. Silk design dated 1709. It can be com 
pared with the silk worn by de Peyster. The design is 
inscribed on the back: "London, Dec. 23rd, 1709. A figure 
for a damask brocaded with silk and silver. - ye green 
ye silver - for T:r. Wittin^ton & Corap. 45C cords No. 8 
& 10 - 150 defines. For ray father Peter Lenaan. 3y me 
James Leinun. " The property of Messrs. Vanr--- ° Fennell./—————— ..... 93•





Plate 7 (7). Janes Leman. Silk Design dated 1?06. The 
design is inscribed on the back: "London, Sep. 
8th 1706 Sat tin tishue for ?<r. Sadler and 
Comp. ^50 corde No. 8 & 10. 168 deziries. 
James Leman.

33 56 in one simple 
10

560 lashes in one simple 
__3
16BO lashes in all. 11

It is yellow ochre in colour, and thus baa 
only one pattern weft. The design would be 
broken down in the draft to 450 units 
horizontally and 1680 vertically. 
No. 2k. The property of Messrs. Vanners 
& Fennell Ltd.
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PUto 7 (7).



Plate 8 (8). James Leman. Silk der.ign dated 1706. The
design ±B inscribed on the back: "August 6th, 
1708, For Hr. Wittington. For a datnask 
brocaded A-00 cords Ho, 3 & 12. 138 dezines. 
James Leman1*.
The ground pattern is yellow ochre and is 
presumably the damack; there are four other 
colours used. The design is typical of a 
number which incorporate chinoiserie elements; 
Leman used fences, small pagodas and two- 
handled vases on a number of designs* The 
asymmetrical arrangement is typical of bizarre 
silks of the period.
No. 58, The property of I1«s^rs. Vanners & 
Fennell Ltd.
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Plat* 8 (8).



Plate 9 (9). James Le-nan. Silk Design dated 1711. The
design is inscribed on the back: "This pattern
for an orrace tissue beocaded with gold and
silk. For i'r* Wittiagton and Comp. kOQ cords
8 & 12* 106 defines in 6 simples* For my
father Peter Leman by me James Leraan. To be
made by young Phillip Manckey".
The ground pattern is yellow, the flowers
buff and purple*
No. 39. The property of (lasers. Vanners and
iennell Ltd.





Plate 10 (10). James Letnan. Silk Design dated 1711. The design is
inscribed on the back: "London, March 26th, 1?11. 
This pattern was taken from a Dutch stuff. It was 
an Italian of 10 lam damask with two backshoots 
or flushes & gold & silver & silk brocade. To 
be made for *'r. Wittington & Comp. *f50 cords 
No. 8 & 10 6 simples. For rny father leter Leavan 
by me James Leman. 
The yallow was damask
The purple and ye scarlet both shoot under one 'Lam 
on the side f the orange gold, the gresn silver, 
the pail red silk."
The ground pattern is yellow, the borders leaf 
green, the scrolls and so;ne flowers orange and 
vermilion, the leaves are mauve with a yellow 
shadow pattern, the flowerc vermilion, cream and 
orange. 
The property of r-essre. Vanners R- Femiell ltd. No. 32.



Plate |0 ( 10) .



Plate 11 (11). Woven Silk c. 1?11. French, Dutch or English.
Brocaded damask with a green satin dainask ground. 
Victoria & Albert Museum (618-1896).



Plate (11)



Plate 12 (12). Portrait of William Leathes, c. 1710.
Illustrated p.56. So. 180 inW.C. and'p. 
Cunnington, A Picture History of Costume, 
London, I960. The silk cuffs and waistcoat 
are a typical bizarre silk of the period.



iSo. <. 1710. \Villium I.cathcs \vcarmi; a coat with fancy cuffs; 
matching \\aistcoat with scalloped pockets, a taslnon just starting. 
A Stcinkirk cravat; stockings rolk-il up over the hn-cchcs anil hence 
calleil "rolli-rs" or "roll-ups". Shoes with st|uare blocked toes. 

l.irutrnant-Ciimmander Rabirl l.calhes, K..\.

Plate 12 (12)



Plate 13 (13; • Chasuble, In the Schntttgen T'useum, Cologne.
The chasuble is dateable by the arms to 1713, the data 
of the' wedding of Johann Jacob von Codone and Maria 
Anne von Grote. Photo. From Rein. Bilda.rch. £*g. 
No. 3869.
It was customary to present wedding dresses to the 
Church for use as vestments.
The silk is probably French, 1712-3, but could be 
English, since Northern Geruany was a market for 
English silks. i't is a typical rich silk of 
its period.
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Plate 14 (3A;. Silk Coat c. 1715- From the effigy in
Westminster Abbey of Kobert Sheffield, 
Marquess ITormariby, son of the Duke of Buckingham,
The oilk is French or English of the same date 
and typical of its period.
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late 15 (15). jamae Leman. Silk Design dated I?l8. B.4457-1909.
The design has a series of typical instructions 
on it for the making of the draft on ruled 
paper.
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Plate 16 (16). Jaaes Leman. Silk Design dated 1720.
Victoria & Albert Museum, E.*f507-1909.
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Plate 17 (1?). Thomas Coke, 1st Karl of Leicester. Painted
in Rome in 171? by Francesco Trevisaui. ihe 
portrait is at Holkham. Exhibited in l8th 
century Italy and the Grand Tour, an exhibition 
held May-July, 1953. Norwich Castle Museum. 
Wo. 55 i** the Catalogue.
•The portrair it illustrated in C. W. James, 
Chief Justice Coke, His Family and Descendants 
at Holkhara, 1929. Plate facing p. 203.

Plate 17 (13) . Detail of the sleeve of his coat. The silk,
which has a woven pattern, is probably French 
or Italian,



(81)
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Plate 18 (19). Jaaes Leman, 
E.^51-1909.

Silk Design dated 1718.
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Plate 19 (20). Torah Mantel. No. 177 in Anglo-Jewish
Exhibition held at the Victoria P< Albert 
Museum in 195&. Spanish and Portuguese 
Synagogue of Brvis Marks. Abraham Mendes 
da Costa had Scroll made in 1720. Red 
satin ground, blue, grey, dark green, pink 
and yellow silk, and file and frise* silver 
and silver gilt thread. This would have 
been one of the richest silks of its period 
See p. 273 •



Plate (20).



Plate 20 (21). Nicholas Leake t *fth Earl of Scarsdale by Michael
Dahl. (In the Natioiialmuseum Stockholm), Plate 
XXXVIII in Michael l^ahl by W« Nieser, 1927-
The silk of his waistcoat is comparable both with 
the Torah Mantel on Plate 19 and the design by 
Leiaan on Plate 18-«
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Plitc 20 (21).



Plate 21 (^2). Si Ik D* sign probably by Christopher Bau-iouin,
dated 1?25« It is a design among the 
"Patterns by Different Hands' 1 , collected oy 
Anna Maria Garthwaite, Mo. 5973•!!• 
The design is inscribed on the back: "Mr. Smith, 
For Mr. Peter Lekeux, March the 11, 1725. 
cords Ho. 8 & 10, ~LQ'd Dezines long. 
(In another hand,) Mr, iiuddlcston,' 1





Plate 22 (23) & (23a). Thomas Gray by J. Richardson. Probably
painted when he went to 1; ton in 1?27. 
Plate XI (115) in J. W. Goodison: 
Cambridge Portraits, 195b» Vol. I. The 
University Collection.
The silk of the boy*s coat, a light blue 
in colour, shews a typical lace pattern 
of the period.
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(23)

(23a)

Plate 2Z (23) & (23a).



Plate 23 Part of a Silk Design. French, dated l?23 t 
by an unknovm designer. For a "Persienne" 
(a eilk very different from the English 
"persian"). Bibliotnfcque Rationale, Cabinet 

Eetampes, Vol. LW. ^A.
inscription at the side of the design reads: 

>rsienne argen nue a argen glac<f e argen f 
^« 172o". i.e., it is intended for a silk with 
%hrce kinds of neta.1 thread.





Plate 24 (25). Anna ?- Taria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 1730.
From a Series described on the original cover 
as "Double Tabbys". 5975.^. The design 
is a typical "lace pattern" of the period and 
can be dated by reference to other designs• 
dftUd 1729 and 1751.

Plate 2'bf (26). Anna i'aria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 1731,
5975*2. The colour scheme, although much 
reduced in tone f is typical of the Series.

Plate 24 (27). Anna ,-Taria Garthwaite. Silk Design
5975 .2 (detail).
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Plate 25 (28). Samuel Egerton, by Bartolomeo Hazari. Painted
in Venice in 1732. No. 207 in the Catalogue 
of Italian Art and Britain, Royal Academy 
of Arts, London, I960.
The silk of his waistcoat is probably French 
of precisely this date.





Plate 26 (29). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 1733.
From a series described on the original cover 
ae "Double Tabbys". 5975.11. The design 
may be corapared with the previous two plates 
and shews how the flowers have broken away from 
the lace framework of which there is still a 
suggestion in the formation of the plain ground 
areas. The design is dated by reference to 
other, dated, designs.
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Plate 27 (3Q)« Worsted, with a blue ground and the pattern
in eevefal colours. The property of the 
Francis Dupont Museum, Winterthur, U.S.A. 
59.7.9. Probably English (Norwich or Spital- 
fields), almost certainly acquired in Spain. 
cf. No. 29, 1733.





Plate 28 (31) • Silk Design by an unknown French designer,
The design belonged to James Leman, and ie 
No* ?6 in the Book of Designs belonging to 
Meears, Vanners & Fennell Ltd* The design 
is c. 1732 and is similar in style with a 
series in the Cabinet d'Estampea of the 
Biblioth^que Nationale. These could all have 
been by the designer Courtois (see p*^lo ), 
but none are signed. There are several 
fragments of silk woven from this design in 
the Richelieu Collection.
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Plate 29 (32). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design c.
The original cover for this series is missing 
and the type of silk for which this ie intended 
is unknown. 5971- 31• The design ie typical of 
ite period, with trees and flowers heavily modelled 
but rendered in disproportionate scales.
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Plate 29 (32),



Plate 30 (33). Dress, c. 1733-173^. The silk could be
English and may be compared in style with 
Qarthwaite's design in the previous plate.
.T.719-1913.
Tissue, with a tabby ground and green and white 
pattern wefts, the other colours brocaded.





Plate 31 (34) Silk Design, probably by Jean Revel c. 17>>-3
(see p.^ll ). The design is among the 
"French Patterns" which belonged to Anna Ptaria 
Garthwaite. 597^*7.

Plate 3] (35). Woven Silk. French, c. 1732-3. Woven from
the design shewn in the previous plate.' This 
example is in the Mueee des Tissue at Lyon, and 
there is another in the Gewebesanualunc of the 
Textilingenieurschule at Krefeld.
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Plate 32. (36), Anna Maria Garthwaite.. Silk Design dated 1735,
From a series described on the original cover 
as "Brocades from 1?35-*K)M . 5977.8. 
The design shews Garthwaite usin^ "points 
rentreec" to achieve a three-dimensional effect. 
(Me p. 31L ).

Plate 32 (37). Anna ;';aria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated ITS. 5977.
cf. (^6) 3bove. The brownish colour scheme with 
black shading is typical. The design has "points 
rentrees" as (56) • The three-dimensional 
effect which they impart can be appreciated, although 
they are invisible in this poor reproduction.
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(36) (37)

Plate f> c _ O6) & (37).



Plate 33 (38). Antonio David. George Lewie Coke. Painted
in Rome in 1735. No. 1?3 in the Catalogue, 
Italian Art and Uritain, Royal Academy of 
Arts, London, 1960.
The waistcoat and cuffs are silver with roM« 
in silk, the silk is probably French of pre 
cisely this date.
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Plate



Plate 34 (39)* Anna Haria Sarthvaite. Silk D«eign« dated
The lower 10ft hand design is for a "grogram1*, 
a half Bilk. The tobine on the lower right 
hand aide is drawn on "rule paper".





Plate 35 (**0). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Design for a tobine
dated 17^1. The shading of colours in the 
warp is managed with great subtlety, and the 
central mass broken by the small blue flowers 
which project. These would have been brocaded, 
for there is a horizontal variation in colour.

Plate 35 (*fl). Anna Iteria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated
To be woven by Captain John Baker (see p.V)9etc. ). 
598L23. The design is for a brocaded tissue. 
The blue and pink flowers would have been 
brocaded. The yellow may indicate metal thread, 
as it does in the design for the Lekeux silk in 
the same series.

Plate 35 (*f2). Detail of a brocaded silk of the
Probably made in Spitalfields. The ground 
is a light coffee colour.
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Plate 36 (43). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design for a
damask, 17^2. 59oO.
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Plat* 36



Plate 37 (MO • Anna tlaria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated
17^f2. The design is carried out in shades 
of yellow. 5981.20.
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Plate 37



Plate 33 (^5). Silk, woven by Captain Peter Lekeux from the
design on the previous Plate in three kinds of 
silver thread on a blue taffeta ground. 
Victoria & Albert Museum, T.Si-1938.





Plate 39 (**£)• Silk woven by Captain Peter Lekeux from
the design by Anna .'•'[aria Garthwaite. The 
colouring is much more vivid than this 
illustration would suggest, but the different 
reflections of light fro.n the three different 

kinds of silver thread can be seen*
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Plate 39



Plate A-Q (^7). Anna Maria Oarthwaite. Silk Deeign dated
59&^»5« In the index to thin series the design 
is described by Qarthwaite as a "Bro,(caded) 
Satten".
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Plate ki (48) Anna Maria Garthwaite. ail* Design dated 17V?,5985.?
In tne Index to this series the design ie 
described as a "bro. tobine".

\





Plate kl (*f9) Dress, the silk woven by Daniel (?) Vautier
from the design shewn on the previous plate. 
Victoria and Albert Museum, T.706-1913.
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Plate kZ (*f9).



Plate *f3 (50) Detail of the silk shewn on Plate k-2. The
self-colour pattern in the ground is a warp 
effect - the touine of the design, the small 
flowers are brocaded. The rather coarse 
decoupures are noticeable in the jagged line 
of the stalkB of the flowers.
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Plate MI (51) Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated
I?2*?. 59B5.9. In the Index to the series 
the design is described as "A. Bro.(caded) 
Lut(estring;".
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Plate ^5 (52) Silk woven by Daniel (?) Vautier fron the
de&ign by Garthwaite shewn in the previous 
Plate. Victoria and Albert ruseum f 
T.720-1913-
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Plate *t6 (53) Alured Clarke of Godinanchester (l658-l?H)
with hie wife Anne Trimnel (1671-1755) by an 
anonymous painter c. 17/*-0. Plate 37c in 
J. Steegraan: A Survey of Portraits in Welsh 
Houses, Vol. I, 1957i North Wales. The 
lady's dress is a grey damask shewing the larg« 
scale designs of this date.

Plate k6 (5*0 Arthur Devis. Two portraits of members of
the Warden family. Plate 12 in the 
Catalogue of an Exhibition at 25 Park Lane of 
English Conversation Pieces, 1930. 
The lady on the left is wearing a quilted 
silk petticoat , the lady on the right plain 
satin. The bare boards and windows without 
curtains contrast with the dress worn by 
the sitter.
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Plate ^b (53) &



Plate ky (55) Anna Maria Jiarthwaite. Silk Design dated
17^8. 5936.2. In the Index to this 
series the design is described as a "bro. 
lut.(ectring;".





Plate ^6 (56) Brocaded woven Bilk of the early 1750*s.
Probably .iiade in Spitalfields. The rosebuds 
are practically life-size. The silk of the 
ground has buckled when reraoved from the 
tension of the loom.

Plate V8 (57) Anna rlaria Garthwaite. Design for a gauze
lappet pattern, dated 1752. Mr, Grumpier 
must be John Grunpler the gauze weaver, 
see p. 4- . 59^9*6.
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Plate A-9 (58) Anna :"aria Garchwaite. Design for a waist 
coat shape, dated 1750. 5988. 31. 
If , ir. Turner was one of the partners in 
John and Robert Turner, the design may not 
be for a silk waistcoat (see p.6j5,9?W.) but 
for a. worsted one. Qarthwaite designed several 
other waistcoats in the course of her career.
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Plate (53)



Plate 50 (59) Suit of figured cut and uncut velvet woven
to shape. English or French 17^5-55• 
Victoria & Albert useum, f28"£- 19O4-
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Plate ->o (59).



Plate 51 (60) Alan Ramsay, George Bristow, Plate ixa in
A. Smarts The Life and Times of Alan 
Ramsay, 195^• Facing page 80. 
The waietcoat has a brocaded silk border and 
decoration on the pocket.

Plate 51 (6l) Robert Feke. James Bowdoin II, Plate 1?
in Catalogue of Detroit Institute of Arts, 
•Painting in America,'1957•
The waistcoat is satin with a damask design 
on the pocket and borders. Early
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Plate 52 (62) T. Hudson. Portrait of Sir iienry Oxendon,
1756. Sold at Christies 20th November, 1931, 
lot k2. National Portrait Gallery Meg. 845. 
The cut velvet suit may be couipared with the 
suit on Plate
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Plate 5Z (62).



Plate 5.3 (63) Woven Silk. Probably English (Spitalfields) ,
1750's. In the Los Angeles County Museum. 
Los Angeles County Mueeura No. L.2100.57-8. 
Detail of brocaded, figured taffeta. The 
photograph shews one width whicb is 21 inches. 
Design repeats at lo inches. Scale of photo 1:3» 
Colours:
The three flowers seen "full face" in the photo: 
deep crimson, brown, rose, light and dark green, 
reddish brown; ten metallic gold round dots; 
the flower in "profile" nearest to lower hem in 
photo: metallic gold, black, brown peach and 
yellow;
same flower repeated in centre of upper portion 
of photo: metallic gold, dark blue, light blue 
and white;
the three flowers "in profile" superimposed on 
extreme points of zig-zag linet mauve, pink 
and white; six oval dots in metallic gold. 
Stems arid leaves: black, dark green and pale green, 
Other leaves and zig-zag lines: metallic gold. 
White ground.
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Plate 53 (63).



Plate 54 (6*f) Brocaded woven silk with a "flush" pattern
in the ground. Probably made in Soitalfields
in the mid 1750's. The colouring and the
style of the flowers are botn typical of English
silks, the diapered patterns, both in th*
ground and in the leavec, are typical of the
period.
Victoria and Albert Museum.





Plate 55 (65) Portrait of Elinor Frances Dixie, illus. 211
in C.W. & P. Cunriington.English Costume, in the 
Picture Histories series. The picture is also 
reproduced in the Connoisseur Period Guide, Early 
Georgian Period. The brocaded silk with a 
"flush" pattern in the //round raust surely be 
English of the late *fO's or early 1750* s.
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Plate 55 (65).



Plate 5& (66) Panel of woven silk from a fire screen*
The property of Mr. Thomas Aubertin. 
According to the label sewn to it, the silk 
is eaid to have been designed by John Vansommer, 
an ancestor of ;lr. Aubertin; ae Vansonuier was 
active in the middle and second half of the 
iBth century this would seeu quite possible. 
The silk dates froa about 1755-60.
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Plate 5'/ (6?) Four fragments of silk said to have been
made by a member of the Desormeaux fa.uily.
The si lie probably dates from the
to





Plate 58 (68) Sample fron the end of a piece of fdlk, eaid
to have been woven by a member of the Outhoit 
family. The property of MTB, Turner. 
The silk probably dates fron the mid-l?60's
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Plate 59 (69) Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated
17^-« This is one of Garthwaite's few designs 
presumably intended for men's suiting, 
5981.9.

Plate 59 (70) Two pages from an English exporter's pattern
book of silks. In the Berch Collection of the 
Nordiska Museum in Stockholm*
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Plate 60 (71) Arthur Devis. A member of the Sergison family. 
Plate 13 in the Catalogue of an Exhibition at 
25 Park Lane of English Conversation Pieces, 
1930. The sitter's gown is plain satin, he has 
a picture above his fireplace and a Chinese vase 
beneath it. There are no soft furnishings.

Plate 60 (72) Nicholas Fazackerley by Arthur Devis, dated 
1763. Plate 8 in S.H. Paviere, The Devis Family 
of Painters. (Catalogue Wo.
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Plate 61 (73) John Bourc by John Singleton Copley, c. 1763.
Plate 26 in Boston Mueeura of Fine Arts, B.N. 
Parker £ A.B. Wheeler,: John Singleton Copley, 
1938.
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Plate 61 (73)



Plate 62 (?*O John Singleton Copley. Mrs. John Barrett.
Plate 12 in Boston Kuseum of Fine Arts: Loan
Exhibition 100 Colonial Portraits, 1950.
The dress shews a daasask probably of the raid-1760'B.
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Plate 63 (75) Nicholas Boylston by John Singleton Copley,
dated 176?. Plate 78 in Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts, E.N. Parker & A.B. Wheeler, 
John Singleton Copley, 1933. 
The damask banyan was evidently a prop in 
Copley'e studio as it appears in several 
paintings. It probably dated from the 
early '60's.
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Plate 64 (?6) Silk Design, French mid-l?60's. The property
of Messrs. Earners Ltd. The design is probably 
from Lyon since the paper on which it is 
drawn cones from there. The design is typical 
of its period.
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Plate 70 (34) Organziniag M113,. fro* i)iderot»-s Encyclopaedia.
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Plate 70



Plate 70 (85) harping Mill, from Diderot 1 B Encyclopaedia. The
correct length of Bilk for the piece to be woven 
is wound on to the mill. The varr will sub 
sequently be taken from the mill in a series of 
operations to enr.ure the threads remain untangled, 
etc. and then entered in the loom.

Plate 70 (86) One of the operations in transferring the design
drafted upon "ruled" or graph paper to the loom, 
from Paulet's L'Art du Fabricant des /toffee 
de Soie, Vol. 7, Part 11. The correct number of 
threads on the simple or false simple are selected 
according to the siae of the paper ana grouped in 
order to facilitate the "reading in" of the design.
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Plate 71 ($7) Diagram to shew the weave of a typical tissue.
There are two pattern wuits (yellow and brown/ 
bound in 3 & 1 twill by trie t lire ads of che 
binding warp (tinted blue), i'here are three 
ground warp threads between each binding warp 
thread and thece are woven in a satin of 5 with 
the ground! weft. The satin only shews, however, 
in the ground of the textile. It vould normally 
be hidden in the areas of the pattern by the 
thick pattern wefts.
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Plate 73 (^d; The laehee are tied upon the simple, from
Biderot'e Kncyclopaedia. Each row of laches 
represents one line on the ruled paper and 
probably one colour in one line of weaving*
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Plate ?2 (88).



Plate ?4 (89) Tre Draw Loom, from Diderot's Encyclopaedia,
The simple io at the right-hand eide of the 
loom.
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Plate 75 (90) The Comber Board. The order in which the 
cords are entered determines the number and 
the type of repeat in tne widtr. of the

The cords which control the s«ua<s threads in 
each rapeat are tied together at the neck 
above the coriber board, and oiie cord 
representing than* *1I passes over the pulley 
and is attached to one cord on the simple,

Plate 7 X (9D Diagram taken froa Plate 11, Murphy Art of 
Weaving, to t>hew the position of the comber 
board•

' , ,. • > , , ,, t , . j, ,. , ,, . ' , It
II

Plate 75



TottieSimpfe.fleafl.74

COMBER. BOARD.- On tKe kft the conds 
entered jr'or a strait repeat" — 3 repeats 

of ffie material . belo*/, rf a 
are entered jbr a. poiat repeat-one 

repeat* in the wi JH\ 04' me

Plat* 7 (90:.



Flat* ?6 (92) Diagram to »fc«w the du&i coutrol o£ tae
threade on % dr«*loe* by the- *haitt> to make th« 
ground weave and by tha figure harnese. Tii« 
weaver before he can bc£i& to work, rauet enter tht 
threads in t' : - " - - J.: .prder through both the 
hcddlefc on t,., w.^,. ..w -.»d thfe eyes on the figure 
harne &K .



Dent

A diagram to shew the dual control of the warp 
threads on a drawloom, ( see pages ), 
This is not drawn to scale. The size of the dents 
in the reed is especially exaggerated.

Plat* 76 (92).



Plat* 77 (93) A velvet'loon, from Diderot's Encyclopaedia,
The ttaln difference between it and the draw- 
loom on Plate 7A- i* thcr frs».r:* on the right-hand 
Bide containing a series of bobbins each with 
their cwn i independent weight or lingo, 
Those bobbins hold the threads of the pile 
warp which will be taken up at a differeut 
rate from the other warp threads.
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(1) See below,



C H A P T tt R 4 

THE EXPANSION OF THE INDUSTRY

There are no production figures which can be quoted 

without reservations - since there was, of course, no normal 

machinery for compiling such statistics. The years when 

the silk industry ran into difficulties stand out and, 

naturally enough, the estimatee of former prosperity made in 

these years were enhanced. There is good reason for 

thinking that the Custoras figures are reliable (1), but they 

do not take into account the home market. It can, however, 
be argued that there were a number of factors which favoured 

the expansion of the industry in this period and these will 

be discussed in this chapter, while in the next the difficulties 

with which the industry had to contend will be considered. 

It is hoped that the crisis of l?64-6 can then be seen in 

greater perspective than it could be at the time.

The English I'ercantile ey&tem of the Idth century is 
the fir&t factor to be assessed in this chapters secondly, 
the efficacy of official encouragement and thirdly, the 
question of ti.e <':arkete for English si.Ike. Although much 
of the evidence to be quoted ie opinion rather than fact, 
the silk industry in London need not be considered in vacuo. 

At almost every point a comparison can be made with its 

greatest competitor, the Lyon industry, whicn ie literally



(1) F.12.6Mf, Archives Rationales, Paris,

(2) F.12.6V7-8.



dv>cu*oented« moreover t in the minds of its contemporaries 

the fortunes of the silk industry were very mch tied to 

the progress of the woollen and worsted industries, and attacked 

by the insidious competition froa the rising cotton industry •

I • The i; relish '-'er can tile
^*m***m~*» mm * ••**. •»-*•* nun • !!»*••• •»•». .^^•^••.••iiai • *^BM^»MM»*<»

•Mjittver truth there was in the stricture G of Adaa 

Snith, :»nd whatever the future industrial development 

of this country was to be, there is no doubt that England 

was widely admired abroad, and indeed envied, for its 

official economic policy. 4 document on trade with Portugal, 

compiled by a French official in 1?69 (1), drew a comparison 

between the French and iinglieh mercantile c-yste-ifc, .ontioning 

the English Bounties on exported goodc, the drawbacks on re 

exports, and, above all, the extra advantages to tnie country 

which caflM from exerting in ^.ritish shipping, "11 est facile 

d'apercevoir tout le bien qui doit re suiter d'une administration 

aussi ea^-e, tant pour le comn^rce que pour la navigation 

Britannique,. . ." The document added, M I«s Anglais qui 

s'expatrient pour le corn:ievce ainisi que leurs enfants sont 

interesW A etre Aii^iai© partout ct a porter a leur patrie 

dont ilc ne perdent jaraais la nationalite une vive affection11 .,. 

Another undated memoire (<_;, wae a ''Demonstration ge*ometricme 

de la ChQte prochaine du Counierce de France par I'u; ;randiLe .cnl 

du Coranerce des Anglais", The paper turned on the 

aseumption that the fcnglicf coulu export r.iore ciie .»jj.^ to



(1) Archives Departmentales. Seriex C. 10. 1732-89, Industries 
et Manufactures.

(2) It is interesting to see that already by the end of the 13th 
century the legend had grown up that the Huguenots ca/ae from 
Lyon. It has already been shewn that they did not - with a 
few exceptions - Nirnes, on the other hand, did send a number 
of refugees to London. It is perhaps symptoraatic of the lack 
of contact Letweeri one French province and another that the writer 
of this (Tieriorial was unaware that the majority of Huguenots had 
emigrated from Ilonaand/, Touraine and Poitou,
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the West Indies than t';e Spaniards, and were driving

the latter out and therefore monopolising the trade in dye-

etuffe. Although it stressed competition froft Scottish

and Irish "ioiles", it did not mention sill-:, So;ne undated

"Observations" of the late iSth century in the Lyons archives (1)

referred to "Lee Anglais notres plus ^runus eaerJ.es,,," who

had unitfd the Continent against France. "Lee manufacture* •',

de eoyes angladtsee n'ont nequis quelque fave'u*, quelque

perfection que depuis la Invocation de I 1 Indict de F'antes,,,'*

whose intolerance it deplored because it had forced "beaucoup

de francaie reconzatndables et utiles ^ s'expatrier,..."

•specially fabricanto from Lyon and rdc^o (2) t and it argued

that England had played a great part in the decline of Lyon,

The most important feature of the "aage administration" 

in this context were the Navigation Acte, They were of 

particular importance to the eilk industry since, on the one 

hand, all the raw material had to be imported, and on the other,

certain markets for woven eilke outside thie country became 

increasingly important. Conversely, "ritish coasand of

the sea was a great hindrance to the industry*B rivals. 

The l.yon Chamber of Comiaerce wrote in July 1706 to Paris of 

the effect of the ~-ar on their trade: "C'eet uniqueraent 1$ 

difficulte dee paeaagee, le rieque ou 1'on s'expoBe en voulant 

faire ce commerce, la cessation preequc generale de toate 

eortee d'affaires, en un not toutee lee port«» eont bouclie'ce 

tout eat devenu difficile et dan^ereux,.," The economic



(1) Paris, Archives Nationales F.12.64-1,

(2) C. King (17^3 edition) British Merchant, Vol. I, p. 12., Vol. 
II, pp. 191-193.

(3) St. Croix from 1757i Guadeloupe from 1759* Uape Kreton and 
Quebec from 17&0, ijellisle and ^atrinique frou 176l t Uavuna 
from 1762, and also Tortola, and in 1763 Canada (&6082. 11. 3.) 
and Granada. Canada continued, but the figures chew a 
diminution. So ie of these places added substantially to 
the export figures: over &7 f OOO was exported annually to 
Guadeloupe, while the trade lasted, and over £3 f *fOO to Havana.



crisis in Lyon became so bad that in the next year all 

work stopped for several months. In July 17^ the Chamber 

of Commerce wrote to their a^ent in Paris in an attempt 

to get Spanish raw silk exempted from the numerous Customs 

duties, as they could only import it by land at a loss, and 

they were obliged to send it by land becasee of the risk 

of sending it by sea f owing to the v*ar with England,

Because of its naval advantage the English industry 

benefited greatly from the effects of war. The War of 

the Spanish Succession, which impoverished France and nearly 

ruined the Lyon industry, was splendid for Spitalfieldc, 

It was in those years that the industry really became 

established. Comparatively few French silks could reach 

this country as a letter of 1700 (l) from Lyon to Paris 

reported "Hous ne pouvons pas vous rendre de raison positive

sur ce que vous souhaittez scavoir au sujet de ce oui valient (?)4
leurs soyes en Angleterre et en Hollande..•." because no one 

had sent any "depuis long terns", Tiiis letter does reinforce 

the argument of King in The British I'erchant (of 1721) , which 

described the increase in the silk manufactures since the 

late French Wars, ^u.d commented, "and whence is this 

prodigious increase in our silk manufacture tut from the 

interruption of our commerce with France and the prohibition 

of East India silks" (2), The Customs figures reflect the 

effects of war: new places are suddenly mentioned in the 

Port Books (3) and in soioe existing markets the figures shew



(1) Juet under £26,000 worth went to the West Indies in 1762.
Exports to Kolland are larger in the war years (see Appendix 
*f, Nos. 7 & 9). On a smaller scale Nova Scotia also shews 
a marked increase.

(2) On ifarch 12th the Gazette and .vew Daily Advertiser printed 
the letter (which has already been quoted several ti-aesj , 
"to the Gentlemen of Spitalfields who associate and 
consult on the present complaints" - a series of rhetorical 
questions of which tl:e first was "whether they have not 
made fewer general articles on their own account since 
the late war". In'^C's 1 answers to 'B's queries" on March 
l^th, the reply was that certain goods had not been made 
since the end of the war because during itscowrse "many new 
species of goods were made, proper for the conquered places...." 
and when these were restored by the Peace Treaty the goods 
could not b* sold there any longer. The writer was willing 
to make these n;oods a^ain if anybody wanted them. Giving 
evidence to the 176^ ^or^ltte* (.lournals, p, 21^f) , Charles 
Tyrele, "a hosier and i/ianufacturer of Fleet Street", said 
"that the Hanufacture had increased for some time, but that 
for k or 5 Years last it had declined, particularly in 
gloves and mitts; and that he imputed this Decrease to the 
Foreign Importation; but acknowledged he had always a better 
Trade in War than Peace." John Sabatier,. giving evidence to tht 
1765 Comrfiittee, said much the same thing (Journals, p, 72*0 , "That 
during the late War the Silk Trade was very brisk and since the 
Peace it has declined very much."

(3) Two of the Account Books in the Eosanquet collection of
documents include insurance premiums paid to Stephen Peter
Godin and Messrs. Godin and Guion c.

It has been stated that the raison d'etre of the Municipal 
Archives at Lyon was the determined policy of the town to force 
every conceivable kind of merchandise to pass through the 
town and its Customs. This policy and the attempts made to 
resistvcertuinl^ appear even to dominate the records listed 
in the Invuiit«.ire Chappe (concerned with the Grande labrique, 
the silk industry), cxlt/iougn naturally the archives themselves 
yield much other information,
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a distinct increase (1). Conversely, the lost of these 

newly acquired markets was held by some to be partly 

responsible "for 'the collapse of the industry in 17&5 (£)• 

The Seven ieart War came at an opportune moment for the 

industry.

The stability of English economic life was badly 

disturbed by the crisis of 1720, but on the whole there was 

nothing comparable with the series of general economic crises 

in France which at times threatened to bring the Lyon industry 

to a standstill (and did in 1707). During the War of the 

Spanish Succession, the French deplored the fact that their 

allies in iJpuin were banking in London, Unlike those 

in France, tne^e were no internal customs in this country - 

the occasional toll-gate did not add materially to the cost 

o£ goods. Credit was sound for most of the period cind both 

the raw raaterial and the finished goods were comparatively 

safe in transit. The insurance premiu;as paid by Bosanquet - 

it is true at the end of the period - were not very high (3), 

There were few bankruptcies in the industry until 17^5» and 

the supply of raw silk was never interrupted for commercial 

reasons. The economy was flexible and not burdened with 

rentiers in whose interests the most mediaeval of taxes had 

to be retained. Above all, while in France the extreme 

jealousy of one province, town, or interest dominated the 

economic life of the ancient regime (*f) , the English 

manufacturers benefited from a mutual ecorio ULC co-operation 

between towns and industries which was of ^reat importance



(1) Adam Smith. The Wealth of Nations, Vol. II, p. 22.

(2) Court Books.



to the newly developing silk industry. The "'ercantilist 

argument favoured the silk industry since, although the 

raw material came from abroad, it was, at least theoretically, 

bought with the sale of British products (and indeed may 

have been during the early years of the century). Thus 

it was possible to argue the CJ.se for the reduction of duties 

on raw silk which wou^d, therefore, by increased home con 

sumption increase the exports of woollenE. Secondly, the 

industry could benefit both from the bounties on exports 

and the draw-backs on re-exports which together would help 

to cancel out some of the duty on the raw material. Adarn 

Smith was fairly scathing about this system, although he 

said "what is called a county is sometimes no more than a 

draw-back, and consequently is not liable to the same 

objections as what is properly a bounty....The bounty upon 

wrought silk exported (may be considered) a draw-back of the 

duties upon raw and thrown silk imported...." (1)

On the other hand, Captain Janee Dalbiac's speech to 

the Court of Assistants in January 7th, 17^-7/tf (2} took as 

a basic Assumption thst the system of draw-backs was an 

effective me ±ne of encoura^in., the industry. The Court of 

Assistants did not challenge the assumption but a; pes.r to 

have been a little sceptical of the facts in this case and 

asked him to quote actual figures.



(1) N. Williams: Contraband Cargoes, 1959, especially
Chapter k. The Heyday of illicit Trade, pp. 93-1^6, 
Smugglers were certainly daring and ferocious and the 
extent of their activities in this context will be 
discussed iti tLe next chapter.

(2) For instance, when the Weavers Company proposed in 1715
to appoint Searchers themselves to seize imported foreign 
silks, it was noted in the Treasury Papers (Vol. 192, 
October 31st, 1715) "that on receipt of your said order 
we sent to Mr. Lekeux who belongs to the Weavers Company 
anJ from whom this Board has often received very good in 
formation and ass5.stance with respect to the e.ilk 
manufacture to the benefit thereof as well at* the service 
of the revenue".

(3) Customs and Excise (Kingebearn House) Library. Opinions 
of Counsel 17G1-17&3 ^ n several volumes). Legal advice 
WCJ.E sought in certain test cases and recorded ae a 
precedent.



2. Official Encouragement of the Silk Industry.

The extent to which official encouragement was 

effective has often been doubted. It has been implied 

that most of the official measures of protection in the l8th 

century were a pious hope which failed through the inefficiency 

of those who had to carry them out (1). .There is sone truth 

in this argument, as will be seen in the next chapter, but 

it is also clear that not only were some measures extremely 

effective but also that the civil servants charged to administer 

the Acts took them seriously and did their best to make them 

work. In thic there is little to choose between the English 

civil servant and the French intendants, and others whose 

letters have survived. The latter were intelligent and 

educated men who struggled, sometimes ineffectively, to make 

an unworkable system work and to get some sense from tfre 

fabricants whose letters are striking in their ignorance and 

illiteracy. The English silk weavers, importers, brokers, 

mercers etc. were not illiterate. They were aware of the 

official or^-aiii sat ions which could help them and they used 

their to tVie full. For their part the Commissioners of 

Trades and Plantations, tiic Cu:£»tc:ic, the Treasury and, most 

important of all, t/.c i'arlica.uientary Committees not only appear 

to have listened intelligently to the best witnesses they could 

find (2), but to have worked quite sincerely for v;hat they 

considered to be the public interest. The Book of 

Customs precedents O), for example, reveals a complicated
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(1) See also pp. 22^-^, 4L6,4-29/f or an account of hie activities.

(2) 1?66 Report, on. cit., p. 725. He apprehended "more 
foreign silks are imported in the Out ports than are 
imported in the Port of London as the officers there are 
more liable to be imposed upon than they are in London, 
where, in any doubtful case, they can have the immediate 
assistance of the Weavers and ifercers"»

(3) 17^5 Heport, op. cit», p» 209 f his evidence on Mercers 
importing French silks as Italian, etc.

(4) examplee of this accessibility are many. In 1723, for 
instance, the Assistants decided "to consult Lord 
Townsend" on tne proper form for a petition on public 
mournings. In March 1739 a Customs official came to one 
of trie meetings of the Court of Assistants having found 
difficulty "in putting the said ^calico7 Act into 
execution.....desired advice". In February 1743* the 
uentleroan 1 s Magazine reported (XIII, p, 101) "A bill having 
been brought into the Rouse of Commons to prevent the Wear 
of gold and silver lace, a great number of women concerned 
in thet jianufacture attended in the lobby to solicit the 
Members against it, &were so favourably heard by many that 
they uere prorrdsed to op^oee the bill." In March, 
a committee of the Weavers Company decided to wait on 
Mr. Horatio walpole Senior to find out what his bill 
was about, which they did and were satisfied.
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systen, but not o. corrupt or an ineffective one. Robert 

Trott (1), for instance, appointed Stamper and Searcher 

of Foreign Wrought Silks at a salary of 3050 a year,following 

the Act of 1753» who developed a great expertise in detecting 

foreign silks, agreed that provincial Customs officers could 

be deceived (2), but appears to have been, himself, a highly

reputable and hard-working civil servant* His expertise was 

often called upon by the '-leavers Company and he was im 

placably hostile to the .rersers before Parliament (3) •

One factor must b* stressed before considering the 

different ways in which official protection was exercised. 

This was the accessibility of all the official bodies owing 

to the fortunate accident that the industry had settled in 

London, (rather than in Canterbury, for instance). It was 

possible for the Weavers Company to send their representatives 

to "wait on '-:r. Alderman Baker'1 , "to apply to 'r. Horatio 

Walpole Senior", to "treat with the Comu.s3ioners of Trades 

and Plantations", to write to the Speaker of the House of 

Commons and discuss his answer at the next Court a few days 

later, having in the meantime obtained further information (*f) 

The Lyon Chamber of Commerce had to wait several months before 

they received a reply fron Paris and approach to official 

circles was often difficult and even impossible. Through 

the formula of the petition, almost any group °f interested 

people had immediate access to authority in London, provided 

that the petition woe properly worded and the appropriate



(1) F,12.6*i7 in the Arc lives Nationalss in Paris ,contains 
several such documents.

(2) See Chapter 2, p.9Vi5. The Coaipany were very anxious to 
make use of his influence.
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fees paid. The printed Journals of the Commissioners 

of Trades and Plantations make it abundantly clear that 

euch petitions were read, considered, discussed and acted upon 

with reasonable dispatch. The French applications for this 

or that privilege are worded in the most circumlocutory and 

self-abnegating phrases which, in some documents, very nearly 

obccure the meaning altogether (1). The English petition 

was clear and to the point, and expresses infinite confidence 

in the power and duty of authority to help the petitioners. 

The Weavers Company wa& not one oi' the twelve great Companies - 

far from it. Only one Alderman in the course of the 18th 

century carae from its members, but it does not seem to have 

suffered from thie fact.

Alderman. Sir William Baker, a friend and adherent of 

the Duke of Newcastle, M.P. for Plympton, Devon (1747-1758), 

an important American merchant, a Director of the East India 

Company and a Vest India merchant, succeeded Sir Thomas Lorabe 

as Alderman of the Bassishaw Ward in 1739* He had adopted 

the Livery of the Weavers Company in 1734 and became an 

Assistant in 1739» after hie election as Alderman. He died 

in 177O. It ''lay be argued that to a man of such importance (2) 

tiie affu.ira of the Weavers Coupany v:ere very trivial, - and 

he does not Mem to have boen recorded as having any commercial 

interest in the trade. Nevertheless, not only do the Court 

Minuter ehew that he attended the meeting,'? of the Aesistants 

regularly, but he also served as Upper Bailiff (an office 

which, by the charter, no one could be forced to serve), in



(1) An account of his political and financial importance is 
given in L.B. Namier, England in the A^e of the American 
Revolution, ).930, especially pp. 280-1 and 318-9. His 
importance in the City is stressed by L. B. Namier: The 
Structure- of Politics at the Accession of George III. 
2nd edition, 1957 , pp. 53-^ and 5&. Some of hie other 
commercial ventures are mentioned in L,S. Sutherland, 
A London Merchant, 1933 t pp. l^t 71, 117. His purely 
official positions are detailed in A. B. Beaven, The 
Aldermen of the City of London, 1908, p. 20 and p. 128 
of Vol. II. *

(2) Journals, Vol. 2? t r- 865.
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year when the Company was in great difficult~ea - 1740. 

Mae over, he also served on committee of the Weavers 

Company, uch a that of 1745 which aimed at enforcing the 

Acts of Parliament g 'nat th sellers and wearers of printed 

calicoes (1). It can h~rdly have been acci~ental that 

that be sat on sever 1 of the Parl! nt~~y Oommittees which 

considered measur 6 1n which the Weavers Comp ny were in-

terested. Ho w s, for in tance, a me ber of ~he Committ e 

appointed to consider tAb" peti tion on the growth of raw silk 

in America t to which sev ral prominent weavers gave ~vidence 

in 1749-50. On April 29th, 1757, he was one of the three 

Member ot Parliafent appointed to draw up a bill permitting 

the import of fine Italian thrown ilk (2). Such a conn ctian 

with the most important men in the City and in Parliament 

must have been of great value to the industry. Since he 

attended the Courts he . uat have known only too well what 

their i mediate intere ts ere. His political activities have 

b en wel~ r corded, nd no proof can be cited of a personal 

interest in the affairs of the si~ in uatry. On the othel' 

hand, the Weav rs Company a pe r to have cherished the 

conn ction, and it can at 1 ast be suggested that he may 

hav& been a powerful influence behind the scenes. 

The mo t i portant manifestations of mercantilism, or 

otfici protectio , were the Acts of Parlia ent passed 

during th period. M ny of these h ve lready been 

mention d in other context , and they tall into t 0 

c te ori : tho intended to deal with som i edi t 



On January 19th 171&/19 at a meeting of the Court of 
Aesistante of the , e *vere Company M the petition **«e 
read for the taking off the duty off bnglieh wrought 

R... ,and DrawbacV off the eilk and approved".



emergency in some specific aspect of the industry and 

those whose effect wae intended to be general and to last 

for several years at least. Most of the former are beet 

considered together with the emergencies which provoked them 

(a sudden shortage of raw silk wae- the most frequent cause) 

and will be discussed in the next chapter. In the war on 

printed calicoes, the industry won two acte of 171k- and 1?21 

and lost one - the Manchester Act of 1736. The act of 1?22 

(8 Geo. I cap. 15) incorporated demands made for several

years before its passing (1) and, since it was renewed through 

out the period, expressed the official policy of several 

reigns. It was an act entitled "for the encouragement of 

the silk manufactures of this kingdom", and in itc preamble 

stated that the silk manufacture was hindered by high duties 

on raw and thrown silk and that it wae consequently "just and

reasonable" to "draw back a great part of the dutiec inwards". 

It set out a system of bounties on exported goods as follows:

1. On ribbons and stuffs of silk only 3/- per Ib. 
weight was given.

2. On silks and ribbons made with gold and silver V- 

per Ib. weight.

3. On silk stockings, silk gloves, silk fringes, silk
laces, stitching or sewing silk (of which the Customs 
figures shew large quantities were exported to certain 

markets) l/3d. per Ib. weight.

4. Stuffs of silk and grogram yarn 8d. per Ib. weight.

5. Silk with incle or cotton I/- per Ib. weight.

6. Silk and worsted 6d. per Ib. weight.



(1) 9 Gee, I. Cap, 8, Section 9- Ihe bounty wts to be paid 
on mixed silk and incle etc. only if "at least 2/3 part 
of the ends or threads of the warp (by which is meant 
the length of the piece) be either all silk or else mixed 
or twisted with silk in the warp.... M (The definition of 
the warp is included in the Act).
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The allowances were to be paid by the collector of the 

Customs with the knowledge of the controller of the
 Port 

from whence the gocds were exported. Security had to 

be given Uiat the goods were of british aanufacture 
and 

would not be re-landed in tni& country. For Ireland and 

the islands around England, the security could be redeemed 

in six monthc, and for the Anerican colonies eighte
en months 

were allowed. A Secxrcher :vas appointed wno was to examine 

the balee which were to be forfeit if entered under the 

wrong denomination. Anticipating frauds, the act specified 

that no allowance was to be made tor si Ik 6 raixed with &old 

and silver only at the ends and edges. The fraraers of the 

Act forgot to relate this particular provision to c
loths made 

with silk and incle or silk and cotton, and the Act had to 

be slightly amended the following year (1). In any dispute 

the onus of proof was to be on the exporter. The penalty 

for "unshipping" , i.e., re-landing the goods after the bounty 

had betn paid either to sell theu In this country or
 to re 

export witu a fresh bounty, was to be the forfeiture of any 

goode ssiaeJ and a fine amounting to treble their value. To 

illustrate the efl'ect of this Act, talcing a year at random, 

in 1725, £20,1O2. 5e. of woven silks were exported from 

London to For&'tugal. This represents 11,^7 Ibs. or a bounty 

of £.1,723. Is. The total exports of woven eilKe in 1725 

were £150,^29. 0. 3d. or ^5»959 Ibs. 7 ozs., representin , a 

bounty of ^12,3*9^ approximately. It is, for this r«aeon,



(1) 22 Qeo. II, Cap. 36, which prohibited the import of all 
foreign brocades, embroidery, fringes, etc. made with 
gold arid silver thread after ouly 17*0, stated in the pre 
amble "the importation whereof ie contrary to several acte 
of Parliament for prohibiting the same" but did not specify 
the latter. Under the Act any foreign goods of this kind
were to be burnt if seized and the seller fined £100. 

The wearers of such goods were, however, specifically 
exempted from the Act, which must have weakened its force.

(2) 26 Geo. II, Cap. 21*

5 -ieo. Ill, Gap. **8 and 6 Geo. Ill, Cap. 23.



that the figures entered by the Customs officers in the 

Port Books are probably a reliable guide to the exports 

of silke.

The import of foreign eilks woven witr gold and silver 

was forbidden on mercantilist grounds fairly early in the 

period (1); other silre could be imported on payment of a 

fairly high duty. An Act of 1753 (2), fiercely resented 

by the mercers, made previous acts more effective by stipulating 

that foreign silks should be sealed at the Custom. House,

The Acts of 1?65> and 1766 protected silk stockings and woven
respectively

silks/by forbidding the import of foreign manufactured goods 

after a certain date for a limited period (3).

From the point of view of the industry these measures 

were each highly desirable - though the total prohibition of 

foreign silks wae hardly a practicable proposition. The Act 

of l'/66 was celebrated with bonfires throughout Spitalfields. 

Both the Act of 1722 and that of 1766 were the outcome of 

two years, if not more, of agitation, lobbying, committee work 

and abortive bills. Indeed, the slowness of its deliberations 

hampered the usefulness of .parliament as a Protector. Vore- 

over, a fully effective House of Lords twice killed the bills 

which were .-flost important to the industry, the Calico Bill 

in 1720 and the Bill of 17*>5 { raisins the duties on foreign 

woven silkei On each occasion the Weavers Company feared 

repercussions amongst the journey ten. Beginning again from 

scratch late in the Autnmn after a failure in ay carried six



(1) May 6th, 1720, Court Books.

(2) S«e Appendix *>.



months of possible unemployment for the journeymen and 

great additional expense to the petitioners in paying fees, 

re-drafting petition*,, appearing once more before select 

committees, and collecting fresh evidence. Despite these 

obvious drawbacks confidence in Parliament was never shaken. 

The address of the Weavers Company in 1720 trusted "in the 

honour and credit of Parliament" (U. In March 1765, the 

Gaeette and Itew Daily Advertiser reported with approval that 

they had heard that Parliament was going to enquire into the 

silk industry and methods for reviving it. Ancker, reporting 

in 1776, spoke with respect of the encouragement given to the 

English silk industry by Acts of Parliament.

Confidence in Parliament as the deus ex ma china was not 

•imply the lip service paid on official occasions - or the 

Weavers Company would hardly have wasted its time and valuable 

funds in petitioning it (2). The acts which were passed were 

rather more than pious hope.';. It has to be remembered that 

both the industry and itc chief market were in one place, 

London. The Custom Houee was on their doorstep and its officers 

efficient. Haw eilk came almost exclusively to the Port of 

London, and about three-quarters of the silks ex orted left 

from there. Therci were thus the minimum of land freight 

charges to pay and the maximum possibility of ^ettinc the 

bounty and draw-back efficiently and promptly paid. Exporters 

were not dependent, except in certain cases, on the possibly 

less efficient outports. Robert Trott, V.'illiam Kennedy and



(1) P.K.Q. E.165 Seizures, Vols. 26-30. These books list briefly seizures of all kinds of good£5. Occasionally cases can be checked in the T'e^oranda Rolls in which more detail is given.

(2) Chapter 3. p. 3^7-

(3) Vol. II, p. 362 of the i-verynan Edition of'The Wealth of nations."
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several otber Customs men appear to have specialise i in 

Silks to the adrantag* of the industry. (-part from their 

appearance in t ,e Court ooke of the Weavers Company their 

names are nearly always associated with important seizures 

of foreign bilks in the Customs records (1) and not with other 

ooanodities)* Evasions of the Acts will oe considered in 

the next chapter, out it will be remembered ti at Gilly . iliiams 

decided in the lon& run not to risk the vigilance of the 

Custom House officers (£)• The effects of the Acts of 1?66 

and 1??3 fall outside the scope of this study, but it is surely 

significant that Adas fiaith in discussing the national sourcer 

of revenue (3) said, "in consenuence of thnt system (the 

mercantile nycte ,i, the importation of several sorts of goods 

has been prohibited alto'•ether... .It has entirely prevented the 

importation of foreign woollens and it hap very •such diminished 

that of foreign silks ant) velvets* In both oases it has 

Annihilated the revenue of Customs which sight have been levied 

on sue a importations' 1 , <\e believed such proaifcxtiojiG xn gener.nl 

only made it worth while to straggle goods an?!, in general, it 

is difficult to diaagre* with him. The silk industry, 

however, did benefit from the Acts* simply because they gave 

eos* measure of protection in the immediate neighbourhood« 

Printed calicoes were certainly worn and muc foreign silk, 

but even a limited effectiveness would help to ^ivo a stimulus 

to production comparable with the security of a present day 

subsidy on certain types of farm produce* The practical 

difficulties which tho Acts imposed on the clandestine



(X) Customs Library (Kingbbeam House). Vol. 1319* Notes and
Extracts from Minutes and Orders issued by the Commissioners 
of the Customs for the Instruction and Government of their 
Officers. Vol. I, 'ay 25th 173A. A similar proposal 
was turned down in the following year. Calendar of 
Treasury Papers 171^-1719 (1883), p. 151. Vol. CXCIII 
No. 0*4, 31st October 1715* The Weavers company had 
proposed that the,y should nominate persons to seize French 
silks smuggled into the country. The proposal was referred 
to the Patent Officers. Part of the proposal they said was 
already in force and part impracticable. In any ease they 
were of the "opinion as they have been for many years, that 
the giving of extraordinary commissions to persons not 
officerr of the Customs, for such seizure8 iaay be detrimental 
to the revenue and injurious to trade".
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import of sil-.s would ensure that some of the silxs 

taken by the mercers, great and small, were English. Seals 

could be counterfeited, payments on foreign banks arranged, 

owlers hired, and the rett of the procedure set in motion, 

but not every mercer had the resources or the inclination to 

organise it. Again, woven eilks are fragile and easily marked, 

and thus irreparably spoilt, so that they would have to be 

handled with care by responsible agents if they were to eell 

at several pounds a yard in a mercer's shop on Ludgate Hill.

Comparatively easy access to Authority in London is 

reflected in the long series of negotiations and personal 

interviews which led up to each of the Acts of Parliament. 

The Weavers uotnpany Court Uooks offer a clear demonstration 

of the relationship between the official bodies of the period 

and the industry. In 171^ for instance, following the Act 

pasted in that year, a deputation from the Company attended 

the Customs to ectablish a procedure for searching for printed 

goods. The Customs records bear out the seriousness of the 

visit, since the precedent book records that it was decided that 

it would not be a good idea to depute this to persons outside 

the Customs. It was, however, noted that they "were very 

desirous the laws should be effectively put into execution". (1). 

A few months later, at the request of the Weavers Company, 

extra officers were appointed to aesist in the seizing and 

prosecuting of all prohibited East India goodc. The Customs 

stipulated that "before any house be searched the officers



(1) July 20th, 171A.

(2) Weaver n Company Court Books. August 15th, 1720, Journal 
of the uoniiuiesioners for Trades and Plantations 1713-22, p. 
218, October 25th. Col. Lekeux and ?'r. fcades and others, 
unnamed, were questioned b ty the Commissioners.

Journal of the Commissioners for I'rades ai;d Plantations, 
op. cit. f.p.

Calendar of Treasury Papers, Vol. op. cit. p. ^86, 12th 
December 1719, Vol. CCXXIII.
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are to have an Information in Writing by some Gentleman 

of the Trade"(l). In 1720 the Commissioner,- for Trades 

and Plantations wrote to the Weavers Company asking for 

inforrnation on the state .of their trade., discussed their 

reply, and asked for their further opinion on the beet methods 

of preventing the exports of raw wool (2). A formidable 

assemblage of documents was listed in the Journal of the 

Commissioners for Trades and Plantations relevant to the 

proposed bill to prohibit printed calicoes (3). In their 

•naming up of "the state of this matter" printed in the 

Treasury Papers (4) they declared: "...Upon the whole it is a 

matter of the greatest importance to this kingdom to support 

the woollen and silk manufactures and as at least 2/3 of the 

woollen and almost all the silk manufactures are consumed at 

home it is reasonable and necessary that the expense of foreign 

manufactures should be prevented as much as possible because 

they always interfere with and obstruct the consumption of our 

own" and, since they had found that printed calicoes were worn 

despite the duties on them, they advised total prohibition - 

advice which became 7 Geo. I, Cap. 7, the Act which pro 

hibited the sale, use and wear of printed calicoes.

Similar contact; continued throughout this period. In 

March 1753, for instance, the Solicitor of the customs 

preparing the bill for making more effective the existing 

acts imposing duties on foreign wrought silks, consulted 

the Weavers Company. The Act was frame i to permit prosecution



(1) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations 
1764-176? (1936), p. 1^0. Vol. 71, fo.

(2) Journal of the CommiEsionerK for Tradee and Plantatione, 
op, cit. p, 132, Vol. 72, fos, 2-5»
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by anyone one month after any seizure, if not begun 

by the Attorney-general or the Customs themselves, and it 

has already been shewn that the Weavers Company supported a 

series of prosecutions under this Act.

A memorial on the declining silk trade was drafted by 

the i<eu.vers Company on October 3rd, 1764 and for the next two 

years the Journal of Trades and Plantations carried out a series 

of exhaustive enquiries similar to those of 1719/20 in an 

attempt to find out the causes of the crisis and to offer 

a suitable solution. On December 21st "their lordships 

took into consideration the memorials of the silk throwsters 

and silk weavers.••.and several of the memorialists attending, 

they were separately heard in what they had to offer upon each 

memorial respectively, and after some time spent in discourse 

upon the subject matter....it was agreed to take the memorials 

into further consideration....when the gentlemen present were 

desired to attend again and the Secretary was ordered to write 

to some of the principal silk mercers, to desire their 

attendance on that day....." (1;. On January ?th of the 

following year they received a series of statistics from the 

Customs (2) and discussed the memorials further and then 

decided on two resulHtioneJ !• that silk should be permitted 

to come in fr •'» anywhere in the world in British ships at the 

lowest duty paid on Italian silk, and that there should be no 

draw-back on re-exported raw silk; 2. that cutting of the 

work on the loom should be made a felony, and they added that 

to avoid frauds the maker's name and the length and breadth



(1; Journal of the Cora .desioners for Trades and Plantations;, 
op. cit. p. l^K). Vol. 72, fos. 32-5. Thursday, January 
2M;h, 1765.

(2) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, 
op. cit. p. 229-30, Vol. 72, fos. 352-35^. Tuesday, 
December 3rd, 17&5« Evidence of "Mr. Hinchcliff and two 
other silk mercer£,". The others attending were not Carr 
& Co. or Swan & Buck, etc. who sent apologies 1'or their non- 
attendance. In 1766 John Harris, Geraiaine Lavie and ffiobert 
Fleetwood were for total prohibition.



of the piece should be stamped on each end of the silk* 

They decided to hear the opinions of the East India and Turkey 

Companies on the first resolution. Eighteen months later 

much of thie had become law. by the end of January 1?65>, 

having heard the views of the two trading companies, the 

resolutions v/ere slightly modified (1) - Turkish silk was still 

to be the monopoly of the Turkey Company. in addition, they 

proposed an increased duty of 5-10% ad valorem to be laid on 

imported foreign silks arid only half the duty was to be drawn 

back on re-exporting. They proposed the stamping of silks 

again, payment by the yard and half yard, and again ur^ed that 

the laws in force against cutting worK in the woollen industry 

should be extended to the silk industry. The Secretary 

was to submit the propositions to the Lords Commissioners of 

the Treasury and, if they approved of them, then a bill should 

be prepared and offered to Parliament. The abortive bill of 

1765 put additional duties on foreign silks and made the 

cutting of silk on the loom a felony.

When an Act of Parliament was finally passed in 1766 

it gave the industry total prohibition of foreign silks for 

five years, and included the clause directed against the 

"cutterr". A separate Act dealt with the reduction of the 

duties on raw silk (5 Geo. Ill, Cap. XXIX). It is interesting 

to see that the mercers who gave evidence to the Commissioners 

after the abortive act of 17&J said (2), "that the increase 

of duties on foreign Bilks would only encourage smugtflin ;, and



(1) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, 
op. cit. p. 2J3. Vol. 72, foe. 367-8. December 10th, 1765,

(2) Journal of the Commissioners of Trades and Plantations, 
op. cit. p. 256, Vol. 72, fol. 56, February 25th, 1766.



that, if anything was to be done, they had rather it was 

a total prohibition". The Weavers Company alleged that many 

French Bilks were being imported masquerading as Italian (1), 

and the Secretary was subsequently ordered to write to the 

British Consul at Leghorn and elsewhere to find out how much 

French silk was goin& to Italy and how much of it was for re 

export. The Consul replied (2), though his answer is not 

printed in the Journal. On February 2?th, 1?66 the Commissioners 

told the Weavers Company uommittee that their case "deserved 

consideration" and that the present etate of the manufacture 

required relief0 , but also told them that since the matter 

was to go again before Parliament t "their lordships did not 

think it proper for them to suggest what the nature and extent 

of that relief should be, leaving it to the wisdom of

arliament to uiake such regulations as should be found most 

advisable". This may seem a rather cowardly and to an 

exhaustive campaign, but the work of the Commissioners for

Trades and Plantations had prepared the ground and assembled 

the facts, as far as they could be ascertained. Without 

this independent assessment of the case the Weavers Company 

could hardly have faced Parliament and an array of vested 

interests. Through the Commissioners for Trades and 

Plantations the Administration knew the case of the weavers 

and could draft a reasonable bill* The clauses on the 

stamping of silks, a proposal which "Veritac" pointed out, (in 

th« Gazette and rc«w Daily Advertiser in 17&5) was quite ira-



(1) Q.M. Vol. V. p. 161. ^larch Monthly Intelligencer.

(2) G.M. Vol. XX. p. 281. June "onthly Intelligencer.

(3) Krs. Papendiek: The Court and Private Life in the Time
of Queen Charlotte, 1833. Chapter 2, p. 52.
"The distressing state of the Spitalfieldp weavers wae brought 
before the notice of the Queen.... (who) at once laid aside 
all I'oreign siiiis and not only herself wore ^ownc of Englieh 
iuetnufacture but requested the ladies of her court to do the 
same. This gave no small dissatisfaction a:nong a few who 
prided themselves upon their French costumes but the greater 
number of her ladies were glad to follow Her i-ajesty'e 
example". I arn indebted to my colleague, "isr. Blumstein 
for drawing my attention to these inemoires. On June l?tii, 
1765i the Gazette and New Daily Advertiser reported "Yester 
day being Her "ajeety's Birthday.....there was a moet 
brilliant court at JSt. James. The Countess of Northumberland 
aade a very grand appearance; her ladyship's dreer, wae entirely 
of English manufacture and enriched with diamonds.... .'We have 
pleasure to hear that all the ladies appeared at Court yester 
day in the manufacture of thiir own country. Among the man.) 
elegant dresses that were worn....none was more admired and 
more elegant than Her Grace the Duchese of Portland... .it is 
of English manufacture and the first of the kind ever made in 
the kingdom". Among "articles of Intelligence from other 
newspapers" noted on June 6th was: "the Court was exceedingly 
splendid on Tuesday when our Spittlefields weavers proved by 
the brilliancy and delicate taste of their patterns that they 
may justly more than vie with those of France. Some ladies 
were particularly distinguished, they being dressed from 
Mr. Christian's British painted silk manufactory" arid the 
newspaper even printed some rather terrible dog ;crel in 
praise of a lady thus drecsed; (in a trade card of 17&5 at the 
British Museum Mr* Christian advertised from an address in 
Brownlow Street, Long Acre). On June llth, 1?65 the Gazette 
and fJew Daily Advertiser reported that "several pieces of 
silk, of an entirely new pattern and manufactured in Spital- 
fields we hear....put in the baggage of the Duke of York and 
designed as a present from His : ajesty to the Hereditary 
Princess of Brunswick". The frequency of these reports 
suggest that there was some foundation in them and that 
a conscious attempt at ftoyal patronage was being made. 
(See Plates 6k and 65).



practicable, were dropped. It ie not therefore surprising 

that, despite the slowness of its actions, the government of 

the day was looked upon with confidence by the industry. 

A policy of seizures on the one hand and bounties on the other 

- both continuous for most of this period - can be set against 

the difficulties the industry had to face.

ttather less effective, though it cannot be altogether 

ignored, was the official encouragement given through commissions 

directly from the Court to the industry. The bed commissioned 

by Queen Anne in 171^, traditionally supposed to have been 

made from velvet woven in Spitalfields, appears to have been 

the first of a series of spasmodic attempts at Royal patronage. 

The Gentleman's Magazine reported in 1735 (1) "being Her 

Majesty's Birthday it was celebrated at Court with extraordinary 

Magnificence, the Nobility & etc, were dreseed in an exceeding 

rich and grand manner, the ladies chiefly in stuffs of gold 

and silver, the Gentlemen in cut & flowered velvets, arid 

scarce any but our own manufacture". In 1750 "their Hoyal 

Highnesses the brince and PrinceEG of Wales, Prince George 

& Princess Augusta, went to the houses of several prominent 

weavers in Spitalfielde to see their looms etc. and expressed 

great satisfaction at their fine and curious manufactures, 

declaring their resolution of encouraging them" (2). In 

the summer of 17&5 there were a number of newspaper reports 

of the resolution of the Court to wear only iritich silks 

which are confirmed in the Me mo ire o of ! frs. iapendiek (3) 

(who wrote, it is true, of events when she was only a child;.



(1) The L.C.G. Surveys of London and, fron an architectural 
point of view, J. n. Summereon, "Georgian London", 19^6, 
give evidence of the growth of the capital, a geographical 
expansion which was surely rather different in character 
from the growth of its population in the 19th centuryV

(2) B.M. 796.a.9. An Account of the Constitution.... .1759, p. 8?.
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The V?eddin# of the Prince of Wales ) in 1?36 has already 

been d«scribed. Once in fifteen years wouiu seen a 

rather ineffectual patronage, but the&e instances were only 

the ones which were especially reported* Moreover, one 

Hoyal wedding at a period when advertising was in its infancy, 

must have had a ver^ considerable effect on the industry*g 

prestige. If the silks were, ai$ the Garthwaite designs 

suggest, quite? up to the quality of those imported (even if 

the designs were less original for the «ori part), such 

public displays would have had a greater effect on public 

opinion than any of the worthy exhortatione of the Jentlemn's 

Magazine to buy Hritiah ^oode an<l confound the foreigner. 

The Master of the Kobe8 nade no such ctipulationc, and the 

el Ike bought by the -areat ardrobe with the exception of the 

one satin sold by atthew Vernon were of unspecified origin. 

The Hoy^l family and the Court were not, therefore, a 

guaranteed market for English silks*

Kfcverthelees, the public encouragewent which they gave 

was important because although the industry could not rely on 

any staple goods, it had one chief market - London and the 

odddle and upper elasees living there. The expansion of 

London in thi. period has b*en described by nany welters (1). 

Loadon at first equalled and then outstripped Amsterdam 

a coBrocrciiil centre, it poswibly had a .--i^hor -potential 

lest sjsoag the aercoant claee than any other comparable 

city in hurope* An opinion of 1/,-y V 2) Mas possibly only a



Plate 65 (TV) tfeeign for a daaaak by Anna Maria Qarthwaite,
OD6 of a pair of nearly identical deeigne in 
a »eri«fi o.
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Plate 65 (7V).



Plate 65 (?8) Chasuole in the Royal Danish Collections at
Rosenborg Castle, The chasuble is made from a 
silk dress which belonged to Princess Louise, 
daughter of George II who married 
of Denmark 17^3• She died in 1751. The 
similarity of style to the Carthwaite design 
suggests that this silk was made in England 
and part of the trousseau which she took out to 
Denmark for her marriage. I am most grateful 
to my colleague, r"r. Peter Thornton, for drawing 
ray attention to this silk.





(1) L'Et.t dec Arts en Angleterre, pp. 184-6,



little exag eratedj "As ;^ndon is the centre of commerce 

it is consequently the centre of wealth. erchants here are 

as rich ae noblemen, and there is no place in the world in 

which the ehops of tradeeatn make ouch a noble appearance". 

kouquet made a apocial point of describing the splendours of 

the jaercere 1 shops in 175 5>: "Lee Boutiques de Londres, en 

tout genre, font ua e*talage brillant & tree agre*able.....Ce 

n^tait pae asoez de toute cette decoration de merchandises, de 

ritragee, de peinturea, d'enaeignee splendidee. L*u6a^e &*eat 

introduit depuie quelquea anne*ee de rev^tir la facade des 

boutique & particuli^re>flent de cellar, dcs f3archa?-.do d'etoffet: de 

aoie, de quelque*6rdre d'architecture. Lee colonnee, lee 

pilaatree, la frice, la corniche tout y garde aa proportion, 

& reaeerablc preeque autant A la porte d'un petit temple, qu'o 

celle d'un «aga£in« On donne 1 ces boutiques autant de 

profonderr qu'on le pout; le fond en ect ordinaireaent Eclair© 

par en haul; cotte sorte de lunlere, jointe auz glacea, aux 

brae, & ^ d'autres raeublec, roduit quclquefois un effet 

theatral, un coup d'oeil agr/able pour lea paaaante. C'eat 

dana ce fond ou le ;:iarchand Anglaic brule l*encenr de place' 

& fatiguant, dont il rftourdit ^e chalane; c f eet la 6u, trop 

officleux >< trop empreeoe', il rebute ecu vent plua qu'il ne 

perouade." (1). one oanaot but rejrt the paet glories of 

Lud^ate ill - if Kouquet was not exaggerating. It ha* 

become a commonplace to state that ealth in JtnglanJ was 

ahared aaong wider social strata Vtan in France, for example, 

and indeed that the social barrierr wore very much more subtle.



(1) B.M. Ad. MSS.36»666 t an Order Book of John Faulkner of
arrington noar r.aribury, Oxf ord, is a rather late example 

of 1773-7, and contains a wide range of miscellaneous 
orders of silks, woollens and cottons for various 
customers, ^'any samples are attached with their prices. 
He evidently placed the orders with the appropriate 
dealers.
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The ability of the upper middle class to ape the Court 

and its fashions wae exceedingly propitious for the native 

silk industry. The ninety-odd firms of mercers had a constant 

and expanding home market which wae at times scoffed at in the 

Gentleman's Magazine and admired by Defoe. The Duke of Montague 

Might go down to posterity in hie £4c>0 suit of silver tissue 

worn for the wedding of the Prince of Wales, but he helped to 

set fashion. For hie one suit, several thousands of yards of 

plainer, lighter, cheaper silks nust have been sold. The 

expansion of Spitalfields itslf and especially the development 

of Spital Square argues a market greater than that which can be 

proved by any of the Customs statistics and which, regrettably, 

cannot so far be illustrated from a single account book. The 

presence of the Court at St. Jeunee and the rich City business 

men, ready and able tc follow tht fashions of the day, were 

factors which the industry could count in its favour.

^» The farkets for Kngilsh Silks,

Outside London, certain provincial centres, Bath, 

Bristol, York and Edinburgh probably took some silks froci the 

London merc&rs, as the advertisement lor Peter and James Ferry 

of London and Jiath would suggest. Iluch more wae probably 

consumed in individual orders troLi all over the country placed 

either through friends in London or through the local mercers (1). 

Such pieceraeal orders form the background to a number of con 

temporary letters and diaries. The size of this market is 

difficult to &fiMB6« There were no internal Customs to hold



(1) See Chapter



ttp goode - or to form a record for future historians. It 

may aleo be argued that despite "the vicious inclinations and 

fondness of this nation for French commodities" (1), the 

provincial customer was probably quite happy to buy English 

silk, since he was most unlikely to have known the 

difference. Even in ;-rs. J'elany's circle, on the fringe of 

the Court, her friends in the country wrote to her anxiously 

for information on what they should be wearing.

The size of the foreign markets is much easier to 

estimate, since at least after 1722 the payment of the bounty 

would ensure that English woven silks which were exported would 

pass through the hands of the Customs. The officers of the 

Port of London, Robert Trott and his associates, were reliable 

and skilled. They were unlikely to pay out bounty on French 

silks in error, since we know that they were constantly in 

touch with repreaentativeR of the industry in the Weavers 

Company. In the outportr there was possibly more opportunity 

for fraud t but, if so, it is strange that there is no mention 

of any such enterprise in the Customs records. Although 

some silk went to most of the markets from the outports, the 

figure ie seldom more than a tenth of that from London. 

The only exceptions were Ireland, the West Indies and Virginia 

and Maryland. It can also be argued that tne officere 

dealing with silks exported to Ireland - of which the majority 

in most years were exported from the outporte - must have 

become as familiar as the London officers with the cooda

dnj; through their nan dr.. The crime which w s stimulated
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by the payment of a bounty and is fre uently mentioned 

in the Court records is "unshipping". This hardly affected 

the production of the industry, but it may have enhanced 

certain of the export figures in soae years. But it has 

already been pointed out silks were not the easiest goods 

to unship and re-export since they were so easily damaged, 

and any piece with some kind of a pattern far too easily 

recognisable. The pitched and bloody battles fought between 

the Customs men and the smugglers of brandy, tea and rum, 

(the most usual goods to be smuggled in), testify to the 

honesty and courage of the Customs men in the face of sometimes 

overwhelming odds. They were sometimes inefficient but there 

is little evidence that downright corruption was normal,

With this said in defence of the Customs figurec, what do 

they ehew? In the year 1?19» for example, when the 

Commissioners for Trades and Plantations declared that almost 

all the silks were consumed at home, the Customs figures shew 

a total of £ 6Z.8J1,2 6 exported, including £6974 to Holland, 

04,366 to Germany, £11,990 to Portugal, £4,635 to Barbados, 

fi6,713 to Jamaica, £6,571 to liew England and £3,68? to 

Virginia and Maryland (these figures do not include the out- 

porte, fc4,36l of woven sil"! ' was sent to Ireland from the out- 

ports in that year). Daniel Gobbe (a silk weaver for 45 

years) stated, in February 1750, "that this manufacture has 

b*en increasing, from year to year, ever since the Witness 

btgan business, and is now more than sufficient for Uont 

Consumption. That great Quantities of the said anufacture



(1) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25. p. 99&, 15th February, 
17W50.

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25, p. 996, 15th February, 
17W50.

(3) A few hundred pounds worth, rising sometimes to £1,000, were 
sent annually to Denmark and Norway, tho Canaries, Antigua, 
Guernsey and Jersey, etc.

Appendix 4, Mos. 5-10* KxportB to Ireland, Germany, Holland, 
Portug .1, the %'ect Indies, and the American Colonies,



had been ex^orteo to foreign Parts, particularly Tabbies 

to France, and flowered silKs to Germany; and that he has 

exported of late several thousand pounds worth of wrought 

eilk from Chester to Ireland" (1). Lewis Chauvet had also 

"errorted great Quantities of wrought silks to France and other 

foreign parts" (2). The Customs figures for 17^9 and 1750 

state that £1,^71*10*7d* (and £*f50. 1O. 0. from the outports) 

of woven silks was exported to France in 17*49, and £4 f o66. 0. 3d. 

(£70 from the outporte) in 1750. The largest amounts exported 

in 17^9 were &16.O98. 9. ^d. to Germany and i:iO,773. 15. lid, 

to Holland. In 1750 £l*f t 778. 6. 3d. worth was exported to 

Germany, £24,27O. 6. 3d. to Portugal, some £10,GOO to Spain 

and slightly over £10,000 to flew England. The Customs 

figures therefore shew that Gobbe was being perfectly truthful 

in his evidence; there was an overall expansion of exports 

in the period, but an examination year by year shews that some 

markets were negligible (3)« others, such as France, good in 

eoaie years and taking none in otherc, while certain markets 

were not only constant but grew rapidly in the period. 

Some expanded rapidly in wartime, and a few new ones appeared 

in the Seven Years War. Of the markets which had been 

relatively important at the beginning of the period, one
•

gradually lost its place. A table of the amounts exported 

y»ar by year to the more important markets is included in 

the Appendices (*f).

Probably the most constant and satisfactory market out-ide 

London was Ireland. The Customs figureF shew a fairly steady



(1) See Appendix 4, No, 5.
Taking two average years at random: in 1725 the total volvme 
of exports from the Outports to ire land was £137,865 of which 
&3«363 were ia woven silks. In 1739 £184,^32 were exported 
from the Outports of which £8,909 were in woven silks.

(2) The Gentleman's Magazine reported in 1736 (VI, p. 162), a 
ball given in Dublin by the Duke of Dorset, "the most 
magnificent entertainment ever seen in that kingdom, at 
which 7OO persons of Distinction were present, the ladies 
drest in the .Manufacture of that country1!. In 17^3 the 
Gentleman 1 © riagazine reported on tho Dr. Maiden premiums 
given bybthe Dublin Society which antedates those given 
by the H yal Society of Arts by several years. They were 
given for the best Piece of Green Damask, the beet piece of 
Flowered Silk, and for the beet piece of Paduasoy. These 
are reported every yaar subsequently. A riot of Dublin 
weavers was reported in 1763 (G.M. XXXIII, p. *f!0) which 
"put the whole city in confusion"» The weavers were demonstrating 
against one of the most important Dublin silk manufacturers, 
named Cottinghan, who was alleged to be importing French silks. 
He defended himself with the argument - which the rioters 
refused to accept - that he was only importing them for the 
patterns. The scale of this riot suggests a fairly large 
industry.

(3) Journal of the UoamiesionerB for Trades and Plantations, 
1718-22, p. 113,

There is a letter, for instance, in the Garret correspondence 
in the Lyon Archives Departmentales from an agent in Stockholm 
in 177^ asking for samples of silk to be sent for Prince Charles 
and his future wife. One other agent had been charged to obtain 
similar samples which he was doing through a Ham burg house, 
which seeeie to imply that the latter was the normal procedure 
for a customer in the North.
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increase fraa £6~7fOQQ exported at the beginning of t? e 

century to aa average of 5^5,00 by the l?6o«e with ov*r

*.>o f QGO In aoa* good yeore Ci;. tr^u^ort co6ta wtmld 

bare addted las* to th<* price tha:. in «acs* sere u^--nt 

asark-ete. For the pur r ocee of aarioe 1near®nee the Trie* s®,-! f 

although it could be aasty, tiais not ac gangeroue a riak as 

the Atlantic aor v«re there isport duties to be {>aid on the

•eale of tlieae eft it* c^utinent* it is interesting to ate 

that export® to Ireland continued to expand deapit* a 

allK in^uctrj in Dublin, to mhicu increasing qtiantiiic 

raw ellk were «xpurte4« The Dublin ioaustr^ ale-..- rec 

official eucourageojent parallel to that In London (2. 

have already seen that at leaat ooe iaportant weaver, 

fiabatier, claimed In 1750, to have exported u> irelaod 

par year for several ;. ,

On the Continent c. . :rc two ehlef aarkete 

for Kngiisb alike - aerrmay and Jortu0-Al« r. Kauec in 1?!^ 

told tke CoaaAaaloJaerg for Tr^jwr and riaotationa that be aent 

Bilk ax*2 wool lea goode to "Hamburgh, .;olland t Jeraaoy, Spain 

«, etc." (3>. "aeraany^ la %l» u t; t> figure a probably oeant 

uAwburs, through which ttoat of the serchandiec inteadad for 

Northern Uxirope aeeaa to hava paaMd '•'»-. it .-.out, however, 

inapectlag the Port 5ooJt» or their eauiv . , for that c I. , 

it la difficult to eo more than auradai. Ihe larg* 

quantitiec of »a«ta ail/, aenv to aoxA««a flay bave aleo In 

cluded re-exrort* for other part* of Jeraany* A little ailk 

went directly t, other place a, sue ' fe\. t ^ndrada of



(1) The Hermitage Museum posse BB no records or inventories of
an 18th century date and no silks of known English provenance, 
though it is possible that sorre exist incognito,

(2) Such is the provenance of the chasuble illustrated on Plate 12 
Fig. 13,

(3) Its proximity to France, a fellow Catholic country, suggests
this. On the other hand, the enormous collection of vestments 
at Aachen and elsewhere has hardly been looked at because of the 
attention naturally focussed on the radeiaeval silks these 
treasuries contain. It has proved extremely difficult to 
persuade the custodians to give facilities to examine the 
18 th century silks in these collection,

(k) See Appendix *f, Ho. 8.

(5) The Gazette and New Daily Advertiser of January 5th, 17&5
included an advertisement of a typical sale at the Mew York, 
Cape Breton and Quebec Coffee House of goods "fit for the 
Portugal trade" which included sixty pieces sattine, modes, 
linings, Versiane, Sarsnets, antuas, etc., silk and 
soosey handkerchiefs, striped and floweret gauze etc. silk 
hose, silk and worsteJ waistcoat and breeches pieces, etc,

(6) In the year 1?25, an average one, total exports to Spain wars: 
From London From Qutports In all

£109,709
About £406,000 and £ 31,000 were in woollen goods. 
Only £ 3f003 - were in silks.

Exports to Portugal in the sao» year were:
From London From Outports In all

£68*f,422 £483,^9 £1,167,871
About £526,000 and £ 21,000 were in woollen goods.
Only £ 20,102 - were in silks,



pounde wo»th cent during most of the 17*K>«LJ to 

probably to fit. Petersburg* fco trace of these silks has 

been preserved in that city (1). The exporter's pattern 

book of silke in the Berch Collection in Stockholm is 

significant, though alter the late 1720•» no ©il* was seat 

directly to that country. There are probably English 13th 

century alike preserved in collections of vustaentff in Northern 

Geraany, owin/-; to the agreeable tradition that the bride should 

present her wedding dresc to the Church for this purpose (2)« 

ihe beet collections are, however, rau*h wore likely to contain 

French silks - such as that at Aachen ('). The ttapoieenle 

and two world ware have, of ccur. , ,ertr ,v . uch documented 

naterlal, but since both Daniel Gobbe* ar<9 the T.yon designer, 

'U til lieu, luontion flowered silks exported froti fcngland to 

Gernany, it is difficult not to believe then.

Toe second greett l>urope&u £^a*ket was artu^al. £os» 

£4-8 f OOO of silk was sent to ^ortuw-al in tho early years of 

toe eantury and .after the signing of the : eacs Treaty in 1713, 

the quantity rieee to sons £lO-12 t o^v.' :>or year, with a uiaxiiau • 

cf £2^ f c>oo ^4). It tras a most constant aarket (5) even if the 

araount of ailK sent there was insignificant by coa^arison with 

the exporte of woollen aateriale. In 1745, for cxaaple, a 

good averse year for the export of woven silks, £lA f ^32 were 

ex: .^rted. In t)ie same year £V)o,542 of different types of 

woollen goods were ex orto4 and £&6 9 ?19 ef stocklags (6). 

Although the figures ef •»; or ted wooliene are lap re salve, tne



(1) See, for example, the memorial submitted by the traders to 
Portugal in 17^t (Appendix 3 in L.S.Sutherland, A London 
Merchant, 1933). They complained oi high duties and the 
lack of a warehouse for their goods. The lists of goods 
include in the Manorial for a comparison of the duties 
paid were all worsted, woollens and a few half silks*

(2) I yon Chambre de Comaerc**. Documents transferred from
Archives unicipale. Box 1. In rental re Chappe IX 9 p. 589. 
13• & --11 (the documents are miscellaneous and tine did not 
permit a sufficient investigation to establish which NO. 
docuiasnt this was). The entries in the Inventaire Chappe 
were made in the 19t > century for thi» series and are too 
brief to be helpful. The documents appeared to relate both 
to the letters sent by the Chaatbre de COKnerce and the 
docursents in the Archive a i)£part men tale B in Lyon and Natiosales 
in Paris. It would be interacting to exaaine all these 
sources systematically and at leinure, which has not been dene* 
The emphasia placed both by Godart and Pariset was on the social 
and administrative aspects of the Lyon industry rather than its 
ecoriordc and technological significance. Neither author had any 
interest in other industries or other nations and th s. although 
their works are very ueeful, it is only within a lint ted scope.

*'.12.6Mf (2 bundles).



comparison is a little unfair, since the woollen goods 

came from many different parts of the country and there was 

only one centre of the broad silk industry - London, with 

some small production in Canterbury. Any threat to 

the export trade with Spain and Portugal was looked upon 

with alarm (1). Certain French sources confirm the 

impression madd by the Customs figures. A Memorial of 

December 172? (2) comparing English and French privileges in 

Spain and Portugal declared, "Quand au commerce de Portugal 

les Anglais et lee Hollandais nous 1'ont totalement enleve 

a la faveur de la derniere guerre" an3 it said that the length 

of the war had caused the Portuguese to becone accustomed to 

English and Dutch clothe. It continued, "la coiisoamacian 

immense qui so fait en Portugal de toutes sortes de 

raarchandises comraes e*toffes, rubans, et autres ouvrages tans 

en eoyes qu'en or et ardent,..».eet same contredire", and had 

led the English and Dutch to establish factories there for 

the sale of their goods.

The Archives Rationales in Paris contain two lar <;e 

bundles of miscellaneous documents on trade with Spain and 

i'ortugal, of which the general theme is the totally unfair 

position won by England in the Treaty at the end of the '^ 

of the Spanish Succession, and the bert methods of reducing 

England's position as a favoured nation in tnese countries 

It is true that most of the evidence concerns shipping, port 

dues, "draperie", and U>e slave trade. A significant 

document drafted in 1?23 explained that in 1?C)4, beeause of



(1) This ordinance sought to encourage native Portuguese 
industries by forbidding the iaiport of galloons, 
embroideries, woven silks including those mixed with 
gold and silver, and woollen cloths from France, Holland 
and England.

(2) Vol. X, 1712-Ht. (1953;.



the war between France and Portugal, the Lnglish and Dutch 

obtained a revocation of the ordinance of 1633 (1) in favour 

of their nations and sent their "droguets, serges, rubans,

• toffee en soye et cel.ies d'or et d'argent, toiles de bretagne 

et dont on fait quahtite au frord d'Lcosse.*.." and cold them 

more cheaply than the .trench because of an open contraband 

trade, "ayant presque toujours des vaisseaux de Guerre dans 

la riviere de Lisbonne«..." According to this Memorial, the 

Portuguese admitted that light French woollens were better 

than the English but that the latter were preferred since they 

were cheaper, "A legard des etoffer, de eoyes Uniee et de 

celles me lee t> d'or et d'argent les Anglais et lee Hollandais 

en fournissent presque entiereruent le Portugal... .elles 

proviennent de leure Manufactures, mais ellee ne sont pas 

d'un si bon gout n'y d'un si beau lustre que celles de France, 

qui pourront dans la suite leurs eetre prefereee et on n'y 

en introduit a ,• resent qu'une tret: petite quantite". If 

this was the situation in 1723» fron the English point of view 

the induetr.v had received a tsplendid start. locportE in 

1722 and 1723 from the i-'ort of London were £17 t OG-J and 

^16,000 respectively.

There was so/ue justification "for French anxiety 

althoug these export figures would not appear to be

•taggeriny in size. The negotiations leading up to the 

Treaty of Utrecht are printed in the Houee of Lorde 

Manuscripts (2), and it is quite clear that a conscious 

attempt was ^ade, and fairly successfully, to secure favoured





nation terns for English tradere to Spain and Portugal. 

In August 1713t the Bilboa merchants compared unfavourably 

the existing duties on jjrenci, and English woollens and silks. 

In Octbber 1?1>, the Spanish merchants declared that 4 - 5£ 

of the value would be a fair duty on Englisn silks imported 

into Spain. Some "Remarks" on the Treaty by the Cadiz factory

criticised the Treaty for agreeing to duties that were still 

thought to be too high. Torriano's speech to the House of 

Lords in favour of the Spanish trade ae against the French, 

argued among other points that "They have no linen, paper, 

silk or other manufactures whereby to prejudice our poor". 

The Customs figures did not shew any very remarkable increase 

after the Treaty, but it remained a very sore point with the 

Lyon Chamber of Commerce. In 172? they v<rote to their 

agent in Paris to ask him to ensure "qu'au Congre's prochain 

on puieee obtenir du Koi d'Etpagne quelque abonnissement a la 

pragiaatique qui desole noe fabriques en dorureo... .." The 

later documents in the Archives Rationalee series (which, it 

must be emphasised, are quite Miscellaneous) are much more 

concerned with commodities other than silk, although an 

extremely interesting document giving French exports to Spain, 

their cuief competitors and their uses, mentioned Spain, 

tngland and Italy in that order as tne chief co::ipetitore with 

silks made in Lyon "de diverses couleurs et broche*es" and 

listed their uses "pour uiilituires, eglises, et Brezil". la 

the case of "Kubane ouvrage's en couleurs" the chief competitors 

with which Lyon and St. Chaaond had to contend were aiven as



(1) See Appendix 4, No.9.

(2) F, 12. 647-6*. Paric Archive 'Jationalee. "Demonstration ge'oae'trique de la Chfite prochainc du Gomjrterce d« France par 1'a^grandiesemcnt du Ccflinifcrce des Anglais".
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Spain and England. By the early l?60 f s the averagf 

value exported wae between £?-8,OOO worth per annum, which 

does not compare with the suras exported to Portugal*

Very closely linked, however, witii exports to Spain were 

those to the West Indies, Some of the latter had close 

econooic links with Spain and exported goods which were 

essential to Europe, sugar of course, but also dyestuffs. 

The rich "sugar" colonies were, especially at the beginning 

of the period, an important market for English, silks (1), but 

gradually became relatively less important. At certain 

significant times "the West Indies in general" are mentioned 

in the Port Pooks. The French were ever, more bitter about 

English dominance in these markets than they were about the 

situation in Spain or Portugal. Several ^emorials survive 

complaining of the injustice of the privileges granted by 

Spain to Kngland in the West Indiec. According to one of these 

(2), the English were enabled by the Treaties of 1713 and 1?16 

to sell their goods in the- Vest Indict; thirty per cent cheaper than 

those brought there by Spain hercelf. The latter's exports 

were therefore declining and th<- English monopolising trade. 

With the balance of trade in their favour the English were 

said to be monopolising the trade in dyestuffs. It was feared 

that the fcnglie i would then sell those at a prohibitive price 

to the French, e> that French woollens would no longer be 

able to compete with English ones in the Levant, thus 

entailing the collapse of this trade too. Anong the demands 

de by the I.yon Chamber of Commerce to tneir > aris agent in



(1) It IB, of course, true that woven eilks were only a fraction 
of the goods exported to the West Indies.

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25, p. 996. He was quoted 
as "j-ir. Crockett the Carolina merchant", on the neglect and 
near starvation of the Colonies i:i "A Short Account of the 
Application to Parliament made by the merchants of London 
on the Neglect of their Trade", 1751, 5th edn. R. Glover, 
p. 16.
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172? was one insisting "quo le Commerce des Anglais 

dans les Indes Qccidentales soit restrains dans ses bornes 

legitimes et que les autrss nations y puissent negociec 

concuremens.•.." This was prefaced by a request that an 

indication should be given as soon as possible of the 

departure of a new fleet "pour ranimer le travail des nos 

manufactures qui languissent depuis deux ans", (a problem 

which never caused anxiety to the English manufacturers in 

this period). Nevertheless, French fears of the English 

were somewhat exaggerated. The Bosanquet Papers prove that 

the English continued to buy cochineal from the trench and to 

export French londrinee to the Levant. These outbursts shew, 

at least, that English competition was keenly felt, as indeed 

the Customs figures would suggest (1).

£27,000 worth of woven silk sent to the Spanish West 

Indies in 1715 was an impressive figure, though it was never 

again equalled. James Crockett (2), giving evidence in 

1750, said that in the course of the previous ten years he had 

exported about ..,2,00'J worth of silks p.a. "to the Colonies 

of Jamaica and South Carolina and that he don't export a Tenth 

part of the English manufactured silk that is sent to Jamaica 

only". He added "that the Bilk he has exported has been 

of v: rious specier>, from 15 pence to 30/- a ¥ard and that he 

has likewise exported some Velvets' 1 . He was certain that the 

•ilk was English, "having bought it of the Weavers of 

Canterbury and Spittlefields". Officially, exports to Jamaica 

were JL.J3 t 6OO odd and &4 V 700 odd, in tae two preceding years



(1) Court Books 7th January, 17^7/8.



*a4 17^^,* *hlch va* vary iauch lea# than tb«y had 

been earlier in t&e eeotury.

~'he Cuisto e jTi£tt*ee t in^e^d, rather «nr,- nr-t, the »re«eh 

feade by Captftin Janes .Vftlbiac to the Court of Aeeistaate 

tilt beginning oP 1?45 {!), in which he declared th«t he " 

of the apxio.uii t--^t tbe . x4 ortotiOii of Wriiu^jht i/i-ji-c. an-.-; 

Velvate; of : , .anufficturu of thi* FJLn^o.-s t4> t;.« v»«st Xn 

and oth'.:r 'of,, our PlanUitio&e -^i>d ret tlc-^r. tf. abroad had 

for siany y«&rs ffeutly l*ae*a*d *mi WA« still rfccre ,*r,iii;; to t 

of the »aid ''>Bnufaeture »•••". '*•> :.Mr? h-it-.p- thi*. to 

of a draw-back on for«ig > wove?: ailVfi, which, .^ • 

IMI« jprtater than the bounty on English *aTn;fi*cturo^ sil-r;

or ratber, thflt th« diffaranoa b«twc :̂ t ^ *= bounty and tba
raw and thrown silks was less than that between the duty on the 
original duty on th«/lii«afldftg foreign ailkn and th«

on ex? ort). T^ore wao parha.p» Bora to hl«v %rgoatut than tha 

tt.; ti«:r< prcp«rca to .tccfrt, for t : *• V,»L-..A « j ui ta 

fro® a aaiiel.'rjm . t-> wcu'.st -'*, ••"; at the 

and of tha perio". '. - rcially and politically, tha 

•arrylng trada WM* poanibly of 'rr«^tcr ir.p-:jri.-/nco to trr c.dx.-it;

•j .i •;• t Captain D»lbiac <v".^tir>,!^ ' . » huri.-r.-; f >r ^a;.y 

ve ,r: .n'tar tbl» incident and w a folio -• eo. o. 

lawar «ili?c nay hove bean aant to the we.«f.t In»iitc fro: t c 1 ^tc 

b t ;«.-:ow.'««r entreat more tbao too ' pl«cc, 

:':,c;-f w ' nna aerfcat in whloh £n., £ had a virtual 

>poly, with protection from foreign co«pt»Utie« ttet vaa

complete* Tha American Coloniaa« whicn continued to 

grow r i idly in tha peried, accounted for aai*e *£,r*v» worth



(1) £•• AppemJl* <»,

ouu&el '.Cue tout ^awrar./, f *^l» i;i t 
it eoneornad Buekraa fchippel for export instead 

of silk to obtaia thi, bounty , but the fraud war tJiccorered befere 
the ship sailed. The bond si yen to export eilke wa» forfeited* 
Th« cai» recited the proYieioue of the Act rmntin^ the Houoty 
paid at the port of crrort^ After it had been verified by the 
«* arc her t.vut t*e goods were of critic • manufacture ar.d in 
tended for export , and would not be re-leaded in thin country. 
It reitt*r->,t<-u that eecuritv had to be ^iven uo the Cncto^e 
~f r lcer at the Fort* IA order to detect fratttfc eearchtro 

_ _ .3 open bale ft atfitf eeia« soo4« «m<J pro&ecute the own* re if 
any fraud wae alleged. In 172% 1!>O7 lb«. weight of fcnglieh 
wrou^j' t fciiiit- war* brou^-.t to the Cuctoio .Houee 9 being <n8 
and I'ieefta of Silk in the '*rj ihoma« Piiaond for Boctonf .-w« 
Knglaad* The^ ««re entitled to £226* Is. Bou«ty. - r^aie 
were found on board ahip and the owner said that the, _ . been 
eont by * ? « f ^e« The case went on till 173O, which would aeea 
to be «v__ c* <af the ©orioua^ees of the intontiona of the 
Cuetoiui officers to carry o«t tho



of eilk at the beginning of the period and by 1?60 

were consuming over £233,00(5 worth (1). Although there were 

fluctuations year by year, the Customs figures shew an 

overall expanding market. A report presented by the 

Commissioners of Trades and Plantations in 173^ to the Houee of 

Lords gave a detailed analysis of the produce and manufactures 

of each of the Colonies. A basic factor - which the 

Commissioners reported with satisfaction - was that few of the 

Colonies had any industry of their own and had, perforce, to 

import all their consumer goods from London,-and there was no 

shortage of shipping in which to do so. As early as l?25 t 

there was a Customs Precedent case over silks and ribbons 

exported to Boston (2) (about £33fCOO worth of woven silk was 

exported frocs, the Port of London to the American Colonies in 

that year). Thie guaranteed and expanding ntarket cannot be 

over-eetiiaated. The Boeton, Philadelphia and fJew York news 

papers were full of advertisements, and even if the silks reached 

a fairly narrow fringe of American society, the Colonies 

themselves were continually growing in importance. The 

Collirtson exports seem to shew that the trade was conducted rather 

a* it Bight have been to eouie provincial town in England, with 

a great many small piecemeal orders. Exports of silks were 

naturally eclipsed by the exports of woollens, but relative 

to the siae of the industry and to the other markets outside 

London it can be argued that the American Colonies were possibly 

••re important to Cuitalfields than they were to any other 

textile producing district in the period.



(1) L.C.9.288, fo. 150. In 1753, 36 yards of green Genoa __ 
were sold to the Great Wardrobe by Matthew Vernon and wtre 
presented to Christ Church, Bo&ton. This was used for 
cushions in the pulpit and hangings, and we were able to 
trace it up to the organ loft of the church from whence 
it disappeared in the late 18th century. 
Dresses were also preserved of private families, such 
as those juich.belonged to the.Pitts family now in Detroit 
Institute of Arts. The Archives of the f'aesachusette 
Historical Society should contain information, since family 
papers have been deposited with them. The New York 
Historical iJociet^ holdt a large collection of invoices for 
goods of raany kinds including silks bought from London 
merchants by the Iteekman family (P.L. White, The o-eekaan 
Mercantile Papers 17^6-9^i published by the New York 
Historical Society, a few examples are printed p. 1395). 
The Essex Institute at Salem also holds a large collection of 
silks and costumes, said to be fully documented. The American 
newspapers of the period should also be useful. Extracts made 
from them have sufferec from the fact that either trie editors 
were interested in the political events leading up to the American 
"Revolution or, naturally enough, in tue growth of native American 
industries.

(0) 172? and 1729 were good years, and so was 1739» according to 
an article in the uentleaan'e Magazine (IX, p. *f79) • "Late 
improvements in trade and manufactures considered"; the writer 
singled out, "many other manufactures be si Jet the woollen, 
particularly those of silk, iron, brass and other metals, have 
been immensely increased in the last 20 years, before that 
time werwere obliged to Ho&land and Italy for all or most of our 
wrought silks; but the case is now so altered that we not 
only work more elegantly than they, but are able to export 
of this manufacture besides furnishing for our own consumption". 
This writer thought wages could profitably be reduced and that 
"only the luxury of our working people could prevent our being 
able to undersell our rivals". It is interesting that one 
of the few riots of the period occurred in 1739, when the 
journeymen suspected the masters ofattempting to lower wages. 
Thus, riots are not necessarily a guide as to the prosperity 
of the industry. 17^8-50 were g;iven as the best years by 
John Sabatier. It may be suggested that the years from 17^6 
to 17^9 were ones of continuous expansion on the purely negative 
grounds that the silk industry is not mentioned once either in 
the Commons Journals or the Gentle.mn' s Magazine. Although the 
Weavers Company were worried about their prosecutions of printed 
calicoes in these years, there are no indications of any general 
distress until the sudden shortage of raw silk in 17^9-50.
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The silks themselves were prized and preserved and the 

Collinson records probably represent only a fraction of the 

documentary evidence of the trade preserved in Hew England (1). 

Competition from G».u.££led silks was far lees of a reality 

there than in London and the emphasis in the advertisements on 

"London" shallons or English daraaeks shews that there wae not 

niich consumer resistance to be overcome. One facet of the 

prosperity of the A.-rwrican Colonies was their increasing resent 

ment of English political control - but another was their 

ability to absorb an increasing quantity of English luxury 

and semi-luxury goods.

The coherence of the Inglish mercantile system and the 

good relations between its component parts, w 1-:ether official 

or industrial, and the evidence of the export figures can be 

easily underestimated. No one in the industry cosplained 

of prosperity or produced figures to prove it. Contemporary 

opinion was only forcefully expressed when it seemed to be 

threatened. It wae the loss of tae new markets at the end 

of the ''even "iears War, not their acquisition in its course, 

which aroueed comment. The jutcry over Last Indian goods 

and printed calicoes which will be discussed in the next 

chapter riaekecl the raore important alliance of the industry 

with other econotnic interests. Certain periods of boom (2) 

and slump c^n be detected but only the latter aroused 

ianediate coament. The causes of theee clumps will be dis- 

ouaeed in the next chapter, but it laust be insisted that until

l?b4-6 there were no Ion';-terra crises or depressions in the
in 

silk industry and, unlike/Lyon, work never stopped altogether.





Th« coffipile&tioas of ««rtaiti **i»ftet& of th« fiscal

•*•» patner to have cloao><* the f?ict tKU economic life in 

if; :lanj wat i.if initsly i«em re^ul^te i than in a.ny other 

country at th« tiisc «ith the exception probably -- r ol?and. 

. is «aoy enough to find ioophol«e in an .ct of ' ariia:.<ent 

and proof of tiie evfjslon of its clausee. It is j^ich harder 

tu ^o.aO.Tati's-> • --.• ^ a.t «/.t; ,, 3j.c , ^..A. ;..vct '• ," 

th\t wliatfc . . • , *ter . Mad* t j .! 

« brief period an<? in .- li.iiite-5 eph*r« th* po •



(i tor ex«uaple 9 th« collection of tracts on Trs-uSe in the 
rittoh wuseum (16 s. 13, 1-1??} contain* *eay of the 

exchanged during the calico controversy of
>ver«? over the ftoyal Lustring 

^ttuiupoiy xsj ^ . and e->s>e of the tr«otr 
at th* tiiMi o, ;.- « negotiations pr«e*<iia^ tb» 

th« Treaty of tr^cht in 1?1>, and «tc. A p*n^iil«t *t 
th* Guildhall ,-ic« to th» Bilk 'ftftufaclurera 
in » <*tt«r to 1 e #r arul ardeae of th* *«*v»r« toy 
« JitiJ5«n of i.<»«iclon" eont«iue tne aiorcer^ 1 ««•• in 1 "»«il 
re tn« d*»«a^e for th« prohxtltioa of foreign

rxalo. A lar e num> «r of tac Anon a« 
iphl«t» listed in Vol. Ill of Upson'* Jfcconc-t« 
England (1?:^ e«Jo« pp» ^- ^-55 », ar« eonoernod
silk xadustrj' and its co^p«titortt. However •ntertalnlng 

and for th« a»Oftt part well-written they may be, t ty ccldow 
quote very sxieh reiiaoie fact and for the aoot part in thia 
study opinion which wa» not ctnooy--^ou4i hAe been pre ferret 9 
upon the issue* whion wem at etan«.
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CHAPTER 5

THE DIFl'lCULTIKS COflfrHOhTIrt'G THE SI DC 

INDUSTRY IN THE PERIOD 1702 - 1?66.

It is axiomatic of almost any eighteenth century 

pamphlet, speech or memorial on trade that the special in 

terests whose cause is being pleaded is on the verge of ruin (1). 

The thousands thrown out of work by the particular crisis will 

starve, revolt, or emigrate with their skill to foreign parts. 

There is thus no lack of contemporary evidence on the troubles 

afflicting the silk industry in the period. Much of the 

information quoted in the previous chapters ic given away 

incidentally by the writers of such documents. The chapter 

preceding this is intended to serve as some slight modification 

to the overwhelming mass of contemporary evidence of impending 

disaster. It is, however, much harder to sift the arguments, 

and to decide how much of the agony was genuine and how much was 

good propaganda. i^ow far was the industry's expansion 

hindered by the grievances denounced at the time?

The practical limitations of official government policy 

will be discussed iirst. Secondly, the competition from 

other textiles imported into the country and from bative 

industries will be considered. Thirdly, some indication 

will be ftiven of the nature of the competition in foreign 

markets and the effects of the development of other European 

•ilk industries. A group of complaints much reiterated



(1) The G.M. (Vol. II, p. 626) printed on account of a case in 
February 1732. "Was try»d at Guildhall, London, before 
the Lord Chief Justice Raymond an action for trespass, brought 
by Edward Chapman £sq., plaintiff against Ja^nes Lamb and 
Henry Jelly, Custom-house officers at Dover, defendants; for 
taking from the plaintiff ton hie coming from Calais) one 
nightgown, l*f shirts, one black velvet cap, one black silk cap. 
The Defendants gave Evidence that the Cloaths were new, and that 
they had often seized wearing Apparel for the Duty, and Kept it; 
but being unable to shew any Law or Aut ority that lays any 
Duty on wearing Apparel, unfeer: brought in as erchandiac, the 
Plaintiff recover*d a Verdict, with £20 Damage".
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•uet be assessed - the attempts at sumptuary legislation, 

the allegations of excessively higu wa&ee in the industry 

and the effects of public mournings. Finally, the 

difficulties of ensuring a constant and reasonably cheap 

supply of raw silk will be examined.

!• The Limitations of (iovernaent Policy.

From the beginning of the period until its close there 

were complaints that the acts designed to protect the industry 

were ineffectual. Several reasons were tfiven for this unhappy 

result. in certain cases the acts were found to be defective 

because they laeke, vital clauses. It was felt to be useless 

to penalise the seller of prohibited ^oode without penalising 

the wearer. Moreover, there were exceptions written into the 

acts which, for instance, enabled a •tourist 1 to bring back 

foreign silks in the form of clothee for his own use, which 

could, of course, be extended by the unscrupulous to an 

infinite decree (1). In some cases the administration of the 

acts was inefficient, and the greater part were said to fail 

because of insuperable legal difficulties in their enforce 

ment. Prosecutions of offenders failed either because it 

was imposfiible to prove a breach of the act, or because there 

w«re difficulties in sueinr successfully for the recovery of 

penalties, a failure which acted as a deterrent to would-be 

prosecutors. The Court ooko of the Weavers Company contain 

a typical instance of the failure of an act on legal grounds. 

At a Court held on the 1st July 1?4? "a proposal was made





on the part of the Detts in the several causes depending in 

this Company's name on the Calico Act for finally ending 

the earne by consenting that all the said causes should be 

discontinued without coste on either side. This Company 

obtaining rules for such Discontinuance at their own expense. 

And also that the Rules made for Arresting the Judgement on 

the Three Verdicts obtained by this Company on the said act 

should be made absolute at the Expense of this Company...." 

the names of four lawyers were then quoted by the Clerk who 

were all "of the opinion that this Company could not ac a 

Corporation maintain the said suits as Common Informers and that 

therefore it was most advisable and prudent for this Company 

to accept of the said proposal...." If the Weavers Company 

were unable to act in defence of the industry there were few 

private individuals among its members who could be expected to 

bear the expense and the responsibility of such prosecutions. 

The acts which protected the silk industry began in the 

last 17th century with the prohibition of Persian and kast 

Indian silks in England. In principle they could only be 

imported for re-export, and were then entitled to a draw-back. 

These acts were confirmed in 1715- The disadvantage of this 

system, according to the many complaints, was that after such 

goods had receiver] their draw-back they were unshipped along 

the coast and sold there openly. Equally, legally 

imported foreign European woven silks which paid a heavy duty 

on import and received a draw-back on re-export were unshipped,



(1) P.H.O. £.163, 26-30 cover the Seizures made by the Customs 
in the period 1696-1764. They list very briefly the Write 
of Appraisement granted, giving the names of the Customs 
Officers, the Port where the seizure was made, and a list 
of goods, for instance "London l?th April, l?6o, henry Hall 
and others....spotted handkerchiefs, cotton Romal handkerchiefs, 
chints, palampores and curtains, chints for chairs, settee, tea 
table and stool, chints for furniture (ile. bed furniture), 
printed dimity....brocaded taffaty and velvet..." 
The memoranda rolls sotrtetimes, but not always, give further 
details, particularly of how and where the goods had been 
concealed. Kather low values were set by the Appraisers 
on the goods. It is regretted that no trace has been found 
of the documents relating to seizures made in shops where there 
was an owner to prosecute.

(2) Customs arid Excise Library, Kingsbean? House. Opinions of 
Counsel 1701-1763. Vol. 5, Ho. 29.



eo that they were said to be cheaper near the coast than 

in the London shops where "fair traders" sold the/a without 

the benefit of a draw-back. Various ingenious schemes for 

stamping and measuring silks, together with complicated 

deposits and indemnities by ships* captains were proposed 

to ensure that such goods were really exported, but the 

machinery for enforcing such projects was completely lacking, 

and "unshipping" continued throughout the period.

The seizuree of uncustomed goods made by the Customs 

Officers (1;, whether the goods had been unshipped or smuggled, 

were very seldom followed by prosecutions, as the ownere dis 

creetly vanished, cutting their losses by abandoning their 

goods* These seizures were of goods on board ship, or in the 

docks, or found in suspicious circumstances. A very lar&'e 

number of seizures were wade in the period, but neither the

seamen nor the traders appear to have been in the least
their 

deterred by/losses. When goods were seized in London in the

shops of tailors or mercers, prosecutions often failed because 

of the impossibility of proving that the goods were not what 

they pretended to be. Among the Customs Precedents (2) was 

a case of a seizure of various kinds of waistcoat shapea 

at a tailor's in lrA8; for the most part they were embroidered 

with gold and silver, and highly valued in the Indenture of 

Appraisement. Eleven pieces of silk embroidered with gold 

for waistcoats were valued at i,40; two silk shapec for waist 

coats wrought with silver at £5. 10s. and etc. There was, 

however, no proof that the ^oodt: wene swungled. They had been

brought in a year before the CJRC nn^ *v, i.. ————————x e ClJfie » and th « legal opinion



(1) 1?66 Report, op. cit. p. 725.

(2) Their numbers can be checked against the lists of foreign 
goods exported both from London and the Qutports* The 
largest number of legally imported foreign woven silks 
appear to be those from Holland, especially at the beginning 
of the period. It is a moot point how many of these came 
originally from France. In some years towards the end of the 
period some few thousand pounds worth of wrought silk was also 
imported from Italy, e.g. £.27,000 odd in 17<->3, £28,700 odd in

this was silk classified officially as Italian but the 
reservations can be made ae about the Dutch.



was given that proof must be found. "Indeed the proof of 

their being foreign may be by persons convertant in such 

sort of Goods who in their Judgement believe them to be BO; 

and when such proof is given the onus probandi will then be 

on the Claimant". As Kobert Trott pointed out to the 

Select Committee of 1766, this was difficult to .do since 

mercere would produce evidence to prove that French silks were 

Italian, supporting their claims with affidavits from Florence (1). 

Although the actc included clauses to etate that the onus of 

proof was to be on -tne defendant, this could only operate 

if the goods could be proved to be foreign and prohibited. 

The difficulty of suing as a corporation was to some extent over 

come in the later 50*B and early 60*s, when the Company agreed 

to support individual Customs officers in the recovery of 

penalties. Nevertheless, even successful prosecution^ such 

as tlhosfe of the mercers Welch and Swan, took two years to 

conclude (1762-4), so that the numbers of such prosecutions 

could never be very great.

2. Competition from Other Textiles. 

(a) Imported Foreign Wrought Silks.

Legal imports of foreign silks were seldom very lar ,e in 

the period, and a substantial amount of the legally imported 

silks were for re-export (2). The "prohibited goods" listed 

in the Vort r-ooke came very largely from the Far t ast arid 

were mainly i-iported by the Last India Company. Enough silks 

reaain, •specially those painted and intended as light



(1) P.R.O. C.O. 388 21. Board of Trade Comritercial Original 
Correspondence 1719/20 (three cundles,of which this i£ 
the firet).
No. 136, The -cavers Co-:ip«.ny Petition, enclosed 137, 
"The state of the silk and silk and worsted manufactures 
in this kingdom" in which, describing the large quantities 
of East Indian silks imported c. 168^, it stated "as the 
materials for making those goods are cheaper by 70% in India 
than can be bought here...and labour there not above 2d. per 
day....." 'their goods could undercut those of their 
English competitors.



dress materials, to bear witness that thece imports were 

large and continuous. Silks from Persia were forbidden in 

the l?th century, and were not mentioned in the l8th century 

complaints. From this it can be assumed that they were 

insignificant as competitors. The hand-painted taffeta, 

usually Chinese, was especially feared by the weaverc of 

flowered silks. A number of East India Company imports 

which were probably from India were sufficiently popular to 

receive the compliment of imitation by the English industry, hence 

the advertisements in the American newspapers for "English 

peelongs", already quoted, and the 1719 samples illustrated in 

Plate 68. It must be stressed that silks from India and the 

Far Kast, whether plain, striped, or painted were light 

materials, whose import would affect only certain claries of 

silk. In an even more limited category were the handkerchiefs, 

which constitute a very lar^e proportion of any of the seizures 

by the Customs Officers, representing no doubt a much larger 

number of successfully smuggled handkerchiefs. However great 

the demand for silk handkerchiefs, their import could only 

affect a limited number of weavers. In contemporary opinion 

the particular danger of Last Indian goods lay in their cheap 

ness (1). Wages were said, with justification, to be so low 

that not even the coste of transport and duties raised the 

prices of their ^oode much above the English equivalent. 

Naturally, unshipped goods, on which the draw-back had been 

paid, and smuggled East Indian silks were cheaper. f'oreover, 

although taste in Chinoieerie altered in the period it wae



(1) The Weavers Company complained in 1715 that silkc w^re 
being smuggled from Holland as well as from France, and 
King in "The British Merchant" mentioned that the Dutch had 
formerly supplied England with silks. In 1731 a letter 
quoted in the Gentleman's Magazine (Ip. l6l) said that 
what black silks "are bought (for public mournings) art 
generally Italian and Dutch manufactures, to the Discouragemnt 
of our own". In 17&1 and 1763 there were lar^e seizures by 
the Customs of Dutch silk handkerchiefs suggesting a 
speciality in their production. In 1766 Garret wrote to 
his partner in Lyon f'roii: Amsterdam recomr.iendirif; a Dutch 
gros de tours of high quality, of which he enclosed a 
specimen giving its width and etc. including details of 
the roller on which it should be rolled, so that it could 
be copied exactly. Labour was expensive in Holland And the 
the partner in Lyon was not to tell the price to the fabriquant, 
since Garret thought the Dutch could be undercut in their own 
shops.

(2) Godart, L'Ouvrier en Soie, p. 279 et. seq. givee an account 
of the 17^ Revolt.



never unfashionable, on the contrary, and thus genuine Chinese 

and Indian designs and those created in the Kast for the 

export market were equally in demand.

Nev«rtkeles6, hand-painted and slight , striped silks 

were not suitable for every occasion, and after 1721 the outcry 

against East Indian silks only flared up intermittently, i-uch 

more for voidable in the home market was the competition from 

European silks, Dutch, Italian and above all French. Italian 

furnishing velvets and damasks never lost their supremacy, and

the Dutch produced certain good quality silks, velvets, 

taffetas etc. which were also renowned (1). Indeed, though 

most of the French sources of the period ignored the existence 

of an English industry, they were acutely aware of Dutch 

production. The greatest rival to Spital fields, as to 

every other European silk manufacturing town, was Lyon. Despite 

a disastrous beginning to the century, Lyon recovered to supply 

most countries in Europe with a high proportion of the silks 

they wore, and in the course of the century their competition 

killed other silk industries in France at Tours, Avignon and 

Mimes. Their designs were famous, their techniques long 

perfected, much capital invested and the costs of production 

low. Once, indeed, ouring this period the canuts rose in an

j. revolt (2) againct their low wages. Low wages 

and a much cheaper supply of raw silk, both home grown and

from Piedmont, offset both the complicated organisation of 

their industry and the fiscal system which bore very he svily 

upon the manufacturer. It goes without saying that every



(1) Many papers in CO.3 ^ 22 and 23 (P.R.O. Board of Trad*
correspondence) are concerned with the export of raw wool. 
Many of the reports on Smuggling are in fact concerned awch 
more with the wool which went out of the country than the 
goods which came in - for instance, the report printed in 
the house of Commons Journals, Vol. 2.';, session 17^-5-6, 
pp. 101-110.

(2) Fans, artificial flowers, pictures, Eaet Indian printed 
• paper, silver buckles, chinaware, "Dresden earthenware", 

lace, some made-up clothing and many more waistcoat '^shapes'1 
were steadily imported. Tobacco was an important clandestine 
import, and after this the quantities of various kast India 
goods. The majority of the seizures in the provinces seem 
to have been of spirits and tea and, while theee were the 
roost important group in London, there the seizures were 
far more mixed. nearly all the seizures of silks were in 
the Port of London.



type of Bilk made in Spitalfields was also made in L;yon. 

It is evident froo; sources in France that BiIke intended 

for the English market were an important part of Lyon 

production, and that smuggling was not merely a hazardous and 

entertaining game played by the coastal shipping of both 

countries. The clandestine export of raw wool from country 

districts of England to France occasioned more memorials and 

enquiries by the Select Comrnittees of the Commons than the 

clandestine import of silks but the two were closely connected (!}• 

The "returns" of raw wool were tea, Geneva^brandy, ru^i and silks, 

together with other prohibited ^oods of a widely miscellaneous 

nature (2). The trade in clandestine silks was serious, 

efficient and well-organised. SampleB were sent to London and 

orderL placed through dealers, A series of lettere froru the 

Lyon Chamber of Commerce illustrate the practical methods of the 

trade. In 1736• for instance, they wrote to their agent 

in Paris that the privileges enjoyed by their negotiants at 

Bordeaux raust be preserved at all costs because of the small 

Irish boats that came to Bordeaux to do clandestine trade* . 

"S'ils nc viendrions plus", (which would ha<pen if there were 

no goods for them to take away), "....le co;iimerce de 1 ranee 

en souffrire beaucoup, car c'est un des bouches considerables 

et norneaux pour nos fabriques qui entretiens une reciprocite 

de commerce utile et avauta^euse au Koyaume.,." The tr-»de 

had an additional value because of "les raatieres pre:aieree 

noceoeaires a noe manufactures qu'ils nous apportent 

d ' Angle terre....." If they were to lose this traJe BO roe





other country would profit thereby, since England would look 

elbewnere for its wines and brandy. It is interesting that in 

this piece of special pleading the argument of general ruin 

is alleged to follow any interference with the exports of silks 

whereas the impression made by the seizures ie that the silks 

formed only a small proportion of a trade whose life-blood 

was certainly strong drink. In August 1737 an incident occurred 

whose detaile illustrate the practical methods of this trade. 

The firra of Gue'rignon, said to be one of tzhe largest Lyon 

merchants by the Chamber of Commerce, had apparently sent two 

eases of goods to Rouen which had been ordered (coraraiser) "par 

des Negotiants Anglais, raais elles y arrivent trop tard pour 

y etre chargees" and, therefore, had stayed in Rouen. The 

proprietor of the goods asked Guerlgnon what types of silks were 

in the two cases, and on being told, said that with the exception

of a piece of "droguet en argent... .ces sortes d*I?toffes ne se
portent 
/pas, sur quoy les Sr. Guerignon" gave orders to hr. Gordon

Richsalruk (sic), their correspondent in Rouen, to get the 

piece of droguet back from the Customs. It is interesting to 

note that it was an English/uan, whatever his real surname, who 

was the agent for a Lyon firm, but himself resident in Rouen. 

At this point the firm met an unexpected difficulty. Their 

droguet was seized by the French Customs because it was un 

sealed, ^.uerignon "represente Monsieur que ses Correspondants 

ont toujours deffendre de mettre aucune marque qui indique que 

ces * la marchandise de France dont 1'entree est defendue en 

Angleterre, «t que meme dans leur dernier voyage en cette ville





il 1'ont obligf de aettre aur 1'etiquette de chaque piece

de aarcfiandiece I'auna^e de rauint", and thay protected that

they never intended to defraud the French Cuatoaa* They

offered >ee pendant de ae aouaettre a cctte loy fewr l«av«nir

ou de quitter le ooaaerce qu'il fait avee lea negotiants ••-.

a*ila ne veulent pae regevodr dec r^xrchandieea de France a vac

lea plomba quoique toaa lee a no il fait avee eux pour

de cent ndllcts ecu® d*affaires ce qui n« pourrier qu

dana la »uit«..«. M They were ready to deopa >^ pxeoea

of ailk and some "en dorurea et beaucoup de Oalona d*or et

d'argent....*" the>' pointed out that they had eix raonthg*

credit with their correepond«nte and if the gooda could not be

delivered the fin would be left with an «normoua debt.

Therefore, the A^ent of the Lyoa Chaabre de Commerce waa to

tell the Mlniater that If the law was rigoroaaly enforced againet

the ue«;ogianta they wou ; ^ve ; > r^o^. tr ' n. nith England,

qoi eut pourtant un objet conaide*r«bl«o pour noa mnnfacturea 

done let, hollaodaia proffiteront aeula A nStre prejudice.... 

puieque il en fait uoa Conaccufiation conaide'rMble principalcrsent 

1*Anglotarre o& le luxe eat eujourdhui au point que aoa 

aAajifacturea aoufiriraiont beauOOTp ai noa narchandiaaa ne 

pouvaient plus y paaeer.... 1 ' and they aakad that the £-r,

m anotild be let off. r)n etc; or t it eee^e that

<taeVi«Bon had got hie piece back fro.-j t^v ...d the 

Ctiaaber of Coanerce again aaaured their ^ beai t , that 

tae Mcofiante w. re not trying to defraud the Crown, but auat 

i. t. < ->r j'on wouid auffer u*a-^. 'n April



(1 -udry in La ReVoaation da l v ft<iict da antes et le rote*te,atieat 
en L«a Poitou au xVHIe aieole (1922), daaertblag the eaigratieaa 

tfce Miot* pp. 251 at eeq., 9aye an acewint of the 
«ho went to Holland and the priTile^ee /rented 

to them, especially in Amsterdam* Haguenota (?; mentioned 
Carret includes*

of iirat

Da bole ib£er 
John Plater

1761

Oillot 
Qival

1766 
17M 
1761

1761

London (;e wrote 
for hia account laplying 
previ >uc dealings),

The Hague
( 'i ; Amatardaei 
(?/ Amatardaa "liarohaad 

*3e -o4ea franeale* •••••K&iaer§- 
gra c h t . . . A materdaa" » 

(?) Aaeterdaa

Board, 

Pool

iahatn with whom Carret dealt, apart fro a renny, and

Bander a
"tornbury" 

John Walter 
"Kereby"

1761 (?) 
1766
1761 (?) 
1761 (?)

1766

Aneterdaa 
Aaatardaa 
Anaterdaii 
The Ha^ue 
Otrecht
? (»-ie order rtftrr«d 

to only)•

It met &e e?«phaal»ad that tliee did not permit more than a brief
glance at each of the 23 buadlee of the Carret correspondence,
and thus the liat la unlikely to be complete*

(2) %5 saaaea were listed on the playing euro. luot* iu the liat
above dated 1761 (?) are drawn froa the back of the plaving card.

i



1738, they wrote in a melancholy vein that they had read the 

letter which informed them that no alteration in the law was 

proposed and they were ready to obey, but pointed out that 

if the trade to England was lost in consequence the 

Dutch would profit.

The Garret Papers of some thirty years later see u to 

shew much the same organisation* An enormous quantity of 

his letters were with correspondents in Houen - out of all 

proportion to the size of the town itself - which suggests it 

was still one of the principal ports of export for French silks 

to England. A large part of his trade was with Holland, and 

a large number of his customers there were either (from the 

sound of their names) Huguenot refugees (1> or Englishmen, 

On one visit to Amsterdam he made a list of appointments with 

customers on the back of a playing card, and again a high 

proportion of then were Englishmen or Huguenots (2). Although

there is no proof that the goods he sold them were intended 

for the English market, tne coincidence cannot be overlooked. 

One of his regular customers was John Kenny, who gave his 

address as 'Varchand dans la grande rue a dunkerque". His 

orders are among the later ones beginning in 1770 with one 

for "des souliers de droguets en soy brodez en ors et en 

argent en toute couleur". He added that he wanted the 

•ateriale for the shoes not the shoes themselves, and asked 

for them by return of courier. He wanted four dozen pairs 

"droguets blancc brodez en ors avec paillettes", 2 dozen





white brocaded with silver , "3 douzaine de pair de rfifferente 

couleur, verd, bleu, petit gris, couleur de rose, molr doray 

le tout assortis brodez en ors et brodea en argent cela ne 

sera que pour echantillons je vous recommence les blanc dun 

beaux....surtout point de rebus de magasin". There was no 

need to say, he added, that the droguets must be good "et le 

dernier gout". Garret later received orders from London 

from a Robert Board who wanted samples sent to Paris. Board 

told Garret that he was sending security to Paris for these 

orders "de tres bonne maison". Apparently Board wae introduced 

to Garret by Kenny of Dunkirk. Several further orders 

followed after this introduction. Strictly speaking, this 

correspondence falls outside the period of this study, but it 

is difficult to believe that the system of trade had changed 

very much. Orders were placed by reputable English dealers 

with equally reputable French dealers, through the good 

offices of Englishmen and others resident abroad, who were 

probably personally known to both parties. When Kenny wrote to 

introduce Board to Garret, he described him as "un homme de toute 

soliditez", and presumably his own reputation as a merchant 

depended on the truth of the statement.

The methods used by the smugglers are hardly relevant 

to the silk industry as such, but they were, of course, most 

diverse. The implication of the Chamber of Com .erce letters 

and the Garret papers is that broad silks ordered from London 

in this way were properly shipped with all the necessary forged 

Mala and papers, and perhaps secretly landed by small boats



(1) One of the papers on the smuggling of wool in 1719
(P.R.O. 00.388.23; mentioxu-ng the chief French towns 
from which the smugglers, came :"Abbeville, Callis, Sullen, 
,.jt. Valerys and Diep" said that small boats came from there 
and were anchored in the dark and then sunk with heavy 
anchors. when tirae was propitious the goods were brought 
up in email parcels and brought on shore. This seems a 
thoroughly practical procedure but not one which could 
easily have been used for silks which were easily 
damaged both by water and by such materials' us tar or 
oiled cloth which would Jave been used to wrap the 
parcels.

(2) Customs Opinions from Counsel, op. cit. Vol. III.



at night but, because of their fragility, (1) it seems 

more likely that the^ were indeed entered at the Customs 

House, but under false colours, as Robert Trott complained. 

The seizures made by the Customs of broad silks, as opposed to 

handkerchiefs, remnants and miscellaneous waistcoat shapes, etc* 

may well have been of goods import*3 rather by the private 

enterprise of individual sailors and their captains, or by 

merchants whose main trade was in some other commodity which was 

Itgally permitted to enter the country. Books of patterns 

were seized more often than the silks themselves, as has already 

been pointed out* One of the most spectacular seizures can 

hardly have represented a typical method of smuggling. On 

April 30th, 1732, the corpse of the Bisbop of Rochester was 

brought back from Dieppe in a leaden coffin within a wooden 

case. Concealed between the coffin and the case were five 

remnants of foreign silk brocaded with gold and silver which 

were seized and declared forfeit (2). One fact is quite 

certain, that a lar/^e quantity of French silk was regularly 

imported and indeed manufactured especially for the English 

markets, ordered for specific seasons, customers or occasions. 

Thus far the complaints made by the native industry were 

justified. The stamping of foreign wrought silks evidently 

checked the trade only to a limited degree. The exceptions 

to the acts in favour of returned tourists and wearers of such 

siIke all helped the clandestine importer. The difficulties 

of successful prosecution hampered the English silk interests.



(1) P.H.O. C0.388. 31/209.



Even the mercers agreed that total prohibition would be 

the only solution since the silks could be recognised and 

seized and the owners prosecuted. How far the smuggling of 

foreign silks into the country inhibited the expansion of 

the industry is more difficult to assess. The numbers of 

seizures were no less in the years of the industry's greatest 

prosperity, the later *fO's, but they were the major grievance 

in 1765 and 66.

2. Competition from Other Textiles. 

(b) Printed Calicoes.

The animosity felt by the weavers towards printed 

calicoes is, at firet sight, a little puzzling. It 

would seen that both for dress and for furnishings there were 

a wide range of uses for which chintz, whether Indian or 

English, would be quite unsuitable. Even when it was most 

fashionable, Mrs. Delany never appears to have worn chintz 

to a Birthday Ball, for instance. Squally, it would seem a 

little unrealistic to expect the consumer to use silk to line 

trunks or back quilts. In an age when only four textile 

fibres were in commercial production: wool, silk, linen and 

cotton, the animosity becomes a little more credible. A very 

high degree of specialisation enabled materials basically 

suitable for most purposes to be developed for particular 

use a. In October, l?19i the eavers Company submitted to the 

Commissioners of Trades and Plantations a document (1) con 

taining samples of the goods most affected by competition from



Plate 67 (79) & (&0) Two pa re a of a bock of patterns of aaterials
submitted by the London Weavers Company in 
1719 to the Cosedsaioners for i'rades and 
Plantations ae examples of tho goods ™>at 
affected by competition from printed calicos. 
A detailed description of the caoplte is girti 
in Appendix ^,
The fir&t four samples of 79 are woven in 
•ilk and worsted* The first four sample B of 
30 are worsted, th« silk damasks silk and worettd, 
the two lower seriee of striped materials all 
silk, but the weft of a v*.ry low quality • 
i-'.K.O. C.O* $66. 21 f Ho. 209, fols, 151 and

Crown Copyright. Reproduced oy permission of the Public Record Office.
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Plate 68 (8l). A page from the mttern book illustrated in
the previous Plate (see Appendix ^» v . ).
The samples are all silk but with a low grade
weft.
P.R.O. C.O. 388 f 21, No. 209, i'ol, 153. 

Crown Copyright. Reproduced by permission of the Public Record Office.

Printed and resist-dyed cotton, Southern India, 
first half of 18th century. Victoria & Albert 
Museum I.S. 103-1950. The design of this cotton 
aaay be compared with the silk on Plate 1.
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(1) See Plates 68 and 6?, and Appendix ^.

(2) See Chapter 3» p.291-2. The Hoyal Accounts give a good idea
of the types used in furnishing* In much surviving costume of tht 
period these materials are to be found as the linings of shoea 
(Victoria & Albert Museum, T.337 & A-1960, for example), 
forming the backs, sleeves and linings of waistcoats, and 
occasionally used for the lining of women's dresses and 
petticoats, although plain white calico is more often used. 
Few, if any, surviving costumes, especially of the earlier 
years of the century belonged to members of the middle classes. 
It is not therefore surprising that there are no taade-up 
examples of the worsteds on fol. 14? of C0.3b6 f 21/209 "yard 
wide stuffs... .commonly sold for a Gown and petty....", which 
are very like striped linens in appearance and quality.



printed calicoes. The samples are named and priced and 

correspond in general terras to the newspaper list mentioned 

•arlier of the "soldiers slain in battle n by the calicoes, 

The samples are worsteds, calimancoes, and very light striped 

silks and half silks, together with some which have small 

chevron patterns (1).

The emphasis laid in literary sourceB on the fashion 

for wearing chintz, combined with the style of surviving 

early 18th century pieces, disguise the fact that the real
»

battle was not fought out on the issue of whether a lady should 

wear a chintz or a lustring gown on a fine summer morning, but 

on the fate of the vast quantities of cheap, light materials 

produced for ubiquitous purposes - linings both for costume 

and furnishings (2), and the clothes of the middle clas.-es. 

High quality dress silks and the best printed chintz had 

luftfkets Vf&ieh were not mutually exclusive, although they were 

made to seem so at the time. It is certain that if the 

main categories of broad silks had been in question, the 

Weavers Company would have produced samples of them, ^ore- 

over, it was Norwich, the centre of the worsted and half silk 

industry, which felt the crisis of 1719-21 most deeply. 

In 1?20 the Weavers Company of London reported honsetly to 

the CommissionerK for Trades and Plantations that they had 

partially recovered from the slump of the previous year. 

A letter from Norwich on the state ol their trade reported 

however, that it was "still very calamitous". They had 

quantities of wrought goods on their hands. The Canterbury



(1) C.O. 388. 22 dated August 13th, 1?20,



eilk weavers who were also asked for their views on 

the state of their trade, began by saying "we have had this 

spring a very miserable losing of trade....." They had "sold 

off a good part of our goods....but at such low prices that 

our fortunes are thereby lessened". They had jaanaged to keep 

their poor at work, but hoped for an act in the next sessions 

"giving an effectual stop to the wearing of prohibited Chints 

and silks" iraported by the East India Company as well as 

"printed painted and stained callicoes". The assurance they 

had been given in the summer of future relief had helped 

"for that hae put a check to the buying of calicoes this summer 

and many slight silkee and silkes mixed with cotton and wool of 

our own manufacture have been bought and used in the room of 

callicoes". "Our saving from ruin", they continued, "depends 

entirely on what the legislature will do for us next winter. 

If they pass an act laying a penalty on those that wear printed 

calicoes and other prohibited goods from Kast India we nhall 

consider ourselves happy, if not we cannot possibly subsist 

but must lose our Manufactures" (1). This memorial contains 

several significant points. In the first place we see the 

Spitalfields weavers recovering while Norwich and Canterbury 

were still in difficulties; secondly, the memorial underlines 

the faith placed by the weavers in the power of Parliament. 

Thirdly, it is the slight silks which were said to have been 

bought in the place of calicoes, v/hich confirms the argument 

of the samples submitted by the London Weavers Conpany. In 

the fourth place they insisted upon the penalty being put



Plate 69 (83). Detail of a printed linen lining to a leather- 

covered wooden trunk, white ground block printed 

in red, pale red, and green (blue and yellow, 

one superiiapoeed upon the other). The property 

of the Essex 'useurn and Art Gallery, Chelmeford. 

English, c. 1705-20.
The design in this case owes nothing to silk 

designs nor could a material of this kind intended 

for this purpose have competed with silk. Such 

trunks were typical of their period and at least 

four survive.





(1) The plates of G.P. Baker: Calico Painting and Printing in the 
East Indies (London) 1921, give an excellent idea of their 
quality. Even in the late 17th centur.y, designs were already 
being produced for the Western market, for instance, J.M, ^9-1919 
in the Victoria and Albert useum, which can be compared with 
I.M. 50-1919» both coverlets printed and resist-dyed from Southern 
India.

(3) The late Mr. Peter Floud was engaged upon a series of studies 
of the technical problems of the calico printers at the time of 
his death in January I960. These problems are discussed in 
the Journal of the Society of Dyers and Colourists, Vol. 76, May, 
June and July 19^ (•The Origins of English Calico Printing, 
The iinglieh Contribution to the Early History of Indigo Printing 
are especially relevant.).
Smith in The 1756 Laboratory or School of Arts in the chapter 
on Calico Printing, spoke, on p. *f8 f of "the great improve me nte... 
of late years... made in this art". -'Under the care of a certain 
gentleman (they) have for art and beauty, surpassed any ae have 
been brought from tha East Indies" and he listed the colours of 
the top quality chintzes, which were numerous by 1756. "The art 
«f calico printing being arrived here in England to a greater 
perfection than in any other part of Jsiurope..." the author 
decided to give a description of its history and technical 
processes. He mentioned the Act of 1721, but not the reason for 
why it was passed. "The printing business was by that means 
for sore tine interrupted, because linen had never before 
succeeded to take good colours, till at last some of the printers 
did, by their aseiduitj conjectures and study find out to bring 
colours to ae great an accomplishment and beauty upon linen aa 
heretofore there had been produced upon calicoes". He mentioned 
the development of the making of "thread cottons" at liancheeter, 
which could hardly be distinguished froca fine calico. He described 
printing in madder as the standard process, and, at the end of the 
chapter, gave a brief account of the former difficulties of the 
calico printers, when they were unable to print or pencil a blue 
but had to dye it by using a wax resist on the rest of the cloth, 
a process "which caused a great deal of trouble".

U Usually red or blue, yellows and other shades added by hand after 
the other printing processes. In CO. 338. 21 No. 207 a list of 
the numbers employed in the different processes by the calico 
printers is given. Anong them are the "grounders...mostly women who 
put in the finishing colours and are 45..." in number. The colourt 
were added by brush and tended to be fugitive. The method was and 
is known as "pencilling".

P.H.O. C.0.3o8. 21 Ho. lA-0 (appears to be part of the state of 
the silk trade submitted with the Heavers Company Petition, i.«» 
No. 1-57.

(5
the

137.

<£ ) P.rt.O. C.0.333. 21, No. 182 dated Oct. 22nd, 1719- 
(2). A.PWadsworth &- J.de L.Mann. The Cotton Trade in Industrial 

Lancashire 1600-178O. 1931. pp. 111-7, 175,
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upon the wearers of such goods. Finally, it is the

East Indian goods, not those printed in this country, which

were singled out for attack.

Chintz*s were imported from the £ast Indies in quantity 

from the second half of the seventeenth century, gaining in 

creasingly in fashion. The technical and artistic skill 

displayed in the Indian palaaipores and other printed cottons (1) 

were dazzling by European standards. Until well into the 

eighteenth century the European manufacturers of cottons had 

difficulty in spinning a satisfactory warp (2) and the printers 

in finding a good range of colours (3)» The majority of 

the calicoes and linens printed in Europe until the 1730*s 

if not later, were virtually monocirome (^), with some few 

additional pencilled colours. Although many of these early 

printed materials have a great aesthetic appeal today, they 

cannot be said, in 1719* to have greatly affected the course 

of the battle. The Weavers displayed a withering scorn for 

the calico printers, whose profession they described as: 

"the upstart trade of painting and staining calicoes not known 

in England above twenty years" (5)t while a memorial submitted 

by a 'r. David Martin (6), spoke of the "frivolous pretences" 

of the calico manufacturers that they should be encouraged, 

since their calicoes were made in India^'he who draws anything 

upon a pa per or writes upon it, may with as good a ri^ht, assume 

to set himself the title of a manufacturer as a callico 

printer calls his dobbin,^- of linenc and callicoes... .the laying





of different Gaudi colours on a cloth.....cannot be called 

a manufacture". The calico printers attempted to defend 

themselves in a series of representations. They began with 

the ueual argument that they employed large number of the 

poor but .nade the point that they were printing more linens 

than calicoes, which is substantiated by the eurviving printed 

textiles of the period. They alleged that they had printed 

large quantities of calicoes made in England from cotton grown 

in the Plantations, but that the duty of 6d. per yard was a 

great check to the improvement of this branch of their 

manufacture. In defence of the calicoes imported from India 

and printed in this country, they argued that these paid a high 

duty and, in any case, deserved as much encouragement as any 

other manufacture made from foreign materials - a weak point 

in the mercantilist arguments of the silk interests. They 

claimed that their goods did not interfere in any way with 

the woollen manufactures and that, if they did compete with 

silk, theirs was the more deserving case. They drew 

attention to the number of foreign silks smuggled into the 

country which they declared affected the native silk industry 

much more closely, and attributed the slump in the silk 

industry to "the unreasonable and unlimited increase of 

weavers and their defendants" who, "form themselves into Clubs 

when they are idle". "ily Lords," the memorial ended, "we 

hare been at vast charges in erecting of Workhouses, pre 

paring of grounds, conveying of water, providing great 

quantities of costly utensils arid have taken long leases of



(1) P.K.O. C.0.388/21, No. 281.

(2) P.R.O. C.0.3&V21, No. 182. In No. 20? the numbers are broken 
down into their different occupations.

(3) This was the most widely held opinion at the time. The
Merchants to Italy trading in raw eilk (P.H.o. 388/21, fol. 
complained chiefly of the Kast Indian printed calicoes re-landed 
and sold as English. Peter Lekeux in a letter from Spital- 
fields written on November 19th, 1?19» said that more calicoes 
were worn that paid no duty than had done eo,"if wee consider 
the gfeat quantity of chints that are worn by most ladies; 
hardly any woman of fashion is without 'em". tie apportioned 
the blame equally between re-landed East Indian chintzes and 
imports from Holland. Sose of the latter *w>re l>utch printed 
csblieoeB ade^ln Holland, to which "they do fix a seal counter 
feited like unto ours" (P.K.O. C.0.3^/21, No, 250),



houses and lands to carry on our lawful trade....but by 

means of the late riotous and tumultuous proceedings of 

the weavers our Business is greatly interrupted" (1). The 

last remark bears out the atmorial of the Canterbury weaver* 

that some hope of anti-calico legislation had an eff ct upon 

trade. The estimated number of calico printers, including 

all their different types of workman, was only 800 (2) and 

thus, whatever the truth of their arguments, they lost their 

campaign. This was, of course, somewhat unfair since it was 

the East Indian and Indian chintzes imported bj the East India 

Company which competed with native industries (3) and the 

East India Company defended its interests vigorously and, to 

a limited extent, successfully.

The Company argued that they sold British woollens 

abroad and that, in any case, the majority of white calicoes 

imported were for re-export. They ftftftd the loss of markets 

in Germany, 'Jestphalia, Poland, Prussia and Denmark. "The 

Dutch who have a method of staining them (i.e.: calicoes), 

at a very small charge which they call madder reds will be able 

to supply those Attrkets". The traders in English stained 

calicoes were the people chiefly hurt by the smuggling of foreign 

ones into the country. Previous legislation had helped, and fewer 

foreign calicoes were worn. Moreover, they argued that 

printed linens were cheap enough to cowpete with woollens 

"but calicoes are too dear". "Fine stained calicoes may in 

some measure affect the English silks and fine silk and 

worsted stufls", but raw silk, they argued, was "no more a staple



(1) For a long time the designs of European printed textilta 
appear either to have imitated Indian textiles or to have 
been do tLnuted by those of woven materials, and only to have 
evolved a style of their own in the middle of the century. 
Although the designs of silks were frequently an inspiration 
after this date, they cannot be said to have been a dominating 
influence. A distinction can, however, be raade between a 
a design influenced by a woven one but intended for a simpler 
roaterial such as a fairly coarse linen, (on which many of the 
designs of the period seem to be printed) and thftt not intended 
to compete with silk as a fine dress or furnishing material, 
and one produced for the finest calico, printed in many colours, 
and adapting to its own technique the most formal type of silk 
design. It was the latter which could compete in the same 
markets as the silks.

(2) The trunk itself is covered with leather and studded with braes 
nails and is typical of several trunks of this period which 
recently came to light as a result of an Exhibition of English 
dftirttz held in the Victoria & Albert f'useura between May and July 
I960, It may be dated to the first twenty years of the 18th 
century. This trunk belongs to Chelmsford useurn and Art 
Gallery. Since the trunk had not been opened for many ./ears 
the lining is in good condition and the pencilled colours still 
visible.

(3) The terra is of unknown derivation. It was used both in the l3th 
and 19t/i centuries for a type of bed coverlet, often with a 
central field containing a flowering tree and other deviceo, and 
with decorative borders. . The latter sometimes shew European 
influence on the choice of decoration, no doubt to add to 
their appeal to the European customer.



of this kingdom than cotton". Apart from the designs of 

Eastern origin there were certainly chintz designs which 

consciously imitated the designs of European silks and must 

have been produced with an eye to similar markets (see Plate 

68, No. 82) (1). On the other hand, Plate 69, which shews 

a detail of printed linen from the lining of a trunk (2), is 

rather closer to engraved ornament than the silk designs of 

the period. It BCCLIS unlikely that such a material, and others 

like it, had a marked effect on the ?,arket for broad silks. 

The silk weavers and half silk weavers could argue, however, 

that the striped goods submitted to the Commissionerc for 

Trades and Plantations would have answered this particular 

purpose just as well. They were, however, hardly the 

equivalent of the palampore (3)« The Eaet India Company 

argued that if the weavers were really in such desperate 

straits they could either move or weave some other material. 

They pointed out, with much justification, that the Worcester 

weavers (whose petition led the petitions fro.-n the woollen

interests all over England), had been quite unable to prove
were 

to Parliarient any "hurt from calicoes as the latter/never worn

instead of broad cloth". They spoke acidly of the petitions 

from places like Dunwich which in fact had no weavers, and said 

that the weavers had too many apprentices and journeymen, and 

that wages were too high. The Act prohibiting Last India 

ailks and calicoes was not especially beneficial since, "is it 

not plain that the Gentry and better Tradesmen's families will 

and do wear foreign silks at double and treble the cost to
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the nation of those from India". They recalled that 

striped, chequered and other goods made in imitation of East 

Indian materials had been brought in from abroad at twice and 

three times the price, and the prohibited goods sent to the 

places making striped goods "till the lar-ye improvement of 

painted and stained callicoes here beat them out a^yain". If 

the goods were prohibited they would be bought from Holland 

and Germany, "since the English luxury is always fond of 

foreign commodities". They compared the outcry against any 

new manufacture to that when piped water was first introduced 

into London. They made one very interesting point: that 

the weavers had "artfully drawn in to highten the Clamour 

of those who made English silks or slight woollen goods or 

stuffs*..." all the other woollen manufacturers* This is 

an unsolicited tribute to the energy of the Weavers Company 

of London which seems to contain so:ae truth, though when 

Colonel Lekeux gave his opinion - arid he was the most in 

fluential spokesman at the time - his views were quite moderate 

and he was not virulently hostile to the English calico 

printers. They ended their memorial with some fearful 

prognostications on the effect of prohibition on trade in 

India and some mercantilist arguments about specie.

The East India Company argued in a reasoned and

sophisticated way, which appears to impress by its impartiality. 

They stood as the champions of the oppressed little group 

of calico printers. They naturally skipped lightly over the 

fact that the production of printed calicoes in and around



(1) House of Lords MSS. Petitions connected with the Calico Bill 
1721 included also the report of the Commissioners for Trades 
and Plantations. The latter said that they had nothing to add 
to what they had said on the Weavers Company petition of the 
previous year, and considered that the Bill was adequate. They 
added, however, some 15 miscellaneous recommendations to com 
pensate the East India Company for anticipated locoes if the 
Bill became law. These included a resolution to stop the 
interloping trade, the extension of the Company to Madagascar, 
penalties on ships trading in East Indian goods that were not 
the Company's, a remission of certain duties owed by the 
Company due to an error in computing, a discount from the 
Customs on unrated goods even when they were not sold within 
a year "because the Company can sell but twice a year and other 
merchants at any time", longer than a year to claim draw-backs 
etc.

(2) P.R.O. C. 0.388/22 "A short state of the advanta ,es of manufacturing 
callicoes in Great Britain", a Memorial from Jonathan 'bright son, 
Richard Score, Richard Coxeter, Oliver Hurst. . .Thoroas Ollive... 
many erarninent linen drapers >* others".
Ollive was a calico printer. They wanted a charter and company 
for the British calico printers with power to import cotton 
frora the Plantations. They thought that the spinners and 
weavers of wool could easily switch to cotton, since there were 
no technical difficulties to master, and they made an estimate 
of the numbers which could be employed (38,160) » which was 
hardly -an exaggeration of the future labour force in the cotton 
industry. The scheme was subsequently printed (there ie a 
copy in C.0.333/a ).

(3) C.O. 388/21, pp. ^fOO et. seq. are a series of accounts of 
cloths from different parts of the country brought into 
Blackwell Hall 1?13-19« It is noticeable that from 1?1? 
there is a drop in the figures fro™ all over the country and thia 
coincides with* the beginning of the fiercest anti-calico agitation.

For example, Saturday January 2nd, 1720 Original Weekly Journal 
(u.;i. Burney Collection 19?b, Vol. 1): "Last week a young woman 
in Whitechapel bein f; rudely assaulted by a parcel of weavers, 
who tearing her calico gown off her back...." she fainted and 
was bled by a surgeon. Her life was "despaired of" and, eome- 
what unjustly, this wae attributed to the weavers.



London wae still very small indeed, and that they were 

importing large quantities of chintz, printed in the Kaet, 

together with many striped goods which competed directly 

with the light materials already discuer>ed. The ConL-aissioners 

for Trades and Plantations were impressed by their arguments 

and to offset the passing of the Act of 1?21 recommended 

various compensations for the Company (1), In addition, the 

Company developed its trade to the Colonies, and individuals 

continued to re-land prohibited goods and to smuggle thera in 

fro;? Holland throughout the period. The English cotton 

manufacturers, who were quite prepared to exclude Kact Indian 

Chintzes, and proposed several ingenious, and indeed prophetic 

schemes, for the development of the spinning and weaving of 

cotton in this country (2), were the real losers by the Act 

of 1721. This prohibited the use and wear of printed calicoes 

in this country in any shape or form.

The background to the anti-calico agitation of these 

years is the slump which had affected textile interests all 

over the country in the years immediately after the Wars of the 

Spanish Succession (3). Given the mercantilist assumption that 

there was a fixed amount of purchasing power in the country, 

the printed calicoes stood no chance of success. Th« 

weavers ripped them from the backs of the ladies in the 

streets (4). The woollen manufacturers gathered under the 

banner of the London Weavers Company and the interests of the 

woollen and worsted manufacturers was paramount. The silk

benefited from the alliance, or thought that they did,



(1) I am indebted to Krs. Barbara Morris for permission to
consult unpublished material collected by the late Mr. 
Floud on the He calico printers. None of the firaa who 
signed the 1719/20 petitions against the Calico Bill went 
bankrupt, and »aat of them can be traced until at least the 
Middle of the century,

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 19, p. 295, "arch, 1720, 
The layer and Aldermen of Weyaouth and Me 1 comb i^egis in 
Dorset petitioned on behalf of the shippers, spinners, etc. 
of cotton wool; "for many years past", they claimed, Ha 
manufacture has been carried on in the said town for making 
cotton imported from the British Plantations into cloth of 
divers kinds, more particularly into such fabrics as iodtate 
calicoes, which have ot late years been printed and dyed....in 
the neighbourhood", and they a eked to be clase»4 as British 
or Irish linens, a request which was refused.
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while the London calico printers who were developing into 

flourishing, communities at ifitchani, in parts of i.ssex and 

elsewhere continued to print calicoes. It seems doubtful that 

they did so for export alone (1). On the other hand, the 

incipient cotton industries of Weymouth and Melcomb Regis which 

petitioned for exemption from the Calico Act, appear to 

have disappeared (2), Just ae printed calicoes were held to 

be responsible for the recession, so the general recovery in 

the 1720 f s could be attributed to their prohibition.

Both silk and woollen industries expanded, despite the 

import of prohibited East Indian chintzes and despite the fact 

that the English cotton industry re-established itself in the 

North of England. The "Manchester" Act of 1736 which 

liberated the English cotton industry caused no riots among 

the London weavers, although it was, of cour.s*, opposed
f

in Parliament. It is, however, possible that the competition 

which the slight goods faced from cotton, may have been one 

factor which directed the expansion of the silk industry into 

the categories of broad and especially foot-figured and 

flowered silks, for, in the main, these were for a different 

market. Again, the use of chintz, whether Indian or European, 

for furnishings raa;, have helped to concentrate the production 

of the London eilk industry on dress roaterials. For some 

years after the pa&cing of the Manchester Act there was a etat« 

of peaceful co-existence between the different textile 

industries* The next serious attack of calico-fever occurred 

in the spring and wuuwr of



(1) London, June c?9th, the General Evening Poet (B.M. Burney 
Colln.) reported "On Saturday night last several calico 
gowns were burnt in Fleet Street, Spitalfields and a barrel 
of beer given to the populace. Several women have been 
fined for wearing printed calico gowns..." It reported that 
people were going about the streets with aqua fortis "to 
sprinkle on the gowns and petticoats of such as they see 
dressed in printed dimities, cottons or Hollands in order 
to make them unfit for wearing afterwards". On July 2nd 
it reported a case in which the wives of two Spitalfields 
weavers had bought sorne printed callicoes at a drapers and 
taken the*a to a magistrate with the bill. The draper was 
then arrested and the callicoes burnt publicly in SpitalfieldB,

(2) September 2nd, 17^5» Bee Chapter 2, p.?Znote^.

(3) For example *442-l897t a copper-plate printed cotton in the 
Victoria & Albert use urn made by H. Jones and Co. and dated 
1761. It is illustrated PI. 1, HMSO English Chintz (1955) 
and PI. k in HMSO English Printed Textiles, I960. Other 
dated exaraples include a pastoral scene made by Collins 
of Woolmers in Herts,, dated 176^ illustrated in H. Clouzot 
and F. Morris , M.Y. 1927, PI. LXXX. T.M+3-1919 also made by 
Collins, The Fortune Teller, and dated 1?65 (illustrated 
PI. 3 in English Chintz). Many others can be attributed 
to these years on stylistic grounds*

Some examples are illustrated in Florence ?'* Montgomery, 
English Textile Swatches of the mid l8th Century, in 
Burlington Magazine, June I960, pp. 2^0-2^5. The saraplee 
were of calicoes printed in Lancashire collected by John 
Holker who set up a factory near Kouen -in 1751 •
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Once more cases were re orted in the newspapers, of 

calicoes torn from the backs of their wearere (1), and again 

the Weavers Company of London marshalled its forces into 

battle. Cofflffiittees were forraed and, a.e we have seen, the 

Weavers -o^ipany undertook a series cf prosecutions of the 

wearers of such goods. Unfortunately, their first bofla fide 

criminal turned out to be a pauper, and the Company remitted 

most of her fine (2). The invasion of the Young Pretender 

caused the agitation to fade away. During the winter of 17^5-6 
the Spitalfields weavers were recruiting their forces, and when 
the danger was past, calicoes seem to have been forgiven. 

Nevertheless, among the seizures of uncustomed goods made by 

the Customs in the next twenty years there were many East 

Indian textiles of all kinds, forming no doubt only a small 

proportion of those clandestinely imported.

During the l?6*f-6 agitation printed calicoes were hardly 
••ntioned, although by that date the English calico printers 
were printing some of their most outstanding and perfectly 

executed copper-plate chintzes (3)• The best-known of these 

were furnishing chintzes; there were also printed handkerchiefs 
and a wide range of printed muslins and similar materials of 

which almost none have survived. There is, however, in the 

Library of the Union Centrale des Arts Decoratives, Paris, a 

pattern book which shews what son* of these were like (4). 

Thus, despite contemporary feeling against them, there seems 

little justification for the outcry against calicoes except



(1) Particularly to Northern Europe, the German ports and Danzig. 
Among tne letters in C.0.383/23 of 1?20 are long memorials 
from British Consuls and agents in towns, particularly 
Danzig, reporting on the amount of Britis} and other shipping 
trading there and their cargoes. (There are no silks among 
these cargoes at this period, but many woollen goods, of 
course, cajae equally in Dutch or English shipping).

(2) The development of the Va_Lencian silk industry is treated in 
detail in Santiago Kodriguez Garcia: £1 Arta de las Sedas 
Valencianas en el Sigle XVIII,Valencia, 1959. 
In January 1750 the petition froa the joint silk interests 
(House of Com.-nons Journals Vol. 25% P. 933) stated that "the 
Spaniards are vigorously attempting the increase and improve 
ment of tne : anufacture of Wrought Silks and Velvets in that 
kingdom...." and were therefore prohibiting the export of raw 
silk. The same petition continued "and the short raw silk 
of Italy, whicn has always been freely exported except from 
Piedmont, has this year been also prohibited to be exported 
from any of those territories, "where great &ncourage;nent is 
given to proiaote the manufacture of Wrought Silks and Velvets". 
A boost to production had been given by the scattering of 
Genoese weavers throughout various Italian towns during recent 
civil wars. It was stated that the price of raw silk had 
consequently risen so;<e 30-40y3 . In the Select Committee Report 
no one gave any specific evidence about the Spanish silk 
industry although it was said that the edicts against exporting 
raw silk were strictly enforced. ilr. Twin Lloyd who had 
recently returned from Italy said that "several i manufactures 
of wrought silk are erected at Paritia, Pisa and other parts of 
Italy to which all possible encouragement has been given" and 
he confirmed the flight of Genoese weavers t , these towns 
(Journals, op. cit. p. 997)•

(3) W. B. Honey. European Ceraiaic Art. A Dictionary of
Factories...1952, p. 230, makes use of Gotzkowsky's auto 
biography, Geschichte eines Patriotischen Kauffrnannes, l?63 f 
reprinted in Schriften des Vereins fttr die Geschichte dee 
Stadt Berlin, VII, l8?3.



from the manufacturers of one class of the materials, 

the slight silks and half silks and cheap worsteds. The 

reasons why they were taken as the scapegoat when the industry 

ran into difficulties will be further considered in the 

conclusions to this study*

^, Competition in Foreign f/arkets.

The tendency to foster native industries and to exclude 

the foreigner was not of course confined to Great Iritain. 

Although the London silk industry became well-established early 

in the century its overseas sales met with increasing com 

petition. Apart from Lyon silks - an ever-present competitor, 

unices excluded by the circumstances of war - the Dutch were 

as ubiquitous as the English, and carried their own range of 

goods to the same markets (1). The Spaniards who had 

produced very little, if any, woven silk at the beginning of 

the century (despite the traditional view of the dealers and 

art historians that any silk of an outlandish pattern or poor 

quality must be Spanish;, began to build up their own 

industry (2) with the corollary of the exclusion of the foreigner 

and a prohibition of the export of raw silk. A determined 

effort to foster an industry was r,iade by the Prussians in 

Berlin. The financier and adventurer Gotzkowsky, previously 

a patron of the Meissen porcelain factory, set up a silk weaving 

establishment which received Koyal support (3). Two of the 

1766 witnesses referred to the setting up of this factory. 

Thomas Abraham Ogier spoke of the exports to Berlin which he had



(1) Court Books:29 Marthl?49/>o,The Court of Assistants were reassured 
by a letter from the King, of Prussia, of which iloratio Walpole 
sent them a copy: "Hie I'ajesty cannot conceive what has given 
occasion to the Report of hie having charged the manufacturea 
of England in Silesia with a pretended extraordinary Impost 
because he does not remember to have raised the rights or 
Duties of Entry one farthing beyond what the British 
Manufactures formerly paid in Silesia. And if under his 
government a new charge has been laid upon these efforts, it 
must have been done in an indirect manner, of which ,he 
absolutely hath not had the least knowledge. That ilis 
Majesty had ordered Count "lunichow to examine into the affair 
and to give hira an exact account thereof. And if he finds 
any regulation hae been really taade to charge the English 
Manufactures His ^ajesty will have it immediately redressed 
and he expects to be able in less than three weeks to give 
an exact information concerning the affair". Walpole added 
that he had been to visit the Prussian Minister who had read 
to him the letter in French. Walpole had pointed out that 
an excise on the use and wear of British woollens came to 
mucn the same as an import duty and meant, for practical 
purposes, prohibition, which it would, "if we lid the same 
thing with respect to the Prussian and Silesia linene". 
Presumably the threat was sufficient, as the Court Minutes 
did not report any further action by Walpole. It is 
interesting, therefore, that the Prussians were willing, 
subsequently, to risk reciprocal action.

(3) Appendices III and IV to the 1766 Report, op. cit. (trans 
lations of two Italian edicts: the first stamping light 
woollens and other foreign manufactures imported into 
Florence and dated 17^5, the second of 17^9 forbidding the 
export of raw silk from Tuscany).
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formerly made before they were forbidden, while ?'r. Charles 

Triquet said "that in the year 1757 he wae in the house of 

one Mr. Gotzkowsky, a considerable silk manufacturer at 

Berlin, to whoa the King of Prussia lets two large houses 

rent free, for carrying on the eilk manufacture: that Mr. 

Gotzkowsky at that time employed fifteen hundred workmen and 

five hundred looms; that his Prussian Majesty allows five 

guineas per annum for every Draught loom, and four guineas 

per annum for every apprentice employed in the Silk manufacture; 

and that nr« Gotzkowsky then received for Draught looms and 

apprentices 2,250 guineas per annum. That His Majesty also 

pays Salaries to soaie head Workmen, and also advances great 

sums of money to the weavers, without interest, to enable them 

to carry on their manufacture". He was asked the sources of 

hie information and said that he had been told all this by 

(Jotzkowsky. He told the Committee that "the importation 

of Foreign silks at Berlin is prohibited and that before 

prohibition took place there, the witness used to import silk 

to Berlin himself but since that time he has not sent one piece" 

The threat of any prohibition had already alarmed the Weavers 

Company in 17^9 (1)•

Th* political divisions of Italy helped the English in 

•o far that the silk growing areas did not for a long time be 

come manufacturere . The edicts against foreign textiles, 

when they were paaatd, worried the English to the extent that 

they were printed in the House of Commons Journals (2). Apart





from the velvets and damasks of Genoa, the Italians were 

not, however, the suppliers of Europe that they had once been. 

Nevertheless, edicts prohibiting the export of raw silk 

intended to protect native industry were even more serious 

than those passed in Spain*

A more indirect competition, important because it 

affected one of the most important markets for English silks, 

was that from goods exported by the East India Company to

the American Colonies. This was perfectly legal. Moreover, 

despite the Navigation Acts, the English Government could not 

prevent the Colonists themselves trading both with the Spanish 

West Indies and elsewhere, so that a considerable quantity 

of various textiles - especially East Indian goods - were 

imported. It is easier in retrospect than it was at the time, 

to argue that the demand exceeded supply and that such illicit 

trading was hardly relevant to the English textile industries.

%• Contemporary Grievancen.

There are a group of complaints made by the industry 

at the time which cannot be altogether disregarded since they 

arose from factors inherent in their age. The first and 

least important, because entirely unsuccessful, were the last 

attempts at sumptuary legislation. There was still in the 

18th century a vague and uneasy feeling that it was wicked 

to dissipate the nation's wealth in specie in the form of 

gold and silver thread for lace, embroidery, brocaded silks



(1) 1732, before the Irish Parliament, 17^2 in English House 
of Commons (concerned with making a distinction between 
real and base metal arid became law) 17^3, to prohibit 
wearing of gold and silver lace, etc.; tbir; wag- dropped 
and an alternative prepared, prohibiting the use and wear 

of gold and silver lace etc. made abroad, A clause was 
added in Coramittee to permit tourists to import with them 
liinited-^quantities, but in the event the bill did not ?et 
beyond/third reading,

(2) Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. Cabinet des LAampes. Vols. Lh, 
kk et seq., especially a series of very rich material? r,a3e 
for the Queen of Portugal.

(2) See Chapter 2, p. 180 .



and tissues. Thus, seTeral bills were introduced (1), 

both in the English and Irish Parliaments to prohibit the 

manufacture of such material, and these were vigorously 

opposed by the Weavers Company. Fortunately for the industry, 

all the bills failed, since it can be stated without any 

re nervations that the French produced some splendid 

materials in this vein (of which dated samples are preserved 

in the Richelieu Collection (2) ), and such a prohibition would 

have put an even greater premium on smuggling than there 

already existed.

High wages within the industry were frequently deplored, 

both by the master weavers and contemporary opinion in the 

Gentleman's Magazine and similar sources. It seems probable 

that the London silk weaver was more highly paid than his 

French counterpart, although several of the 17&5 witnesses 

stressed the high cost of living in London, In Any case, 

it can be argued that the greater purchasing power of the 

ekilled London population benefited the ho:ue market, if in 

directly, since, although the highest paid journeymen had "best 

clothes" (3), it is very unlikely that they ever rose to more 

than an occasional half silk. Nevertheless it is not simply 

the humanitarian!sin of the twentieth century which repudiates 

the suggestion that wages, even if they were comparatively 

high, were a serious disadvantage to the London manufacturer. 

The Weavers clubs, although these existed, were not all 

powerful and could not succeed in raising their members' wages



(1) A typical mourning was that for irincese Elizabeth, who died
in September 1759. The Lord Chamberlain's edicts were printed 
in the London Gazette and also advertised in other news 
papers. An advertisement printed in the Daifcy Advertiser 
giving the negulatione for mourning after the death of 
Princess Carolina was kept among the accounts i'or Princese 
Elizabeth, presumably for reference (P.R.O. LC.2. 27). 
Ladlee were to wear black bombasines, plain rauelin or long 
lawn, crape hoods "ehamoy" shoes and gloves, and crape 
fane. "Undress 1 d f dark Korwich crapes". Men were to wear 
black without buttons on sleeves or pockets, plain muslin 
or long lawn cravats, "undress*d, dark grey frocks".

(2) This was reprinted from the Universal Spectator, and appeared 
in April 1731 (G.M. Vol. 1, p. l6l) under a pseudonym "Richard 
Shuttle". It was called "Of Court Mournings". It complained of 

"the Inconveniences; which distress the Workeraen of that Trade, by 
the Deaths of soiae foreign princee, which having obli^'d the 
Court to continued and successive Mournings, that kind of Dress 
had universally prevailed to the ;;reat Damage of the Weavers...." 
The author considered, most respectfully, "that if the Mourning 
went no further than the Court and Drawing Roo«n, and if Women 
of inferior Rank ehould make no alteration in their Drees, it 
would be full as well," He had thought about this because 
of "the Care already taken of reducing the Time of State 
Mournings1 * and hyped that people would realise that the way 
they dressed "may turn to the Advantage or Prejudice of their 
country". Black silks were generally Italian or Dutch (as hae 
already been quoted), and he thought a change in the kind of 
mourning every two or three weeks would be highly desirable, 
and also the use of different colours apart from black. He 
mentioned scarlet as a iaournijig colour, u thoroughly ingenuous 
suggestion since it wae the most expensive colour in every 
raaterial. "Lar.tlyV* ne recommended, "it to the Consideration of 
the Fair Sex, that a« they are inquisitive after New Fashion;., 
it is hardly honest to leave them upon the Maker's Hands, when 
they have studied to please them.'1



to * very high Isvsl. The depression of their wages in 

the second half of the century and during the nineteenth 

century wee not accompanied by any great prosperity in the 

industry - on the contrary*

A third grievance had far more validity* The facts 

are only too readily available. Although the population was 

increasing, Mortality, not only of infante, was still very 

high, Private mournings might be expected to occur in any 

family, but really pernicious in the eyee of the industry 

were the public mournings which sight last for several months. 

Only black, or grey of certain specific materials, could be 

worn while the mourning lasted, depending upon the rank of the 

deceased, and the nearness to t<e Court of the purchaser (1). 

Here it must be stressed that the limited social level of 

the market was a great hindrance to the launufacturers* it 

was their customers wno oad to conform to the rules made by 

the Lord Chamberlain. The Weavers Company frequently 

petitioned for a diminution of the period, and an article on 

the subject even appeared in the Gentleman*s Magazine (2)* 

Even the French wrote off a season's clandestine exports to 

England because of the death of the Queen, AS a postscript

to the ttaerigrion incident already described, the Lyon Chamber 
of Commerce wrote to Puterne, their agent in Paris, in

January 173^, "Vous auree du terns Monsieur pour arranger 

1'affaine de nos negotiants qui enroyent des iTtoffes en 

Angleterre. La mort de la Reyne mettant un suspension totals 

dans ce comaeroe pendant la Dvree du Deuil.,,." which they



(1) The following bereavements were honoured with public mournings
in the period: 1?O? Sir Cloudeeley Novell (L.C.2.15 (2) ),'1708 
Prince George of Denmark; 171^ Queen Anne; I?l8 Prince George 
William; 172? George I; 1?37 ^ueen Caroline; 1751 Frederick 
Prince of Wales; 1757 Princess Caroline; 1759 Princess 
Elizabeth; 1?60 George II; 1?65 Ih « Uuke of Cumberland; 
1766 Prince Frederick William. Only the 17^0's were 
comparatively cheerful but, as the article quoted above 
pointed out, there were always mournings for important 
foreign royalty.



expected to last a long time. In this respect the 

English manufacturers were at no great disadvantage than 

their French competitors, who had to bear their share of 

public afflication and did so with an equivalent protest. 

In l?29 t ?°r example, the Lyon Chamber of Commerce wrote a 

long letter to Paterne, containing several co.aplainte, and 

ending, that the chief hindrance to their manufacture was "la 

frequence et la duree du deuil...." They asked that, at the 

ver/ least, when two mournings occurred simultaneously only 

one should be obfcei.ved, ae was the practice in foreign courts. 

The eudden death of a king (and there were three such occasions 

in England in the period) carried with it the promise of a 

coronation which could, at a pinch, prevent the wholesale 

dismissal of journeymen. Queens, princes and princesses brought

sudden and irretrievable losses (1), especially to the
/

manufacturers of flowered silks. fly the end of the mourning 

their goods mi^ht be out of fashion, with new patterns entering 

the country from France. They suffered more than any other 

group of textile interests, for it seems unlikely that a 

country tradesman's wife would put off the purchase of chintz 

curtains for her best room or worsted cloth for her children's 

clothes on such a pretext. The pamphlets had here some 

justification. Except to the American colonies, exports were 

not cufficiently large to compensate for a sudden loss in the 

hone market. Moreover, official circles in the Colonies may 

well have responded, even if tardily, to the Lord Chamberlain's 

edicts. Even Dutillitu remarked upon the international



(1) F, Breghot du Lut, ed. Le Livre de Haison de Jacques
Charles Dutillieu, p. ^O, on the year 17&5 "Cette anne'e 
peut co&ipter parmi les tuauvaisee de la fabrique; lee 
i'aillites devinrent oofebreuses et par suite la mise're 
des ouvriers augraenta. Maie ce qui contribua le plus a 
desoler le commerce Lyonnais oe furent lee deuile qui 
vinrent ^ttrister toutes les coure de 1 Europe: la mort 
de 1'empereur, celle de Don Philippo, du Due de Cumberland 
frere du roi d'Angleterrs, du roi du Danemark, de la reine 
d*KBpagne v de la Dauphine et d'autres".

(2) 1766 Keport, op. cit. p. 724.

(3) 1766 Report, op. cit. p. 725- 

1766 Report, op. cit. p.



effects of a series of bereavements coinciding at 

several of the European Courts (1).

Three of the witnesses before the 1?66 Select 

Committee referred to the effects of public mournings. 

John Sabatier (2) mentioned that the late mourning had "only 

affected the winter trade". Mr. Triquet (3), "being asked 

if mourning did not always affect the silk trade?...said 

It must undoubtedly affect the trade, but that his stock 

in hand was greater at present than it had been in any 

former mourning of the saaie length of time, in proportion to 

the number of hands he employed....'1 John erigal (*»•/ said 

that his firm had "more goods remaining now in their warehouses 

than he ever remembers, even in the mourning for his late 

Majesty". The implication of their evidence was that bad 

though a public mourning might be, it was not as disastrous for 

them as other factors - though it is clear that Perigal had 

vivid memoriec of the previous Royal mourning six years before. 

However disastrous a slump a public mourning might temporarily 

create, it was to some extent artificial since it stimulated 

demand at the end of the mourning period, unless some fresh 

calamity ensued. The smaller master weavers and the journey 

men may have felt the effects more deeply than the 

Parliamentary witnesses, who were for the most part among the 

leaders of the industry, and men of greater capital.

5. The Shortage of Raw Silk.

Mot even the British merchant fleet could ensure a
a

completely regular supply of/raw material which had to come



(1) On 23th April 1757 the Clerk of the Weavers Company recorded 
"notice being taken by Mr. Reynolds of the great scarcity 
of organzined silk and the want of an immediate supply to 
carry on the nctiiufacture without which many thousand poor 
weavers would be unemployed And the very eminent dietresa 
and danger which might happen in consequence..." The Court 
resolved unanimously to forn a committee /o" support any 
application to Parliament for admitting the bringing of 
Organzined silk only over land or in neutral bottoms Or in any 
way the Legislature shall think expedient,..." This was by 
no means the only example of such a crisis.

* ' * *

(2) The Lyon Chamber of Commerce became worried about this in 
17O6-7, and in 173.3. (Their letters after 17*f6 have not, 
unfortunately, been consulted).

(3) A representative selection exists in the Patent Office 
Library Catalogue of pre-192£ books.

See Appendix 4, No. 2. 

(5) See Appendix *f, No. 1



from Southern Europe, from the Levant and from the Far East. 

Nothia£ stopped production quite so effectively as such 

interruptiona in the deliveries of silk (1) since the silkraen 

did not .lira to carry heavy stocks. Although the French 

grew a proportion of their own silk - a great advantage to 

Lyon - they too were dependent upon Italy for the best 

qualities and for them too an interruption of trade with

Piedmont was disastrous (2).

' There ie f however, an important distinction between the 

situation at the beginning of the period and the end. When

the English industry was small, the Dutch not much terser, and

the French industry not working at full strength, there was 

enough Italian silk to supply all the markets. Silk from 

the Levant was in no special demand and its price was not 

prohibitive. The expansion of the demand from all over 

Europe in the later twenties and thirties pushed up the price 

of silk without expanding its production. Although a body 

of literature on the subject accumulated (3), sericulture made 

no special advances. The Bosanquet letter book illustrates 

the despair of the English importer who knew that the 

weavers could not afford to buy at the current market price.

There were several possible solutions. The East India 

Cempany imported Chinese silk (**•) - but it varied in quality 

and could not be depended upon. From Bengal it shipped a 

useful supply (5) of quite indifferent quality, and the 

Company could do very little to improve it during this period



(1) The G.M. Vol. II, r. 101 7 f printed a description of the province 
of South Carolina in 1732, mentioning the possibility of silk 
growing. It stated that mulberry trees grew well there and, 
"it may easily be conjectured what riches Carolina would 
produce if this affair wat? well managed".

(2) R.C.H. MJBS. l^th Report X.MS of the £&rl of Dartmouth, Vol. II, 
American Papers, p. 28. Hanry Kemnan to Lord Dartmouth, 
December 23rd,

(3) These included some for growing eilk in the Northern American 
colonies, whicn were even less successful.

The petition fro/a the Georgia Trustees, asking for Government 
support in their silk- growing enterprise spoke of the numbar 
of foreign jProtectauts shipped out (Journals Vol. 26, p. 96) 
but in the "Reasons for the Encouragement of aakins Huw Silk 
in America 1 (fa.rlia.3Qn tar y Papers, University College) it was 
proposed, rather more realistic illy, that if merchants could 
combine together to set up filatures they could import skilled 
persons froir Southern France or Italy to "attend, instruct and 
inspect the reeling of silk". Those in Georgia eeera to have 
been Italians, but an article in the Gazette and New Daily 
Advertiser of April 8th, 17^5 mentioned that the "French 
neutrals" settled in South Carolina were growing raw cilk. 
It was sta.ttd that the Governor of the Colony had offered 
5500 to the first man who would present hii.i with 10 Ibs. of 
raw silk.



when the political situation in India was most unstable. 

It bought what was available, but exports of silk were not 

its most important trade. From very early in the century 

the shortage of raw silk was foreseen, and a solution proposed 

which should have worked but which in fact failed. It was 

suggested that the Southern American Colonies, Georgia, South 

Carolina and Virginia could well grow silk, since their climate 

and vegetation were suitable (1). The original schemes 

proposed sound no less realistic than those put forward by the 

calico interests for the encouragement of cotton as a crop- 

Yet alaost every detail of the latter schemes were realised 

while the silk, it was tsaid in 17&51 "by no means answers the 

expectations formed of it and has gradually declined" (2).

Several different projects were put forward by the 

proprietors and Governors of the various colonies (3)» Silk 

worms could be introduced and since there was only a limited 

season in which the cocoons could be reeled, it was thought 

that labourers could be diverted from other tasks to do this* 

Skilled French and Italian throwsters were to be shipped out - 

and indeed were sent ( ;-O. Freirdums were offered by the 

iioyal Society of Arts in the middle of the century for the best 

and largest quantities of silk produced and the Commissioners 

for Trades and Plantations spent much time on the question. 

One great difficulty was to --^et the correct equip-nent in 

sufficient quantity - the colo; ic ± -j .3 no industries - but 

without «uch equip* iOnt the silk could be onl,y too easily spoilt. 

Unskilled negro elavee and Indians wero not /i ;.ible labour,
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and the wages of the white settlers were high, which would, 

of course, have added to the cost, though this might have been 

offset by the inrmaeraoie charges on its chief competitors, 

silk from Italy and the Levant, The witnssses before

Parliament in February 1750 were credible men of a known 

reputation in the industry, and there seems no reason to doubt 

their assertion that Bilk from the American colonies was of a 

comparable quality with Italian silk. It was significant 

that to this committee Lewis Chauvet gave evidence that the 

shortage of raw silk had caused him to discharge 150 of his 

workmen. Evidence was given by Job Jrtothmaker on the Province 

of Southern Carolina, in which he said the red mulberry tree 

already grew prolifically and the white could be encouraged, 

and that there were already a good number of silk worms in 

the colony. Mr* Philip Lee gave evidence about Virginia. 

There the trees of both varieties grew well, but he had "seen 

silk worms $h#re» which have been destroyed for want of care 

in the wintdr". liarinaii Verelst had received six boxes in 

the previous year from Georgia, -fames Crockatt had received 

parcels of silk from South Carolina, The evidence of these 

men, well-known American merchants, was followed by that of

equally reputable weavers on its quality: John Batchelor,

Thomas Mason, Peter Freaiont, the foreman of Mr. Itelamare t Lewis 
Chauvet, Daniel Gob be', and John Sabatier. All the witnesses

agreed in comparing American nilk with Italian rather than

with the less useful Levantine, Chinese or Bengal silk. As

a result of this Conitnittse an Act was passed (1) for encouraging



(1) B. Kindle: "The Pursuit of Science in RoTolution*ry America", 1956. PP. *~" ~"'

(2) B.C.H. M8£. 63rd Report. r»l«rr of Viocount Pereival, 
*—- of £gttont 9 Vol. I, p. 3^7.



the growth of raw silk in the Colonies. It provided for the 

import of American grown silk duty free, on the oath of 

the shippers that it wae indeed American. The usual 

penalties were to be imposed upon those who attempted to 

import foreign raw eilks as American, and the onus probanti 

was to be upon the owner of the silk.

Attempts to grow silk in Georgia seem to have been 

the most successful (1). The experiments began hopefully 

with the enthusiastic support of Sir Thomas Lombe. The 

diary of Viscount Percival (2) mentions a letter to the 

Georgia Society fro* Sir Thomas Lo>'&be in 1732 which highly 

commended "our Society the goodnest- of Carolina silk, with 

promise*; to assist ue with his advice". A J-iedruontese, brother 

of one already sent to Georgia, attended this meeting of the 

Georgia Society, proposing to go out there, taking with him 

"an expert man in making their machines, tools, etc.". In 

March, 1733 it was agreed that the man (his name was Amatis) 

bhould £O out with twelve skilled workmen to teach the 

colonists how to grow and tend to the culture of silk. Al 

though the scheiae was approved, the Society was Ghort of money 

with which to carry it out, and resolved to apply to the Earl 

of Derby for help. Presumably this was obtained for, in 1735, 

itercival noted "our secretary, Mr. Martin acquainted us that 

Sir Thomas Lorabo, Alderman of London, the great silk alagoziner 

(sic. a organziner) had received 30 Ibe. of raw silk aent us 

fr«a Georgia and had promised to alagozine it at hia mill in 

Derby without expense in order to our weaving it up into a



(1) Kercival A/iary, Vol. II, p. 168.

(2) The 3.i*. reported tb* incident, V. p. 498, but not what 
the silk wae actually wovea into*

(3) A.D. Chandler. Colonial ecorde of the State of Oeorgia, 
Journal of Col. Gillian! Stephens* Secretary to the Board 
of Irueteec- at Savannah, esp. Supplement to Vol. ^. pp. 
et eeq. p. 141, my



salt of clothes to pre&ont to Her Majesty. Sir Thoaas 

added tnat is. ie as good raw silk as ever he haa seen a ad 

that considering how cheap we can afford to send it from 

Georgia, we may not only boat out the Italian silk but even 

•end silk thither* That if wo could procure the China eilk-
«

worm it were all of the best because silks made of them never 

change colour" (1). In August 1735 Qglethorpe of the Georgia 

Society reported to iercival that "he had been this aornin*'; 

with Sir Thowus Loiribe at Court, who carried the silk orgaaaeened 

to Her Majesty and took her directions how she would nave it 

worked into a suit of clothes (2). That Her "'ajesty appeared 

exceedingly pleased with it and Sir The 'cclired he prefers 

it to the Piedaoatece in every respect, particularly that it 

has less waste".

The subsequent progress of the growth of the silk crop 

in (teorgia can be followed until 176C. The Secretary to the 

Board of Trustees at Savannah, Colonel William* Stephens, 

reported favourably in his Journal (3; *a the increase in the 

mu&era of those rearing cocoons and in tVi numbers and weight 

of the cocoons brought to be weighed. In Hay, l?4l he 

con:..ienttrj j;\^t &OL>» -«ar& briujizig up to *L iba« in weight* At 

300 cocoonc to a Ib. &^proxin*&t«l.y, ^ thought would scarce 

have been credible if I had not seen it, and being received 

at a tortair value which ie readily ;>s,id there is little doubt 

to be «ade but it Mill «verj year appear aorc and aore to be an 

evplejoeat worth taking in hand". £y July of that ye*r he wis



(1) Colonial Kecords of the State of Georgia, op. cit.,Vol. V. Journal of the U&rl of E^mont 17J8-44, p. 223. This occurred ir. 1739* for example.

(2) Colonial Records of the State of Georgia, op. cit., Vols. V - IX. The expenses gradually rose to approximately £1,000 P.a. by 1765•



pieabed to note in hie Journal that another, though smaller, 

second crop had been delivered. The difficulties in raising

•ilk were, however, formidable. The climate wae such that 

the silk wor&e tended to hatch before the mulberry trees on 

which they were .o feed, aud hence they lost tbeir crop through 

starvation in a number of years (1). Late froete coultf also 

klil the trees and the young leaves, and the worroe died from 

feeding on the leaves of the red iau}berry tree instead of the 

white. The silk worms themselves needed ouch care and 

attention, as they easily caught various .liseases and quickly 

infected oa« another. Thero was some difficulty in persuading 

the Italians imported to stay, and in recruiting apprentices* 

It was thought that tho bastard orphan children, half-Indians, 

would bo fiiiitable* It was agreed in l?Vv th^t a :'re. Camus, 

who was the chief silk winder, should receive fees of £2 for

•aea pupil at the co^iaiiiri"; of their training, and £5 when 

it was finished, up to ten pupile at a tiaso and 5/- par week 

ptr pupil for naiatcnance for six cionths. In view of the fact 

tftat :)/- A week was aaid, in 1?65, to keep an adult unemployed 

weaver in London where the cost of living wae fjenerally agreed 

to be high, 5/- seta* a realistic, if not lavish, amount to allow 

for maintenance. The increase in the JtO*e and 50*s can be 

estimated by t;.t (: j ^dually increasing suoa spent year by jear 

by the Truntecr. tubeecucntly by tVe -levernor and Council (2). 

Until ??6^ the Founty • -• '-ept ut 5A r«r 1^» *ni« was higher 

tbaa that paid in Coat) Carolina l>ut the Governor and Council 

were very distressed to receive a letter frot the Coumissioners



(1) Journal of the Coaudbfcicnere for trades And Plantations.
p.

(2) B« hir.dle, op. cit# t pp.
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for Trades and Plantations early in 17&5 suggesting a 

reduction of the bounty from 3/- to l/6d. f which, they said, 

would kill the enterprise altogether. Twice in 1739 and 17^2 

the silk was submitted for approval to London silk.nen and 

weavers, who said it wae excellent and worth 20s. to a guinea 

a lb. Yet the quantities produced remained very small - as 

the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations pointed out in 

their letter. On the other hand, their journal is revealing. 

After the representatives of the Colony of Georgia had with 

drawn, "their lordships agreed, that until some more effectual 

plan of encouragement for this culture can be established, the 

prices paid at the filature for tne cocoons should be reduced, 

ir order to prevent the inconvenience and embarrassment that 

would attend any exceeding the next year upon the grant of 

Parliament for this service" (1).

Whether it was the cause of failure or its effectra there 

wae altogether insufficient capital invested iu the raw silk 

enterpriseP. The bounties offered by the Government were 

very small. The premiums of the Royal Society of Arts, which 

ware also imitated in America (2), though they were praise 

worthy in intention, were limited in effect. After the death 

of Sir Thomas Lor.:be, no City interest seems to have been 

willing to take the risk of investment in a commodity in 

which returns were necessarily slow and so rat times non-existent. 

If the part-tinwr silk grower was unfortunate enough to lose 

hie crop one year because of frost, he could turn to his other 

agricultural activities, but for the City merchant the proposal



(1) Not only WUB Bilk far esore vulnerable in all the atugee of 
ite growth loading up to the cocoon than a cotton plant 
In a plantation, but while cotton could be picked and then 
packed into oale@ far export without any intermediate 
processes, u eiin cuuoon had to of reeled off and the 
qualities roughly corted before it could be packed. This 
extra proceee naceafiitdted skilled labour and ex pen si re 
equipment, neither of which were nee senary in the cotton 
plantatioue.

(2) A MS. copy of Captain fclton'e import in which tbi* fact is 
mentioned is among a aerie® oi papers on the KueoLa trade 
the ^sanquwt uocuewntB, It ie intertfiting that a ailk im 
porter who wae a iMBber of the Levant Company was evidently 
anxious to find out a» ouch as h« could about tho project. 
He did not, however, annotate it with hie own comments*

(3) Q.M, Volt XIT, 17%2, p. 22. Its text ia the oaae ae that 
of the 0O£aftqu«v



was unattractive unless, indeed, Government subsidies 

had been more extensive. inuring the discussions before the 

Select Committee of Parliament in 1765 and '66, no one seeiae 

to have suggeeted that, far from reducing the bounties paid, 

they should increase them - although much was said about the 

European shortage o* raw silk. No attempt wae r^ade to form 

a limited company to invest in silk works and no real attempt 

made to provide money from any other source. The cotton 

plantations were on a rather different footing since they 

produced a raw material intended for a «;iuch wider Market - in 

cluding home consumption, uy the end of the century, and 

needed far lese skilled labour to gather, pack and ohip (1). 

One other attempt was aiade io secure fresh supplies of 

raw silk. It nad long been known and resented that the edlk 

which wae imported by trie Levant Company from Aleppo and other 

ports in Turkey was grown in the Northern provinces of Persia 

and shipped to the coast by Armenian traders (2). In 1?40 an 

alternative route was suggested by a Captain L'lton, and this 

Mas subsequently printed in the Cientleman's Magazine (3). 

He put forward a scheme to open trade with Persia through Russia, 

bringing British woollens to trade for silk. He thought that 

there would be a ready sale for woollen goods since they were 

worn by the Persians, and none from England had So far reached 

these provinces. Goods could travel down the Volga to the 

Caspian and then ue snipped across the sea. It would then 

take only a l^f-day caravan to reach fleshed. The Levant 

Ceapany naturally opposed the project, but illton wae successful 

in obtain the approval of the Russian authorities.



(1) Journal of the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations.
(Vol. 48. fo. 114-6) ie-. 17^4-4-1

(2) This became an Act, Ik Geo. II, Cap. 36.
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Permission was given for a ship to make the voyage down 

the Volga and to pass throi.gh the Russian internal Customs 

without hindrance. Passes had to be obtained and warehouses 

established. It was thought that the Persians would be glad 

to sell to anyone rather than the Turks. The Russia Company 

Agent conuaendin^ the scheme, considered that it was very much 

to Elton's credit that he had managed to obtain psroission 

when the East India Companies of England, France and Holland 

had had to pay extraordinary fees to get renewal of the 

privileges granted by Peter the Great. He argued that 

"anything which increases the export of woollens and reduces 

the price of our si IV. manufactures arreatly promotes the 

interest of England". He emphasised that the Persians 

could be supplied with "coarne Yorkshire manufactures as we 

have done the Russians thece nany yeare, both for the clothing 

of their army and the common people". It would, of course, 

be necessary to obtain a modification of the Navigation Acts. 

The political effects of the trade were thought to be highly 

desirable and "with respect to England if we get the start of 

the French in this new trade (s.e we may do with ease if the 

present opportunity be embraced; it cannot fail to strengthen 

the natural interest between Great Britain and Russia and give 

ITis Majesty an influence to balance that of the French in 

Turkey". In a report of November, 17^0 (1) the Board of 

Trade fja?« their approval to the project, but it was not 

until early in 17^2 that a Bill wan introduced into the Common* 

•p«nlnfr the trade to Persia via Russia (2). The Gentleman 1 *



(1) Q.M. Vol. XII, p.

(2) See Appendix **-, i\o* 11.

(3) O.M. Vol. XX, April 1750, p. 151. Seasons of the
Russia merchants in behalf of the cilk Bill (also XIX, p.
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Magazine gave the full text of the Bill and also Captain 

Elton 1 e report. It is evident that both public and official 

opinion were in favour of it (apart from the Levant Company) t 

and the Bill seems to have become law without great 

opposition or delay. Considering the natural hazards faced 

by euch a trade, and the difficulties of persuading both 

Russian and Persian officials to let the goods pass through 

their hands, the most extraordinary aspect of this venture 

was its immediate success. In October 17^2 the Gentleman's 

Magazine was able to report (1) "were entered at the Customs 

House ^,330 Ibs. of raw silk from Petersburgh the first 

imported....since the commencement of the late Act...." 

During the next few years the amount imported fluctuated 

greatly (2) until, in 17^7, the.. Empress "Eli zu,bethr evoked 

the privileges of the Russia Company. During these years 

civil ware in Persia brought the complete loss of their assets, 

shipping f warehouses, etc. (3).

Nevertheless, in March 1750» the Hussia Company 

petitioned the Commons for permission to introduce a Bill to 

re-open the trad*, to permit them and anyone else to import 

in British ships from any Russian port raw silk grown in 

Ffcreia and bought in Rucsia by barter with woollen or other 

manufactures, goods or commodities, exported from Great 

Britain to Russia or bought by selling such goods. They were 

not reclaiming their privilege to or^nise the trade, and this 

time they were seeking a radical breach in the Navigation 

Acts. Th«y were readily supported by the Weavers Company



(1) On Varch 19th 17^9/50, Mr. R^ynoldn reported to the Court 
of Assistants that tbe Kuesia Merchants wanted the help 
of the kieavero Company in an application to P&rli&mont lor 
leave to import Persia Silk from Russia into the country. 
The application had been approved by Mr. Walpole and by 
the Speaker of the House. It was decided to present a 
petition, and since both petitions were presented to the 
Commons on the following day, the Assistants must have acted 
swiftly. The Company's petition argued thiit: "This import 
has for some tine been discontinued, the importers not being 
able to take tfce oath required by a clause in an Act made in 
the 14th year of his present Majesty's reign for the Opening 
of the Trade to and from Persia through Russia. Therefore 
the British Factors are not permitted to carry their goods 
through Russia directly to Persia in consequence whereof your 
petitioners and the other silk manufacturers of Great Britain 
are not only deprived of the benefit intended..." but that "the 
French, Dutch and other foreign nations may be supplied with 
this valuable commodity at ar. easy rate..."

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. 25, pp. 110? and 1103.

(3) This is a rather difficult point. It would seem much more
probable that the Weavers knew what they wanted and that the 
different qualities made a very real difference to them.
Moreover, the Weaver's Company would not have spent its funds in 
support of a Bill it did not think would taring any material 
advantage. On the other hand, Bosanquet was very disappointed 
in the Sherbaffe silk he received • frou David Hays in Aleppo, and 
said it had not coae up to expectations. It is f however, 
possible that the individual shipments of this, as well ae of 
any other, type of silk, were liable to vary in quality,

(4) See Appendix 4 f No. II. Only in 1750 was the supply 
interrupted altogether. The Act was only a qualified 
success, rdnce .no raw silk was imported by this route in 1757i 
from 1760 - 1762, or 1764 - 1766.

(5) 23 Qeo. II, Cap. 20. An Act for Encouraging the Growth and 
Culture of Raw Silk in K.M.'s Colonies or Plantations in
America.
23 Geo. II, Cap. 34. An Act for Permitting Raw Silk of the 
growth of Persia, purchased in Russia ̂  to be imported into this 
Kingdom from any port or place belonging to the Empire of Russia.



of London (1) whose members wore desperately short of 

raw «ilk caused, it was alleged, by the *inr of Spain's 

prohibition sf the export of raw silk and by the end of the 

oupply frora Russia. The Bill wae, however, equally 

vigorously opposed by the levant Company. It ir> interesting 

to see that on this occasion it wafj the latter v<ho succeeded 

in etarehalliag the woollen interests in their support, (for 

instance, the tflouceeter and Exeter clothierr, who petitioned 

i-ariiaracnt against the Bill (2) ), and also BO-« fishing 

towns, (Great jfar<aouth, Lowestoft and Truro) who feared the 

IOSB of their trade to tha /tediterremean. A series of 

letters in the Gentleman*e Magazine reinforced the arjruawnts 

of the petitions against the Bill* It was claimed that there 

was no real ebonta^e of silk hut that the recent war had led 

to an increase in insurance and freight charge which had, 

accordingly, put up the price of raw Bilk. It was said 

that no woollen £O«ds were cent to Russia and payment would 

havt» to be in bullion. It was argued that Respite what the 

weavers said, Brwtia «dlk was «* wood as eherbaffe (5). 

It was also said that since it was proposed to open the trade 

to all natia»B Bilk would not, in fact, be in any more 

plentiful ruviiy, nor, therefore, cheaper to the In^lLnh 

wuiwfftcturerft. In aptte of the opposition, tho Bill ™ c- c 

law and once a^airi an irregular supply of silk was •neured (k) 

It is a 0*4 but interestiag; cos»etitary that the Aot to 

• neouras* th« growt^ ^C raw silk in America which became law 

on the sans day (5), *** carried with it no political or



(1) The critic of knglieh sil£« v whose letter was printed in 
the Gazette and X** Daily Advertiser of March 2nd, 176% 
began, "1 avow «yeel? an adsdrer of the French and while- I 
can buy their manufacture?' cleaver• •••* He was a prejudiced 
witness, but there «**../ it«*w c*«a ao^ae truth in what he ofcid* 
One of the two sample invoice e for eilktt shipped fro a Lo»<Soa 
printed in the l^ekmnn K/ercantile- iapero v aee p»441 note 1 ) 
was one from v<illia& Baker for goods sent out in 1753» in 
which he hae nated, "h'ave sent India taffeties they now being 
cheaper and better than English which can't be had till a long 
time otaji.^j t^ tiai^fie; a;id would cost aor« moaey". This 
invoice would bt even «ore dice oncer ting to a supporter of 
Lnglieh fiiiiti, wor€ it not that another of 176? specifies 
"English Black Taff&tiee".
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economic complications, had far lees practical effect 

upon the indurtry.

Indeed, it ie difficult to understand how, in an

age of mercantilism, the danger of depending upon a raw 

material which was almost entirely- imported from foreign

countries, and those limited in their production,could have 

been underestimated. Yet it was, except by a very few. 

Except on the particular occasions when they were quarrelling 

with the throwsters, the Weavers Company did not themselves 

take any initiative to ensure adequate supplies. The failure 

to invest in any such projects was of serious consequence. 

In 1765 allegations were made that home-manufactured silks were 

more expensive than legally imported foreign ones, despite 

the duty paid by the latter. Although such allegations 

wer« not made objectively by uninterested parties, they cannot 

be ignored (1). The price of raw silk was, I would suggest, 

a very real factor to be taken into account.



(1) John Northoucke. A New History of London, 1773. P.
He gave a vivid account of the riots which tallies with that 
in the newspapers at the time. The author of an anonymous 
article on the history of the silk industry in the Journal 
of Design, Vol. II, lB49-50» referred in the second part of 
his article (page 169) * to the occasion when "the journeymen 
weavers obtained the prohibition (of foreign silks) by 
marching to the Houses of Parliament with 'drums beating 
and colours flyingI..."
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C h A T E B 6 

THE CRISIS OF 1764 - 1?66

A aeries of spectacular demonstrations in the suaner 

of 1765 brought the Lcndon eil.. indue try before the public

•ye in a way that was then unprecedented* The riots were 

remembered after every other ae-.ory of the silk industry at 

the ti.-ae had faded, and they appear prominently in oost of the 
nineteenth century accounts.(1). It ic proposed in this 

chapter to trace the events leading up to the riots, to give 

an account of what took place and to indicate the attitude of 

other sections of the eoawanity towards the weavers. While 

the industry stated to the Select Committee of the Coupons what 

it considered the cuueee of itr troubles to be, there are 

eeveral factors to be taken into account whicK were hardly

•entioned at all.

the origins of the eluap can be traced bach to the end 

of the Seven Years War. Although the .markets subsequently 

lost were not important in the quantity of silk exported, they 

at least ^ave the manufacturers an incentive to expand rather than 

to contract their ; reduction - and t as has already teen

•*ntioned f war was favourable to the ho.e oarket. Although it 

is true that trading with the ene*y continued until the 

Napoleonic .arc, it was a rery «wh acre difficult operation 

than contraband trade in peace ti«e t if only because the 

privateers, active on both sides, increased the risk and there- 

the prite of the imported coariodity. Whatever the



(1) P» 559» The London Magazine reported riots on 2nd October, 
due to "some articles in weaving being lowered one penny 
per yard (by some of the masters)...." and a similar report 
was printed in the Gazette and London Daily Advertiser on 
October 13th, 1?63» The latter added that the journeymen 
deserved a living wa=:;e, especially since the cost of food and 
'firing 1 were kept up at "extravagant prices.. .although the war 
is over".

(2) On October 13th 1763» the journeymen published an advertise 
ment in the Gazette and London Daily Advertiser, "the true state of 
the case of the Journeymen Weavers", in which they recalled the 
signing of the 17&2 agreement and the names of the masters and 
journeymen who had agreed to it. On October l?th the same 
newspaper reported that "on Thursday last a great number of the 
journeymen Spitalfielde silk weavers met some of the principal 
mastere....(and) agreed that the price of wages should be the 
same as was regulated by a printed list in August 1?62 which 
it is hoped will entirely put a stop to the late unhappy 
differences". No copy of the 1?62 Agreement has so far been 
traced.



fashion for foreign goods, an increase in price limited the 

market and therefore helped to give the British manufacturers 

some security.

In 1763 they found themselves with goods on their hands, 

and the immediate reaction of some of the master weavers 

was an attempt to cut wages (1) which provoked widespread dis 

content and retaliation by the journeymen. The weavers of 

ribbons and one branch of the broad silk industry, the gauze 

weavers, appear to have been the chief sufferers. A sudden 

change In fashion left a pool of unemployed too numerous in 

these circumstances to be re-absorbed into the industry. 

While, ort this occasion, the journeymen reacted with some 

window-smashing and the cutting- of work on the loon, they also 

shewed that they were capable of organising a reasoned "trades 

union" campaign which was successful, since they secured a 

confirmation of prices agreed in the previous year (2). The 

industry, as a whole, only recovered slowly fro.'i this recession, 

and firmly believed that this was due to the flood of silke from 

France said to be corning into the country. In ; Tarch, l?6*f, 

a Liveryman of the Weavers Company appeared before the Court 

of Assistants with a petition from the journeymen, who were 

assembled in the hall and in the street outeide in large 

numbers "praying an application might be made to Parliament 

to hinder the Exorbitant increas* and w«ar of foreign wrought 

silks under such restrictions and limitations as the King and 

Parliament in their great wisdom should thin': fit". The Court



(1) Journal 1764-7, p. 123, December 13th. "Read a memorial 
of the Weavers Company London, Btating the discouragement 
they labour under, and praying that the duties payable on 
the importation of all foreign wrought silks and velvets 
may (at least) be doubled", and that if any draw-back 
continued on re-exported silks, it should not include any 
of the additional duty paid. They also read a memorial from 
several silk throwsters and others, saying that insufficient 
raw silk was cooing into the country and "proposing the 
free importation of raw silk by taking off the duty thereon". 
The Customs were asked to supply "with all possible despatch'1 
a series of relevant statistics: the quantity of raw silk 
imported 1758-63« the amount re-exported, the quantity of 
foreign silks re-exported and the duty paid, and the bounty 
paid on the export of British woven silks. On January 7th 
(p. 133) they received the accounts and passed a aeries of 
resolutions, on January 17th (p. 139) they received the 
representatives of the Levant Company, and on the 24th (p. 140), 
they considered further and passed another series of 
resolutions. Theee resolutions contained the basic points 
of those carried by the House of Commons on April 24th 
(Journals Vol. 30, p. 376-7).

(2) See Appendix 2, Ho. 5.

(3) See Appendix 4.



was prepared to support the cause although it warned them 

that the session of Parliament was too far advanced to get any 

legislation through in that year. The Company, however, 

decided to publish an advertisement to encourage the seizure 

of smuggled French silks, and this was immediately followed 

by the seizure made by Robert Trott of a large book of irench 

patterns* These measures hardly affected the situation, and 

it is evident that th« depression in the industry was growing, 

nevertheless it was not until October l?6*f that the Court took 

notice "of the declining state of the Silk Trade by reason of 

the great quantities of French and foreign Wrought Silks 

introduced and worn.... 11 , and formed the committee which \Has 

to carry the campaign through Parliament in the next two years. 

The Commissioners for Trades and Plantations began their in 

vestigations in December (1), but while they were working the 

winter of l?6*f-5 was one of the worst experienced by the journey 

men weavers. Unemployment brought near starvation and,in 

due course the forsiation of the Relief Committee. Nevertheless, 

although the distress of thece months must have been very great - 

and the harrowing stories told in the Gazette and New Daily 

Advertiser were probably quite true, the figures which are given 

in the monthly bills of mortality for "starved" do not greatly 

increase. Even more significant, although there was an increase 

in the number of bankruptcies of those connected with the silk 

industry in the years l?63-6 it was not startling (2). None 

of the important firms failed, although the slump ie clearly 

reflected in the export figures (3)-



(1) There were separate Bills to deal with raw silk and with the
import of foreign silks. The text of the latter is preserved 
in th« House of Lords MSS. It proposed additional dutier, of 
8/- a Ib. on plain silks and velvets, except those of France 
aid the East Indies, and 3/- a Ib. (weight) on brocaded, flowered , 
figured and clouded silks, and velvets from France, An 
additional duty of 23/- a Ib. wae proposed on the silks of any 
other foreign country. Plain silks and one-colour damasks were 
to be exempted. The usual legal provisions were made in an 
attempt to avoid frauds. The Bill also added a clause making 
the breaking and entering of a workshop and the cutting of work 
on the loom a felony, as it was in the woollen industry, and 
therefore punishable by death.

(2) 2nd edition l?*fO, pp. 139-1^0. The same figure was quoted 
in the first edition of 1729, pp.

(3) B.M. Burney Collection.
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Many of the arguments on wages, on the cost of raw 

silk, on the shortage of pattern drawers, on the relationship 

of weavers to me:rcers, were rehearsed publicly in the news 

papers before the Select Committee of the Commons delivered its 

report on flarch 4th. The journeymen could, therefore, feel 

confident of their promised relief, and great faith was placed 

in the Bills introduced on April 25th and 26th (1). Although 

the situation was bad it was not felt to be desperate. 

A large concentration of we11-organised, skilled workmen could 

not have starved peacefully from Jtovember 1?64 till April 1?65 

if there had been total unemployment. Thomas Price told the 

Select Committee that the estimated total was 5,200* This 

was bad enough, but it is difficult to find an accurate 

estimate of the total employed. The Foreigners Guide of 

17^0 (2) estimated that there were over 100,000 weavers of 

one sort or another resident in Spitalfields. This must 

have been very much exaggerated but it does seem that only 

a proportion of the men were totally unemployed, while the

rest found work, if only intermittently. Five shillings, the 

relief given to an adult, kept him for a week only. The 

demonstrations began only when the Bill to restrict imports 

of foreign silks reached its final stages in Parliament,

A good account of the most important was printed on 

the following Saturday in tne Gazette and New Daily 

Advertiser (3), though they omitted to describe the events on 

two of the days which were fully reported in the Gentleman's



(1) Q.M. XXXV, 'ay 1765, p. 244.

(2) G.M. XXXV, May 1?65, p. 244.

(3) House of Lords i-ISS* Report of May 22nd on riots of ilay 15th- l?th.

(4) i.e., The Duke of Bedford. According to John Northouckewriting in 1773 (see p. 489, note 1 of this Chapter) when "the bill for relief was thrown out by the House of Peers..." there was "resentment chiefly against the Duke of Bedford who they were informed was a principal opposer of the bill". 
W.M. Jordan (thesis op, cit.) p. 57>quotes evidence shewing the Duke of Bedford was the only peer who spoke against the bill,



Magazine. According to the latter "a larre body of 

weavers inarched in procession from Spitalfields to St. James 

having a black flag flying before them, with a view to 

presenting to H.M. the distressed condition of themselves and 

their families on account of the decayed state of the silk 

manufactures in this metropolis, but H.M. being at Richmond, 

they failed in their design" (1). This procession took place 

on Tuesday, May 1^-th, when it seems that the Ring had gone 

to pay a surprise visit to Syon House. On the following day 

the King went to the House of Lords to give the Soyal Assent 

to a series of bills and "he was followed by an incredible 

number of Spitalfields weavers with black fla^s, imploring 

H.M*'s gracious interposition in behalf of themselves and their 

wretched families" (2). It was on this day (apparently; "that 

the Duke of Bedford was assaulted and woinded" on "his way from 

the House and could not attend his duty in Parliament without 

danger of his life" (3). On Thursday, May 16th, "a party of 

guards were sent to Spitalfj.elds, on account of the mob breaking 

windows and making riots at some master weavers who are 

reported to have foreign silks in their custody. At one master

weaver's house, in Princes Street, Spitalfields, all the 

windows were broken from the top to the bottom". Having begun 

with the windows of Spitalfields, "about 8,OOO Spitalfields 

weavers were drawn up in Koorfields and from thence marched 

again to St. James* They had in their last insurrection 

Offered some insults to a noble duke (k ), in consequence thereof 

the guards were ordered out to prevent the like outragta



(1) G.M. ref. op. cit.

(2) Gazette and New Daily Advertir-er, • ay l8t! t



for the future. This precaution had the desired effect 

and no violence was offered on the part of the weavers" (1).

On Friday, May l?th, the weavers organised their 

largest demonstration: "they convened again in Spitalfields 

with beat of drum, more numerous than any of the preceding days- 

One body of them marched by Holborn and Covent Garden, a second 

by Ludgate Hill and the Strand, and a third by Gracechurch 

Street and London Bridge, through the Borough and Westminster 

Bridge, carrying fla^e of various colours before them. About 

twelve o'clock all the different bodies met in New and Old

Palace Yards, and other streets and lanes leading to the 

Parliament House, and were reckoned to consist of men, women

and children from 25-30,000 persons" (2). Guards were stationed 

outside Parliament to prevent the Members from being molested. 

"About two o'clock a message was delivered to then from the 

House of Lords, signifying that their Lordships could not 

proceed to any re-consideration of their grievances until the 

next Session, when every possible step should be taken for 

their advantage". The weavers continued to stay there until 

they were informed that handbills would be distributed telling 

them what would be done to help them, and they then dispersed. 

"What was remarkable, they were guilty of no riot, and behaved 

very peaceably, huzzaing several peers as they went to the 

House. It was computed above *fO,000 persons were present about 

the Parliament House, Westminster Hall and the stncets adjoining".



(1) *. U. Jordan (th«ais), op, cit., quoting a1pole Letters
VI 9 242, and King Ctoorge III Correspondence I, lu% loo, 114.



Sir John Fielding and several other Justices stood by at 

the New Guildhall in case of any disturbances, where "there 

was a conference between the leading men to the number of 

four hundred, and the master weavers and mercers, when it was 

agreed by the mercers and master weavers to immediately recall 

all their contracts for foreign goods and, in lieu thereof, 

to aet the journeymen to work immediately to supply their 

place". The four hundred then mixed with the other 

demonstrators "when the whole body again reassembled and then 

returned to their houses in good spirits", 1<ne newspaper 

reported with approval the decision of the King to wear no 

foreign silks, and hoped the nobility and gentry would follow 

suit and "wear nothing but English manufactures and make it a 

felony to smuggle any other into the kingdo;". It also 

reported the only two unsavoury incidents in the demonstrations, 

the breaking of every window at Messrs. Carr ;:.: Co, on Ludgate 

Hill, and "a great part of them (i.e., the demonstrators) 

assembling in Bloomebury Square the Horse Guards were sent for, 

who came galloping into the Square amongst the mob, trampling

over and throwing down men, women and children, by which many

it 
were greatly hurt.

There are several intersting points about these 

demonstrations. The scale was very large v eveh allowing for 

the figures of 25-30,000 being an exaggeration. Moreover, 

apart from two sets of windows no damage to property was done. 

The peaceful nature of the demonstrations may have been due 

to a deadlock in the Government at the time (1). The Kin£



(1) The newspaper report on Monday, 20th May, said that the 
"principal orator was one Mr. Jones who received the 
message at St. James (promising future relief) and then drew 
his fellow weavers off to Green Park". lie also addressed them 
in Old Palace Yard, "and seemed to conduct himself with a good 
deal of modesty and decorum". The Gentleman's Magazine, 
reporting the events on Friday, l?th May, said that "the 
principal or a tor for the weavers is one Jones, a Welshman, who 
has behaved with so much moderation as to merit the regard of 
his superiors".
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anxious to be rid of the Grenville-Bedford Ministry and 

to appoint the Duke of Cumberland to corn-sand the troops 

necessary to suppress the wearers* Fortunately, by the time 

the dispute within the Government had been resolved, the 

de onstratioue were over. Sir John Fielding handled the 

Affair tactfully, though this wac not the opinion of the House 

of Lords, which convened a special committee on the riote on 

Hay 22nd. They resented the "diverse Inoolenciee and Gut- 

rages to the peers who pass*d to and from this House so that 

some were in i.rrdnent danger of their llvee". While both 

the Oentlemn's nagaaine and the Gazette and Hew Daily 

Advertiser commented on the drill and moderation of one Jones, 

the journeymen's leader, in his speeches (1), the Lords spoke of 

the "outrageous and treasonable expressions used by persons 

who harangued the mob....", and considered that the 

demonstrations were owing to "the remissness of several of the 

magistrates", who failed to carry out the laws against riote 

and riotous meetings. In particular, they singled out Sir 

John Fielding for not thinking the mob sufficiently riotous 

"to read the proclamation....though he well knew that the Duke 

of Bedford had been assaulted and wounded"., on hie way frora 

the House. They refused to believe the figures he had given 

them about the numbers unemployed, and they passed a vote 

of censure on the magistrates "for not doing their duty in 

suppressing these tumultuous Meetings", although the Lords had 

exhorted them to put the laws into force - a demonstration of 

independence on the part of the magistrates which is in-



(1) It is odd that they should have eapaasised this point, sine* 
it appears in most of the accounts than an assurance of future 
help was given. In any case, the Lord* seem to have abandoned 
this attitude by the following year when thej paeaed a much 
stronger Bill without opposition*

(2) There seeas no other reason why faniliec, including women and 
children, should have demonstrated outside the Duke of Bedford*i 
house.

(3) on May 21st,



tereeting in itself. Their final resolution was oru.nous 

"that the Hepcrt that has been industriously spread that the 

Mob had assurances given them by aiy peers of this House of 

Immediate Parliamentary Relief is False, Scandalous (sic) and 

groundless" (1). It seems very possible that it w^.s the Duke 

of Bedford's coach whose windows were broken as he left the 

House of Lords, and he evident!;/ received some cuts, though 

not quite the "wound*" described by the Committee of the Lords, 

In the accounts which subsequently appeared, both in the news 

papers and the Gentleman's Magazine, it was doubted whether 

there were any weavers among the "indiscriminate mob" which 

broke the windows of Messrs. Carr's. Both agreed that there 

were no weavers in Bloomsbury Square, which seems odd. (2), 

On the other hand, while the Gentleman's Magazine spoke of "the 

much mischief" done "by the horses pressing among the mob",

the Gazette and New Daily Advertiser published a report fror.i 

the military that they had only charged afterthe reading of the 

Riot Act and considerable provocation (3). The post mortems 

on these incidents have a strangely modern flavour, for it

generally agreed that the Bloomsbury Square incident

thoroughly regrettable.

The week of demonstrations was not an occasion for an 

outburst of lawlessness among the pooreet of London. It 

cannot be compared !/• any way with the character of the Gordon 

ftiots, for instance, and there was much public sympathy for 

the weavers. The journeymen were exceedingly we11-organised;



(1) One of the few cases known with certainty was that of the
non- freeman who asked to be madf^ free of the Weavers Company 
on October 19th, 1761, on payment of half fees (Chapter 2, 

who had learnt the trade from hie mother.

(2) Gasr.etU? and New Daily Advertiser, May 20th. It also reported 
that on the Satin-day afternoon soldiers had been sent to 
Moorfields in case of a riot *it having been rumoured that the 
tailors, hatters and dyers vrere to have joined the weavers".
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the peaceful processions, the black flagc, the lobbying of both 

Houses, petitions to the King and meetings in Green ark 

shewed a remarkable degree of political skill and experience. 

Indeed, considered purely as demonstrations their success points 

to the fact that the journeymen silk weavers must have been 

among the most highly skilled and literate of the working 

population* Theirs' was surely a demonstration organised 

by a closely-knit community accustomed to a comparatively high 

standard of life and anxious to maintain it. On the other 

hand, they did not feel that their interests were at variance 

with those of their employers (with certain exceptions), and 

they had a touching belief in the power of Parliament. Their 

methods were very different from the desperate and starving 

canuts of Lyon. For very nearly two generations the industry 

had been expanding, with only an occasional, temporary setback. 

It is difficult to trace the continuity of occupation among the 

journeymen that there was among the master weaverP, but it can at 

leaet be suggested that father was succeeded by son in the same 

way (1). Nevertheless, some other elements did join in the 

fray; the journeymen dyers, for instance, were said (2) to 

have joined the weavers marching by London Bridge. It can be 

argued that the pleasure of smashing windows might well have 

attracted so:.ie disorderly elements but on the other hand there 

was no bloodshed and no looting.

The spring of 17&l> was not a cheerful one for many 

others beside the Spitalfields silk weavers. Here the remark 

de by Dutillieu and quoted in the previous chapter is most



(1) J. H. Wilson. Industrial Activity in the l8th Century, In 
fcconomica. New Series VII, No. 26 (I'ay 19*fO), pp. 150-160.



relevant. He singled out 17&5 as one of the worst in 

the history of the Lyon industry. While the Spitalfields 

weavers ascribed their distress to the import of French, and 

thus of Lyon silks, Dutillieu thought that the chief reason 

for the depression in Lyon was the prevalence of public 

mournings. It is evident that one must look beyond these 

causes tor a satisfactory explanation. If the export of silks 

in England was one of the chief branches of the Lyon trade, 

according to the Lyon Chamber of Commerce, and there seems to 

be no reason to doubt it, the French should have prospered 

while the English were in a decline. It has been stated that 

there is no evidence of a trade cycle between 1717-36, and 

no simultaneity of booms and slumps until the '60's, when a 

depression of 1?63 rose gradually to a boom in 1765-6 (1). 

It seems that here the term slump needs some definition. By 

a "stagnation in trade" the silk industry knew what it meant 

quite clearly: stocks of unsold goods and workmen on the 18th 

century equivalent of short time, or altogether unemployed. 

It is difficult to believe that a sudden drop in the 

purchasing power of a large community in London did not affect 

other sections of its population, and indeed elsewhere if the 

situation continued for any length of time. The journeymen 

dyers may have joined the weavers processions out of sympathy, 

but theirs was a trade likely to be immediately affected. 

An article which appeared in the February issue of 

the Gentleman's Magazine outlined "a scheme to relivve the 

industrious poor" (by settling them on common land), and btgan



(1) O.K. Vol. XXXV, pp,

(£) By Jam** Lawrence, 1765 iteport, op. eit. p. 209* He aaitf that 
he could live betttr in Ly^u for ?/- a w«ek than he could in 
Spitalftelda for 12/-.

(3) a.K. Voi, xxxv t p.
O.M. Vol. XXXV f p. 567.
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by commenting on the large numbers unemployed, without 

particular reference to the silk industry (1). The poor 

are BO numerous it will be very difficult to find employment 

for them, especially in manufactures for foreign exportation, 

as the prioes of almost all sorts of provisions are now 

greatly increased' 1 . It was pointed out to the Select 

Committee of 1765 on the silk industry that the cost of living 

was always high in London in any case (2). In March 1?65, 

a report was printed of "mobs and insurrections....frequent 

in many parts of the country, particularly in the western 

counties on account of the dearness of provisions" (3). In 

April 1765, the Gentleman's Magazine carried a long precis, 

rather than a review, of a pamphlet "Considerations relative to 

a Bill for taking off the duty on all Raw Silk". In answering 

objections to the Bill, the author was quoted as saying, "we 

should still go to market upon equal terms with our neighbours 

the Dutch and French, and having no other clog at home than 

what naturally arises from the different price of provisions.... 

our manufacturers who are now at a stand for want of employment, 

would be able to furnish the markets upon more equal terms 

than they can at present....." In December 17&5 came reports 

of distress in the West Riding among the 500,000 in the woollen 

industry. "Trade in general is now very dull; some 

branches are almost ruined; many of the manufacturers are out 

of employment and others have not half work...", and this 

writer thought that they would emigrate with their skills to 

America



(1) It is true that the Act passed in 1750 (23 Geo. II. Cap. 20) for
encouraging the growth of raw silk in K.M. Colonies or plantations 
in America, permitted the import of American silk duty free, but 
too little was imported for this indulgence to affect the industry.

(2) See p. 4-91 note 1 of this Chapter. No details are given 
in the Journal of the evidence the Weavers Company produced 
to support its memorial in the winter of l?64-5i but more 
information is given when the Company reopened its campaign 
in the following autumn (p. 22^). Their memorial was read 
on November 21st, I76p stressing "the disadvantages" the 
industry "now labours under frooi the importation and wear of 
forei.v silks and velvets'* • They were told to present them 
selves with their evidence on December 3rd, which they did 
(p, 228) , and when they were asked what they thought was the 
best method to relieve the situation, they again asked for 
additional duties on foreign silks co,fling into the country, 
"the more necessary as the Italians had begun to manufacture 
flowered and clouded silks". It was then that Hinchcliffe and 
two other mercers said that they would prefer total prohibition 
in order to prevent smuggling.
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1?65 t then, was a thoroughly bad year for most of 

the English textile industries and particularly for the 

working population. The pamphlet on raw silk, hovrever, begged 

several important questions. Why should there arise a 

"natural clog" from the high cost of living in England? Why 

should it be especially high, and why should it automatically 

affect the sale of English products abroad? Why were the 

British manufacturers on unequal terms with the Dutch, for 

instance? We have the evidence of the Garret papers that the 

Dutch too paid high wages. Although it seems, in retrospect, 

an odd thing that a country thoroughly imbued with the ideas 

of mercantilism should sufc^it *or over sixty years to a duty 

on a raw material which had to be imported (1), at the time, 

the campaign to reduce or abolish the duties on imported silk 

was treated by the bulk of the industry as of secondary 

importance. The petition which the journeymen silk weavers 

presented to both Houses of Parliament with "some thousands" of

them in attendance in January 10th, l?65i described "the badness
11 

of trade" which had caused the utmost poverty and want", and

stated that "the assistance your humble petitioners pray for 

is, that you would at this session of Parliament grant a 

general prohibition of foreign wrought silks".

The demand for prohibition was fully supported by the 

Assistants of the Weavers Company, t o th in its own petition to 

Parliament and before the CoaniBaioners for trades and 

Plantations (2) t and it was the recurrent theme of the witnecses 

before the Select Cocifiiittee. The Bill which was introduced



(1) 1765 Report, op. eit. p. aio, William Pickart, one of the 
first asrcers to give evidence, said that * high duty would 
encourag* snuggling* Fleetwood agreed with hi* (but not 
Ger .aine L»rie}» .i oh burner and John yritehard, also vercem, 
thought that the proposals would tend to create a monopoly 
aaong the weavers*

(2) John iiarrle thought that the " figured goods nay be easily 
dictioguiehed"; he was not so *ur« about the others (lf§6 
Report, op* cit, p* 7^6}* Uersiaiae j-avie could not distinguish 
Italian plain ailkfi from Knglieh, nor could Hobert Fleetwood, 
who went ae far as to 0ay that he had "often been deceived in 
plain mantua silks"*



in 1?63 only proposed to increase the duties payable* Its 

opponents in assnaim? 1OO per cent success, were critical because 

of the monopoly it would tend to create among the wearers, 

while others pointed out that an increase in dity would 

only aake it oore profitable to smuggle (1). Everyone 

agreed silks of French design could be recognised; it was 

truthfully admitted in 1766 that no one could recognise a plain 

silk (2). Ho one suggested bow they could prevent the Bilks 

fro75 being imported even if the Acts had a deterrent effect* 

Plenty of contraband oilke ea&e in during the yeare of 

prosperity* Ju&t as in 1719 soaie of the calico-fever rose to 

a hysterical pitch, so in 1?6S foreign eilke were a convenient 

scapegoat* One of the asst typieal opiniona was that of 

"BxP", who wrote a letter to the Gazette and New Daily 

Advertiser on rtay 23rd, 176% M* said that he hud made a 

minute enquiry into the real state of the Spitalfields trade 

and had talked both to racier weavers and Journeymen. He put 

the causes of th« depression in this order: the wearing of 

foreign BioJrs, the journeymen *s combinations and cutting of 

work on the loom which had induced people to buy foreign 

goode, the dearness of raw silk, the high price of labour which 

enabled the foreigner to undercut the English manufacturer* 

He wanted a high <3uV on French silks* as they were only worn 

because tley were cheaper. The saaggling of goods similar 

to these wj.ich haJ paid duty could be stopped only by etasping 

and entering the quantities Imported at the Fxciee or Cuatoa 

iiouac. Duty should also be paid on "read/ sade" gee4s 

brought into the country, "because smny people go abroad



(1) I.e., of simple over-production.

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. XXXIV, pp

(3) House of Commons Journals, Vol. XXIV, p.
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principally to furnish themselves with apparel cheap11 . 

He al«o made the suggestion that the smuggler, retailer,, 

tailor, or mantua-.iv.ker, and wearer ehould all be subject to 

equal penalties, and if the wearer could not produce the other 

three, he should be subject to the whole penalty, which he 

put at £*fOO. He wanted the journeymen to be put to work 

rather than to receive relief without work, and he wanted to 

see the duty taken off raw silk or reduced.

Competition from French silks because their designs were 

preferred by the consumer is understandable, but that any French 

silk paying all the duties in France and subject either to 

the risks of the contraband trade or the already high English 

duties should arrive in this country substantially cheaper than 

its English competitor, needs some explanation. The bitterness 

felt towards the importers of French silks suggests, however, 

that the allegations of cheapness were true, or nearly so. 

The quality of the English silks which survive is not in 

question. No detailed comparison can be made of their prices 

in the absence of a mercer's private account book, but if 

English silks were more expensive why was this?

Although soniethii'g like a slump in the modern sense (1) 

•eeae to have affected both the Lyon and the Spitalfields 

industries at this date, the situation was rather complicated. 

In an appendix to the 1773 Report on the silk industry (2) the 

imports of raw and thrown silk were tabulated for a series of 

years (3). These indicate that a crisis too'- nearly three



(1) Mr. (i.e. Charles) Triquet, a master weaver, said that
"if such importation was prohibited for a reasonable time,
which he thi:-ike ought not to be less than seven years, a
fair trial uight be waae...«" It would encourage manufacturers
to set up silk works in other parts of the country, where 

labour nig lit be cheaper,

(2) Q.M. Vol. XXXV, p. 187. Review of the Pamphlet on the proposed 
Silk Bill. The author told the story of "a gentleman who 
has the most valuable silk mills at Derby...." who could not 
afford to buy raw silk because of its high price, but "was 
induced" by his "great tenderness for his distressed labourers, 
to pay them the usual prices of hire, without having their 
labour for it...aa act of great humanity and goodness which 
does honour to the gentleman".
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years to build up. Although 1765-6 were bad years 

ana* there was a recoverr in 1767, tnere is not the 

spectacular drop ia imports that one* night expect,nor, it amst 

be insisted t did many of the master weavers go bankrupt* 

Squally, it is relevant that it was said in 1766 (1; that if a 

period of total prohibition were to be triad, it would have to 

be for several years to see if it had any effect. Exports 

had been steadily declining for soo* years, especially those 

to the American Colonies but there was no complete stoppage

•••parable to that in Lyon in 170? • The decline in 1765 

seems rather to Indicate that the English industry wae 

working to a very narrow war*,in. of profit.

It needed only a. slight recession - let alone a serious 

one to cause widespread anxiety. Despite the gallant gesture 

of one mill-owner in tterby (2.; who paid wa^ss to his worknen 

when there was no work for them, most rjasters sacked their hands 

to cut thexr losses. The long credits of six to eighteen

•on the gave them a considerable freedom of move sent and tine in 

which to find fresh corcni. salons, if the aarket recovered* 

Although it wae possible for the individual maeter to survive, 

it is also clear that no frech capital entered the industry

in these years*

The conclusions of this study are an attempt to suggest 

why the English industry failed - why should its products be

•ore expensive than its competitors? Why should the industry 

have accepted this as a i'aot? There is no single answer 

to these questionsi the relative iaportance of several 

factors Bust be considered*



(1) 6 Qeo. Ill, Cap. 28.

(2) See Chapter 6, p. 50?
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SOME CC

"Whereas great quantities of foreign wrought silks 

and velvets are daily brought into and sold in Great Britain, 

to the prejudice of the silk manufactures of these kingdoms; 

for redress thereof it is expedient that the importation of 

such goods.,. .should be prohibited for a limited time...." 

This was the preamble to the Act of 1?66 (1) which set out 

the penalties for importing silks and the procedure for dis 

posing of them when they had been seized. It was the remedy 

long sought by the industry itself. Unfortunately, the 

report of the next Select Committee on the silk industry in 

1773 « makes it abundantly clear that the Act of 1766 failed 

in its intention. It is easy enough to be wise after the 

event, but among the standard clauses in the Act, one stands 

out: Claueje VIII provided "that nothing in this Act... shall 

extend.... to inflict any penalty on the wearer of such foreign 

wrought silks or velvet. ...or the owner of any furniture made 

thereof,..," It would be interesting to know the arguments 

used to get this clause through the committee stages of the 

Hill. The wearer and user were specifically penalised by the 

Calico Act of 1721, and the spokesmen of the industry had 

always demanded penalties on the consumer, realising no doubt 

that any attempt at prohibition would otherwise be frustrated.

It will be remembered that a proposal waa made in the 

Spring of 1765 to penalise the wearer first (2) and to dis-



(1) Thomas and William Keathfield, silk brokers, No. 31,
Toni's Coffee House, Corahill (address in Kent's Directory,

(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. XXXIV, 1st April* 1773, p. 2*fl.

(3) The reason why the Act failed were given in eorae detail by Thoraae 
Phillipe (p. 239, Journals, op. cit.). "In consequence of 
Rewards having- been repeatedly offered by the Manufacturers 
to discover where Foreign Silks and Velvets were secreted, some 
few Informations had been given? but that, when the Goods 
were found, they were declared to have been made up into 
Wearing Apparel before they were brought into this Kingdom, and 
were therefore deemed not seiz.able* - That no Search is 
ever attempted without a Custom House Officer; and it has 
frequently happened, that upon Application to them, they have 
refused to go without being first indeuaiified by the 
Manufacturers; for, by the Law as it now stands, they 
apprehend they are liable to an Action for entering the Premises 
of any Person to search for Hun Goods, unless upon such Search 
some prohibited Goods shall actually be found: And the Witness 
said, they had often been threatened with Actions on that 
Account; and added, That they could never #et one Information 
sufficltfife to support a Prosecution for the Penalty inflicted 
by the said Act of Parliament since the said Rewards have 
been offered". His evidence was confirmed by other witnesses.

CO By Samuel Lawrence, a silk weaver, p. 2*fl, Journals, op. cit.

(5) "This difference seems to arise partly from the duties laid
upon the raw Materials, partly from the higher price of labour 
in this country and partly from the smallnese in demand". 
Journals, op. cit. p. 241.
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tribute the fina araoag the tailor, mercer and importer 

if these could be found. The scheme was ingenious and 

probably impracticable, but Clause VIII was most bitterly 

attacked in the Report of the Select Committee in 1773. 

On* of the chief witnesses before this Committee, Thomas 

Heathfield, a silk broker (1), said "that smuggling was got 

to such a pitch that foreign goods might now be bought to any 

amount and Delivered under Insurance to Gentlemen's Houses" (2), 

He considered that the only solution was to penalise the wearer 

"unless such Wearer will give up the Vendor". The Committee 

summed up their views by stating that the Act of 1766 had "by 

no means answered the purpose for which it was intended" (3). 

Although there was said to be a "Universal Decline" in the 

industry, (the figure of 10,000 unemployed wus quoted in the 

report (4), this was not because people had stopped wearing 

silk. On the contrary, they thought that more was being worn 

than ever before. They agreed with Heathfield that the only 

effectual remedy was to penalise the wearer with a proviso for 

the latter to be able to denounce the vendor. As in the 

earlier reports, the Committee said they had examined examples 

of English silks and found their quality to be perfectly 

comparable to tho&e imported, but it was once more admitted 

with regret that for the same quality material the English 

product wae about 25 per cent dearer than the French (5).

Eren if the Act had been strengthened by the omission 

of its eighth clause it eeemc doubtful whether it could h«T«



(1) Cesar Woreau, p. 1% In the first paragraphs of the Report 
of the Select Coo. .ittee it was stated that the Bill: 
industry "was peculiarly deserving of the attention of 
the ^islature".

(2) 1?65 Report, op. cit., p. 213.
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had more than a limited effect upon the industry. 

Smuggling had been rife for many /ears, including those of 

the industry's prosperity. All the Parliamentary Committees, 

including that of 1821 (1), thought that the industry de 

served some government protection, but the activities of the 

smugglers seem to have obscured any consideration of other 

ways of helping it.

Although the immediate effect of over-production among 

the gauze weavers was readily understood, it was more difficult 

for the silk industry to understand that this state could come 

to affect the industry ae a whole and even extend to other 

textile trades. In 1765« the Spitalfields journeymen had 

as companions in their distress the Coventry ribbon weavers, and 

the XorKshire woollen spinners and weavers. Yet Patterson, 

the throwster, mentioned in 17&5 *ne building of organaine 

mills as a speculation (2), an investment which depended for 

its success on a continually expanding market among the

weavers.

In altJ1^ 011^1^ Us every distress to the foreigner, 

the industry overlooked its own shortcouiings. It was certainly 

true that foreign eilks were being smuggled into the country 

and it is possible that they were cheaper. It wa^ this latter 

point which was by far the most serious, if it was true. 

It waa a rather weak ar&uuient to state that the cost of living 

was higher in this country tjian elsewhere, that wages were 

consequently higher, and the finished product inevitably 

•ore expensive. In 17&5 England vrae not yet an industrial



(1) I,»Etat dee Arts en Angleterre,
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country dependent upon imported food. Its conditions were 

probably comparable to those in Holland, if not in France. 

In any case, the lower standard of life of the French canut 

did not prevent a deprestdon in Lyon. Moreover, as we have 

seen, England enjoyed certain mercantile advantages which were 

much admired abroad. There were, however, two very important 

factors which were insufficiently considered.

It wa§ inevitable that raw silk imported from the 

standard sources, Italy and the Levant, should cost more in this 

country than in Italy or France. Some lip service was paid to 

the suggestions for other sources of supply, but not very much 

wae done practically. The Russian source petered out and 

the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations lost confidence in 

the American experiment. The worsening relations with the 

American colonies might have deterred inverters, but they 

could hardly have anticipated the American Revolution, and the 

commercial links between the American and the London traders 

usually appear to have been cordial. The Report of 1773 

mentioned increases in the import of Bengal silk, but the 

period, for political reasons, was probably not one which was 

v«ry favourable to improvements in sericulture in India. 

However, as Bouquet pointed out in 1755 (1)i the raw material 

was always precious and the manufacturer could not save upon 

its cost, but must, on the other hand, economise in his methods

of production.

The necessity o£ e«ving in the cost of production does 

not eeera to have been fully appreciated. Few English



(1) Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, 'larch 20th, Letter from nJ,J-r.", slmg; weaver.
(2) House of Commons Journals, Vol. XXI, p» 84-0, 9th March 1731/2, Petition from Mayor, Alderaien and Corporation of Derby,
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manufacturers wasted silk on the back of the cloth as 

Roaquot alleged (at any rate f few surviving English silks 

shew this fault;, but the ijasic processes of manufacture 

remained unchanged* There would be no reason to expect the 

silk weavers of London to be among the pioneers of the 

Industrial Revolution, but it does seem strange that the 

intelligent and educated men who controlled production appear 

to have oared so little for this aspect of their trade. They

were not rentiers who might have been out of touch with the 

methods of production, but they seem to have accepted 

as inevitable an exceedingly small output per day by their 

journeymen. Even after the invention of the flying shuttle 

the output of plain silks was not appreciably more than that 

of flowered silks. The three yards a day produced by the 

shag weaver was typical (1), Far from encouraging inventions, 

in the earlier part of the century there was open opposition 

to the mills set up at Derby by Sir Thomae Lombe: "Sir 

Tho^ias Loaabe 1 © Engine or Silk Mills, erected in the said 

borough is not only detrimental to the woollen manufacture there, 

but also to the said borough in general, by keeping the Poor 

thereof at hone, and thereby increasing their number; ^nd that 

though the said engine employs a number of hands, the erection 

thereof has very much advanced the parochial a see cements in 

the said borough; and.,,the enlarging (of) the term of the 

•aid Sir Thomas Lorabe'e patent will be a continuance of the 

grievance...." (2).



(1) The processes are deecrioed by the late P.O. Floud, The 
English Contribution to the Development of Copper-Plate 
Printing, in the Journal o£ trie Society of Dyers and 
Colourists, Vol. ?b, pp. ^.5



It was probably impossible to simplify the processes 

of entering trie loom, but the failure to produce a single 

patent or invention of importance for cheapening and speeding 

up the pattern-making operations is quite remarkable. The 

calico prxiiiers, starting almost from nothing, had developed 

a range of satisfactory dyes in the same period, and, with the 

invention of copper-plate printing, were, by 1?66, producing 

textiles which were imitated in France (1). There was very 

little open contact between L.yon and Spitalfields, and it is 

thus not surprising that the inventions of Vaucanson and Regnier 

remained unknown, although both industries were faced with

the same problems* iioreover, the London manufacturers were 

not without industrial experience. There seems no obvious 

reason why they did not at least attempt to introduce the 

device ihou^ht of by Jacquard so many years later. The 

consumer in both countries, until the early 1760's, decaanded 

drees cilke with lar^e - ai*d constantly changing - woven 

patterns. The draw-boy and the "juew mounting" of the loom 

were both heavy charges. Jacquard*s invention was no more 

complicated than many of those registered in the middle of the 

century which concerned tha woollen and cotton industries. 

The particularly hazardous feature in the production of 

flowered silks WAS that a single mistake at any stage could 

ruin the final result and thus waste both precious raw 

material and fairly expensive labour. Yet nothing waa done to 

any of the operations at leaat partly automatic.
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The patterns of smaller siss,e, whicii became

fashionable for dress silks in the early 1760 f s were cheaper 

to se c. up. nearly all the silks produced from about 1770 

were plain or with patterne which were small in scale. In 

accepting this limitation in size, however, the silk manufacturers 

eliminated themselves from competition with one important 

type- of silk. There wore, apparently, no English equivalents 

to the large decorative furnishing panels designed by Philippe 

de Laealle and his imitators. The Lianufacturers, by their 

reluctance to conrpete, left open a growing market for the 

French exporter.

Uhile the industry did nothing to capture the most 

aristocratic customer, it does not appear to have produced a 

cheaper range of goods for a wider market. xnis was despite 

the fact that England, unlike France, possessed a potential 

market in the commercial middle classes. The cotton 

manufacturers recognised its existence and produced a wiae range 

of fvoods, froKi elaborate and nearly perfect copper-plate 

furnishing chintzes, to light dress muslins, block printed in a 

limited range of colours. The failure to expand the range 

of production and therefore its total output probably in 

hibited the throwsters from making any further improvements 

upon Sir Thoraae Lowbe's mills. Indeed, the evidence of Peter 

Lekeux in AV32 that he and Sir Thomas had corresponded for 

several years previously, when the latter was perfecting his 

•dlle, is one of the strongest arguments for the expansion



(1) J. N. l-,rewer, "Itautiee of England", Vol.*, Pt. IV,
1816, on 3ethnal Green: "A part of this parish is very 
populous, being inhabited chiefly by journeyir.cn silk 

weavers who exist ±a a state of crowdad misery, and work 
at home for the meter weavers in Spitalfields".

(2) 1?66 Report, op. cit*, p. 72;?, "while the foreign trade is 
open, the Fiercer, by refusing to deal with any one weaver, 
may ruin him, though he should have a very good capital".



of the inductry at that time. Sir Thomas Lombe was an 

Alderman of the City of London and a business man, the last 

person to persist in such experiments unless he had seen a 

good market for hia product.

The reasons for the lack of enterprise in the l?60»s 

and the failure to meet competition from abroad except by an 

attempted policy of wage reduction, probably lie in the 

organisation of the industry. The entrenchment of the virtues 

of the 17A-0 1 s oay have inhibited expansion in the 1760's. 

Specialisation, and the perfecting of the technique within 

each branch, may have made each manufacturer less aware of 

the general possibilities of the industry. As we have seen, 

there was a tendency towards the bespoke system in the period, 

but it never became more than that. Son* of the weavers 

controlled up to four hundred men, and yet nothing approaching 

a factory system developed. On the contrary, even in the early 

nineteenth century the outdoor system was still very much the 

rule (1). In 1765-66, as in 17^5» there were still a very 

large number of medium sized firms, all more or less in 

dependent of one another. Carr & C. stood conspicuously 

Aloof, giving "no preference to trench or English patterns", 

and their firm seems to have been the largest entrepreneur in 

the field. *et, according to (Charles ?) Triquet in 1766 (2), 

the mercers were powerful enough to ruin a weaver if they wished 

to do so. The failure of the firm* to coalesce, their failure 

to accumulate lar^e reserves of capital to put bacK into the 

industry, prevented any reduction in overhead char v . B. n
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email firm could not support a full-time pattern drawer, 

but a freelance pattern drawer would not be tempted to 

produce designs of the scale of Philippe de Lasalle if there 

was no known market for them. There was a limit to the 

invention which could be displayed in the designing of small 

flower sprigs and ribbons - but, a& Cheveney pointed out to 

the 1765 Committee, why should the custoiner abroad buy from 

England at second hand what he could buy from the French at 

first hand? The degenerating status of the designer would 

be reflected in difficulties in the export trade. In short, 

the manufacturers could not break into new markets in the 

eighteenth century, any more easily than in other period without 

eonie capital investment, and, as we have seen, their profits 

were not re-invested in the silk industry.

The exclusive social composition of the oaster weavers 

ae a class may thus have been at least indirectly responsible 

for the difficulties with which the industry had to contend in 

the ^O's. Having perfected the techniques of their fathers 

and grandfathers, the weavers were unwilling to look outside 

their own industry to appreciate any other economic developments, 

There was no Wedgwood among the manufacturers, just as there was 

no Lasalle among the designers. It was not accidental that the 

Spitalfields manufacturers were the first to present to the 

Crown in 1?V?, a list of the numbers they would send to serve 

•gainst the Young Pretender. The Huguenot coromunity was a 

strong one, and an exclusive one. It w^s equally natural for 

them to attribute all their trouble*, to their religious as





well as their economic rivals in Lyon. The reaction of 

the Huguenot raster weavers was not to experiment with the 

technology of their trade, but when subjected to the econo&dc 

pressure of the 'bO's and l ?0 t s, to withdraw altogether from 

the industry. Their successors may have been more enterprising 

in the war upon their own workmen, but they had nothing com 

parable in skill or experience. Moreover, the community was 

probably too exclusive for any of the scientifically-minded 

amateurs of the period even to be aware of the technical problems 

of the silk industry.

Certainly the Weavers Company cannot be blamed for its 

part. It acted as a unifying force rather than a restrictive 

one. It was, indeed, surprisingly effective in the campaigns 

which it conducted in the earlier part of the century. On 

several occasions it successfully led its troops against a 

much more powerful enemy. Its most striking victories were 

over the East India Company in 1721, and over the mercers in 

1753* The former victory was, as we have seen, a little 

irrelevant to the expansion of the industry, since the calicoes 

affected only a part of the London industry, but the Act of 1721 

gave great confidence to the manufacturere which was 

strengthened by the more positive measures of the 1722 Act. 

Printed calicoes were the scapegoat in an economic depression 

because they were new, they were fashionable, and they were 

very obvious. The Act of 1753« although it was only partly 

effective, confirmed the prestige of the Company as * fighting 

force. The importance of these campaigns was not so much in the



(1) Hence, in Mr, Jordan's thesis, which erapha eases theindustrial relationa in the second half of th« century, there IB no merit-ion s.t all of the Weavers Company of London*
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direct results achieved, but in the preservation of the 

status'of the Company itself. The tact that the Commissioners 

for Trades and Plantations , and other government bodies, 

turned naturally to its representatives, was very useful to 

the industry. By the early *6o f s the Company had, however, 

grown into a voluntary professional association rather than 

the compulsory guild which it sought to be. The campaign 

of 176^-6 was its last burst of activity. The attempt to 

summon into its ranks the non-freemen a.Tong the Parliamentary 

witnesses of 1765 and 1?66 was resisted. The issue became 

a general one, anJ throughout 1?6? and 17&3 it is noticeable 

that a group a^on^ the Asfdet^iitc in the Court was not 

attending its meetings, until finally there was a. suggestion 

of prosecuting the aboentece. The threat did not materialise, 

but the Court llinuteri seem to be cone a purel" formal record 

in the next few yeare. The Company could only recommend and 

not enforce the acceptance of Price Lists, even when it thought 

them fair. Once the clause imposing the death penalty upon 

the "cutters" h^c! become lav/, tbe Weavers. Company became an 

anachronism, for It wag uo longer the natural arbitrator in any 

industrial dispute (1). ??oreover, by it* terns of reference 

(and its lack of funds), the Company could do nothing; to 

j-nitiate any technological developments, even if it had felt 

inclined to do so. >~ince the nembers of its Court were the 

u£*MO weavers wuo were not sufficiently concerned to experiment in 

their own intercuts, it was unlikely that they would hnve a 

different policy as * corporate body.



(1) r'lnutas of the Evidence taken before the Select Committee
on the School of Design, 16th May, 18^9, pp. 264-26^, especially. 
Questions 3056-5070. Mr. Robert Harrison and Mr. David 
IJLoyd, two silk 'ijanui'acturero who had supported tne Spttalfields 
School of JJeeign from its .foundation, feave evidence. In answer 
to one question Hturrison. said "the principal tiling which 
is required in my opinion is that Spitalfields should have 
a master who understands not only the principles of design, 
but soiiiething of the principles of weaving also". Lloyd 
said that he had not been able to use many of the designs 
from the School of Design because they were not "sufficiently 
advanced in their taste to come into competition witn the 
French, who are our greatest opponents in the fancy branch". 
Harrison emphasised that the artiste in Lyon knew "the 
principle of weaving, therefore they know how to put a pattern 
on paper, being quite aware of the effect it will produce 
when brought into silk". On« of the two witnesses elaborated 
this poitit: "In producing a leaf, for instance, in describing 
the fibres of that leaf, an artist acquainted with weaving 
would know the number of divisions to uake, in order that tht 
silk should not float too much upon the surface, and chould 
produce the proper efiect of si^adin^ and so on 1 '. An artist 
who did not understand the technique would produce a design 
that when "woven*••would be perfectly useless". ihccc were tho 
very same points made by Joubert 85 years before, and well under 
stood by the £pitai£ield& de^i^ners ol the iirtst half of the 
eighteenth century.
I am much indebted to my colleague, Mrs,. Shir ley Bury, for 
drawing my attention to this report.
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Although the organisation of the industry in the first 

half of the certury contained the ingredients for the disasters 

of the second half, Its static perfection eaii be appreciated 

in its own right. It achieved a classic mastery of technique 

and design which was never again equalled. How easily 

this sld.ll was lost can be seen frou the Minutes of the 

evidence ;;iven to the Select Committee on the Spitotlfields 

School of Design in 13^9. The witnesses contrasted the 

situation in Spitalfields with that in Lyon, deploring the 

complete divorce in England between the designers and those 

who were trying to teach design, ana the industry itself; 

witness after witness emphasised that it was impossible to 

produce satisfactory sil'c designs with which to capture the 

market, unless the unity was once more restored (1). By the 

middle of the nineteenth century the UGC of the Jacquard loom 

had simplified the making of patterned via te rials, but it was 

rot by itself the complete solution. The contrast between the 

accomplished silks of the 17^-0's and the somewhat derivative 

silks a hundred yeare later, is only too striking. The 

silks nade in London in the first half of the eighteenth 

century were excellent in quality, and dyed with good colours. 

They were produced by master weavers able to afford a pleasant, 

though not excessively lavish standard of living, and by 

journeymen whose wa~es were quite reasonable by the standards 

of the time. Until the l?6o f s the labour force ueems to have 

been adequate in numbers and not GO large that it was possible 

to depress war*«i as happened later in the century. Within
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the limits of t/ie franchise of the v.'eavers Company, the 

industry appears to have worked harmoniously, except for 

certain isolated incidents. This araiable state of 

tranquillity did not last. John Baker*e obituary notice 

may perhaps stand for the industry he so ably represented, 

wa gentleiaan who, having acquired a genteel fortune by his 

unwearing assiduity and hie elegant taste.,..had for a long 

series of years enjoyed the reward of hie labours in the 

boson of hie family, retired from business". It was not 

easy to replace either his taste or hiB skill, and even 

lees easy to replace the £33t^00 which he invested in the 

Truman brewery.

•oOo-
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APPENDIX I

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

This is divided into Manuscripts, Printed Sources, 
and Secondary Works. The Manuscripts are grouped under 
depositories, the other worke alphabetically by author 
or institution. A library has been given in the case 
of the rarer printed works. The dates given are those 
of the edition consulted, which may not be the first, and 
no dates have been given for works which refer to the 
entire period. The majority of the sources consulted 
for a single point have been omitted. Among the 
printed sources four categories have been grouped 
together: Anonymous Works, Directories, Newspapers 
and Periodicals, and Parliament.

A. MANUSCRIPTS

Corporation of the City of London: Library Museum and Art Gallery. 

Guildhall.

Hand in Hand Insurance Company, Policy Registers (entire period)* 
MS.8674 (sub. number according to year).

Rate Books, St. Botolph Without, Poor Hate 1702-20. MS.54l9/1-15)•

Weavers Company of London. Charters, By-Laws and Ordinances 1708 - 
1737. MS.4641 and 4642. Quarterage Lists (1700-1766), MS.4661. 
Court Books of the Assistants (1700-1766), M.S.4655/11-17.

London County Council; Record Room.

Rate Books for Bethnal Green and Spitulfields, especially
THCS 109 (1713), THCS 115 (1716), THCS 132 (1724), THCS 151 (1736).

Stepney Public Library.

Christ Church Spitalfields Vestry Minute Books. 3 vols. 1673-1710, 
1710-1729, 1743-1766 and later. (The period 1729-1743 is missing)

Rate book, Spitalfields Old Town (1700).
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Museums*

British Museum.

John FAULKNER of Warrington. Order Book 1773-7. B.M. Ad.MSS.36.666.

Victoria & Albert Museum.

John KELLY. Counterpart of Patterns sent to Spain and Portugal. 
176*f. Department of Textiles.

Silk Designs by James Leman (1706-1712). The property of Messrs. 
Vanners and Fennell Ltd. (Photograph copy of ttie original). 
Department of Textiles.

Silk Designs by James Leman, Anna Maria Garthwaite, Christopher 
Baudouin and Others. Department of Engraving, Illustration and 
Design: Seriee E.WfO - E.^519 of 1909 (1717-22), and Series 
5770 - 90 (1724-1756).

The Coliinson Accounts 1735-1760. (Originals in New York Public 
Library). Photocopies in Department of Circulation, Victoria & 
Albert Museum.

P.A. DE BRISSAC. Account Book (1761-3 approximately). (Original 
in Library of the Henry Francis Du Pont Winterthur Hueeum, 
Winterthur, Delaware, U.S.A.). Photocopy in Library of the 
Victoria £ Albert ilueeum.

Public Record Office. 

Chancery Masters Exhibits.

Lord Chamberlain's Accounts: Great Wardrobe Bills (L.C. 285-291): 
Special Occasions (L.C.2): Master of the Robes (L.C.93).

Counterpart of Pattern Book of John Hynes, 1764 (C.217.70).

Miscellaneous Correspondence and other Documents submitted to the 
Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, especially 1719-22. 
C.O. 388 (21-23).
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port Books (Exports of Woven English silks and Imports of raw 
and thrown silk). (Customs 3 and sub. number by year).

i 

Seizures (of prohibited goods by the Customs). E.165, Vols. 26-30

London: Other Institutions.

Customs and Excise Library, Kingsbeam House. Opinions of Counsel, 
1701-1763 and other MSS.

French Church, Soho Square. List of Bequests.

House of Lords Record Office. House of Lords MSS (uncalendared).

Lambeth Palace Library. Petitions to the 50 Commissioners for 
New Churches.

Royal Society of Arts. List of Members.

Somerset House. Prerogative Court of Canterbury. Wills.

Documents in Private Ownership.

Qlyn Mills Bank. Miscellaneous bills and accounts belonging to 
various members of the Child family. Late l?th - early l8th 
centuries.

Qlyn Mills Bank. Partnership Agreements of Robert Carr and Co. 1739-64. 

Sun Insurance Company, Policy Books (1710-1720).

Messrs. Truman and Hanbury Ltd. Stock Rest Book.
\

Miscellaneous Sources.

idwin RAW8TOI.* Account Book 1720•s. Chelmsford: L'ssex County 
Record Office (D/DE 2 F 4 Rawston A/C book).
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Samuel WILSON. Treatise on Weaving, 1812-1820. The property of 
Messrs* Vanners and Fennell Ltd.

Family Manuscripts in the possession of Mr. Cecil Grellier, 
Mr. R. Ogier-Ward, and Mr. Walter Saunders Taylor.

Letter Book of Samuel Bosanquet 1765 - , Account Books belonging to 
him and to other members of the family, of different dates. 
The property of Lady Bosanquet of Dingestow Court, Monmouth.

Foreign Repositories.

De nmark. 
Copenhagen.

Peter ANCKER. Report on the London Silk Industry, 1776. (Original 
in Rigsarkivet, Copenhagen).

France. 
Lyon.

Lyon. Archives De par tmen tales. Se'rie B. Papiers de Commercants, 
especially those of Carret et Cie., Negotiant en tissus. Correspondence 
c. 1760-1780.

Serie C.10. 1732-89. Industries et Manufactures.

Lyon. Bibliotheque Municipale. Inventaire Chappe (l8th century 
MS. catalogue of the Archives of the Grande Fabrique: i.e., the 
silk industry, in Lyon).
The Inventaire Chappe represents an enormous collection of MSB., 
chiefly referring to the 17th and l8th centuries, a number of which 
have been used in the course of this study.

Chaabre de Commerce: Bibliotheque. Missives. (Letter Books of the 
Lyon Chamber of Commerce), Vols. 1706-17/K) and 17*K) + .

Paris.

Archives Nationalee. Commerce et Industries (Serie F.12).
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Bibliotheque Forney. Manufattura di Francia, Inghilterra ed Olanda. 
c. 1760 (Reserve 677.o6*f M). (Pattern Book which includes silks 
and half elIke made in Spitalfields).

Bibliotheque Rationale. Cabinet dee Estampes. The Richelieu 
Collection.

Biblioth&que Nationale. Cabinet des Eetampes. Serie Lh.Mf. Silk 
Designs. Mid 1720's - 17&0 1 s. (French, Lyon and Tours t some signed 
or dated).

B. PRINTED SOURCES.

ANDERSON on Commerce. An Historical and Chronological Deduction 
of the Origin of Commerce. Volume III. (The eighteenth century)• 
London 1787.

Anonymous Works.

An Account of the Constitution....1759. B.M, (J96.a.9).

Annual Sermons (with printed lists of contributors) 1752 - . 
The London Hospital.

A Foreigner's Guide to London. 1st Edition 1719. B.M. (578.B.*f3). 

A General Description of All Trades,

General State of the London Hospital. 1850 (with lists of legacies). 
The London Hospital.

Brief 
A/History of Trade in England. 1702. B.M. (1138.b.3).
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(1) Liet of Prices in those branches of Weaving called the Black 
Branch.

(2) List of Prices to be paid in the making of Drug&et Modes
Fringed and Italian Handkerchiefs, Cyprus and Draught Gauzes, 
and Plain and Laced Nets*

(3) List of Prices in the iancy Branch.

List of Prices...in the Strong Plain Branch. 
(5) List of Prices in the Foot-Figured and Flowered Branches.

All 1769. The Lists for the five branches are in the Patent 
Office Library and there are photocopies in the Library of the 
Victoria & Albert Museum. (The copy in the Goldsmith's Library of 
Senate House is incomplete;.

London in Miniature. 1755* I.H.R.

A New Guide to London in French and English. 2nd Edition 1726. 
B.H. (577d.3/D.

Sale Catalogue of the house of Captain James Jones in Henrietta 
Street, Covent Garden. 1759. P.R.O. 30/11. 23l (Cornwallis Papers)

A Short Account of the Application to Parliament made by the 
Merchants of London on the Neglect of their Trade. 1751. (R. Glover)

Tracts on Trade. B.M. (8l6.m. 13, 1-72).

Universal Library of Trade and Business. 1753- B.M. I*f80.bb.27.

The Whole Art of Dyeing. 1705.

Richard BAGNALL Esq. A View of the Silk Teade , quoted in J. PROUT, 
A Preview of the Silk Trade. Macclesfield . 1829. Patent Office 
Library.

J. N. BREWER. Beauties of England, Vol. X, Pt. IV. l8l6.

Colonial Records of the State of Georgia (edited by A . D. CHANDLER). 
Vole. 4-9.
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Commissioners for Trades and Plantations, Journal, especially the 
two volumes for the years 1718-2:2 and 1764-66.

1 CROSBI'S Merchant's and Tradesman's Pocket Dictionary, by a 
London Merchant, New Edition l8lO.

Daniel DEFOE. The Complete English Tradesman. 1st Edition, 1726 
and Vol. II of 2nd Edition of 1732.

Daniel DEFOE. Journal of the Plague Year, 1722 (Dent edition 
consulted).

Daniel DEFOE. A Plan of English Commerce, 1722.

Daniel DEFOE. A Tour through London, about the year 1725. 
(Annotated edition published by Batsfordj 1929.

The Autobiography and Correspondence of Mary Granville, Mrs. DELANY, 
Edited by Lady Llanover. 3 Vols. 1861.

de LORMOIS. Le Teinturier pariait, 1726. 2 Vols. 
Victoria £ Albert Museum Library.

Denis DII/&.RGT. Encyclopedic, ou Dictionnair© raieonne* dee Sciences, 
des Arts et dee Metiers. Paris 1751-7-

F. Breghot du Lut (editor). Le Livre de Haison de Jacques 
Charlee DUTILL1EU. Lyon, 1886. 
Victoria & Albert Museum Library.

Directories: The most useful collection is that at the Guildhall. 
Where no other library is named it is the copy at the Guildhall 
which has been consulted. The KS catalogue of Directories at 
the Guildhall gives complete bibliographical details.

The Directoryl containing an alphabetical list of the names and 
places of abode of....merchants and other eminent traders in the 
City of London.....(Renry Kent) 1736.

London Directory. The intelligencer cr Merchant's Assistant, 
1733.

Compleat Guide to all Persons who have any trade or concern within 
the City of London...
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Unirereal Pocket Companion

Compleat Guide.....

Complete Quidc.....

K«nt*s Directory 1753.

Kent's Directory 1755.

Complete Quide 1753*

Complete Guide 1755.

Kent 1 s Directory 1759.

Mr. Mortimer*s Directory of Arts and Sciences....1763. I.H.K.

Complete Pocket Book. 1772. Victoria & Albert Museum Library.

S. FORTREY. England's Interest and Improvement. 1663 edition* 
(B.M. 24. T.1816.1. 1-3) and 17^f edition (B.M. 82*f5 C.26).

Joshua GEE. The Trade and Navigation of Great Britain considered. 
1731. (B.M. 1029. C.8,1.

F. QUICHERD. Notes Techniques. Lyon 1957. (Typescript on the 
technique of historic woven textiles) in the Library of the 
Victoria & Albert ,;useum.

John OWYN. An Essay on Design. 17^9.

J. HELLOT. The Art of Dyeing Wool, Silk and Cotton. Translated from 
the French. 1789. (Patent Office;.
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Huguenot Society Publications*

Volume IX, Temoignages, French Church at Threadneedie Street.

Volume XI. Registers of the Church of La Patente.

Volume XVI, Part III of the Registers of the French Church at 
Threadneedle Street (1685-1714),; 
Volume XXIII, Part IV (1707-1840).

Volume XXVII. Letters of Denization and Acts of Naturalisation 
for Aliens in Lrigland and Ireland, 1701-1800.

Volume XXXIII. Extracts from the Court Books of the Assistants 
of the Weavers Company.

Volume XLII. Registers of the Church of the Artillery, 
Spitalfields (1691-1786;.

JOUBERT DE L'HIBERDERIE. Le Dessinateur pour les etoffes d*or, 
d'argent et de soie. 1774 edition. Victoria & Albert Museum 
Library.

Charles KING. The British Merchant or Commerce Preserved. 
3 Vols. London 1721.

W. LEWIS. Commercium Philosophica Technicum. 1763- (B.M. 432.d.l8).

David MACPHERSON. Annals of Commerce. Volume III (the eighteenth 
century). London, ld05«

P. J. MACCCUEJR. Art de la teinture en Soie (in series Paris,
Academic des Sciences, Arts et Metiers, and printed in the same
volume as the Neuchatel edition of Paulet, see below). (Patent Office)

Clear MOREAU. The Rise and Progress of the Silk Trade in England 
from the earliest period to the present time, February 1826. 
(Original in Patent Office, photocopy in the Victoria & Albert 
Museum).

MURPHI. Art of Weaving. 1827- (Victoria i Albert Museum Library).
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Newspapers and Periodicals. 

The London Gazette.

Political State of Great Britain.

Gentleman's Magazine, 1731 - 1766.

The London Magazine.

The Weekly Journal or Saturday Post. 1719. (B.K. Burney Collection).

The Weekly Journal or British Gazetteer. 1720. " " lf

The Daily Gazetteer, 1739. n n »t

Penny London Post or Morning Advertiser. 17^5• lf '* "

The General Evening Post. 17^5. " w "

The Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser. 1763." " "

Gazette and New Daily Advertiser. 1765. lf H ff

John NOORTHOUCK. A New History of London. 1773-

T. Packer. The Dyers Guide. 1816. (Patent Office).

Pamphlets. Full lists are given in Jordan 1 e thesis (see below) and 
in Volume III t PP» 55^-558 of Lipson's i-conomic History (see below). 
The List io therefore not repeated here, in full.

Parliament.

Accounts and Papers, Vol. 59- 17^9-1777. University College, London.
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Calendar of House of Lords MSS. 

House of Commons Journals.

Minutes of the Evidence taken before the Select Committee on 
The School of Design, l8*f9. Victoria & Albert Museum Library.

Danby Pickering. The Statutes at Large. London. (Dates according 
to the volume).

PAULET. Le Fabricant des iitoffes de Soie (7 volumes in series, 
Paris, Academy of Sciences: Descriptions des Arts et Metiers, 
Tome IX). Vols. 1 - 6 in Patent Office. Vol. 7, Parts I and II, 
photocopy in Library of the Victoria Sc Albert Museum: Vol. 7, 
Part I in the Library of Lyon, Musee des Tissus: the complete 
volume in Lyon, Ecole de Tissage.

PORTER. Treatise on the Origin, Progressive Improvement and 
Present State of the Silk Manufacture. London, 1831.

Elizabeth and Henry PUREFOY. The Purefoy Letters. 2 Vols. 
1735-1763. Edited by G. Eland, London, 1931.

Rocque's Map of London. 17^6. Facsimile. (London Topographical 
Society, 1913).

ROUQUET. L'Etat des Arts en Angleterre. 1755.

Royal Commission on Historical MSS, including 63rd Report.
Diary of Viocount Perciatal, Earl of Egmont. (On the growth of raw
silk in Georgia).

Royal Society of Arts. Printed Lists of Prize-winners and 
Prize Designs.

J. SAVARY dee Bruslons. Dictionnaire Universel de Commerce. 
1723. Volume II. Article on Soie.

Adam SMITH. The Wealth of Nations. 1776. (Everyman Edition;.
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SMITH. Laboratory of School of Arte. Volume II, 1756 edition. 
(Contains article on Silk Designing not present in other editions). 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Photocopy of articles on 
silk designing and calico printing in Department of Textiles, 
Victoria & Albert Museum).

Trade Cards. Collections at the Guildhall, the Print Room of the 
British Museum, the Department of EngraTing, Illustration and 
Design of the Victoria & Albert Museum, and the London Museum.

Calendar of Treasury Papers,

Auguste VINCARD. L'Art du Teinturier coloriste...Paris 1820. 
Victoria & Albert Museum Library.

Ed. B. WOODCRAFT. Abridgments Old Classes (Patents). 1859. 
Wearing 1620-1850, Part I. Spinning. (Patent Office Library)

C. SECONDARY WORKS.

The Journal of Design, Vol. II. 18^9. Anonymous article in 
three parts. The Silk Manufacture in Great Britain, pp. 89-93, 
168-170, 195-199. Victoria & Albert Museum Library.

Rev. C. A. AGNEW. Protestant Exiles from France in the Reign of 
Louis XIV. Editions of l8Vl, 18?^, 1886.

Franjois BAUDRY. La Revocation de l»Edict de Nantes et le 
Protestantisme en Bas Poitou. 1922. Paris.

J. S. BURN. The History of the French, Walloon, Dutch and other 
Protestant Refugees settled in England. 1846.

G. F. DOW. The Arts and Crafts in New England, 170^-1775. 1927.

A Dictionary of English Furniture. Edited by Ralph EDWARDS. 1953 
edition. (Also 3.924 edition edited by P. MACQUOID and R. EDWARDS).





p. C. FLOUD. The Origins of English Calico Printing, The English 
Contribution to the Early History of Indigo Printing, The English 
Contribution to the Developi^ent of Copper Plate Printing, in 
Journal of the Society of Dyers and Colourists, Vol. 76, I960, 
pp. 275-281, 3^4-349, 425-434.

M. D. GEORGE. London Life in the 18th Century. 1925. 

Justin OODART. L'Ouvrier en Soie. Lyon 1899. 

Rita Susswein OOTTESMAN. Arts and Crafts in New York, 192?. 

F. GUICHERD. Cours de The'orie de Tissage. Lyon. 1946.

G. B. HERTZ. The English Silk Industry in the Eighteenth Century.
In the English Historical Review. Vol. XXIV, January-October, 1909, pp.
710-727.

B* HINDLE. The Pursuit of Science in Revolutionary America. 1956. 

Luther HOOPER. Handloom Weaving. London. 1910.

W. M. JORDAN. The Silk Industry ir London, 1760-1830, with special 
reference to the condition of the wage earners and the policy of 
the Spitalfields Acts. (Thesis), 1930.

E. LIPSON. The Economic History of England. 1956 Edition.

J. LOIR. Theorie du Tissage des Etoffes de Soie. Lyon, 1923-28.

London County Council. Survey of London, Vol. XXVII Spitalfields 
and Mile End New Town, edited by Walter Ison & P. A. Bezodis. 1957.

London Exhibition. The Catalogue of an Exhibition at 25 Park Lane of 
English Conversation Pieces, 1930.

W. H. MANCHEL. Some Huguenot Smugglers: the Impeachment of London 
Silk Merchants in 1698. In Proceedings of the huguenot Society, 
Vol. XV, No. 3, PP- 406-427.
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I. PARISET. flistoire de la Fabrique Lyonnaise. Lyon. 1901.

B. N. PARIFP and A. B. WH&ELER. John Singleton Copies . 1933-

£. PAVIERE. The Devie Family of Painters. 1950,

C. RODON Y FONT. L'Historique du Metier pour la Fabrication dee 
Etoffes fagonneee. Liege.

N. RONDOT. Les Pro tee tan ts a Lyon. 1891.

W. R. SCOTT. Joint Stock Companies. Vol. Ill, Section III, The 
Royal Lustring Company, pp. 72-89-

A. SMART. The Life and Timee oi Alan Raraeay. 1952.

£. ISMILfcS. The Huguenots, their Settlements, Churches and 
Industries in England and Ireland. 1867.

Herbert STURKLR. Some Poitevin Protestants in London. 1896. 

0. Seott THOMSON. The Russells in Bloomsbury. 194-0.

P. K. THORHTON. The Bizarre Silks, Burlington Magazine, August 
1958, pp. 265-270.

P. K. THORNTON. A Silk Designer's Manual. In the Bulletin of 
the tteedle and Bobbin Club, Vol. 42, Kos. 1 & 2,

P. K. THORNTON and N. K. A. ROTHSTEIN. The Importance of the 
Huguenots in the London Silk Industry. In Proceedings of the 
Huguenot Society, Vol. XX, No. 1, I960.

C. W&ISS. The History of the French Protestant Refugees. 185^. 

H. WILLIAMS. Contraband Cargoes. 1959.

J. H. WILSON. Industrial Actirity in the 18th Century. In Economics, 
Ntw Series VII. No. 26, May 19^0, pp. 150-160.
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APPENDIX 2(1)

BIOGRAPHICAL LISTS

NAMES OGCURKIHG OK DESIGNS FOK SPITALFIELDS SILKS 
by James Lenian, Christopher iJaudouin, and Anna 
Haria Garthwaite, drawn between 1VO(> and

Name

F = of foreign origin

Alexander *< Co.

Capn. Baker

F. Chr. Baud.

Dates of drawings on 
which name occurs

Jrofession

Mr* Booth

1719-21 

17^2-55

F. Mr. Baudewine 1707

Barton 1733 & V? 

Mr. Batchelor.

F. Fir. Begot £ Co.

Mr. Binckes 1713-21 

Mr. John Bloodworth 1716

1732-33

Mr. Bostock

Mr. Braithwaite 

F(?).Mr. Brent

Mr. flrowne

buck (see under Swan) 

Mr. Care & Comp.

1753

171^-21

1707 
1708-9

Frobcibly mercers.

Weaver : important in 
Weavers Company, obit. 1783.

Designer: Christopher 
Baudouin c. 1665-1728-36. 
Living on Spitalfield. from 
1700 till death and probably 
before 1700.

Weaver. 

Weaver.

Weaver: Peter Bigot of firm 
of Bigot & Delavau.

Mercer.

Weaver on Livery of Weavers
Company.
Weaver. ?? Daniel Booth
originally from Canterbury:
obit.

Weaver. 

Weaver. 

Weaver. 

Weaver. 

Mercer.

Mercer. 
Mercer.
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Name

Mr. Carr & Comp,

Mr. Carr, Lofield 
(* Comp.

Mr. Carr

Dates of drawings on
which nane occurs

Profession

Mr. Chaplin 

Chapman

F. Mrs. Chevet

1708-9 

1711

17^8-9

1721

1751

Mr. Clapham

Mr. Cole

Mr. Cook

Mr. Grumpier

Mr. Dandridge

Mr. Fox

Mr. Gauff

F. Mr. Gautier

F. Mr. Jeuduine or 
Geudwine.

F. Mr, Uobbie (Gobbie)

Mr. Godiu

Anna Maria Garthwaite

1753

1751

1733-^7

1752

1718-19

1708

1708

1751

Mercer.

Mercer, probably Richurd 
Low fie Id.

Mercer. JRobert Carr of 
firm of Carr, Ibbeteon & 
Biggs, established throughout 
18th century, Queen's Head, 
Ludgate liill.

Weaver. John Chaplin ? 

Weaver-journeyman ?

7 Mrs. Mary Chauvet of Gun 
Street, Spitalfields. Weaver 
or the widow of Peter Chauvet, 
Mrs. T'agdalen Chauvet.

Weaver. 

Weaver. 

Weaver.

Weaver of Gau?,e . John 
Grumpier, inventor ? 
Pattern Drawer.

Weaver-journeyman ? 

Weaver-journeyman ? 

Weaver.

Weaver, probably Abraham 
Jeudwine of Baeinghall 
Street and Palmere Green, 
obit. 1767.

Weaver.

Weaver, probably Janes 
Godin the elder.

Designer, from York, lived 
in Spitalfields from 1728- 
30 till death in 1763.





Name Dates of drawings on 
which name occurs

Profession

f

F. Grand pre*e

Greenwood

Mr. Gregory 

F. Mr. Qrineell

F. Mr. Grootert (Grotart}

Mr. Halsey

1721

1719

17^9

Mr. Harris

Mr. Uebert 

Mr. Hincheliff

Mr. Wittington & 
Hincheliff

Mr. Jiinchc'lif (and 
other spellings)

MT. Huddleston

Mr. Inslip

F, Mr. Jamet

F. Mr. Julin

1742

1712

1712

1718-47

1725-6

c. 1719-21

1742-55

Weaver-journeyman ? 

Weaver-journeyman ?

Weaver.

Weaver, ^illiam urinsell, 
living in Bethnal Green.

Weaver.

Mercer. Miles Halsey in 
partnership with Philip 
Palmer, Blackamoor Head, 
Lud^ate Street.

? Mercer at Bedford Street, 
Covent Garden.

Weaver or Mercer.

Mercer,

Mercer.

Mercer. One of two firmn 
established for greater part 
of 18th century, i.e., at 
Great Wheatsheaf, Lud^ate 
Hill. - Thos. Hincheliff, 
then to Hedford Street, 
Covent Garden; or Thos. & 
William liinchcliff at hen 
& Chickens, l!enrietta 
Street, Covent jarden.

Mercer.

Weaver or Tercer.

Weaver.

Weaver, probably Simon 
Julins, a substantial 
weaver; offered 22 men to 
fight the Ifetender.





535-

Name Dates of drawings on 
which name occurs

Profecc.ion

Kindle's Boy

F. Mr. Landon

F. Mr.Lardant

F. Mr. Lecount

F. Mr. & Capn. Peter 
Lekeux

F. Mr. Lekeux

F. Mr. James Leraan

F. Peter Lensan

F. Cons. Josh. Le.-nan

F. Phillip Manckey 

F. Ben Manckey

F. Mr. Ma we

1720 

17^3-51

1733 

1723-42

17^5-3

1706-16 
& 1717-21

1706-13

1707

F. Mr. Lemoine 1708

F. Mr. Le Pine 1728

F. Young Phillip Manckey 1708

1711

1719

17^7-51

Weaver, apprentice or 
journeyman.

Weaver. 

Weaver. 

Weaver.

Weaver,
Prominent in Weavers
Company.

Weaver, son of the above, 
c. 1715-1768.

Weaver and Designer, c.1688- 
17^5- Prominent in Weavers 
Company. Apprenticed to 
hie father 170-2-11.

c. 1660 s-1713. Father of 
James Leman. Lived Spital- 
fields 1675-1712. Had 
come from Canterbury and 
previously Amsterdam.

Weaver. A relation of the 
above.

Weaver. Journeyman ? 

Weaver.

VJeaver. Apprentice ? Free 
171^. Son of Philip 
Manckey - a prominent 17th 
century weaver ?

Weaver. A relation of the 
above.

Weaver. Several prominent 
weavers of this name, all 
related.

F. Mr. J. Mas* 17^7-51 Weaver. tf





536.

Name Pates of drawings on 
which name occurs

Profession

Mr, ?1ason

Mr. Matton

F. Mr. Monceaux

Mr   More 

Mr. Muk

F. Mr. Ogeir (Princes' 
Street and in the 
Square).

F. fir. Ouvry

Mr. Palmer

F. Mr. Paris

Mr. Parke

F. Mr. Phene

F. Mr. Pulley

F. Mr. Rondeau

F. Pe. Rozee

iir. Kaynolde & 
Partners 

F. Mr. Sabatier

Mr. Sadler

Mr* Sandys 

F. Shoulder

James Shoulder

1718

1709

1720

1709 

1718-20

17^9-51

1750-52

1753

1751-52

17^2

1721

1711 

17^2-56

1706-10 

1706-8 

1710 & 11 

1721

Mercer ? 

Weaver-journeyman ?

Weaver. Possibly Peter de 
Monceaux, naturalised in 
1709.

Weaver.

Two members of several 
families of Ogiers, one of 
whom lived in irinces' 
Street and at least four in 
Spital Square.

Weaver.

Mercer, in partnership with 
Miles Ualsey.

Weaver.

Weaver.

leaver.

Weaver.

Weaver.

Weaver. Journeyman ?

Mercers.

W«aver v possibly John 
Sabatier. obit. c. 17^3, "<-' 
his father of same name, 
obit. 17^5.

Mercer. 

Mercer. 

Weaver. Journeyman ?





537.

Naa*

Mr. Smith

F. Mr. Surflee

Mr. Swam

Dates of drawings on 
which name occurs

172W6 

17^7-9

Mr. Swan & Buck

Mr. Tullie

Mr. Turner 

F. Mr. Vautier

Mr. TrenchfieId 

F. Mr. Verbeck

Mr  Vernon

Mr* Welch

Welle.

Wells' Boy

Mr. Wittington & 
Company

F. Mr. Tullie & Company 1709-11

1752 

1719-20 

1721 

1707-1721

Profession

Mercer or Weaver ?

Weaver.

Mercer. Robert Swan at 
Wheatsheaf, Kinc Street, 
Covent Garden.

Mercer* Robert Buck at 
Wheatsheaf, King Street, 
Covent Garden.

Mercers. Isaac Tullie & 
Comp. ? Bedford Street, 
Covent Garden.

1717-21 »

1750-56 Weaver.

17^1-51 Weaver.

1706-7 Mercer.

17^9- 5*f Weaver.

1707 & 1725-6 Mercer.

t»

Probably Mercer. 

V/eaver. Journeyman ? 

Weaver. Apprentice ?

Mercers.





APPENDIX 2 (11)
538.

A LIST OF PERSONS

who gave Lvidence to Parliament and to other 
Official Bodies on various aspects of the 

Silk Industry between 170^-1766

Year Name Profession Subject Where Other Facts 
known

1712- Col.Peter Lekeux Weaver 
1720

Misc. Silk Treasury Lords, 
C omiai s Bio ne r s 
for Trades & 
Plantations, 
House of Lords,

Entire 
career

1719 Mr. Bad cock Mercer Silk decline 
in trade

C's.of T's. 
and P's.

Firm existing 
throughout 
period.

1719 Benjamin Collyer Italian
Merchaot

It

1719 Mr. Davenport Master of Coy. " 
Silk Throwers 
in London.

"

1719 Thomas Lade(r) 
i.e. Lades

1719 Mr. (Joshua) 
Feary

1719 Richard Frorae

1719 Thomas Lombe

1719 Philip Manneke

Weaver (of 
worsteds and 
woollens in 
Spitalfields)

Mercer

Italian
Merchant

Italian

Canterbury 
Silk i eaver

Exports- 
Slump.

Silk, decline 
in trade

tt

tt

tt

It

tt

It

ft

It

It

It

tt

Career in 
W, Coy. etc.

Business 
partners & 
address, and 
some customers.

Signature to 
1722 Petition.

Entire career.

Known from 
son*s career 
in Spital 
fields.

1719 David Martin

1719 Thomas Miller

Italian
Mercncrrv

Silk Thrower 
(of Coy.)

it it





Tear

1719

Name Profession

James Molinier Italian
Merchant

Sub.lect

Silk, decline 
in trade

Where Other Facts 
known

1719 Samuel Short

1719 Mr. Tidmarsh

1719 Edmund Trctt

Italian 
Merchant

Weaver (of 
worstede and 
woollens in 
Spitalfields)

Italian 
Mercbant

1719 Richard Turner Italian
Junr. Mercbant

1719 Mr. Wright Italian 
Mercbant

1732 Daniel Booth Weaver

1732 William Selwyn Importer of
Italian 
Organzine

Sir Thoraae 
Lombe & 
Organzine

tt

1732 Roger Drake Italian 
Hercbant

it

1732 Captain Peter Weaver 
Lekeux

tt

Joseph Porter Merc, trading Spanish Raw
to Spain Silk

James Mathiae Clerk to " "
Porter

Comm. for Signature 
Trades & with Charles M 
Plantations to 1722

Petition.

** n Signature
to 1722 
Petition.

M Career in
Weavers
Company.

H

H

H

n

H

tt

House of 
Commons 
Select Cttee.

Signature to 
1722 Petition.

Signature to 
1722 Petition 
(Richard W.).

Entire career.

Some details 
of career.

Entire career.

Bourdieu & 
Desmarette

Importers 
of Raw 
Silk

Daniel Booth Weaver





lear Name Trofeeeion

1743 John Metcher 2*6* Weaver

Subject

On using base 
aetal in 
and silver 
lace, etc.

Euston bcott

Sharp

1743 William Dall

James .Smith

Oold and 
silver w 
Drawer

Trader in Gold 
and Silver lace

Gold and Silver 
Lace weaver

Gold and Silver 
Lace ' euver

tt

tt

1750 John Batchelor Weaver

1750 Lewis Chauvet Weaver "for
17 years"

1750 Jamee Orockatt Merchant "10
years p^iot"

1750 John Delamare Importer raw
eilk from 
Italy

1750 Peter Fremont Weaver, foreran w
to i>elaiaare

Raw Silk in 
Aaerica

M

1750 Daniel Gobbe*

1750 Philip Lee

1750 Sarnie 1 Lloyd

1750 Twin Lloyd

Weaver "for 
45 years"

Agent ? in 
Virginia and 
North Carolina

Merc, who had 
lived in Italy

I'erc. who 
lived in Italy

•i

1750 Thomaa Kason Weaver

i

Other I'acts
known

House of
Conoone 
Select Ctteo.

n

n

M

M

It

I*

ti

t«

tt

it

it

tt

Bom 
details.

 ome
details*

Entire 
career.

Entire 
career.

11 Weaver. Hie 
career and 
family 
known.

" Career known 
in outline.

" Entire 
career.

T» _

11 oorae details 
known of 
career.





Name

1750 John Nicholson

1750

1750

1750

1750

1750

Nathaniel 
Pattieon

Profess"1-on

Agent ? for
South
Carolina

Merc, in 
Silk Trade

Subject Where Other Facte

Job Hothmalher A^ent ? for
South 
Carolina

John Sabatier Weaver

Herman Verelst Agent ? for
Georgia

Lewis Mendes Italian Merc.

known

Raw Silk in house of 
America Commons

Select Cttee.

Importing 
Italian Raw 
Silk - special 
case

1757

1757

George Frescott Italian Merc

Joseph Treves Italian nerc.

n tt

n

Gave evidence 
in 1765 & 
1766.

Entire 
career.

City 
financier.

City 
financies.

Evidence in 
1766.

M

1765 George Alcock

1765 John Alien Master Silk 
Weaver

1765 Mr. Ashburner Mercer

1765 John Baker Silk Weaver

L
Bougeac (previously 

Nimee & Lyon)

Decline of 
Silk Industry

1765

1765

1765

1765

1765

John Bany-rd

Greg. Barnston

Mr. Barton

Mr. Blackotone

Jean Jaquec

Silk leaver

?

F.W. Knitter 
(London)

Throwster

Weaver

w

M

N

M

M

tt

M

M

N

N

11 Some details 
of career.

" Partners, etc.

* Entire 
career.





Tear Name

1765 Mr. Car

1765

1765

1765

1765

Profession

Mercer

Subject

Decline of 
Silk Industry

Where

1765 Peter Cheveney Pattern
Drawer

1765 Mr. Fleetwood Mercer

1765 John Grayhorn Throwster

1765 Mr. Gib eon Gold and Silver " 
Lace Dealer

David Hall Silk Throwster 
(Macclesfield)

Abraham Jeudwine Velvet
Weaver

James Johnson Weaver

James Lawrence Journeyman
Weaver (Paris, 
Lyon & Spital- 
fields;

1765 Mr. Lavie Mercer

1765 James LeGrew Weaver

1765 John Lesouef Weaver

1765 John Lewis Weaver

1765 Thomas More 

1765 John liorrice

Hosier

Hosier and
F.W.K.
(Nottingham)

1765 Lewis Ogier Weaver

176$ Peter Ogier Weaver

176$ SUphen Paris Weaver

u

H

House of 
Commons 
Select Cttee.

H M

11

N

**

Other Facts 
known

Most of 
career.

tt

H

M

"

"

"

Very little.

Partners, 
address, etc.

Served Crown.

Entire 
career.

" Partners,
address, etc.

" Some details 
of career.

SonT£ de^allsof 
career

Entire 
career.

Entire 
career.

Most of 
career.





fear Name

1765 Nathaniel 
Patterson

Profession

Throwster

Subject Where Other Facts

Decline of

known

House of See 175C
Silk Industry Commons

Select Cttee.

1765 John Peregol Weaver

1765 Wm, Pickart Mercer

1765 Thomas Price Journeyman-
	Weaver

1765 John Pritchard Mercer

1765 Philip Riley Weaver

1765 John Sabatier Weaver

1765 John Sherrard Throwster

1765 P. Trequet Weaver

1765 Charlee 
Triquett

Weaver

1765 Robert Trott Customs Officer

1765

1765

1765

1765

1765

1765

1765

Charles Tyrele Hosier and
Manufacturer 
in Fleet Street

Obadiah Wright Hosier

John Graham Throwster
(London)

Sam* Nichols

John Po*«ell

Throwster 
(London;

Throwster 
(London;

Spragg, aopkins Throwsters 
& White (London)

Triquett 
bunney

Throwsters 
(London;

M

N

H MM

(Appendix on 
Hands Employed)

tt

tt

it

tt

tt

tt

n

H

It

tt

fl

it

Most of 
career.

Partners, 
etc*

11 Entire 
career.

Some details 
of career.

Some details 
of career.

Much of 
career.

(non-London firms omitted)





Year Name Profession Subject

1765 Mr. Hinch/liff Mercer Decline of
Silk Industry

Where Other Facts 
known

Comm. for Huch of
Trades & career
Plantations known.

1766 Richard Blackburne Thrower
(Stockport)

1766 Robert Jleetwood Mercer

House of  
Commons
Select Cttee.

" M Partners,
address, etc 
see 1765 
also.

1766 John Gib son

1766 John Harris

Dealer in Gold, 
and Silver 
Lace

Mercer M

11 Some details.

Some details 
of career 
known.

1766 Germaine La vie Mercer

1?66 Abraham Ogier Weaver

Some details 
of career 
known. See 
1765 also.

Entire 
career.

1766 Nathaniel 
Patterson

Owner of Silk 
Mill in " 
Cheshire

1766 John Perrigal Weaver H

n

rt

See
previous
reports.

Much of 
career known, 
See 1765 
also.

1766 tfeorge Prescott M.P. n H See
previous 
report .

1766 Thomas Price Journeyman 
Weaver

See
previous 
report.

"Matthew Robinson Stocking
Seller (London)

John Sabatier Weaver

H

N

N It

tt JLntire
career. See 
1765 also.





lear Name

1766 Mr. Triquet

Profession

Weaver

Subject

Decline of 
Silk Industry

1766 Robert Trott Customs Officer "

1766 George Vaughan Gold and Silver M
Lace Dealer

Where Other Facts 
known

House of Much of 
Commons career. See 
Select Cttee. 1?65 also.

11 " Much of pro 
fessional 
career. See 
1765 also.

n

1766 Matthew 
Whitlock

1766 Mr. Preocott

1765/6 Mr. Carr

Mr. Sw&n & 
Buck

Mr. Barlow

Stocking
Manufacturer
(Nottingham)

Italian Merc. 
(London)

tt

All Fercers who asked to be 
excused further attendance 
before Commissioners for 
Trades 3» Plantations. 
(Journal, p. 230).

Coram. for See above. 
Trades and 
Plantations

Some details
known in all
cases.
Much known in
some.

Mr. Ashburner

Mr. Ellison





APPLNDIX 2 (111)

SPITALFIELDS MANUFACTURERS

offering Men to fight the Young Pretender in 17^5

(in alphabetical order) 0

No. Foreign English 

39 Saral. Alavoine

16 James Auber

1^ Peter Auder

£2 Peter Auber 
& Son

6 Saml. August

75 John Baker

l*f Ann Barbutt

19 John Bate he lor

10 Thomas Beck

9 John Frederick 
Bernard

5 James Beuzeville

10 Peter Beuz3ville

8 Stephen Beuaeville

30 Bigot & Delavau

Hr»t»T»-4^ T 1 iiw   -roe

Profession

Weaver

Weaver

Weaver

Ribbon Weaver

Weaver

Weaver

? Weaver

Weaver

Weavers

Weaver

Garthwaite
Customer

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

7

No

No

No

No

Ho

Yes

No

Source

Will.

Insurance 
Policy*

Directory. 
Q, Lists L.

Directory.
Q. Lists L.

pp91-2,K?4-6. 
158. 159etc 207-8
De Briesac.

pp 160 note 2etc 
268.

Will.

1772 Directory.

pp. 54--6.

Directory.
o'

 MM

Saquerett 

26 Peter Bourdon

17 Thomas Brant

Weaver

Weaver

No Insurance
Policy, etc, 
Q.Lists L.

Possibly Notes.
Q.Lists L.

Bray: see 
Reynolds

Weavers ? No Insurance Pol 
Q. Lists.





Foreign English

Guy Brian

30 Daniel Cabinell

Peter Callot

Peter Campart

Profession

Scarlet Dye*- 

Shag Weaver

Qarthwaite
Customer

No 

No

Source

Directories.

Directory.
Q.Lists L.

Weaver

John Campion Vintner

Benjamin 
Champion

Weaver

No

No 
(friend)

No

No

35 Chantry & Co. Weavers
(Thomas Chantry)

6 Francis Chausat

Lewie Chauvett

Lewis Chevallier

Weaver

Weaver ?

3

3

10

80 Capt. James 
Dalbiac

William Chisim 

Henry Cline 

.... Cooks

25 Simon Dalbiac Junr. 

8 Abraham David 

8 John Defoule

Abraham Deheulle

Weaver

Weaver

22 P«ter Delamare 
& Co.

Weaver

Throwsters

No

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

If*

No

No 

No 

No

No

Directory. 
A.M.G. Will. 
Q.Lists L.

Spitalfields 
Survey p»222. 
Vv.C. Asst. 9 
Directory, etc.

insurance Pol. 
etc. Q.Lists L.

Q.Lists C. 

pp. 45,19^, 194 

.Lists.

Directory and 
PR. ^4,5?-8
Ci.JLJ.Bt;to L.

Directory.

Directory and 
pp. 196, 210, 21Z(4)

214- note 4-. 
Directory.

Dtlavau: see Bigot.





543.

No. Foreign English

10 John Desclaux

19 Lewie Ddsormeaux

Profession

2 Abraham Dupree

12 Isaac Dupree

7 James Duthoit

12 Peter Duthoit Senr,

U George Farmer

3 Peter Farquee

2 Peter Feree

2 iiphraim Flammed.re

28 Re <

20 John Iremont

Cope Gallatly

20

20 James Gautier

10

40

John Gibson

Daniel Giles

Dyer ?

George Garrett Weaver

Weaver
"Merchant"

Weavef ? 

Weaver

John Gilraare 
(? -ore;

Garthwaite 
Customer

No

No

No

No

Source

Q. Lists L.
Directory.
No profession.

Corre spondence 
with fauiily &

Q. Lists i

Weaver

Weaver

Weaver

Weaver ?

Weaver ?

Weaver

Weaver

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Q. Lists C.

p. 2 OJ -4.

p?a. .
P Will

Q. Lists L*

Q. Lists L, 
in 1763-4.

Weavers Coy.

Q. Lists C.

Directory, 
Insurance Policy*

Possibly 
? Directory.

No

No

. Lists L.

Directory, 

Q. Lists C.

No

70 Daniel Gobbee Weaver Probably pp 29,^Z, 199, etc.





No Foreign English

60 Godin & Ogier

Edward Grange

Profession

Weavers

Builder

32

12 Gabriel Grillier 

5 John Halbout

Elizabeth & Joseph Weavers 
Green

Weaver

John Harley

2 John Hauchecorne 

25 Nicholas Hebert

17

8 

20 J^cob Jaraet

k 

60 Abraham Jeudwine

20
6

22 Simon Julian 

21

^ John Lamaitre 

12 John Lamy

**8 John Luke Land on 

27 James I,ardant

Hinde: see Locke

John Hunt Senr.

John Hunt Junr.

Thomas Jervis

James Johnson

Thomas Jones

Joseph King

Kobert Lee

Weaver

Weaver

Weaver

Garthwaite Source 
Customer

Pocsibly pp

Wo Spitalfields 
Survey, pp. 89, 
134, 214, 279.

No Directory.

Ho p. 28-9,195note2 

No Q. Liste C.

No Q. Lists L.

Probably GLListsL. 
Will.

Q. Lists C.

No

Weaver Probably p. 49   

Throwster No Directory.

Yes

No

Shag Weaver No

Weaver

Weaver

Probably 
Weaver

Weaver 

Wtaver

Weaver

202.297ndte 2 
Q. Lists L.

Q. Lists C. 
Directory.

pp.174-175 

Q. Lists C.

Directory.

Q. Lists L. 
Directory.

PP<

Yes 

Mo 

NO 

No

Yes

Probably Q. Lists L. 
Directory.

No Directory.
^. Lists L.





550

i. Foreign English Profession Garthwaite Source
Customer

18 Peter Lekeux Weaver 

30 Locke & fiinde Weavers

21 Peter Maillard

9 James Mar tell Weavers

18 Jeremiah Mather

25 James Maae Weaver

2k James Haze ' Weaver

17 John Maze Weaver

1$ John May Senr. Weaver

1 John May Junr. Weaver

1*8 Daniel Meesnian Weaver

10 Henry Napton 

18 Abraham Newhouse

3 Peter Nouailles Throwster

Ogier: see also

Yes 

No

No

No

No

Possibly

Possibly

Possibly

No

No

No

No 

No

No

P' 226.' 

Directory. 
Q. Lists L, C.

Q. Lists C.

Directory. 
Q. Lists L.

Q. Lists L.

p 196notel

p « - M

p, t±]_ .

Directory.

Directory*

p.^4,5.6,170,198 
Q. Lists L. etx

Q. Lists L. 
p. 1^0 n. 8

Directory, 
p. 3 0,133. 
q. Lists L.

Godin 
Riviete

k John Ogier 

16 John Ogier

28 Peter Abraham Ogier 
& Sons

Weaver 

Weaver

Weavers

Possibly pp 199

Joseph Oram

52 Peter Ogier 

19 James Ouvry

Weaver 

Weaver

Possibly pp. 198-9rr

Yes 

No

Probably 

Possibly

James in Q. 
Lit-;ts L.

199 -zoo





551.

Foreign English profession Garthwaite Source
Customer

35

iz
20 

17

is

29

8

9

1

33
 

14

102

*

16

17

12

11

10

10

John Ouvry

John Payton

John Peck 

James Pigne

Daniel Pilon

Daniel Pinau

Gabriel Poramier

Peter Pontie

John Powel

John Powell

Abraham Ravenell

Reynolds & Bray

Mathurin Hivalin

Kiviete & Ogier 
(Mistake for Riviere ?)

James Roberdeau

Thomas Rogers

John Rondeau

Nathaniel Rothery

John Rov

Weaver

Dyer (and 
Landlord) 
Weaver ?

Weaver ?

Weaver 7

Weaver

Throwster
see (ii)k(v;

Weaver

Weavers

Weavers

Weaver ?

Weaver

Weaver

Possibly

No

No 

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
)

No

No

No

Possibly

No

No

Possibly

No

No

p. 51.

C}. Lists C.

pp. 47, 14^ -8
1 r etc. 
Q. Lists C.

Q. Lists L.
Directory.

Q. Lists L.
Directory.

Directories.

Q. Lists C.

Q. Lists L,

Insurance
Policy.

pp 24-- 1 05 etc. 
Q. List
Assistant*.

pp. 28-9, 55 
Q. Lists C. 

(Francis Rivier)

Directory.

p. 51, 211

Directory.

L.o.P.

John Russell 
Son

Throwsters No

i<. Lists C.

Directory. 
Insurance 
Pol. : t .Ji8t8 

C.





Ho.. Foreign

John Sabatier

English

12

10

36

5 John Shields

William Smith

Judith Sequerett £ 
Bourdillon

John Tall

k Lewie Triquet 

7 Thomas Triquet

102

13

John 8c Robert 
Turner

Thomas Turner

Rene Turquand

Daniel le Vautier

John Ward

Profession

Weaver

William Salter V'eaver

Thomas Sandall 
& Son

Samuel iiavage Weaver

Dyer

Dyer 

Weavers

Dyer

Weaver

Weaver

Samuel Worrall Builder (and
Landlord}

Garthwaite
Customer

I^obably

No 

No

No

No

No

No

No 

No 

Yes

No 

No

Probably 

No

No

Source

. 52-170-4-etc.

Directory. 
Q.Lists C.

Directory. 

'}  Lists L.

Spitalfields
Survey
p. 2*f3.

Q. Licts 
(Widows) .

r.t.t. Weaver s 
Coy. Q.List.

pp.6>97(i).
Pi.

P .n. 
Q. LietB L.

Q. Lists C. 
(several).

Sr>italfields 
Survey.

The list of naems »nrl the numbers of men WPK printed in tH 

London Gazette, Ootoher 5th-^th, 1745, but not in n1bh*b*Ho»1





APPENDIX 2 (IV)
553

WEAVERS listed in Kr. Mortimer's Directory of Arts

and Sciences

(Masters and Professors in, together with Mechanical 
Arts, manufactures and Trade) 1763. Ho artists who 
claim to work for the Silk Industry or Pattern Drawers. 

A List of Calico-Printers.

"Of all the Mechanic Arts that of Weaving in its 
different branches is the most extensive, and the 
manufactures of silk stuff and etc. carried on by 
the following weavers in or near Spitalfields are 
the largest of any in the kingdom & of the greatest 
importance to the trade in general. I have therefore 
been as exact as possible in distinguishing the 
different articles manufactured by each weaver; ...." 
Hopes that the list will be servicable to merchants.... 
(exporting articles) and to "wholesale traders in 
general".

Black silk and gauze

Silk mixed with worsted.

Striped £ plain lustring, 
mantua, tabby.

Brocade and flowered silk.

Silk mixed with worsted and 
thread.

Silk mixed with worsted and 
thread.

Gold and Silver brocade and 
flowered silk.

Gold and Silver brocade and 
flowered silk.

Velvet.

£achary and Jacob AGAC&, V'hite Lion 
Street, Spit.

Obadiah AGACK, Church Street, Spit. 

Peter ALAVOINL, Stuart Street, Spit.

Jno. ALLEU & Co. Princes Street. 

Peter AUBER & Sons, Spital Square.

James AUBER, No. 3 Svitalfields.

John BAKKr? & Co. Princes Street, Spitl.

BATCHELOR, HAM, PtRIGAL, White Lion 
Norton Falcate.

Francis BOWLaND, Elder Street, Norton 
Falcate.

BOWLAND & Co. Corner of Austin Friars, 
Old Broad Street.

Robt. BRADSHAW, Stuart Street, Spit.

Street,





Worsted Stuff,

Striped and plain lustring, 
mantua and tabby weaver.

Silk mixed with worsted and 
thread.

Gauze.

Silk Handkerchiefs.

Silk mixed with Vjorsted.

Silk mixed with worsted.

Handkerchiefs.

Gauze.

Ribbon. 

Ferret. 

Silk and velvet.

Striped arid plain lustring 
Mantua, Tabby.

Shag.

Gauze and black silk.

Oauze and Mode.

Gauze.

Black silk.

Striped and plain lustrings 
mantua and tabby.

Striped and plain lustrings 
mantua and tabby.

Worsted Stuff.

Miles BURKITT, Elder Street, Norton 
Falgate.

Peter CAMPART, Church Street, Spitalfields.

CHAMPION & WKRICK, Widegate Alley, 
Bishopsgate st.

Gervaise CHAUVET & Co., Gun Street. 

Lewis CHAUVET & Co. Gun Street. 

Benjamin Coles, Steuart Street, Spt. 

Abraham Coles, Red Lion Street, Spit.

Peter COLLET, Princes Street, Upper 
MoorfieIds.

Thos. COOKE. Pancras Lane, t«ueen Street, 
Cheapside.

Charles COVERLY. Aldermanbury. 

Roger de COVERLY, King Street, J^oorfields. 

James and Charles DALBIAC Spital Square. 

Abraham DEHEULLE Jun. Church Street.

John DEHEULLE, Church Street. 

James DELI:SPINE, Gun Street. 

DICKINSON & WARMER, Spital Square. 

DUNN, MoorfieIds.

Peter DUTHOIT Junr. Wood Street, Spit 

John FERARD, Church Street.

William FORREST, Gun Street.

Joe. FOSKETT, Spital Square

Black silk 4 etc. John FREMOflT 8e Son. V7ood Street, Sjiit.
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Ribbon.

Silk Handkerchiefs.

Shag.

Ribbon.

Plain mantua and tabby.

Ribbon.

Handkerchiefs and gauze*

Silk uixed with worsted.

Gauze and Mode.

Worsted and Stuff.

Striped and plain lustrings 
mantua and tabby.

Shag  

Qauze.

Silk mixed with worsted.

Satin.

Silk Mixed with thread and 
cotton.

Silk damasks.

Handkerchiefs.

Gold and silver brocade, 
flowered eilk etc.

Silk mantua and tabby. 

Worsted Stuff.

t 

t

John GARSED 8c MLYRICK, Wood Street, 
Cheapeide.

Lewis Gilbert, Princes Street, Spit. 

Joshua GREEN, Crispin Street, Spit.

Walter GRIFFIN & Co. Friday Street, 
Cheapside.

GUILLEMAKD & Sons, Stewart Street, Spit. 

George QWILT, Wood Street, Cheapeide. 

John ziAINWORTH Widegate Alley, B'sgate St. 

HAIL & HUDSON, Widegate Alley, B'sgate St. 

HALLET, Bow Lane Cheapside. 

Charles hartley & Co. Booth Street, Spit. 

Peter HEBERT, Princes Street.

HODGSON & Co. Great St. Helens. 

HOOK, Moorfields.

John HURT, Artillery Lane, B'sgate St. 

Jacob JAMLT, v/nite Lion Street.

B'sgate St.

Simon JUL10N, Booth St. Spit.

KEROW 8c COi3^, Skinner St. B'sgate St.

LAM? & SALMON, Gun Street.

John and James LANDQ^ & Stephen PAUIS. 
Priairose Street, B'sgate St.

LAHDANT & Sons, Church Street, Spit.

Ja/nee LEEDS Windsor Street, V.'idegate Alley, 
B'sgate St.

James L'nEUREUX, Gun Street.

Daniel and Jaraes LEMAlTRt:, Gun Street.
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Satin. 

Worsted Stuff.

Silk mixed with worsted.

Satin and Tabby.

Flowered Silk.

Black, eilk and velvet*

Ribbon.

Ribbon.

Bunting and crape.

Gold and silver brocade and 
flowered silk.

Mantua arid watered tabby.

Flowered Silk.

Striped and plain lustring
and mantua.
Mantua and black eilk.

Ribbon.

Shag.

Gauze.

Silk mixed with worsted.

Worsted Stufi.

Flowered silk.

Satin and Gauze.

Striped and plain lustring 
and mantua.

John and Viard LEMAITRE, Wood St. Spit.

LOCKK & HINDE, Paternoster Row, 
Spitalfielde.

John LOUIS, Stewart St.

LOY AND LONDON, Spital Square.

James MARTELL, Elder Street, Spit.

MASOU & JORDAIW, Steuart St.

MAUROT & DIX, Windsor Street, B'sgate St.

Daniel MESSMAW & Sons, Spit. Sq.

MILLEH & KNIGHT, Gould St. Wood St. 
Cheapside.

MITCHELL & POPE, Southwark.

Joseph NEWSOM, Holywell Mount, Shoreditch,

OGIEH, VAWSOMER & THlQUET, S. it. Sq.

Thomas Abraham QGIER, Spit. Sq. 
(suggests perhaps not A.M.G. customer ?).

Lewis QGIER & DUTHOIT, Spit. Sq.

John OUV]KY Church Street.

James QUVHY t Brown's Lane.

Edward PARKER, Aldersgate.

Jamee PAYTOM, Elder Street, Spit.

PELTRAW 8c Co., Upper Moor fields.

Nicholas Peter PILON, Princes Street.

Richard PLEES, Red Lion Street.

William PLEE>: f Artillery Lane, B'sgate St,

PRITCHARD & BLOGG, Wood St.

RAVENHILL * AUBER, Paternoster Row.
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Black silk. 

Satin.

Flowered silk,

Worsted Stuff,

Gauze and Mode.

Garter Ribbon Weaver to H.M,

Silk mixed with worsted.

Worsted Stuff.

Silk mixed with worsted.

Horsehair for chairbottoras.

Satin.

Ribbon.

Silk and stuff.

Handkerchief weaver,

Isaac ROBERDEAU, Wood Street.

John ROY, Princes Street.

John SABATIER, Red Lion Street.

Sara SAVAGE, Gun Street.

Humphry SLIM, Friday Street, Cheapside.

James SMITH, Bridewell.

THOMPSON & COLLIER, New St. B'sgate St.

James and Joseph TURNER, Crispin St.

WALKER & ATKIWSON, Duke Street.

Caleb WELCH, Corner of Round Court in St. 
Martins le Grand, Newgate St.

WEST & WREN, Church St.

Thornae WILSON Sc Co. Wood St. Cheapside.

Edw. WILSON & Co. Widegate Alley, B'sgate 
St.

Edward Jno. WOLLSTONECRAFT, K'sgate St. 
Primrose St.
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A LIST OF BANKRUPTS

printed each month in the

GENTLEMAN * S MAG AZINE

1731 - 1766 & 17^9 (omitting 176?
(omitting

d =
m =
w =
t =
SCI =

sw = silk weaiVer
1768) mere = merchant 

not listed).

dyer 
mercer 
weaver 
throwster
silkman

1731

1732

1733

1735

1736

Wa. Lowfield (m) : Thos. I mains (w) : Sue. Tidmarsh (w) 

John talker.
mere.

Wm. Appleby (m) : John Cazalet (to): John fiavy (w) : 
Peter Lottie alias Nettle junr. (w) : 
Thos. Sanders (m) .

Alex Bancroft (w) : John Beavis (m) : John CarberryO/;. 
John Lekeux Tt*T7: Jacob Mendes (w) : John Triquet (wj .

Wm. Archer (w) : John Chapman (m) : Thos. Eades (w) : 
. Howe (w) : John Kin^ (d) .

1737

Rdw. Barker (m) : Edw. Jones (;n) : John Knowles (m) : 

Wm. Payne (m) .

E. Chase (m) : G. Exton (m) : P. Farretts (w) : 
E. Lee (w) : Peter Nettle (w) s R. Price (w) : 
J. Parkes (m) : Thos. Hoe (m) : S. Shepherd (w): 
J. Simpson (w) s

S. Bull (m; : T. Rosbotham (w).

E. Austin (m) : J. Porter (m) : E. Tilbury (d) . 

M. Hewet (m): t. Knowles (m).
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1750

51

1752

1753

1755

1756

1757

1758

1759

1760

1761

1762

1763

1765

1766

J, Beleon (m) : L. Hurne (w): A. Thompson (w): 
J, Wood (w),

R. Grotert (w)s T. Jenney (ra): W. Porter (ra):
J. A. Rocher & P. Lapierre (merchants): J. Wright (m)

J. Aberdair (m): R. Francis (sm).

H. Boetock (in;: J. Edmonds (em): F. Weston (m)  

J. May (sc.d): J. Riviere (w).

E. Argles (ai)s W. Qrinsell (w).

F. Bakewell (sm): T. Yeldall U;.

A, Roquet (w) .

T. Welch (w): J. Willett (m).

J. Lamy (w).

I. Dupree (w;: J. Robinson (w).

H. Alldwin Jr. & J. Ouvry Jr. (w): T. Pearson (t).

S. Ware (t).

H. Cooper (rn): J. Redhead (m) : T. Smith (m) : 
J. Wilson & R. Day (m): W. Wilson (Bra).

Heathfield & Cort (sm).

G. Bowser (em): J. Desdale (w): J. Sottnee (w). 

R. Leather (t): B. de Solas (m):

R. Holciee (m) : J. Meecham (w): J. F. Sherwood (w) . 

T. Huckell (w): J. Watford (d).

S. Blackwell (w): T. Bryer (w)t M. Duckett (sm):
D. Francklinc (d): F. Gough (w)j J. Powell (t):
J. Roisson (w): A. Rooke (m): Schuldam & Beihenheat (w):
W. Smith (d): Geo. Whiffin & H. Cromwell (w):
R. fc W. Wilson (sw>.
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176? 

1763

1769 W. Bower (sn): P.F.M. de Court (merchant):
J. Hartley (iiij: T. i4are (in): M. Purvess (s.raercht):
J. Risoliere (w): M. Uoung (m).
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APPENDIX 3

TH£ MATERIALS ON SALE 1702 - 1?66

This appendix is only intended as a. guide to the 
production of some 6o-odd years. It ie not intended as a 
complete dictionary, and thus no attempt has oeen tnade to 
give the derivation of the word unless it throws some light 
upon the nature of the material. A type of material may 
have been woven both before and after the dates mentioned, 
and may or may not have been the same. Many of the cloths 
advertised by the mercers w re called by the names of the 
weaves used to make tnera, for example, 'satin 1 and 'damask 1 . 
When there is no evidence that thase terms have changed in 
meaning in tne last 200 years only a brief definition has been 
attempted. Differences in weight and quality would distinguish 
one »&tin from another. The list ie compiled almost entirely 
from the collections of trade cards. Tb« samples quoted in 
explanation are of roateriale made in London. Spelling is 
arbitrary. rrices are ouoted from private bills or the 
Koyal Accounts and are typical. Other thirie;6 being equal, 
materials increased in price as the number of warp threads 
and wefts increased. The greater the number of threads, the 
greater the weight and the i'ewer the number of yards to the 
1 3b. The witnesses before t/ie Select Com/ait tees of 17&5 
and f 6 distinguished between the prices of Bilks and the 
number of yards to 1 Ib. By this they could determine the 
quality. 'i'fccnnical details h^ve therefore been given 
of the samples examined.

Note: On October l^fth, 1719 The Coiaoiissionere for Trades and 
Plantations received "Patterns of silks and stuffs mixed with 
silks delivered by the Weavers Company" (00 .383.21 item 2O9 in the 
PKO; . These were all materials said to be affected by competition 
from printed calicoes. Three pages are illustrated, pis. 67, 68 
(8l). The all-worsted cloths have been omitted, together with 
the unnamed varieties of half silk.

(a) SILKS. 

ALLAKODE Late 17th century - third quarter }8th century. 
Uced for hoods, linings etc. A lightweight 
material, almost invariably black. First made 
by the Royal Lustring Company, therefore probably 
glazed, It v»as classified ^y the journeymen in 
1769 in the Black branch as a "soft" silk, lighter 
than a lustring. If there were to be more than 
75 fchootfc to an inch, the rates of pay were to be 
as for a luttrir^. Itb we-ive may have been tabby. 
la a bill of 1726 it cost V- per yard, and the 
price decreased slightly in the period.
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AHMOZEEN 2nd half 17th century (PRO. C.M.E. C 113, 31 
Bill dated 1669) - 3rd quarter l8th century. 
A drees material for women but also used by tnen. 
Made in all colours, several qualities. Weave 
tabby. Sample of 1756-9 in PRO (see page 298, 
note 4-) . In 1758 rich black armozeen cost 
10/- per yard.

BROCADES 17th century - lata l8th century. Used for dress 
materis.ls for women a^id jnen's waistcoats. The 
wefts making the design do not go from eelvage to 
selvage but are only brocaded for the width of the 
motif, thus technically distinguishable from 
tissues. Tney were sold oy nearly all the mercers, 
and appear near the beginning 01 their lists ae 
"rich brocades", :?all sorts of brocades" or "rich 
brocaded silks'*. According to che number of 
coloured silka and metal threads used to make them, 
so their prices varied from about 5/~ to £9 per 
yard. The richest brocades gradually dropped out 
of fashion. 4 witness to the Committee of 1765 
quoted three qualities:

9/- per yard (no gold or sJ.lver) 7 yarde to Ib.
l8/- per yard (no gold or silver) 5 yards to Ib.

2 gns. per yard, 3 yards to a Ib.

English "brocades upon a white ground" were claimed to 
be particularly &ood. ^Garthwaite*G designs were 
for brocades (see pp. 302, 312, 316-317: ?ls. *K), Mf, 

eto  /  

CLOUDED l8th century. These are dyed in the warp before 
SILKS weaving with a design which has a soft cloudy effect 

in the finished silk. In France the technique of 
chine. It was an expensive technique and clouded 
silks are very frequently met in ceisures of smuggled 
goods. They were need for ladies 1 dresses (see pp. 
270, 323). Although they were fashionable no bill 
for any has so far been found.

DAMASKS Throughout period. Used extensively for furnishings 
and for costume. Silk furnishing damasks would be 
heavier in weight, and were often crimson, dark 
green or yellow. ;iany were imported from Genoa. 
Thoee for costume were lighter in weipht ana more 
varied in colour. Technically, a damask has a 
design made by the contrast between warp-faced 
weave and a weft-fticcd weave niade on the same 
number of shafts. (The term has not changed in
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meaning). Many of the damasks of this period 
were based on an 8 shaft satin. Just as "brocades" 
could be upon a variety of different grounds, 
dauaeks were often the ground for other effects 
(see pis. 6 & 3, designs by Leman) . They were 
sold by nearly all mercers and listed naar the 
top of their cards. Prices ranged from 10/- 
upwards (a bill of 1739 12/- t 17^9 15/- per yard). 
The Great Wardrobe paid 16/- upwards for furnishing 
damasks. To the Co/aadttee of 1765 they were 
described as "common things", their price given 
as 1V~ per yard, 5 yards to Ib. (see pp. 270, 
2?0, note 2, 283-289: pis. 36, 65, 51 (61), 63).

Dimotys See SATIII.

DUNJAKE Early to raid 13th century. Use unknown. Sample 
in PRO (GO. 333.21 item 2C9) of 1719. Described in 
document as "half yard broad at 2s. per yard". 
Seven swaples shewn. The first five striped, with 
a horizontal rib produced by a thick weft and a high 
warp count by comparison with the weft. The weft 
is of very low grade silk. Approximately 52 warp 
threads to cm. The samples are all slightly 
watered. The last two samples are anwatered, have 
a leu£» pronounced rib and slightly fewer warp 
threads to wa. They taay have been a lining 
material tdnce calicoes were alleged to interfere 
with their sale. They are among the cheapest all 
silk material so far encountered in this period. 
They ars listed among a series of half silks on a 
trade card for Edwaru Nourse, mercer (Victoria & 
Albert i-iusctuia) undated. (See pp. ^56, ^59 and 
pi. 63 v3l).

DUCAPBS IVtii century (PiiO. C.rt.E. C 113-31 iiill l6?0) to 
third quarter l3th century. A standard men's 
suiting but sometimes used in women's costume. 
VJovcii in OTOS c3e tours, (or extended tabby). (See 
p. 298, note 5>  Another sample exists in the 
Berch Collection. In the mid-lcith century the 
price varied froa 6/'- to o/~ per jard. The 6/- 
veraion was probably pluia. Its weight wao 
quoted to the 1765 Committee ae 9 yards to 1 Ib. 
(see pp. 29C-299).
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DUFIN^E (Dauphine ?). mentioned in a bill of 1756 at the 
London Muaeun (Swan & Buck...) 22 yards rich d.... 
IV- per yard. Probably an ephemeral nane, but 
the price and the quantity suggest a dress silk.

FLOWERED 
SILKS

l8th century term generally used for silks with a 
free design which must be made on a drawloom (see 
p. 10, note 2;. In 1750, Daniel Gobee told the 
Select Committee of the House of Commons that he 
exported "great quantities....flowered Bilks 
to Germany". Their manufacture constituted one 
of the five main branches of the 1?69 List of 
Prices. They were not necessarily floral in 
design, although they wery often were. The Leraan 
and Ciarthwaite tiesigus were Tor various specific 
kinds of flowered silk. Their cost was quoted as 
fiom 7/- to £3 per yard to the Select Committee 
of 1?65« lliey had cost up to three tiaes as 
much earlier in the century - chiefly owing to the 
UB« of more expensive Materials in their manufacture 
(see pp. 276 et «eu.y.

GAUZE 8e 18th century. A very light dress material 
HOOK similar in character and use to the material of 

the same name today. uau^e became especially 
fashionable in the early  6o t s t but the boom 
collapsed in 17&4. It was oxie of the materials 
in the Fancy Branch of the 17&9 List of Prices. 
Certain of the warp threads in a gauze are twisted 
around their neighbours in the course of manufacture 
to produce an open mesh. The term was used also 
ouite loosely i'or any open flxesii iaaterial (aa it is 
today). fiataples oi gause ribbons elated 1735 (PRO 
BT 1/312), about which a dispute over the payment 
of import duty had arisen, are technically only 
an open mesh tabby. A tieeigu by Garthwaite for 
a gauze lappet pattern is illustrated on pi.48 (57). 
Very few gauges earlier than tLe first years of 
the l^th century have survived and even these are 
very fragile.

QfiOTtTORK 173 (J-56, frequently occurs in the accounts of the 
Master of the Kobes, but now so far met in a single 
private bill or mercer's trade card. Presumably a 
corruption of the Freacn #rob de toure, a tabby which 
is extended either fcy doubling the weft, or,frequently 
xn the 13th century, by using- a much thicker weft than 
the warp and so making a material with a pronounced 
horizontal rib. It cost iroru !<£/- to 17/- though
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the usual price paid by the Master of the Robes 
wae about lV-» It was a self-coloured 
material. There is no indication of its use 
in the accounts.

LUSTRING From late l?th century until first years of 19th 
century* A light glazed dress material. Lustrings 

mentioned in a bill of 16?? (PRO C.K.E. C 113.3D 
were almost certainly imported. Those made by 

the Royal Lustring Company from 1683 were black. 
The lustre was imparted by a special technique 
which, in the 18th century, was applied to dress 
silks of many colours. Many flowered versions 
were designed by Leiuaa and Garthwaite (see, for 
example, pis. kk and 45), these have lustrous 
grounds woven in tabby brocaded with light open 
patterns. In the 17th century the price per yard 
was about 5/- to ?/- if plain. In the 18th 
century the price varied from 5/- to 9/- for a 
plain lustring and cost upwards of I]?/- if 
brocaded. It w«*s one of the &ost popular ladies' 

drees materials in the period (see pp. 299-301) 

MANTUA 17th century (PKO C.K.E. C 113-31 bill of lo?0) 
to third quarter l3tn century. It was used both 
for dress materials arid linings, and lost in status 

slightly in the course of the lotu century. There 
is a sample of plain mantua in the Berch Collection 

(see p. 296, note 1). Plain mantua ased at the 
Coronation of uueen Ann* and cost 12/6 per yard. Bills 

of 17H6-172V give prices from 5/- to 8/-. In 1765 

its price was quoted as 3/- per yard, 3 yards to Ib. 

Mantuae were a variety of tabby oi which plain and 

flowered versions were made. They occur very 
frequently in surviving bills. (See pp. 27^, note 

2, 2901 ).

Mode See GAU&& (The difference between them is unknown).

ORRIS 17th - 16th century. The word changed in meaning 
in the course of the century. "Orrace" tissues 
were made by Lernan (see p3 . 9) and were presumably 
a variety of tissue with the design in metal thread. 

Croft, th« mercer, was still selling "silver orris 
Tiahua" at 82/6 ner yard to the Master of the Robeb 

in 17*K). "Orrace" in thi.6 context may have been 
a general term for n heavy, possibly base, metal
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thread often made into braids (of which numbers 
survive). By the middle of the l8th century 
numbers of "orris weavers" occur in the Reavers 
Company records and these were, no doubt, making 
such braids. By then, howevei", they were not 
exclusively made in metal thread. Sanples 
survive (PRO L.C. 9. 26?) of the mid-1750's which 
are reversible thick silk braids with geometric 
designs. They are woven in tabby with a design 
of floating wefts and are coarse, probably very 
serviceable, and intended as trimmings for 
furniture.

PADUASOY Second half 17th century (PRO C.M.E. C 113.31.
1668 bill) - raid 18th century. In the l8th century 
probably a. fairly heavy, "rich", self-coloured 
material usert extensively for we 'Ten's dresses. 
It is omitted frora the lists of mercers having a 
bias towards half sllkis and worsteds, and occurs

The precise 
277» note 1)
bo or

high up on the listc of tfce others.
nature of its wer<ve is unknown (see p.
but it was used by Lerian in apposition
synonymous with, a tabby tissue. Its price c.
1739-49 was about 9/6 per yard; in a bill of 1758
it cost 10/6. It must have been easily definable
since a Dr. Madden offered xremiumis in 1748 for
the bept flowered Bilk "damask, pad ua soy and ve?.vet"
(O.M. XVIII, r. 356). It gives way to Royal
Tie sue F in the trade carde of the 1760' s.

PEI.ONG 18th century. Originally an Indian material but 
imitated by English weavers and "English pelong" 
(various epellir.£f;} was advertised fairly widely. 
It inay have been a dress material bvt its use, 
price and pr;ecial properties are unknown (see pp. 
274, note 1, 284, 235).

PERSIAN Late 17th century - third quarter l8th century.
A 15.ni.nt1; material widely UFB:? both for furnishing; 
and costume, an^ thus a very li^ht pi Ik. It was 
also one of the cheapest silks on the market. Its 
precise weave ie unknown but, since it is listed in 
the Fancy fir&nch of the 1769 List of Prices, 
immediately before CarceuetB, it ttay also be a 
variety o f twill. It ccui.'l be "foot-figured" with 
spots, etc. Ite price decreased fror-i about 6/- in
1716 to 
303).

1/b - 2/-in the and 1750»s (see p.
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PERUVIAN Mid l8th century dress silk. By analogy with 
the French Peruvienne it should be a silk with a 
flush pattern. It is however listed in trade 
cards and advertisements in apposition to Royal 
Tissues, the most expensive material to weave, 
according to the 1?6'9 List of I-rices. No named 
sample has been traced. Grey and white Peruvian 
was sold by Carr & Co. in l?bl for 13/- per yard 
(see p. 283, note 2).

RASTIQAN Early l8th century to third quarter. Probably a 
very light black silk used for linings. It was 
said by King, in 1721 f to have superseded the use 
of lustrings (together with rnantuas). It is still 
listed in the Black Branch of the 1769 List of 
Prices, after the "douce... .alamodes'* and before the 
"slight strong" silks (see p.

RASDEMORE Mid l8th century. Probably a men's suiting - it 
was supplied to the Master of the Robes for this 
purpose and does not seem to occur on the bills for 
ladies' dress materials. By analogy with the French 
"Ras de St. Maur" it may have had a twill weave but, 
so far, no named sample has been traced. In 
the Master o'i the Kobe a paid 12/~ per yard for 
bloiCk rasdemore, but the material only occurs 
rarely (see p. 28l» note 4).

SARCENET 17th - l8th century. A lining material both for 
furniehing and costume. A light-weight wilk listed 
in the Fancy Branch of the List of Trices after 
Persians. It appears on most trade cards. It was 
only comparatively cheap at the beginning of this 
period but declines in price. In 171b' the Great 
Wardrobe paid 6/6 per yard. In 173& V& was paid 
by the Vestry of St. I artins-in-the-Fields and 
alleged to be an outrageous price, 2/6 per yard 
being the average price. Two sample e of 1820 
(PRO. BT 1/1^9) are of a small patterned twill 
which there may have been in the l8th century (see 
p. 2?5 & 323). "Wove sarcenet twilled" was 
mentioned in a dye recipe of l8l6 (see p. 242, note

SATIN 17th - l8th century. One of the most common 
materials for costume, both for men and women. 
Ite price varied according to quality from about 
2/- to lo/-; a flowered satin might, of course, 
be more expensive. (Flowered garment satins are
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one of the categories in the Flowered Branch 
of the List of Prices). The word has not 
changed in meaning and denotes a weave par 
ticularly suited to the naturally lustrous quality 
of eilk. A number of materials were based upon 
the weave* 'J?brcad satins xore noven with a lirvsn 
weft anci seom to cost about one-third to half the 
price of a plain satin. "Sat.ton jjimotvg" were 
arnon^- the sazaples submitted by the Weavers Company 
in 1719 (PRO C.O. 388.21 209, fol. 152). These are 
a very light-weight material, striped with satin 
stripes in colours and white tabby ground? between. 
The weft is a coarse low-grade silk. The samples 
have been glared and calendered and thue it it- 
difficult to give a warp count. They were stated 
to be h«.lf a yard wide and to cost iSd. per yard. 
A sample of figured satin (satini figurati) in the 
Forney Collection, of 1760, is much the same ;-ciud of 
silk, of low quality with satin and tabby stripes. 
The latter, however, are decorated .:ith a chevron 
pattern. The price of the Forney sample was stated 
to be 2/- oar yard (see D. 229 and pie. 40, kG 
51 (61), 60 (71),)-

SERGEDU60Y Mid iSth century, men's suiting, frequently supplied 
to the faster of the Robes (1738-57), but not always 
listed on the trade c^rda. T3y 1V7^ one trade card 
lists 'rich eergedusoys for linings' (James liebert, 
at Guildhall). There is a sample in the Berch 
Collection, a twill with 83 warp threads and kO 
double wefts per cm. The Master of the- Kobee pc.id 
from 5/& - 6/6 per yard throughout the 19 years of 
the accounts (see p.

SLIGHT 
SILKS

18th century term for light-weight silks, often 
li/iingG. They had fewer warp threads and we-its to 
the inch than "strong" Bilks, and were correspondingly 
cheaper. They were cientioned in the List of Prices 
of 1769, and occur on many trade cards. Most were 
plain or foot-figured with email patterns, but the 
designer de Briesac also sold a "slight bro(ca) 1 ". 
(see p. 274).

TAiJBY 17th - 18th century. A plain silk (unless 
qualified in eone way), its naae derived from the 
weave. Thic has not changed in meaning. Use and 
price according to quality. It war probably 
heavier in weight than the lustring. Often 
adverticed as "tabbies watered and uriwatered", i.e
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with or without a mcare effect. An average 
bill of 17^9 for a figured tabby giver, the price 
as 8/- per yard. A tabby striped with satin 
cost 9/- per yard in the same year and a "rich 
black unvatered tabby n cost 9/6 per yard in a bill 
of 1?53« On an average, a tabby was cheaper than 
a eatin and more expensive than a lustring. Two 
samples in the b«-rch Collection are 1) "richest 
e>ort" f with 132 warr threads to cm. and 21 W3fts 
vith 6 threads in each weft, 2) "cheap sort" with 
97 warp threads and 17 weftie to cm., 5 threads in 
each weft.

The material was also the basis of many figured and 
flowered silke. Yellow "flowered tabby" cost 10/6 
per yard in a bill of 1753  Garthwaite designed 
e. number (see pi. 2k (25) for eacarrple), a volume 
of her designs, of which the cover is now id. ssing f 
were all "double tabbies". (These could be doufcle- 
clothe but since no silks with such patterns survive 
which arc technically double-cloths v they are more 
probably tabbies with two pattern wefts tc form the 
design, of which some do exist) (see pp. 27^5, 
298).

TAFFETA 17th - 13th century, a high quality dress and 
furnishing material. Technically the same as 
tabby, it is usually more expensive, 8/6 or 8/3 
per yard in a year when tabby seems to cost about 
8/-. There are samples of very good quality 
taffeta in the FRO (L.C.9 26?) c. 1756-9, priced at 
8/8 to 11/2 per yard. There are warp threads to 
the em* i a the- oheapest a«ml     to om« in-fc&e most

and    .wefts respectively (see pp. 287,
note 2, 291, 297 and 297, note

TISSUE 17th - iBth century. One of the standard varieties 
of heavier flowered silks, used (except at 
Coronations) almost exclusively as a drese material 
for women or for men's waistcoats. Technically, it 
had to have a binding warp (though not necessarily 
wound on a separate roller; and one or raore pattern 
wefts (going frora selvage to selvage). It night 
have ;aany other refinements, it did not have to be 
woven in metal thread. A diagram shewing a 
typical tissue appears on plate 72 (87)  It is 
and was d2.etin{.;uishable from the brocade whos* 
design was made by we its which were only inserted 
by the v/eaver for the distance of the motif. Gold 
tissue for a herald*B coat cost the Great Wardrobe
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£9 per yard, the Master of the Robes paid 65/-
per yard in a bi.il of 17^-4 for silver tissue,which
may be compared wit.-i the cost of other cil^s in
the same hill; I?/- for crimson satin, 28/- for
blue geno?? velvet, and 5/6 for sergedujpoy. Ten
year s later he paid ?6/- T>er yard for "buff tissue,
silver and colours". Significantly, although it
is advertised on s.11 the trade cards and is among
the materials described by *"j?3. Delany as viorn
at the most important functions, very few private
bills for tissue have surviveci. It was an
important section of the Flowered Branch of the
1769 List of Prices, which dealt with single tissues,
Jtabbj tissues and royal tissues. Presumably, a
eingle tissue which had one silk pattern weft was
quite moderate in price. Leman designed orrace
tissues (pi. '^, for ex^raple) , satin tissues (pi. 7,
for example), etc. A brocaded tissue designed by
Garthv.'aibe ie illusiratfed KL. ^j (*fi; - the brocading
was one of the many additions possible. D3 Briesac's
Accounts raenticn deeigne for .te.rs3.ag tit.sues (perhaps
ei/nilar to the French persienne), Prusjsian tissues,
a "eingle coloured tieeue", "silver tissue orice ground",
"fcoyall tishue with a piller", "a tissue not quite all
double", etc. Prussian tieeuee are occasionally
mentioned on the trade cards. Their special feature
reioaino to be discovered. Royal tie sue s (unlike
the Journeymen's other categories) are often mentioned
on tho tr^de carets and are clearly one of the most
elaborate materials on sale. Both Royal and Peruvian
tissues appear after th«* raidJle of tlie loth century.
(See pp. 254, note 2, 260, note 2, 262, note 3, 27^,
note 1, 276-7 and ^76, note 2, 279, and P.79, notes 1
& 3, 283, note 2, 304 f 323).

TOBINli 2nd - 3rd quarter l8th century. The narae of the 
material ie derived from the weave and this is 
technically the same as the French cannelie. The 
tobine would be a foot-figured! or flowered raterial 
witn the detdgn ruade by an additional flushing warp 
instead of by the wefbc... Such a technique could be 
used both in half Bilks and worsted materials. When 
tobines are mentioned on traOe cards together with 
other materials which are certainly all cdl.k, then 
it can be assumed that the mercer was advertising 
eilk tobines. Silk tobineG were used for dress 
materials arid increasingly so after the middle of 
the century. They were fairly expensive to r-iake 
(see p. £8l) and their price varied according to 
quality. Aur*a Maria Garthwaite detii t<;ned a number 
(set for example pis. 3^ t 35 (^0), and *tl) , and de
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Briesac also sold designs for thea. The rates 
for weaving them were included in the foot-figured 
and Flowered Branch of the 1769 List of Pricee. 
In the latter 
Einglo 
of the
hotraver cost

tte cost of weaving- sn all-over 
tcbine was set at 1/5 per yard (with none 
extra* mentioned later); a single tissue,

2/6 per yard (without extras). 
A striped tofcine in a bill of 1739 cost 7/- per 
yard: a tobine lustring in 1750 cost between 
7/- and 7/6. (See pp. 262, note 2, 27^, note 1, 
276, 277, 280-281).

VELLURES Mid-l8th century suiting for lien. They seem to 
have been self-coloured with a weft~effect pattern 
in uncut pile. The designs were limited in siae 
(ces plate p9>  There is a sample in the EercL 
Collection. Its price is given as 9/- per yard. 
There are 87 warp threads to cm., lo wefts. In each 
weft there are 8 threads, 6 of untwisted silk and 2 
of linen. The linen thread would ensure its nard 
wearing qualities. If all ve3.lures had a pro 
portion of linen then tao material is technically 
a half silk. It is difficult to be precise on 
the evidence of only one sample- (seo pp. 28l, 

and 3^1, note 2).

V2LLURETS Mid-l3th century men's suiting ve*-y similar to 
Vellures aoove. ihe sample in the Berch Collection 
has 90 warp threads to cm. and 23 wefts, k threads 
in eaclt weft, tnreo thin and one coarse. It is 
priced at 9/6 per1 yard. In 11750 Thomas Tlason 
shewed a Select Conuiaittee of the Commons a piece of 
"light brown velluret" wade entirely of Georgia 
silk. If the material was all silk at this date and 
still all silk ten to fifteen yearn later, it may 
have boen this which distinguished it from the 
vellure. The pattern of the saaple in the Bsrch 
Collection is slightly smaller in scale (see pp. 
281,

VLLVIDOHK Mid-l8th century. A silk of unknown use or 
proparties, the name appears to be an ephemeral 
one (see p.
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VELVET 17th - l8th century. The word has not changed 
in meaning and is taken from the weave. The material 
has a pile m^\e by a pile warp (s«e pi.77 ;  It 
wae intrinsically one of the most expensive materials, 
both becc.ua© of tUe amount of silk useC (there were 
only 3 yards to 1 lb. according to Lewie Ogier, 
giving evidence in 1765) and because of the trouble 
in making it. It is usually the first material 
mentioned on the mercer's car3s. Despite its 
higli price, (the Cireat Wardrobe paid up to 3^/- 
per yard for good quality furnishing velvets, 
probably plain? Lewis Cgier's standard flowered 
velvet cost £3/- ) velvet was a popular drese 
material for women iu winter and for men's suits, 
whether plain or figured (eee pp. 2?^» nutfc 1, 
2?6, 2?8, 2^7 and 2G?, note 3, 290, 290, note 1, 
30*f~5» 317-3, 323, 326-7, and plates 3^, 50, 52, etc.).

VELVET 
SHAPES

Mid-l8th century, were woven especially for waist 
coats (see pp. 31&-9)   ^h* customer would have 
the/a made up by His own tailor. "Shapes" were 
also woven in other materials and several deeinned 
by Garthwaite. Velvet ehapes eeeia to occur very 

f re que n t3iy, h o wo ve r.
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(b) Half Silks. (See pp. 330-33^).

ALAPEEN 1st - 3rd quarter 13th century, 
for ladies' riding dresses etc.,

Advertised
but also used

by the King's tailor for suit (in l'?kO at V- 
per yard, 17^4 "alopeen coat and breeches...." 
at V& per yard). There are samples of single 
and double alapeens in the Forney Collection; 
both have a silk warp and a woollen weft. 
The single alapeen has 20 warp threads to cm. 
and 20\efts, the double alapeen 17 warp threads 
but *K) wefts and is a much heavier and more 
closely packed material. Both types are woven 
in tabby. The silk warp only appears as a 
slight glitter in the material, which is weft- 
faced.

ANTHERINES & 
BOMBAYIKES

Mentioned together in the list printed in the 
Weekly Journal or British Gazetteer January 9th, 
1720 of "silk and worsted stuffs that the 
calicoes interfere with". (A. second list 
contained worsted materials)* Their price was 
given as l^fd. to 2/- per yard but their use 
was not stated. Antherinet; must have been 
similar to bo/abazines, see below. (The liet 
is referred to in other entries as "1720, see 
Antherines").

"BOMBES"

BOMBA2.INJK

Samples in the Forney Collection c. 17&0. Use 
unknown. Silk warp, 52 threads to cm., cotton
• »«*. •& <l» It f\ 4* In •*»«* «-» *9 *M» 4» x-k s* WM «~r r* *rx* vk -t •* ^caVxV^tr Tvf ^s M w» "1 'Nearly 

The

unknown
weft 40 threads to cm. t woven in tabby, 
all the samples are striped in the warp, 
price is given as 2/k - 3/0 per yard.

Late 17th century 3rd quarter l8th century. 
Chiefly a furnishing material (bought by the 
Great Wardrobe). There are two samples in 
the Forney Collection: silk warp kO threads to 
cm., woollen weft 30 threads to cm., woven in 
twill. The samples have a similar handle to 
Alapeens above.

BRILLIANTS 
PULEROYS

1720, see Antherine-s, 
as l4d - l8d per yard

Their price is given 
Their use is unknown.





BROGLJOS l8th century. Probably a suiting (see Silveret) , 
but on a trade card of 1751 they are listed with 
Persians, suggesting a lining material. There 
are two samples in the Forney Collection: a 
version in one colour is priced at 5/6 per yard, 
and one in two colours at 5/9. They have a 
silk warp, 65 threads to cm., woollen weft, about 
18 - 20 threads to cm,, and are woven in tabby 
with a small figured design. They are thick, 
good quality materials.

Silk CAMBLF.T Probably throughout the period. Normally camblets 
were a woollen material, used both in costume and 
furnishing, especially the latter. "Silk 
camblets" were advertised on a trade card dated 
1756 (Samuel Jones at the London Museum). They 
were exported tc America as early ae 1737 (eee p. 
283) and frequently advertised there (see p. 28*0. 
There are samples attached to the Collinson 
Accounts of the year 17^2, but these have not been 
examined. Whereas woollen camblets were often 
furnishings the silk versions were probably dress 
materials.

CHIVERETS See Sattinets (one of the materials on the 
newspaper list of 1720), Mentioned on a trade 
card of 1736-^-5 (Fliles Halsey, British ^ueeum) and 
are also among Norwich materials in the Forney 
Collection.

CORDESOY 2nd and 3rd quarter 18th century. Probably a 
suiting for men. In a bill of 1758 (Carr & Co., 
London Museum; grey striped cordesoy ic priced at 
5/6 per yard. There are two samplee in the Forney 
Collection, priced at 7/6 per yard. (1'hey are, 
however, 21" wide and sosie of the other materials 
are only 18" wide). They have a silk warp, about 
76-80 threads to cm., and a wool or cotton weft 
about 17 to cm. The samples are woven in tabby 
and have a very pronounced transverse rib formed 
by two thin wefts followed by one thick one.

CHAPE Throughout period. 
Norwich speciality, 
and a worsted weft. 
3/- per yard" were 
Antherines). The

Black crape for mourning was a 
Usually crape had a eilk warp 
"Fine coloured crapes l6d. - 

mentioned in the 1720 List (see 
Great Wardrobe paid 6/6 per yard 

for "fine broad black crape" in 1757 for the Ladies 
of the Bedchamber (at the funeral of Princess 
Caroline; (L.C.2,27).
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DRESDEN Mid-l8th century. Use unknown. There are 
two samples in the Forney Collection. They are 
priced at 3/2, their width given as 20". They 
have a silk ground warp 32-3*f threads to era., 
and a woollen weft, about 36 threads to cm. and 
are woven with a tabby ground. Alternating 
with the ground warp is a silk flushing warp 
which is used for a small scale figured pattern 
on the surface of the material. Approximately 
2k shafts would be neceesary to weave the 
design of one sample, and 6 to weave the other.

Silk DAMASK 18th century. A misleading term for the silk arid 
worsted daroasks made throughout the period. Only 
the context shews whether an all silk or a half 
eilk damask is being used. The price, when it 
is given, is helpful. Samples were subrsiitted to 
the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations in 
1719 (see pi. 6? (SO) ). These are woven with 
a silk warp and a worsted weft, about *fO threads 
of each to cm. The damask is based on a satin 
of 5f interruption of 2, with large scale designs 
in reverse satin (i.e., formed by the worsted 
weft). The samples appear to have been 
calendared and glazed. They are stated to be 
half a yard wide and their price siven as l;jd - 
20d per yard. They are loosely woven with 
reed marks clearly visible. In the newspaper 
list (see Antherines,above) "flowered silk and 
worsted tammy draughts and damaeks" were priced 
at 1/10 - 2/6d. Their :nanufacture was said 
then to be "entirely lost". The Great Wardrobe, 
however, bought 6k yards of silk and worsted 
darnask for two draw-up window curtains for Lord 
Carteret's office in Whitehall in 17^2 at 8/- 
per yard (L.C. 9.290 bill 73 of that year). 
In a bill at the London Museum (Webb & Sampson) 
of 1759» blue silk and worsted damask is priced 
at 6/-. It was a standard furnishing and is 
mentioned in a number of advertisements for 
house sales (see p. 333)  "Furniture damasks" 
are often all worsted, such as the samples in 
the Forney Collection.

ELATEK 1719» Among the materials submitted by the Weavers 
Company. Their use is unknown. They are woven in 
tabby with a silk warp about k2. threads to cm. 
Ti.ey are striped with alternating broad dark and 
narrow pale stripes in the warp, and have a coarse 
dark weft, possioly silk mixed with SOTIC other 
fibre, rhey are priced at 19d per yard and said to 

half a yard broad (C.O. 388.^1 209, fol. 152).
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EVEROY Mid-l3th century. Their use is unknown. There 
are samples in the Forney Collection. Their 
warp and weft are woven in contrasting coloured 
wools and there are also silk stripes, both 
samples are woven with suiall squared patterns. 
They appear to have been calendared and glazed.

GRAZETTS 1720. Their use is unknown. Flowered graze tts 
from 2/- to 3/- were on the newspaper list quoted 
above (see Antherines). "Greezets" were also 
mentioned among the half silks on a trade card of 

(James Lebert, British Museum).

GROGRAM Throughout period. They were used especially 
for suitings. They are listed as "silk grograms" 
on one of the earliest dated trade cards, of 1723 
(Patience Houth, at the British Puseum). 
Grogram yarns were imported at the beginning of 
the period (see p, 237). The faster of the 
Robes paid the Hoyal tailor 9/6 per yard for 12 
yards of "silk grograci" in 17^*S which ie more 
than double the price of the samples in the 
Berch Collection. The latter are "figured 
grograme", half ell wide, priced at *f/6 per yard, 
and they have small geometric patterns made with 
a flusiiiug warp on a tabby ground. There are also 
samples in the Forney Collection* plain, figured 
and flowered, costing 6/- per yard, 3/9 &-nd ^/9 
respectively. All have a silk warp and a fairly 
thick ctnd coarse woollen weft, forming a pro 
nounced weft rib. The plain grograrc has about 
80 double warp threads to cm., and about 17 wefts. 
The figured samples have about 36 double warp 
threads and 20 wefts to cm., the flowered about 
28 warp threads and 18 wefts. They were stated 
to be 21", 18" and 20" wide. The figured 
grogram has a self-coloured, small design formed 
by an interruption of the ground weave. The 
flowered program has a small sprigged design ira.de 
by a flushing warp which does not cover the ground 
very well and has a rather untidy effect. The 
scale of the design is much smaller than that 
drawn by Garthwaite in 17^1 (see plate J>k) . 
Since they were thought to be worth smuggling into 
the country in 17b^ (see p. 323) ftro.^rams of 
bettor quality were perhaps also
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HALF SILKS 13th century. Generic terra for materials mixed 
with silk and other fibres. A trade card dated 
1751 (Gary Boucher, Guildhall) advertised among 
other materials "variety of half silks". The 
most common had a Bilk warp and a worsted weft, 
but wool, cotton and linen were also used. The 
proportion of silk to the other fibres may be much 
less than and so-aetimee more than half. The 
more silk was used the higher the quality and 
the price of the material. The half silks 
submitted by the Weavers Company in 1719 to the 
Commissioners for Trades and Plantations (see pi. 
67 (80) ) were priced at l4d, per yard, and their 
width given as 17"  Samples 1 & 3 appear to 
have a silk warp, about 2k threads to cm., and 2 
^ ^ a worsted warp, about 26 threads to cm. 
The wefts of 1 & 3 are worsted about 28 to cm., 
those of 2 & k silk, about 23 to cm. (It is 
possible that two of the four samples are in 
correctly mounted - but the Weavers Company 
presumably knew which way up to mount them) . 
There is always more worsted than silk in these 
samples. The small chevron patterns are made 
by an additional warp or weft of silk. This does 
not form a solid raaes but a series of lines on a 
very even ground, giving a speckled effect, which 
is probably deliberate in this instance.

MISSINET 2nd - 3rd quarter 18th century. Use unknown. 
A material listed on many trade cards and there 
are two samples in the Forney Collection. These 
have a silk warp, about 24 threads to cm., and a 
worsted weft, about 32 threads to cm. They are 
woven in tabby. The width of the material is 
given as 16", the price 17d. per yard. 
(They are very similar in handle to Silverete, 
e«e below, and coupled with them on some trade 
cards (lor instance, Dare & Stillings, undated, 
but mid-l8th century,at the British Museum), but 
the weave differs).

ORAGUELLAS

POPLIN

1720 (see Antherines, above). Their use is 
unknown and they are priced from I6d - 19d per 
yard.

Throughout period. A standard costume material for 
men and women, woven in tabby with a silk warp and 
a worsted weft. Details of samples in the 
Forney Collection are given on p. 330, note 2. 
Thtre ie also a sample of corded poplin which has





a pronounced horizontal rib. It differs, too, 
in that alternate warp threade are pink silk 
and black wool. There are about 16 warp threads 
and about 16 Widfte to cm. Its price is given 
as 1/6, its width (if this is not a mistake) 
as 6".

PRUNELLA 2nd - 3rd quarter l8fch century. Probably a winter 
material both for men and women. There are two 
samples in the Forney Collection. These have 
a silk warp, about 28 threads to ecu, and a 
woollen weft, about 30 to cm., and are finely 
and regularly woven in tabby to form a thickish 
substantial cloth. Their width ie given as 20", 
their price given as 5/- to 5/6 P«r yard (see 
P. 331).
N.B. "Prunellos" are listed awong the woollen 
and worsted stuffs "entirely lost" in the news 
paper list of 1?20 (eee Antherines).

Puleroy See brilliant.

SAGATIiYS Kid-l8th century. listed on many trade cards, use 
unknown. There arc two samples in the Forney
Collection 
threads to 
weft about 
2/1 twill.

These have a woollen warp, about 30 
cm., and a mixed silk and woollen 
20 to cm. They are woven in plain

Their width is given as 21", their
price 2/3 per yard

SATTINLTS 1720 (see Antherines). Their use if? unknown. 
They are listed with Chiverets and their price 
given ae l8d - 2/6d per yard.

SHAG Throughout the period. Used for men's clothing 
especially waistcoats. In September 1?G5» the 
London Gazette gave the description of a runaway 
apprentice "wearing a light drugget coat, a danask 
waistcoat and green shag breeches". "Shag velvet 11 
and 'velvet shag" bought by the Master of the 
Robes in the 17^0«s at l8/- per yard and 12/-, 
may well have been all silk froni its price, and in 
1752 the accounts specifically rnention"crimson 
silk tthag". Normally, however, M shagt: refers 
to "hair shag and pluehoc' 1 which are listed 
among the "^reat variety of silk and worsted and 
other mixed stuffe" (James Hebert, trade card,
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dated 177^ at the British "'useum). From the 
sale catalogue of Kr. ^ires, the bankrupt shag- 
weaver (eee pp. 176-7) it is evident that shags 
could be fcot-figured and flowered since he owned 
"flowered shag aiountures". It is also significant 
that he had nothing but mohair and worsted in 
stock. There are samplee of worsted shag and 
hair shag, dated 1773» in a document in the 
British Museum (Ad. MSS 36.666) priced at 2/2, 
and V- to V2, respectively. The worsted 
samples have a long loosepile made by the weft; 
the hair shags appear to be made like a true velvet 
with a pile warp, the foundation warp is silk.

SILVERETS 2nd - 3rd quarter l8th century. Among the "variety 
of....things for Ladies Cheap gowns, as Broglios, 
Silverets, Poplins, Irish stuffs & etc. of ye newest 
fashion...." (Thomas Robinson, raid-l8th century 
trade cs.rd , undated, at the British Museum). 
There are two camples in the Forney Collection. 
These have a silk warp, approximately 40 threads 
to era., and a woollen weft, k2 to cm., in one 
sample, MS in the other. They are woven in 2/1 
twill with a warp and weft of different colours, 
thus producing u. shot effect. They are priced 
at 2/- per yard and are stated to be 16" wide.

TAMMY Throughout the period. In the newspaper list of 
1720 (see Antherines) tammies are listed together 
with silk and worsted damasks. All later samples, 
and several exist, are woollen materials, those in 
the Forney Collection being twills. In a bill 
of 17^9 (Stamford and Troy, at the London Museum) 
white tammy was priced at lid. per yard, which 
suggests that it was indeed always a woollen 
material.

TOBINE Throughout period. If it occurs in the lists to 
gether with materials known to be pure silks, then 
the mercers were probably advertising silk tobinee. 
Half-silk tobines were also tiade, and a few survive. 
Among the samples submitted by the Weavers Company 
in 1719 to the Commissioners for Trades and 
Plantations (C.O. 3^3. 21.209. fol. 152) were 
"tobines half yard broad at l4d. per yard". These 
have an almost invisible white silk foundation warp, 
19 threads to c/n., a fine silk flushing warp about 
Ib1 threads to cm., and a woollen weft, about 28 to 
cm. They have small chevron patterns and the
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samples appear to have been glazed and 
calendared. There are samples in the Forney 
Collection at V- per yard, but it is not 
clear that they are London made materials.

N.B. Come other materials advertised as "half silke" are 
listed below. Most other materials listed on the trade cards 
of the mercers are worsteds or woollens and outside the scope 
of this study.

BURDETS 
(English & 
Turkey)

CHERRYDERRYS

Edward Nourse, undated, rnid-l8th century trade 
card in the Victoria Sc Albert Museum.

Edward Kourse (as above). Cherryderrys are
usually on the lists of inported Last Indian 
goods.

GRA2ELLES Supplied ay Uollinsons* to Henander in Now Yorls 
If these are the sane as the Grazetts of 1720, 
then they are a half silk. Samples have been 
preserved with the accounts, but have not been 
examined.

HAIRBINES Supplied by Collinsons 1 to Menander as early as 
17'3B. Thcrs are sa.-nples of Gambleta or "arbines

the Forney Collection among the
They are plain tabbies woven 

in mixed silk and wool, the warp and weft of 
different colours, thus giving a shot effect. 
They are listed among the half silkc on a trade 
card of 177^ (James Hebert, British Museum).

superfine" in 
.Norwich sample

silk and wool,

INDIANS &
INDIAIOETS

These /nay bo a half silk since they occur on 
trade cards together with other half silks, but 
they arc not in any of the lists headed 'Silk 
and Worsted Stuffs 1 etc.

PRIUCSS STUFFS Listed with Prunellas on the trade card put out
by Jaaes ilebert, quoted a^ove.
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ROSLTAS Miles Halsey, undated trade card in British
Museum, probably before 17^5 when he is listed 
in the Directories in partnership with Philip 
Palmer.

VENETIAN Supplied by the Collinsons 1 in the 17*fO' s.
POPLINS One trade card refers to "corded Venetians"

suggesting a very heavily ribbed poplin. 
Venetian Poplins are listed among the half 
silks on James liebert's card, quoted above.
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Appendix 4 No.I .

Raw silk imported from the East Indies into the Port of London from 
1700-1706. After this date Bengal silk is usually distinguished from 
Chinese or " East Indies ". From 1707-1766 the figures are thus of Bengal 
silk imported.

1700
1701 
170?
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711

I7T3
1714
1715
1716
1717
1718

1720

£.46,883.? 
£76,633.14

£181,915.10.6
<1I6°>,7^7. T '7 
£ 37, 16?. o, P.
missing 
£10,,<°>63.1.0 
£46,706.11.9 
£31,772.8
£19, 43?. 19. 4 
£25,669.12. 
missing 
£ 7,374-B
£17,180.1:8
£2?,I69.
£30,862.14
^53,553,17.4
£87,610.19.4
£28,716.15.8
£31,^69.14

T74I £P.4
174? £56,604.14.8
1743 £4^,035
1744 £65,132.2
1745 £^4,873.19.4
1746 £18,211.12
1747 £55,629.18.8
1748 £38,903.6.8
1749 £12,924.19-4
1750 £24,131.16
1751 £19,538.4
1752 £48,058.12.8
1753 £38,611.16.8
1754 £16,035.16
1755 £32,376.6
1756 £ 4,571.12
1757 £ 9,171.1.4 
I75P>
1759 £1^,294.13.4
1760 £56,0°/I.II.4
1761 £47,225.11.4
1762 £37,868.19.4
1763 £29,163.18.8
1764 £30,692.4
1765 £38,811.6
1766 £70,339.17.4





Appendix 4.No.2.
Raw snd thrown silk imported to the Port of London from China. This is 
entered in the Port Books under the general heading of the " East Indies " 
In some years, early in the century', no silk was apparently imported from 
China "but increased amounts appear in the general heading, suggesting that 
the Chinese silk has not been entered separately.

1700 - 1741
1701 £220.10 1742 H I,298.I4.R
1702 - 1743
1703 - 1744 £ 1,949.11.4
1704 - 1745 £ ?,6?I.I3.4
1705 - 1746 £ 1,163.16
1706 missing 1747 £ 1,046.16.8
1707 - 1748 £ 6,824.8
1708 £466.15.4 1749 £ 2,315.14.°
1709 - 1750
1710 - I75T £33,57°.7.4
1711 £5-14.6 1752 5:65,755. 0'.°
1712 missinxr . 1753 £45,71°.4
1713 £2,014-9 1754 £68,407.12
1714 £5.?22.2.3 1^55 £68,334.15
1715 £8,214.16 1756 £45,260.4.8
1716 £3,853.6 1757 £82,105.13
1717 - I75 a £ 9,956.5.4
1718 £ 13,035.17.4 X7^ £16,294.13.4
1719 _
1720 £281.12

I76o
I76T
T *7 !• O1 ( ' >c. 

1763

1764

1765

1766

^5
£

*

£,
£
£
£3

ft
2

r^

1

Q

,on.
,"22.

,772.
,707.
450.
,605.

II.
10.

15.
14.
5.4
1 0 >- .

4
8

4
Pr j
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Appendix 4. No.3. Raw and thrown silk imported into the Port of London from Italy, 
toother with the figures for the amounts of Italian silk imported from other 
sources. Negligeable amounts, of £50 or less,have been ignored.

Raw Thrown Orga.n^ine Or soy
1700 I.£17,493.17 £98,50? £13,915.4 £98,502

b •

1701 I.£8792.2 £16,471-7 £20,378.9 £l,302,.8
S.

170? I.£15,531.4 £78,141.10.6 £13,739-17 £594
o 
O.

1703 I.£12,I29.I5-8 £34,555.4 £ 4,268.11
r»o.

1704 I.£ 9,013.8 £76,712.8 £1^,798.1.10 
S.

1705 I.£ 5,2*1,1 £52,542,5.10 £ 3,941.11
S. £ 4,740

1706 missing
1707 I.£ 4,377-10 £34,111 £3,638.1

-S.£ 1,840.18 £6,400.16 & 782.16
1708 i.£ 7,051.12 £34,922.6 £5,523.6

S.£ 131.18 £ 3,794.8
1709 I.£ 345.8.9 £11,538 £1,575.12(*~«o.
1710 I.£ 1,5^8.5 £31,610.10.3 £2,012.2

S. £ 263.7.6
I7H I.£ 4,662.5 £25,221.12 £256.10

S.£ 54.8 £ 562.5.6 
171? missing .
1713 I.£14,977 £125,840.8 M',143.18

S.£ 2,571.5 £ I7,855.I2 £ 843.12
1714 I.£18,901.14.8 £207,393 £1,140

S.£ 1,276.14 £ 7,334-16 £ 513
1715 I.£56,838.7.4 £185,893.16 il I6I.IO

S. 530.2 £ 16,516.13.6
1716 I.£83,794.2.4 £317,622.8 £6,540.15

S.£4,60I .18 £ 11,417 £1,406
1717 I.£68,254.3 £290,922 £2,755

">.£ 3,965.5 £9,5^° £ 102.6HI8 I.£23,771.0.8 £^10,606
S.A: 4,170.2 £ 15,905.8 £ 456

1719 I.£14,133.5 £211,552.16
S.£ 2,862.16 £ 7,583.19.6

I7?0 I.£20,162.17 £321,473.8 £604.4
«.£ 4,521.3 £ 20,771.2 £731.10

I - Italy
3 - Streights
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Appendix 4 N0 3 continued.
Between 1700 and 1713 Italian silk was also imported from oth*r sources 
in Europe:

ThrownYear Raw

1701 H.£ 260.2
1702 H.£ 1732.10

G.£ 1064.14
1703 H.£ 388.11 

G.£ 786.9
1704 H. £2, 081. 4. 6

G.
1705 H.£ 375-5 

G.£ 242.11
1706 missing
1707 H.£ 5,?I5.I4.I 

G.
1708 H.£ 6,083.3.4 

G.
1709 H.£ 737.13.9

/•T

U . —

1710 H.£ 2,899.7 
G

1711 H. £11, 358. 16. 8 
G.

1712 missing
1713 H. £3, 402. 5. 4 

G.

£1652.8
£ 129.17
£15,9^6
t 6,915.2.6
^82,335-8
£ 6,704.8.6
£101,104.4
*• 1,937.19

£114,686.8 
£ 9,181.7.6 
£197,907.12 
£ 6,382.17.3 
£ 61,035.12
* 3,253 
£142,724.15
* 9,853.15 
£172,995.14.6
* 13,590.3

£ 34,831.13
*- 3,486.7

Organzine

£201.8 •
£2,225.17
* 418.19
*3,032.8
*• 613.4 
^•225.3

£2,254.7 
*l 449-7 
£2,481.8 
£3,328.16

£906.6

H - Holland 
G - Germany
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Appendix 4 No.3 continued. Raw and throve silk imported fror. Italy into the 

Port of London from 1741-1766 
Raw Thrown

1741 I. £54,056. 
S. £ 1,774.16 
V.

17^2 I. £37,737.13.3 
S € 146.4 
V

£252,963.3 
£ 13,010.17.6 
£ 26,534

£247,144.4 
£ 5,932.13.6

4 743 I £01,390.1
S C 1,273.19.4 
V

1744 I. £37,689.17 
S. £ 73. <9 
V

1745 I £42,615.12 
S 161.10 
V

£3 r, 322. 12 
r 7 PV; j ; L•~ I , ^'> ^-« H-

£223,746
£ 4,073.2.6
£ % 425. 12

^ OPP -i
^jJ/W^* IN

1 Q-1C Q
' , ^ ' ^ • x

T CN.O Q(C), -to -L i.v ;-v>j wDi}-. 1 ..

S £ 
V

350.''
5175,377.12 
C 3,705.^6
£ 1,561..';

17'i7 T i/-4/ X
^5

V

1743 I £1?4,92o. 
S £ I?,172

-in

- o i -70
** *-, ^r< X*

-70 i

4 o «r>"7 Q <
I O, O\> / . kj. O

' I

«-7- m ;• 1
, '-> '.>• !

o o ^ •- ^
— , U i ^ • :

£290,376 
£ 44,353.12
r> •-, 'C- 4 C\ 

JO I— o> • I w

I - Italy
S = Straights
V = Venice

*~t~ r- T <"' 7, o °!" n 17i / v» - x <.-j^^, w>j« i /
c ^-i o /cr.^ o
u o^.' _, DOi. • j

£ 43,303.12





I £2 ~ , 031 • 17. li
.:::_C, 143 . ~ 

752 I 
S 
V 

~57 , 314. 13 
217, J37. 11 

1753 I :2127 , 337 . ~3 . v 
of: 21 , 7 1 . 1 S 

V 

1754 I £6? ,044 . r8 
..:> .i.15,049 . 18 . Q 
V 

1755 I LI 53 , 613 . 1 9. ~ 
S 17 5.15 . 8 . 4 
V 

1756 I ~64 , 507 . 7 
S .i. 9,21 .1 6. 4 
V 

1751 I ~c4 , 498 .r 1 . 4 
S £.15 , 313 . 6. 4 
V L 1, 310. 8.4 

1758 I Rl , 55? 19. 4 
s tI6 , RRn .?8 

17~ 

V 374 

I i.~5,8f33 . 11 . 4 
i. I 0 ,090 • I fL 4 

V 

7AO I '(0 , 7Q5. 19 . 4 
S '11 , 1?1 . 13 . 8 

I1hl I '75 , 3~q . 3 . K 
S 6 , 699 . 19 . 8 

17M? I ' 5~ ,r:7~ . 8 . h 
lA9 . 5. 

17h4 T 'J (),17~ . ]G . 
? , 5 0 . "' . 8 

17h5 T 'J 7 , Olr . 5 
,i J( , 4( 

17 

~5?, 5~3 . 8 
n 7 7': 1 -1? 

<AJ -r , ..J • 1<-

"''7 ,.. -1 I' ~ 0 
L.J.) • , V I;"; 

t::o r7 1 
r 6 <'J.) , .) ,+. '- . 

2. :40 

r. r r.: - :') 
..L.....)..I , <-r:> • v 

£ ~6 , C4B . 19 . 6 
.z 566. 3 

Vn,733 . 4 
a..5{,3!j7 . 11. ? 
~ 273. 1. 6 
J.: ">,44, 30 r, • 16 
.i. 68 ,057 . 6. 6 

,L158,?~7 . ? 
.L 44,044 . 17.6 

f."4 P, 999 . 4 
L 32 ,715 . Q. 3 
£. 1 ,843 . 4 

0:306 , 970 . 16 
£. 30 , 765 . 17 . 6 

. ..., 3') 7?" 1~ .) . -
~ 33,?·"'7 . 10 . 3 

l:.554,IY' . 1, 
L 63 , ) 10 . 3. 4 

i25R,1,t-;L. . J6 
.L 1,77?Il . f.-

'f~1 0, 96 
3,011.8. 1' 

'50 7,5?h 
J1,7 .1 5 . 6 

'4J3. 7 . 6 
, ,7 fi e 

4 , () . I 
. JI , A . I 
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Appendix 4 No 3 continued. Other sources of Italian raw and thrown
silk imported in the years I74I-I766.

Raw Thrown
I74I-I744 - none
1745 H. si 2,165.16
1746 H. £ 3,750.4
1747 H. £ 2,058.14
1748 H. x. 693.17.6 £ 1347.10
1749 H. £137,140
1750 none

1751 3 £ 6,233.IB
1752-56 none
1757 G £ 46,107.2.4 *• P 2,997.8

H £ 9,084.7.6 £50,291.15.3

1758 G £ 99,178.2 £ 5,467.3.6 
K £ 18,077-16 £ 629.13

1759 G £ 26,592.10.8 
H £ 2,514.11.8

1760 G £ 46,730.14.8 
H £ 13,670.16.8

1761 G £ 85,626.3.4
H £ 19,618.11.4
P . £ 1,130.13.6

1762 G £74,583.16.4 
- H £ 11,733.19-4

1763 G £ 25,711.1.8
H £ 23,918.3 £ 242.11

1764 G £ 3,294.6.4 
H £ 177.7-4

1765 G £ 11,875
H £ 4^5.7.6

1766 G £ -,151.7

G - Germany, H - Holland, P - Portugal

NB From 1747 until the end of the period £ 2-3,000 worth of Spaniph raw s 
was imported from Spain every yeat, to^e^her with Spanish raw silk from 
Holland and Germany which varied in quantity from a few hundred to some 
£20,()on '"orth.
In the years from 1760-1766 imports of raw silk from Spain srew rapidly * 
importance,ie: ' ln 
1761 £28,386.12 1762 none 1763 £889! (thrown silk) 1764 
1765 £79,214.18 1766 £132,280.8 ' 4 
Spanish silk was said to be the equivalent of italian in quality. The 
of imports from Spain thus offset those of imports from Italy *





Appendix 4. No.4 

Raw ann Thrown sil k imported to the Port of Lond on from the Le vant ' " Turkey" I 

1700 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
1705 
170 f 
1707 
1708 
1709 
1710 
1711 
1712 
1713 
1714 
1715 
171h 
1711 
1718 
1719 
17?0 

1741 
1742 
1743 
1744 
1745 
1746 
1747 
1748 
1749 
1750 
1751 
1752 
I753 
1754 
1755 
175h 
1757 

1758 
175 
1760 

1761 

-:'7'2 

116 
1764 
I765 
1766 

Raw silk Thrown silk Husks & .Nubs 

£20 9,055.15 £1211 . 5 i.5? 
~261,884.8.8 £,1049.16.6 
i203 ,191 . 4 . 8 £269.10 
£, 54,853.I2.4 
£319,533 
£.214 ,?13.12 
mi ssing 
£, 7,872.2.8 
£225 , 903 .1. 8 
£377,?04.19. 2t 
£ 313.13 £,269.10 
£383,435.5.8 
mis ing 
£'402 ,18? 12 £'L190 ( Italian 
£148 , 636 .4.10 £,3824 
£233 ,096•18.4 £819 .11 
£ 88 , 992 .9 
l291,401.19· ? J.:.126.3.6 
£283,887.16.4 £,1470 
£, 93 , 449.19.10 £165.17 
£339,764. 16 

£'275 ,548 .15 £2653.4 
~ 1.10.8 L2449 .4 
£117,562.1.8 
l. 23 ,72?I3 
['199,522.4 
L 54,659 .10. 8 
£I53 , 684 . 5 
, 93,436 . 5 

£161 , 452 . 8 
£112,959. 18 
£159 , 906 . 5 
£. 71 ,016 .16 
'145,920 . 7 

£ 89 ,042 .12 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

3,291 . 9. 8 
'111,330.9 

LI81 , 606 .15(raw lon~) 
· 4 , 531 .15.4 (short or capiton) 

'240 , I52 . 4 
I7,226 . 7. 8 . 

3,400 (from Streights) 
£ 135 . 5 (from Spain) 

129,66 ,4 
12,681 •• (from Str i hts) 

542 . 6 from Ita ly) 
, )0 , 505 . 6 . 
· 106 (from HoI and) 
· 7 , 190 . 4 

£1 5, 14 . 2 . 8 
£ 86 , 22 .I) . 8 
t 64 ,115.12 

) 
i.84 . 8 
£.105 . 5 

£94.10 
£361.2 
£186.2 
£115.4 

£'9 ·14 
£276 
£162 . 3 
£485 .14. 9 
£181 . 1 
LII6.I3 

1:.22 . 1 

Ardass 

£?9f)0 . 8. 

Turkish raw silk 
imported from Italy 

;f.., 1,018.10. 3 
£, 2 ,089 . 17 . 4 
£, 7,356.9.4 
£, 3 , 668 

£68 





Exports of woven silks to Ireland, 1700 - 1766. Appendix 4 No;5. ,s, 
Year 

1700 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
1705 
1706 
1707 
1708 
1709 
1710 
1711 
1712 
1713 
1714 
1715 
1716 
1717 
1718 
1719 
1720 

1721 
1722 
1723 
1724 
1725 
1726 
1727 
1728 
1729 
1730 
1731 
1732 
1733 
1734 
1735 
1736 
1737 
1738 
1739 
1740 

From London 

£.176.15 
£. 98 
£ 33.5 
£640 .10 
£162.15 

missing 

missing 
£294 
£556.10 
£423.10 
£1,009.15 
,£ 669 . 7. 6 
£1,883.17.6 
£ 899 .10 
£1 ,100 .15 

£4298 .17 . 6 
£5159 . 8 . 9 . 
£10 , i85 .17 . 6• 
£7750.15 
£9345 
£15 ,542.12.6. 
£11 , 467 . 8 . 5 . 
£8736 . 6.7. 
£8606 .10 
£9402 . 4 . 1 . 
£12 , 579 . 2•2• 
£12 , 280 . 5. 11 
£15 ,891.1 9. 4• 
£7619 .10 
£1 2, 554 . 5 . 7 
£95a2. 19.1 
£12,049.17 
£6407 .1. 7. 
£170 . 19 .1 . 
£1 314 . 7 . 2. 

From Outports 

£8121 .I5 
£8047.7.6 
£6764.12.6 
£4762.12.6 
£2966.13.9 
£7311 .10 

£7948 .10 
£10,046.6.3. 
£ 7,993.2.6. 
£ 9,973.5 
£ 5,049.12.6. 

£ 5 ,945.15 
£ 3,665.7.6. 
£. 4,192.2.6. 
£ 6 ~ 360 . 7 . 6 . 
£ 6,930 . 
£. 6 , 396 .5 _ 
£ 4361 .17. 6 
£. 6368 .5. 

£ 3837 .15 
!:., 4968 . 5 
..:, 853 . 5 .. 
.2 5288 . 10 
.£ 8)(3 . 5 
-'13 ,165 . 5 
Ei s sine; • 
.£ 6467. 15 . 7 
£ 6954 . 5. 7 
£ 7849 .10 . 4 
210 , 477 . 13.1 
~ 9371. 10 .1 
:'::,13 , ... 06 .16.10 
. 601-..1 . 7. 2 
:~1 I , 405 • 12 • 6 
~ 7892 .18 . 9 
~ 9075 . 507 
£ 4057. 5 . 4 
£ 8909.0 . 7 
£ 5981 . 16. 9 

• T lort Book for 1727 is miof'in . The figuref" of x o:-ts ro 0 0 

he V ) e n take Il fr om the HS di est in th House 0 f Lor d • 





Export? of -oven silks to Ireland ( continueri ). Appendix 4- No; 5 continued

1741 £ 835.19 £19,848,10.
17^2 £ 776.2.6. £12,503,15
1743 £ 902.2.6 £24,635.5.11
1744 . £15,406.11.3
1745 £ 197.15 £I2,,i66
1746 - £7609.13.1.
1747 £ 175 £18,522.
1748 £ 196 £15,100.15
1749 £577.11.10 £ 236.13.9.
1750 £ 506.3.9 £ 518.0.
1751 £ 618.3.9 £20,581.1.10
1752 £ 794.5.7 £19,489.15
1753 £1,537.14 £1,037.1.10
1754 £2,059.15 £ 563.14.4
1755 £1,391.15.11 £21,645.4
1756 £ 22.I.10 £16,848.4.8
1757 £ 14. £25,338.7.2.
1758 £ 121.19.I £27,537.13.5.
1759 £ 38.I8.I £34,601.10.11
1760 £ 43.15 £26,270.2.6
1761 £ 154 £33,522,3.6.
1762 £ 8.15 £26,254.7.6.
1763 £ 430.12.2 £13,173.15.7.
1764 £ 764.4 £ 9,778.5.5
1765 £ 228.14 £30,924.11.6
1766 £ 539.13.I £14,966.15.3.
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Exports of Woven silks to Holland 1700-1766 Appendix 4. No 6.

Year

1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715
1716
1717
1718
1719
1720
1721
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731

From London Year

1733

£4888.12.6
£4936.15
£5307.15
£7386.15
£6482
£78.6
Missing
£8474.7.6
£13,242.5
£10,435.5
£13,169.3.9.
£12,461.15
Missing
£10,142.2.6
£14,496.2.6
£ 9189.5.
£8212.15.
£10,826.7.6.
£ 6705.2.6.
£ 6974.12.6.
£ 5949.2.6.
£ 6849.10
£ 5082.17.6.
£ 4668.2.6
£ 5054.17.6
£ 780.18.9
£ 4098.1.3
£ 4I4I.7.6.
£ 4467.6.3
£ 5357.3-9 
£ 6033.2.6
£ S272.I0.7 
£ 5940.16.3 
£ 5405.10.7

1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1753
1759
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766

From London

£ 5823.13.5 
£ 5586.2.2 
£ 5289.11.10 
£ 5329.16.10 
£ 57I3.I9.4 
£ 7504.?,.9 
£ 5609.I9.I 
£ 5I50.I5.II 
£ 6979.19.8 
£ 8664.5 
£12,053.2.6
£12,146.15 
£15,258.5 
£14,703.1.7 
£11,431.10.11
£10,778.15.11 
£ 7983.18.9 
£ 9364.18 
£ 8097.9.4 
£11,294.10 
£ 8456
£11,665.5.7 
£ 8I99.I0.4
£ 8673.6.6
£11,873.4
£14,758.3.9
£10,393.11.6
£12,503.6.3
£13,6^6.13.1
£11,227.13.5
£ 9016.19.8
£ 7999.II.6
£ 7858.9.8





Exports of Woven Silks to 

Year From London

1700-1766. Appendix 4, No. 7.

1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
I7H 
1112.
1713
1714
1715
1716
1717
1718
1719
1720
1721 
17^2
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733

£6031. 12. (.
£6461.
£4844.
£4434.18.9
£5781.2.6.
£8168.2.6.
Missing
£8622.5
£10,828.2.6.
£9,311.15
£11,543.
£9714.5 
Missing '
£5714.12.6. 
£10,997.17.6.
£8939 
£10,055.10
£7,719.5. 
£7,765.12.6.
£4866.15
£5295.10
£,7493.10
£7551.5
£6728.6.3.
£6231.15 
£5215.17.6
£5928.11.3 
£4080.11.3 
£4256.17.6
£3550.15
£5034.12.9.
£4357.5-7
£5341
£3826.16.4.

1734
1735
1736

1738
1739
1740

1746
1747 
X 748

1752 
J 753 
1754

1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766

£3882.11.10
£5773.0.7
£6612.16.3
£7165.5.4
£6407.10.4,
£7538.4.8.
£6702.16.7.
£7730.3.1
£7125.4.8.
£9072.17.6
£9088.1.7
£8170.15
£8690.3.5.
£10,II3.I8.1
£12,029.14.4.
£16,098.9.4.
£14,778.6.3.
£18,164,11.3
£28,466.9.8.
£24,253.5. 
£28,586.5. 
£24,006.3.5. 
£19,316.14.4.
£10,336.16.3 
£11,858.4.4.
£10,477.5. 
£ 8559.H.6 
£9305.1.6. 
£8309.17.6.
£5780.15.11
£6743.5.11 
£42,757.19.4
£30,9^6.13.5.





594-. Expor t s o f Woven silks to ortug 1 1700-1766 Appendix 4, No.8. 
From London 

1700 £ 4858 .17 . 6 1734 £1 I , 3/+ 5 • 9 • 4 1701 £ 9?71 . 10 1735 £11 , 379 . 5 . 3 1702 o..J 5514 . 5 1736 £15 , 74r . 0 . 7 
1703 £ _65 1737 ..:...10,406 . 9. Q 

1704 £ oOe 1738 £12 , 290 . 17 . 2 
1705 £ 9369 . 2 . 6 1739 £17 ,864 . 2. 3 •. 
1706 issinu 1740 £ 9826 . 0 . 8d 
1707 £ 7465 . 18 . 9 1741 o-~14,233 . 8 . 1 
1708 .£ 3972 . 10 1742 £10 , 713 .12 . 2 
170) j 7488 . 5 I743 £14 ,432 . 5 
1710 £ 7233 . 12 . ~ 1744 £ 7356.12 . 6 
1711 £ 2324 1745 £14 , 297 . 10 
1712 kis ing 1746 £14,005 .15 . 11 
1713 .£ 9623 . 5 1747 £12 ,562 . 3 .1 
1714 '.118 ,881 .12 . 6 1748 £ 8077 . 2. 6 
1715 £14 , 458 . 10 1749 £ P,7~ . 16 . 3 
1716 £14 , 965 . ?6 1750 ~24 , 270 . 6 . 3 
1717 £11 , 561 . 0 . 11 1751 £13,721 .16 . 6 
1718 oJ 7~95 . 10 175 '~ £16, 120 . 6 . I ° 
1719 £11 , 990 . c . 6 1753 £15 . 627 . 10 
1720 £1 1+, 728 . 1754 £22 ,357 . 2 . 6 
1721 "':13 ,122 . 10 1755 £20,851 . 0 . 7 
17?? £17 , 086 . 2 . 6 1756 £16 , 923. 16 . 3 
1723 £16 ,055 . 7 . 6 1757 £11 , 105 . ;} . 5 
1724 £10 ,132 . 1 . 3 1758 £ 216 . 5 
1725 £20 , 102 . 5 1759 £12 , 470 . 1 . 3 
1726 ....,16 , 822 . 15 1760 £12,495 .19 . 8 
1727 £12 ,141 • I 4. 4 1761 £ 8071 . 6. 6 
1728 £18 , 050 . 7 . 6 1762 £ 5234 . 13 . 9 
1729 £11 , 292 . 6 . 3 1763 .£ 6074 .13 . 9 
1730 £17 , 200 . 6. 3 1764 .£ 9173 . 14 . 4 
1731 .f:16 , 388 . 4 . 2 1765 £ 1744 . 7 . 4 
1732 £19 , 059 . 7 . 2 1766 £ 5179 . 2 . 6 
1733 £14 , 569 . 5 . 11 





Exports of Woven silks to the West Indies, 1700-1766 Appendix 4 No: 9.
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• = including outports. •* = a greater amount exported from the outporte
than from London.

Year Barbados

1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1703
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715
1716
1717 
I7I3
1719
1720

•£60^9.13.9
•£9281.2.6
•£4543.17.6
•£3597-2.6 
"£3245.2.6
•£4732

•£4261.1.3
•£9705.10
•£9617.8.9
•£4794.11.3
•£8056.2.6

*•

•£5080.5
•£5097.6o3
•£6402.7.6
•£7797.2.6
•£7721.7.6
•£8896.2.6
•£4786.5
•£3082.12.6

Jamaica

'£5325.5
•£6862.12.6
•£7106.15
•£7820.19.4#
•£1631
•£16,841.2.6

£10,998.6.3
•£15,302.17.6
•£24,192.17.6
•£8254.15
•£6090.17.6

•£6132 
'£7395.10
•£3320.12.6
•£7390.15
•£8646.15
•£12,313.17.6
•£7056
•£6528.16.3

TOTAL

£16,143.15 
£11, 650. 1?. 6
£11,41".!-. 10

.£17,216.15

£15^555.^.3

West Indies 
£703.10 
£1029

£1957.7.6
£4803.15 
£3253.10 
£2506 
£3108

£3265.10
•£3441.16.3
•£3164,17.6- £i?,887.17-6 £27,430.5 
£2105.5 £17,733.? 
£2924.5 £19,-9?.7.6 
£38 4 I67.IC £59,377.10
•£3631.5 £15,473.10 
£3331.17.6 £i?,993.6.3

£1.1,477.15 Spanish VJest 
4115,934.12.6 Indies \

£19,320

Part II 1721-40 ( no figures for the outports are 
included in these years )

1721
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740

£1659
£1876
£1655.10
£4356.16
£3660.2.6
£3169.13.9
£2698.1.3
£1913.16.11
£2374.15
£2124.1.3
£1810.9.8
£2324.19.9
£1261.6.3
£632.19.2
£877.3.9
£567.4.5
£628.4.8
£1745.10.4
£981.1.10
£1206.1.7

£3465
£6173.2.6
£2068.10
£7347.7.6
£7326.14
£5197.5.7
£19,151.16.3 
£5078.16.6
£7518.8.9 
£5083.6.3
£4055-5.11 
£3248.19.9 
£5141.5.7 
£3357.11.10
£5081.9.3 - 
£3417.6.3 •
£3561.9.5 
£5041.6.3 
£3136.13.1 
£4276.17.10

TOTAL
£608^.15 £H,?o8.l5
£2884 £io,933.?.6
£5659.18.9 £ 9,383.IP.9
£5828.16.3 £17,532.19.9
£I6,27I.I.3£?7,?57.I7.^
£5310.3.1 £1^,677.2.5
£3155.5 £95, 005. 2. 6
£4552.12.6
£4773.4.8
£5778.1.3
£3o59.6.7
£3037.17.9
£2639
£3522.10.7

£11,545.5.11 
£14,666.8.5 
£12,085.8.9 
£ 8,^25.2.2 
£ 8,611.17.3 
£7,513.1.7

£339.10 
£3923.10 
£1613.10 
£5281.10
£17,048.1.3 
£324.5

£1.15 

£17,843.17.6

£670.5 

£59.12.2
£7142.19.3 ;-:i3,IOI.I2.3 
£6541.3.5 £10, 525. T 4- I
£6628.6.10 £io,flr°. c.ii
£ U'55I £1^,337.16.3
£4917.10 £ 0,0^. .'.II
£7619.1.3 £13,102.0.8

£141.15
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Appendix4. Mo: 9 continued, 

Exports of Woven Silks to the West Indies 1700- I?66. Part III I74I-66 

( * = including outports, ** = a greater amount exported from the outports 

than from London )

Ye ir

1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760 
I?6l
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766

Barbados

•£1163.15
•£4690.4.4

•£285.5
£950.5
•£2016.2.2
•£1429.15
•£1712.16.3

•£2954.13.1
•£3358.I9.4
•£527.1.6
•£3350.IO.II
•£2838.10
•£4736.11.10
•£5254.11.10
•£6901.15.7
•£6863.18.8
•£4829.13-5
•£7189.19.7
•£9183.2.5
•£12,809.11.3
•£3896.5.3
•£56l4.l4.4
•£2550.5-11
•£2433.5.7

Jamaica

•£6737.7.9
•£I2,667.9.8
•£I2,II3.IO
•£605.I7.2
•£I886.IO
•£5604.5.3 
£5578.11.3
•£364o.8.9.
•£4770.5.11
•£3230.18.9
•£4559.1.6
•£4755.16.10
•£6691.0.6
•£6600.2.6
•£6467.0.3
•£5332.7.2
•£3268.13.5
•£8469.15.7
•£18,052.2.5
•£13,099.5.10
•£9365.9
•£I3,l87.I9.H
•£7741.13.5 
£10,487,17.2
•£13.10.1.10
•£I$28.I4.II

West Indies 
in general

•£12,782.8.9 
•£21,178.14.4
•£12,559
•£3669.15 
£2667
•£7422.16.10
•£7146.9 
£6506.16.6
•£3577.10.11

£1864.3,9

£91 
£59.14.4

TOTAL

£20,683.11.6 
£38,536.P.4 
£26,219.3.1 
£ 4,560.17.2

4.3

I .6 
£11,003.7.1 
£ 6,IP5.II.IO 
£ 8,418.0. 1C

£10,541.11.

£10,170.9
£15,433.14.3
£22,381.15.10
£20,289.5.5 
£l8, r,-4<°.11.5

£13,502.2.5
£16,10' .11.". 
£ 3,860.7-9 
x. 4,321.1/1.10





Exports of Woven Silks to the American Colonie s 

the '/lest Indies) Appendix.4 , No : 10 , 

1700-1766 ( not includ ing 
~ - inclu~ing out ortR 

Year 

1700 
170I 
:702 
1703 
.704 
1705 
1706 
1707 
:708 
709 
~7IO 
I7II 
7I2 

1713 
1714 
17I5 
17I6 
1717 
1718 
1719 
1720 

172I 
1722 
1723 
1724 
1725 
1726 
1727 
I728 
1729 
730 

1731 
732 

1733 
1734 
1735 
1736 
1737 
1738 
739 

1740 

New England New York Pennsylvania Virginia & 
Maryland 

Carolina 

£4345.5 
£4573.12.6 
£3077.16.3 
£3099.5 
£5992 
£2609.5 

·£8460.15 
*1,11,055.12.6 
*£13,048 
·£17,974.5 
*£17,650.10 

*£ 8974.17.6 
*£ 891.4 
£ 5708.10 
£ 5227 5 

*£ 8412.5 
*£13,465.7.6 
*£ 6912.10 
*£ 4326 

£1113.17.6 
£1555.15 
£ 847 
£ 402.12 
£ 616.17.6 
£ 574 

* £853 .2.6 
• £2028.5 
* £1529.10 
• £2175.5 
• £2696.15 

£1401.15 
* £7120 .. 5 
• £1466.10 

£1342.5 
• £3237.10 
* £4142.5 
• £3146.1.3 
* £1394.15 

£564.16.3 
£585.7.6 
£204.15 
£204.15 
£500.10 
£575.15 

£428.15 
*£241.10 
£194.5 

*£386.15 
*£1235.10 

·£1155 
·£1643,5 
·£524.2.6 
*£1309.17. 6 
*£1202.5 
*£2215 .10 
*£1269.12.6 
*£1223.5 

£2185 .15 
£3049 .16.3 

• £ 394.10 
£2262.15 

• £51C 
• £493.18.9 

£, 168 
£ 562 

.£ 391 . 2.6 

.£ 314 . 2 . 6 
*£ 195 . 15 
.£ 204 .15 

. ..... 

• £4473.17.6*·~ 134. 1: ~ I . ~~~ .I. 
.~ £1254.15 £ 436,12 . 6~ 1 ~ . 1 .1 1 

• £1 L 14. 8 • 9 • * £ 2257 . 10 ' I. 4 . I - . ') 
• £3416 £ 1316 i 5 . n6r. . ~ 
• £2096.10 *£ 1589 ~ ~5 , 2 /o. ~ 

• £1627 .10 
£339 .10 

• £4726.6.3 
• £5413.5 
• £6675.7.6 
• £6025.5 
• £5323.10 

• * £3954.11.3 

*£ 1256.10 
*£ 1123.10 

£, 250 . 5 
*£ 761.5 
£ 1153.5 
£ 936 . 5 
£- 647 .10 
£ 985.5 . 

1. 14 . 4 I 5 • I • (:. 
;.. I.II~.I 

'r') (. 0 I " ' t:. . • t: . 

• 2 (., ~(A. I" c. ~ V. 4.. • 

1. 1 7 . ~') 

, 11. ~'" .1 ..... 

Part II 1721- 1740. In these years the outports have 

not been taken into account. 

New England New York Pennsylvania Virginia & Carolina 
aryland m r .i. 

£3639.2.6 £1596 £ 922.5 £3080 £ 633.IO l. 

£7529.16.3 £1306.7.6 £ 970.7.6 £3435.13.9 £ 478 .1 2 . 6 1:. 

£9044 £2208.10 £ 904.15 £2571.3.9 £1944 .'5 
£13,955.7.6 £2316.9 £3009.11.3 £918.9 £ 903 
£17,503.10 £4200 £3627.15 £5832.15 £2360.6 . 3 ..... 

£IO ,379 .7.3 £4356.,.9 £1868.2.6 £3262 £1247 .1 5 
. 92c.l .12.6 £1657.13.9 £1339.13.9 £2773 . 15 £ 705 . 5 

£11 ,321 £2435 .9.1 £2117 .1. 3 £2807 .17. 6 £ 540 .15 
£ 7863.1.7 £26 , 8.12.3 £1549.3 . 9 £1891 .15 £1354 .1 8. 9 
£ 9206.15 £2518 .18.2 £, 3447 .3. 5 £2796.1.3 £1441 . 2 . 6 
.£ 6(j02 ' 2230 .7.6 £2262.12.9 £2443.2.2 I 699 . 2.9 
5~ 8437 .10.4 £2454.7.6 .£1830 .14.4 £1798.4.8 £1355.7 . 6 
.£ 9266 .7. 2 £2152.16.7 £1348.3.2 £2337.4 . 9 £1777.4 . 
~ 6179 . 7. 2 £4098 .1 6.6 £2144.i.6 2112 £1650 . 1 .11 
£ 7122.16.6 .... 2109 .1 8. 3 £3168 .11.10 £2 66."- 5. 7 
~ 6887.4. 8 £3152 .1 6.10 £3951.3.5 £2866.5. 8 

7'57.6.7 .£ 885 .17. 2 £1563 . 14 . 8 3I 7.10. 8 
.£ 7839.4.8 4005.8.~ £3 15.3.2 £4019.17. 2 

7228 £3214.1 5 £3594.14.4 ~2477.4. 8 

4352.9.4 £2054 .5.7 1626.I.7 2744 .1 5 . 

597. 
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Appendix 4- No: 10 Part III I74I-I766 ( including outsorts ) 598.

1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1743
1749
1750
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766

New England

•£ 4648.2
•£ 5392.16.10
•£ 5405.15
•£ 5748 
£ 4361

•€ 6493.II.10
•£ 7426.17.9
•£ 7242.16.3
•£10,039.19.4
£10,664.18.9 
£11,586.6.3

•£ 9784.II.6
•£14,424.16.3 
£13,288.3.9 
£14,069.2.6

•£25,578.17.6
•£19,638.16.6
•£37,615.0.11
•£44,651.13.11
•£58,082.14.4
•£28,851.0.11
•£15,^10.0.3
•£14,838.7.6
•£22,087.5.11
•£11,814.2.9 
£11,714.14.4

New York Pennsylvania

'£2954
•£56I5.I.IO 
£4921
£3451.17.6 
£1146.5 
£4373.18.1 
£7074.5.3

•£7242.7.6 
£8419.5

•£4599.6.3
•£5839.6.3
•£12,559.4
•£17,696
£7373.19

•£9670.I8.9 
'£10,895.12.1
•£25,278.14.11
•£30,396.3.9
•£65,107
•£47,935.13.5
•£31,111.16.3
•£35,433.13.4
•£16,960.0.3 
'£47,470.10
•£9301.15.10
•£10,947.15.5

•£3068.19
•£3023.4.8
•£2250.10
•£2413.15.II 
£1711.10 
£2486.15
£3155.5
£2151.3.9
£8987.2.6

•£7129.1.3
•£4262.16.7
£8392.11.3

•£11,284
•£I2,554.18.9
•£ 9064.13.5
£10,679.5.3

•£I5,4i8.II.IO 
£20,872.15.11

•£46,233.11.6
•£86,172.14.8
•£24,458.8.9
•£22,226.10.7 
£14,902.13.5 
£35.^37.5.3

•£I3,318.16.2 
£ 9554.II.3

Virginia & 
Maryland

•£4476.7.9
•£4681.18.1
•£9585.1.6
•£4961.13.8
•£3036.9.4
•£4121.11.6
•£1498
•£2517.7.5
•£4l4l.9.7
"£6794.9.8
•£7010.7.9
•£9258.3.1
•£5796.17.6
•£5991.0.3
•£3926.2.6
'£5022.5.7
•£4720.8.1 
'£7593.9.4
•£11,523.13.5
•£26,660.9.7
•£17,422.6.10
•£12,355.8.8
•£9121.19.8
•£12,536.19.11
'£2316.9
'£2589.19.9

Carolina

£4884.18 * 
£2497.5 ' i 
£ 952 ~ 
£l8ll.5 * 
£ 952
£1625.19.4 £ 
£2297.15 -

•£3101.8.9 £ 
£3101.8.9 (?)£

•£2658.11.6 £
•£4208.6.3 £
£5889.1.6 £
£5298.11.3 £ 
£4694.11.10 x
£5979.6.3 £ 
£6275.5.8 £ 
£8061.^.3

•£9357.9.4
•£IO,77C

TOTAL

'0,03?.6.9 
6.5

, 386. i?.

3I,°46. 7 .5
32,907.3.1
45,8^3.11.4
54,500.5
43,902.13.7
4?,710.3.5

73,117.16.7

, ?9n. I8.

. .. -5.3 £116,316,18 
£15,312.14.4 £ IC)i o 3P/ 7 .
^«Q^fl n Q ^-^J- ,- JO. ( tf_

flll'll n o ^ 64,HOI.10.6 £17,244.7.9 ^34.

^82.13.9

Appendix 4.II

Raw silk imported to the Port of London from Persia via Russia.

174?
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751 
175? 
1753

£ 39I7.I?'. 8 
£17,0^6.18.4 
£17,376.11
fc?5,9?I.I?
£^5,742.5 
£19,097.4.8 
£ 8, 91*. 10

1754

£ 4,083.8 
£ 7, 97B 
£ 1,100

1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766

£ 3,347.7
IOI.8.8

* 154

£ 4976.8 
£ 623.1

* 3,995
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APPENDIX 5.

It was decided to petition Parliament or some 

other official body on at least Ik occasions 

in the period. (A few years are missing, and 

once or twice it is not clear, either because 

of the handwriting or for some other reason, 

what did happen)•

Date Subject

May 20, 1713 Trade with France.

Text in Court 
Books

Text elsewhere

No House of Lords MSS. 
(Calendar, Vol. 10, 1712- 

p. 105 No.

July 8, 1715 East India Silks. Yes
(29th August)

Oct. 29, 1717 Weavers Company to
appoint people to seize 
foreign woven silks.

Feb. 3, 1718 To make the Port of 
London a Free Port for 
the importing of Irish 
wfcol and yarn.

No

No

Report among Customs' 
Papers of this incident

March 7, 1718 To Commons against
Smugglers.

No

March 13, 1718 To Lords against
Smugglers.

No House of Lords MSS.

Jan. 19t 1719 To take Duty off E
wrought silk and intro 
duce a draw-back instead,

No House of Commons
Journals, Vol. 19, p.
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Date Subject Text in Court Text elsewhere

Sep

Books

1719 TO Lords Justices on 
printed calicoes, 
referred to Commissioners 
for Trades and 
Plantations*

Referred to House of 
Commons with a group of 
other papers (see pp. 
133-** of Journals of 
Commissioners for Trades 
and Plantations) and 
printed in House of 
Commons Journals, Vol. 19 
P-

Aug. 7, 1720 To House of Lords to be 
heard for the Calico Bill 
against the East India 
Company (since the Bill 
had passed the Commons)*

Yes (Dec. 19, 1720 version
to Commons). 
(Feb. 22, 1721 version 
to Lords).

April 17, 1720 For the Calico Bill which No
had passed the Commons and 
had gone to the Lords.

House of Lords MSS,

Dec. 19, 1720 Against printed
Calicoes to Commons.

Yes

Feb. 22, 1721 against printed
Calicoes to Lords.

Yes Also in House of Lords 
MSS.

1721 To make Act against
East India Goods more 
effectual.

No House of Commons
Journals, Vol. 19, 
p. 679.

Jan. 23, 1722 For passing of Bill to
encourage English 
Manufactures.

No House of Lords MSS,

March 16, 1726 Against Throwsters
Bill on imported 
thrown Silk.

Yes

Nov. 8 & H» On Public Mournings 
1728 to tne King.
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Pate Subject Tey>t in Court Text elsewhere

Jan. 29, 17^3 Against Bill seeking to
prohibit use and wear 
of gold and silver 
thread, etc,

books

Yes

April 29 1 1757 To bring in raw Silk
overland or in neutral 
ships.

No House of Common«
Journals, Vol. 27 » P»

Dec. 19 « 1764 Memorial to Treasury on No
Decline of Silk Trade.

Jan. 29 1 1766 To Parliament on Foreign Yes
Wrought Silk.

March 11, 1766 As above: altered text. Yee.

Journal of Commissioners 
for Trades and 
Plantations, p. 123 •

It is curious that a few of the petitions presented 
by the Company are not recorded in the Court Books, and that one 
or two Bills passing through Parliament which would seem to have 
concerned the Company are also allowed to pass without comment: 
(for instance, a Gold and Silver Lace Bill of 1? )•





APPENDIX 6.

CUSTOMERS IN THE BOAAfrQUET ACCOUNT BOOK 1758-6*f 

(Bills and Promissory Notes;. For Bales of Silk.

602.

SILKMEN

James Brant

1252 1760 1761

£!6*f.lO. £506. £198.11.6, 
£167.10. £197-12.0,

Also occurs 
in later 
A/C book.

Peter Cazalet 
& Wm. Cooke

Cockayne & Upfold £350.15.

John Cranke £1^-2.5. *Al^.3. £3^6.10

Qurnell & Hoars

Edward

les

£200.13 
£193

Selwyn & 
Sharrer

John Sharrer

Upfold & 
Frith

£168.6.

£376.

JAM 6 Vere £300.

£593.9. 
£58^.7.

£182.

Yes

Tee

Yes

Also in 
later A/C 
book.

THKOU'STERS

Oeo.Burdett

Adam Denn £^25- 2. 
£399.15- 
£200.17.

John araham £233.8.8.
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1738

THROWSTKRS (cont»d)s

Sam* Uawkins

John Philliraore

Tim. Ravenhlll £200.3.

-. Rueeell £386.15.

R. Russell

W. Russell

£2^2.9. 
£130.^.

£386.15.

Spragg & Hopkine

1760 1761 l?62 1763 After

Yes Yes

£193.1.9. Yes

£233.16. 
£100. l*f.

Yes

Yes

WEAVERS

A. Barbutt & Son

Lewis Chauvet £200.13. £565.
£2^7. 1. £198.17.

S, Dalbiac £213.12.6, 

(A) Jeudwine £2*K>. 8.

Thomas Abraham 
Ogier

Lewis Ogier

£35- 

£320.13.

Yes

MERCER

Carr, Ibbetson & Co. £300,

MISCELLANEOUS^,

1758 Harrison
Lejay 8c 
Chaumier

£183.10. 0 
£1,800.
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MISCELLANEOUS (cont'd):

1759 Barwick & Co. £153.10.6. 
S. Touchett £200.

J. 8r H. Guinand £ 64.7. 

Deemaretz & Co. £265.13. 

1759 & £• & W. Smith

1761 John More £363. *f.

1764 N. Frith: S. Horner: N. Farr.

Thomas Hicklin (? eilkman, Partner Hicklin & Miller).





17145 17U6 17U7 17148 17149 1752

tJB, 
RB, 
UW, 
RW,

Wm.Reynolds James Godin Daniel BoothJohn Cooper 
Daniel Booth John CooperJohn Turner Wm.Marsh
Joh: Forward Bart.Hart 
Thos.Imoins AM. Ad lam

Thos.Imnins And.Adlam 
Ph.Humphreys Josh,

Humphreys
Obadiah Agace 
Zachariah Agaoe 
Henry Baker __ 
John Baker __

1750 1751
Wm.Marsh ___________ _______
Jas.Johnson Sam.Jordain John Gibson 
J.Humphreys John Barton John Haines 
John Barton John Haines C.Robinson 

( baker ) 
$ Obadiah Agace __

1753 1751* 1755 1756 1757 1758 1759 1760
Henrv Baker Sam. Nioholaon Jas o Johns on Sam.Jordain John Gibson Abe.Deheulle D.Carbonnel Jas.Gibson A.Jeudwine P.OgJer
**°*** -J J-*«Jfcv-> ,,^^-_. " _ _ .••_'- "^^^^"2?"^ _ TN /"I.. —1_ —._»-.—.1 T~ — f*4V«j-t*« A T<^..<4.-r4 M^ D«4.-^».A^4 _»„ ID T ryfV* y>^>~^^* .

W.Turner G.Cutler 
Jabez WilletWc

"Abe.Deheulle 0.Agace 
C.Robinson B.Thorpe 
B.Thorpe Sim.Julins

D.Carbonnel Jas.Gibson 
Sim.Julins J.Jennings 
J.Jennings T.Belch

A.Jeudwine
T.Btlch
W.Txirner

PeterOgier 
E.Fellows 
Geo.Cutler

1761

W.Lockez 
T.A* Ogier 
Ja.Willett 
Newman 

Hooker

o Zachariah Agaoe

1762 1763

T.A. Ogier 
John Hinde 
N.Hooker 
P.Arnaud

P.Lekeux 
W.Dolman 
J.Howard

1765

J.Hinde 
2. Agace 
P.Arnaud

Coles Child J.Norris

1766

W,Dolman 
J.Pickersgill 
Coles Child 
3.Haines

<bO6.

William Baker 
John Barnes 
Daniel Booth _ 
Thomas Bray 
Peter Campart 
Daniel Carbonnel 
Benjamin Champion 
John Cooper . _____ 
George Cutler 
Abraham Deheulle 
William Dolman 
John Garded 
James Gibson 
John Gibson 
Daniel Gobb^ 
James Godin ___ 
Daniel Gwilt

(Jo&n Burfttst)

Carbonael
0 Peter Campart

Tt-Mt

Ahrahaa Dvhcmlls ( Abraham Dah.nal.UR)
Williaii Dolmn

e

Daniel Gwilt Junior. 
John Hinde 
Joseph HumbleL______
John Jennings 
Abraham Jeudwine 
James Johnson 
John Johnson _____ 
Samuel Jordan 
John Luke Landon 
Peter Lekeux 
(James 
William
Daniel Messmajrf 
Thomas Mist 
Samuel Nicholson_ 
Thomas Abraham Ogier 
Ptter Ogier 
Alien Page_ 
William

Qwilt tT

John Oibson
DaiAel Gobb4

«ames vxoeon

(Duslel Gobbet)

( Daniel Owilt Junior .tj

(Thomas Brayt)
Daniel Bootht)

Cutler

OlbeonR)
John QarmeT

(James

John Hinde

John Jennincts 
Abraham Jeudwin*

miMs Johnson
(John Johnson t)

8a-mi*l Jordan
(g) J.L,Landon

(Sajoutl Jordan t)

DudallUsi

Ukeux

(William Marsht)

Michol t)
fho«a. Hist

Ogi*r
o Thomas Abraham Ogier

(All«n Page

Joshua Pickersgill 
William Reynolds,_ 
Henry Soames__ 
John Tall. 
Henry Thompson. 
Charles Triquet 
John Turner. 
James Walker 
Joshua Warne 
Edward Whitehous< 
John Willett^ 
Walter Looke

(William Phillips +)

t)"
(John Tan t)

(Idward WhltchouMt
'(John WUlett t

OFFICERS AND ASSISTANTS OF THE WEAVERS COMPANY OF LONDON 17U5-1766. "fs died R= retired. = elected 1766

Itltor Looke

6 » Went on Livery in 0 = Huguenot adopted Livery after 17U1

(AlBff?^*1 JeuAvlne

t)

Joshua Pickersgill t
(William Reynolds

o CtMurl«s Trlquat

Jams Walker 
Joshua Warne

Zachariah Agace 
Henry Baker 
John Baker 
William Baker

ttotcr Caapart

ChaflB>ion

George Cutler 
© James Dalbiac (e) 

John OerMd

John Gibson

John Hinde

s Johnson

o P»t«r

o Thomas Abraham Qgl«> 
Og_Ur

James Turner (e) 
O Charles Trlqyst
— John Turner 
____ James Walker 

. Joshua Warne

Walter Looke
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APPENDIX 8

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Photographs of silke or designs which belong to 
the Victoria & Albert Museum are Crown Copyright

Pag*

PI. 1 (1). Jams Leman. Inscription on the back of a
design E.4^60-1909. The minimum necessary 
information for the draughtsman is given, 
400 cords etc., the type of silk, a flowered 
lustring brocaded with colours, the name of 
the mercer, Whittington, and that of the 
journeyman who is to carry out the design 
(s«e pp. 26, 15^-5 & 177). 156

PI. 2 (2), Anna Maria Garthwaite. Index to one of her
volumes of designs. The index is in her own 
handwriting. The names of those of the weavers 
to whom the designs were sold and under each 
are listed the types of design and occasionally 
the name of a mercer for whom the design was 
bespoke. The page numbers correspond to 
numbers on the designs themselves. 158

PI. 3 (3). Woven Silk. Probably French: 1700-1720.
22#" wide. Crimson damask ground with two
kinds of metal thread. The design is typical
of the formal patterns inherited from the 17th
century which developed into the "lace" patterns
of the mid-SO'e, Victoria & Albert Museum
T.128-193$ (see pp. 305-306). 335

PI. *f W. Woven Silk. Part of a toilet set at Ham House.
The ground light blue, the design entirely 
carried out in metal thread. French c. 1705-15. 
The silk cannot be later because of the design 
of the mirror in the set. The set may have 
been made for Lionel, Lord Huntingtower, eldest 
son of the 3rd Larl of Dysart who married in 
1706 and died in 1711 (see p. 262, note 2: 306). 336
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Page

PI. 5 (5). Isaac de Peyster. By an unknown artist of the
W«w York School. Illustrated plate LVI in Waldron 
Phoenix Belknap. American Colonial Painting. 
Cambridge, Mass. 1959- ed. by C.C. Sellers. The 
Silk can be dated c. 1709 on the grounds of its 
style and could be English since the combined 
operation of the Navigation Acts and the War would 
have made it very much more difficult to smuggle a 
French silk into New York (see p. 306). facing 337

PI. 6 (6). James Lenan. Silk Design dated 1709. It can be 
compared with the silk worn by de Peyster. The 
design is inscribed on the back: "London, Dec. 
23rd 1709» A figure for a damask brocaded with 
silk and silver - ye green, ye silver - For Mr. 
Wittington & Comp. ^50 cords No. 8 & 10 150 
dezines. For my father Peter Leman by me James 
Leman."
The property of Messrs. Vanners & Fennell Ltd. 
No. 93 (see p. 306). . 337

PI. 7 (7). James Leraan, Silk Design dated 1706. The design 
is inscribed on the back: "London, Sep. 8th 1706 
Sat tin tishue for Mr. Sadler and Comp. ^50 cords 
No. 8 £ 10 168 dezines. James Leman. 

33 56 in one simple
10 

560 lashes in one simple

Ib80 lashes in all. "

It ie yelloxv ochre in colour, and thus has only one
pattern weft. The design would be broken down in the
draught to A-50 units horizontally and 1680
vertically.
The property of Messrs. Vanners & Fennell Ltd. No. 9^-
(see p. 255 and 255, note 2: 306) . 337A

PI. 8 (8). James Leman. Silk Design dated 1708. The design
is inscribed on the back: "August 6th 1708. For 
Mr. Wittington. For a damask brocaded 400 cords 
HO. 8 & 12. 138 dezines. James Leman." 
The ground pattern is yellow ochre and is presumably 
the damask; there are four other colours used. The 
design is typical of a number which incorporate 
chinoiscrie elements. Leman used fences, small 
pagodas and two-handled vasce on a number of designs. 
The asymmetrical arrangement ie typical of bizarre 
silks of the period. 
Th« property of Messrs. Vanners u Fennell Ltd. No. 58

p. 255 and 255, note 2: 306). 338
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PI. 9 (9). James Leman. Silk Design dated 1711. The design is
inscribed on the back: "This pattern for an orrace 
tissue brocaded with gold and silk. For Mr. Wittington 
and Corap. koo cords 8 & 12 106 dezines in 6 simples. 

. For my father Pejter Leman by me James Leman. To be 
made by young Phillip Manckey. M
The ground pattern is yellow, the flowers buff and 
purple.
The property of Messrs. Vanners & Fennell Ltd. 
No. 39 (see pp. 26-7, 177, 262 note 3: 307). 339

PI.10 (10). James Leman. Silk Design dated 1711. The design
is inscribed on the back: "London, March 26th 1711.
This pattern was taken from a Dutch stuff. It was an
Italian or 10 lam damask with two backshoots or flushes
& gold & silver & silk brocade. To be made for Mr.
Wittington & Comp. V50 cords No. 8 & 10 6 simples.
For my father Peter Leman by me James Leman.
The yallow was damask
The purple and ye scarlet both shoot under one lam
on the side, the arnjage gold, the green silver, the
pail red silk."
The ground pattern is yellow, the borders leaf green,
the scrolls and some flowers orange and vermiliion,
the leaves are mauve with a yellow shadow pattern,
the flowers vermilion, cream and orange.
The property of Messrs. Vanners & Fennell Ltd.
No. 32 (see pp. 28?, and 287 note *f: 307).

PI.11 (11). Woven Silk c. 1711. French, Dutch or English.
Brocaded damask with a green satin damask ground. 
Victoria & Albert Museum, 618-1896 (see p. 307)•

PI.12 (12) . Portrait of William Leathes, c. 1710. Illustrated
p. 56. iMo. 180 in W.C. and P. Cunnington: A Picture
History of Costume, London, I960. The silk cuffs
and waistcoat are a typical bizarre silk of the
period (see p. 307). 3^2

PI.13 (13). Chasuble. In the SchnUtgen Museum, Cologne. The
chasuble is datable by the arms to 1713, the date of 
the wedding of Johann Jacob von Codone & Maria Anne 
von Grote. Photo, from Rein. Bildarch. Neg. No. 3869. 
It was customary to present wedding dresses to the 
Church for use as vestments. The silk is probably 
French, 1712-3, but could be English since Northern 
Germany was a market for English silks. It is a 
typical rich silk of its period, (see pp. 307 & ^33).
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P1.]A (1*O. Silk Coat c. 1715. From the effigy in Westminster 
Abbey of Robert, Earl of Sheffield, Marques* 
Normanby, who died aged , son of the Duke of 
Buckingham.
The silk is French or English of the same date 
and typical of its period (see p. 307).

PI.15 (15). James Leman. Silk Design dated 1718. E.Mf57-1909. 
The design has a series of typical instructions 
on it for the making of the draft on ruled paper 
(•ee p. 262-3).

PI.16 (16). Janes Leman. Silk Design dated 1?20. Victoria & 
Albert Museum E.^507-1909 (see p. 307).

PI.17 (17). Thomas Coke 1st Earl of Leicester. Painted in Rome 
in 1717 by Francesco Trevisani. The portrait is at 
Holkham. Exhibited in 18th century Italy and the 
Grand Tour, an exhibition held May - July 1958. Norwich 
Castle Museum. No. 53 in the catalogue. 
The portrait is illustrated in C.W.James, Chief 
Justice Coke, his family and descendants at Holkham . 
1929. Plate facing p. 208.

(18). Detail of the sleeve of his coat. The silk, which 
has a woven pattern, is probably French or Italian 
(see p. 307). 3*7

PI.18 (19). James Leman. Silk Design dated 1718. E.A451-1909-
(see p. 273). 3*8

PI.19 (20). Torah Mantle. No. 177 in Anglo-Jewish Exhibition
held at the Victoria & Albert Museum in 1956. 
From the Spanish & Portuguese Synagogue of Bevis 
Marks. Abraham Mendes da Costa had the scroll made 
in 1720. Red satin ground, with the design in blue 
grey, dark green, pink and yellow silk and file and 
frise* silver and silver-gilt' thread. This would 
have been one of the richest silks of its period 
(see p. 273). 3*9

PI.20 (21). Michael Dahl. Nicholas Leake, ^th Earl of Scaredale
(in the Nationamueeum, Stockholm). Plate xxxviii in 
Michael Dahl by W. iNisser. 1927. The silk of his 
waistcoat is comparable both with the Torah Mantle on 
Plate 19 and the design by Leman on Plate 13. 
(see p. 273).______
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Pl«21 (22). Silk Design probably by Christopher Baudouin.
Dated 1725. It is a design among the "Patterns
by Different Hands", collected by Anna Maria
Garthwaite. Ho. 5973.11.
The design is inscribed on the back: "Mr. Smith.
For Mr. Peter Lekeux. March the 11, 1725. *fOO
cords No. 8 & 10, 102 Bezines Long, (in another
hand) Mr. Huddleston" (see p. 308). 351

PI.22 (23). ^horuae Gray by J. Richardson. Probably painted
when he went to Eton in 1?2?. Plate XI (115), in 
J.W. Goodison: Cambridge Portraits, 1955, Vol. I. 
The University Collection. The silk of the boy's 
coat, a light blue in colour, shows a typical lac* 
pattern of the period (see p. 308). 352

PI.23 (24). Part of a Silk Design. French dated 1728, by an
unknown designer. For a "Persienne" (a silk 
very different from the English "persian"). 
Bibliothlque Natiouale, Cabinet d'Estarapes, Vol. 
LL. MfA.
The inscription at the side of the design read si 
"Pereienne argen nue a argen glace e argen fries' 
de 1728", i.es it is intended for a silk with three 
kinds of metal thread (see p. 308). 353

PI.2k (25). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design -c. 1730. From
a Series described on the original cover as "Double 
Tabbys". 5975-^. The design is a typical "lace 
pattern" of the period and can be dated by reference 
to other designs dated 1729 and 1731 (see pp. 308-9).

(26). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 1731*- 5975-2. 
The colour scheme although much reduced in tone is 
typical of the series.

(27). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 1731- 597W. 35^ 
[Detail)

PI.25 (28). Samuel Egerton by Bartolomeo Nazari. Painted in
Venice in 1732. No. 207 in the Catalogue of 
Italian Art and Britain, Royal Academy of Arts, 
London 19^0.
The silk of his waistcoat is probably French of 

precisely this date (see pp. 303-9). 355
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PI,26 (29). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 1733. Fron
a Series described on the original cover as "Double 
Tabbys". No. 5975-II. The design may be compared 
with the previous one and shews how the flowers have 
broken away from the lace framework of which there 
is still a suggestion in the formation of the plain 
ground areas. The design is dated by reference to 
other dated silks (see p. 309). 356

PI.2? (30). Worsted with a blue ground and the pattern in
several colours. The property of the Henry Francis 
Dupont Museum, Winterthur, U.S.A. 59.7.9. Probably 
English (Norwich or Spitalfielde), almost certainly 
acquired in Spain, cf. fig. 29, 1733. 357

PI.28 (3D* Silk Design by an unknown French designer. The
design belonged to James Leman and is No. 76 in 
the Book of Designs belonging to Messrs. Vanners 
& Fennell Ltd. The design is c. 1732 and is 
similar in style with a series in the Cabinet 
d'Estampes of the Bibliotheque Nationale. These 
could all have been by the designer Courtois (see 
p« 310) but none are signed. Several fragments of 
silk woven from this design exist in the Richelieu 
Collection. 358

PI.29 (32). Anna Maria Qarthwaite. Silk Design c. 173^. The
original cover for this series is missing and the type 
of silk for which this is intended is unknown. 5971. 
31. The design is typical of its period with trees 
and flowers heavily modelled but rendered in die- 
proportionate scales (see p. 310). 359

PI.30 (33). Dress, c. 1733-173^. The silk could be English
and may be compared in style with Qarthwaite*e 
design in the previous plate. T.719-1913- 
Tissue, with a tabby ground and green and white 
pattern wefts, the other colours brocaded (see p. 310).

360

PI.31 (3*0. Silk Design probably by Jean Revel c. 1732-3 (see
p. 311). The design is among the "French Patterns" 
which belonged to Anna Maria Garthwaite. 597^.7.

(35). woven Silk. French c. 1732-3* Woven from the design 
shewn in the previous illustration. This example is 
in the Mu0le dee Tieeus at Lyon and there is another 
in the G«webesa»mlung of the Textilingenieurschule at , 
Krefeld. 3&1
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PI.32 (36). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated 1735-
From a series described on the original cover as 
"Brocades from 1735-40". 5977.8. The design 
shews Garthwaite using "points rentrees" to 
achieve a three-dimensional effect (see pp. 311-313).

(37). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design c. 17 , 5977. 
The brownish colour scheme with black shading is 
typical. The design has "points ren trees11 as in 
the previous illustration. The three-dimensional 
effect which they impart can be appreciated although 
they are invisible in this poor reproduction. 362

PI.33 (38). Antonio David. George Lewie Coke. Painted in
Rome in 1735. No. 123 in the Catalogue, Italian 
Art and Britain, Royal Academy of Arts, London, 
I960. .
The waistcoat and cuffs are silver with roses in 
silk, the silk is probably French of precisely 
this date (see pp. 311-313). 363

PI .34 (39). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Designs dated 1741.
The lower left hand design is for a "gro&ram", 
a half silk (see pp. 330-33**-; p. )• The tobine 
on the lower right hand side is drawn on "rule 
paper", 5978.13 (see pp. 163, 26l). 364

P1.35 (40) . Anna Maria Garthwaite. Design for a tobine dated
1741. The shading of colours in the warp is managed 
with great subtlety and the central mass broken by 
the small blue flowers which project. These would 
have been brocaded for there is a horizontal variation 
in colour (see pp.280-28l & 28l, note 3» 317).

(41). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated 1742. To 
be woven by Captain John Baker (see pp. 159-162). 
5981.23. The design is for a brocaded tissue. 
The blue and pink flowers would have been brocaded. 
Th« yellow may indicate metal thread as it does in 
the design for the Lekeux silk in the same series.

(42). Brocaded woven silk of the 1740's. Probably made 
in Spitalfielde. The ground is a light coffee 
colour (see p. 315). 365

PI 36 (43-) • Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design for a damask.
1742. 59^0 (••« pp. 278, 314). 366





PI. 37 (44). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated 1742. 
The design is carried out in shades of yellow. 
5981.20 (see pp. 271-272). 367

PI. 38 (45). Silk, woven by Captain I^ter Lekeux from the design 
on the previous plate, in three kinds of silver 
thread on a blue taffeta ground. 
Victoria & Albert Museum T. 81-1938 (see pp. 271-272) . 368

PI. 39 (46). Silk woven by Captain Peter Lekeux from the design
by Anna Maria Garthwaite. The colouring is much 
more vivid than this illustration would suggest 
but the different reflections of light from the 
three different kinds of silver thread can be seen 
(see pp. 271-272). 369

P1.40 (47). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated 1745.
590*4.5. In the index to this series the design 
is described by Garthwaite ae a "Bro. (caded) Batten" 
(see p. 315). 370

PI. 41 (48). Anna Maria Qarthwaite. Silk Design dated 1747.
5985.2. In the index to this series the design 
is described as a "bro. tobine" (see p. 316) . 371

PI. 42 (49). Drees, the silk woven by Daniel (?) Vautier from the
design shewn on the previous plate. 
Victoria & Albert Museum T. 706-1913 (see p. 316) . 372

PI. 43 (50). Detail of the silk shewn on Plate 42. The self-
colour pattern in the ground ic a warp effect - 
the tobine of the design, the small flowers are 
brocaded. The rather coarse decoupures are 
noticeable in the jagged line of the stalks of 
the flowers (see p. 280, note 2: 316) . 373

PI. 44 (51) • Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated 1747.
59^5.9. In the index to £he series the design is
described as "A Bro/caded/ Lut.^e string."
(see pp. 301, 316). 374

PI. 45 (52)- silk woven by ^aniel ( ? ) Vautier from the design
by darthwaite shewn in the previous plate. 
Victoria & Albert Mueeum. T. 720-1913 (•«• p. 316) . 375
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Page

(53). Alured Clarke of Godmanchester (1653-17W with
his wife Anne Trimnel (1671-1755) by an anonymous 
painter c. 17^0. Plate 37c in J. Steegman: A 
Survey of Portraits in Welsh Houses, Vol. I, 1957 
North Wales. The lady's dress is a grey damask 
•hewing the large-scale designs of this date 
(ee« p.

Arthur Devis. Two portraits of members of the
Warden family. Plate 13 in the Catalogue of an
Exhibition at 25 Park Lane of English Con
versation Pieces, 1930.
The lady on the left is wearing a quilted silk
petticoat (©ee p. 177| note 1). The lady on
the right plain satin (see p, 299). The bare
boards and windows without curtains contrast with
the dress worn by the sitter (see p. 296). 376

Pl.V? (55). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated
5936*2. In the index to this series the design 
is inscribed as a "bro. ^
(see p. 316). 377

(56). Brocaded woven silk of the early 1750 f s. Probably 
made in Spitalfields. The rosebuds are practically 
life size. The silk of the ground has buckled when 
removed from the tension of the loom (see pp. 256, 
note Is 317).

(57). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Design for a gauze lappet 
pattern dated 1752. Mr. Grumpier must be John 
Grumpier, the gauze weaver. (See pp. Vj-^H 
5989.6. 378

(58). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Design for a waistcoat
shape, dated 175O. 5988.31. If Mr. Turner was one 
of the partners in John and Robert Turner the design 
may not be for a silk waistcoat (see pp. 63, 97, note 1), 
but for a worsted one. Garthwaite designed several 
other waistcoats in the course of her career. 379

PI. 50 (59) • Suit of figured cut and uncut velvet woven to shape.
English or French, 17^5-55- Victoria & Albert 
Museum, tf. («ee pp. 317-313). 380
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PI.51 (60). Alan Ramsay. George Bristow, plate ixa in A.
Smart; The Life and Times of Alan Ramsay. 1952. 
Facing page 80.
The waistcoat ha6 a brocaded silk border and 
decoration on the pocket (see p. 318).

(61). Robert Feke. James Bowdoin II, plate 1? in
Catalogue of Detroit Institute of Arts: Painting
in America, 1957.
The waistcoat is satin with a damask design on
the pocket and borders. Early 17*K>»s (see p. 3lB). 381

PI.52 (62). T. Hudson. Portrait of Sir Henry Oxendon, 1756.
Sold at Christies, 20th November 1931, Lot. ^2. 
National Portrait Gallery Neg, 8^-5. 
The cut velvet suit may be compared with the suit 
on plate 50 (see pp. 317-318). 382

^

PI.53 (63). Woven silk. Probably English (Spitalfields) 1750's.
In the Los Angeles County Museum (see p. 319). 3$3

PI.5^ (6*0. Brocaded woven silk with a "flush" pattern in
the ground. Probably made in Spitalfielde in the
mid-1750'6. The colouring and the style of the
flowers are both typical of English silks, the
diapered patterns both in the ground and in the
leaves are typical of the period.
Victoria £ Albert Museum, (see pp.280, 319). 384

PI.55 (65). Portrait of KSlinor Frances Dixie, illus. 211 in
C. W. £ P. Cunnington English Costume in the 
Picture Histories series. The picture is also 
reproduced in the Connoisseur Period Guide, Early 
Georgian Period. The brocaded silk with a "flush" 
pattern in the ground must surely be English of the 
late *K) f s or early 1750's (see p. 319). 385

PI.56 (66). Panel of woven silk from a firescreen. The
property of Mr. Thomas Aubertin. According to the 
label sewn to it the silk is said to have been 
designed by John Vansommer, an ancestor of Mr. 
Aubertin; as Vansommer was active in the middle and 
second half of the i8th century this would seem 
quite possible. The silk dates from about 1755-60

p. 320). 3*6
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PI. 57 (6?). Four fragments of silk said to have been made by
a member of the Desorraeaux fajnily. The silk probably 
dates from the mid-60's to mid-70's (see p. 320). 38?

* 

t

PI. 58 (68). Sample from the end of a piece of silk, said to
have been woven by a member of the Duthoit family. 
the property of Mrs. Turner. The silk probably 
dates from the rnid-1760's - 70' s (see p. 320) • 388

PI. 59 (69). Anna Maria Garthwaite. Silk Design dated 17^2.
This is one of Garthwaite *s designs presumably in 
tended for men's suiting. 5981.9 (eee pp. 28l f 3l8) .

(70). Two pages from an English exporter's pattern book 
of silks. In the Berch Col?_ection of the Nordiska 
Museum in Stockholm (s«e pp. 281, 318, V?3) . 389

PI. 60 (71). Arthur Devis. A Member of the Sergison family.
Plate 13 in the Catalogue of an Exhibition at 25 
Park Lane of English Conversation Piece E. 1930. The 
sitter's gown is plain satin, he had a picture above 
his fireplace and a Chinese vase beneath it. There 
are no other soft furnishings (see pp. 296 & 299).

(72). Nicholas Jazackerley by Arthur Devis, dated 1763. 
Plate 8 in S.H. Pavilr*, The Devis Family of

(Catalogue No. 4o) (see pp. 317-319). 390

Pl*6l (73). John BOUTS by John Singleton Copley, dated 1763.
Plate 26 in Boston Museum of Fine Arts, B.N. Parker 
& A.B.Whealer, John Singleton Copley 1938 (see pp. 
317-319) • 391

PI. 62 (74). John Singleton Copley. Mrs. John Barrett. Plate 12,
in Boston Mueeum of Fine Arts: Loan Exhibition 
100 Colonial Portraits. 1930.
The dress shews a damask probably of the mid-1760's 
(see p. 31*0. 392

PI. 63 (75). John Singleton Copley. Nicholas Boylston, dated 1767.
Plate 78 in Boston Museum of Fine Arts, B.N. Parker 
& A.B.Whe«ler, John Singleton Copley 1938. 
The damaek banyan was evidently a prop in Copley' s 
etudio a& it appears in several paintings. It 
probably dates from the warly 60'8w 393





P1.64 (76). Silk Design French mid-176o f s. The property of
Messrs, Warner s Lt<3. The design is probably 
from Lyon since the pyiper on which it is drawn comes 
from there. The design is typical of its period. 
(see p. 320). 391*-

i

Pl*65 (77) • Design for a damask by Anna Maria Garthwaite, one
of a pair of nearly identical designs in a series 
c. 17^2. 597 .. ^25

PI. 66 (78). Chasuble in the Royal Danish Collections at
Rosenborg Caetle. The chasuble is made from a
silk dress which belonged to Princess Louise,
daughter of George II, who married
of Denmark in 17^3- She, died in 1751. The
similarity of style to the Garthwaite design
suggests that this silk was made in England and part
of the troueseau which she took out to Denmark for
her marriage. I am most grateful tc my colleague
Mr. Peter Thornton for drawing my attention to this
silk (oee pp. *f2>42*0 . 426

P1.6? (79). Twopa^es of a book of patterns of materials
& submitted by the London Weavers Company in 1719 

(80). to the Commissioners for Trades and Plantations 
as examples of the goods most affected by com 
petition from printed calicoes. The first four 
namples of(79)are woven in silk and worsted. The 
first four samples of (80) are worsted, the silk 
damasks silk and worsted; the two lower series of 
striped materials are all silk but with a low 
quality weft. PHO. C.O. 388.21 No. 209 fols. 151 
& 1^6 (see pp. 456, ^59 and Appendix 3).

PI. 68 (81). A page from the pattern book illustrated in
the previous plate. The sampler, are all silk 
but with a loxv grartc weft. 
PRO. C.O. 388.21 No. 209 fol. 15? (eee pp. 

and Appendix

Printed and resist-dyed cotton, Southern India,
first half l8th century. Victoria & Albert Museum
I.S. 103-1950.
The design of this cotton may be compared with tht
silk on Plate 3 (see p. ^65) . 458
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PI.69 (83). Detail of a printed linen lining to a leather- 
covered wooden trunk. It has a white ground block 
printed in red, pale red and green (blue and 
yellow, one superimposed upon the other). 
Th« property of the Essex Museum and Art Gallery, 
Chelraeford, English: c. 1705-20 (see p. 465). 46l

PI.70 (84). Organssinirig Mill, from Diderot's Encyclopaedia
(see pp. 246-247). 395

PI.71 (85). Warping Mill, from Diderot's Encyclopaedia
(see p. 246).

(86). One of the operations in transferring the design
drafted upon "ruled" or graph paper on to the loom, 
from Paulet: LHrt du Fabricant des £toffes de Soie, 
Vol. ?, Pt. II (bee p. 263). 396

PI.72 (87)• Diagram to shew the weave of a typical tissue
(«•* p. 2^4, -note 2: 279, and 279, note 1). 397

PI.73 (88). The tieing of the lashes upon the simple, from
Diderot's Encyclopaodia (see pp. 263-264). 398

PI.74 (89). The Draw Loom, from Diderot 1 s Encyclopaedia
(see pp. 264-266). 399

PI.75 (90). The Comber Board. Two diagrams to shew alternate
methods of entering the cords through the board 
(see pp. 255, 260 and 262). 400

(91) • Diagram taken frora Murphy 1 s Art of V/eaving, to
shew the position of the comber board. facing 400

PI.76 (92). Diagram to shew the dual control of the warp
threads on a drawloon: by the shafts to make the 
ground weave and by the figure harness to make the 
pattern (see p. 264). 401

PI.77 (93). A Velvet loom, from Diderot's Encyclopaedia
(ee« p. 278). 402

(82). Rocque's Map of Londor. 1746. Detail assembled from 
tv/o sheetn to shew th* S^italfields District.
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